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the recovery in July 1099 of the city of Jerusalem by crusaders after four and a half centuries of Muslim rule was the strongest indication yet of a shift in the balance of power from the eastern Mediterranean region to the west. The Balkans and the Levant were in no state to take advantage of beneficial economic forces which were just as much at work in them as in western Europe. The Byzantine empire had been gravely damaged by the occupation of most of Asia Minor by nomadic Turks, although, in a situation reminiscent of the barbarian incursions of the third century, rebellious ‘Roman’ generals had to a large extent brought this on themselves by inviting the Turks in as mercenaries. The empire had no more than a shadow of a presence in central Greece and the Balkans and it suffered from the fact that it had never had great trading or industrial sectors which could have helped to compensate for its territorial losses: Constantinople had been at best a great consumer city. Profitable commercial centres needed to be on trade routes rather than at the end of them and when he encouraged Venetian and Pisan merchants to come to Constantinople the emperor Alexios I may have been trying to create the vital extra overseas leg that an international market of this kind would need.

Syria and Palestine had been devastated in the wars between the Shi’ite Fatimids in Cairo and the Sunni Seljuq Turks ruling on behalf of the ‘Abbasid caliphate in Baghdad. The Muslim Near East had fallen into even deeper disarray just before the arrival of the First Crusade. In 1092 the greatest figure in Seljuq history, the vizier Nizam al-Mulk, the power behind the sultans for over thirty years, was murdered. A month later the sultan, Malikshah, died in suspicious circumstances, as did his wife, his grandson and other powerful figures. The ‘Abbasid caliph, al-Muqtadi, himself expired in 1094. The Seljuq sultanate disintegrated into localities in which pretenders and members of the family fought each other for power. In 1094 the Fatimid caliph, al-Mustansir, who had ruled in Cairo for fifty-eight years and had fiercely resisted the Seljuqs,
also died; so did his vizier, Badr al-Jamali. The First Crusade swept, therefore, into a region in which there was a vacuum of power.

Western Europe may not have been a cosy place in which to live, but conditions there were infinitely better. With no significant outside threat the developments in education and administration described in the first part of this volume could proceed apace. The engine for change was provided by the Latin church, the only institution with a truly transcontinental role. Its transformation into an advanced governmental machine was partly a consequence of initiatives taken by the centre in a climate of opinion, secular as well as religious, which was in its favour. They proved to be astonishingly ambitious, although they did not at first comprise a detailed programme, since none of the main actors had a clear idea where they were going. These men wanted simply to restore the whole church to what they believed had been its pristine purity and were determined to use the central organs of ecclesiastical government to bring this about. Over the course of the next three centuries, in one of the most revolutionary periods in the history of the church, the papacy, insisting on its independent authoritative voice and reinforcing this with institutional controls, was able to loosen the framework of pre-existing doctrinal authority, provided above all by the decisions of the first seven (or eight) general councils. It would be going too far to assert that it was now free-wheeling – indeed it always assured anyone who would listen of its devotion to precedent, previous councils and scripture – but its pre-eminence and the respect with which its voice was generally heard meant that it could oversee doctrinal adaptation and development. Between 1123 and 1312 it summoned no less than seven new general councils while the judgements streaming from the papal curia meant that the standard codification of canon law, Gratian’s *Decretum*, had to be regularly updated with supplementary works. Authority for Latins, therefore, came to be not static, but continually developing, and Catholic doctrine came to be characterized by a succession of pronouncements on faith and morals, each claiming, of course, to be only expressing what had been in the mind of the church from the start.

Ambition alone would not have been enough, of course, to transform the role of the popes from a relatively passive to a consistently proactive one. It cannot be said often enough that advances in government depend as much on the governed as the governors. Few rulers have proved themselves to be so foolish as to establish elaborate machinery with nothing to do; central offices have emerged in response to the creation of business. In the middle ages this was on the whole generated from below as subjects sought arbitration or judgement, but nobody would seek a judicial decision from a court impractically distant from his or her home or from one whose procedures were perceived to be uncertain. The church already had an apparatus of public courts, each
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within a reasonable distance of every baptized Christian. These were the courts of the bishops, which is one of the reasons why control over the episcopate became such an issue in the eleventh century. The papacy’s encouragement of the scholarship needed if the law – canon law – applicable everywhere by these courts was to be clarified and systematized created the conditions for ordinary Christians to seek judgement in them.

The process of change began with the arrival in Rome after the election of Pope Leo IX in 1049 of a group of radical reformers, under the influence of a movement which had been growing in monastic circles for half a century. The papacy, powered by an intense moral seriousness, placed itself in the forefront of change for almost the only time in its history, risking its own prestige in the process. Its radicalism was of a historical kind, based in its eyes on precedent and past authority, and it seems to have been barely conscious of the consequences of some of its initiatives, but no one can question the energy and intransigence with which it pursued its goals: it challenged the Byzantine empire and the patriarchate of Constantinople; it tried to establish free papal elections; it revived ancient half-forgotten legislation on clerical celibacy, episcopal schools and legations; it claimed lordship over important regions of western Europe; it developed the unprecedented notion of penitential warfare and invented crusading; and it set out to submit all episcopal hierarchies, including those in the eastern patriarchates, to the see of Peter. In a remarkably short time the sacramental and penitential theology of the Latin church was transformed, much of it in ways that directly affected ordinary Christians such as the geographical location of purgatory and the establishment of universal rules for canonization and for the verification of relics.

The way that the reformers’ trains of thought could lead them in directions far from that originally intended is illustrated by the election decree of 1059. This established that thenceforward papal elections were to be free. The cardinal bishops should first confer about the candidate and then summon the cardinal clergy. The remaining Roman clergy and people should assent to the choice. The king of Germany, the heir to the empire, was to have ‘due honour’. In effect the papacy was renouncing its traditional protector, in the name of the freedom, to which it was so committed, of the church from lay patronage. The reformers were inclined to ignore the many benefits that customary lay patronage had brought – not least the reform of their own institution by the emperor – but it would be wrong to suppose that they rejected protection in principle. On the contrary, they ardently desired it, since they knew that the church could not fulfil its functions efficiently without a strong secular arm assuring the order and security which was needed. That was why the election decree was ambiguously worded, why the policy enunciated in it was not consistently applied and why even two centuries later there remained an
ambivalence in the relationship between church and state. But while to the
eleventh-century reformers the prime justification of rulership and the chief
duty given it by God was the protection of the church, a protector should know
his place and should never try to interfere or control. They were convinced
that lay patronage had got out of hand, to the point at which it was, in their
eyes, wrong in itself.

Their boldness can only be appreciated in the context of the uneasy rela-
tionship between Rome and its own bishops which had been a constant in
papal history. The city was now barely recognizable as a former imperial cap-
ital. Fields and marshes took up much of the space within the ancient walls.
Scattered among them were the tower-houses of the Roman nobles, whom
the popes feared most of all, because it was in the nature of things that these
men would try to dominate their local bishopric. Everyone knew, or thought
they knew, that periods of papal degradation had coincided with those times
when the nobles had had the upper hand. That is why the popes had sought
assistance from Byzantine, Carolingian, Ottonian and Salian emperors. By
renouncing imperial protection, which is what the reformers in Rome were
effectively doing, they were exposing the papacy to real danger. A century and
a half later Pope Innocent III, who was himself a member of a Roman noble
family, thought he had found a solution in the exploitation of the papal patri-
mony – so that as a powerful prince himself the pope could dominate the local
magnates – but in the interim popes were often exiled from their see and forced
to look for defenders who had the advantage, in their eyes, of being too weak
to threaten them: south Italian Normans, fideles beati Petri and so on. Nothing
demonstrates the force of the papacy’s commitment to its reform programme
so much as its option for insecurity, but the extent of its achievement can be
measured by comparing what was at the disposal of Innocent III around 1200
with the shadowy rights of his predecessors two centuries before.

The energy of the reformers can easily be demonstrated by taking a half-
hour’s drive through the countryside of western Europe today and counting
the sites where a church was built in the central middle ages. The resources
committed to the construction of major stone edifices in almost every village –
if that is what a miserable collection of huts could be called – almost passes
comprehension. There had been no building programme on this scale since the
Roman empire, but to a society which appreciated display it demonstrated the
standing of the church and its influence. This was coming to be felt everywhere,
even in warfare, that most political of all activities, which was not only sacralized
in the crusades, but also ritualized at every level. In the heartlands of Latin
Europe, where the concern was, often against the odds, for a more efficient
government, the church provided at the same time a model and a hindrance in
that its insistence on the management of its own affairs limited the influence
that kings and magnates could have over an important institution on which they had relied in their administration. A theme of the period is the forms of resistance rulers employed, from waging war in late eleventh-century Italy to fomenting schism or demanding a redrawing of the boundaries between secular and ecclesiastical jurisdiction in the twelfth century.

Wherever in western Europe an apparatus of courts was still recognizably under a ruler’s control and was staffed by officials answerable in some degree to him centralization was possible. In England the Normans took care not to dismantle the system they found there, although, as elsewhere, it coexisted with local jurisdictions and with courts Christian. King Henry II’s introduction of the possessory assizes is an example of the importance of having accessible courts and easily understandable procedures working in tandem; the result, in the aftermath of a period of disorder, was a stream of cases flowing into royal courts and a consequent growth in royal authority. Historians of medieval England take pride in what they consider to be a precociously advanced system of government with a wealth of records, but England was not unique. The Norman kingdom of Sicily, divided between the island, which following its conquest in the eleventh century was firmly in the hands of its ruler, and the mainland, where a number of individual principalities had grown up, was an example of experimentation in government every bit as impressive as that in England. In both cases, however, rulership worked well because the country concerned was relatively small geographically.

Size was always an important factor. The western empire, which in the year 1000 had looked somewhat similar to England in governmental terms, had begun to disintegrate by 1100. In Germany this was to lead to the rise of the principalities and in northern Italy to the communes. The empire suffered from a succession of civil wars, but it is arguable that it was simply too big to be effectively administered as a whole once the expectations of its subjects had grown beyond a certain level. It is noticeable that none of its constituent parts challenged the theory of its existence; all of them found a way of managing their own affairs within a framework which they nevertheless succeeded in emasculating. France, another country too large for effective centralized control, had already fragmented and in the early eleventh century this led to intolerable levels of internal disorder. The situation had improved by 1100, but for almost a century thereafter parts of the kingdom suffered intermittently from internal warfare, often because the princes were trying to reduce their own territories to order. The steps taken around 1200 by King Philip II to raise his profile by advancing royal authority into lordships which had already been reconsolidated were, however, made harder than they need have been, because one magnate, the king of England, had accumulated far more land than was healthy for the kingdom as a whole.
Centralization is not everything and where an apparatus of jurisdiction had fragmented or decayed it was not possible to rebuild it, which is why the empire under Frederick Barbarossa and the crown of France under a succession of Capetian kings had to make use of other means to enlarge the scope of royal authority. In both Germany and France the rulers exploited feudal relationships, since these at least provided them with services of various kinds and a legal framework for loyalty and obedience, but over time the consequences were to be completely different, because in Germany the fragmentation came to be reinforced, whereas in France the crown was eventually going to triumph. Before 1200 these processes were only in their early stages and, without agreeing entirely with the communitarian theories which have been argued recently, it is certainly the case that feudal lordship was not yet the force it was to be by the end of the thirteenth century.

Indeed if there was one issue that was at the forefront of the minds of landowners in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries it was not lordship and the possession of tenancies, which are characteristic of feudal holdings, but family. Blood relationships, which endured, of course, as a major political factor into modern times, provided western Europe with another kind of internal unity. The most significant difference between them and association by lordship was that whereas lordship tended to operate in the localities they were cosmopolitan, as families searched further afield for suitable spouses, partly in response to the very strict rules of consanguinity which the church was trying to impose. Rotrou of Perche, the count of Mortagne on the frontiers of Normandy around 1100, for example, was related to the kings of Aragón through his aunt and to the viscount of Turenne in Limousin through the marriage of his sister. At about the same time the daughters of Count William Tête Hardi of Burgundy were married to the duke of Burgundy and the counts of Flanders, Savoy and Bar-le-Duc. And one of William’s sons was married to the heiress of Castile. International bonds of kinship straggled, like Cistercian filiations, from Britain and Scandinavia to the Levant, binding westerners together culturally.

Dynastic relationships had strong effects on the periphery. Recent research on the settlers in Syria and Palestine has shown how closely they were in touch with their relations in the west. The families thrown into prominence there were often not of the highest rank. The Monthérys, the first clan to exploit the crusading movement, must have been predisposed in some way to respond to the earliest calls to crusade since so many members took part. Two Monthérys were among the first settlers in the Levant, and one of them was independently related to the greatest figures there and was talented enough to be rewarded by them with lordship. He in turn patronized other relations, including new arrivals. Members of the family were, therefore, well placed when they were provided with an opportunity to seize the crown in 1118. And the characteristic
way that the instinct for cooperation and mutual assistance would bring a whole kindred-group, or a substantial part of it, into line behind an initiative is demonstrated by the attempts by relations, in the west as well as in the east, to respond to needs of their colonial cousins through visits to Palestine, through the use of whatever influence they had at home or through settlement themselves. The path taken by the Montlhérys was to be followed a few decades later by the Lusignans and in the thirteenth century by the Briennes. Crusading was so dependent on the reactions of committed European kin-groups that it could be manipulated by them relatively easily.

Western government was marked everywhere by experimentation and innovation. This was particularly the case in the new settlements in which characteristic features of frontier administration, marcher lordships, gave their holders freedom to experiment. In Spain and in the Levant western conquerors were faced by the absorption of large numbers of indigenous of other religions and evolved measures to cope with them, most being variations on existing Muslim dhimmi regulations for subject peoples. But a feature before 1200 was that on many frontiers the papacy had much less influence than in the heartlands, in spite of the facts that the Levantine colonies had been created out of the papal crusading movement, Spain was a region on which it had concentrated much of its effort in the eleventh century and the king of Sicily was a papal vassal. The nature of the conquest, the accession of rulers who had not been in the forefront of reform and the poor quality of the clergy who had accompanied the First Crusade were responsible for a patriarchate of Jerusalem which comprised possibly the most backward and unreformed collection of provinces in Latin Christendom. In Spain and Sicily the church fell into the pockets of the kings. The reason for its relative weakness seems to have been that it had not yet evolved instruments to cope with the imposition of Latin Christianity in regions which had not known it. So on the frontiers, at a time when it was trumpeting its freedom from lay influence, it was still as dependent on secular power as it had been in the days of Charlemagne and the Ottonian emperors.
CHAPTER 2
THE PAPACY, 1024–1122

Uta-Renate Blumenthal

INTRODUCTION

General

The author of a chapter on the history of the papacy from 1024 to 1122 confronts the unusual task of giving in a few pages an account of both the Adelspapsttum and of the popes of the Gregorian reform period. No greater contrast could be imagined, one might think. After the clean-sweep of Sutri and Rome in 1046, when ecclesiastical councils under the guidance of Emperor Henry III cleared the way for the first of the northern newcomers, Pope Clement II (1046–7), a fundamentally altered papacy is supposed to have arisen from the ashes of a papacy dominated by the corrupt local Roman nobility. And, indeed, profound changes occurred in the second half of the eleventh century, although with regard less to the papacy itself as an institution than to its relationship with the churches of the empire (Germany, Italy and, at times, Burgundy), the Normans of Italy, the principalities and kingdom of France and the Byzantine patriarchate. Because of the Conquest and the special relationship between the papacy and the English kings from William I to Henry I, England stood somewhat apart in this reordering, as did Spain on account of the Reconquista.\(^1\) It involved the successful realization of the papal primacy. This was not limited to the secular realm, but also deeply affected relationships within the church. The history of these changes can be found in an earlier chapter as well as in many handbooks and will only be sketched very briefly here.\(^2\) The present chapter will emphasize the administrative underpinning that allowed a strengthened papacy to emerge at the end of the twelfth century under Innocent III (1198–1216) as the single most influential political and spiritual institution of Latin Christendom. It will cover the initial stages of this development, since they

\(^1\) Cowdrey (1972) and (1989); Fornasari (1989); Garcia y Garcia (1989); Erdmann (1935).

\(^2\) NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 9.
unfolded precisely in the period from c. 1012 to 1123 and form a continuous theme.

The tenth-century background

The popes of the tenth and early eleventh centuries never renounced the proud papal traditions represented in the more recent past by Nicholas I (858–67) and John VIII (872–82). But because the ties between the pope and the Frankish rulers, which had helped to shift the focus of the papacy from Byzantium to northern Europe in the eighth century, had weakened considerably during the break-up of the Carolingian empire and the effectiveness of the popes had declined, the papacy of the tenth century came to depend increasingly on local Roman and Italian factions. Near-anarchy north and south of the Alps greatly constricted the papal vision as well as the papal sphere of action. Not even the revival of the western imperial tradition by the Ottonian rulers in 962 could break the vicious cycle which threatened to make the papacy permanently a merely local force. The affair of Pope Formosus (891–6) shows vividly that it was even an advantage for the church, when with Sergius III (904–11) one of the several rival factions in Rome gained the definite ascendancy over the others. Formosus had been bishop before his election, and canon law forbade the translation of bishops to other sees, since they were considered married to their churches of ordination. The opponents of Formosus, therefore, possessed an excellent weapon. At the infamous synod of 896/7, Pope Stephen VII had the decaying corpse of Formosus dressed in papal regalia, deprived him of his rank and finally had the mutilated corpse cast into the Tiber. For almost two decades afterwards it was hotly debated whether or not Formosus had been pope legally and whether or not, therefore, his ordinations had been and remained valid. Writings supporting Formosus are vivid illustrations of the confusion and violence reigning in Rome at the time, and incidentally provided some of the most potent arguments in the eleventh-century quarrel over the validity of simoniacl ordination between Peter Damian and Humbert of Silva Candida.

The success of Sergius III, since 897 the anti-Formosan candidate for the papacy, was primarily due to the support of his cause by Theophylact. Theophylact and his direct heirs dominated Rome until 963, when the Crescentians and eventually the Tusculans succeeded to his role. Under the princeps Alberic II (932–955), grandson of Theophylact, Rome enjoyed the greatest degree of security and tranquillity in the entire century. Alberic completely dominated the papacy, but his rule also brought monastic reforms to Rome. They were inspired and personally guided by Abbot Odo of Cluny. Alberic’s son, Octavian, not only continued to rule temporal Rome, but also became pope under the name of John XII (955–64). Not until 1012 was Crescentian control over the
papacy to be broken. The Tuscan popes succeeded in replacing the Roman branch of the Crescentians in May of that year, when within a week both Pope Sergius IV (1009–12) and the patrician John had died. Gregory, elevated to the papacy by the Crescentian party, was defeated and replaced by the Tuscan Theophylact as Benedict VIII.

The Tuscan popes

Benedict VIII (1012–24)

In contrast to the Crescentians, who had largely relied on the entrenchment of their own dynasty and their supporters in the duchy of Rome as secular magnates and landowners – often at the expense of the temporal property of the Roman church – the Tuscanans used their secular power and successes to shore up the standing of the papacy among the Roman nobility. The position of patrician, so important to Crescentian rule, remained vacant. Benedict VIII, in particular, fought successfully to restore to the Roman church some of the properties that had been alienated through long-term emphyteusis to lay magnates. At the same time the pontiff also lent his support to monasteries such as Farfa south of Rome in reclaiming alienated property. The synod of Pavia of 1022, celebrated jointly by Benedict and Emperor Henry II, betrays the same spirit, although an element of moral reform of the clergy was also present and should not be underestimated. Successful restitutions of rights and property to the apostolic see were none the less negligible, if the abject poverty of the papacy in the mid-eleventh century provides an acceptable measure. In the long run, therefore, other aspects of Benedict’s reign were better suited to shore up and preserve traditional papal rights as they had evolved in the Carolingian period. Benedict’s cooperation with the emperor and his need for a military alliance brought about a visit to Henry II at Bamberg in 1020. On this occasion the pope received an imperial privilege which repeated with a few additions the Ottonianum, which had confirmed the papal lands granted in earlier Frankish donations. The document, known as the Henricianum, played a subsidiary but nevertheless important role in conjunction with the Donation of Constantine in documenting papal sovereignty and the geographical extent of the papal states for centuries to come.

The cooperation between pope and emperor also shaped other aspects of papal policy far beyond the reigns of the Tuscan popes themselves. Among them are administrative changes with regard to the chancery, as well as the seemingly innocuous introduction of the filioque clause. A synod gathered

---

in Rome on the occasion of Henry’s imperial coronation in 1014 agreed to follow in future the Frankish custom of including the Nicene creed among the prayers of the mass on Sundays and holidays. The venerable creed was now to contain the *filioque* whose Frankish origin was quickly forgotten. It was accepted as so typically Roman that Byzantine objections to the *filioque* became a fundamental issue in the break between Rome and Constantinople in 1054.

More important still was the fact that since the time of Charlemagne it had become customary for new archdioceses to be established only through the papacy. The pontiff would determine the geographical extent of an ecclesiastical province as well as the seat of the new archbishop. An archbishop, furthermore, could only assume his duties after he had obtained the pallium, once it had been consecrated by the pope over the tomb of St Peter in Rome. Eventually, in the late eleventh century, the conferring of the pallium made the archbishop seem more like the pope’s deputy with a delegated share in the universal primacy. It is true, of course, that rulers who were powerful enough to establish new archbishoprics like Otto I (Magdeburg 963) or Henry II (Bamberg 1020) also were strong enough to influence the papacy, but formally at least papal control determined the shape of the church in the particular kingdoms. When political circumstances permitted, the papacy could translate such control into real terms, or try to do so. Gregory IV (827–44), for example, intervened in the revolt of 830 against Louis the Pious on the side of Lothar I and his bishops. The pope was unsuccessful on this occasion, because most of the Frankish episcopate supported Louis, but in the course of the negotiations Gregory IV had reinterpreted instructions of Pope Leo I (440–61), stating that the pope alone possessed the fullness of power (*plenitudo potestatis*) whereas the bishops were entrusted only with partial responsibility (*pars sollicitudinis*). By the end of the eleventh century this declaration was frequently used to justify papal supremacy. By then it encountered little opposition among the episcopate which thus abandoned the old collegial understanding of the church at least in practice. With an attribution to Pope Vigilius, the text found its place in the Pseudo-Isidoran Decretals, thus becoming part of this sophisticated corpus of Frankish forgeries from the mid-ninth century, which also included the Donation of Constantine.4

**Monastic privileges**

In addition to the use of legates, who continued to represent the papacy on solemn occasions, especially councils, throughout the *seculum obscurum*, the influence of the papacy and veneration for St Peter is also evident in the growing

---

4 *Decretales Pseudo-Isidorianae*; Fuhrmann (197–4).
appeals to Rome for papal protection or even exemption of monasteries and, eventually, bishoprics. Papal protection, well into the eleventh century usually side by side with royal or imperial protection, meant that a particular abbey was protected by St Peter; an attack on such an abbey was at the same time an attack on St Peter. Frequently such a privilege included the right to the free election of the abbot or abbess. Expanded protection brought with it the exemption of an abbey from episcopal supervision at least in part. The extent of the exemption varied and was never absolute. The history of the Burgundian abbey of Cluny, founded by the duke of Aquitaine in 909, is an example of the various stages of protection/exemption. The foundation charter immediately provided for full independence from secular authority, free abbatial elections and papal protection (*tuitio* and *defensio*). The monastery was given to St Peter and St Paul. Every five years Cluny was to pay a census of ten *solidi* in recognition of this protection. The right of free abbatial elections, interpreted as the right to the designation of a worthy successor, contributed at first far more to Cluny’s development than did papal protection. The abbots were thus able to prevent any decline in reforming zeal or the strictness of life and morals. It was only the later protection of Cluny by kings and popes that eventually led to Cluny’s exemption from diocesan authority through the papacy. The final step in a complex process was the privilege of 1024 bestowed by Pope John XIX on Cluny to terminate all the bitter disputes and struggles between the abbey and the bishops of Mâcon, who had lost large portions of diocesan income because of Cluny’s partial exemption. Given the fame and influence of Cluny it is easy to understand how the abbey’s links to St Peter strengthened not only the monastery but also the prestige and influence of St Peter’s earthly successor, the pope. In general it must be said, however, that the two successors of Benedict VIII, John XIX (1024–32) and Benedict IX (1032–44; 1045–6; 1047–8), were less successful than their predecessor. The regnal years of Benedict IX’s pontificate with their frequent interruptions are a tell-tale sign. His pontificate was interrupted by first a resignation, secondly a deposition and thirdly a defeat.

*Legacy*

Nevertheless, veneration for the successor of St Peter was kept alive in many ways: by the many pilgrims; probably hardly less so by the export of Italian relics; the papal right to the imperial coronation; and the first instances of the canonization of saints through popes. Up to the end of the tenth century, the cult of a saint had evolved spontaneously and locally, but in 993 John XV

---

became the first pope to proclaim a saint officially at the request of the German ruler. The cult of Bishop Ulrich of Augsburg prescribed for the universal church by John, of five Polish martyrs by John XVIII and of the Armenian hermit Symeon by Benedict VIII were the first steps in a process that was to lead under Pope Innocent III to the exclusive papal prerogative of canonization. The role of the imperial coronation in the history of the papacy has been evaluated in an earlier chapter. Here a reminder suffices that no king who hoped to be emperor, or needed the title to maintain his sovereignty, could afford to forget his dependence on papal support.

Whatever the strengths and weaknesses of an individual who occupied the throne of St Peter, therefore, the papacy as an institution was well prepared for the universal role it was to assume under the popes of the reform period. The foundations on which they could build were laid firmly, not least in the canonical collections of the time. In practical terms the successes of a great pontiff like Nicholas I were ephemeral, but they were invaluable in legal and theoretical terms. The increasing separation between the eastern and the western halves of the church in intellectual and political terms brought a decisive turn in the development of the Roman primacy. Without the patriarchate of Constantinople as a constant, practical reminder of the division of the patriarchal authority among five sees, the Roman patriarchal role was readily superseded by that of the universal primacy which had been attributed to the bishop of Rome as successor of St Peter for centuries in the Latin west. In 1054 two legates of Leo IX, the cardinals Frederick of Lorraine and Humbert of Silva Candida, excommunicated the patriarch of Constantinople, Michael Keroularios, as well as Emperor Constantine IX, an important step towards the permanent schism between the Greek Orthodox and Roman Catholic churches but also towards the universal papal primacy.

The papacy during the reform period

Simony and nicolaitism

From the days of the synods of Sutri and Rome in 1046 to the Lateran council of 1123, where the compromise regarding royal investitures of bishops and abbots concluded at Worms between Henry V and legates of Pope Calixtus II was reluctantly ratified, the papacy developed into an international institution of the first rank. The aim in 1046 had simply been the reform of the church in Rome. Conditions there had become urgent concerns of ecclesiastical reformers, among them monks, regular canons, bishops, princes, nobles and the laity in general. The twin evils corrupting the church and blemishing the

---

7 NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 9. 8 NCMH, ii, ch. 21, pp. 563–86.
image of the pure bride of Christ were simony and nicolaitism, that is clerical marriage. Simony took its name from Simon Magus (Acts 8:18–24) and was understood as the buying or selling of spiritual goods and offices as defined by Gregory the Great. Gregory distinguished three forms of simony: the *munus a manu* (money or gift), *munus ab obsequio* (services, favours) and *munus a lingua* (intercession) and reinforced the older notion that whoever sinned against the Holy Spirit by committing simony was a heretic. By the eleventh century, when the concept of the proprietary church had penetrated the church, simony appeared in numerous guises, especially that of different types of fees, for instance those required by monasteries for admissions. Investiture, a ceremony for the handing over of the symbols of office (crosier and ring for a bishop), was often also seen as linked to simony. Simony, therefore, was a complex problem and extremely difficult to pursue. The fight for celibacy among the clergy was much more clear-cut, but it also required much persistence on the part of the papacy, which had taken over the leadership of church reform since the days of Leo IX. On both issues much headway was made, as described in an earlier chapter, although neither sin could be extirpated entirely. Simony and nicolaitism had troubled the church for centuries and continued to do so in future, albeit less blatantly. But it is clear that the pertinent ecclesiastical legislation laid down standards that were now accepted throughout Latin Christendom as a measure of commitment to the clerical life, giving rise to the criticism of the clergy among the laity which is so pronounced a factor in the later middle ages. Nevertheless, historians who emphasize ecclesiastical reforms as the chief characteristics of the papacy of the eleventh century are hard pressed to explain differences between this and other periods of reformation and renewal in the church. It is increasingly recognized that the crucial difference is the interpretation of the old concept of the papal primacy by the reformers. The two issues, primacy and reform, interacted, but constitute separate strands none the less.

*The papal primacy*

Even in the tenth century, when the popes were not particularly respected, nobody ever doubted the primacy of Rome, notwithstanding the quarrel over the archbishopric of Rheims which came to a head at the synod of Chelles. But Yves Congar put it well when he pointed out that on the whole in the pre-reform period the primacy of Rome was seen as an office or ministry distinguished by wisdom and moral authority within a church that was led by bishops and regulated through councils. Since the mid-eleventh century a forceful emphasis on canonical traditions, as handed down in the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals and

---

9 *NCMH*, iv, Part 1, ch. 9.
especially the *Decretum* of Burchard of Worms (d. 1025),\(^{11}\) gradually enriched the concept of primacy until the Petrine texts (Matthew 16:18–19; Luke 22:32; John 21:15–17) were related *exclusively* to the Roman church and thus turned into a dogmatic truth.\(^{12}\) Obedience to the pope became an aspect of faith; disobedience now was idolatry and therefore heresy. Disobedience is the fundamental reason given for the excommunication of Henry IV by Gregory VII\(^{13}\) and that of Henry V by Urban II and by Paschal II in 1102.\(^{14}\) The occasion was the Lateran council of that year. It also introduced as a new requirement a written profession of obedience to the pontiff from the participants of the council and from those being granted the pallium.\(^{15}\)

The roots of this eleventh-century transformation of the concept of papal primacy were many; they can be found throughout the Latin church. Northern polemics apparently stressed the old rule that the pope could not be judged by anyone, especially not a layman like Emperor Henry III, who moreover had no rights with regard to the election of any cleric. The views of the Italian reformer Peter Damian had developed long before Leo IX and his Lotharingian/Burgundian companions brought reforms to Rome. Like many of his contemporaries throughout Latin Christendom, Damian literally regarded the authentic decrees of the fathers as *sacri canones*, as the sacred pronouncements of popes, councils and church fathers inspired by the Holy Spirit. Canons were equated with the divine law, and Peter Damian like others was convinced that it was impossible for the laws of God to contradict each other. Harmonization of seemingly contradictory passages was one of his main concerns. Of these there were many, since for Damian all councils, even if not papal or legatine, and all papal decretals – because the pope is the successor of St Peter – represented legal sources of universal validity. There was one exception. Damian declared that a canon was no longer valid when it contradicted authentic papal decretals (‘si decretis Romanorum pontificum non concordat’). This straightforward principle served Damian as the touchstone for the authenticity of any canon, whatever its origin.\(^{16}\) Differing from Cardinals Atto and Humbert of Silva Candida, Damian thus did not presuppose positive papal confirmation of a canon. Instead, he was in agreement with the *Decretum* of Burchard of Worms, a canonical collection he frequently used. Reasoning from the principle of concordance just mentioned, Damian came to declare anyone a heretic who did not agree with the Roman church (‘haereticus esse


\(^{13}\) Gregory VII, *Register* iii, 10a: ‘Et quia sicut christianus contempsit oboedire...meaque monita...spernendo...vinculo eum anathematis vice tua alligo'; *ibid.*, vii, 14a: ‘Heinricus...non timens periculum in oboedientia, quod est scelus idolatrie...excommunicationem incurrit.'


\(^{16}\) Ryan (1956), pp. 137ff.
constat, qui Romanae ecclesiae non concordat’). Slightly altered, this sentence is frequently attributed to Ambrose of Milan and is found in a very similar form in the dictatus papae of Gregory VII. Many though not all of the reformers (Cardinal Deusdedit is one exception) implicitly and even explicitly equated the Apostle Peter, the pope and the Roman church. Thus obedience owed to the pontiff became absolute.

This conviction, displayed so prominently in the dictatus papae of Gregory VII but shared equally by his immediate predecessors and successors, carried over into the secular sphere, as we would say today. It was expressed strikingly in the day-to-day activities of the papacy. The crusades, envisioned under papal leadership by Gregory VII and initiated by Urban II at the council of Clermont in 1095; the deposition of the French king and of the emperors Henry IV and Henry V; the policies towards Byzantium and last but not least towards the Normans in southern Italy: everywhere to some extent at least the principle of the papal primacy is at play, albeit indirectly. The Latin church, by now understood as the universal church, was directly under the control of the pope. The pontiff possessed the plenitudo potestatis and could not be judged or deposed. By the second half of the twelfth century at the latest the right to issue new legislation had become his alone; papal decretals became the most significant influence on the jurisprudence arising particularly at the universities in southern France and Italy. The popes alone could issue dispensations, make monasteries and collegiate churches exempt, create new dioceses or divide or relocate old bishoprics. The relative autonomy of the archbishops in particular was considerably weakened. The most important aids in the execution of papal policies were the new organization of the papal bureaucracy, the rise of the college of cardinals and the systematic use of legates.

In addition to stressing the papal primacy within the church, Gregory VII and his successors also inverted the customary relationship between the monarchies and the papacy. The Gelasian concept of the priestly and the secular power side by side within the one church whose head was Christ had been typical for the Carolingian world of the ninth century. This image dominated thought well into the later eleventh century. Gregory’s deposition of Henry IV and his claims to sovereignty in Italy, Spain, the Mediterranean islands, Scandinavia, Poland, Bohemia, Hungary and last but not least England created conditions not at all unlike those envisioned in the forged Donation of Constantine.

By the early twelfth century the papacy was well on the way towards what has been described as the papal monarchy.

17 Gregory VII, Register II, 55a, c. 26: ‘Quod catholicus non habeatur, qui non concordat Romane ecclesie.’
18 Robinson (1990), pp. 17–27.
The Lateran palace, for much of the period under consideration the papal residence, also served as administrative centre of the Roman church as well as of her temporal properties: the duchy of Rome and the patrimonies (landed estates) of the see of St Peter. Known simply as the *episcopium* in the time of Gregory the Great, the Lateran soon thereafter also was called *patriarchium Lateranense* in analogy to the eastern patriarchates. Finally, by the tenth century, *sacrum palatium Lateranense* became the standard expression, a designation that had appeared in the Donation of Constantine, most likely an eighth-century Roman forgery. Best known among early papal officials are the seven deacons of Rome, an influential oligarchy from whose ranks many of the early popes, including Gregory I, were elected. By the mid-tenth century, however, the leading officials were the ‘judges’, a term then meaning dignitary rather than judge. The title might be replaced by ‘duke’, ‘consul romanorum’, prince and even ‘sentatrix’ in the case of the Roman lay magnates, who as *iudices de militia* were closely associated with the papacy. This is also true for the prefect whose ancient office was specifically linked with criminal and civic jurisdiction in the city of Rome. It was still significant under the popes of the reform period, gaining yet new lustre during the twelfth-century communal movement. The office of *vestararius* should perhaps be thought of at times as even more influential. Side by side and intermingled with the lay ‘judges’ were the *iudices de clero*, the chief papal administrators. They, too, were members of the Roman nobility and usually married, for despite their misleading name they were only in minor orders. The group included the *primicerius* of the defensors and the *primicerius* and *secundicerius* of the notaries (organized like other groups into *scholae*), the *arcarius* and *sacellarius* responsible since the seventh century for finances, and the *nomenclulator* in charge of alms; in the ninth century the *protoscrinarius* was also numbered among the ‘judges’. The offices of these seven ‘judges’ are described in two documents, known as the older and younger (1002–49, before 1032?) list of judges, respectively. Whether the younger list reflects the influence of the imperial *sacrum palatium* at Pavia or not, it is certainly one of the traces

---

19 *Regesta pontificum Romanorum: Italia pontificia*, 1, p. 185, no. 1. Jordan (1947), p. 112. Fundamental are the lists for various officials in Halphen (1907). For the rarely used expression *iudices de militia* see ibid., p. 37 n. 1. For members of the family of Theophylact addressed as ‘senatrix’ see Toubert (1973), p. 1027 n. 3, in addition to Kehr.

20 One example is the abduction of Gregory VII in 1075 by Cencius Stephani (Bonizo of Sutri, ‘Liber ad amicum’, pp. 606, 610–11) and another the revolt of 1116/17 against Paschal II (*Liber pontificalis*, ii, pp. 302, 303). See Partner (1972), pp. 132ff.


22 Schramm (1929), pp. 199–218; Elze (1952), pp. 29–33, arguing persuasively for c. 962 as a possibility.
left by the attempts of the Tusculan popes to strengthen the papacy. Another is evidence which seems to imply that members of the Roman clergy were now more closely associated with the pope as palace clergy, including by 1018 acolytes and subdeacons (JL 4024) and by 1049 at the latest deacons (JL 4067 and JL 4163).23 The link between the popes and cardinal priests and cardinal bishops, still predominantly liturgical, was reemphasized, for the later tenth- and early eleventh-century papal ceremonial in the Lateran palace as well as papal processions and station liturgies in the city of Rome were further elaborated, as witnessed by the younger list of judges.24 Pope John XIX not only requested the bishop of Silva Candida to restore the liturgy at St Peter’s basilica in 1026 (JL 4076), but also invited Guido of Arezzo to come to Rome in order to reform church music.25 Benedict VIII as well as John XIX, moreover, paid particular attention to the suburbicarian sees, like Porto, Silva Candida and Tivoli.26

The chancery

Tentative reform efforts – and perhaps it is only to us that they appear so tentative – extended beyond the papal ceremonial and the cardinal-bishoprics, however. By the later tenth century practical reforms must have been urgent, if the deterioration in the Roman curial script of the few extant original documents is any guide. The studies of Rabikauskas support the suggestions of Elze that many of the papal scribes, whether designated as notaries or scriniarii, were identical with Roman urban notaries, the tabelliones. This can only mean that the papal writing office had become so insignificant that it no longer needed permanent officials of its own.27 The renewal of the imperial dignity in 962 and new links with the imperial Ottonian/Saxon court influenced this later tenth- and early eleventh-century reorganization of the Lateran bureaucracy. The office of chancellor is the most important example. Under John XVIII (1004–9) the cancellarius sacri palatii Lateranensis became a constant designation for the papal chancellor who functioned next to the bibliothecarius as a second official in charge of correspondence and privileges.28 By 1023, when

24 Elze (1952), pp. 50ff, with references to the Ordo of Benedict. The liturgical roles of the judges recall their former eminence but also indicate that they no longer practise their official functions. From the late tenth century they had been replaced by the bibliothecarius (Jordan (1947), p. 116). See also Blauw (1987).
27 Protoscrinarius is explained in the younger list of judges as follows: ‘Quintus est protus qui præest scriniariis, quos nos tabelliones vocamus’ (Rabikauskas (1958), pp. 69–71). See *ibid.*, p. 68 n. 12 for examples of the identity of papal scribe and urban notary.
28 See Rabikauskas (1958), pp. 95ff, and especially Santifaller, (1940), pp. 113ff.
Pope Benedict VIII named Archbishop Pilgrim of Cologne *bibliothecarius*, the chancellor evidently had assumed the functions of the librarian entirely.²⁹ Both offices were combined in 1037 by Pope Benedict IX in the person of Peter of Silva Candida (JL 4110).³⁰ Peter continued to hold these offices to his death in 1050, notwithstanding the extraordinary and fateful changes touching the papacy upon the intervention of Emperor Henry III at the synods of Sutri and Rome in 1046. Benedict IX had granted the offices to the bishops of Silva Candida in perpetuity, but only Humbert, one of the ecclesiastics who had accompanied Pope Leo IX to Rome, and his successor Mainard could secure the office of librarian/chancellor in the years 1057–63, when they were cardinal bishops of Silva Candida.³¹ In general, it was preferred to entrust the office of chancellor to a lower-ranking cleric who would be able to devote himself exclusively to his secretarial duties. From 1063 the acolyte Peter occupied the position until 1084, when he deserted the cause of Pope Gregory VII and went over to Antipope Clement III. Famous is the long tenure of the chancellor John of Gaeta who took over in 1088 and remained until 1118, when he was elected pope as Gelasius II. John of Gaeta had been a monk at Monte Cassino where he had studied under the rhetorician Alberic. It was he who introduced the *cursus* into papal documents, used a new period for the calculation of the indiction and a new date for the beginning of the year.³²

However, despite the continuity of leadership in the papal chancery, located in the Lateran palace, the church reform of the eleventh century meant numerous changes in its personnel and, most visibly, in its products, primarily papal letters and privileges, although the chancery also maintained official registers. The antique custom of keeping official registers was revived at the latest under Pope Alexander II (1061–73), although from this period only the original manuscript of the register of Gregory VII (1073–85) has survived in the Archivio Segreto of the Vatican.³³ The papal archives seem to have been kept in part at the Lateran palace and in part at a tower near the arch of Constantine.³⁴ Only Roman scribes were trained in the traditional curial script, but they rarely

²⁹ Bresslau (1912), pp. 219ff.
³⁰ Herrmann (1973), p. 24, inappropriately describes the new office as a *Superministerium*. See Elze (1952) and Rabikauskas (1958).
³¹ Huels (1977), pp. 131–4 for Humbert, and pp. 134–6 for Mainard. Mainard was replaced by the acolyte Peter in January 1063 when he became abbot of the abbey of Pomposa.
³⁴ Schieffer (1971), pp. 169–84; for the *Archivo sacri palatii Lateranensis* see Deusdedit, *Kanonensamm- lung*, III. 278 and III. 279; Kurze (1990), p. 35 n. 48; Ehrle (1910), p. 448. The influential thesis of Kehr (1901) that *scrinium* and chancery were two different institutions with different personnel has been convincingly rejected by Elze (1952) as noted by Toubert (1973), p. 1043 n. 2.
accompanied pontiffs like Leo IX or Victor II on their extended travels. The popes, therefore, had to rely on local assistants or members of their entourage, who usually were obliged to substitute Carolingian minuscule for the curial script. Moreover, it was necessary to use parchment instead of papyrus, which was becoming rare at this time and could not be obtained north of the Alps. The replacement of the curial script, however, was certainly not intentional, for under Stephen IX and his successors to Pope Calixtus II (1119–24) it reappeared and was used side by side with the minuscule until it disappeared for good after 1123.

Of greater interest are textual and formulaic changes in the privileges, which were introduced most likely through papal initiatives. Some of them clearly reflect imperial usages. Certain historians suggest a linkage with the lively interest in the Donation of Constantine displayed by the popes since Leo IX, but the evidence is too ambiguous to be certain.35 Leo IX and his advisers, including Humbert of Silva Candida, introduced the rota into the eschatocol, the last lines of a privilege following upon the body of the text. The rota, a double circle surrounding a cross and with an inscription specific to each pope, replaced a simple cross. One other notable change is the transformation of the old Bene valete of the popes into a monogram.36 The gradual, overall evolution of the chancery brought with it, intentionally or not, a differentiation and separation from local Roman institutions. Thus it fits in well with the evolution of the papacy from a locally dominated institution to an international one. The chancellor, dating back to the early eleventh century at least, thus finds his place with ease in the papal curia developing since the pontificate of Urban II (1088–99), like the camera and the capella papalis in analogy to the courts of the European monarchies.37

The financial administration and the lands of St Peter

Particularly significant for the history of the papacy was the creation of the camera under Pope Urban II. Apart from the cardinal bishops, many members of the Roman clergy (the old ‘iudici de clero’) had deserted the cause of Gregory VII in 1084 and transferred their allegiance to the antipope Clement III and Emperor Henry IV. Both the chancellor and the archidiaconus had been among

---

35 This is often assumed, but such assumptions are contradicted by the fact that the German imperial chancery influenced the papal chancery certainly from the pontificate of John XIII (965–72) and into the reign of Pope Stephen IX. By the end of the eleventh century, by contrast, the influence was flowing in the opposite direction. See Bresslau (1918), especially pp. 27–37.

36 Santifaller (1973), pp. 29–38. Frenz (1986), pp. 15–22, provides an excellent recent description for the evolution of letters, simple and solemn privileges in this period and includes a bibliography. For details on development under Leo IX, see Dahlhaus (1989).

37 Jordan (1947), pp. 114ff and n. 15, and Jordan (1973), pp. 32–43.
them. Urban, therefore, could begin with a clean slate and transfer the *camera*, the financial institution which had proven its value at the Burgundian abbey of Cluny, to Rome without being hamstrung by ancient traditions there or consideration of the claims of the old bureaucracy. Indeed, other monasteries north of the Alps also used a *camera* to keep their financial affairs in order, but it can hardly be doubted that Urban, formerly prior at Cluny, was influenced by the very institution which he had come to know and appreciate as a monk, especially since his first treasurer, the *camerarius* Peter, was also a monk from Cluny. Moreover, Cluny itself directly assisted the papacy with financial transactions in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, so much so that the *Historia Compostellana* referred to Cluny as *camera et aseda* of the pope at the time of Calixtus II. Peter continued as treasurer under Paschal II (1099–1118). Calixtus II, the former Archbishop Guy of Vienne, once again installed a monk from Cluny, Stephen of Besançon, as *camerarius*. Only after his pontificate did the financial ties between the papacy and Cluny begin to weaken.

Records for the activities of the *camera* in the beginning of its history are very scanty. The financial situation of the papacy in this period was very precarious, as the many papal appeals for assistance to English, French and German ecclesiastics demonstrate. Ordinarily, the chief expenses of the pontiffs were the *presbyteria*, gifts to the Romans due on many different ceremonial occasions, and the maintenance and embellishment of the churches and monasteries of Rome, including the Lateran palace and St Peter’s basilica. The clergy of Rome, particularly if they were foreigners or members of the bureaucracy, also depended to some extent on the papacy for financial support. The reform papacy, however, was in addition not only involved in a struggle, armed or otherwise, with the Roman noble opposition but was also trying to reconquer the papal states, having to fend off the Normans in the process. Expenses certainly rose, therefore. The papal income was originally derived primarily from the ‘lands of St Peter’, the huge estates, villages and towns of the patrimony found throughout the western half of the former Roman empire, but especially in southern Italy and Africa. Once, at the end of the sixth century, this income readily sufficed to provide for the entire city of Rome. By the eleventh century, when the *camera* was created, matters had changed dramatically. Again and again the popes had tried to prevent the appropriation of church lands by the great Roman families, but to no avail. The nobles took advantage of long-term leases, customarily granted for the term of three lives, which they exacted from popes, bishops or abbots in return for a small recognition fee, the *pensio* or *census*. At the synod of 877 at Ravenna Pope John VIII jointly with Emperor Charles the Bald (840–77) very tellingly prohibited not only alienations by

---

the papacy but also requests for the alienation of the patrimony or of any of the fiscal rights of the Roman church. Such income was to go directly to the Lateran palace, nor were any monasteries, manors or estates to be given out as benefices. Both of these conciliar canons contained significant exceptions: familiars of the popes and persons to whom such grants were owed for their special service to holy Roman church.40 The arenga of the privilege of Otto III (983–1002) of 1001 granting Pope Sylvester II (999–1003) eight counties in the Pentapolis, severely criticized the territorial policies of the papacy: ‘we are witness to the fact that the Roman church is the mother of all churches, but the carelessness and ignorance of the popes has long obscured the monuments of her greatness. For not only did they sell and alienate . . . things outside the City, but also . . . what they held in this our royal City.’ The arenga eventually lists the Donation of Constantine as one of the fabrications of the papacy under the name of the great Constantine in order to make up for losses by appropriating what belonged to the emperor.41 In the rest of Italy similar conditions prevailed; Otto III decreed in 998 that leases were to be valid only during the lifetime of the lessor, since the ecclesiastical institutions should not be made to suffer through alienations based on greed and personal ties.42 Such and similar leases together with outright grants transformed, for instance, the Sabina north of Rome into a Crescentian power base.43 Improvements were very slow to come, the great Donation of Emperor Henry II to the Roman church of 1020 notwithstanding.44 Two privileges of Nicholas II (1059–61) for Rocca Antica and Montasola, established collective communities under the protection of the pope in return for a yearly census, provisions (fodrum), and subjection to papal jurisdiction. The inhabitants of Rocca Antica were also obliged to rebuild the fort (castellum).45 Documents from the reign of Paschal II, which were excerpted in the camera around the middle of the twelfth century from his register, and eventually made their way into the Liber Censuum, show similar features in grants in the patrimony.46 With the aid of the Normans Paschal

40 Mansi 17, pp. 335ff, cc. 15 and 17; Jordan (1932), p. 31.
41 Otto III, Die Urkunden, no. 389, pp. 818–20, at p. 820: ‘Romanam ecclesiam matrem omnium ecclesiarum esse testamur, sed incuria et inscientia pontificum longe sue claritatis titulos obsfuscasse. Nam non solum quae extra urbum esse videbantur, vendiderunt et . . . alienaverunt, sed . . . si quid in hac nostra urbe regia habuerunt . . . omnibus iudicante pecunia in commune dederunt . . . Hec sunt enim commenta ab illis ipsis inventa . . . et sub titulo magni Constantini longi mendacii tempora finit.’
42 Jordan (1932), p. 37.
44 Herrmann (1973), p. 34 n. 75.
45 Regesta pontificum Romanorum: Italia pontificia, ii, p. 72, no. 1 for Rocca Antica; Vehse (1929–30), pp. 172–5, appendices 1 and 2 for Montasola.
46 Liber censuum, i, p. 407, no. 132, and ibid., 2, p. 95 = x. 54; Regesta pontificum Romanorum: Italia pontificia ii, p. 109, no 11; Jordan (1932), pp. 49ff.
had conquered the castellum Ninfa south of Rome in the diocese of Velletri around 1108. Its inhabitants had to swear fealty to St Peter and the Lord Pope Paschal as well as to his rightful successors; they had to render military service, owed suit at the papal court, and aid (servitutem). What is new is the reliance on feudal ties with what has been described as collective seigneuries as a means to maintain papal sovereignty.

The slender evidence for Nicholas and his successors shows how slowly papal authority expanded again. The pontiffs apparently governed the patrimony directly from the Lateran without the old rectors as intermediaries. The evidence for the evolution of the camera is so fragmentary that definite conclusions are hard to reach, but perhaps it can be said that the early twelfth century showed clearly a turning away from the old models for the government of papal states which still dominated under Alexander II and Gregory VII (1073–85). When Count Raymond William of Urgel had granted St Peter two forts (castelli) in the time of Alexander II, taking them back for himself and for his heirs in return for an annual census payment (pensio), the census was to be collected by Abbot Frotard of St-Pons-de-Thomières, who is described as actionarius, the old title of the collectors of rents and other payments in the Patrimony. At the time of Paschal II the old titles have almost entirely disappeared, and new ones linked to the chamber are bewildering in their variety, from a serviens domni Petri camerarii to dapifer (steward), familiaris and thesaurarius. The variations are a typical sign of evolution and growth and just what one would expect. Under Adrian IV (1154–9) the camerarius Boso was exclusively responsible for the Patrimony of St Peter. By then the papal treasury had evolved into a much better defined institution, despite ups and downs such as papal schism and the Roman revolt of the 1140s. But even then its activities left much to be desired, at least in the eyes of Cencius Savelli, treasurer and later pope as Honorius III. He compiled the Liber Censuum, as he explained in the preface, to make sure that the financial rights of the papacy throughout western Christendom would be adequately recorded and preserved forever. Besides income from counties, principalities and kingdoms that were under the protection and/or lordship of St Peter as fiefs, or from customary gifts such as Peter’s Pence from England, the Liber Censuum noted the names of numerous monasteries and churches which owed an annual census. For the late twelfth century it has been calculated that the income from secular sources amounted to four times as much as the income from protected or exempt churches. The collection of these fees was one of the primary duties of the treasury, the other being the administration of the Patrimony. No wonder, then, that its agents were intensely disliked as far back

as the late eleventh century. The first satire on papal greed and Roman avarice, the \textit{Tractatus Garsiae Tholetani canonici de Albino et Rufino}, was composed during the pontificate of Urban II.\textsuperscript{50}

\section*{Legates and Councils}

\textit{Legates}

From a very early period the popes were more than just bishops of Rome. Their position of leadership in the rest of Christendom, with regard to jurisdiction going back to the council of Sardica (343) which allowed deposed bishops and other clergy to appeal to the Roman see,\textsuperscript{51} brought with it the frequent use of emissaries or legates as papal representatives, for instance at ecumenical councils. They were also used for political negotiations as in the case of the Lombard or Frankish kings. The sources usually describe them as \textit{missi} or \textit{missi apostolicae sedis}, but also as \textit{legati}. The last term is the usual one used in the register of Gregory VII. During the reform period missions of legates intensified greatly. For the Iberian peninsula, for example, practically all of the papal business was entrusted to emissaries who enjoyed papal confidence. With the important exception of Archbishop Diego Gelmirez of Santiago de Compostela, all of them came either from Rome or from southern France, not excluding Archbishop Bernard of Toledo, the former abbot of St Victor of Marseilles. The local councils held by these legates in ‘Spain’ were essential to the reform and constitute the primary measure for papal influence in peninsula affairs.\textsuperscript{52}

By the time of Gregory VII, who was a legate to France and Germany himself on several occasions before his election to the papacy, what might be called a regular system of representatives and legates to enforce papal decrees and claims functioned relatively smoothly. In an interesting letter of April 1075 to King Sven of Denmark Gregory contrasted the conditions of the early church with the present. The pope explained that it had been the custom among his predecessors to teach all nations through legates, to correct all kings and princes and to invite all to eternal life, for, Gregory wrote, the law of the earth used to be in the hands of the popes rather than of the emperors. Now, however, the kings and magnates (\textit{presides}) of the land had become so contemptuous of the ecclesiastical laws that hardly any legates were being sent out, because they achieved no results; papal words were now only directed in prayer to the Lord of kings and the God of punishment. But because he, Gregory, knew the

\textsuperscript{50} MGH Libelli, ii, pp. 423–35; Robinson (1990), pp. 244–91.  
\textsuperscript{51} Hess (1958), pp. 12ff for canons 4 and 7; see pp. 126ff for the appeals of presbyters or deacons.  
\textsuperscript{52} Garcia y Garcia (1989), pp. 251–3.
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king from the time of his archdiaconate and was aware of his reverence for the mother of all churches, he was none the less sending this letter through legates (nuntios), expecting a royal reply and Danish nuntios in return. Gregory must have tried to flatter the Danish king, for legates were his favoured way of communication and often highly esteemed collaborators. Several months earlier the pope had confirmed in a letter the interdict which his legate, Bishop Gerald of Ostia, had pronounced upon Bishop Isembert of Poitiers. Other legates adjudicated ecclesiastical cases, including disputed elections. They might supervise new elections, hold councils in the name of the pope and excommunicate kings. One of the clauses of the dictatus papae (c. 4) stipulates that papal legates, even if of inferior rank, would preside over bishops at councils and could depose them, clearly transferring papal prerogatives to the legate.

A letter of accreditation for the legates Gepizo and Maurus of January 1075 further details the authority Gregory vested in his representatives who were sent, Gregory explained, because it was impossible for him to be personally present as would be necessary if the church were to be reformed; the same letter requested in addition to obedience and moral support the maintenance of the legates. This right to hospitality, later known as procuratio, was also included in the new oath of obedience demanded of archbishops and gave rise to complaints almost immediately. Bishop Ivo of Chartres implied in a letter to Paschal II that the pontiff even used legations as a pretext to provide for his clergy. In 1179 the Third Lateran Council saw itself obliged to declare that the entourage of a visiting cardinal was not to exceed twenty-five persons at most. Gregory VII himself, however, strictly supervised the legates through detailed instructions and, if necessary, by means of additional legates, making sure they returned in timely fashion to give account of their doings. There never was any question about their subordination to the pope. On at least three occasions Gregory VII quashed major legatine decisions.

In addition to these legates, some dispatched from Rome, others dignitaries from the regions concerned, Gregory VII also used permanent papal representatives, the so-called standing legates. Hugh of Lyons, Girard of Angoulême,

53 Gregory VII, Register, ii, 76. 54 Ibid., ii, 23.
55 Ibid., ii, 25, iv, 17, iv, 26, in very comprehensive terms: 'Quapropter misimus ad vos hunc dilectum filium nostrum Gregorium et diaconum sancte Romane ecclesie, quatenus una vobiscum de ecclesiasticis causis et christianae religionis sacrosanctis institutionibus, que necessaria sunt, Deo adiuvante pertractans nostra vice, que corrigenda sunt, corrigat, que statuenda, constitutae et ecclesiasticse libertatis atque iustitie diu et in multis neglectas rationes et studia ad formam canonice et apostolice discipline reducere... efficaciter valeat confirmare.' Gregory is sent 'de sinu nostro' conveying the same meaning as the later a latere.
56 Ibid., v, 19. 57 Ibid., ii, 28. 58 Ibid., iv, 23. 59 Ibid., ii, 55a, c. 4. 60 Ibid., ii, 40.
62 C. 4 = COD, pp. 213ff. 63 Gregory VII, Register, i, 6.
Amatus of Oléron, Altmann of Passau and Gebhard of Constance held such an office under Gregory VII and his successors in France, northern Spain and the empire. An exceptional case was Sicily. Under Urban II Roger of Sicily and his heir obtained a privilege permitting them to control the access and activities of papal legates, even to exercise legatine powers in accordance with the instructions of papal vicars sent from Rome. Papal control over the church was immensely strengthened by all of these steps. The pope in fact was able to act as the universal ordinary of the church. A similar intention to centralize the control of the church probably lies behind measures to restore, as Gregory and Urban believed, the ancient primatial-patriarchal dignity as described by Pseudo-Isidore. In 1079 Gregory granted the rank of primate to Archbishop Gebuin of Lyons, the prima sedes of the ancient province Lugdunensis I. The archbishops of Rouen, Tours and Sens were subjected to him. Under Urban II the archbishops of Narbonne, Bourges and Toledo were confirmed in this supposedly ancient dignity and under Calixtus II the archbishop of Vienne. If the new, quasi-patriarchal rank in the ecclesiastical hierarchy had been better defined in the canonical source, it could have aided centralization under the pope even further, especially in connection with the office of legate, as witnessed by the career of Hugh of Lyons, Gebuin's successor.

Councils

In the eleventh century, next to the systematic use of different types of legates, papal councils or synods were probably the most important instrument for the centralized governing of Latin Christendom. It even has been argued that under Pope Leo IX crucial innovations created ‘an assembly attended by bishops from outside the Roman ecclesiastical province and from outside the imperial territories, an assembly under the sole presidency of the pope, the decrees of which were regarded as binding on the whole of Latin Christendom’. But is it correct to speak of innovations rather than transformation of the customary papal synods in the course of the reform? It is difficult to speak of radical departures when there is so much continuity. Leo certainly never intended to innovate, either at the synod of Mainz which he celebrated in October 1049 jointly with Emperor Henry III or at the synod of Rheims, held

---

64 The clearest formulation of the Sicilian privilege is that of Paschal II, JL 6562.
66 The sees were the capitals of the old provinces Lugdunensis II, III and IV.
67 Contemporary sources use concilium and synodus as synonyms, a practice followed here; Somerville (1989), p. 34 n. 2. Schmale (1976) and Robinson (1990) try to differentiate between these and similar terms.
68 Robinson (1990), p. 22.
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a fortnight earlier, from 3 to 5 October, in conjunction with the dedication of the new basilica at the abbey of St-Rémi. In a later letter (JL 4185) to all French Christians, bishops and laymen alike (fratribus et filiis catholicis per universum regnum Francorum), the pontiff declared that the canons from Rheims, which he had ordered to be phrased as canons and which he had confirmed at his other councils, should be kept in the same manner as those of the ancient ecumenical councils to which they were appended.69 The near-contemporary Vita Leonis tells us that Leo had insisted all along that the ‘catholic law’ should be observed. At his very first council (Rome, April 1049) the pontiff confirmed aloud the statutes of the first four ecumenical councils and the decrees of all his predecessors.70 This declaration is reminiscent of the Liber diurnus formula for the profession of faith at a papal consecration,71 and Leo had just been consecrated in February, but the profession also recalls age-old procedures at ecclesiastical councils. One very visible focus at many a working session was a canonical collection, solemnly displayed in the midst of the assembly. This was also the procedure at Rheims as the ‘Historia dedicationis’ confirms.72 Nobody has ever argued that the pope could celebrate councils only in Rome or only in the empire.73 The apparent innovation at the council of Rheims was due to force of circumstance: the French king and his advisers were unwilling to have French clergy subjected to the kind of papal reform legislation which already had created havoc in April 1049 at Rome74 and refused to collaborate. Leo decided to proceed on his own, thus revealing the increased self-confidence of the foreign successors of the Tusculan popes as well as their urgent concern for the reform of clerical morals.

A comparison of the thematically connected synods of Pavia of August 1022, held jointly by Pope Benedict VIII and Emperor Henry II, and of Leo’s three councils of 1049 reflects continuity of papal synodal traditions as well as change. The overriding concern at both was simony and married clergy, accompanied at Pavia by a theme familiar from the tenth century – laments over the poverty of the once richly endowed church – and at Rheims

69 PL 143, cols. 616 ff; ‘[at Rheims] plurima ad utilitatem Christianae religionis necessaria . . . statuendo confirmavimus: quae omni capitulis digesta inter canones haberì praeceperimus, et . . . in omnibus synodis quas habuimus, idipsum confirmare curavimus’.

70 For the Vita Leonis see BHL no. 481. A critical edition is under preparation under the aegis of the MGH; Krause (1976).


72 ‘Historia dedicationis’, p. 721: ‘lectis sententiis super hac re olim promulgatis ab orthodoxis patribus, declaratum est quod solus Romanæ sedis pontifex universalis ecclesia primas esset et apostolicus’; p. 723: ‘quod in canonibus de sacrorum ordinum venditoribus sit decretum, iussit tantum modo recitari . . . ; lectae sunt sententiae super huiuscemodi re promulgatae ab orthodoxis patribus’.

by demands for canonical elections. At Pavia the pope declared the decrees of
the synod universally valid and confirmed them forever as applying to all of the
earth.\textsuperscript{77} Henry II, a ruler anointed and crowned by the pope, also confirmed
and approved the decisions as a loyal son, declaring them immutable public
law (\textit{publica iura}).\textsuperscript{76} Several canons in both the papal and the royal version
concerned \textit{iudices} and \textit{tabelliones}.\textsuperscript{77} At least in theory, therefore, the imperial
confirmation should have had a practical effect. But neither papal nor imperial
confirmation seem to have been effective, as Leo’s legislation of 1049 goes to
show. The lack of approval by the French king Henry I at Rheims, therefore,
cannot have distressed Leo to any notable extent, especially given the division
of the secular sovereignty between king and princes in France. The princes
were not powerful enough to maintain their customary rights over and against
the reformed papacy and King Henry could decide upon neutrality quite
readily, since only theoretical rights were threatened.\textsuperscript{78} Pope Leo IX, as we
have seen, did not hesitate to order the addition of his synodal decrees to
the canons of the old ecumenical councils in terms recalling thematically the
announcement of Benedict VIII at Pavia.\textsuperscript{79} He had arrived at Rheims fresh
from the council of Mainz which he had celebrated jointly with Emperor
Henry III. As in Italy and at Mainz, so at Rheims he obliged bishops who were
accused of simony or nicolaitism to clear themselves by oath. Throughout
his reign (1049–54), he travelled from synod to synod, consecrated churches
and altars and protected abbeys and monasteries through papal privileges. The
response was overwhelming. Abbot John of Fécamp praised Leo IX in the most
extravagant terms, singling out for special mention the synods held north of the
Alps:

For who has not wondered and erupted into jubilant applause seeing the care of this
pastor, unheard of in our times? He who was not content to advise the one people
of his own see of the city of Rome, or only to irrigate the Italian soil with heavenly
words, but who in addition perambulated and nourished the transalpine churches
with synodal examination, and who…quickly emended and corrected…through
ecclesiastical censure and rule. \textit{Ave, Pater papa mirabilis}…\textsuperscript{80}

The general enthusiasm for reform measures promulgated by the popes be-
ginning with Leo IX on occasions such as synods is one of the distinguishing
characteristics of the papal councils of the second half of the eleventh century.

\textsuperscript{75} MGH Constitutiones, 1, no. 34, pp. 70–7, at p. 75: ‘Et ut firmum posthac quod sancimus permaneat
et in fines orbis terrae conservandum perveniat, totius huius summa sententiae hac nostri forma
decreti, fratribus et coepiscopis nostris subscribentibus, confirmabitur.’
\textsuperscript{76} Ibid., p. 76: ‘Omnia quidem, quae pro ecclesiae necessaria reparazione synodaliter instituit et refor-
mavit paternitas tua, ut filius laudo, confirmo et approbo.’
\textsuperscript{77} Ibid., cc. 4, 6 and 7.\textsuperscript{78} Kempf (1969), pp. 194–7; Becker (1955).
\textsuperscript{79} See n. 75 above.\textsuperscript{80} PL 143, cols. 797–800, at col. 797.
The other is the vastly expanded exercise of papal jurisdiction over clergy and laity, including kings and emperors, \textsuperscript{81} at both papal and legatine synods. Leo’s successors Urban II, Paschal II and Calixtus II still held synods in France – particularly famous is Urban’s council of Clermont in 1095 which initiated the First Crusade\textsuperscript{82} – but more usual were Italian, especially Roman, councils when the popes were in control of the Eternal City. Synods were held frequently. Attendance became obligatory for archbishops, bishops and abbots from throughout Latin Christendom. They were invited by the popes or might be cited to appear before them. Failure to come to Rome, or to attend legatine councils closer to home, automatically brought with it excommunication, even if the individual concerned had grown grey in devoted service to the Roman church.\textsuperscript{83} Some of the entries in the official register for the synods of Gregory VII look like mere lists of excommunicated and/or suspended members of the nobility, including Philip I of France and Henry IV of Germany, and of ecclesiastics, usually because they had failed to attend as requested.\textsuperscript{84} Pastoral concerns were perhaps always present, but were rarely thought worth recording, it seems; after all, the care of souls was the primary duty of every priest and especially of the pope.\textsuperscript{85} What needed to be recorded was the relationship between the pope and individual clerics and laymen if it was in any way unusual.\textsuperscript{86}

Often the expansion of the sphere of papal and legatine jurisdiction was the result of appeals to Rome. Appeals from imperial Germany usually were complaints by a lower ranking member of the hierarchy against a superior, as for example in the case of the canons of Bamberg against their Bishop Hermann because of his monastic policy; or of the monks of Reichenau against an abbot whom they were refusing to accept. Papal synodal judgement for much of the period tended to favour the appellants, provoking fury and indignation among the episcopate everywhere, but especially in Germany. The Declaration of Worms of January 1076, withdrawing obedience from Gregory VII, claimed that parishioners had been given to understand that only the pope himself or his legate could condemn or pardon individuals who had approached the pope;\textsuperscript{87} as far as he could, the bishops wrote, Gregory had deprived them of all power which was known to have been granted to the bishops divinely through

\textsuperscript{81} NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 9.  \textsuperscript{82} Somerville (1990), nos. vii and viii.

\textsuperscript{83} Blumenthal (1978), pp. 99ff for the council of Troyes (1107).

\textsuperscript{84} Gregory VII, Register, ii, 52a, 113a, 10a, and viii, 20a, are telling examples.

\textsuperscript{85} For Urban II see Somerville (1990), no. v; for Gregory VII, Register, v, 14a, and vii, 14a. The synodal records in Gregory’s register are clearly incomplete: Somerville (1989), p. 35.

\textsuperscript{86} The Liber pontificalis customarily recorded papal ordinations at the end of the vita of each pope. Gregory VII, Register, i, 89a (year-end summary of Jahresschlussbericht), likewise recorded the names of archbishops and bishops who had been consecrated by the pope, but then went on to record also the other side of the coin; specifically, the excommunication of Robert Guiscard and his followers.

\textsuperscript{87} Henry IV, Die Briefe, p. 67, lines 4–8; Schieffer (1972), p. 46 n. 138.
the Holy Spirit.\textsuperscript{88} This is exaggerated, but not by much. The popes of the reform period vigorously acted upon their claim to jurisdiction of the \textit{causae maiores}. The relevant Pseudo-Isidorian material, the related conciliar canons of Nicaea and Sardica as well as the decretals of Innocent I, Leo I and Nicholas I can be found in all of the eleventh- and early twelfth-century canonical collections, ending up in the \textit{Decretum} of Gratian of \textit{c. 1140} (c. 2 q.6 c.3ff).\textsuperscript{89}

The difference in this respect between the early and the late eleventh century cannot be over-emphasized, although the much-maligned Roman popes of the later tenth and early eleventh centuries in theory had always held firmly to certain basic principles, such as the papal right to bestow the pallium on metropolitans, the pope’s competence in the trials or disputes of bishops, and last but not least the pope’s jurisdiction over all the faithful. Disputes over the archbishopric of Rheims had pitted French bishops and abbots against the papacy at the synod held in the monastery of St Basle at Verzy in 991, and even more pointedly at the meeting held at Chelles, probably in 994. Pope John XV (985–96) refused to yield at the time, but the Carolingian Arnulf who had been deposed by the French was returned to the see of Rheims only by default, and, ironically, by a dispensation granted by Pope Sylvester II (999–1003). Sylvester, before his election Gerbert of Aurillac, had been Arnulf’s opponent as Capetian-supported archbishop of Rheims.\textsuperscript{90} Benedict VIII, the first pope from the house of Tusculum, ably maintained papal jurisdictional supremacy both with regard to the English clergy, supported by King Cnut, and with regard to Archbishop Aribo of Mainz. In 1017, on a pilgrimage to Rome, Archbishop Lyfing of Canterbury requested the archiepiscopal pallium from Benedict in accordance with a respective papal demand, but not without a strong protest. The English clergy claimed as customary right the consecration of their metropolitans and asserted that the pallium had always been sent by Rome. Their ire had been caused last but not least by the papal demand for fees in return for the pallium. They castigated the practice as heretical simony.\textsuperscript{91} The opposition of Aribo of Mainz to Benedict is more complex. Countess Irmingard of Hammerstein had appealed to Benedict in 1023, after a synod held at Mainz had dissolved her marriage to Otto of Hammerstein because of consanguinity. In response to the appeal, the synod of Seligenstadt issued a decree in 1023 that no penitent was allowed to seek absolution in Rome or to appeal there before he had obtained his own bishop’s permission and

\textsuperscript{88} Henry IV, \textit{Die Briefe}, p. 66, lines 19ff: ‘Sublate enim quantum in te fuit, omni potestate ab episcopis, que eis divinitus per gratiam sancti spiritus . . . collata esse dinoscitur.’


\textsuperscript{90} Kempf (1969), p. 299, highlighted the important principles involved.

\textsuperscript{91} Hermann (1973), pp. 109–17; Barlow (1965), p. 299.
had performed the penance imposed. The quarrel between pope and synodal assembly in the care of Aribo of Mainz was ended by Benedict’s death in 1024, when pressure by King Conrad II induced Aribo to abandon the proceedings against Irmingard. All of these cases show that the papacy certainly intended to maintain its rights, and, moreover, was successful when occasion demanded. But this is just the point – when occasion demanded – and there was not much demand for papal intervention, nor did the popes chose to intervene on their own. The church reform in the mid-eleventh century ushered in a radical change in this respect.

In keeping with tradition, the *causae maiores* which came before the popes of the reform period were often adjudicated in papal synods, or by a papal legate at a more local council. Not least for this reason, papal synods became the chief forum for papally led ecclesiastical reform; the large number of attendees, in addition to papal letters and papal legates – often specially sent out to repromulgate decrees from papal councils at local synods – soon came to ensure a relatively wide dissemination of canons and judicial decisions made at such councils. Eventually, it became customary for synods to entrust committees of papal advisers with the preparation of documents or cases that were to be submitted for approval either to the entire council or to the pope. At the Lateran council of March 1112, when the investiture concession granted under duress by Pope Paschal II to Henry V was revoked, Paschal confessed that the privilege for the emperor was invalid and ordered that it should be corrected by the advice and judgement of the assembled brethren. In response, the synod formed a committee of cardinals and bishops who presented a corresponding resolution on the following day. It was unanimously accepted by the council and is preserved with the inscription *actio concilii contra heresim de investitura.*

It is sometimes assumed that such committees were the forerunner of the thirteenth-century consistory which eventually was composed of cardinals and came to replace the councils. However, this is not the case, for as late as the reign of Pope Innocent III the term consistory described solemn, publicly held judicial proceedings.

The fragmentary nature of the information preserved in often unedited manuscripts of the period has often been stressed, as well as the resulting uncertainty about conciliar proceedings in the early twelfth century. Robinson’s description of some of the better known synods illustrates the point clearly.

---

92 *Liber pontificalis*, ii, p. 370, lines 7–20, with the reference *pravefactum* for the document which hence is called *pravilegium* in the revocation.
93 *MGH Constitutiones*, i, p. 571 with recension i.
94 Maleczek (1984), pp. 299–302, proving with a wealth of evidence the distinction between the advisory meeting of the cardinals (*Ratsversammlung*) and the *consistorium*.
95 Robinson (1990), pp. 121–35; Somerville (1990), nos. v and vii; Schmale (1976).
Surviving records, however, irrespective of the ever changing relationship between individual popes and the assembled fathers, leave no room for doubt that papal councils now held the central position in the life of the Latin church; that numerous archbishops, bishops, abbots and prominent laymen attended the regularly held synods from throughout Europe; that although the lower clergy is rarely mentioned by name, their presence is pointed out. Moreover, late eleventh- and twelfth-century councils were purely papal affairs. After the death of Henry III in 1056 no pope ever again jointly presided with an emperor. Popes promulgated canons and judicial decisions, known as the acta of the councils, at the conclusion of councils without reference to secular authority. Papal synods had become general or universal councils. By the sixteenth century, some of them, beginning with the First Lateran Council of 1123, were regarded and counted as ecumenical councils in the western church. A canonical principle, based on the early ninth-century Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals and formulated in the Decretum of Bishop Burchard of Worms (d. 1025), had shown its effectiveness in forming mental attitudes as well as papal practice during the reform: “The apostolic see has been entrusted with the right to convocate synods by special empowerment; we do not read anywhere that a general synod is legal which has not been assembled or supported by its authority.” In 1117 Paschal II wrote to Count Roger of Sicily, confirming but also limiting the privilege Roger’s father, Robert Guiscard, had been granted by Pope Urban II. In his letter Paschal specifically excluded the count from the right to convene synods, his legatine powers notwithstanding. Only the pope had the right to convene councils, and only he could decide to do so through his special legate in the case of Sicily. How could it be otherwise, Paschal asked rhetorically.

THE COLLEGE OF CARDINALS

In 1148, the cardinals accompanying Pope Eugenius III to the synod of Rheims complained bitterly about Bernard of Clairvaux who had deprived them of their prerogatives. They were able to force Eugenius’s hand. He rescinded the decisions of Bernard and his friends with regard to Gilbert of Poitiers, postponing the discussion for a future occasion. By that time the college of cardinals had accumulated most of the powers that pertain to it to this very day, such as the papal elections. The cardinals indeed had become the ‘spiritual senators of the universal church’ as Peter Damian (+1072), himself cardinal

96 Fuhrmann (1961), pp. 677–89.
bishop of Ostia since late 1057, had called them. The term cardinal is much older, but underwent a pronounced change in meaning under the popes of the reform period: its liturgical significance was gradually superseded by its political connotations. Klewitz recognized the reforms of Leo IX as the ‘birth’ of the college of cardinals.

In the early twelfth century the college of cardinals included three ranks: bishops, priests and deacons. The title with the most ancient history is that of cardinal bishop. From the fourth century on bishops from certain dioceses in the vicinity of Rome, the suburbicarian sees, appear in the entourage of the pope. By then the bishop of Ostia already had the prerogative of consecrating the newly elected pope, assisted by the bishops of Porto and Albano. The constant number of seven cardinal bishoprics emerges first in the eighth century, but for practical reasons, impoverishment and depopulation, as well as political reasons the names of the seven suburbicarian sees kept changing until, by the mid-twelfth century, the number seven ceased to matter. Ordinarily included were the bishoprics of (Velletri-) Ostia, Albano, Porto, Palestrina, (Silva Candida-) Tivoli, (Gabii-Labicum-) Tusculum and Sabina. According to the Vita of Pope Stephen III (768–72) in the Liber pontificalis, this pontiff associated the ‘cardinal’ bishops with the liturgy at the Lateran basilica, functions still clearly delineated in the Descriptio ecclesiae Lateranensis from c. 1100. 'However, the seven bishops who are the vicars of the lord pope and who celebrate masses there at the altar of the Saviour, shall divide oblations with the clerics of the church [the Lateran basilica], and when the week has been completed they shall return to their sees.' The term ‘cardinal’, therefore, described a cleric who celebrated the liturgy on a regular basis at a church other than his church of ordination. According to Leo IX, however, the term pointed to the close association of the cardinals with the Roman church, the cardo (hinge) and caput (head) of the entire church. At that time this etymology was erroneous, for cardinals were to be found in non-Roman churches as well.

Under Leo IX and his successors these liturgical functions of the Roman cardinals quickly receded into the background. Instead, they became increasingly active in papal government and were to be found among the foremost...
collaborators of the popes. When the election decree of 1059 was issued under Pope Nicholas II in 1059, the leadership role of the cardinal bishops was already prominent. The responsibility for the reform of the church rested upon their shoulders. Leo himself apparently nominated only Humbert of Moyenmoutier as cardinal bishop of Silva Candida in 1050; Bonizo’s references to Azelin of Sutri, who had come from Compiègne, are unclear. Victor II (1055–7) was the next pope who could fill a vacant suburbicarian see. He selected an Italian monk, Boniface, for the see of Albano. Peter Damian, also Italian, was named to the cardinal bishopric of Ostia by Pope Stephen IX (1057–8) at the urging of Hildebrand, the later Gregory VII. When Stephen died in 1058 at Florence, the Roman opposition took advantage of the absence of curia and elected cardinal bishop John of Velletri as successor. John chose the name Benedict X, reviving the Tusculan tradition, not a surprising move given that his most prominent noble supporters were Count Gregory II of Tusculum, Count Gerard of Galeria and the sons of Crescentius of Monticelli. However, only one other cardinal bishop, Rainerius of Palestrina, also abbot of the monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian (S. Cosimato) in Trastevere, supported John, thus defying the express wishes of Stephen IX. With the defeat of this opposition clustered around Benedict X by about 1060, all of the cardinal bishops could be considered supporters of the reform. The victory was an astonishing success for the papacy, when it is remembered that the lands surrounding the sees of Albano, Palestrina, Velletri, Sutri and Tusculum were in the hands of the feudal nobility. The hold on the papacy by magnates propertied in and around Rome had been broken. The election decree of 1059 took advantage of the situation. The decree which was solemnly promulgated stipulated in part that the cardinal bishops were to debate papal elections in the first instance; subsequently the other cardinals should be admitted to their deliberations and finally, once the election had been determined, the remaining Roman clergy and the laity were to give their consent. The rights of the Romans were strictly limited, the decree explains, because they usually voted on the basis of blood relationship or in return for payments; in other words, they committed simony, an unforgivable crime in the eyes of the reformers.

By the early twelfth century the cardinal bishops had to share their responsibilities with cardinal priests as well as cardinal deacons. The complex history of the deacons has been elucidated by Huels in the context of the schisms of the

107 Jasper (1986).
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Investiture Controversy. As for the cardinal priests, a privilege of Pope John VIII that granted corporate jurisdiction over the clergy and laity of Rome to the cardinal priests is probably not authentic. The Descriptio, however, speaks in glowing terms of the privileges of both the cardinal priests and the bishops. They supposedly had the right to judge all bishops of the entire Roman empire—the ancient Roman empire is surely meant—at all the councils or synods which they attended. Since at least the fourth century, the presbyters or priests of Rome were associated with specific title churches, churches originally taking their name from private houses which had served as places of worship for Christians before their place was taken by public buildings such as basilicas. For the early fifth century twenty-five title churches are known. Klewitz deduced from the evidence a system of $5 \times 5$, associating title priests of groups of five churches each with weekly liturgical functions at the five patriarchal basilicas of medieval Rome: S. Paolo fuori le mura, S. Lorenzo f.l.m., S. Maria Maggiore, St Peter and the Lateran basilica. This hypothetically reconstructed system must have changed when Pope Stephen III entrusted the cardinal bishops with liturgies at the Lateran, reviving ancient traditions. The Descriptio of c. 1100 reflects an arrangement which linked seven cardinal priests with each of the four remaining major basilicas, reserving the services at the Lateran to the cardinal bishops. The names of twenty-eight title churches are given in the document, but only four of them are represented by signatures under the election decree of 1059. One additional piece of information is a grant of Pope Alexander II. It reserved to the cardinal priests rights of a quasi-episcopal jurisdiction in their titles.

The primary attention of the reform papacy was focused on the cardinal bishops. Pope Leo IX took up the Pseudo-Isidorian definition of cardo, hinge, as pointed out earlier. In this view the apostolic see becomes the head and hinge of the universal church; writing to the patriarch of Constantinople Leo declared in 1054 that 'like the immovable hinge which sends the door forth and back, thus Peter and his successors have the sovereign judgment over the entire Church...Therefore his clerics are named cardinals, for they belong more closely to the hinge by which everything else is moved.' These, his clerics, were the cardinal bishops. Given the traditional role of the cardinal priests and deacons of Rome, it is not surprising that these groups protested vehemently against the singling out of the neighbouring bishops. The cardinal presbyter

---

112 Ibid., p. 177, points out that this privilege is shared by bishops and priests. And the passage is always understood in this sense. The Latin, however, is ambiguous. See Klewitz (1936), p. 20.  
of S. Pietro in Vincoli, Deusdedit, emerged as one of their chief spokesmen, although he remained a staunch supporter of the reform popes throughout his life. Among long forgotten documents which Deusdedit brought back into circulation by including them in his canonical collection (1087) and his *Libellus adversus simoniacos*, completed shortly before his death in either 1098 or 1099, was a decree from the Roman synod of 769. The 769 canon stipulated that only a cardinal priest or deacon could be elected to the Holy See, and, furthermore, that priests, ecclesiastical magnates and the entire clergy of the Roman church were to carry out the election.¹¹⁶ Both points were flatly contradicted by the election decree of 1059. And not by accident. Deusdedit’s preface, dedicating his canonical collection to Pope Victor III in 1087, railed against the 1059 provisions, stating that they violated every single one of the decrees of God and of the holy fathers.¹¹⁷ In keeping with his view of the role of the Roman cardinal priests and deacons is Deusdedit’s interpretation of Isidore’s definition of *cardo* which he expressed in the second book of his collection (II. 160). According to Deusdedit’s text the cardinals themselves are responsible for leading the people of God to eternal salvation. They are the kings who rule the people; they are the hinges which move the door – and heaven revolves around them.¹¹⁸

Not much might have come of these apparently extreme claims despite Deusdedit’s prominent position in the circle of the reformers, had it not been for the Wibertine schism. When in 1084 the Romans finally opened their gates to Henry IV and the pope-elect Wibert of Ravenna (Clement III), they were influenced in no small part by the action of the Roman clergy, especially cardinal priests and deacons, who had deserted the cause of Gregory VII. With one exception, the cardinal bishops had remained loyal to the pope. The hostile schismatic cardinal Beno blamed Gregory for separating the bishops from the consortium of the Roman cardinals, ‘because their hand had been forced by Gregory’.¹¹⁹ The loyalty of most of the recently appointed bishops can be readily explained, however, by their prominent place in the papal government. The absence of such a role and the attendant loss of dignity for the churches of Roman priests and deacons equally well explains a good deal of the antagonism of the latter. Klewitz noted that during the pontificate of Urban II seventeen

¹¹⁶ Deusdedit, *Kanonessammlung*, II. 261 and II. 262 (p. 268). Interesting is the differentiation of *laici* and *proceres ecclesie* in II. 262.

¹¹⁷ *Ibid.*, Prologus, pp. 4ff, lines 30ff. Victor III had signed the 1059 decree as cardinal priest of S. Cecilia and was clearly meant by Deusdedit’s *quidam*.


¹¹⁹ The list of the names is found in the contemporary *Gesta Romanae Ecclesiae contra Hildebrandum* = *MGH Libelli*, II, pp. 369–422, here p. 369, lines 19ff; Zafarana (1966).
cardinal presbyters supported the antipope Clement as well as about half of
the cardinal deacons at any one time.\textsuperscript{120} The relationship between ‘orthodox’
pontiffs and the Roman cardinals remained extremely fluid, however, especially
after the popes had allied themselves with the ‘new’ Pierleoni and Frangipani
families and thus garnered magnate support.\textsuperscript{121} Because of Beno’s pronounced
hostility to Gregory, too little weight is sometimes given to his accusation that
Gregory had dismissed the cardinals from his counsel and had not consulted
them when he suddenly excommunicated Henry IV without calling a synod
and without the subscription of the cardinals.\textsuperscript{122} Wibert–Clement turned this
situation to his favour, giving cardinal presbyters and deacons a prominent place
in his administration – and among the signatories to his privileges. Gregory’s
legitimate successors, Urban II and Paschal II, had to follow suit. The support
of the cardinal presbyters was vital for any pope who wished to maintain himself
in Rome. The result was an undivided college of cardinals which successfully
asserted and maintained its increasing share in the papal government.

\textsuperscript{120} Klewitz (1936), pp. 70–6. \textsuperscript{121} Huels (1977), pp. 255–72. \textsuperscript{122} Liber pontificalis, ii, p. 370.
CHAPTER 3
THE WESTERN EMPIRE UNDER
THE SALIANS

Hanna Vollrath

THE BEGINNING OF THE SALIAN CENTURY

Just as his predecessor Otto III in 1002, Henry II died without issue in 1024. Although this may look like a repetition of events, there were marked differences: Otto III had not been married, and being still very young, marriage with the prospect of an heir must have seemed probable. He died, however, of malaria in Italy at the age of twenty-one. Henry II, on the other hand, had been married for almost thirty years when he died at the age of about fifty. The probability that his death would leave the realm without an obvious successor must have presented itself to the magnates for quite some time. Yet the detailed account of the election procedure written by the royal chaplain Wipo some twenty years after the event gives the impression that it was only after Henry’s death on 13 July 1024 that the magnates, who had been summoned to Kamba on the Rhine for the election of a new king by Archbishop Aribo of Mainz, began to give the question any thought: according to Wipo, first several candidates were named, then their number gradually reduced to two men both by the name of Conrad – one called ‘the Younger’, the other ‘the Elder’ – the sons of two brothers; finally ‘Conrad the Elder’ was elected king. Like the other lay nobles of his time he was an ‘idiota’, illiterate. This was anything but a compliment from the Italian monk who called him that. But as it did not prevent the German electors from regarding him as the most suitable candidate, it shows that literacy was held in rather less esteem in the German lands than south of the Alps. Wipo fails to mention, however, that Conrad was the great-grandson of Otto the Great’s daughter Liutgard by Otto’s first English wife Eadgyth (Edith) and thereby the closest of kin to the deceased king. As it was only more than a century later that genealogies of noble families came to be written down, the electors of 1024 had none at hand. But were they really

1 For an overview of lay and of ecclesiastical literacy with emphasis on the German kings and nobles see Wendehorst (1996).
unaware of the fact that by electing Conrad the Elder they adhered closely to the royal kin? If, however, they were guided by considerations of blood relationship, how can this be reconciled with Wipo’s stipulation that after King Henry’s death people began to look far and wide for a suitable successor? Was it really a ‘free’ election with free deliberation? Did the electors of 1024 act in the belief that they were giving their support to the foremost member of the established royal family or did they think they were deciding on a new royal house? To the present day historians cannot agree how to answer these questions.

Whatever the electors of 1024 thought they were doing, modern historiography, anyway, sees Conrad as the first king of a new royal family, which like all the other noble kin-groups still lacked a family name and came to be called the Salians (Salier) only in the twelfth century. Conrad and his chancery were aware of the fact that there had been a king named Conrad a little more than a century earlier (911–19). So the first Salian king called himself Conrad II.

The Salians reigned for a century, every one of the Salian kings securing the succession of a son during his own lifetime: Conrad II (1024–39) was succeeded by his only son Henry III (1039–56), who after a premature death at the age of thirty-nine was followed by his son Henry IV (1056–1106/7), a child of five at the time of his accession to the throne. Henry IV ended his stormy career by being deposed by his son Henry V (1105–25). The latter turned out to be the last of the Salians, as he and his English wife Matilda, the notorious ‘Empress Maud’ after her return to England, had no children.

The Salian century can be seen as falling more or less into two parts: whereas Conrad II and Henry III reigned according to established customs, Henry IV was faced with problems that left him and most of his contemporaries without orientation. For Henry IV the revolutionary momentum of the ‘Gregorian Reform’ coincided and combined forces with the Saxon rebellion, bringing about a ‘crisis of medieval Germany’ that jeopardized the very survival of his kingship and the coherence of his German kingdom, a crisis that continued well into the reign of Henry V.

An election at the beginning of the eleventh century – be it that of a king, pope, bishop or abbot – did not follow a formal procedure. There was no defined body of electors, no counting of votes. A candidate for whatever office could only succeed if he was accepted as lord and thereby won the support of those who were to be his followers, and he would only gain this acceptance if he was believed to be the ‘right’ person for the office, the one pre-chosen by custom and divine will. This fundamentalist approach began to be challenged during the Salian period when disputed elections and civil war made people give election procedures more thought than before. Conrad’s elevation to the

---

Map 1a. The western empire: Burgundy and Provence in the eleventh century.

The smaller divisions are those of the principal counties and seigneuries, but in some cases the chief town of the county is underlined. Monasteries.
Map 1b The western empire: Germany and the north-eastern frontier of Christendom in the eleventh century
throne can almost be seen as a turning-point in this development in that it established that the leading men of the realm united in collective action were to be those with whom the election of the new king should lie. The homage rendered to Conrad by the nobles at Kamba did not dispense him, however, from seeking the support of those who had not been present there, above all the support of the Saxons, who seemed to have been altogether absent. If feeling of identify transcended blood relations and local or regional affiliations at all, it still rested very much with one of the tribes of which the German kingdom consisted. The new king was of Frankish extraction, his family’s landed wealth lay in the Rhineland around Worms and Speyer. By his election the Saxons lost the kingship that had hitherto been vested in an Ottonian (a Saxon) king and they seem to have had misgivings about the ‘foreign’ king. They were only willing to do homage to him on the condition that he guaranteed their ‘particularly cruel Saxon law’ (as the historian Wipo put it), which Conrad did when he met them in the Saxon town of Minden on his first circuit of his realm.

Conrad’s German kingdom was still very ‘archaic’ – economically as well as socially and intellectually. The land was thinly populated with long stretches of woods and uncultivated swamps or heaths separating the settlements. This made communication and travel difficult. The king with his entourage depended just as much upon the navigable rivers and a few ancient routes for his horse-saddle reign as did the traders, who traversed northern Europe with their merchandise. As yet trade and manufacture were still a very minor economic factor in the German lands as compared to agriculture, and towns as places with a diversified economy were virtually non-existent. The vast majority of the people lived and worked in dependence upon an ecclesiastical or secular lord. The inhabitants of the ancient Roman towns that had survived in a much reduced state as bishoprics along the Rhine and Danube rivers were just as dependent upon their lords, the bishops or archbishops, as were the people living in hamlets around the manors. Literacy and learning were confined to the big monasteries and to some teachers, who gathered a few students on their own initiative or on that of their bishops.

All was quite different in Conrad’s second kingdom, Italy, the crown of which he demanded on the ground of a traditional union between the two realms. The ‘regnum Italiae’ was more or less conterminous with the Lombard north of the peninsula. Although there, too, self-government had collapsed, the urban character of the settlements persisted to a much larger degree than in Conrad’s northern kingdom. The inhabitants were considered free by birth. The nobles continued to reside in the towns. Thus, the inhabitants of the Lombard towns were in a far better position to refute the dominion by their bishops or other

---

lords. At the very beginning of his reign Conrad II was confronted with an incident that stood witness to a growing sense of independence in the towns: the inhabitants of Pavia had destroyed the imperial palace in the city immediately after Henry II’s death. Conrad might not have been aware of the fact that the inhabitants of other Lombard towns such as Cremona, Brescia, Parma and Lodi had already been challenging the government of their respective episcopal lords for quite some time, organizing themselves into communes and also destroying their lords’ town palaces just as the people of Pavia had done. Conrad denounced this act of violence as illegal and demanded the reconstruction of the palace, which, however, never took place.

The trade revolution with its renaissance of urban prosperity and urban self-assurance was already well under way in Italy when Conrad went there to win the imperial crown in 1027 at the hands of the pope as custom demanded. One may doubt whether his feudal views permitted him to interpret the economic and social situation in the Italian towns as precursor of a general development that was to transform the whole of western Europe in the decades to come.

Conrad’s reign was guided by tradition and he stuck to the ways paved by his predecessors. On the one hand this led to the acquisition of the kingdom of Burgundy; on the other hand it brought him the accusation of having been a simoniac.

Rudolf II, king of Burgundy, had bound himself by several treaties to leave his crown to Henry II, who was his relative as well as his liege lord. When Rudolf died in September 1032 Conrad claimed the Burgundian crown as successor of Henry II in the office of king, whereas Rudolph’s nephew Count Odo of Blois as well as Conrad’s step-son Duke Ernst of Swabia claimed Burgundy as the closest of kin and heirs to the deceased. In the feud that ensued Conrad prevailed and succeeded in being crowned king of Burgundy in February 1033. Although the Burgundian feudal lords prevented his Burgundian kingship from amounting to more than an honour, a dignitas, Burgundy was nevertheless henceforth considered as part of the imperium, the lands of the imperator.

In Conrad’s views, formed by Ottonian tradition, regnum and sacerdotium were bound to each other by their mutual responsibility for the order of the world ordained by divine will. As the Lord’s anointed he considered himself responsible for the Christian faith and the Christian churches of his realms, making pious donations and intervening in their affairs when he deemed necessary. In response to his pious efforts he expected the support of the bishops and abbots, both spiritually and materially. It seems, however, that in this he did not quite act in ways the clerics and monks of his kingdom expected from a king anointed. He probably had no qualms about bullying the newly installed
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4 Hoffmann (1993).
bishop of Basle in 1025 into paying him a considerable amount of money; he would have considered it part of the servitium regis, which the churches had been accustomed to render from time immemorial. Some twenty years later this was considered to be not only inappropriate but a sin. When Wipo finished his Gesta Cuonradi shortly after 1046 during the reign of Conrad's son and successor Henry III he reports that simoniac heresy suddenly appeared when King Conrad and his queen accepted an immense amount of money from the cleric Udalrich upon the latter's instalment on the episcopal throne of Basle. Conrad, Wipo was eager to continue, later repented of this sin vowing never to accept money again for an abbey or a bishopric and, so Wipo added, he more or less kept this promise.

Wipo's judgement mirrors the state of the debate in the late 1040s when simony and nicolaitism had come to be used as synonyms for an utterly depraved state of the church. Historians have tried for a long time to answer the question why these two themes came to the fore around the middle of the eleventh century. Why did 'church reform' become so much more important a topic, and why did it become equated with the demand to fight simony and nicolaitism? For a long time historians followed the contemporary sources in their verdict that morally and spiritually the church was indeed in a damnable state and that the cry for reform of the church meant that people had become aware of the growing abuse. A closer look at the early medieval parishes reveals, however, that clerical marriage, that is nicolaitism, must have been a matter of some importance; that, in fact, the position of priest more often than not was handed down from father to son, a situation that must even be considered beneficial to church life, as there was no regular training for the priesthood, and a son, who had been watching his father fulfil the sacerdotal rites, must have been in a much better position to act as priest than someone who had not had this experience from his early boyhood.

As far as the 'Reichskirche' (imperial church) was concerned, nobody would have denied that according to the holy canons the conferment of a bishopric included an election by the clergy and the people. But in the early middle ages clericus et populus were not conceived of as a defined electorial body that arrived at independent decisions according to established rules. Rather clergy and people 'voted' by accepting their new spiritual lord as any lay band of followers would have to accept their lord. This acceptance was regulated by custom and the notion of propriety. With lay people hereditary rights played the most decisive part. No hereditary succession was valid, however, without a solemn rite of conferment through the hands of the lord. It was the lord's investiture that transformed entitlement into legitimate succession. Both were so much bound together in unseparable unity that there were no rules as to how to proceed if customary titles of heredity clashed with a lord's right to invest. We tend to think of these two factors as two separable and hence separate titles.
People of the earlier middle ages did not. They thought of men as acting in unison to achieve what everybody considered to be the right thing. Lack of unity called for compromise (in which the conflicting parties agreed to have finally found the solution according to what was right) or – probably more often – for violence in a feud.

Episcopal appointments were handled along these lines. As direct hereditary succession was, however, precluded by the obligation of celibacy there was a wider scope of action for those who were responsible for the appointment, namely clergy, people and king. Although the venerated canons knew nothing of royal investiture, it was unquestionably accepted as part of the world of personal dependencies and obligations. It was the king’s lordly power and position in his relation to local dignitaries that decided on how strong his influence would be.5

Also the churches high and low formed part of a society the economic and social basis of which was feudal lordship with dependent villains bound together in the manorial system. A bishop ‘received’ a church with all its revenues from his lord the king through investiture, as did a priest who was invested with a parish church by the lord of the manor and thereby ‘received’ the landed property of ‘his’ church. By conferring the church the respective lords gave them an income just as they did with their secular vassals. For their gifts they demanded a gift in return – the prayers of the clergy, to be sure, but material gifts as well: the lord king could expect to be housed and entertained with his retinue; the bishops and abbeys owed him mounted knights for his expeditions and some other services, which could also be commuted into a money donation. Nobody had equated these donations with simony forbidden by the holy canons. The donations formed part of the gift-exchange economy of the early middle ages and as such it made sense and must have seemed quite normal to everybody.

In view of these long-established customs a growing number of scholars tend to attribute the demand for church reform with the fight against simony and nicolaitism to a change of perception.6 Practices that up until then only a very few people had objected to came to be looked at as abuses. The church must be reformed by abolishing simony and nicolaitism. The sacraments, the faithful began to fear, could only work for the salvation of souls if they had been administered by priests, whose hands were ‘pure’, i.e. unpolluted by money and fleshly contacts.

5 Traditional German historiography attributes the most decisive influence in all the German bishoprics and royal monasteries to the king’s will, who is seen as delegating men from his royal chapel (Hofkapelle) in order to weld the single churches into an ‘imperial church system’ serving king and kingdom. This view was successfully challenged by Reuter (1982). For an assessment of the lively debate that ensued see Fried (1991), pp. 165ff, and (1994), especially pp. 666ff.

In Conrad’s days, so it seems, these views were still confined to some strict religious circles in northern Italy, where clauses forbidding simony began to turn up in monastic foundation charters shortly after the turn of the century. Reports on the persecution of heretics also indicate that religious consciousness was beginning to change. Church councils had been denouncing a variety of religious practices and beliefs as heretical in the late Roman period. In the early middle ages, however, heresy was no topic. When Burchard of Worms compiled his *Decretum* in about 1025 which for more than a century came to be one of the most often copied canon law collections in the western church, he had nothing to say about heretics. At just about the same time the Milanese historian Landulf reports his archbishop Aribert as having discovered a group of ‘heretics’ living in the castle of the countess of Monteforte near Turin. On interrogation by the archbishop they confessed to an extremely ascetic life with continuous prayers, vigils, declining not only personal property, sexual intercourse and everything fleshly, but also the sacraments and the authority of the Roman pontiff. The archbishop took them prisoners to Milan where he could not prevent the leading citizens from burning those to death who refused to confess the ‘Catholic faith’.

This is one of the earliest medieval instances where people were put to death through the hands of fellow-Christians because of divergent religious practices. The report given by Landulf discloses some of the features that were to become elements of a religious mass movement all over western Europe by the end of the century: voluntary poverty with individual and sometimes eccentric if not blasphemous devotional practices combined with a repudiation of the sacraments administered by the anointed agents of the church. To live the apostles’ lives as true followers of Christ was to ensure salvation and make sacramental mediation superfluous. As yet there were only a few isolated incidents in Italy and France. King Conrad and his German countrymen will not have taken notice of them. Their devotion was traditional, manifesting itself in almsgiving and in pious gifts to monasteries and churches, where the *memoriae* for the dead were being held and prayers for the well-being of the living said. Burial in or by a church near the holy relics was to promote salvation. Conrad chose the episcopal church of Speyer to be his own family’s resting-place and started the reconstruction of what was to be one of the most impressive Romanesque cathedrals in Germany.

**Henry III (1039–1056)**

In his more passionate approach to all matters religious Conrad’s son Henry struck contemporaries as a man of exceptional seriousness and piety. Upon his designation as king by his father in 1026 the nine-year-old boy had been handed
over to the bishop of Augsburg for education. His piety might well have been reinforced when he married the equally fervent Agnes of Poitou and Aquitaine in 1043. Medieval historians tend to put down as personal vices and virtues what to our modern understanding indicates a change of values reflecting long-term developments. To them Henry III was a pious ruler because he fought simony and his father Conrad II was rather less so because he did not.

There can be no doubt, however, that Henry III was very much aware of the spiritual demands inherent in his own as well as in any other ecclesiastical office. For episcopal investitures he preferred royal chaplains from his own foundations at Kaiserswerth (on the lower Rhine near Duisburg) and at Goslar (in the Harz mountains). He preached peace from the pulpit in the churches of Constance and Trier, as became a Christian king; he appeared as a penitent before his host after having won the battle of Menfö against the Hungarians. For his son Henry born in 1050 he fervently requested Hugh abbot of Cluny as godfather and finally succeeded. All this was nothing really new, but rather a more intense way of dealing with traditional practices. As for the really new concern about simony and nicolaitism it seems that Henry III became aware of it only in 1046 when he arrived in northern Italy on his way to Rome for imperial coronation. The French historian Radulf Glaber reports Henry delivering a sermon against simony, when sitting together in a synod with the Italian bishops at Pavia, in which he denounced as prevalent practice that clerical offices (and their stipends) were being bought and sold like merchandise. A little later he met Pope Gregory VI. The king’s and the pope's names in the fraternity book of the church of San Savino at Piacenza stand witness to the fact that Henry was quite unaware of the accusations levelled against Gregory, namely of his having committed the very crime of simony Henry had just denounced. It was part of a confused situation in the Roman church in that there were several popes at the same time. Benedict IX, from the Roman noble family of the Tusculans, had been sitting on the papal throne since 1032; in 1045 he was confronted with Sylvester III from the rival Crescentians, and whom that part of the Roman clergy and people hostile to his own family had elected pope. As a way out of this stalemate situation Benedict was brought to resign in favour of Gregory VI, his own godfather and a man of unquestioned piety. However, Benedict demanded – and received – a payment as compensation for the loss of revenues his abdication entailed.

Although religiously minded persons like the pious hermit Peter Damian welcomed the solution, others found Gregory VI guilty of simony. Here as in the decades to come simony was a rather vague concept, which nobody took care to define properly. Any kind of economic transaction perpetrated
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7 Lynch (1985) and (1986); Angenendt (1984), pp. 97ff. 8 Schmid (1983).
in any kind of connection with an ecclesiastical office might upon scrutiny reveal its simoniacal character. As some such connection could almost always be detected if somebody had an interest in finding it, later some episcopal chapters which had a grudge against their bishops on quite different grounds succeeded in getting rid of them by accusing them of simony.9

From ancient canons it was learnt that simony was heresy – *simoniaca heresis* – and as such a horrifying crime. As the Lord’s anointed and emperor to be Henry felt it his responsibility to free the Roman church of this heresy. He convened synods at Sutri and Rome and had all three popes deposed, installing the German bishop Suitger of Bamberg as Pope Clement II on the papal throne. A few days later upon his imperial coronation he was given the title *patricius Romanorum* which was to secure this influence in further papal elections. Clement was the first of several imperial popes. The most important of them was Leo IX (1048–54), a man of noble Alsatian extraction and like Henry III imbued with the fervour to reform the church by cutting down the weeds of bad customs that had overgrown its primeval purity. Unlike his Roman-born predecessors with their entrenchment in local Roman affairs, Leo saw the papal office as meaning the leadership of the church and therefore as being called upon to promote the ideas of reform wherever necessary in Christendom. After a long period during which the numerous local churches were more or less held together by their allegiance to their mutual lord, the king, Leo reactivated the notion of the one and indivisible holy church, the members of which looked to the Roman pontiff as their head. Neither Henry nor Leo seem to have feared any problem from this dual allegiance. On his deathbed Henry resigned his six-year-old only son Henry IV into the hands of Pope Victor II, a German, too, who was present when Henry died prematurely in 1056 at the age of thirty-nine.

**Henry IV (1056–1105/6)**

Some twenty years after Henry III’s death, Pope Gregory VII formally abjured this dual allegiance of the bishops towards king and pope when he declared all investitures performed by laymen including the kings to be illegal. This was directed at all laymen including all kings in western Christendom. In Germany, however, it had greater effects than elsewhere because it coincided with a rebellion of most of the nobles in the eastern part of the duchy of Saxony, who succeeded in forming alliances with magnates from other parts of the realm as well as with Henry’s adversary on the papal throne, plunging Germany into a civil war that was to last with varying intensity for more than forty years.

9 Schieffer (1972); Vollrath (1993).
In retrospect a number of incidents from the mid 1050s on appear as precursors of the decisive clash in the 1070s making it appear almost inevitable. And yet Henry IV and his followers evidently failed to grasp the revolutionary impetus behind the group of people at Rome who acted in the name of church reform. Among them there was general agreement that church reform should mean first and foremost the abolition of simony and nicaïtism and that the reformed church should be modelled after the unpolluted ecclesia primitiva. Nobody, however, seems to have had a clear notion of what that should mean, except that the primeval church had been of ideal purity, where Christians and their communities had been virtuous instead of vicious. There was no agreed plan, no defined concept of how this ideal former status of the church could be won back. Reformers like Pope Leo IX and Peter Damian, who had been made cardinal bishop of Ostia by the same pope, envisaged an ecclesia, in which the king as the Lord’s anointed cooperated with pope and bishops for the benefit of all Christians. Others like Humbert, cardinal bishop of Silva Candida, who had accompanied Leo from Lorraine to Rome, argued that basically simony had its roots in lay predominance in the church. Therefore the fight against simony should start with cutting down that dominance. In his treatise Adversus simoniacos libri tres, written in 1057/8, he sees the world in a preposterous order in that the secular power comes first in an episcopal election, pushing the consent of the people and the clergy and the judgement of the metropolitan to an inferior place, whereas the holy canons decreed that it should be the other way around. This was a reference to a well-known sentence by Pope Leo I which said that no one should be counted among the bishops who had not been elected by the clergy, demanded by the people and consecrated by his fellow-provincials with the judgement of the metropolitan, a passage that was being quoted over and over again to define what a canonical election should be like. Neither Leo nor, in fact, Humbert specified, however, who precisely should do what, when and where in the election of a bishop. Humbert particularly found fault with lay investiture because no lay person, not even a king, should be allowed to confer an ecclesiastical office. Although this was to become the essence of papal policy after 1078 Humbert’s treatise of 1057/8 was not a platform which ‘the’ reformers adopted for successive implementation. Even Humbert’s rather radical views did not amount to a clear concept of what the ‘reformed’ church should be like. As far as our source material allows us to judge, a general, if unspecific, climate of unrest and discontent with the state of the church prevailed in the middle of the century which made people clamour for reform. Up to 1056, until the death of Henry III, they did this with the support of the emperor. After that date they had to do without it. The German king and emperor-to-be was a child of six. There was no institutionalized regency. The child Henry was anointed and crowned and therefore considered to be the reigning king;
but, being still a minor, he was in need of a guardian, a position which fell as a matter of course to his mother Agnes. She had a difficult task to fulfil: like all other German kings before him her husband had been faced with recurrent rebellions by disaffected nobles. As yet royal government knew of only a few means to secure allegiances: above all to honour its noble retainers with lavish ‘gifts’ and thereby to secure their fidelity as a ‘gift’ in return. Landed property as well as prestigious offices given as fiefs lent themselves to this. But as custom allowed sons of loyal vassals to expect their fathers’ fiefs upon the latter’s death, fiefs were not readily at a king’s disposal. Agnes was lucky in that the ducal lines of Carinthia, Bavaria and Swabia had died out during her husband’s reign and Henry III had not filled the posts. In giving Swabia and the administration of Burgundy to Rudolf of Rheinfelden in 1057, and in 1061 Bavaria to the Saxon noble Otto of Northeim and Carinthia to the Swabian Berthold of Zähringen, she could allow herself to believe that she had won the allegiance of three exceptionally formidable men with particularly important family backgrounds. Moreover Rudolf, who might have been connected with the Ottonian family through cognatic ties,\textsuperscript{10} was given Agnes’s four year-old daughter Matilda for a bride, and when Matilda died before her marriage, he took Adelaide of Turin for his wife, sister to Henry IV’s bride Bertha. Modern historians tend to criticise Agnes for ‘squandering’ royal resources, first by handing out the free dukedoms which her husband had so wisely reserved for the crown’s own use, and secondly for having chosen the wrong persons, as all three dukes played a prominent part in the rebellions which shook her son’s kingship in the 1070s. It must be remembered, however, that a king who was a minor was in need of support even more than an adult king and that it was more difficult to get. Agnes followed tradition when she used the vacant dukedoms to this end. As far as the nobles chosen by her were concerned none of the three had so far engaged in anti-Salian activities.

Given the nature of the German kings’ various dignities and obligations Agnes’s first preoccupation had to be the German lands, as they formed the basis for all other far-ranging activities. It looks as if she herself and her councillors did not have a very clear notion of what was going on in Rome. This is far less surprising than it might seem. The developments certainly lacked the moral unambiguity our partisan source material implies and the logical consistency that we who know the eventual outcome tend to discern in them. As elsewhere the election of the Roman pontiff traditionally rested with the clergy and the people of the episcopal city. In Rome as in many other places local rivalries and conflicts extended to the episcopal dignity. Henry III had succeeded in pushing his German candidates, thereby quenching local rivalries

\textsuperscript{10} Jackman (1990).
for a while but without, of course, being able to eliminate them altogether. When in 1059 the party of the cardinal bishops saw a member of the old Roman aristocratic kindred elected as Pope Benedict X, they pitted Pope Nicholas II as the candidate of 'church reform' against him. A synod was held immediately afterwards that passed a papal election decree to legitimize Nicholas's election. It accorded the most decisive weight to the votes of the cardinal bishops which it deduced from ancient canons. It did not mean to challenge the traditional role of the German kings as protectors of the Roman church. If it was rather vague about the latter's legal status in papal elections it was because kings did not figure in the ancient canons that dated from pre-medieval times. In 1059 it was not the German king whom the cardinals feared as a rival in the leadership of the Roman church, but the local noble factions which were reclaiming their traditional influence. It can be doubted that the decree was perceived of as a norm for all future papal elections. But it certainly mirrored the leading role the *collegium* of cardinal bishops envisaged for itself in the Roman church. Anyone who ignored this would have to reckon with their resistance.  

When after the death of Nicholas II in 1061 a delegation of Roman nobles sent the patrician's insignia to young Henry asking him to give them a pope, Agnes acting for her son nominated Bishop Cadalus of Parma. In doing this she indeed ignored the cardinals. The reason for this might lie in a disagreement over some German bishops, which was disturbing the relations between the papal curia and the German royal court at the time of Nicholas's death. Agnes was probably not aware of the election decree of 1059, and certainly had only a limited knowledge of the intricacies of the Roman situation. Nevertheless, the German court found itself supporting 'the Romans' against the cardinal bishops who elected Bishop Anselm of Lucca to be Pope Alexander II and had him enthroned with the help of the Norman troops of Richard of Capua.

Eventually Agnes's move turned out to be a grave mistake. In spite of her personal piety she had manoeuvred her son into a position which made the German court appear as an opponent to church reform as personified in the cardinal bishops. Her failure merits particular attention as it reveals a problem that was to recur with her son and which touches upon the basics of early medieval society, namely long-distance policy-making. A history of early medieval communication remains yet to be written. It mainly rested on face-to-face contacts, in which verbal exchanges were supplemented by gestures and rituals, forming together a specific language. Long-distance contacts seem to have been upheld mainly by messengers and sometimes by letters. But as far as
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11 As the Papal Election Decree of 1059 eventually became the basis of all further legal provisions for the election of the pope, it has received extensive scholarly treatment. For a new edition and a summary of the discussions see Jasper (1986).

we know long-distance communication lacked systematic organization and as such was sporadic, haphazard and knew of no systematically employed means to ensure dependably balanced information.

In addition to the Roman disaster, leading ecclesiastics and lay nobles felt that she was listening rather too much to the counsel of Bishop Henry of Augsburg and ignoring theirs. Spreading discontent made Anno, the archbishop of Cologne and one of the leading magnates of the realm, end Agnes's de facto regency by having young Henry abducted in 1062 from Kaiserswerth, a royal palace then situated on an island in the Rhine river, some fifty miles north of Cologne. Although Henry tried to get away by jumping into the river, the twelve-year-old boy was caught and handed over to Anno. In the person of the king kingship was in Anno's hands. He used it to demonstrate his support for Alexander II and eventually end the papal schism in securing the obedience of the German episcopate for Alexander.

Anno's regency did not last long. In 1065 Henry reached the age of fifteen and thereby adulthood. He started to reign in his own right. Just as that of the other kings of his time his royal position rested on feudal obligations: the leading nobles of his realm owed him counsel and support (*consilium et auxilium*). They rendered their counsel by coming to his itinerant court and by sitting with him in council until consent was reached. A king who failed to reach consent with the most of his leading men had no means of enforcing their rendering the support they owed him. On the other hand the royal court was a kind of social nucleus of the kingdom, the place where fiefs and honours were won and where prestige and dignity were assessed and demonstrated in the ranking of peers. For the king as well as for the nobility it was a constant balancing of mutual dependencies. If nobles fell into enmity with each other the king's endeavour to appease let him appear only too easily as partisan of one side in the eyes of the man who felt himself discriminated against. If a king diverged from what his nobles considered to be established custom and therefore their right he had to reckon with their resistance. Controversial feudal heritages in which the king favoured the claim of one side by exercising his right to invest might only too easily bring him the enmity of the other as well as that of its kin and sworn friends. This was even more likely if a king tried to push his own claims against that of one or several powerful men. In that case he could easily face a rebellion of the nobility of a whole region intent on fighting him as a tyrant.

One such region was the eastern part of the duchy of Saxony in the eleventh century. The violence of the Saxon war after 1073 and the ample coverage it gets in the contemporary sources led historians for a long time to ignore the fact there were already disturbances during the reign of Henry III and during Henry IV's minority. Unfortunately but quite typically for the time
The western empire

the historians lent their pens as weapons in the feud and therefore did not feel obliged to give a balanced account with background information as to the causes underlying the violence. They stand witness to the fact that every side described the other as utterly base and depraved and ruthlessly breaking the law. Therefore historians have not been able to agree on the causes underlying the tensions that developed into civil war in the beginning of the 1070s. Was Henry claiming royal possessions his widowed mother had been too weak to secure? Was he demanding Ottonian property as a royal successor challenging the titles based on kinship? Was he trying to take back into direct royal administration lands that had been leased out for several lives, thereby denying that customs of usufruct traditionally merged into lasting rights? Whatever the causes were it is evident that they made Henry adopt administrative measures that were considered novel and therefore illegal by his opponents: he fortified castles built on Saxon hills and manned them with Swabian ministeriales, retainers of mostly unfree condition who had been able to rise socially through military service. Both their Swabian and their servile extraction made them abominable to Saxon nobles, who saw themselves oppressed by ignoble foreigners.

At just about the same time a conflict with the papacy was building up over the archbishopric of Milan. In Milan as in other Lombard cities the citizens had come to speak with a voice of their own against their lord, the archbishop, who was invested by the German king in his capacity as king of Italy. Important factions of the population of Milan rallied behind noble leaders in accusing Archbishop Guido and his adherents of endangering their salvation by tolerating simoniac and nicolaitistic priests. Whereas the name placitum Dei (judgment of God) adopted by the disaffected citizens suggests purely religious motives, the name Pataria (trash) given to them by their enemies and then used by themselves seems to indicate concomitant social reasons in the ancient city, where the ancient social system was being upset by the growth of a money economy as part of the trade revolution of the high middle ages.

Archbishop Guido, who was faced with continuous criticism and saw the priests he felt his duty to protect being physically assaulted, decided to resign his position in 1070. He and his followers chose a canon by the name of Godfrey to succeed him and sent him over the Alps to Henry for investiture. The Pataria maintained that a canonical election by the clergy and the people had not taken place. The dissent that had been disrupting the city of Milan for some time precluded consent of clergy and people in the archiepiscopal election and practically forced the king to support the candidate of one faction by bestowing royal investiture. Henry IV nevertheless made a grave mistake by investing Godfrey far away from the site of turmoil and then sending him back demanding his acceptance. Like his mother the king got involved in long-distance policy-making with probably no clear picture of the situation.
He exercised the right of investiture which by custom he knew to be his. Even well-meaning Milanese contemporary historians, however, who did not dispute this royal prerogative, criticized his way of ignoring public opinion in the town by supporting the archbishop from afar, who was resigning precisely because he lacked support. The *Pataria* answered by setting up a churchman called Atto as a candidate of their own and by turning to Pope Alexander II asking support for their candidate. Alexander II approved Atto and maintained that in a disputed election the candidate who got the support to St Peter was to be considered canonically elected. As yet the pope did not contest royal investiture as such, but demanded that Henry revoke it in this particular case as it had been given to the wrong person. This was an altogether novel assertion in medieval ecclesiastical elections, one which mirrored the new role the Roman pontiffs had come to assert for themselves as leaders of the universal church. With that the local conflict had developed into one between king and papacy. Again it made the Salian court appear to be opposing church reform.

The conflict had been dragging on when Gregory VII was made pope in 1073. He had virtually dedicated himself to church reform. But whereas he was just as hazy as his predecessors about what that actually should mean, he had a visionary knowledge of the role of the pope and the Roman church in it: he knew the Roman church to be established by Jesus Christ himself, as testified by his words that Peter was to be the rock upon which he would build his church (Matthew 16: 18). Hence he saw St Peter himself as speaking through every canonically elected pope and hence he himself as St Peter's mouthpiece was right by divine ordination. Many of the twenty-seven sentences which Gregory inserted into his register in 1075 and headed *Dictatus papae* (the pope's own dictation) are just logical deductions from this tenet: that the Roman church never erred and according to scripture never will err (22); that every canonically elected Roman pontiff is through St Peter's merits undoubtedly holy (23); that only those who agree with the Roman church are orthodox in faith (26). From this it followed that everybody was subject to the pope's judgements: that nobody could quash any of his judgements whereas he could quash the judgements of all others (18); that he was allowed to depose emperors (12).¹³ The *Dictatus papae* did not elicit vehement protests, simply because for the time being it remained unknown. But Pope Gregory acted according to it and consequently met with violent resistance: from the German bishops who saw their God-given episcopal dignity impaired by this dangerous man, and from Henry IV, from whom he peremptorily demanded obedience in the Milanese case. The most uncompromising papal letter happened to reach the

¹³ Gregory VII, Register. That the *Dictatus papae* was but rarely referred to in canon law collections was shown by Gilchrist (1973, 1980).
king at the end of the year 1075, just when he was celebrating an important victory over the Saxon rebels. He felt strong enough to refute all papal claims to superiority, the more so as he saw himself in agreement with the greater part of his bishops. The royal council that he convened at Worms in January 1076 denounced Gregory’s presumptuous behaviour, abjured all obedience to the pope and declared his election and hence his papacy illegal. It carefully avoided an outright deposition, thereby acknowledging the conviction that a pope stands above the judgement of men. A second letter to the Romans shows, however, that the pronouncement was meant to amount to just that: it asked the Romans to chase the false pope away, claiming that he had been a false pope all along because his election had been illegal. German kings and emperors were known to have had popes deposed before. But they all had been on the spot when doing this, whereas Henry again tried to impose his will from afar. Again he failed. Gregory chose the papal Lenten council as the scene for his reply. In a prayer to St Peter he declared Henry IV excommunicate and released everybody from the fealty he had sworn him. The effect of this is echoed in the words of Bonizo of Sutri, who saw the earth quake when the papal verdict was heard. The excommunication of a king was without precedent, indeed. The Lord’s anointed, the king and emperor-to-be whose predecessors had been known to be the special defenders of the *Romana ecclesia*, had been ousted from the church by the bishop of Rome.

Like Henry the pope had acted from afar. With the German bishops who had rallied behind their king just a little time before, it was a question of loyalty that had never presented itself before: did their ecclesiastical order and their forming part of the hierarchy of the universal church add up to a greater commitment than their fealty to their lord king and the web of feudal bonds in their native kingdom? As lords demanding the obedience due to a superior the popes had but rarely and with varying success intervened in German ecclesiastical affairs and only when one of several quarrelling parties had thought it expedient to bring them in. Never before, however, had loyalty to the king been pitted against loyalty to the pope; never before had the ecclesiastical princes of the realm been asked to choose between pope and king.

By summer it became clear that for many of them allegiance to St Peter outweighed that to their liege lord. From the royal Easter council at Utrecht, to the one convened at Pentecost in Worms and the assembly in June in Mainz, the number of participants kept dwindling. Leading churchmen like the archbishops of Mainz and Trier, Bishop Hermann of Metz and Bishop Adalbero of Würzburg expressly sought and received reconciliation with Gregory VII. This rather unexpected course of events must be attributed to a growing sense of corporate clerical identity which had been developing with the commitment to church reform and to the reformed papacy since the 1040s and which
made it unbearable for many conscientious ecclesiastics to be cut off altogether from the Roman church. Likewise the opposition of the lay princes and their ecclesiastical allies in Saxony as well as in the duchies of Swabia, Bavaria and Carinthia began to reassert itself as early as Easter. Often enmity due to a lay feud merged with religious motivations springing from adherence to church reform and its most uncompromising protagonist, Gregory VII. In other cases, however, religious issues seem to have played little or no part: Margrave Ekbert of Meissen started his stormy career when still a young boy. He was foremost in organizing the Saxon opposition against the king, his relative. But as he was a formidable figure in eastern Saxony the king could not help receiving him back into his allegiance several times when he sought reconciliation. No religious motives are known for his insurrections. It appears that even some of the leading Saxon ecclesiastics such as the Archbishops Werner (1063–78) and Hartwig of Magdeburg (1079–1102) fought Henry on particularist Saxon grounds rather than on religious ones. It is impossible to tell just when and why Rudolf of Rheinfelden, duke of Swabia, became a champion of the anti-Salian cause. As mentioned above, the beginning of his ducal career had been associated with a marriage contract with the Salians. He might even have been a long-distant blood relative of that family. On the other hand he had evinced a pronounced concern for church reform. The reform monastery of Hirsau in the Black Forest, which was developing into a Gregorian bulwark once the disagreement between Gregory VII and Henry IV had led to open feud, enjoyed his generous support. He had not taken part in the royal court at Worms in January and together with his ducal colleagues from Bavaria and Carinthia was active in organizing the opposition to the king almost immediately after Gregory’s Lenten verdict became known. From then on he was known to be one of those who was putting forward the idea of electing a new king should Henry refuse or fail to have the papal ban lifted before the year’s end. By October 1076 Henry could not avoid admitting that all the opponents in his realm had agreed on this line of action. In order to save his kingship he made a move his enemies apparently had not foreseen, as they had already fixed a date for the election of a new king: he set out to cross the Alps in winter to seek reconciliation with the pope. He encountered Gregory who was already in Tuscany on his way to Germany, and he made it known to the surprised pope that he had not come to fight him but to do penance.

Penance and reconciliation were not spontaneous pious acts but the ritualized stagings of contrition, humiliation and purification. In a case as conspicuous as the one under consideration the order of events was agreed upon by negotiation: Henry, who had his godfather Hugh, the abbot of Cluny, and

14 Claude (1972); Fenske (1977).
Countess Matilda of Tuscany to act as intermediaries on his behalf, consented to appear on three consecutive days in a penitent’s garb before the walls of the fortified castle of Canossa, Gregory’s temporary residence. His imploring for the pope’s forgiveness was to be answered on the third day, 25 January, when the pope would lift the repentent sinner from the floor, where he would be lying flat on his face. A joint meal was to conclude the ceremony.

The date reveals the meaning that the scene was intended to convey. In the church calendar 25 January is the feast of the *conversio Pauli*, the conversion of the apostle Paul. Just as *the scales fell from Saul’s eyes* when he was changed into the believer Paul after having lain three days in blindness before Damascus, so the king would be changed from a persecutor of the faithful into a Christian, whose eyes had finally been opened to the truth.

In German historical writing as in political discourse ‘Canossa’ came to be considered as a shameful abasement of the German sovereign before papist presumption. The assessment of the event in its medieval context has been coloured by this supposition until very recently, when scholars began to give more attention to medieval mentality. Historians have come to realize that contemporaries seem to have been far more disturbed by the papal ban than by Henry’s act of penance. Although some of the particulars were unusual, penance and reconciliation had after all a fixed place in medieval religious life. Although this takes the sting of national humiliation away, the deciphering of the symbolic message makes it even more obvious to what degree Henry had had to succumb to Gregory’s view: disobedience to the pope made a man appear as though blind to God’s truth and was equivalent to being a persecutor of the faithful. In the ninth and tenth centuries the kings were seen as the anointed heads of their several churches, the lords of their bishops, with their sceptres given by God himself. Now Gregory had been successful with his view that the bishops with their flocks constituted the church as a single body with the pope as its head. Kings, though exalted in the world, were part of the flock; they needed guidance and owed obedience to him.

Although Henry could hope that he had saved his crown by doing penance before the pope at Canossa, he seems to have been quite aware of the fact that he had indeed acknowledged the pope’s view of the right order of the world. He is reported to have sat at the meal with a grim mien, not touching the food and working the wooden table with his fingernails. Joint meals, too, were a meaningful ritual in medieval social relationships. They were an indispensable part of sworn friendship alliances (*amicitiae*), the essence of which they meant to embody: friendship, mutual help, absence of ill-will and feud. The sharing

---

55 For the changing perception of Canossa as revealed in writings from the eleventh century onward see Zimmermann (1975).
of food at a joint meal demonstrated that enmity was absent and that peace and amity reigned. It is impossible to tell whether Henry had really broken the rules of accepted behaviour in not touching the food or whether the historian Rangerius, who wrote some twenty years after the event, handed down an early legend connected with it. The meaning Rangerius wanted to convey with the details is quite obvious, however. As far as the king was concerned, the feud had ended, but peace was only superficially restored, as ill-will and distrust remained.16

It was neither the pope’s intention nor was it, in fact, in his interest that open strife recommenced only two months after Canossa. Although Gregory was satisfied with Henry’s penance and could very well be, a small yet determined group of German princes went ahead with the election of a new king anyway. On 15 March 1077 they elected Rudolf of Rheinfelden as their king. Some of them had fought Henry before: the archbishop of Magdeburg and the bishop of Halberstadt had been prominent anti-Salians in the Saxon wars, as had been the Saxon noble Otto of Northeim, whom Henry IV had deposed as duke of Bavaria in 1070. And yet the election of a king of their own was more than a rekindling of the old enmities. Never before in the history of the medieval German kingdom had an anti-king been elected. As yet undisputed custom saw the son of a king as his natural successor. Did not the fact that God had blessed a king with an heir show that God himself wanted kingship to continue in his line?17 The princes who in the past had invariably elected the son, or, where biology precluded this, the closest of kin to the deceased king had not interviewed different candidates before doing this. An election meant that they accepted the right person as their royal lord, the one determined by custom and the established God-given order of things. This mental background made formal rules for an election superfluous. Neither was there an agreed number of electors. A king’s royal position rested on the support he was able to gain from the important princes of his realm, those with illustrious names and formidable family backgrounds, who could if need be muster blood relations, sworn friends and large retinues of men bound to them by all kinds of obligations. Up to the year 1077 many a German king had seen nobles turn away from him and had seen them form alliances against him when they felt their king had wronged them. But never before had a group of feudal lords subtracted its allegiance for good by transferring it to another royal lord. This was new, indeed, as was the stipulation that Rudolf of Rheinfelden had only been elected as an individual and that a succession of his son should not be taken for granted. Was this

16 For medieval meals as meaningful rituals see Althoff (1987).

17 Charlemagne argued along this line to justify his plan for a partition of his realm among his three sons in 806 ‘Divisi regnorum’, ed. MGH Capitularia regum Francorum, 1, no. 45, pp. 126–30. His reasoning is indicative of the mental background of medieval elections.
a precursor of the ‘free’ elections that were to become normal in Germany after the extinction of the Staufen in the mid-thirteenth century?18 Did the rebellious nobles want to limit the breach of custom to Henry IV with the intention of returning to the established royal line once this particular enemy of theirs was dead? Whatever the long-term intentions might have been, the immediate result was civil war which went on even after Rudolf’s death in battle in 1080. The effects differed over time and by region. Where people were more or less unanimous in the support of one of the two kings the region was simply closed to the other and his party. This was the case in eastern Saxony, which supported Rudolf, and in Bavaria, which stayed loyal to Henry. But in many parts of Germany the situation was more complicated. As a direct reaction to the breach of fealty Henry had Rudolf of Rheinfelden convicted in a court of peers and then declared the duchy of Swabia forfeit. In 1079 he installed Frederick of Büren as duke in Rudolf’s stead and corroborated the alliance by giving him his daughter Agnes for a bride. Frederick’s descendents were to call themselves Staufen (Staufen) after their fortified castle Stauf on the mountain Hohenstaufen near Waiblingen. As Henry’s candidate Frederick was the natural enemy of the Rheinfelden and their allies, particularly the noble family clans of the Welfs and Zähringen, who had elected Rudolf’s son Berthold for their ducal lord. Both dukes tried to conquer the duchy and attacks on the rival’s supporters and their dependants and acts of violence were endemic, just as they were in some of the bigger towns in the Rhine valley. In Mainz the burgurers supported Henry, whereas their town lord, the archbishop, sided with Rudolf. When he had him anointed and crowned in his episcopal church the burghers rioted and expelled both the rival king and their own lord, just as the burghers of Worms and Cologne had done during the Saxon wars. It seems as if the rising social classes of the town burghers generally tended more to support the traditional royal line than did elements of the nobility.

As the archbishops and bishops were traditionally installed by the king after having been elected by the clergy and the people, factions in the bishoprics would easily lead to schisms, as in Augsburg, where Wigolt sought installation as bishop from King Rudolf, disputing the right of the royal chaplain Siegfried, whom King Henry had invested. As Wigolt, who was supported by the Bavarian Welf party, and Siegfried with his Heinrician backing resorted to feuding to win the bishopric of Augsburg, its men and goods suffered devastations for many years. In some cases the torn kingship only provided a new means of continuing old feuds, as in the region of Lake Constance, where old animosities between

18 Because of the later developments which distinguished German kingship from that in countries like England and France that adopted primogeniture, historians have called the election of 1077 a turning-point in the history of Germany, giving it much attention. The turning-point hypothesis was elaborated by Schlesinger (1973), repr. (1987). For a more recent discussion see Keller (1983).
the bishopric of Constance and the neighbouring monasteries of Reichenau
and St Gall were continued under the pretext of fighting the supporters of the
enemy king. But notwithstanding divergent local conditions the support for
King Henry steadily grew.

Meanwhile Gregory was advancing his vision of an unpolluted church by
generally banning lay investiture. In May 1077 he let his legate in France
know that should an archbishop consecrate an elect who had received his
church through the hands of a lay person, he risked his own office. The legate
duly proclaimed this at two French synods, but it is unlikely that the ban
became known in the German lands at that time.19 In November 1078, however,
Gregory took advantage of the Lateran council to make his views known:

Since we know that contrary to the statutes of the holy fathers investitures by lay
persons are being performed in many places and that multifarious disturbances arise
therefrom in the church, harming the Christian religion, we decree that no cleric is to
receive the investiture of a bishopric, an abbey or a church through the hands of an
emperor, a king or any other lay person, be it man or woman. If, however, he should
attempt to do this, let him be informed that by apostolic authority this investiture is
invalid and he himself is excommunicated until due satisfaction is done.20

This ban, in fact, upset the feudal system based on personal ties and mutual
personal obligations, of which the ecclesiastics were a part. By investing a
bishop in a solemn rite with ring and staff the king made it known that the
church was his to give because it belonged to his realm, that its incumbent
owed him fealty and all kinds of services in return for the protection the king
owed his churches, and in return for the many donations and privileges kings
had been accustomed to give for centuries. A king, after all, raised no taxes
to help him run the country. He had to rely on the obligations his lay and
ecclesiastical magnates owed him and these were established by the solemn
rites of fealty and investiture. Ecclesiastical investitures were the equivalent to
the feudal bonds that had to be renewed whenever lord or vassal died. Pope
Gregory thought along quite different lines. He was not concerned with the
functioning of kingdoms but with religious truths: the hands of the priests who
touched Christ's flesh and blood in the eucharist must not come into contact
with the blood-stained hands of a layman. In his eyes it was a mala consuetudo
(a bad custom) that the church of God was integrated into the feudal world.
For him libertas ecclesiae (liberty of the church) meant freedom from all secular
ties and obligations.

19 Until recently the first general papal bans on lay investiture were dated 1075 or even as early as
1059 and scholars have argued that it was precisely this ban that made Henry IV and his bishops
denounce their obedience to the pope at Worms in January 1076. Rudolf Schieffer (1981), who dates
it 1077/8, thoroughly discusses the dating question with its political implications.
20 Gregory VII, Register, vi, 5b, c. 3.
Although Gregory’s ban was a clear rejection of the basic structure of feudal society, it had only a limited influence on the wars that were going on in Germany. The parties in the conflict did not define themselves as fighting for or against lay investiture. Even Pope Gregory himself did not take this line. In the Augsburg case mentioned above King Rudolf might indeed have performed what Gregorians would consider a model royal installation, abstaining from the traditional rite of investiture, whereas King Henry certainly went on investing bishops and abbots in the customary way. And yet Gregory refused to confirm the ban that one of his legates in Germany had pronounced against Henry in the autumn of 1077, just as he hesitated to acknowledge Rudolf as the legitimate German king. It was not the question of lay investiture but that of obedience which again aggravated the situation in 1080. Seeing the number of his followers grow, Henry demanded from the pope the excommunication of the rival king, announcing the election of a new pope should Gregory refuse. At this Gregory renewed the ban against Henry and acknowledged Rudolf as the legitimate king. He was so confident that God himself would punish Henry’s insurrection against St Peter’s vicar that he predicted the king’s death before August, the feast of St Peter’s chains.

Henry reconvened his episcopal supporters, who again broke off their relations with the pope. But this time the Salian party went further than at Worms in 1076. Henry went south with a large retinue and had a synod meet in the south Tyrolean town of Brixen in June 1080 and elect Bishop Wibert of Ravenna pope. Wibert, who adopted the papal name Clement III, was anything but an opponent to church reform in the sense of improving the religious attitudes and practices of clergy and people. He appears to have shown great interest in the stricter monastic foundations in his diocese. But as his papal activities show, he expected church reform in cooperation with his anointed royal lord, as had the reformers in the 1040s and 1050s. Times, however, had changed since then. Many people had come to equate church reform with obedience to the Romana ecclesia, which made those who refused that obedience enemies of reform. Feudal ways of thinking had reduced a very complex problem to a matter of personal ties.

The rival king’s death in battle in October 1080 greatly reinforced Henry’s position. The fact that Rudolf died of the loss of his right hand gave his death the significance of an ordeal, as it was with this hand that he had once sworn fealty to his royal lord. And it belied Gregory’s prophesy of Henry’s imminent death. In spite of the election of Hermann of Salm as another anti-king Henry

---

21 This is the somewhat surprising result of the study by Stefan Beulertz (1991).
22 Bonizo of Sutri gives this explanation for the course of events. For a recent discussion of its credibility see Vogel (1983).
felt secure enough to leave Germany for Rome for his imperial coronation. He and his wife Bertha received it on Easter 1084 at the hands of Pope Clement III. Gregory, who had had to leave the city, died in exile the following year. As far as their personal dispute was concerned, Henry had definitely triumphed over his adversary.

The success in Italy had strengthened Henry’s party in Germany by winning him new followers. But although many had changed sides, others remained adamant in their resistance. The most obvious among them were the bishops who had declared themselves obedient to Gregory at the beginning of the open strife between king and pope in 1076 and who, after having taken part in the election of Rudolf, had been ousted from their episcopal towns by their parishioners with Salian leanings. The archbishops of Mainz and Salzburg and the bishops of Würzburg, Passau, Worms and Metz had all been living in exile for several years or been reduced to controlling parts of their dioceses when an Easter synod convened at Mainz in 1085 in the presence of Pope Clement III declared them deposed and others elected in their stead. The same synod deposed the fiercest of Henry’s ecclesiastical enemies in Saxony, the archbishop of Magdeburg and the bishops of Halberstadt, Meißen and Merseburg. Altogether there were fifteen dioceses for which new bishops were named at Mainz. The investitures were performed by the king in the customary way. The effects of these nominations differed. In the diocese from which Gregorians had been exiled they ended vacancies. In Saxony the situation was different, as there the hostile bishops were well established in their dioceses. The bishops Henry had elected in their stead needed and received the king’s armed support in trying to take possession of their dioceses, but often their situation remained precarious. For those who considered Clement and his German followers to be schismatics in the first place all these depositions were, of course, illegal, and the subsequent elections were only legitimizing usurpers. So war went on and dioceses where both sides were strong enough to fight for what everyone considered his right continued to suffer devastations.

Political developments in the eleventh century were very much a matter of persons and personal allegiances, a fact that can be illustrated by the course of events in the 1090s. The anti-king Hermann, who had never been a significant rival to Henry, died in 1088 and in April of that year Bishop Burchard II of Halberstadt, who had been the fiercest of all of Henry’s Saxon ecclesiastical enemies, was murdered; in 1090 his most pronounced lay adversary, the margrave of Meissen, suffered the same fate.24 There were others who must have stayed alive and remained hostile. But altogether Henry’s German enemies definitely

24 For a categorizing assessment of the numerous acts of violence in the Salian period, which for the first time in German history included the murdering of bishops, see Reuter (1992).
The western empire

seemed to have been on the decline by the end of the 1080s and even with regard to the papacy it looked as if the emperor had prevailed.

Although Clement III had failed to win recognition outside the German ruler's sphere of influence, Henry IV could very well believe that by the mid-1080s he had subjected the party of cardinals as well. With the death of the exiled Gregory VII in Salerno it looked as if it had received the decisive blow. It took the cardinal bishops a whole year to have the very reluctant abbot of Montecassino elected pope. He never took residence in war-torn Rome and died in September 1087. In March 1088, however, they elected Odo cardinal bishop of Ostia to become their pope. He called himself Urban II and proved to be a formidable adversary as an intellectual as well as a crafty politician. He was French born and trained and he was also well versed in German affairs as he had been trying to weld the Gregorian party together as papal legate in Germany in 1085. He had not been very successful at that because the ban he had hurled at defectors had not made them abjure King Henry's cause. But he had helped to install Gebhard, a member of the Zähringen noble clan, as bishop of Constance, and he became a bulwark of the Gregorian cause.

The first of his schemes to isolate Henry was a marriage he helped to arrange in 1089 between the unwavering Gregorian Matilda, countess of Tuscany, then forty-three years old and Welf V, aged seventeen. When King Henry went to Italy in 1090 to execute a verdict for high treason against the countess he found himself trapped near Verona, because cooperation between the Tuscan and Welf followers hindered him from moving north again until 1096, when Welf had grown tired of his aging wife and returned into his fealty. In 1093 the pope won Henry's son Conrad, the young king, over to his side and in 1095 he let Henry's second wife Adelaide-Praxedis use the papal synod at Piacenza as a forum for accusing her husband of the grossest sexual aberrations.

It is hard to tell whether these schemes had much effect, except perhaps in helping to establish Henry's bad personal reputation in historiography up to the present day. After all, Adelaide's accusations corroborated that of the enemy historians of the Saxon wars who had also pilloried his sexual excesses. It must nevertheless be doubted that these imputations are to be understood literally, because according to Isidore, the seventh-century bishop of Seville, whose Etymologies were used as an encyclopaedia in the middle ages, licentiousness and the cruel oppression of peoples defined a tyrant, who by that very definition was no longer entitled to the fealty due to a king. By letting Henry appear as

Isidore of Seville, Etymologiarum sive originum libri viginti, Lib. IX, III, 20: ‘in usum accidit tyrannos vocari pessimos atque inprobos reges luxuriosae dominationis cupiditatem et crudelissimam dominationem in populis exercentes’.
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a sexual monster his enemies imputed the characteristics of a tyrant to Henry, which, of course, legitimized their defection.26

It was not these schemes that made Pope Urban II famous, but rather the fact that he reestablished the reform papacy’s leadership over the Latin church. Above all, he is remembered as the pope who initiated the First Crusade. When Byzantine envoys addressed the pope in 1095 with a demand for help against the infidels at their borders, they probably hoped for trained mercenaries, which the pope, however, misunderstood deliberately or not as a general appeal to western Christendom. In the sermon which he preached at the council of Clermont in November 1095 the pope called all Christians rich or poor to arms to free the holy sites from the domination of the infidels, promising remission of sins to all who answered the call. Further propagation of the plan of an armed pilgrimage to the Holy Land was to lie with the bishops.27 The original text of the sermon has not come down to us. The summaries that we have differ one from another. Although the pope might not have intended anything dramatically new it can nevertheless be assumed that it was the pope himself who summed up all non-Christians as enemies of the Christian name, thereby introducing a dichotomy into people’s perception which allowed them to draw disastrous conclusions.28 It made non-Christians, who apparently had lived more or less undisturbedly in early medieval Christian society, objects of persecution, especially since travelling preachers spontaneously took to preaching the crusade. In France as well as in Germany Jewish communities fell victim to rabid bands. It has been estimated that altogether about 5,000 Jews were slain.29 In none of the medieval kingdoms had the Jews been integrated into the networks of dependence and protection provided by blood relationships and feudal or other personal bonds. Instead their legal status was that of being under the ‘protection’ of the respective king, as was the status of widows and orphans. When appealed to by the heads of some of the Jewish communities King Henry obligingly issued charters of protection, which was about all he could do. In reality the fate of the German Jews depended on the protection that the bishops as lords of the towns were able – or willing – to give. Whereas the bishop of Speyer succeeded in saving virtually the whole Jewish community by receiving its members into his fortified town house, the Jews of Worms and Mainz suffered enormous losses. Other than these gruesome side-effects the call to the First Crusade seems more or less to have by-passed the German lands at first. It was predominantly a French, Flemish and English affair. Few German bishops were present at the

26 For the problem of deciphering the symbolic language and of establishing Henry’s personality in our sense of the word, see Tellenbach (1988); Vollrath (1992).
27 See Riley-Smith (1986).
29 Mertens (1981); Chazan (1987) draws primarily on the Jewish sources in trying to establish the situation of the Jewish communities as a part of medieval society before and after the First Crusade.
council of Clermont, and the German king was trapped in Lombardy at the
time when crusade preaching and preparation began. Moreover, he was still
bound to Clement III; Pope Urban was his enemy, who almost immediately
after his enthronement had renewed the papal ban against him.

From its beginning, church reform with its questioning of established cus-
toms and traditions had prompted theoretical reflections on the nature of
secular and ecclesiastical rule and the right order of the world. In the course
of the intellectual debate Bishop Ivo of Chartres had transformed the rather
blurred notions about the different sides of a bishop’s position into a definition
of functions by distinguishing the spiritualia from the temporalia. Temporalia
stood for temporal rights of rule and property, whereas the spiritualia summed
up the religious functions. By the end of the century it had become widely
accepted that the traditional symbols for ecclesiastical investitures, namely ring
and staff, stood for the spiritual rights and obligations of the episcopal office
and should be employed by ecclesiastics only in religious rites. This opened
the question of how the incumbent was to receive the landed wealth with its
dependants and the judicial and other privileges connected with his office.
Before he could act as the lord of all this he had to be made the lord of it. The
theoretical dividing up of a bishop’s position into its several functions led to
the idea that several separate acts were necessary for the making of a bishop.
Gregory VII had banned investitures meaning investitures by ring and staff.
Urban aggravated the situation by extending the papal ban to feudal commen-
dations. It was his answer to the fact that the king and other feudal lords in
France had begun to sacrifice investitures in favour of feudal rites in analogy to
the rites by which a lord bestowed lay fiefs thought to have returned into his
possession upon the death of each holder. This, the pope argued, could not be,
as it would sever the churches from their possessions, which through analogy
would – at least theoretically – acquire the legal status of leased lands and rights.
On the other hand the lords insisted on some sort of rite, as the structure of
kingdoms was not yet maintained institutionally but through personal bonds
of dependence and allegiance.

This turned out to be a theoretical deadlock. It was Ivo of Chartres who
with all the weight of his authority showed a way out: after having received
an oath of fealty the lords would give the temporal possessions of a bishopric
by way of a simple concessio, which the pope would abstain from punishing. It
was meant as a momentary expedient. But whereas in France it simply became
normal to proceed along these lines, a formal treaty was concluded between
the English king and Archbishop Anselm of Canterbury in 1107 to the same
effect.

30 Minninger (1978); Southern (1990), pp. 280ff.
In Germany the controversy dragged on. Although Henry IV abstained from having a new antipope elected after Clement III’s death in 1100, the relationship between the king and the then reigning pope Paschal II had been far too much disturbed to allow for an easy reconciliation. Moreover the divided allegiances in the German episcopate and its lay followers stood in the way of a non-formal agreement. For many Henry IV had been the enemy incarnate for so long that they would welcome whatever promised to stimulate the old animosities. It is therefore hard to tell whether the disturbed relationship with the papacy served as a mere pretext or whether it really won important magnates over to the side of the king’s son Henry V when he started a rebellion against his father late in 1104. In any case the pope was willing to oblige by freeing Henry V from his promise never to break the oath of fealty to his father. Again Henry IV was confronted with enemies who fought him for very different reasons, and again he was ready to take up the fight. He was out collecting allies in the lower Rhineland when he suddenly died at Liège in August 1106 at the age of fifty-six. The bishop of Liège, who had remained on the old king’s side, had him interred in his cathedral church, whence his son had him exhumed. The man banned by the church was allotted a grave in a yet unconsecrated chapel at Speyer cathedral, the Saliens’ imperial place of burial. But people were far from unanimous on this verdict on the old king: they flocked to his coffin on its way up the Rhine valley, touching and venerating it as if it was that of a martyr and saint. It was only when Henry V himself ran into trouble with the papacy in 1111 that he had his father demonstratively translated into the royal tomb in Speyer cathedral. His remains have been lying there to the present day.

HENRY V (1105/6–1125)

It seemed as though the death of the old king had indeed paved the way for peace. In August 1106 the Saxon duke Magnus died leaving no male heir who would have stood for an undisputed succession. But surprisingly Henry V found no resistance when he appointed Lothar of Supplinburg as duke, although both of Magnus’s daughters were married to ambitious men who later claimed the duchy. The new king was equally successful in other contentious parts of his realm such as the duchy of Lorraine. Men who had fought Henry IV on ecclesiastical grounds somewhat surprisingly accepted investiture in the traditional way from Henry V. They had apparently failed to grasp the complicated judicial and religious issues inherent in investitures and had reduced the problem to the moral question of good king versus bad king, king versus tyrant. They therefore had no apprehension about being invested by the king who had been approved by the pope. In 1110 Henry was able to win the hand of Matilda, daughter to the English king Henry I, who after her husband’s
death in 1025 and her subsequent return to her native land was to become the notorious ‘Empress Maud’ of English history. This prestigious connection not only strengthened his position, but also brought him a rich dowry and made him even consider a claim to the English throne after the death of the English king’s only legitimate son in the ‘tragedy of the white ship.’

As far as the contest over investitures was concerned, Henry V opened negotiations almost immediately after his father’s death. As king of Italy and emperor-to-be and as the son and successor of the pope’s personal enemy, Henry V had to come to terms with Pope Paschal II himself. Moreover, only an agreement with the pope would bring the war-torn German churches back to unity. Delegations met at Guastalla in Lombardy (October 1106), at Châlons-sur-Marne in the French kingdom (1107) and in Rome (1109). In all of these meetings it became apparent that a formal treaty between pope and emperor-to-be would have to be based on a treatment of the whole question. Although both sides showed the good-will needed to end the controversy they failed to reach agreement.

It was the regalia, the rights of the kingdom, which Henry saw in danger and which he felt his duty to defend. But whereas both sides agreed that these did not encompass the spiritualia, they were not able to reach an agreement of how the regalia were related to the temporalia. Henry seems to have understood his position as that of a lord of proprietary churches: everything his churches possessed was in the end his, which he, as custom demanded, put at the disposal of his bishops. For the king the temporalia of the imperial churches were equivalent to regalia. The pope, on the other hand, seems to have distinguished provenance and function; in his view the material goods of the churches had been acquired through pious gifts by innumerable donors including the kings; they had been given to the churches inalienably and could therefore not be made the objects of a royal transference. From these the pope distinguished rights and revenues which the king possessed as royal prerogatives in his capacity as governmental head of the kingdom, together with judicial rights, taxes, and the rights to mint coins, to hold markets and to raise fortified castles. These he considered to be just as unalienably part of the reigning powers of kings. Where ecclesiastical and lay princes held them, they did so through concession by the king. The pope was more or less willing to concede that these could be the objects of a secular investiture in connection with a bishop’s assumption of office, whereas others in the papal curia felt that this was going too far.

Descriptions of the negotiations at Châlons have been handed down to us in vivid scenes by a famous contemporary, the abbot Suger of St Denis, the French king’s most influential adviser. He depicts the German delegation as a band

of ruffians, ready to resort to brutal force and not leaders in the intellectual debate. However, his report was written after the turn events took when Henry went to Italy in 1111 to receive his imperial crown. Although it probably does not convey a true picture of what happened at Châlons, it nevertheless shows to what an extent the German king had altogether alienated himself through his subsequent acts from what was thought acceptable.

It is hard to believe that Henry himself could have thought that any of his moves would restore peace. At first he concluded a secret treaty with the pope in the Roman church Santa Maria in Turri which he must have known would be utterly unacceptable to German ecclesiastical princes. He promised the pope to abstain from investitures on the condition that the bishops would abandon the regalia, which, he now conceded, not did encompass pious donations. When the treaty was made known at the imperial coronation ceremony in the Lateran church, the German princes, ecclesiastical and lay, rose in tumult, as they saw the order of the kingdom upset. Theoretically it was a clean freak and not devoid of logic. It is hard to see, however, how it could possibly have worked. When the king saw his plan frustrated through the violent opposition of his magnates, he resorted to another rash expedient. He claimed investiture with ring and staff as his royal prerogative. When the pope refused to concede this, Henry took him prisoner, extorting from him the privilege of Ponte Mammolo, which granted him just that as an ancient custom of the empire.

In view of the compromises people had come to accept as sensible means of doing justice to both sides in France and in England the German king’s claims were untimely, even though he was eager to clarify that he meant his investiture only to transfer the temporalia. This explanation did not make his move any more acceptable, of course. The Lateran synod of 1112 revoked the papal privilege denouncing it as a ‘pravilege’ and had the emperor excommunicated.

With the return of the open feud between pope and emperor, the old alliances from the time of his father seemed to repeat themselves. Saxon discontent over how Henry V handled the inheritance of Count Ulrich II of Weimar-Orlamünde, who had died without issue in 1112, initiated an alliance of malcontents within and without Saxony, with Duke Lothar as its head. After the king had lost two battles in 1114 and 1115, the rebels received reinforcements from Archbishop Adalbert of Mainz, who, as a member of the mighty house of the counts of Saarbrücken, had seen his family’s territorial interests thwarted by the king. His animosity had secular grounds. But as head of the largest and most renowned archbishopric in the German kingdom he almost inevitably assumed the position of spokesman for the ecclesiastical opposition.

Despite the papal ban, the fiercest moral accusations and the election of yet another anti pope, negotiations over the question of investitures never broke down entirely. When violence escalated into civil war again it was the magnates
who in 1121 peremptorily demanded a reconciliation between pope and emperor. Papal legates came to Germany to negotiate a treaty which materialized as the ‘Concordate of Worms’. Each side drew up a list of promises, which were given the form of a papal and a royal privilege and then were exchanged on 23 September 1122 on the Lobwiese just outside the Worms town gate. Henry’s central promise was his renunciation of all investitures with ring and staff. In view of the many futile discussions on temporalia and regalia over the past fifteen years the central sentence of the papal promissio reads like an ingenious escape. The pope allowed the elect to receive the regalia at the hands of the emperor through the symbol of a sceptre and conceded the fulfilment of the obligations resulting from it. A year later the Lateran Council approved the treaty and declared the Investiture Contest to have come to an end with it.

It is not only this declaration which seems to assign this concordat a decisive role in the course of political events. It is therefore surprising to realize that many German episcopal churches remained virtually ignorant of it. Only few of them had a text of the treaty. It was never referred to in particular cases and when later writers mentioned it they betrayed only a limited knowledge of it. Apparently customs which had come to be observed anyway had finally been cast into writing. Essentially it was a proclamation of peace between the pope and the emperor. Given the implications that the contest had had for the factions and for the civil wars that for decades had disrupted many parts of the German kingdom it is hard to see what kind of a difference the writing down of accepted customs could possibly have made. There can be no doubt, however, that the practice as such, namely the investiture of the archbishops, bishops and the abbots of royal monasteries with the regalia through a sceptre, a symbol of rulership, guaranteed that they all were considered to be princes of the realm (Reichsfürsten). It put them on the same level as the dukes and ensured that they were to wield vice-regal power in their territories.

The year 1123 saw another confrontation between the emperor and the Saxon Duke Lothar over the appointment of a margrave in which the duke prevailed. It is impossible to predict whether the peace treaty with the papacy would eventually have helped Henry to reassert his royal authority in his German kingdom because he died childless in May 1125. The magnates whom Archbishop Adalbert called to Mainz for the royal election chose Lothar, the duke of Saxony, Henry’s most formidable foe, to succeed him.
The kingdom of Italy, extending from the Alps to its unsettled borders with the papal states, suffered its most serious crisis during the transition from the imperial house of the Saxons to that of the Salians in 1024, when the capital itself, Pavia, rose, destroyed the royal palace and scattered the officials in charge of the central administration. At that point the throne was vacant and the great lords of Italy divided over the problem of the succession. The subordination of the Italian to the German crown was not yet a peacefully accepted fact and some of the major powers sought their own candidate in France. But the bishops of northern Italy, remembering the disagreements over inheritance which had arisen between the church and the laity and the resulting violence, chose a different way. Under the guidance of the archbishop of Milan, Aribert of Antimiano and the bishop of Vercelli, Leo, they offered the crown to the king who had just been elected in Germany, Conrad II of the house of Franconia.

In 1026, Conrad came down into Italy through the Brenner pass with a considerable army and was welcomed at Milan by Aribert. He besieged Pavia and set about reducing the nobles reluctant to recognize him. In 1027, he created Boniface of Canossa, already powerful through his estates, castles and titles of count in various regions of the Po valley, marquess in Tuscany. He had himself crowned emperor in Rome by Pope John XIX, of the family of the counts of Tusculum. From him he also obtained recognition of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the Lagoon of Venice claimed by the patriarch of Aquileia, Poppo of Carinthia, to the detriment of the patriarchate of Grado and Venetian autonomy. Throughout his time in Italy, he confirmed landed estates and distributed them on a large scale, as well as privileges, temporal jurisdictions and patronage to monasteries, bishoprics and canonical chapters.
from the Alps, in particular from the eastern side, as far as the monastery of Farfa in Sabina and that of Casauria in Abruzzo. In this way, there came to be developed the type of organization which the kings of Germany had granted the kingdom of Italy since the time of Otto. It was a form of organization based not on the workings of a rationally distributed hierarchy of public officials, but rather on the binding of royal power, through an exchange of protection and
loyalty, to institutions and nobles, in particular princes of the church, rooted in the area through their lands and with authority derived either from their religious responsibilities or their dynastic power.

After spending a number of years in Germany, Conrad II was elected king of Burgundy in 1033 by various of the great men of that kingdom, among them the powerful count Humbert, head of the house of Savoy and possessor of estates and rights in several counties, from the Val d’Aosta to the frontier with the kingdom of Italy. In 1034 an Italian army led by the archbishop of Milan, Aribert, and Boniface, marquess of Tuscany, took part in the military operations necessary to ensure Conrad’s effective domination over his new kingdom. When at the end of 1036, however, Conrad came down into Italy for the second time, the increase in the influence of the church and the temporal power of the archbishop of Milan were such that the emperor was forced to listen to the complaints of the lords and cities of Lombardy about his encroachments and, faced with his contemptuous behaviour, he had him imprisoned. Aribert fled and took refuge in Milan, where he was protected by the people. Conrad besieged the city, but in vain. Vain too was his wish to remove Aribert from office and appoint as his successor a court chaplain, Ambrose, a member of the higher clergy of Milan.

During the fruitless siege of Milan, on 28 May 1037, the emperor promulgated his famous edict on the rights of vassals. In a situation which had become dangerous for the prestige of the ruling power in Italy, this was a fundamental legislative move and one which attempted to restore the king-emperor to his place at the heart of the natural development of institutions within the region. The Milanese problem was not in fact only a problem of the competition between the city and its metropolitan church and the other Lombard centres of major economic, ecclesiastical and political importance, but also one of the great military power of the archbishop, who was at the summit of a complex and elaborately stratified network of client vassals. There were strong tensions within this network: with the archbishop at the top, among the various strata and with the non-military population of the city. The tensions suffered by Milan served in their turn as models for the internal dissension of all the major military centres of the ecclesiastical and lay nobility in Lombardy. The edict of Conrad was indeed officially presented as the solution of these problems, by establishing, at least theoretically, an ordered hierarchy of vassals possessing fiefs, following a unified concept of the military organization of the kingdom.

The disagreements between individual vassals and their immediate superiors in the fluid hierarchy of personal dependencies in fact hinged on the precarious estate-based nature of the fiefs granted in exchange for service as a vassal. Conrad II, faced with the contradictions among the practices which had arisen
on this account, referred back to a comprehensive hierarchy of vassals who had been remunerated by fiscal lands or lands of fiscal origin or ecclesiastical lands. He confirmed each vassal in the possession of the fiefs he was enjoying, declaring that such grants to beneficiaries were irrevocable and thus hereditary, as long as the vassal or his heir in the male line faithfully continued to perform his required service, with horses and arms, for his feudal superior, the originator of the grant. In this way, the solidity of the reciprocal bond between lord and vassal was clarified by the fief appearing at one and the same time in the estate of each party, the bond itself being based on military service, which the edict interpreted as an integral part of the vassal hierarchy of the royal army. In order to give a greater appearance of reality to an all-embracing and hierarchic military structure, culminating in the person of the king, the edict officially ignored the existence of fiefs which had neither a fiscal origin – and hence were not directly or indirectly related to the ruling power – nor were part of the ecclesiastical estates, held under a special royal protection. The kingdom, which we have already seen was not functioning according to a rational system of public ordinances but as a heterogeneous collection of patron and client relationships, now began to reassume its unity, by observing the patronage system with the help of a legal fiction.

This does not mean that the royal and imperial authority in Italy was completely inefficacious. It frequently influenced both the choice of bishops, a choice which formally belonged to the local clergy, and that of the abbots in the case of monasteries belonging to the crown. It can in fact be said that the sovereign, in so far as he succeeded in governing, above all made use of the symbolism of vassalage in his relationships with those powerful lords – for the most part ecclesiastics or those whom family tradition invested with the dignities of marquess or count – who, by swearing loyalty to the ruler in person, legitimized punitive action which might come to be taken as a result of the most obvious infractions of the oath. The promotion of Boniface of Canossa to the marquessate of Tuscany should likewise be borne in mind. This shows the possibility of royal intervention in the line of succession of certain non-ecclesiastical regional powers; in other words when the power of the marquess or count was not firmly established in dynastic form, as in the case with the Tuscan march. The crown’s intervention could also take the form of an agreement with the power of a great family, using marriages favoured by or acceptable to the sovereign. This was the case with Adelaide of Turin, in 1034 daughter and heir of the Marquess Olderico Manfredi and the wife of three spouses in succession, each of whom was recognized in his turn – under Conrad II and then Henry III – as holder of the title to the Turin march, a large area of the kingdom. Similarly, Conrad II favoured the marriage of his faithful Marquess Boniface of Tuscany with
Beatrice of Lorraine, who grew up in the imperial court and was the relative of a descendant of the marquess of Obertenghi, Alberto Azzo II d’Este, and of the powerful German family of the Welfs. To these more or less occasional incursions of the ruling house into the workings of powerful churches and great noble dynasties should be added the appointment – although these too were only occasional – of royal messengers who represented their sovereign in presiding over legal assemblies in one area or another of the kingdom.

As regards the edict on fiefs, it had a certain general effect: not of course in the sense of giving rise to a homogeneous and strictly ordered hierarchy of vassals, but in that it came to form an element in the uncertain play of feudal–vassal customs and helped the evolution, which had already begun, towards greater guarantees for the vassals endowed with fiefs. It did not, on the other hand, have any perceptible repercussions on the relationship of Conrad II with the Milanese neighbourhood, which continued to resist the siege. A plot hatched by certain of the bishops of the Po valley against the emperor was also discovered and there was an attempt on the part of Aribert to ally himself with the count of Champagne, who had invaded the western provinces of Germany. Conrad II, in his turn, visited central Italy in 1038 and obtained from Pope Benedict IX, the nephew and successor of John XIX, the excommunication of Aribert and the recognition of Ambrose, the imperial candidate to the see of Milan, but with no real success. Agreements having, therefore, been reached with the pope, Conrad proceeded south to the defence of Monte Cassino, to which he appointed as abbot a German monk, faithful to his cause, assigning him the prince of Salerno as protector. After other kingly acts in Campania, the emperor turned north along the Adriatic coast and continued to distribute privileges to both nobles and institutions. Putting off the subjection of Milan to another occasion, he went back up the valley of the Adige and recrossed the Alps. The Italian lords who had remained faithful to the emperor then took up the siege of Milan again, but in 1039 they were surprised by news of his death, which reached them from Germany.

When one considers the extent of Conrad II’s activities in Europe, from Lorraine and Burgundy to the Slavic world and from the North Sea to southern Italy, it cannot be said that the kingdom of Italy was left on the fringes of his interests. But the attraction which the most various and far-flung parts of the unstable imperial complex gradually came to exercise over him prevented a lasting pacification of the kingdom of Italy. It also considerably increased the difficulties of a political strategy essentially based on the interplay of alliances among groups rooted in the various regions of Italy. The kingdom had no territorially based administration. The collecting of the right to fodder,
the contribution in kind owed to the emperor during his stays in Italy for the maintenance of the court and the army, was to some extent problemat-
ical, because it always depended on the degree of loyalty which the nobles vouchedsafed to the person of the emperor. This loyalty was constant in the relationships between Conrad II and Boniface of Canossa, who was the ruler’s greatest support in Italy. It was changeable, however, in other cases, beginning with that of Aribert whose rebellion was at the same time a clear demonstration of the powerlessness of Conrad when faced with the most determined forces in Italy and those richest in material resources and prestige. His gov-
ernment of the kingdom was not, generally considered, lacking in success, as is indicated by the peaceful succession in Italy of his son Henry III as ruler.

The succession had in fact already been prepared during the reign of Con-
rad II and by an election and coronation in Germany. This fact serves to show that the close links between the German and Italian crowns had by this time been accepted. There would certainly have been political reasons to oppose the young king in Italy, when one considers the unresolved problem of Milan; but in this regard he behaved prudently, giving up the struggle against Aribert and accepting the oaths of loyalty which the prelate brought him in Germany. At the same time, he lavished on churches and monasteries confirmations and privileges which had been requested from Italy. He took a particular interest, in these first years of his reign, in the imperial monastery of Farfa in Sabina, to which, acting on his own judgement, he gave as abbot a monk who had been a learned teacher of his own, and he took care to appoint two German canons as patriarch of Aquileia and archbishop of Ravenna. In 1043, he sent the chancellor Adalgar to Lombardy, where he presided over judicial assem-
blies and took action in various cities with the general aim of pacification. After the death of Aribert in 1045, the king refused the candidates for the succession put forward by the higher clergy of Milan and appointed as arch-
bishop a prelate coming from the area around Milan – Guido da Velate – clearly with the intention of exercising closer control over the great men of the city, who were divided among themselves and insecure in their loyalty. In the spring of 1046, at an assembly of great men called at Aachen, he deposed the archbishop of Ravenna, Widgero, whom he had himself appointed two years earlier. Serious accusations of incompetence and corruption had been raised against him in Italy, under the influence of the incipient movement for ecclesiastical reform and particularly by the great rhetorician and monk, Peter Damian of Ravenna. Meanwhile, the king prepared for his first journey to Italy.

At the end of the summer, he crossed the Alps at the Brenner with a large suite of vassals and in October he was at Pavia presiding over a great ecclesiastical
synod of a reforming character. In December, at the synods of Sutri and Rome, he put an end to the papal crisis which had begun two years earlier with the rising of Rome against Benedict IX, the last Tusculan pope. Three popes who claimed rights to the papal throne were deposed and the king appointed the bishop of Bamberg supreme pontiff, under the name Clement II. The king was crowned emperor by him and was invested by the Romans with the title of patrician, thus accentuating his function as protector of Rome, with the right to participate in every papal election, casting the first vote. By means of a strict control of the papacy and the three powerful metropolitan sees of northern Italy – Milan, Aquileia and Ravenna – Henry III ensured the submission of the whole episcopate throughout the kingdom of Italy in the territories formally lying within the political control of the Roman church. During the first months of 1047, he also concerned himself with the affairs of the great abbeys of Farfa, Monte Cassino and San Vincenzo al Volturno and with the political order of the Campania, into which the Normans were beginning to penetrate. The concept of an imperial kingdom in Italy, extending from the Alps throughout the whole peninsula, was thus reinforced.

The death of Clement II in the autumn of 1047, when the emperor had already been back in Germany for several months, caused the Tusculan party at Rome, which had at first found favour even with Boniface of Tuscany, to revive. But Henry III designated as pope the bishop of Bressanone, who took the name of Damasus II, and ordered Boniface to escort him to Rome. The new pope also died some weeks later and again the emperor opposed the Tusculan party with his own candidate, his cousin, the bishop of Toul, who became Leo IX. He proceeded with great firmness against the Tusculan party without, however, succeeding in dislodging them from their castles in Lazio. The pontificate of Leo IX represented, from a politico-ecclesiastical point of view, the definitive meeting point between Henry III’s imperial plans and the reform movement on a European scale, which now found its centre in Rome in the person of Leo IX and some of his eminent collaborators of various national origins. This convergence served to stress the system which had by now become traditional in the Romano-German empire: the political supremacy of the crown, based on the episcopate and the religious communities; it also served, however, to aggravate the problem of the relationship of the ruling house with the great secular aristocracy. The seriousness of the situation became obvious especially on the far side of the Alps, but signs of trouble also began to appear in Italy.

Already, the fidelity of the powerful Marquess Boniface had faltered in 1048 when faced with the problem of the papal succession. Boniface died in 1052, but his widow, Beatrice of Lorraine, took over his rich estates and pre-eminent
political position both north and south of the Apennines and some time later chose as her new husband the most dangerous adversary whom Henry III had in Germany: Godfrey the Bearded, made powerful by his estates and clients and already the duke of Upper Lorraine, although formally stripped of his dukedom by the emperor for rebelliousness. The union of two regional forces, which both in Germany and Italy were in conflict with the imperial supremacy, came at the same time as the military misfortunes of Leo IX in southern Italy against the Normans and made the whole problem of the kingdom of Italy a matter of urgency for Henry III. He was in fact already observing conditions in Italy with some attention, as two pieces of legislation, one criminal, one civil, promulgated in 1052 at Zurich in an assembly of the great men of the kingdom of Italy, indicate. This was an important sign of legislative renovation, even if still only sporadic, after the edict on fiefs of Conrad II. In 1054 he again summoned the great men of Italy to an assembly at Zurich at which the members of the Lombard episcopate appeared in force and he made provision for a successor to the late Leo IX, appointing a German bishop, his expert and faithful court counsellor, who was consecrated at Rome in the spring of 1055 with the name of Victor II. Meanwhile, the emperor had come down into Italy, as usual by way of the Brenner, with a following of bishops and vassals.

During Henry III’s stay of several months in Italy his acts favouring churches and lively small towns such as Mantua and Ferrara take on a particular importance. They lay in the geographical region bounded by the Po and the Arno, where the influence of the Canossa family was at its strongest. It was one way of answering the legacy left by Boniface and vindicated by Beatrice and Godfrey through direct relations with the local powers. At the same time, the emperor delegated control of the duchy of Spoleto and all of the coastal areas from the Adriatic to central Italy to Victor II. The papal authority over these regions had not previously been recognized, although Victor had personally been made the representative of the empire within them. This served to extend imperial authority over the territories which marked the transition from the kingdom of Italy with its Carolingian tradition, to southern Italy, as far as Monte Cassino, as it faced the dynamic power of the Normans.

Henry the III was once again in Germany in 1056, where a reconciliation was effected with Godfrey the Bearded and Beatrice. In October he died prematurely. He left a difficult legacy in Italy. How would the Canossas act? And what would be the fate of the imperial union with the Roman church once the faithful German pope died – as he did the following year? How were the local powers now at full expansion to be incorporated? And how were the fortunes of the Normans to be checked or overthrown?
The regional forces in the Kingdom of Italy (first half of the eleventh century)

The progressive incorporation of temporal jurisdiction and military power into the ecclesiastical estates from the end of the Carolingian period and throughout that of the imperial dynasty of Saxony, and at the same time the dynastic orientation of such power pertaining to marquesses and counts as had remained in lay hands, had so radically altered the public order as to make it impossible to compare regional power structures – in the Italy of Conrad II and Henry III – with the district divisions of Carolingian origin. The activity of the royal messengers occurred as circumstances dictated, outside permanent territorial plans and was limited to supplementing the normal exercise of power by the great ones of the kingdom: churches and dynasties, rooted economically in their landed estates and militarily in their fortresses which were increasing in number.

Among the ecclesiastical bodies, there now emerged those holders of metropolitan authority in whom very diverse elements of power converged: disciplinary authority over the bishops of the suffragan dioceses, control of the monastaries within the province of the archbishopric, authority over the communities inhabiting the scattered estates of the metropolitan church, civil and military government – whether by royal grant or customary law – of the metropolis and its surrounding countryside, and the increasing presence of armed supporters and castles. The archbishop of Milan, whose ecclesiastical province extended from the western Alps to the Ligurian coast until it met with the ecclesiastical province of Aquileia on Lake Garda, radiated political and territorial influence from Milan throughout much of Lombardy, following in the tracks of the economic expansion of the city. In spite of the absence of a territory unified from the legal point of view and in temporal terms, the political weight of Archbishop Aribert was such that at the crucial moment of his struggle with Conrad II he was publicly able to mobilize the inhabitants of his diocese of Milan, calling them all, without distinction, from peasants to knights, to arms against the emperor.

The patriarch of Aquileia, whose ecclesiastical province included the Veneto, Friuli, Istria and the eastern Alps, had the greater part of his remarkable estates, his exemptions and his castles concentrated in Friuli, but he was closely bound to the authority of the emperor who appointed faithful members of the German clergy to the patriarchate. The ecclesiastical province of Ravenna and the archbishop held numerous countships in Romagna, within the old exarchate, with imperial recognition, but in competition with the church of Rome. Above all, he was supported by enormous landed estates, frequently in alliance with the numerous aristocracy of Ravenna, composed of landowners...
and perpetual leaseholders. At Ravenna, too, the metropolitan was appointed by the German ruler and chosen from among the German prelates.

Within the ecclesiastical province of Aquileia, which was fully independent of the patriarchate in temporal terms, but coordinated with it in its exemptions and subjected to the German influences operating on this ecclesiastical body, the marquess of Verona exercised the prime public authority over counties corresponding to the present-day Veneto and the county of Friuli – in other words over a territorial complex essential as a passage between the kingdoms of Germany and Italy and for the control of the hinterland of the Lagoon of Venice. The marquesses of Verona were at the same time, through personal links which went back to the time of Otto, dukes of Carinthia, and belonged to the high German aristocracy. The union of the Italian marquisate with the German duchy was the most visible expression – thanks to the special imperial attentions paid to these regions – of the connection between the two kingdoms in which they were respectively located. The military interest felt by the empire in their operations preserved in these two regions, albeit in a colourless way, the legal form of the great public districts based on land which had completely disappeared in Lombardy.

The march of Turin also preserved the original form of a great public district, which extended in a wide band along the south-western Alps from the valleys of Susa and the Canavese as far as the Ligurian Sea. Entrusted since the middle of the tenth century to the Arduinici family, the march of Turin had become an hereditary landed principality, where the power of the marquess in almost all the counties which made up the march was supported by the rich allodial estates of the family and a series of monastic foundations and endowments. The firmness of the Arduinici’s roots in the region is shown by the fact that even when the male line died out in 1034, the Countess Adelaide, daughter of Marquess Olderico Manfredi, was able to maintain control of the whole area by obtaining for her successive husbands – as we have seen above – investiture with the title of marquess by the empire. The last of these was the count of Maurienne, Odo, the son and successor of that same Humbert, the founder of the house of Savoy, who had helped Conrad II to conquer the Burgundian kingdom. Maurienne, in the valley of the Arc, a tributary of the Rhône, was one of the counties belonging to Odo in Burgundy and adjacent to the lands of the Arduinici in the Susa valley, with which it communicated via the Montcenis pass.

The marriage of Odo and Adelaide, therefore, implied the union, on the two sides of the Alps, of the two dynastic powers which controlled the passage between the kingdom of Burgundy and that of Italy. This ran along the so-called ‘Via Francigena’, travelled by merchants, pilgrims and military detachments coming from western Europe and heading for Rome. It is easily understandable,
therefore, that imperial interest in this region remained very much alive, as has been shown analogously in the case of the convergence of the duchy of Carinthia and the march of Verona. This was all the more the case since in the kingdom of Burgundy Count Odo also held the valley of Aosta. Through this ran the road which, crossing the Great St Bernard, kept the three kingdoms of Italy, Burgundy and Germany, which constituted the Romano-German empire, in touch. Proof of this persistent interest is the betrothal agreed by Henry III at the end of 1055 between his own son Henry IV, still a small child, but already elected king of Germany, and Bertha, the daughter of Odo of Maurienne and Adelaide of Turin.

Among the regional complexes of lands which had a certain unity in the kingdom of Italy, the richest and most influential was undoubtedly that brought together at the time of Conrad II by Boniface of Canossa. It became hostile in the reign of Henry III, thanks to the activities of the widow of Marquess Boniface and her new consort, Godfrey the Bearded. Here too, as was the case with the Arduinici in the march of Turin, the house of Canossa was so deeply rooted that even the disappearance of the direct male line was not enough for the vast estates to break up. The military and territorial roots, seen in terms of farms, castles, client-vassals and noble churches, were most vigorous north of the Apennines, starting in geographical terms with the counties of Brescia and Mantua and then following the line of the Po and so to Emilia and Romagna, where the Canossas had the titles to other counties and had made the city of Mantua a fulcrum of their power. The other fulcrum of the Canossas’ government was in the Tuscan march at Lucca, where, after their acquisition of the march, they tried to create a juridical centre with a wide sphere of action. The character of the Canossas’ domain in so far as it concerned regions which little by little came to border on each other, from the Brescia region to the papal states, still maintained that of a large heterogeneous area. It did not have any restraining tradition to unify its various members, as was the case with the march of the Arduinici, admittedly in a substantially smaller geographical area. This was the result of very different political origins; the effort of constant expansion had always been characteristic of the Canossas. The Canossas were also, undoubtedly, much inclined to create a vigorous land-based principality but they found in their very policy, dynamic and wide-ranging as it was, a good number of obstacles to be overcome in achieving their goal.

Meanwhile, other great families with a military tradition, which had obtained the title of marquess as a result of a royal decision, from the mid-tenth century on – in other words at the same time as the Arduinici – had had fortunes very different from theirs. There were the Aleramici of southern Piedmont and the Obertenghi of eastern Liguria and of Tortona and Milan. The marches or groups of counties to which they bore titles had broken up at the
Northern and central Italy in the eleventh century

The turn of the tenth and eleventh centuries. Faced with the Salian dynasty, the two great families now appeared to have divided into numerous smaller units, each of which had preserved the title of marquess and were scattered widely through the kingdom, with considerable differences in terms of estates and military capacity. They constituted a large number of autonomous powers, often with estates which not only did not abut upon each other, but were scattered in themselves; they were also, for the most part, rural or mountainous, around the northern Apennines and its valleys. One branch of the Obertenghi even ended up in eastern Italy, between the Veneto and Romagna, and to it belonged that same Alberto Azzo d'Este who married into the German family of the Welfs at the request of Conrad II. In these cases, the title of marquess meant no more than fidelity to a family tradition and the desire to preserve a rank which made it easier to exercise power locally, wherever their castles and armed clients might happen to be.

These seigneuries known as marquessates thus came to intertwine and become confused with innumerable counties or even offices without any public title. Henceforth, these, together with the ecclesiastical seigneuries, were to constitute the true political fabric of the kingdom. This was the case both with those which were within the areas of the regional powers and those which found themselves without, directly faced by imperial authority. In the kingdom of Italy, as elsewhere in the west, this untidy coexistence of permanently evolving local nobility, largely installed on alodial estates, gave rise to a juxtaposition and superimposition, whereby the relationships of power often found juridical support in the institution of feudal ties, or in particular forms of protection inherent in the functioning of the religious bodies.

ROYAL POWER AND REGIONAL POWERS IN ITALY FROM HENRY IV TO HENRY V

In 1056 Henry III, on his deathbed, entrusted his son Henry, a child of six, to Pope Victor II, who was present with him in Germany. Victor assured the succession of the child Henry IV to the kingdom of Germany and that of the widowed empress, Agnes of Poitou and Aquitaine, to the regency. On returning to Italy, he continued to be on good terms with Godfrey the Bearded and his brother Frederick, who became abbot of Monte Cassino. On the death of Victor in the summer of 1057, Frederick succeeded to the papal throne under the name of Stephen IX. Here was another German pope, therefore, but not one appointed by the imperial court. On the contrary, he came from the reform movement of the Roman clergy and was chosen from that very house of Lorraine which, in the person of Godfrey, had in previous years been a grave threat to Henry III, both in Germany and in Italy. The new pope recognized
his brother’s position as representative of the empire in the duchy of Spoleto and in those Adriatic territories where Henry III had appointed Victor II his vicar.

Stephen IX died in 1058 and the Roman aristocracy, which was hostile to the reform movement, caused the election of Benedict X. Even his choice of name seemed to connect him to the tradition of the Tusculan popes, but the reformers managed to oppose him and caused the bishop of Florence to prevail. He became Nicholas II and arrived at Rome escorted by Godfrey the Bearded. Reversing the previous political stance of the papacy, Nicholas placed his trust in the Normans of southern Italy. In this way, the political alignment which took shape around the reforming papacy put the German imperial court out of play as protector of the church of Rome. After the death of Nicholas II in 1061 this led to the papal schism, which witnessed a broad new confrontation between the anti-reform Roman aristocracy and the imperial court. The latter supported Cadalus, bishop of Parma, who was elected pope under the name of Honorius II in an Italo-German synod convened at Basle. Against him was the pope chosen by the reformers at Rome: Anselm, bishop of Lucca, of Lombard origin, who became Alexander II.

During the schism, Godfrey the Bearded remained neutral, but his wife Beatrice tried to prevent the forces which were bringing Cadalus to Rome from crossing the Apennines. Meanwhile, in Germany, the imperial court, where the influence of the archbishop of Cologne, Anno, was paramount, inclined towards recognition of Alexander II. Godfrey then came to an agreement with Anno and himself adopted the cause of Alexander, with the result that in 1063 he escorted him to Rome. In 1065, the arrival in Italy of Henry IV was awaited, that he might receive the imperial crown from Pope Alexander at Rome. But nothing came of this, either then or in the years that followed. During the minority of Henry IV and his persistent absence from Italy, the metropolitan churches of Aquileia and Ravenna remained linked to the imperial court, but at Milan, at least until 1067, the desperate struggle between the upper clergy and the Paterines continued without any German intervention: indeed, the only outside interference was papal. The abbey of Monte Cassino had been the pivot of understanding between the empire and the papacy as regards the problem of the south. Now, from 1057, and for many decades more, it became, under Abbot Desiderius, a very different type of fulcrum in the alliance between the reforming papacy and the Normans. When in the years 1066–7 there was a moment of crisis in the relationship between Alexander II and the Norman prince Richard of Capua, it was not the slow-moving imperial power, but the swift personal initiative of Godfrey the Bearded that drove back the Normans from Roman territory. Godfrey’s wife Beatrice was also present at these events, as was Matilda, the daughter of Boniface of Canossa and Beatrice. This is...
all the more worthy of note in that Godfrey’s intervention was interpreted in Germany as a slight to the authority of the very young king.

Godfrey’s power had been both recognized and augmented by Henry IV in 1065 through the grant of the duchy of Lower Lorraine, which should not be confused with the duchy of Upper Lorraine of which he had been stripped in the days of Henry III. It served to strengthen Godfrey in Germany, but it also resulted in a consolidation of the prevailing position of the Canossas in Italy, as can indeed be seen in the part played by the Italian and German forces which accompanied the duke against Richard of Capua. This was all the more dangerous for imperial authority in that the function of protecting Rome had become a defence of ecclesiastical reform, which had taken on a European dimension and was leading to an incipient centralization of papal power in the ecclesiastical government of western Christendom. The importance of Godfrey’s help can be seen in 1068, when in consonance with the fluctuations in attitude of King Henry and Anno of Cologne, he too began to pay new attention to the excommunicated bishop of Parma, Cadalus, thus provoking the indignant surprise of Peter Damian, who wrote exhorting him to maintain himself worthy of the high responsibility which he bore as first, after the king, of all of the princes of the Romano-German empire. In Italy the predominance of the house of Canossa–Lorraine was further consolidated by the carefully planned marriage arranged between Godfrey the Hunchback and Matilda of Canossa, the daughter and heir of the late Marquess Boniface and Beatrice. The union of the duchy of Lower Lorraine and the Tuscan march, with all the other jurisdictions and immense estates belonging to the two houses, thus lasted beyond the death of Godfrey the Bearded, which occurred at the end of 1069.

The union did not, however, last much longer, on account of the disagreements which arose between the second Godfrey and his wife Matilda. Politically, a separation was determined between the German might of Godfrey, allied to the king, and the Italian power of Matilda and Beatrice, allied to the reforming papacy. This was seen particularly clearly after the death of Alexander II in 1073 and the accession to the papal throne of the brave and spirited Archdeacon Hildebrand, who took the name of Gregory VII and whose election involved no German intervention. The heterogeneous complex under the sway of the house of Canossa remained intact from eastern Lombardy to the Tuscan march, but was entrusted to two women who, formally, were empowered to inherit lands and castles, but not the functions of marquess, except through marriage with the young duke and marquess Godfrey. The difference between the legal situation at a high official level and the real position of this far-flung regional domination, which was essentially the convergence of numerous local powers, the inheritance of Boniface of Canossa, made imperial intervention possible, with destabilizing consequences. This aggravated
processes which had been operating for decades within the whole structure, as a result of the energy of the urban centres and the client-vassals. After the death of Beatrice in Tuscany in 1076 and, tragically, Godfrey in the north of Germany, Matilda, in Italy, found herself alone at the apex of a power structure menaced by internal movements and the hostility of the king.

Meanwhile, during the last years of the pontificate of Alexander II, the king had become involved in the struggle which had flared up in Milan over the replacement of Archbishop Guido, who had been solemnly chosen by him and then condemned by Pope Alexander and had not been able to maintain his position in the city. The most powerful metropolitan in northern Italy thus seemed about to escape permanently from the control of the German court, just as had occurred with the Roman papacy. But the increasing rigour of the reform movement and its concentration at Rome, as a result of the action of Gregory VII – in contrast to much of the episcopate – offered the king new opportunities for intervention, both in the see of Milan and, after the clamorous rupture with Rome, in the papacy itself.

When at the beginning of 1077, the king visited Italy for the first time, Matilda of Canossa played a leading part in the fragile reconciliation between the pope and the king. Nevertheless, the profound humiliation, both at the personal and at the political-institutional level, which Henry IV endured in 1076 on account of the upsetting of the traditional balance between the supreme imperial power and the authority of the church of Rome – and which had been obvious to all at Canossa – remained. This resulted in such general confusion and such violent clashes between the supporters of Pope Gregory and those of the antipope Clement III, archbishop of Ravenna, and between those of the king and of the anti-king who had arisen in Germany, that Matilda, faced by the double schism which had developed in the church and in the kingdom, involving most of the bishoprics, soon found herself dangerously involved. The internal rifts which troubled all her many lands were aggravated by privileges granted by the king to cities aspiring to independence and upset all plans to consolidate her various political holdings into a working unit. It was this which induced her in 1080 to ensure her own political survival by formally making over all her own allodial estates to the church of Rome, reserving, however, the personal right to dispose of them freely, albeit under the aegis of the papacy. This did not, however, prevent Henry IV in the following year, on the occasion of his second incursion into Italy, from putting Matilda beyond the pale of the empire and declaring all her rights and possessions, both allodial and feudal, abolished. The sentence was in almost no case effectively carried out, but it served to legitimize all the attacks made against her power.

The varying fortunes of war, which had spread throughout the whole of the kingdom of Italy and the lands formally belonging to the papacy, brought the
king to Rome on more than one occasion. It was there at last, in 1084, that the antipope Clement crowned him emperor. But Rome was threatened by the Normans, supporters of Gregory VII, and the emperor abandoned the city and returned shortly afterwards to Germany. He remained at a distance for three unbroken years. After the brutal Norman occupation of Rome, the pope took refuge at Monte Cassino and died at Salerno in 1085, still under the protection of the Normans. The Roman cardinals chose as his successor Desiderius, abbot of Monte Cassino, who became Victor III. He was the candidate suggested by one of the Norman princes and accepted by Matilda of Canossa.

Notwithstanding the serious disturbances within her dominions and although she felt the need for a general policy of reconciliation, Matilda remained – over and above her personal intentions and those of her vassals – the centre of the opposition to Henry IV. This became clear when Victor III’s successor, Urban II (1088–99), persuaded her to take a new husband: the eighteen-year-old Welf V, the son of Welf IV, duke of Bavaria. Thus two powerful sources of hostility to the emperor in Germany and Italy were realigned. It was a connection associated with and attuned to that between the Welfs and the Este, which Conrad II had in his time sought to promote as part of his imperial plans and which now persisted to the prejudice of the empire. Duke Welf IV was the son of the Obertenghi marquess Alberto Azzo II d’Este, who was still alive in 1090 when Henry IV once again entered Italy. This political constellation had been functioning for years as a military power and in 1093 it could also reckon on the rebellion of King Conrad against his father, the emperor. Conrad had already, some years earlier in Germany, been raised by his father to the royal title and was now crowned king by the archbishop of Milan, against the background of an alliance of Milan and other cities with Matilda and Welf V. In fact, in 1095 Matilda found herself once again alone at the height of her power in Italy, owing to the breakdown of her unnatural marriage with the young Welf, who returned to Germany and, with his father Welf IV, began to veer towards the supporters of Henry IV. In this same year, at the urgent request of Matilda and Urban II, a very different political marriage was contracted by King Conrad with the daughter of Roger, the powerful Norman count of Sicily. It served to confirm the increasing isolation of the emperor within the whole Italian framework, especially when viewed in the context of the vast success of Pope Urban’s ecclesiastical actions throughout Europe.

Henry IV was forced to take action in the Veneto and then in 1097 crossed back to the further side of the Alps. He had spent seven years of hard and taxing personal effort in Italy and in the end they had been barren of results. Conrad in his turn became an unwilling instrument of Matilda, while his father in Germany declared his deposition as king and raised another son in his place: Henry V. This Henry, after the premature death of Conrad in Italy, also ended
by rebelling against his father, who died two years later in 1106. For years, the greater part of the kingdom of Italy was aligned with Urban II’s successor, Paschal II (1099–1118), supported by the Countess Matilda. She confirmed the new pontiff in the gift of all her allodial estates made to Gregory VII some twenty years earlier.

The fortress of Canossa in the Emilian Apennines held sway over lands which radiated out in all directions and virtually everywhere, given its inter-regional scope, acquired the characteristics of countship and marquisate. The tendency to adopt symbols appropriate to the mentality of a principality imitating a kingdom was made clear both in the activities of the chancellery and in the poem by the monk Donizo celebrating Matilda and the house of Canossa. This symbolism was in keeping with the influential presence of famous jurists in the countess’s suite. As a princedom, however, it was weak, for it was increasingly split internally by local forces, in spite of the gradual settling of the ecclesiastical disputes. It can quite accurately be pointed out that although the great ecclesiastical struggle caused problems within the domains, it also gave Matilda a position of the greatest prominence in the Italian theatre of action and caused her to seek out powerful allies. This serves to explain her two marriages, although both ended badly, and explains the rather different expedient which she adopted in 1099, when she chose an enterprising and militarily vigorous gentleman as her adopted son. This was Guido Guerra I, rich in estates in the Tuscan and Romagnan Apennines. But in the end it was the need for a reconciliation between Matilda and the king which prevailed.

In 1111, after Henry V’s journey to Italy and the imperial coronation that Paschal II was constrained to perform, the emperor and Matilda finally met. The countess, presumably with the intention of avoiding the breaking up of the Canossa lands, declared Henry personally to be the heir to all her allodial possessions and enormous mass of lands and castles, particularly in the regions of Italy adjacent to the Po. Henry occupied these for the most part on his second journey to Italy, after the death of the countess in 1115. This legacy could only be reconciled with Matilda’s previous bequests to the church of Rome in so far as the countess had, in these donations, reserved the right to dispose of the estates which she placed under papal protection as she chose. This created a delicate legal situation from which arose the interminable controversy that was destined to poison relations between the empire and the papacy in Italy at both a territorial and a political level. As regards the jurisdiction over the marquisate that the countess exercised, this was a matter for Henry as emperor and he entrusted the Tuscan march to people from Germany, who proved completely incapable of pacifying the region.

Thus, against Matilda’s hopes, there crumbled away the concentration of lands and power representing a large part of the kingdom of Italy, which for
almost a century the family of Canossa had controlled, in harmony or disharmony with the empire. Meanwhile, in 1091, the march of Turin had also broken up on the death of the Countess Adelaide, who had always maintained an equilibrium in the very thick of the fight between the empire and the papacy. The march of Turin did not dissolve, as did the dominions of the Canossas, through the dying out of the dynastic line, but because of the numerous claimants to the succession and the prevalence of the dynasty’s transalpine interests over those of the branches present in Italy. The most profound reason, however, for the dissolution of these two dynastic powers – Canossa and Turin – lay in the development of local forces. This was also true of the march of Verona which, although still formally united to the duchy of Carinthia, provides evidence of its last signs of jurisdictional activity in 1123, towards the end of the reign of Henry V. The patriarchs of Aquileia, on the other hand, consolidated their own lands in a relatively coherent manner. These were originally landed estates, which took on the quality of a princely domain in 1077, through Henry IV’s gift of the countship of Friuli to the patriarch in perpetuity. The estate of the bishop of Trento also assumed the form of territorial principality through the county of Trento, which was assigned to the bishop as early as 1027 in a charter issued by Conrad II. These two ecclesiastical principalities of Trento and Aquileia, of fundamental importance for communications between Germany and Italy, remained under imperial control. The metropolitan see of Ravenna, however, was involved in the schism of the antipope Clement III and thus escaped the domination of the empire during the last years of Henry V. By submitting to the reforming papacy, it lost that strength of political independence which had made it a pivot of power on a regional basis. The same had already happened to the metropolitan see of Milan.

The more or less general disintegration of regional coordination among the metropolitan churches and the dynasties of marquesses in the kingdom of Italy gave room for the military undertakings of Henry V, which were made easier by the occupation of the lands of the Countess Matilda and had been caused by new disagreements with the reforming popes. When, finally, in 1122 agreement was reached with Pope Calixtus II in the Concordat of Worms, the radical change which had occurred in Italy to the prejudice of the empire became clear. The presence of the king or of his representative at episcopal and abbatial elections had been laid down for Germany, but not for Italy, and this meant that south of the Alps it was impossible for the empire to control with any degree of efficiency the functioning of the centres of power, the bishoprics and great abbeys, which had for a long time been the main stable points of reference for the royal authority. Furthermore, when Henry V died in 1125, a controversy arose over the bequest of the estates of the Countess Matilda, the acquisition of which had been the greatest political triumph achieved by the emperor in Italy.
The widespread disintegration of the kingdom of Italy and the development of the cities and the papal domain

The progressive decline of royal power in Italy under the Salian dynasty and the accompanying crisis of the regional authorities, whether operating in alliance with or in opposition to the kingdom, brought into evidence numerous local forces. These had for some time been building, on a small scale, but often very efficiently, potential political frameworks for the social development of the kingdom. The process occurred at the same time though in different forms in both rural and urban contexts, but it was clearly linked to the increase in population and production and to the greater mobility of men and the wider dispersal of new institutional models.

Throughout the countryside of northern and central Italy, small territories were being formed, as was occurring more or less everywhere in the post-Carolingian west. These territories were often fairly coherent from a topographical point of view and were protected by the military force of a landed owner, which might be an episcopal church, a community of canons, a monastery or a family with a military tradition. The territory rarely coincided with the farm lands of the lord, even when its fulcrum was the administrative centre of the estate. This was because it included a complex of lands which might well belong to different proprietors and were unified only by the protection offered by the lord to all the residents of the area by means of armed force. As a rule, the heart of each of these local dominions was a fortress or castle and the strength of an ecclesiastical body or a noble family was commensurate with the number of castles they held and their strategic positions. This was true for all those who held power, from those who had only a single local estate to the metropolitan churches and ecclesiastical princedoms and the families bearing the titles of count or marquess. The most notable case was that of the Canossas, whose power was rooted not so much in their public offices given by the king, but in the number of fortresses they possessed and the innumerable local armed clients at their disposal. The title of count or marquess was, however, an important instrument coordinating the numerous noble estates of a great dynasty.

This widespread process of the accumulation of local power had its roots in the crisis of public order of the tenth century, but becomes much clearer in Italy during the eleventh in the reports of the local ruling and legal powers, as the activity of the notaries gradually increased, creating documents for the transmission of lands and titles. The terminology used for the estate of a noble to distinguish the rights inherent in any landed property from those judicial and coercive rights of a potentially public nature shows that the legal world realized that responsibilities which really belonged to the royal appanage were
now being incorporated into the powers of the local nobility and were helping these lords to become aware of it. The consequent fragmentation of political power created the possibility of communication between the lords and the rural people who were their dependants in terms of land, as the agreements drawn up locally from the mid-eleventh century show. These were the roots of the rural communes which subsequently came to be organized in the twelfth century.

The political fragmentation had, however, both complications and correctives in the web of relationships which proliferated among all the centres of power. There were, first of all, the connections at all levels between the churches and the lay nobility, who might be their founders or patrons, or else their vassals. Especially vast were the donations and protection granted to the monastic churches by Adelaide of Turin and Matilda of Canossa. To these should be added the associations, not only religious, but also involving protection and temporal dependence, among the churches themselves, both greater and lesser. The control exercised by the metropolitan churches over those to which they held title should be particularly considered. Again, feudal relationships among lay nobles persisted and increased. This might either be because the holders of fortresses, the representatives of the nobles who were the true owners of the fiefs, were in the process of becoming lords themselves, bound to the owner by the claims of vassalage, or, alternatively, because certain allodial lords took on the bonds of vassalage from other lords through acquiring lands as fiefs. There were also relationships among equals within a group of vassals, all depending on the same feudal lord. The most famous case is that of the many vassals of Matilda, who maintained a certain unity even after the death of the countess, electing a leader although not thereby disavowing their fealty as vassals to Henry V as heir to the estates of the house of Canossa.

The demographic and economic growth in both the countryside and the cities was remarkable in the kingdom of Italy, as opposed to the lands on the other side of the Alps, and this too had its political implications. In most cases, from the tenth century on, the urban centres showed their inclination to self-government, in collaboration or the reverse with the temporal government of the bishop; and their awareness of their own strength was much clearer than in the countryside. Under the Salian dynasty, thanks to the development of commerce and the means of production, the growing attention paid to the landed proprietors of the surrounding area and the client vassals of the bishop and other powerful men served to stress, especially in the Po valley, the importance of this military class, an aristocracy which was also urban. This led to alternating alliances and disagreements with the other groups within the urban population, which served at the same time to feed ecclesiastical, commercial and military competition among the various cities. The disagreements were
complicated by the spread of a number of religious movements, Patarine in flavour, and also by the conflicts between the reforming papacy and the empire, with resulting ecclesiastical schisms in the episcopal cities. This became obvious from the late eleventh to the early twelfth centuries through the appearance in the main cities of a suitable organ for political administration: the ‘consulate’. This was an office of variable duration, although it subsequently tended to become annual: it was formed by a limited group of eminent citizens, chosen from among the notables outstanding for their economic position or their military standing.

The most powerful communes, through their economic and military strength and the breadth of their fields of action, were Milan, heir to the political authority of the archbishop in Lombardy, and the maritime republics of Genoa and Pisa. In Milan, the dominant military class was formed from the military clients of the archbishop and was in its turn distinct within the socially supreme group of the ‘capitanei’ and within that immediately below, the vavasours. At Genoa and Pisa, the dominant class was a mixture of shipowners and great landowners. They were generally speaking active in the hinterland, in the tradition of the minor aristocracy, and also to a large extent at sea. They undertook military operations against the Muslims settled in the large islands of the Tyrrhenian Sea, in North Africa and in the Iberian peninsula. The events in the Lagoon of Venice held a position all their own, for the region had always remained apart from the kingdom of Italy and from the developments, both aristocratic and urban, typical of western Europe. This was because of the Venetians’ highly individual political traditions of Byzantine origin and also because of their close relationship, both commercial and diplomatic, with the Byzantine world as well as with the Germano-Latin one. During the eleventh century, the city of Venice, as a result of the coordination of the island communities which gravitated around the Rialto, continued to rule itself politically under a duke, who held the position for life, helped by an aristocracy which was daring at sea and so strengthened its predominance in the Adriatic.

The political disintegration which has been observed in the kingdom of Italy can also be seen in the regions where the rights of the empire intersected with the more or less theoretical ones of the church of Rome, of Romagna and Marche, across the territories of Perugia and as far as Lazio. But the ecclesiastical expansion of the reforming papacy was reflected also at a level of regional politics, above all in Lazio. Here, steps were taken to eliminate or reduce the power of the aristocratic centres most dangerous to the independent action of the papacy; among the numerous noble and alodial fortresses, those belonging to the church of Rome increased and multiplied. Meanwhile, a central financial administration and a chancery were organized and use was made of the college of cardinals, with the help of the new bureaucracy in order
to ensure likewise the temporal dominion of Lazio. While local ascendancy, whether on an ecclesiastical or dynastic basis, was in decline in the heart of the kingdom of Italy, along its southern edges a form of regional rule was being organized, hinging on the church of Rome, which was destined to play an active role in the political history of Italy, together with the city communes of the north and the Norman might in the south.
In the year 1000 southern Italy was divided into three distinct zones. Apulia and Calabria were ruled by the Byzantine empire, the island of Sicily by the Arabs (as it had been since the conquest of the ninth century) and the central mountains and the Campania were divided between three Lombard principalities, those of Capua (from a few miles north of Naples to the Monti Ausoni and the upper valley of the River Liri, the border with the papal states), Salerno in the south (from the Amalfitan peninsula down to the Gulf of Policastro) and Benevento (in the inland mountain district, from Avellino northwards to the Adriatic). In addition, to the north of the principality of Benevento, in the Abruzzi (roughly from the River Trigno northwards), lay a series of independent counties, partly Lombard, partly Frankish in origin, but this region was in almost every aspect, geographic, economic and social, separate from the south proper. On the west coast there were three small duchies, Gaeta, Naples and Amalfi, which had throughout the earlier middle ages retained a determined, if at times precarious, independence from their larger neighbours, the principalities of Capua and Salerno. Both Naples and Amalfi still acknowledged some dependence on the Byzantine empire, largely as a means of protection against the aggressive instincts of the Lombard princes.

Fragmented as the political divisions of southern Italy were, the cultural and religious divide was more complex still, for it did not coincide with the political boundaries. In the Byzantine dominions the population of northern and central Apulia was almost entirely Lombard, by this stage speaking a Latin-Romance dialect, and observing Latin religious rites. Southern Apulia and Lucania were more mixed, although the Greek part of the population was probably in the majority, and had been strengthened in Lucania by emigration from further south during the course of the tenth century. Calabria was mainly, and in the south entirely, Greek, but with still some Lombards in the area north of the Sila Grande which had in the ninth century been part of the principality of Salerno. On the island of Sicily, although conversion and emigration had taken
their toll, a substantial Greek Christian population remained, concentrated in
the north-east of the island between Mount Etna and Messina.¹ Hence in both
the Byzantine and the Muslim zones there were potentially disaffected sections
of the population whose loyalties, particularly their religious affiliations, were
suspect.

The Byzantine government in Italy was under considerable threat c. 1000,
both from internal disaffection and from sporadic, but from the 990s increas-
ingly serious, raids from Arab Sicily, which affected both Calabria and southern
Apulia. In the summer of 1003 Bari, the capital of Byzantine Italy, was besieged
for four months, and only relieved by the arrival of a fleet from Venice. In 1009,
quite possibly sparked off by the impact of a very harsh winter immediately
before, revolt broke out in the coastal cities of Apulia, and for some months,
and possibly longer, Bari and Trani were in the hands of the rebels. Reinforce-
ments had to be despatched from Constantinople to quell the uprising, whose
leader, a Lombard from Bari called Melus, fled to the Lombard principalities
of the west. The threat had been made more serious by a simultaneous Muslim
attack on northern Calabria, in which Cosenza had been sacked.²

Byzantine rule was becoming unpopular in Apulia, not least because of the
fiscal burden exacted by a centralized and efficient administration, and the
1009 revolt, and a second and almost equally serious one in 1017–18, were put
down only with difficulty. Nevertheless it would be wrong to see Byzantium
as necessarily weak. If anything its power grew stronger in the early eleventh
century, certainly by comparison with the other zones where authority was
tending to disintegrate. In Sicily the emirs of the Kalbid dynasty were still
more or less in control, but the deposition of the amir Jaʿfar in 1019 after a
revolt in Palermo was a sign that all was not well, and indeed from the 1030s
onwards the internal cohesion of the island was to collapse almost completely,
which had the beneficial effect of freeing the Christian mainland from the
threat of piratical raids. In the Lombard principalities central authority was
already growing progressively weaker, particularly in Benevento, and although
for a brief period between 1008 and 1014 the two principalities of Benevento
and Capua were re-united, as they had been for most of the tenth century,
this had no practical effect.³ Already, in the 960s and 970s, the Byzantines had
been able to consolidate their hold over Lucania, and in the closing years of the

¹ The extent of this emigration and of the shift of the Greek population northwards in Calabria has
been much debated. See Menager (1958/9); Guillou (1963) and (1965); Loud (1988), pp. 215–18, and
(2000), pp. 54–8, for a summary.
² Hoffmann (1969), pp. 112–14, would prefer to date Melus’s rebellion to 1011 on the basis of the Annales
Barensis (MGH S, v, p. 53), but most authorities prefer 1009.
³ Capua and Benevento were ruled by two branches of the same family. Pandulf IV of Capua (1014–49)
and Landulf V of Benevento were in fact brothers. Given this relationship, the practice of associating
sons with their fathers’ rule during the latter’s lifetime, and the use of a very limited stock of personal
In the tenth century they had extended their rule into the area between the southern Apennines and the Gargano peninsula, northwards as far as the River Fortore, at the expense of the prince of Benevento to whose authority this region had earlier at least nominally been subject. The Byzantine catepan (governor) from 1018, Basil Boiannes, was to devote considerable attention to strengthening the empire’s hold in this area.

Southern Italy was thus politically and culturally fragmented, and something of a power vacuum. If Byzantium was, despite all local difficulties, the strongest force in the south of the peninsula, the ability of the Byzantine government to intervene there was dependent on having resources to spare from its heavy commitments in other parts of its far-flung empire. In the first years of the eleventh century the emperor Basil II was grappling to enforce his authority in the Balkans and to incorporate the Bulgarian kingdom into the empire. Only when this was successfully accomplished could troops and money be spared on any scale for southern Italy. Similarly, while the German empire claimed overlordship over the whole of Italy – including the south, and in particular over the Lombard principalities – in practice imperial intervention was sporadic and ineffective. Only when Otto I had worked in alliance with Pandulf I of Capua in the 960s and 970s had the German emperor had much influence, and Otto II’s disastrous defeat by the Arabs in Calabria in 982 was not a precedent designed to encourage German involvement in the south. Nor indeed was Otto III’s foray to Capua and Benevento in 999; while less catastrophic, it had been equally barren in result. Distance, and the pressure of other and more vital interests, inevitably prevented the western empire from taking more than an occasional interest in southern Italy.

Despite the political fragmentation of the region, contemporary chroniclers believed it to be prosperous: ‘the land which brings forth milk and honey, and so many good things’. Clearly this ecstatic opinion cannot have applied to every part of it. Much of inland southern Italy is very mountainous, with communication largely confined to narrow river valleys. The Abruzzi and Lucania in particular were heavily forested. Several coastal districts were marshy and malarial, most unsuitable therefore for settlement, while other areas such as the limestone Murge in inland Apulia and the eastern coast of Calabria are arid and infertile. Calabria, with the Sila mountains in the north and the Aspromonte...
in the south, can never have supported a very large population. But there were other areas, the Terra di Lavoro around Capua and Naples, the Tavoliere of northern Apulia, the slopes of Mount Etna in eastern Sicily, which were (and are) notable for their rich soil and fertility. Grain from Apulia, Campania and Sicily, wine from almost everywhere under 800 metres in height, fruit (much of it exotic to northern eyes like figs, almonds and water melons) from the Campania and northern and eastern Sicily, olive production which was growing in the eleventh century, especially in central Apulia, and the surprisingly extensive cultivation of mulberries and silkworms in Calabria, again expanding very rapidly in the eleventh century, all contributed to this picture of prosperity. Letters from Jewish merchants in Cairo suggest that Calabria was second only to Muslim Spain as a source for silk in the eleventh-century Mediterranean. And not only parts of Calabria and Lucania but other seemingly unpromising areas like the Cilento in the south of the principality of Salerno, another steeply mountainous region, were being opened up for settlement at this time. The cities of the west coast, above all Amalfi, played a significant role in Mediterranean trade, which had developed despite the Christian/Muslim division. From there corn, timber, even wine, were exported to North Africa and Egypt, while luxury items were imported from the Byzantine empire. Salerno, according to a contemporary, ‘furnished all that one could desire by land and sea’ and Amalfi was ‘a wealthy and populous city, none richer in silver, gold and garments from innumerable places’.6

When therefore c. 1000 men from northern Europe whom the contemporary sources call ‘Normans’ began to arrive in the south of Italy, at first as pilgrims and then in the hope of employment and profit, the region was both temptingly prosperous and also unstable enough, particularly in the area of Lombard rule in the west and centre, to provide ample opportunities for soldiers of fortune. By the 1030s the mercenaries were sufficiently numerous to be themselves a factor undermining the stability of the south, and from the early 1040s onwards the erstwhile mercenaries began to become masters, until by the end of the century they controlled the whole of mainland southern Italy and had conquered the island of Sicily from the Arabs. But, because the Normans secured mastery of southern Italy, it would be misleading to see that process as inevitable. It was only gradually that they transformed their role from employees to conquerors. Their takeover was slow and piecemeal, a process of infiltration as much as invasion. Furthermore, while the newcomers took over the existing provinces and principalities, provided new rulers and introduced new institutions like
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the fief, they were not that numerous and never constituted a complete and homogeneous ruling class, either in lay society or the church. Native traditions remained strong, especially in the towns, and there was never such a polarity between the Norman governing class and indigenous subjects as there was in Anglo-Norman England.

The view that the Norman takeover was inexorable is largely derived from the contemporary chronicles celebrating the conquest. The three most important chronicle sources of the time, all written towards the end of the century, presented the viewpoint of the conquerors, and all concluded that the victory of the Normans was divinely ordained. To quote William of Apulia’s verse biography of Robert Guiscard (duke of Apulia 1059–85), which was written c. 1095–9, ‘it was pleasing to the All-Powerful King who controls seasons and kingdoms that the Apulian littoral which had for a long time been held by the Greeks should no longer be inhabited by them, and that the Norman race, distinguished by its fierce knighthood, should enter it, expel the Greeks and rule over Italy’. Similar sentiments were expressed in the ‘History of the Normans’ by Amatus of Monte Cassino, written c. 1080. Some twenty years later a Norman monk of Catania, Geoffrey Malaterra, writing the ‘Deeds of Count Roger of Sicily’, took as his theme a slightly different but still closely related concept, the moral qualities of the Normans as against the deficiencies of the natives, whether Lombard or Greek, which had therefore made the conquest inevitable and divinely sanctioned. Yet all these viewpoints were partis pris, and were written in the consciousness that the conquest had happened, was by then irreversible and, because it had taken place, must therefore have been in accordance with God’s will. But that does not mean that we should necessarily allow medieval teleology to distort rational historical explanation, and the use of documentary sources must inevitably modify the cut-and-dried picture of contemporary historians. Nor should we assume that every action of the invaders was from the first directed towards conquest. William of Apulia might, for example, suggest that the Normans deliberately fostered discord among the Lombards to prevent any one party gaining a decisive advantage, which indeed they may have done. But we cannot assume that the idea of conquest was therefore present from the first; such a tactic may have been intended to

7 ‘Postquam complacuit regi mutare potenti, Tempora cum regnis, ut Graecis Apulia tellus iam possessa diu non amplius incoleretur, Gens Normannorum feritate insignis equestri intrat, et expulsis Latio dominatur Achivis’, W. Apulia, i lines 1–5, p. 98.
9 W. Apulia, i lines 156–64, pp. 106–8.
continue the need for their own employment rather than a Machiavellian ploy to undermine their hosts.

The conquest of southern Italy thus fell into three distinct stages. First, up to the early 1040s the Normans acted as mercenaries, selling their swords to almost every power in the south, except for the Arabs, ‘fighting for the purpose of gain’ in Malaterra’s succinct phrase.\(^{10}\) From 1042 onwards they acted in their own right, extending their operations from the Lombard zone into Apulia, and in the 1040s and 1050s employment turned into conquest. The capture of Capua in 1058 and the investiture of the Norman leaders Robert Guiscard and Richard of Aversa by the pope in 1059 as, respectively, duke of Apulia and prince of Capua effectively closed this phase, even though not all of southern Italy was yet in Norman hands. The papal investiture was a sign that the Normans were there to stay, and it recognized that by then their takeover was inevitable. The third phase was one of consolidation on the mainland, mopping up the last bastions of Byzantine rule in Apulia and Calabria, combined with a new enterprise, the conquest of the island of Sicily. This last operation, begun in 1061, lasted a full generation, not being completed until the capture of the last Muslim fortresses in the south-east of the island in 1091. While this was still going on the Norman ruler of Apulia, Robert Guiscard, began to play a significant role on the European stage. From 1080 he was the main supporter and ally of the Gregorian reform papacy in its dispute with the German emperor Henry IV, and in addition he launched a full-scale assault on the mainland provinces of the Byzantine empire.

**THE CONQUEST: THE MERCENARY PHASE**

The first significant involvement in southern Italy of those whom the contemporary sources call the Normans came in the second Apulian revolt led by Melus in 1017. According to the ‘Deeds of Robert Guiscard’ of William of Apulia (written, it must be remembered, seventy years later) it was preceded by a seemingly chance meeting between the rebel leader and a group of Norman pilgrims at the shrine of St Michael on Monte Gargano.\(^{11}\) Whether William’s poem was recounting fact or legend, and whether such involvement was purely chance or if it occurred with the connivance of one or more of the Lombard princes or of Pope Benedict VIII, has been endlessly debated. Two points are however clear. This was not the very first contact of the Normans with southern Italy, and their role in the rebellion was essentially auxiliary, as mercenaries strengthening, probably in no great numbers, an indigenous rising.

\(^{10}\) ‘Causa militari aliquid lucrandi’, Malaterra, 1.6, p. 10. \(^{11}\) W. Apulia, i lines 11–27, pp. 98–100.
The tradition preserved by the *History* of Amatus of Monte Cassino was that a group of Normans first arrived in southern Italy, as pilgrims returning from Jerusalem, at Salerno ‘before 1000’, and helped to repel an Arab attack on the city. Once again attempts have been made to dismiss this episode as legend, or to re-date it to shortly before the Apulian rebellion of 1017. But there is good reason to suggest that there was a Muslim attack on Salerno around the turn of the century, and it would be quite explicable if Norman mercenaries were employed in small numbers in the south from that time onwards. Several different sources suggest that political exiles from Normandy were among them. The question of numbers is also a difficult one. Amatus said that there were forty pilgrims in the group aiding Salerno. His account of the 1017–18 revolt contradicts itself, saying first that some 250 Normans were involved and then that 3,000 were, of whom only 500 survived. One might tend towards the smaller figure, but whatever the case it seems clear that there were not very many Normans present, and that casualties were heavy. After initial successes in northern Apulia, the rebels were crushingly defeated in October 1018 by a substantially reinforced Byzantine army led by the new catepan Basil Boiannes. Melus fled, ultimately to seek the aid of the German emperor Henry II, and the surviving Normans either went to the Lombard principalities or, soon afterwards, enlisted in the pay of the victor.

During the decade when Basil Boiannes was catepan (1018–28), Byzantine prestige and power in Italy was at its height. The successful conclusion of the war with Bulgaria released resources for Italy in a way that had not been possible for many years, and Boiannes consolidated his hold on northern Apulia by the construction of a series of fortified settlements on hill sites along the fringe of the Apulian plain at Troia, Dragonara, Fiorentina and Civitate, each of which was established as a garrison and a bishopric. Furthermore the Lombard princes were now much more amenable to Byzantine influence than hitherto (though it may be that Guaimar III of Salerno had always been well disposed to the eastern empire). Pandulf IV of Capua had not been, however, and had supported and aided Melus’s rebellion. But after its failure he not only formally acknowledged Byzantine overlordship, but accepted a substantial bribe to permit Byzantine troops to enter his principality and arrest Melus’s brother-in-law, Dattus, who was taken back to Bari and there executed.

13 Amatus, i.22–3, pp. 30–1.
It was this strengthening of the Byzantine position, combined with the pleas of the exiled Melus and Pope Benedict VIII, which led Henry II of Germany to intervene in southern Italy in 1022. His motive was to vindicate the imperial overlordship which had been recognized, at least in the Lombard principalities, in the later tenth century. The pope wished to have his authority recognized over the Latin churches of Apulia, as opposed to that of the patriarch of Constantinople, an issue which had already inflamed relations between the two from the 960s onwards, and which the general breakdown in relations between Rome and Constantinople after 1009 (over the western use of the *filioque* clause in the creed) can only have made worse. However, just as in 999 with Otto III’s intervention, that of Henry II had a purely short-term effect. Pandulf IV of Capua was deposed and replaced as prince by his cousin the count of Teano, but Salerno successfully resisted a half-hearted siege by imperial forces and an attempted invasion of Apulia was defeated by the equally successful defiance of the new border fortress of Troia, manned by Norman mercenaries now in the catepan’s employment. With his army wilting in the heat of the south Italian summer the emperor withdrew. His nominee as prince of Capua lasted longer than Otto III’s, but within four years had been driven out by Pandulf IV, whom Henry’s successor, Conrad II, had released from his German prison.

After 1022 Byzantine authority in Apulia and Calabria remained unchallenged for almost twenty years. During this period the internal unity of Islamic Sicily collapsed, and indeed an expedition to reconquer the island, already planned but never executed in the 1020s, was set in motion in 1038, to be frustrated by quarrels among its leaders and the recall of the commander-in-chief George Maniakes. Meanwhile Pandulf IV sought to restore his authority in the principality of Capua and the Lombard princes fought each other. The details of these internecine wars may be passed over very briefly, but two aspects should be considered significant. One was the attempts, first by Pandulf IV and then by Guaimar IV of Salerno (1027–52), to achieve overall predominance in Lombard south Italy. To quote William of Apulia, ‘a great desire for rule stirred up the conflicts of these princes. Each wished to be the more powerful, and strove to seize the rightful property of the other.’ Pandulf succeeded first in recovering Capua in 1026, and then in seizing Naples in the late 1020s, although he only retained control of that city for some three years. In 1036 he unsuccessfully besieged Benevento, held by his nephew Pandulf III, and soon afterwards he secured Gaeta. However, in 1038 a further imperial intervention, by Conrad II, led Pandulf to flee to Constantinople, and Conrad installed
Guaimar IV as prince of Capua. A few months later, in March or April 1039, the prince of Salerno took over Amalfi. He also installed his brother as ruler of Sorrento, formerly subject to Naples. It seems probable that both Pandulf and Guaimar were aiming quite deliberately to become masters of, or at least the dominant power in, the whole of the once-unified duchy of Benevento, as well as to realize long-standing ambitions to take over the small, but rich, coastal duchies. The model for such pre-eminence was the career of Pandulf Ironhead of Capua, who, with the support of Otto II, had for a time unified all the Lombard principalities in the late 970s. What in practice such control meant is another matter. Princely authority in Capua had long been confined to little more than the immediate vicinity of Capua itself, and, significantly, in the end the duchy of Gaeta escaped from princely rule and, after being held briefly by Rainulf, the Norman count of Aversa, was eventually taken over in 1045 by Count Atenulf of Aquino, whose lordship was not only much closer to Gaeta than was Capua, but was also effectively independent of princely rule. Prince Pandulf’s oppression of the monastery of Monte Cassino in the 1030s, denounced at length both by Amatus and by the later abbey chronicle of Leo of Ostia, might be better interpreted not merely as the product of the prince’s innate malice (as the chroniclers suggest), but as part of his attempts to restore his authority in the north of his principality, an area physically separated from the Capuan plain by the Roccamonfina barrier. In the event this policy rebounded disastrously, for (at least according to the Cassinese tradition) it was the monks’ complaints which brought about, or contributed to, the imperial intervention of 1038.

The second aspect was the military support of Norman mercenaries, who played an increasingly important role in the conflicts in the Lombard zone in the 1020s and 1030s. A crucial step was taken when, on recovering Naples c. 1029/30, Duke Sergius IV installed a group of Normans at Aversa to defend the border of his duchy. This was the first landed base the Normans possessed in Italy, and their leader at Aversa, Rainulf, was in 1038, at Guaimar of Salerno’s request, invested as count of the city by Conrad II, thus securing imperial legitimation of this territorial acquisition. But Aversa was by no means the only focus of activity for Norman mercenaries. Pandulf IV used Norman troops to seize Monte Cassino’s lands in the 1030s, and Guaimar sent 300 Normans to assist the Byzantines in their expedition to Sicily in 1038. One cannot help suspecting that now, at least for the present unchallenged as the dominant figure in the Lombard principalities, he used this opportunity to remove those who were surplus to his requirements or potential troublemakers.

17 For Pandulf’s attack on Benevento, ‘Annales Beneventani’, p. 154; Amatus, i.40, p. 53. For Guaimar as prince of Capua, Amatus, ii.6, pp. 63–4, and as duke of Amalfi, Schwarz (1978), pp. 49, 247.
18 Chron. Cas., ii.63, p. 288.
19 Amatus, ii.8, pp. 66–7.
By 1040 therefore the Norman immigrants had developed a considerable reputation as ‘swords for hire’ and were growing more numerous. Amatus wrote, somewhat over-enthusiastically, that after the acquisition of Aversa ‘the lordship of the Normans grew daily, and the most valiant knights increased in number every day’. But, Aversa apart, they still had no landed base in southern Italy. It was in the early 1040s that the situation was to change dramatically and that the foundations for the conquest and settlement of the south were to be established. The catalyst for this was a new revolt in Byzantine Apulia in 1041–2. Yet even here, to begin with, the Normans were once again only auxiliaries. A dissident Byzantine officer called Arduin, himself clearly little more than a mercenary, who originally came from Milan in northern Italy, seized the border town of Melfi with the help of a group of Normans and the collaboration of the local inhabitants. From there, within a very short space of time, his troops seized the neighbouring towns of Venosa and Lavello, and in the next few months inflicted a series of heavy defeats on the Byzantine forces of the province. But, even before Arduin’s coup de main, Apulia had already been in turmoil, with local revolts in 1040 at Bari and at the key inland fortress of Ascoli, insurrections almost certainly sparked off by the demands of Byzantine tax collectors and recruiting officers for the Sicilian expedition of 1038. And when in May 1041, after a second successive defeat, the then catepan abandoned inland Apulia and retired with what was left of his forces to Bari, the insurgents chose as their leader not a Norman but Atenulf, the brother of the then prince of Benevento.

After a further victory near Montepeloso in September 1041 most of the coastal towns joined the rebels. Describing this William of Apulia’s language is significant. Bari, Monopoli, Giovenazzo and other towns ‘abandoned their alliance with the Greeks and made a pact with the Franks’. This was clearly not a matter of conquest but of these Lombard-inhabited towns joining the insurrection. Furthermore, the Normans were by no means united, particularly when Atenulf of Benevento proved unsatisfactory as leader. Those Normans who had come from Aversa still recognized the authority of Guaimar of Salerno; others who had been mercenaries in Apulia before the uprising looked, along with the Lombard rebels, to Argyros, the son of the leader of the 1009 and 1017 revolts, Melus. It was not until the autumn of 1042 that the Normans united around a leader of their own, and acted independently of the rebellious townsmen of Apulia. By this stage a counter-attack by the new catepan, George Maniakes, re-appointed by the new emperor, Constantine IX, had recovered
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20 ‘Li honor de li Normant cressoit chascun jor, et li chevalier fortissime multiplioient chascun jor’, Amatus, i.43, pp. 54–5.
21 ‘Foedere spreto Graecorum, pactum cum Francigenis iniere’, W. Apulia, i lines 400–1, p. 120. Cf. Amatus, ii.25, p. 88, on the Normans’ efforts to gain local recruits for their army. The discussion of Chalandon (1907), 1, pp. 95–105, remains very useful for this period.
most of southern Apulia, and Argyros (who may have been suspicious of Norman motives) had defected to the Greeks.

**THE CONQUEST OF THE MAINLAND**

The election of William of Hauteville as count of Apulia in September 1042 marks a watershed in the history of the Norman takeover in southern Italy. Up to this point the newcomers had been working for others; from now on they were working for themselves. In addition, despite the Byzantine counterattack, which came to an abrupt halt when Maniakes abandoned Italy to make a challenge for the imperial throne, they were left in control of most of inland Apulia. However, despite William’s election as overall leader the Normans of Apulia were still not united, but were rather a loose confederation of different interest groups and leaders, the twelve *nobiliores* to whom William of Apulia referred and of whom Amatus gave a list.\(^{22}\) And they still acknowledged the overall lordship of Guaimar of Salerno. But the picture was beginning to change. Up to this point Aversa, as the only possession of the Normans, had been the focus of their activity and Count Rainulf the dominant figure. But the real gains were now to be made in Apulia, and it is symptomatic that in the early 1040s Rainulf was unable to consolidate his hold on Gaeta, although the city was for a time in his hands.\(^{23}\) The Apulian dominions increased at a spectacular rate, and although Rainulf and the Aversan Normans were given the option of involvement there – the planned share-out of 1043 assigned the Gargano peninsula to him – he and his successors confined their attention to the west of the peninsula.

Throughout the 1040s both Apulian and Aversan Normans continued to work in partnership with Guaimar, who from January 1043 onwards claimed the title of ‘duke of Apulia and Calabria’, and in that same year joined Count William in an unsuccessful attack on Bari. The *History* of Amatus, which furnishes most detail about this relationship, continues to use the language of vassalage and dependence – thus Count Rainulf of Aversa ‘persevered in loyalty to the prince’, after his death his Norman vassals ‘came to the prince of Salerno and asked for a successor to their dead lord’, Drogo of Hauteville’s succession to his brother William received the prince’s consent, and Drogo later ‘hurried to avenge the injury done to his lord’\(^{24}\). None the less, Amatus makes clear that the
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22 W. Apulia, i lines 232–4, p. 110; Amatus, ii.31, pp. 95–6.

23 Rainulf’s rule was acknowledged in two charters of January 1042, *Codex diplomaticus Caietanus*, i, pp. 335–7 nos. 169–70; cf. Amatus, ii.32, p. 97. Atenulf of Aquino dated his rule as duke of Gaeta from 1044.

24 ‘Et cestui conte Raynolfe persevera en loialte a lo Prince’, Amatus, ii.7, p. 63. ‘Li fidel Nomant . . . vindrent a lo Prince de Salerne et requistrent subsuccessor de lor seignor qui estoit mort’, *ibid.*,...
relationship was increasingly one of partnership rather than deference. After the death of Rainulf’s nephew Asclettin Guaimar was unsuccessful in his attempt to impose a new count from a different family on the Normans of Aversa, and it was Drogo who forced him to accept the choice of the Aversan Normans, ‘not a request but a command’.\(^\text{25}\) ‘That the relationship continued was because it was one of mutual advantage, sealed by gifts and family alliance (Drogo was married to Guaimar’s daughter). ‘Guaimar exalted himself in the company of the Normans, and the Normans grew great in the gifts of their prince.’\(^\text{26}\)

When Guaimar and Drogo were both murdered within a year of each other, in 1051–2, William of Apulia could still describe them jointly as ‘the leaders of the Normans’.\(^\text{27}\) But by then the circumstances were beginning to change. In 1047 the Emperor Henry III had intervened in southern Italy, depriving Guaimar of the principality of Capua, which he had returned to the former prince, Pandulf, and investing not only the count of Aversa (as his father had done in 1038), but also Drogo as count of Apulia. From the emperor’s point of view at least they were no longer dependent on Guaimar, and the latter abandoned his self-proclaimed ducal title. Furthermore, while Amatus’s History still wrote of Drogo as Guaimar’s ‘loyal count’, and Richard (yet another of Rainulf’s nephews) who became count of Aversa in 1050 did fealty to Guaimar, the author made clear that without the Normans the Lombard princes could do nothing. After Guaimar’s death the chroniclers ceased to use language with vassalic implications, and the ‘presents’ given by Guaimar to the Normans became ‘tribute’.

Meanwhile, the activities of the Normans extended into new areas and the lands under their control increased. In 1044 a foray was made into Calabria, by 1047 a Norman count was ruling at Lesina on the Adriatic,\(^\text{28}\) to the north of the Gargano peninsula, and in 1048 Drogo invaded Lucania and northern Calabria, threatening Cosenza and establishing garrisons in the Val di Crati. He posted his half-brother Robert in command of one of these, and from this base the latter’s raids penetrated deep into the surrounding region. At the same time smaller towns on or near the Apulian coast, like Andria and Barletta, fell into Norman hands. Within the principality of Capua the Normans posed a

\(^{25}\) ‘Mes non fut pro¨ıre, ains fu comandent’, Amatus, ii.39, p. 106.

\(^{26}\) ‘Guaymere se glorifia en la compagnie de li Normant, et li Normant se magnificoient en li don de lor Prince’, Amatus, iii.2, p. 117.


\(^{28}\) Le colonie Càssinesi in capitana, i: Lesina, pp. 71–2, no. 23.
most serious threat to the lands of Monte Cassino, leading the German abbot Richer (appointed by Conrad II in 1038) to gather the local population together in fortified castella, and in 1052 Count Richard of Aversa besieged Capua itself, albeit unsuccessfully.

By the early 1050s, therefore, the threat of a Norman conquest of all, or most, of southern Italy was growing increasingly clear, and the area was becoming more and more destabilized. Furthermore, the methods the Normans employed were often brutal in the extreme, and the burning of crops and cutting down of vines and olive trees did little to endear them to the native inhabitants. The freebooting of Robert Guiscard in northern Calabria in the late 1040s, however heroic the terms used by the admiring chroniclers to dignify it, was precisely the sort of behaviour calculated to inflame the local population. The murder of Drogo and several other Norman leaders in the summer of 1051 was their reaction to this mayhem. Two other factors led to the formation of a general anti-Norman coalition. Pope Leo IX, the first great pope of the reform movement, from the early days of his pontificate devoted considerable attention to southern Italy. His primary concern was the eradication of simony and the administrative reorganization of the church in the south, but the scale of Norman depredations was brought very forcibly to his attention, especially when in the spring of 1051 the citizens of Benevento, who had some months earlier expelled their prince, asked the pope to become ruler of their city. Secondly, the Lombard Argyros was appointed in 1051 as governor of what was left of Byzantine Apulia. His viewpoint was, and had always been, that of the urban patriciate of Bari and the other Apulian cities. His defection to the Byzantine side in 1042 marked the recognition that the Normans were more of a threat to the interests of his class than was Byzantine rule. As catepan he was prepared to cooperate with the pope against the Normans. The assassination of Guaimar IV of Salerno in June 1052, though not directly connected with this anti-Norman coalition but rather caused by rivalries within the princely family, removed the Normans’ only local ally.

The army that Leo IX raised and led into Apulia in 1053 thus represented the first and as it turned out the only serious and concerted effort to reduce the newcomers to a state of subordination or even to drive them out of southern Italy altogether. What was intended is far from clear, because on 18 June 1053 the papal army was annihilated at Civitate in northern Apulia by the combined forces of the Apulian and Aversan Normans under the command of Drogo of Hauteville’s brother and successor, Humphrey. The chroniclers naturally ascribe the victory to the superior courage and military expertise of the Normans, but one might also point to the failure of the Byzantine forces to link up with the papal army, and to the very small contingent of German troops which was all the help that Henry III sent to aid his papal ally. The victory at Civitate
effectively ensured the Norman conquest of the south. Thereafter the progress of the invaders on the mainland was not seriously challenged, and the pace of conquest quickened appreciably.

In 1054–5 the Normans penetrated deep into southern Apulia, capturing Conversano (south of Bari) in 1054 and then pressing on into the heel of Italy, where next year the important port of Otranto was captured. Soon afterwards deep inroads began into the principality of Salerno, whose new prince, Gisulf II, had very rapidly fallen out with both Richard of Aversa and Humphrey of Apulia. From 1057 too Robert Guiscard, who in that year succeeded his brother Humphrey as leader of the Apulian Normans, embarked in earnest on the conquest of Calabria, penetrating right down to Reggio. Despite some setbacks, problems in Apulia which needed his attention and disputes with his younger brother Roger about the division of the conquests, the operation was completed in no more than three years, and by 1060, when Reggio surrendered, the whole province was in Norman hands.

Meanwhile Richard of Aversa attacked Capua in the spring of 1058 and secured the city’s surrender on terms after a short siege. He was recognized as the new prince, and in the next four years enforced his rule over the whole of the old Lombard principality. The culmination of this process was the recognition of the two chief Norman leaders, Robert Guiscard and Richard of Capua, by Pope Nicholas II at the synod of Melfi in August 1059. Both swore fealty to the pope and his successors in return for the pope (borrowing a symbol hitherto the prerogative of the emperor) investing them with their lands by banner. Guiscard was granted the title of duke of Apulia, Calabria and Sicily.  

Why the Norman leaders should have been willing to become papal vassals is clear; this recognized their status as territorial rulers and legitimized their conquests. The motives for such a drastic reversal of previous papal policy were more complex. In part it was, perhaps, a recognition of the inevitable, that the Normans were there to stay and therefore that the interests of the church required an accommodation with them. But the 1059 investiture also reflected the situation of the reform papacy in Rome. A year earlier, on the death of Stephen IX there had been a double election, in which the Roman nobility had chosen their own candidate for the papal throne against Nicholas II, the choice of the circle of ecclesiastical reformers who had gathered in Rome

29 Some historians have doubted whether Richard of Capua was at Melfi since his presence there was not mentioned in the account of the synod by W. Apulia, ii lines 387–404, pp. 152–4, and only Robert’s oath was preserved by the Liber censuum, i, p. 422 (English translation, Loud (2000), pp. 188–9). However, not only does Chron. Cas., iii, 15, p. 377, imply that Richard was present, but this is expressly recorded by a contemporary charter, Loud (1981b), pp. 119–20 no. 3. It is, however, possible that Richard had already sworn fealty to the papacy in 1058. The view that Drogo had earlier been made duke of Apulia, e.g. Chalandon (1907), i, p. 114, is based on a forgery, Déér (1972), p. 48.
since the days of Leo IX. Nicholas had only prevailed in the ensuing struggle by securing the military support of the new Norman prince of Capua, and papal recognition was the price paid for that help and to ensure such assistance in the future, which the Norman princes swore to give. Furthermore, the desire to reform and restructure the church in southern Italy, already apparent under Leo IX, and to recover the disciplinary rights of the papacy over churches which the Byzantines had kept subject to the patriarch of Constantinople, both required the assistance of the de facto ruling authorities. The combination of these motives was made clear at the synod of Melfi. Not only did the pope invest the Norman leaders with their lands and titles; he condemned clerical marriage, and deposed several bishops guilty of simony. These activities were to be continued by his successor Alexander II, who also deposed Archbishop John of Trani, the chief ecclesiastical supporter in Apulia of the Byzantine patriarch. In short, the pope’s interests now coincided with those of the new Norman rulers.

The Consolidation of the Mainland and The Conquest of Sicily

After 1059 these Norman rulers cemented their authority on the mainland. At the time of the synod of Melfi Bari and several of the most important towns of southern Apulia were still in Byzantine hands, and Guiscard’s immediate problem was to complete the conquest of Calabria, and to mop up these pockets of resistance. Although the conquest of Calabria was accomplished within a few months, in the event it took some twelve years to complete the conquest of the last bastions of Byzantine rule in Apulia. However, this was due more to internal divisions among the Normans, by no means all of whom were disposed to accept Robert’s status as their overlord, than to any great determination on the part of Byzantium, which at this time was facing a growing threat from the Turks to its eastern frontier in Asia Minor. Thus when Guiscard returned to Apulia after the surrender of Reggio in 1060, there was already disaffection in the ranks of his vassals, and in his absence some of his personal lands had been plundered. In the early 1060s Robert was preoccupied with renewed problems in Calabria and with the early stages of the invasion of Sicily. So while in 1063/4 both Taranto and Matera were captured from the Byzantines, this was the work of other Normans, seemingly acting independently. Finally, in the autumn of 1067 Guiscard faced a serious rebellion, financed and encouraged by the Byzantines, in which most of the more important lords of Apulia were

30 Peter Damian, Die Briefe, no. 97, pp. 77–8. For John, Gay (1904), pp. 495, 506.
involved, including his own nephews Geoffrey of Conversano and Abelard.\textsuperscript{32} It was only after the last embers of this revolt had been suppressed in the summer of 1068 that Robert could begin the siege of Bari, the one remaining bastion of Byzantine rule. With Bari being supplied and reinforced from the sea that siege took almost three years to bring to a successful conclusion, and then it was division among its Lombard inhabitants which led to the city’s surrender.

Richard of Capua similarly took some years to complete the takeover of his principality. The original surrender of Capua in 1058 had left its citizens in control of the town’s defences, and a second siege was required in 1062 before he was fully master of his new capital. A major rebellion in the north of the principality in 1063 involved most of the Lombard nobles of the area, as well as Richard’s own son-in-law William of Montreuil, and took some two years to quell. Richard’s chief ally was the great monastery of Monte Cassino, whose abbot, Desiderius, had thrown in his lot with the Normans even before the capture of Capua in 1058, seeing in the prospect of an effective central authority the best safeguard for the extensive territorial interests of his house. Monte Cassino was the chief profiteer from the 1063–5 rebellion, for Richard granted the abbey a series of castella and lands confiscated from the Lombard rebels, greatly extending the bounds of its franchise in the north of the principality, the ‘Lands of St Benedict’.\textsuperscript{33}

By this time the conquest of Sicily was already underway. In 1059 Nicholas II had invested Guiscard with future title to Sicily, and from 1061 onwards his forces secured a foothold in the north-east of the island. Messina was quickly captured, but thereafter, despite the help of the local Greek population and divisions among the Muslims, progress was slow. Only in the very early stages, and for a brief period in 1064 when an unsuccessful attack was made on Palermo, was Guiscard himself and his main field army involved – his difficulties on the mainland saw to that – and he was forced to leave operations on the island to his brother Roger, with only a small number of troops. At the beginning of 1062 the latter had only 300 men, and in 1063 at Cerami he defeated a major Muslim force sent over from North Africa with, according to Malaterra, only 136 knights.\textsuperscript{34} That the Norman invasion was not driven out altogether was due partly to the difficult terrain of north-east Sicily, which enabled the Normans to fortify and hold on to what they had already gained, partly to superior Norman armour and tactics, which gained a second major victory at Misilmeri in 1068, but probably mainly to the divisions within the Muslim ranks. Count Roger little by little extended his rule along the north

\textsuperscript{32} For the dating, revising older accounts, Jahn (1989), pp. 101–5.

\textsuperscript{33} Loud (1981a), pp. 120–2, nos. 5, 12–14. Notice also a grant to a loyal Lombard count, \textit{ibid.}, no. 8.

\textsuperscript{34} Malaterra, ii.29, 33, pp. 39, 42–3.
coast until by 1068 his outposts were close to Palermo. But it was not until the surrender of Bari in April 1071 that enough forces were available to launch a fresh attack on this city, this time with effective naval aid which seems to have been lacking in the unsuccessful 1064 attempt. Palermo surrendered in January 1072.

The conquest of the rest of the island still took almost twenty years. Throughout the 1070s Robert Guiscard was fully involved in suppressing renewed revolt on the mainland and continuing his attempts to absorb all that remained of the principalities of Benevento and Salerno, and by the early 1080s his attention and military forces were concentrated on the invasion of the Byzantine empire. After 1072 he never returned to Sicily. Twice, in 1074/5 and 1081, Count Roger was hurriedly summoned to the mainland to help suppress revolt there, and on both occasions there were serious reverses in Sicily during his absence. But despite this, and the small number of troops involved, the western end of the island was secured with the capture of Trapani in 1077 and the Mount Etna region (with the exception of Castrogiovanni) by the fall of Taormina two years later. Problems on the mainland and internal dissension in their own ranks prevented much further progress for some years, but a renewed offensive largely extinguished further resistance in the mid-1080s. Syracuse was captured in October 1086, Agrigento in July 1087, Castrogiovanni (modern Enna) finally surrendered a short time later, Butera in the summer of 1089 and Noto, the last town in Muslim hands, in February 1091.

On the mainland the capture of Bari had completed the conquest of the former Byzantine provinces. But Robert Guiscard's rule was never entirely secure. He returned from Sicily in the autumn of 1072 to suppress a further revolt, involving the Norman lords of the most of the Apulian coastal towns, including several of his own relatives, and supported by Gisulf of Salerno and Richard of Capua. The most persistent of the rebels were his nephews Abelard and Herman, the sons of his elder brother Humphrey, who had never forgotten that Robert had usurped what they felt to be their rightful position at the head of the Normans of Apulia. Though the Apulian rebellion was fairly rapidly suppressed, Abelard held out in his Calabrian stronghold of S. Severino until probably 1075, and a little over a year later was in revolt again, defying the duke for nearly two years from his base at S. Agata di Puglia. Only a few months after he had finally surrendered there was another, and much more widespread, insurrection in Apulia, sparked off by Robert's demand for a financial 'aid' from his vassals on the occasion of one of his daughters' marriage. This involved not only Herman, the count of Canne, but two of Guiscard's other nephews, the counts of Conversano and Montescaglioso, and in addition the counts

of Monte S. Angelo, Andria and Giovenazzo. For a brief period Robert lost control even of Bari, although when he appeared in person in northern Apulia the revolt very quickly collapsed. In 1081, while Guiscard was fighting the Byzantines on the other side of the Adriatic, there was a final rebellion, once again led by Abelard and Herman, which forced the duke to return to Italy early in 1082 and took nearly a year to suppress. By this stage he seems to have been losing patience, and while generally merciful even to the ringleaders of previous rebellions he now resorted to more drastic measures, including the total destruction of Canne.37

These continued difficulties all primarily involved Normans, and only to a very limited extent the Lombard inhabitants of Apulia. Despite these problems, and also despite their own mutual rivalry, the 1070s saw both Richard of Capua and Robert Guiscard attempting to complete their dominions by absorbing what was left of the other petty states of the west and centre of the region. Here they were only partly successful. Amalfi acknowledged Robert’s rule in October 1073, not least to secure protection from the hostility of Gisulf of Salerno. Salerno itself was conquered after a six-month siege in 1076, and in defiance of unavailing papal censures. But Richard of Capua was unable to capture Naples, despite naval help from Robert, nor was the latter able to capture Benevento after the death of its last prince, who had been prudent enough to submit his city to papal overlordship some years earlier, in 1077. The distractions in Apulia hindered these efforts at the complete consolidation of Norman rule, and Naples and Benevento remained bastions of independence, albeit isolated ones, in Norman south Italy. In this very limited sense the Norman conquest of southern Italy was incomplete, and the continued revolts against Guiscard show how far the conquerors themselves were and remained disunited.

THE NORMANS AND THE PAPACY

The investitures of 1059 provided the formal, theoretical basis for the rule of the dukes of Apulia and the princes of Capua. However, both Robert Guiscard and Richard of Capua were already ruling, or were in the course of taking over, their respective principalities before 1059, and their rule in practice depended on their control over and recognition by their vassals and subjects. Malaterra, for example, recorded that when Robert returned to Apulia from Calabria in the autumn of 1060 he had to restore his authority there and ‘the Apulian leaders accepted his ducal rule once again’.38 Papal recognition added moral weight to his rule and that of the prince of Capua, but that rule was not dependent on it;

nor did papal investiture prevent rebellion, as that faced by Richard of Capua in 1063–5 and by Guiscard for much of his career: in 1067–8, 1072–3, again in the late 1070s, when he lay under excommunication, and in 1081–3 when he was the papacy’s most important ally. It became established that the Norman rulers should swear fealty to, and be formally reinvested with their lands and titles by, each new pope – and that each new duke or prince should do this. But their status as papal vassals was not the basis for their rule. The princes of Capua also took over the princely style and the inauguration rituals of their Lombard predecessors, the *collaudatio*, formal crown-wearings and, perhaps (the evidence here is scanty and difficult), anointing by the archbishop of Capua to validate their rule. Soon after his capture of Capua in 1058 Prince Richard visited Monte Cassino and ‘he was received in procession as a king’.39 This occurred before he had received formal investiture from the pope.

The relationship between the Norman rulers and the papacy could at times be very tense. Robert Guiscard was excommunicated by Gregory VII in 1073 and only absolved in 1080. Richard I of Capua was excommunicated in 1076, to be absolved only when he lay dying in 1078, and his son Jordan was laid under excommunication in 1079–80 and 1082–3. It has been argued that such difficulties stemmed from two opposing concepts of the vassalic relationship between the south Italian Normans and the papacy: the Normans considering that their rule was held on a hereditary and essentially unconditional basis, and the popes by contrast believing that these grants of investiture were conditional and could be withdrawn, and need not necessarily be granted to the successor of a dead ruler.40 However, such a view is fundamentally mistaken. Certainly the Norman rulers regarded their rule as hereditary and in no way the product of papal investiture. The popes may well have attached greater importance to the recognition of their overlordship, but there is no evidence that they considered such grants other than hereditary. The Norman rulers might delay their fealty to new popes (or new rulers to the existing pope) and the receipt of investiture for some years. That Guiscard did not formally become Gregory VII’s vassal until 1080, seven years after he had become pope, is explicable because of their quarrel and Robert’s excommunication in 1073. But he may not have received investiture from Gregory’s predecessor, Alexander II, until 1067, when the latter had been pope for some six years,41 and his grandson Duke William of Apulia did not receive investiture from Paschal II until three years after his own accession in 1111. This strongly suggests that the function of the formal ceremony renewing the investiture was declarative, not constitutive,


and was viewed as such by both sides. Furthermore, although Robert Guiscard lay under excommunication for seven years there was never any hint that Gregory wished to depose him or to declare him suspended from office, as he did to the German Emperor Henry IV. In 1073–4 Gregory proposed to lead a military expedition to southern Italy but its aim, he stated, was to restore peace and order to southern Italy. That achieved, the expedition would go on to fight the Turks who were threatening the Byzantine empire. In the event the expedition collapsed, but Gregory continued to look for a reconciliation with Robert, not to depose him. Nor did he ever support the Apulian nobles rebelling against Guiscard.

The ‘feudal’ relationship between the Norman rulers and the pope was in fact an alliance, given visible expression by the vassalic link and the formal ceremonies of investiture, but not, it must be noted, homage which the Norman rulers did not perform before 1120. The problems which that alliance went through were caused, not by differing concepts of that vassalic link, but by more practical and political reasons. No contemporary source states exactly why Gregory VII excommunicated Duke Robert in 1073 after a proposed meeting at Benevento had ended in confusion with the two never actually coming face-to-face. But it seems very probable that this was caused by the continued territorial incursions of the Normans. Men subject to Robert, and particularly his nephew, Count Robert of Loritello, were penetrating into lands claimed by the papacy in the Abruzzi; while the duke himself was threatening both Benevento, which in August 1073 was formally handed over by its prince to papal rule, and the remains of the principality of Salerno, whose prince, Gisulf II, had become closely allied with the papacy. In subsequent years Gregory condemned these incursions several times.

The excommunication of Richard of Capua in 1076 came when the prince abandoned his loyalty to Gregory, attacked the duchy of Naples and aided Guiscard in his seizure of Salerno from Prince Gisulf. Jordan was excommunicated for attacks on ecclesiastical property in 1079, and for becoming the vassal of the excommunicate (and in papal eyes deposed) emperor, Henry IV, in 1082. But in all these cases what the pope wanted was for the Norman rulers to abandon their evil ways and observe the oaths they had sworn to him and his predecessors. He never intended to attempt to deprive them of their lands, even though these were technically papal fiefs. And after 1090, when the authority of both the duke of Apulia and the prince of Capua suffered serious setbacks, Urban II did his best to assist and strengthen their power.

If therefore we should treat the alleged importance of the vassalic relationship with caution, we should also be careful not to attribute overtly political

42 Gregory VII, Register, i, 25, 46.
motives to the popes. They did not, for example, seek deliberately to ‘divide and rule’, to play off the principality of Capua against the duchy of Apulia, or what was left of the Lombard principalities against the Normans. They wanted peace and harmony in southern Italy, and this for three reasons. First, there was their natural repugnance to bloodshed among Christians. Secondly, with the reform party’s hold on Rome still far from secure, and relations with the empire deteriorating until they broke down irretrievably in 1080, they needed the political and military support of the Normans. Capuan troops installed Nicholas II in Rome in 1059 and Alexander II there in 1061, and Duke Robert was to rescue Gregory VII from the imperialists in 1084. Thirdly, only through good relations with the Norman rulers, and particularly the duke of Apulia, could the popes push forward the reform and reorganization of the south Italian church which was so clearly needed, and on which Leo IX and Nicholas II had made only a start. The rivalry between Rome and Constantinople over the previous century had left in Apulia and Calabria a maelstrom of contending ecclesiastical claims, rival metropolitans and sometimes chapters, autocephalous archbishoprics and ill-organized church provinces. The effort to bring order to this confusion was to continue until the early years of the twelfth century. Furthermore, Duke Robert and his brother Roger were restoring Christian rule to Sicily, an enterprise which the papacy had sanctioned and approved. Robert’s reconciliation with the church in June 1080 at the synod of Ceprano can only have been a matter of profound relief to the pope.

Yet even after this the essentially pragmatic nature of the relationship remained clear. Despite the pope’s desire for him to remain in Italy and protect Rome against the imperialists, Duke Robert preferred to launch an invasion of the Byzantine empire in 1081, to attempt to profit from what seemed to be the terminal decline of that once-great power. When he returned to Italy he lingered for more than a year suppressing rebellion in Apulia before marching to aid Pope Gregory in 1084. The military aid of the south Italian Normans was the aspect of the vassal relationship which was most important to the pope, not any theoretical rights over their territories; but how weak his position as overlord had become was very apparent by the 1080s. After Gregory’s death his successor was Abbot Desiderius of Monte Cassino (Victor III), the ally and collaborator of the Normans, who was elected at Capua under the aegis of their leaders, and whose return to Rome for his consecration was made possible by Norman troops. By the 1080s the papacy needed the Normans more than they needed it.

44 Cowdrey (1983), pp. 121–36, emphasizes this aspect too much, in what is otherwise a most valuable book.

45 See Kamp (1977); Fonseca (1977); Houben (1989), pp. 121–35.
Southern Italy in the eleventh century

By the death of Robert Guiscard in 1085 the conquest was effectively completed, apart from ‘mopping-up operations’ in south-east Sicily. By that stage too emigration from northern France to southern Italy had largely ceased. How had that influx changed south Italian society?

First of all one needs to examine the validity of the label ‘Norman’, which has, up to this point, been used for the sake of convenience. Were the newcomers to southern Italy actually Normans? After all to an Italian ‘Norman’ or ‘northman’ might mean anyone from north of the Alps. As William of Apulia wrote, ‘they are called Normans, that is men of the north (wind)’. Is it significant that William’s verse used the words Normanni, Galli and Francigeni interchangeably to describe the newcomers?

In fact it is not. The literary nature of William’s work meant that the demands of scansion were more important than terminological accuracy, and anyway the Normans were French-speaking. By contrast both Amatus and Malaterra began their histories by discussing very specifically the duchy of Normandy as the source of the invaders. From documentary sources it has been calculated that between two-thirds and three-quarters of the clearly non-indigenous persons from southern Italy whose names are known from the eleventh and early twelfth centuries were actually from the duchy of Normandy. Either these persons had family names which can be traced back to somewhere in the duchy, or they described themselves specifically as ‘Norman’ (as opposed to Bretons, Flemings etc. who also appear in charters), or their names had a Scandinavian element which can only be linked with the Scandinavian area of France, that is Normandy. Of course, this means that there was also a substantial minority who came to Italy from other parts of France, a few from northern Italy and even Germany. For example, the lords of S. Agata di Puglia from the 1080s, whom Guiscard installed there instead of his errant nephew Abelard, and who became hereditary ducal constables, were Bretons. Count Roger of Sicily’s marriage to Adelaide of Savona in the late 1080s (his third wife) led to the establishment of a veritable colony of north Italians in eastern Sicily under the aegis of her brother Count Henry of Paterno, who was, after the ruler, probably the most significant lay landowner in Sicily in the early twelfth century. But the majority of the incomers were genuinely Normans. Furthermore, most of the really important mainland landowners were Normans, many of whom in Apulia were relatives of the duke and in Capua of the prince. In the east of the principality the counts of Caiazzo (who had displaced several former Lombard counts) were

46 ‘Normanni dicuntur, id est homines boreales’, W. Apulia, i line 10, p. 98.
48 Ménager (1975b), pp. 375–6, for references.
descended from a brother of Richard I, while the counts of Carinola in the centre of the principality stemmed from his youngest son. In Sicily the lands of Henry of Paterno were bordered by those of the lordship of Syracuse, held first by Roger I’s bastard son Jordan and then by his nephew Tancred, and the lordship (or perhaps county) of Ragusa, held by another of his sons, Godfrey.\textsuperscript{49} Where important landowners were not Normans they might well not be other Frenchmen, but indigenous survivors from the pre-Norman regime. In the north of the principality of Capua the lands of Monte Cassino were bordered by those of the Lombard counts of Aquino, who continued to hold their property, if not their comital title, through to the thirteenth century.\textsuperscript{50} In the borderlands between the principality of Capua and the Abruzzi the dominant family continued to be, as it had been in the tenth century, a dynasty of counts of mixed Lombard–Frankish descent called the Burrells. In the Stilo region of Calabria Greek landowners retained their property and importance. While parts of the principality of Salerno fell into the hands of Norman families such as the counts of the Principate, descended from Duke Robert’s younger brother William, and the lords of S. Severino (whose forebear Turgisius proudly described himself as \textit{Normannus ex normannis}), several cadet branches of the old princely family survived the fall of Gisulf II and retained their lands into the twelfth century. Intermarriage was here a potent factor, above all that of Sichelgaita, daughter of Guaimar IV, with Guiscard himself in 1058, but this was only the most notable among several other examples.\textsuperscript{51}

The most salient feature of the Norman takeover of southern Italy was the relatively small numbers of the invaders, never more than a few thousand at the most. Furthermore, although many of the Apulian lordships were based on towns, these were generally not among the most important. The major urban centres of the south Italian mainland, notably Bari, Benevento, Salerno, Amalfi, Naples and Capua, remained the more or less exclusive preserves of the existing population. Apart from perhaps in coastal Apulia, Norman and French landowners tended to reside on their properties outside the towns, not just because of any possible aversion to or unfamiliarity with urban life, but also because most of the important towns of southern Italy fell into Norman hands relatively late, and in the case of Benevento and Naples not at all. Aversa, a predominantly Norman town, was very much the exception, and that of course had been in the hands of the newcomers since 1030 and was effectively a new foundation (there may have been a village on the site already, but certainly


\textsuperscript{50} The most illustrious of its later members was St Thomas Aquinas.

no fortified town). Thus the impact of the Normans on the countryside was stronger than on the towns. In some areas at least the rural population may have suffered, and not just through the short-term impact of warfare, though we should not underestimate the effect of the (largely man-made) Calabrian famine of 1058, graphically described by Malaterra.\(^{52}\) But, before the Normans, Calabria had been a society of primarily free peasant cultivators. After the conquest the long lists of serfs donated to local monasteries by the new rulers are very striking, as are the *jarida* (surveys of the servile population) detailing the mainly Muslim peasants on Sicilian lordships. The condition of the rural population may well have worsened over much of southern Italy, but here too one must make qualifications. Southern Italy was a rentier, not a demesne-based, economy and serfdom was far more a matter of customary dues than labour services. In those areas most advanced economically, such as the principality of Capua and eastern Sicily, servile obligations as such were relatively rare (at any rate in Sicily on Christian settlers, since the count wished to attract them). Obligations would more frequently be tenurial (that is attached to the holding as a species of rent) than personal.\(^{53}\)

Furthermore, the rudimentary infrastructure of the new governments needed indigenous participation, not least because of the survival of a tradition of lay literacy among Lombards, Greeks and Arabs which the Normans did not possess. In Apulia many of the officials of the Norman counts remained Lombards, Lombard officials were prominent in the entourage of the princes of Capua, and one, and probably the most important, of Duke Robert's ecclesiastical advisers, Archbishop Ursus of Bari, was a Lombard. The church was only partially taken over. In the principality of Capua French bishops were installed in the southern sees, near Capua itself, but those in the north of the principality were largely filled from the ranks of the monks of Monte Cassino, a monastery whose recruitment remained almost exclusively Lombard. If any part of the church was dominated by ‘Normans’ it was the newly founded abbeys and bishoprics of Sicily, although in fact the first bishop of Syracuse came from Provence and that of Agrigento from Burgundy. But whereas Roger I set up six Latin bishoprics in the island, and a seventh on Malta, as well as four Latin abbeys, he also founded or endowed some seventeen Greek ones; a ratio which reflected the demographic structure of the island, the Christian population of which remained primarily Greek until well into the twelfth century.\(^{54}\)

\(^{52}\) Malaterra, i.27, pp. 21–2.

\(^{53}\) Cf. *ibid.*, iv.16, pp. 93–6, describing Roger I’s attempts to encourage captives from Malta to stay in Sicily by promising them freedom from servile exactions. See generally D’Alessandro (1987), especially pp. 310–12.

\(^{54}\) White (1938), especially pp. 38–46; Scaduto (1947), chapter 3, especially pp. 69–70. For the first bishops, Malaterra, iv.7, p. 89.
The ecclesiastical patronage of the new rulers, and the very considerable redistribution of property to churches which they carried out, also reflected the limitations of the ‘Norman’ conquest. Those abbeys founded by the conquerors profited, as Venosa and St Euphemia did from the patronage of Robert Guiscard, and Mileto from Roger I. This was particularly apparent on the island of Sicily where the monasteries of Lipari and Catania (the latter the seat of a bishopcric) were very generously endowed. But other churches which profited just as much if not more from the conquerors were not Norman foundations. Above all Monte Cassino benefited from Desiderius’s collaboration with the conquerors, not only through his partnership with the princes of Capua, but also by greatly extending its properties in Apulia. The patronage of Robert Guiscard in his last years and of his son Roger Borsa played a significant part in this, as did the pressure on laymen under the influence of the reform papacy to surrender their proprietary churches. In the period 1038–1105 Monte Cassino was given at least 150 such churches, profiting both from the Norman conquerors and often from Lombards who hoped that under the abbey’s protection they might safeguard at least some of their property from the invader. But Monte Cassino always remained a Lombard monastery. Very few of its monks and none of its abbots were Normans. The same was true of the Holy Trinity, Cava, which became the most important monastic house of the principality of Salerno, and the chief recipient of the pious generosity of Dukes Roger Borsa and William, as well as a considerable landowner in Apulia. In the latter area its benefactors were almost entirely Norman, but the abbey itself remained one in which the Lombard element predominated. So too did St Sophia, Benevento, which attracted considerable benefactions from the Norman nobility of Molise, but which was itself in a city which was never subject to Norman rule.

It has been argued that in Calabria there was a deliberate attempt if not to ‘Normanize’ at least to Latinize the area, by discrimination against the Greek church and the conversion of Greek sees to Latin ones, and indeed that policy resulted in the emigration of Calabrian Greeks back to Sicily. However, such conclusions have been disputed, and if there was a Latinization of Calabria it was a very slow process, although several sees in northern and central Calabria were converted to the Latin rite in the last years of the eleventh century. But the churches (and the population) of southern Calabria remained Greek for a long time to come, and there is little evidence for religious tension. There were still Greek clergy in northern Calabrian dioceses with Latin bishops in the early twelfth century, Norman barons patronized Greek monasteries, and Greek and Latin prelates cooperated on important liturgical and legal occasions. If

Greek religious observance went into decline it was far more a product of the acculturation of the Greek population by the Latins over a couple of centuries than of direct oppression.\(^{58}\)

If relations were at times still tense between the newcomers and the local population, and above all with some of the Lombards, at the end of the century, the reason was not the conquest as such, but rather the problems of government and the breakdown of order in the years after the death of Robert Guiscard in 1085 and Jordan I of Capua in 1090. Roger Borsa faced a determined challenge from his elder half-brother Bohemond, whose mother Robert had repudiated before his marriage to Sichelgaita of Salerno; and he was unable to prevent him from carving out his own independent principality in southern Apulia, based on the city of Taranto. But in addition several other powerful Apulian nobles, who had always been restive under Duke Robert, threw off the shackles of ducal rule, ceased to mention the duke’s regnal years in the dating clauses of their charters and set about aggrandizing their power bases. Pope Urban II’s proclamation of the Truce of God at the councils of Melfi in 1089 and Troia in 1093 was the direct consequence of this breakdown of central authority in Apulia. The townspeople of Capua twice expelled the prince during the 1090s, and were only eventually reduced to heel in 1098 by a full-scale siege conducted by the prince, the duke of Apulia and Count Roger of Sicily. Whereas up to the 1090s Lombard officials were prominent at the princely court, his charters issued from Aversa in that decade reveal an exclusively French, and indeed almost exclusively Norman, entourage. After 1090 too the Normans were expelled for a time from Gaeta and the prince largely lost control of the northern part of his principality. But by contrast in the principality of Salerno Roger Borsa’s rule remained stable, not least because his descent via his mother from the old princely family gave him legitimacy in the eyes of the Lombard population. While Duke Roger did not entirely abandon Apulia, nor those parts of Calabria which his father had retained in his own hands (rather than handing over to his brother Roger), his activities concentrated more and more on Salerno and the west coast. Southern Calabria and Sicily remained firmly in the hands of Count Roger, and not even the fact that his death in 1101 was followed by a long minority disturbed the equilibrium of his dominions.

If therefore the Norman conquest had brought stability to those areas which were inhabited almost exclusively by Greeks and Muslims it was very far from having done so in much of southern Italy, which in 1100 was as much if not more fragmented than it had been a century earlier. It was to be a long and bloody process before the entire region was united under the rule of Roger of Sicily’s son.

\(^{58}\) Guillou (1963); Loud (1988).
The eleventh century in France was a period in which both political and social structures were transformed. Much of the heritage of the tenth century continued, from the assumption that Benedictine monasticism was the purest form of the religious life to the very political units over which the territorial princes of the eleventh century ruled. Yet old institutions were modified within a new cultural matrix and entirely new institutions were formed. While the changes were not sudden enough— or even synchronous enough—to speak of the eleventh century as a ‘rupture’ in French history, the Carolingian heritage was modified during the eleventh century until it was virtually unrecognizable.

In politics, although the form of governmental institutions remained initially unchanged, the Carolingian assumption that the king was at the top, surrounded by his great fideles and bishops, was no longer automatic, regardless of how much reality it might or might not once have had. The narrowness of the eleventh-century kings’ political domain, which had already shrunk under the last French Carolingian kings and continued to shrink under the first Capetians, points to a profound transformation of authority.

But the political weakness of the eleventh-century kings should not be seen purely as a negative feature. Rather than saying that the collapse of royal power made necessary new political and social structures, it would be better to say that all aspects of society underwent significant transformations, and that the role of the king was one of these aspects. The eleventh-century kings did not simply lose power that the twelfth-century kings regained. The eleventh-century kings, who actually had an advantage over the tenth-century Carolingians in that they were never seriously challenged for the throne, lived in a period in which there were far-reaching attempts to organize, create hierarchies and understand the moral and social structures of the universe. These new forms of organization involved many more people than had taken part in Carolingian politics. The French kings had to find a place for themselves in a new political and social
order, and in doing so laid the foundations for the power of their successors a century later.

Between the death of Robert II in 1031 and the accession of Louis VI in 1108, the kings of France had little obvious impact beyond their somewhat migratory court itself. Henry I (1031–60) and Philip I (1060–1108) were recognized as kings and overlords to the French dukes and counts who in many cases wielded appreciably greater temporary power. They were asked to confirm monastic possessions and intermittently attempted, with greater or lesser success, to make one of their favourites a bishop, though only in a relatively narrow area. They did keep the loyalty of the French episcopate, even when it was greatly strained by Philip’s marital problems. But these kings have been most frequently examined by modern scholarship not for their policies but for their often tumultuous marriages, and the conclusion of all studies on the extent of their leadership and authority has been how highly limited these were.

One must, however, avoid being too dismissive of Kings Henry and Philip. They certainly kept alive and viable both the monarchy and the Capetian dynasty which Hugh Capet and Robert II had established in the late tenth and early eleventh centuries. They thus made possible the great advances in royal power and royal governmental institutions in the twelfth century. Kings need not, after all, always be at the head of all political, social or institutional developments. And the modern historian must be careful not to let the absence of a contemporary biographer – such as both Robert II and Louis VI had – make one discount the kings in between who did not have one. The nickname of ‘The Battler’ which the Miracula Sancti Benedicti gave Henry does not make up for the lack of a biography, and of course Suger lauded Louis VI in part by drawing sharp comparisons with Philip. But one is still left with the overall impression that eleventh-century France was a very exciting place, everywhere except for the royal court.

For while these two men held the French throne, French society and culture changed rapidly. The various transformations of the eleventh century had different causes and took place at different rates, yet most of them can be seen as related to various attempts to become more organized in everything from theology to politics, with a pronounced move toward greater hierarchy. The eleventh century could only be a period of such broad changes because it was a period of economic growth. Although France’s commercial economy grew less precociously than Italy’s, during the eleventh century the market economy began to spread, and forests were cut and swamps drained as both rural population and the extent of agricultural land began to increase.

The system of fief-holding (the only reasonable meaning of the term ‘feudalism’ in medieval France) was essentially created entirely anew during the
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reigns of Henry and Philip. Yet it is a sign of their social and political separation from many of the events of their kingdom that the French kings, unlike their contemporaries in England, did not become properly involved in fief-holding until the twelfth century. Castles, which had first made their appearance at the very end of the tenth century, spread rapidly across eleventh-century France, and with castles the newly generated and newly important social groups of castellans and knights.

Rapid expansion and development of the religious life took place under these kings – though essentially without their involvement – as many of the old French monasteries, ruined or abandoned for centuries, were refounded and rebuilt. Cluny acquired an affiliated group of priories, canons regular first made their appearance, hermits appeared in some numbers in the French forests and the new monastery of Cîteaux was founded. The Gregorian reform and the Investiture Controversy profoundly changed both elections to bishoprics and the morals of the men who held high ecclesiastical office, and indeed restructured the Christian church so that the lines of authority within it all led eventually to the pope. But the kings of France played no leadership role in the Controversy either, only providing haven to the popes when they were driven out of Rome and acceding to compromises after they had been worked out by others.

Intellectually, the later eleventh century was a period of the development of the first of the French cathedral schools of national (or even international) reputation, which would later influence the rise of the universities. Theological debates of great intensity were carried on in these schools, as certain beliefs were declared to be heretical, and convicted heretics were put to death for the first time in centuries. The rather desultory attempts of the Carolingian era to create systematic compilations of canon law took on a new vitality.

In short, the foundations of most of the aspects of high medieval culture in France, which came to fruition in the twelfth century, were laid firmly during the more fluid era of the eleventh century, during the long reigns of Henry and Philip.

**Henry I**

Henry I (1031–60) was not supposed to be king. His older brother Hugh had in 1017 been consecrated king, along with their father, Robert II. Only after Hugh’s untimely death in 1025, caused by a fall from a horse according to the *Miracula Sancti Benedicti*, was Henry put forward as Robert’s designated successor. Even this choice was problematic. According to Radulf Glaber, the formidable Queen Constance preferred her third son, Robert, as royal heir. But Henry was finally designated king in 1027, and his younger brother Robert was
given the duchy of Burgundy, originally intended for Henry. Constance and Robert’s final son, Odo, received no territory from his parents, and in later years he frequently fomented rebellions against the king.

After King Robert II died in 1031, on 20 July, the queen began a brief war against her sons, for reasons that are not clear, but after this Henry settled down to some thirty years of relative obscurity as king. He married at least one German princess named Matilda, and may indeed have married two, for the Vita of Emperor Conrad dates the death of his daughter Matilda, desponsata to Henry, to 1034, while the Miracula Sancti Benedicti states that Queen Matilda died in 1044, when a child was taken from her by Caesarean section.1 But neither Matilda bore Henry living sons. Finally, in 1051, after twenty years as king, Henry married Anna, daughter of Jaroslav I, archduke of Kiev. The French kings had been having difficulties for three generations in finding brides of suitably elevated status to whom they were not already related, and a Russian princess (contemporary chronicles called Jaroslav a king), of the first generation to be raised as Christians, was a welcome if novel solution.2

By Anna, Henry had three sons, named Philip, Robert and Hugh. Philip was born in 1052, within a year of his parents’ marriage. The name Philip, given to the royal heir and very common among later Capetians, probably entered the lineage via Anna’s Russian connections; Anna’s grandmother had been of a Macedonian dynasty that claimed descent from Philip of Macedon. Of the younger two sons of Henry I, Robert died young, and Hugh (d. 1102) became count of Vermandois by marriage with Adela, daughter of Heribert IV of Vermandois. King Henry died on 4 August 1060.

**Philip I**

Philip I (1060–1108), who was described in almost uniformly negative terms by his contemporaries, is best known to modern scholarship for his marital problems. He had been associated with his father on the French throne at Pentecost of 1059, consecrated by the archbishop of Rheims, before an assembly of French bishops and secular lords. Since he was no more than eight when his father died in the following year, the kingdom was governed for several years by his uncle Baldwin V of Flanders, who had married a sister of Henry I. Baldwin had been Henry’s choice, an interesting one considering that Henry’s brother Robert, duke of Burgundy, might have been a more obvious selection. Baldwin exercised effective control over his nephew and the kingdom until his own death in 1067; the queen-mother, Anna, who also assisted in the regency
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at first, played little part in royal affairs after 1062, when she married Ralph of Crépy and Vermandois.

Probably in 1072, Philip married Bertha, daughter of the late count of Holland, Florent I, and stepdaughter of Robert of Frisia, count of Flanders. Philip and Robert of Frisia had agreed to a peace treaty very shortly before. For some years Philip and Bertha were troubled by their failure to have a son. The birth of the future Louis VI in 1081 was striking enough for a miracle story to grow up around the event, in which the saintly abbot of Soissons told the queen that she was pregnant and that it would be appropriate to give her son the (Carolingian) name of Louis.³

As well as Louis, Philip and Bertha had a daughter named Constance and apparently a second son, Henry, who died young. After the birth of his children, Philip grew tired of his wife. She was ‘too fat’ for him according to one contemporary account, although he himself became too heavy to ride a horse late in life. In 1092, announcing he was divorcing Bertha, Philip took up with Bertrada of Montfort, wife of Count Fulk Réchin (Fulk IV) of Anjou, which naturally earned him that count’s hatred. In spite of strong opposition, Philip and Bertrada seem to have remained together for the rest of their lives, and were even reconciled to Count Fulk in 1106. Philip and Bertrada had three children, named Philip, Cecilia, and Florus. These children remained illegitimate and outside the line of inheritance. Louis appears with the title rex designatus in the year 1100.

Philip’s second marriage provoked very strong reactions and one of the most prolonged and public attempts to force the developing idea of the Christian marriage bond on unwilling parties. The difficulty was that the organized church did not present a united front against the pair. The French episcopate would not desert their king, and even the pope, locked in a struggle with the emperor, seems to have sought to compromise. Philip initially hoped in 1092 that Ivo of Chartres would bless his marriage. Although Ivo refused to do so, since Philip was still married to Bertha, Philip was able to have his second marriage celebrated by several French bishops, probably including the archbishop of Rheims, to whom the pope wrote a strong letter of reproach. The king imprisoned Ivo in 1093 in retribution for his opposition.

In 1094, after Queen Bertha’s death, which should have left Philip (although not Bertrada) free to marry again, two councils were held to consider the royal marriage. Philip may have hoped for a favourable decision from the council convoked by the archbishop of Rheims, but more important was the council held by the papal legate, which ended up excommunicating the king. Negotiations followed for a year, after which the pope himself excommunicated

³ Hariulf, ‘Vita S. Arnulfi episcopi Suessionensis’.
Philip in 1095 at Clermont, at the complaint of Count Fulk. Philip thus played no part in the First Crusade, which was preached at Clermont – though he was so prematurely old and fat at this point that an active role would have been unlikely anyway.

In 1096, Philip agreed to separate from Bertrada and was reconciled to the pope. When, in fact, he refused to keep his promise, France was put under interdict in 1097. Further negotiations and councils followed for seven years, until a final compromise was reached in 1104. Again, Philip agreed to separate from Bertrada, and again he failed to carry out his promise, but after this the pope seems to have turned a blind eye to their relationship.

After these events, Philip retired from active life, leaving Louis VI effective French king well before he succeeded in fact. When he died, on 29/30 July 1108, Philip asked to be buried at Fleury (St-Benoît-sur-Loire), rather than at St-Denis with most preceding French kings. According to Suger and Orderic Vitalis, he felt he was unworthy to be buried among his more illustrious predecessors.

ROYAL GOVERNMENT

Henry's and Philip's reigns, like those of Hugh Capet and Robert II before them, were in many ways an institutional continuation of the royal rule of the Carolingians, but were marked by institutional evolution as well as continuity. Like the Carolingians, the Capetians were consecrated at Rheims with holy oil. Indeed, the first Capetians were described by their chancelleries in even more grandiloquent terms than their predecessors, and the kings exercised a thaumaturgical healing power which seems to have been unknown among the Carolingians. Able to heal the 'king's evil' (scrofula), Robert II and his son and grandson enjoyed a spiritual authority beyond that of the Carolingians – and indeed beyond that of their descendants in the twelfth century.

The royal household

Like the Carolingians, the eleventh-century Capetians ruled through royal officers who were in many respects indistinguishable from their household officers. The royal entourage travelled fairly constantly, both because the court could use revenues and food more easily if they came to where it was raised and because the king needed to be personally present to exercise many of his functions, from justice to the confirmation of privileges. One of the most important members of the royal court, almost always with the king in the eleventh century, was the queen; as already noted, the queen was often a source of controversy, and she frequently signed royal charters.
The royal household officers became increasingly vital members of court during the eleventh century, and their counsel and signatures were sought by the king rather than those of his great fideles. The most important of the royal household officers was the seneschal (dapifer), the institutional heir of the mayor of the palace of Merovingian and Carolingian times. He was the master of the king’s household, in some ways an actual viceroy. The constable (comes stabuli), in charge of the royal army, and the butler (buticularius), who supervised the income and wine from royal estates, were subject to the seneschal. During the eleventh century the chamberlain (camerarius), in charge of the royal treasury, often signed royal charters, though this officer never gained the power of the royal chamberlain in England. These four officers were all in origin domestic officials, and the offices were held by laymen. The other important royal office, that of the chancellor (cancellarius), who was in charge both of the royal archives (including the king’s seal) and the royal chapel, was held under the early Capetians by high ecclesiastics.

Capetian royal charters initially took the same form as the public charters of their predecessors, but during the course of the eleventh century they increasingly took the appearance of ‘private’ charters, especially in their long list of witnesses. Carolingian royal charters had been signed only by the king and his chancellor, but by the time Henry I took office the royal entourage frequently signed as well. The list of witnesses, which had long been common in private charters, also became the rule in royal charters, as castellans and lesser lords, as well as the counts and bishops who constituted the king’s fideles, affixed their names. Indeed, bishops declined in frequency among the witnesses to royal charters in the late eleventh century, leaving secular lords the most common signatories. In addition, these secular lords were increasingly from the Île-de-France region, suggesting that local men rather than the great princes of the kingdom were most influential on a daily basis at the royal court.4

Royal power

The kings exercised their most direct power in an area between the territories of the great French princes, a gap between the counties and duchies of Normandy, Aquitaine, Flanders, Vermandois, Troyes, Burgundy and Chartres–Blois–Tours. In addition, the Capetians had acquired, in becoming kings of France, a handful of villae once part of the Carolingian domain, most situated in the valleys of the Oise and the Aisne. Yet even within this area there were counties and castellanies headed by independently minded castellans. Indeed, during the eleventh century the count of Anjou and duke of Normandy had

much more thorough control over their regions than did the king of France over his, although the rise of independent castellans also marked other parts of the kingdom, including the counties of Mâcon and Poitou.

The domain over which the eleventh-century Capetians ruled directly was smaller than the territory which their Carolingian predecessors had ruled. The kings’ authority in the royal domain was a rather inconsistent mixture of judicial, administrative and fiscal rights. The king received some income from such regalian rights as market taxes and tolls and minting in this region; similar rights were exercised by the great French dukes and counts in their own principalities. In the eleventh century, the heart of the royal political domain was the Ile-de-France, the area surrounding Paris and Orleans, the former duchy of Hugh Capet. Paris had been the centre of Robertian/Capetian power since at least the end of the ninth century, when Odo was elected king of France in 888 after fighting back the Vikings from Paris in the celebrated siege of 885/6.

Even smaller than the kings’ political domain was the domain from which they derived the majority of their income. This economic domain, in the eleventh century as later in the middle ages, was not a coherent geographic unit, but rather was constituted of those lands within the kingdom which were administered directly by the king and his agents. The king received rents and dues from a much smaller agglomeration of territories than those over which he exercised rights. Those territories – or those people – which owed their revenues directly to him constituted the principal base for the upkeep of the royal court.

In practice, the kings exercised their rights over both their political and their economic domains through some of the same people. They administered justice and collected revenues through their provosts (praepositi), an office which had been created by the end of the tenth century, although there are few details on it until the second half of the eleventh century. These were primarily dominal agents, concerned with economic revenues, although they did have under them such officers as the vicarius of a town and the maior of a rural village. A prévôté may have a name suggesting a fixed geographic unit, but the provosts did not hold any more complete or coherent authority in a particular area than the king himself.

Henry seems to have been quite satisfied with a small royal domain, smaller in fact than that of some of his territorial princes. He did not even travel or write to a number of nearby territories where Robert II had frequently been, most notably Burgundy, where his younger brother was duke. Royal authority was primarily exercised north of the Loire. There is, however, some indication that Philip tightened and systematized administrative control over the royal
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domain. In the last twenty years or so of his reign his provosts regularly received royal instructions. These provosts also acted as witnesses to some royal charters. They and the household officials were by the late eleventh century drawn from powerful castellan families of the region, rather than being the petty aristocrats who had served earlier. This may suggest that the king, even if not yet the undisputed leader of the region as Louis VI later set out to be, was able to command respect and service among an upper social stratum.

There were few significant additions to the royal domain in the eleventh century, and these were for the most part balanced by losses of other territory. Robert II acquired Burgundy after the death of his uncle Henry in 1002, but it took him close to fifteen years to do so, and in 1031 it was separated from the crown and became an independent duchy until the middle of the fourteenth century. Henry I took over the county of Sens in 1055, when Count Raynard II died, although the city continued to be ruled by its viscounts, but the king also gave the county of Corbie to the count of Flanders when his sister Adela married the latter.

Philip I was a little more successful in increasing the size of the royal domain. He acquired the Gâtinais in 1069 from the count of Anjou, as a bribe or reward for staying out of the count’s conflicts with his brother; took Corbie back from the count of Flanders around 1071, perhaps as a reward for attempting to help the young count hold off his usurping uncle; and took over the Vexin when Count Simon of Vermandois and the Vexin, step-son of King Philip’s mother Anna, retired to the cloister in 1077. Finally, Philip bought Bourges from the viscount sometime around 1100, when the latter was leaving for Jerusalem and needed to raise money.

Bishops and monasteries

At least in the kings’ own minds, an important part of their rights was the right to help choose new bishops. Indeed, modern scholars attempting to define the extent of the royal domain (or at least royal political authority) in the eleventh century – something the kings never explicitly did themselves – have based their conclusions in part on the cities in which the kings received revenues as an exercise of regalian rights during vacancies, played a role in episcopal elections and invested new bishops. It is clear that the kings treated as ‘royal’ an array of bishoprics spread out over a far larger area than that of their economic domain. Some of the sees to which the eleventh-century kings attempted to name bishops were located within the great territorial principalities. The Carolingians had routinely nominated bishops and received diocesan revenues during vacations, and the German emperors continued to do so, but Henry and Philip exercised such rights in only some twenty or twenty-five sees: the
exact number is disputed, and indeed it seems rather pointless to try to come up with an exact count, as circumstances varied both from see to see and over the course of the century.

Henry I never became involved in the reform of the church which Leo IX began at the council of Rheims in 1049. He continued to nominate bishops, and indeed was accused by Cardinal Humbert in 1058 of simony, of buying and selling ecclesiastical offices. While Philip was king, this initial wave of ‘Gregorian’ reform (as it is commonly called by modern scholars) took on a new twist, as Gregory VII became embroiled with the German heir to the empire over the specific issue of the election and investiture of new bishops and the broader issue of whether the king or the pope wielded the ultimate authority in a Christian empire. Philip, however, continued to push for his favorites for episcopal office and indeed removed bishops he found unsuitable. For example, he deposed Archbishop Ralph of Tours in 1082.

The kings relied on the bishops of certain sees, especially those of Rheims, Laon, Châlons and Beauvais, as supporters of royal power. Indeed, the archbishop of Rheims, as well as traditionally crowning French kings, had been the normal candidate for the royal chancellor under the Carolingians. Although the eleventh-century Capetians never had quite so close or exclusive a relationship to the bishops of any one see – the Capetians/Robertians before Hugh Capet who had become king had been crowned by the archbishops of Sens – they continued to treat certain bishops as key to their realm.

The kings were not consistent, as they might ignore a city in which they had previously approved of the new bishop, or attempt to put their candidate into a see which had previously been influenced more by a local duke or count than the king. And, by late in Philip I’s reign, the issue had become complicated by the debates of the Investiture Controversy, in which the reformers simultaneously sought to keep laymen out of episcopal elections and arranged for a specific role for the king to play in holding and releasing the temporal possessions attached to a bishopric. Yet the Investiture Controversy never became the burning political issue in France that it was in the empire. Part of the reason is doubtless the limited number of sees in which the French kings had invested bishops during the eleventh century. Popes forced to flee from Rome in the eleventh century inevitably came to France, and the greatest of the reforming councils, starting with the council of Rheims in 1049, were held within the French kingdom.

Philip’s clashes with the papacy over his relations with the French bishops are overshadowed by those caused by his marital problems. In 1107, the pope, Philip and his heir Louis VI all declared at a council at Troyes a mutually acceptable agreement over royal investiture, fifteen years before the pope and the emperor were able to compromise. Although the exact details of this agreement are not
known, they seem based on a distinction, initially arrived at by Ivo of Chartres, between the spiritualities, symbolized by ring and staff, which were forbidden to the king, and the temporalities, the lands and revenues of a bishopric, which the king might confer.

If the definition of a ‘royal’ bishopric is problematic, the definition of a ‘royal’ monastery is even more so. The kings granted confirmations of possessions and rights of immunity to a number of monasteries, but these can certainly not all be said to be ‘royal’ houses. The purpose of a grant of immunity, declaring that a monastery was subject to no layman but the king, was not to subject the monks to the crown so much as to establish its independence. The king’s reform of a monastic house similarly increased its independence of any layman, including himself. But there were some houses in which the eleventh-century kings acted as the monks’ protector, their advocatus, and also exercised rights of justice (rather than having the local bishop judge their cases), generally also playing a major role in the election of new abbots. These houses included St-Benoît-sur-Loire, St-Denis and St-Aignan of Orleans, as well as St-Martin-des-Champs, the latter founded by Henry I as a house of canons and reformed by Philip I as a Cluniac priory in 1079.

During the course of the eleventh century, the French kings gradually changed from men who were virtually treated as priests themselves, or at least as an important mediator between their subjects and God, to laymen who could not be sanctified persons in the same way that priests were. The royal anointing ceremony of the late tenth century was very close to the ceremony of anointing a bishop. That the kings could heal scrofula emphasized their sacral nature. Yet by the first half of the twelfth century the sacral nature of kingship had been devalued in favour of the pope’s spiritual authority, a change which was influential in France even though the arguments were almost all fought out in relation to the empire.

**The Principalities in Eleventh-Century France**

*The king and the princes*

The eleventh-century French kings were scarcely more politically powerful than many of their counts and dukes. The great duchies and counties had been Carolingian administrative units before they became quasi-independent principalities in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Some of these princes were virtual kings within their own territories. However, they recognized the suzerainty of the kings and treated them at least intermittently with respect. Not until late
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in the eleventh century did counts start drawing up family genealogies showing their glorious descent, often from the Carolingians, to assert their own independence; and by the twelfth century the kings were actively engaged in reducing any such independence. In most of the principalities, the eleventh-century counts and dukes played an active role in the choice of new bishops, who might either be from their own families or from the group of their clients.

The eleventh-century Capetians could count on the fidelity of only a handful of the territorial princes, and not even on all of them consistently. The princes of the far south-west of the kingdom were especially far from royal authority. This restricted authority over the princes, and the retreat of French royal power towards the north, was already becoming evident in the tenth century, under the last of the French Carolingians.

Such political success as Henry and Philip enjoyed was achieved by playing different sides off against each other. As the powerful princes who held territory adjacent to royal territory, especially the counts of Anjou and the counts of Blois, jostled for position and authority, the kings were able to gain advantages by supporting one side or the other; and often by switching allegiance at key points. Henry had had to ask for help at the beginning of his reign from the duke of Normandy against his mother; the dukes of Normandy had already assisted King Robert in his Burgundian wars two decades earlier. After settling his war with his mother, Henry spent the next decade or so preoccupied with the counts of Blois and Troyes, first Odo II and then Odo’s sons. Initially, he supported the count of Anjou, also an enemy of the house of Blois, though by late in his reign Henry turned against first the count of Anjou and then the duke of Normandy.

Philip, who grew up under the tutelage of the count of Flanders, intervened in 1070/1 in the war over the succession to the county and strove to reduce the power of the dukes of Normandy, allied both politically and by marriage to Flanders. Since the duke of Normandy was also king of England after 1066, and thus during Philip’s entire adulthood, the French king considered these dukes his chief rivals. Beginning a policy which was continued by his successors in the twelfth century, Philip exploited every division within the English royal family by supporting rebellions against the king, in his case especially the revolts of Robert Curthose against first his father, William the Conqueror, and then his brother, William Rufus.

In surveying the secular princes of the eleventh-century French kingdom, several themes emerge. The French dukes and counts faced the same challenge as did the kings in keeping their viscounts and castellans from acting independently. In some principalities, the counts’ authority was eroded, but in others dukes and counts were more successful than were Kings Henry and Philip in continuing to control their territories. The dukes and counts also worried
about their inheritance and whether to leave everything to one son or to divide it among several sons; both methods were tried. Most commonly – although it was far from the rule – the oldest son would inherit the patrimony that his own father had inherited, while the second (or all younger) son(s) might receive what their father had acquired during his lifetime.

All the different families of dukes and counts were related to each other – and to the kings – by blood or marriage by the end of the eleventh century. Shifting political alliances mark the eleventh century, so that one can never say that two principalities were natural allies; but it is evident that the kings were always a potential enemy, for almost all the families of princes fought against the king at one time or another. But one can still see a remarkable stability among the French duchies and counties during the eleventh century. All of them were important principalities at the end as at the beginning of the century, and, with few exceptions, they were ruled by members of the same families. Indeed, their political histories are inextricably bound to the tangled histories of these families and their marital allegiances.

**Burgundy**

By far the most complex example is the duchy of Burgundy. Burgundy had a special connection to the French kings in the tenth century, and in the eleventh century its dukes were Capetians. King Robert II took Burgundy from Count Otto-William and his supporters at the beginning of the century and designated his second son as the new duke. The dukes of Burgundy after 1031 were first the brother and then the cousins of the kings, but they did not necessarily act in concert with the royal court. Duke Robert I (1031–75), the brother of King Henry I, and the two grandsons who succeeded him, Hugh I (1075–8) and Odo I (1078–1102), who succeeded after his older brother retired to Cluny, were primarily involved in trying – not always successfully – to establish control over the duchy. The experience of the French kings, in having *fideles* within their kingdom nearly as strong as they were, was duplicated on a smaller scale by that of the dukes of Burgundy. There were also monasteries like Cluny, which claimed complete immunity from any secular overlord, and even one county, that of Langres, held by the bishop of Langres independently of the duke.

But by the final decades of the eleventh century, the dukes of Burgundy had become involved in a major external concern, the *Reconquista* in Spain. Duke Robert’s daughter Constance married King Alfonso VI of Castile; and his grandson Henry (brother of Dukes Hugh and Odo) became prince of Portugal by marriage. Once the ‘crusading’ emphasis shifted from Spain to the Holy Land, the dukes shifted their attention there too; Odo I died on a crusade to Jerusalem.
The chief competitors for the dukes within Burgundy came from the counts of Burgundy and Mâcon, the descendants of Count Otto-William (981–1026). Besides the dukes and the counts, the other two principal lineages were those of the counts of Nevers and of the counts of Chalon. Count Otto-William was son of Adalbert, last king of Italy (d. c. 965), and of Gerberge of Chalon; he was adopted by Duke Henry of Burgundy, Hugh Capet’s brother, after Henry married Gerberge.

When Duke Henry died in 1002, Otto-William seems originally to have hoped to succeed to the duchy. He was assisted especially by his uncle, Count Hugh I of Chalon, who was also bishop of Auxerre (999–1039). Close to fifteen years of war between Otto-William and King Robert II ended with Otto-William settling for the county of Mâcon, which he had acquired around 981, and for the title of count of Burgundy. This latter title came during the course of the eleventh century to represent the counts’ authority over much of the old kingdom of trans-Saône Burgundy. This kingdom was essentially ignored by its titular kings, the German emperors, after the death of Rudolf III, the last Burgundian king, in 1032.

Otto-William married his children to other powerful lords of Burgundy and France. His son Raynald, who took the title of count of Burgundy, married Adelaide of Normandy; their marriage probably took place at the end of the Burgundian wars, for the dukes of Normandy had been major allies of the king against Otto-William and his allies. Otto-William’s three daughters married respectively Count Landric of Nevers, Count William II of Provence and Duke William V of Aquitaine.

It should be noted that although the Nivernais was separated from Burgundy during the time of the Valois dukes in the late middle ages, in the eleventh century it was very much part of the duchy of Burgundy. Count Landric, who seems to have become count of Nevers through his marriage with Count Otto-William’s daughter, was one of that count’s most important allies against the king after 1002, even though he had earlier played an active part in Robert II’s attempts to stay married to Bertha, from whom the French bishops had insisted he must separate. Landric’s reconciliation with the king when the Burgundian wars finally ended was marked by the engagement of his son and heir to Robert II’s daughter. Landric’s descendants, the counts of Nevers and Auxerre, also acquired the county of Tonnerre in the second half of the century when Landric’s grandson married the heiress of Tonnerre.

After Otto-William died, the county of Mâcon was held by the descendants of his eldest son, Guy, who had predeceased his father. Guy was succeeded by his son Otto and then his grandson Geoffrey. The separate line of counts of Mâcon ended in 1078, when Guy’s great-grandson, Guy II, retired to Cluny along with the duke of Burgundy. In the meanwhile the county of Burgundy
went to Otto-William’s son Raynald (d. c. 1057) and Raynald’s son, William ‘Tête-Hardi’. The latter inherited Mâcon from his cousin and left it to his eldest son, Raynald II (d. c. 1095), while his second son, Stephen I (d. 1102), inherited the county of Burgundy.

**Normandy**

The dukes of Normandy were among the most vigorous and powerful princes to challenge the authority of the French kings during the eleventh century, and their principality, in contrast to Burgundy, was one of the most cohesive. Originally a Viking settlement, recognized by Charles the Simple in 911, the duchy of Normandy had become thoroughly French in language and culture by the beginning of the eleventh century. But the Normans did not become Franks; their institutions and community organization developed out of their Norse heritage. Their method of tying their dependants to them was highly effective; the dukes of Normandy wielded far more direct power in their duchy than did the eleventh-century kings in the Ile-de-France.

Duke Richard II, who ruled Normandy in the early part of the eleventh century (996–1026), was a supporter of the Capetians; he helped King Robert II take the duchy of Burgundy from Otto-William and his allies. At the end of the Burgundian wars, he married his daughter Adelaide to Otto-William’s son, Count Raynald of Burgundy. Richard’s son and successor, Duke Richard III, ruled for a very brief period (1026–7). He married Adela, the daughter of King Robert II who later married Baldwin V of Flanders. Richard III was succeeded when he died in 1027 not by his son but by his brother Robert, often known as Robert the Devil. Robert had already challenged Richard’s authority over him earlier. This competition between close kin was to be repeated in the family of the dukes of Normandy, and later the kings of England. The duchy was treated as indivisible, with only one son inheriting. Although other sons were often given land or income of their own, the new dukes generally set out to deprive their kin of their holdings; Robert was one of the very few brothers who had not been ousted violently.7 When Robert the Devil died on pilgrimage to the Holy Land in 1037, his entire inheritance went to his bastard son William.

William was still a minor when he inherited, and a rash of private castles and wars threatened the authority of the dukes. Not until 1047, when William crushed the chief of the insurgents with the aid of King Henry I, was he able to enjoy the same power as his father. Also probably in 1047, William introduced the Peace of God into Normandy, making a movement which had had its origins in episcopal councils fifty years earlier (see below) part of ducal rule.

---

In the following years, he fought against Geoffrey Martel of Anjou, first while allied with King Henry I and then against both Henry and Geoffrey. These wars did not end until both Henry and Geoffrey died in 1060. William allied himself to the count of Flanders in 1050/1 by marrying Count Baldwin V’s daughter Matilda, even though they were related within the forbidden degrees.

During the 1060s, William rapidly expanded Norman ducal power, but his greatest expansion of authority was his 1066 conquest of England. After William became king, he continued to be duke of Normandy, and as most of the Norman lords who took over Anglo-Saxon estates also held on to their Norman possessions, rule and authority were exercised in cross-channel lordship. When William died in 1087, he divided his inheritance, leaving the duchy of Normandy to his eldest son, Robert Curthose, and England to his second son, William Rufus.

**Blois**

Another powerful family which challenged the authority of the kings of France was that of the counts of Blois, Troyes and Chartres, the family which called themselves counts of Champagne by the twelfth century. They were the descendants of Count Odo I, count of Tours, Blois and Chartres (d. 996), who had married Bertha, sister of King Rudolf III of Burgundy. After Odo I’s death Bertha married King Robert II of France, even though they were eventually forced to separate on grounds of consanguinity. The king was highly supportive of the son of Odo I and Bertha, Odo II, and indeed royal support for the count of Blois was highly useful to him in his conflicts with the count of Anjou. But the break-up of the marriage of Robert and Bertha and the king’s remarriage to a granddaughter of the count of Anjou (Constance) can be seen in part as a restructuring of the alliances between the kings and the counts of Blois and of Anjou. Odo II tried unsuccessfully to claim Burgundy for himself after Rudolf III’s death in 1032. He acquired the regions near Rheims and Provins around 1004 on his brother’s death, even though the archbishop of Rheims continued to insist on his own independence, and inherited the county of Troyes from his second cousin Stephen, after the latter died in 1021 (his hereditary claim was backed up by war).

Once Odo II added the Champagne territories located east of Paris (Rheims, Provins and Troyes), which had been in the tenth century the heart of Vermandois power, to his counties to the south-west of Paris (Tours, Blois and Chartres), his possessions essentially surrounded the French royal domain. Although he willingly referred to the king as his lord, and both he and his successors appeared more frequently at the royal court than did the other great French princes, he also was careful to assert that his counties were his
by hereditary right, not by the king’s grant. He plotted against both King Robert II and King Henry I, although his ambitions, which led to wars over the Touraine, Lorraine and the kingdom of Burgundy, may have been too wide to succeed. His wars against Henry in the early 1030s finally came to an end when Henry made an alliance with the emperor Conrad II, Odo’s chief rival for the Burgundian throne.

Upon Odo’s death in 1037, his sons divided his inheritance. His western counties, centred on Blois, went to Theobald I (d. 1089), and the eastern (Champagne) counties, centred on Troyes, went to Stephen (d. 1045/8) and then to Stephen’s son Odo III. Theobald lost Tours to the count of Anjou in 1044. The brothers Theobald and Stephen plotted unsuccessfully against the king, in a conspiracy led by Henry’s younger brother Odo. When Odo III of Champagne moved to England after the Norman Conquest, Theobald took his counties as well. He was in an excellent position to challenge the king and called himself ‘count palatine’, a title that had fallen out of use since Carolingian times. But on his death in 1089, Philip I was able to insist successfully that Blois and Champagne be divided between Theobald’s sons, Stephen (or Stephen-Henry) and Odo IV.

**Flanders**

Flanders had been a strong and independent county on the fringes of the French kingdom since Carolingian times, and in the eleventh century the region was an important commercial centre, noted both for its wool trade and for cloth weaving. Counts Baldwin IV (988–1037) and Baldwin V (1037–67) began to expand their territory from the kingdom of France into the empire. Baldwin V was a close ally of the French throne. He married Adela, sister of King Henry I; and he acted as regent for his young nephew Philip I from Henry’s death in 1060 to his own in 1067.

Baldwin V had two sons, Baldwin VI (1067–70), his heir for Flanders, and Robert, usually called Robert of Frisia, who married the widowed countess of Holland. But Baldwin VI ruled for a very short time and after his death Robert (1070–92) seized Flanders from Baldwin’s son Arnulf. Although Philip intervened on behalf of Arnulf, the latter was killed in 1071, and Philip soon made peace with Robert. Shortly thereafter, Philip married Robert’s stepdaughter, Bertha of Holland, and for the rest of the eleventh century the counts of Flanders were staunch allies of the kings. Robert was one of the most successful of the French territorial princes in quelling dissent within his county. He and Gertrude, Queen Bertha’s mother, bore Robert II of Flanders (1092–1116), the succeeding count. Robert II, one of the richest of the French princes of his time, was also among the most powerful lords to go on the First Crusade.
Anjou

The county of Anjou was one of the strongest principalities in eleventh-century France and its redoubtable ruling family was one of the kings’ perpetual challenges. Count Fulk Nerra (987–1040) spent much of his long rule consolidating his power. His niece Constance was King Robert II’s final wife, and this marriage has been seen as representing a triumph of the Angevins. Fulk was the first of the French princes to build and use castles effectively. He managed to claim a fair amount of independence from the kings and expanded his territory substantially. He was almost constantly at war, went on pilgrimage several times and made the counts of Anjou a formidable ally or enemy to have.

His son, Geoffrey Martel (1040–60), who had fought against his own father, as count made war variously on the kings of France, the dukes of Normandy, the dukes of Aquitaine and the counts of Blois, from whom he took Tours in 1044. He exercised what might be considered royal, rather than merely princely, rights within his territory, claiming that his court was the court for all free men under him, that all free men had to fight in his armies and that he himself had the right to reform bad legal customs. He married Agnes, widow of William V of Aquitaine and daughter of Otto-William of Burgundy. But he had no children, and his heirs were the children of his sister Ermengard. She had married the count of Château-Landon (the Gâtinais) and later struck up a relationship with Duke Robert of Burgundy. Robert and Ermengard had one daughter, Hildegard, who married William VIII of Aquitaine.

When Geoffrey Martel died in 1060, the county of Anjou was disputed between his nephews, Geoffrey Barbu and Fulk Réchin. The latter eventually won, by 1068, due to an alliance with both the king and the pope, and ruled Anjou until his death in 1109. He brought back under firm comital control those Angevin castellans who had tried to take advantage of the wars between the brothers to establish independent lordships. It was Fulk Réchin’s wife Bertrada whom King Philip I left his own wife to marry in 1092, earning him that count’s hatred.

Aquitaine

The duchy of Aquitaine, in the central and western part of the French kingdom, was for long the most independent of the great principalities. From the middle of the tenth century on, the title of duke of Aquitaine had been taken by the counts of Poitou. Duke William V ‘the Great’ (993–1030) inherited a broad territory, and he exercised at least some influence over the more southerly counties of Languedoc. His rule, however, was only unquestioned within Poitou itself, and his reign was marked by struggles with the neighbouring counts, especially...
the count of Anjou. He was a strong supporter of the churches of his region, and was one of the first princes to support the Peace of God movement; he also went on pilgrimage repeatedly.

He married several times; his last wife was Agnes, daughter of Otto-William of Burgundy. When the first two of William’s sons succeeded him (as William VI and William VII) without producing heirs of their own, the castellans of Aquitaine were able to assert their independence, and Geoffrey Martel of Anjou built up Angevin authority on the borders of Aquitaine. The last of William V’s sons, Gui-Geoffrey-William, or William VIII (1058–86) (he was originally named Gui, became Geoffrey when his mother married Geoffrey Martel and William when he became duke of Aquitaine), managed to regain ground, including control in 1063 of Gascony, to the south of Aquitaine. He was at the head of the fideles at the coronation of King Philip, but his contact with the king was at best infrequent.

William VIII married Hildegard, daughter of Duke Robert of Burgundy, making consanguineous the marriage between Eleanor of Aquitaine and Louis VII three generations later. His son William IX (1086–1126), a noted troubadour poet, was kept busy both on the borders of Aquitaine, with quarrels with Anjou, Angoulême and Gascony, and in the broader world: he went on crusade and campaigned in Spain.

**Brittany**

In spite of being located in northern France, bordered by Normandy and Anjou, Brittany stood apart from French politics and society both culturally and linguistically. The dukes acted essentially as kings within their own territory; Radulf Glaber even reports that Conan I celebrated his consolidation of power over the duchy by putting a diadem on his head, ‘in the manner of kings.’ In spite of this symbolic authority, the Breton dukes of this period scrambled, without always great success, to hold their own against neighbouring princes and against the increasingly independent castellans.

During the tenth century the duchy of Brittany had been disputed between the counts of Rennes and the counts of Nantes; by the late tenth century, Conan I (d. 992) had secured the victory (at least temporarily) for the counts of Rennes. He married Ermengard, sister of Fulk Nerra of Anjou. His son Geoffrey (992–1008) allied himself, both politically and through marriage, to the dukes of neighbouring Normandy: he married Hadwidis, sister of Duke Richard II of Normandy, while having that duke marry his own sister. Geoffrey initiated a number of monastic reforms in Brittany during his short reign. His

---

8 *Chronique de Saint Maixent*, c. 1067.  
9 Radulf Glaber, *Historia* ii.iii.4, ‘more regio’.
young son, Alain III, who succeeded him (1008–40), was able to suppress two revolts by the Breton lords and kept very firm control of the episcopate. By his wife Bertha, daughter of Odo II of Blois, Alain had Conan II (1040–66), whose reign again began with a minority. Even after taking ducal power himself, Conan was faced by uprisings against him, several led by his uncle, who had acted as regent while he was still a boy. The counts of Nantes and Anjou and the duke of Normandy also joined the ongoing conflict. It is an indication of the independence of many of the great Breton lords that a number fought with William of Normandy at Hastings. Even though Conan was relatively successful in maintaining his position in Brittany, his death in late 1066, without a son to succeed, meant a change in the Breton dynasty.

Conan’s sister Hadwidis had married Hoël, count of Nantes. In 1066, he became duke of Brittany. Under Hoël and his son, Alain IV (1084–1115), the dukes of Brittany were frequently at war with the dukes of Normandy and their own vassals. It was during this period that the Breton bishops, who had earlier been closely allied with the dukes, became much more subject to outside influence as the Gregorian reform penetrated the duchy.

**Toulouse**

The county of Toulouse, like the duchy of Aquitaine, was one of the most independent of the French principalities. Oriented towards the Mediterranean, the counts essentially ignored northern politics. The city of Toulouse grew rapidly into an important urban centre in the eleventh century and the counts kept firm control over both the bishops and the viscounts of the city. The old system of Roman law, written agreements between laymen and the public court system, stayed alive here when they were long gone in the north, even while castles multiplied and new lands were cleared.

At the beginning of the eleventh century, William, nicknamed ‘Taillefer’ (d. 1037), was count of Toulouse and Gothia. He married Emma, niece of Count William I of Provence. The two sons of William Taillefer, Pons and Raymond, split their family lands and titles, by separating the counties of Toulouse and Gothia. Pons’s sons, William IV (d. 1093) and Raymond IV (d. 1105), did the same on that count’s death in 1061. But Pons’s younger son, Raymond IV, called ‘of St-Gilles’ from the time when he became marquis of Provence (and subjected the monastery of St-Gilles to Cluny), reunited Toulouse and Gothia as well as adding Provence to his inheritance. Raymond IV’s remarkable political success was short-lived, however; when he went on crusade in 1096, the duke of Aquitaine, who had married Raymond’s niece Philippa, took the opportunity to attack Toulouse. Raymond ended up establishing a principality in Tripoli which continued to distract his heirs from southern France.
Provence had been the heart of an independent kingdom in the late ninth and early tenth centuries, but by the late tenth century it had become no more than a county, centred on the city of Arles. Until the death of the last king of Burgundy in 1032, it was under his authority but not part of his kingdom. Although it lay in the empire rather than, strictly speaking, in the French kingdom, culturally and politically it was French in the eleventh century.

William I was count of Arles and marquis of Provence at the end of the tenth century (d. 993). He married Adelaide-Blanche, the aunt of Fulk Nerra of Anjou. Adelaide-Blanche had earlier been married to the Carolingian Louis V. The son and heir of William and Adelaide, William II (993–1019), married Gerberge, daughter of Count Otto-William of Burgundy. As well as William II, William I had Constance, who became queen of France by marrying Robert II.

William II was succeeded in turn by his three sons, William, Bertran (also known as Fulk-Bertran) and Jouffre. For much of the eleventh century, comital rights were exercised by all three of these sons and their sons. But after these three had died, as had Bertran’s son William Bertran (d. 1065) and Jouffre’s son Bertran II (d. 1090), only women were left as heirs. The county of Provence went to their cousin, Raymond IV of Toulouse (1065–1105), descended from a niece of William I of Provence, who became marquis of Provence and took the title ‘St-Gilles’.

Other eleventh-century developments

The eleventh century in France was in many ways a turning-point, when fundamental changes took place in social and economic structures, power structures and in the religious and intellectual life. The changes did not take place all at the same time or at the same speed, and even within the area one might loosely call France – or at least northern France – there were enormous regional differences. But there can be no question that France (however defined) was vastly different in the year 1100 than it had been in the year 1000.

This change has sometimes been characterized as the development of ‘feudal’ society, or, if one is talking specifically about the kings, the development of ‘feudal monarchy’. Any such use of the term ‘feudal’ is highly problematic in itself, and, if it is defined at all sensibly, refers neither to society in a broad sense nor to the eleventh-century French kings.

If one feels compelled to give a sweeping name to the new social and governmental forms, one possibility is to refer to ‘Capetian’ society; after all, the terms ‘Merovingian’ and ‘Carolingian’ are already widely used to refer to everything from artistic styles to judicial systems in, respectively, the fifth to the ninth and the ninth and tenth centuries. Another possibility would be to borrow the
architectural term ‘Romanesque’ and refer to the birth of ‘Romanesque’ society, which would have the advantage over ‘Capetian’ in referring specifically to the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

Economic developments

However one defines the new society and structures that emerged in eleventh-century France it is clear that significant changes were taking place. It was the period in which the economic foundations were laid which made the rapid urban and commercial growth of the twelfth century possible. At base was an overall improvement in the climate, the end of the ‘mini ice-age’ which had marked the early middle ages. The climate was already improving by the tenth century, but only in the eleventh century did the slightly longer growing season and the slightly drier climate, which made possible the cultivation of the rich, heavy soils of northern France’s river valleys, begin to be widely noted. Several parts of France suffered through disastrous harvests in the first decades of the century, when many people starved and rumours of cannibalism were rampant, but after the 1030s major, widespread famine disappeared from France until the beginning of the fourteenth century.

New lands began to be cultivated as forests were cleared, slowly at first, although the tempo accelerated in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries. The gradual and sporadic spread of heavy ploughs and of horses instead of oxen made possible cultivation of damper lands and more rapid ploughing. Although the eleventh century’s agricultural expansion is outshone by that of the twelfth century, it is quite clear that more people were growing more food successfully in France by the end of the eleventh century than 100 years earlier.

While French peasants of the eleventh century increased the size of the arable and made some improvements in agricultural technique, they also in many cases broke free from the servitude which had characterized their ancestors. The terms *servus* and *ancilla*, male and female serf, common since late antiquity, essentially disappeared in northern France by the first decades of the twelfth century. Free peasants were by no means the social equal of their lords; indeed, the development of the distinction between ‘those who fight’ and ‘those who work’ put a sharp barrier between lords and peasants. But the normal twelfth-century term for a dependent peasant, *homo*, was the same term used for a vassal, even a vassal of noble birth.

Accompanying the agricultural expansion were the foundations of urban and commercial growth. In urbanization, France, or at least northern France, seems to have been close to a century behind Italy, where growth of the cities is evident from the very beginning of the eleventh century. But commercial exchange multiplied during the eleventh century, as the markets and tolls which
had never died out during Carolingian times became more active. The number of coins in circulation (especially small coins) increased markedly, an indication that broad commercial exchange had reached to the lowest economic levels. New bridges were built to accommodate the increased traffic in goods.

The economic growth of eleventh-century France is reflected in the expansionism of the second half of the century. Already in the first half of the eleventh century, Normans had begun going to fight in southern Italy, where they laid the foundations of what eventually became the kingdom of Sicily. In the 1070s, political and marriage alliances were formed between the kings of Spain and French nobles, especially those of Burgundy, who played a major role in the Reconquista. The First Crusade, launched in 1095, was dominated by French soldiers.

**Castles and castellans**

Many of the changes in the upper levels of society can be related to the development and spread of castles. Fortifications of course had a long history, going back to the Bronze Age, and a number of French cities had had substantial walls since the early middle ages. The term *castrum* had been in at least intermittent use for a fortified place for some time. But castles were a new phenomenon at the end of the tenth century. They were built not to defend a large population behind their walls, for longer or shorter periods of time, and not as a defence against Viking or Muslim invasions, long over by the time when castles began to appear in any numbers, but rather to serve as the permanent home for a powerful lord and his household. Castles thus combined the functions of a fortress with those of a palace, which had earlier been a larger, more open hall.

Castles are also an example of both the eleventh century’s rapid changes and the continuities from an earlier period. The stone keeps which proliferated during the century were built initially by men whose principalities – and usually whose ancestors – had been in place since Carolingian times.

Castles spread rapidly across France, on major routes, along rivers, at political frontiers. Some were built at the command of princes, others by powerful allodists, at their own initiative, on their own lands. The political weakness of the French kings meant that there was no question here, as there was in post-Conquest England, of having castles royally licensed. Individual counts or dukes, however, might strictly control the building and manning of castles within their territories. The counts of Anjou, who at the beginning of the century were some of the most assiduous castle builders, sought to maintain the loyalty of the men they put into their castles.

The castellans were undoubted members of the aristocracy from the time when they first appeared. And yet in many cases they seem to have been ‘new
men’, whose ancestors had not had political authority. Their appearance swelled the ranks of the nobility, and, once they became established, they quickly created ties of marriage between themselves and the counts and viscounts – with much more venerable ancestries – who had in many cases put them into their castles in the first place.

The castellans soon began to organize their families and personal identities as well as their political and military power around their castles. By the final decades of the eleventh century, it was fairly common for a noble to be referred to in the charters as being ‘of’ somewhere – for example to be called ‘Milo of Noyers’ – whereas for over 500 years nobles had usually been known only by a single name. As the cognomen (second name), most commonly taken from the name of the castle, became more common, there was a sharp reduction in the number of Christian names in circulation, and cousins might end up sharing only a few names, taking preferentially the names of their most glorious ancestors. Inheritance as well as naming patterns was organized around the castellany. Castles very quickly became hereditary, and castellans usually decided to leave their castles only to the eldest son.

The power that a castle gave a lord allowed the castellans to begin to exercise ‘banal’ rights (from the Latin *bannum*, meaning the area subject to a person or institution’s authority). These rights constituted the economic, military and judicial authority that the castellan exercised over everyone who lived within the region of his castellany. Castles thus became instruments of territorial rule. Banal rights seem in origin to have been a combination of public and private rights. Judicial and military functions, which were once levied in the name of the king but now devolved from kings and their counts and viscounts to the new castellans, were combined with many of the economic obligations to which tenants and serfs had always been subject.

What was different here was that these banal rights were enforced on all local inhabitants, whether they were personally dependent on that particular lord or not. They quickly were transformed from being a form of delegated authority to become part of the banal lord’s patrimonial possessions. It is an indication of how much these rights had lost their public character that banal rights were frequently called *consuetudines*, customary rights, based on collective memory rather than royal authority; and, interestingly, by the middle of the eleventh century French kings were starting to use the term *consuetudines* for their own exercise of power.

The most important of these banal rights was that to the taille, essentially a fee payable on demand to the lord; it might now be termed protection money. Banal rights also included monopolies on mills and ovens, tolls on roads and bridges, the right to demand hospitality and especially the administration of justice. Thus, at the time many serfs were escaping from servitude, many
peasants whose ancestors had been free allodists began to owe dues to the local lords for the first time. The lords with banal rights were able to consolidate their economic position during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, at a time when rising monetary expenses (for everything from new castles to crusades to gifts to the church) cut into the wealth of many aristocrats.

Simultaneous with the spread of castles was the spread of a new social group, the knights (milites). The term miles had originally meant a Roman footsoldier, but from the end of the tenth century onward its significance was changed, and it meant specifically someone who served and fought for a lord or castellan, generally on horseback. The idea of service was integral to the concept of knighthood when it first appeared, but the kind of service that knights owed their lords was very different from the service of peasant tenants. The knight of the eleventh century, sometimes referred to as caballarius instead of miles, served in the castles and followed his lord in warfare, to regional councils and on excursions to cities and monasteries. The knights, professionals in warfare as those of noble blood had not necessarily been before, were not originally identical with the nobles, although the two groups did eventually fuse in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.10

At the same time as knights began to be common in France, there began to be a new perception of how society was structured. Earlier, the most prevalent distinction between laymen had been between free and servile, with free peasants and free nobles thus lumped into a single category. But in the eleventh century it became increasingly common to divide society not by status but by function. The classic statement of this division was made by Adalbero of Laon in the early eleventh century, when he distinguished between those who fight, those who pray and those who work.11 Adalbero’s formulation did not immediately replace earlier descriptions of society. Even ecclesiastics who agreed with a separation within secular society between workers and warriors did not generally treat members of the secular clergy and the regular clergy as part of the same order. But increasingly nobles and their knights, the fighters (including many dependent knights who would have been considered servile in the tenth century), were distinguished by their warlike activities from the rest of society.

The Peace of God

Contemporary with the spread of castles and knights was the development of the Peace of God movement. This movement marks a shift in underlying ideas (at least among the bishops who led it), from the acceptance of war as

11 Adalbero, Poème, lines 295–6.
the normal occupation of men to the equation of God’s will with peace.\textsuperscript{12} The disintegration of Carolingian public justice – however effective it might or might not once have been – in the face of groups of powerful men provoked an alternative method of preserving order within society. As a new social group of professional warriors grew, and as the multiplication of castles provided loci for warfare, the bishops of first southern and then northern France reacted by holding Peace of God councils. The southern bishops were often assisted by the local counts. The sworn oaths that had been used in southern France for some time to reinforce the protection of persons and goods dependent on the church, and to maintain the right of sanctuary in the churches, became an instrument for establishing – or attempting to establish – general order and justice within society.\textsuperscript{13}

In these councils the bishops brought out relics to use spiritual persuasion to make nobles and knights swear oaths to limit violence to, and exactions from, the unarmed and clerics. The councils first appeared in the 980s and multiplied during the eleventh century. By the 1030s and 1040s, the French bishops felt that they had made enough headway in persuading the powerful not to attack the helpless to allow them to expand their efforts by preaching the Truce of God, an attempt to make knights and nobles agree not even to kill each other on certain days of the week. The Truce started with establishing Sunday as a day of peace and spread out to cover several other days and certain seasons of the year (especially Advent and Lent). The peace movement was revived at the end of the eleventh century with the result that virtually every ecclesiastical council in France, even those led by the pope (such as the 1095 council of Clermont, which launched the First Crusade), proclaimed the Peace of God.

These peace councils were probably not notably successful in reducing the overall level of violence in society – after all, mercenary soldiers first appeared in France in the second half of the century, at the same time the peace movement was at its height\textsuperscript{14} – although they doubtless made some nobles think about what they were doing and occasionally moderate their behaviour. But there are several conclusions that can be drawn from the fact that the bishops held these councils.

First, it is striking that the Capetian kings of France were not considered even worth consulting in these efforts to reduce violence toward the helpless. The bishops called their councils in a royal power vacuum. The Carolingian kings – and even kings from other families during the ninth and tenth centuries – had been war leaders, and those who had not been effective war leaders had been considered incompetent kings. Now, even though the eleventh-century Capetians did not immediately take up this role, it was assumed that effective

leaders would be peace-makers. Some dukes realized this well before the kings; the dukes of Normandy and Aquitaine took the lead in calling peace councils in their duchies.

Secondly, although the councils uniformly decried the violence of their age, and although the endemic fighting of the period is well documented, one still comes away with the impression that the eleventh century was less violent than the tenth. It would not have been even worth trying to make nobles and knights agree to give up random attacks on the helpless if there had been no chance that they would comply. Even the building of castles suggests at least respites in fighting; one cannot, after all, fortify an important hilltop or river crossing while it is being actively besieged.

**Fief-holding**

This is one of the chief examples of the ways in which the eleventh century reformulated the structures and even the legal terms inherited from an earlier period. Because fief-holding used Latin words which had been in use in the Carolingian period, with different meanings, such as *fidelis, vassus* and *beneficium*, scholars used to assume that the feudal relationships which become evident in eleventh-century records had also existed a century or two earlier. But a number of close regional studies have revealed the novelty of this institution.

In the fief-holding system, which was carried out exclusively between nobles or between nobles and knights, that is between members of the upper echelons of society, one man swore an oath of fidelity to another in return for a lifetime right to a piece of property, the fief (*feudum*). The man who received the fief, the vassal, did not owe specific dues or rents, only faithful support and military service as needed. He did not assume ownership of the fief, which continued to belong to the lord, but he had possession and use of it. The vassal’s right to the fief was conditional, in that it was predicated on continued support of his lord, even though the lord was expected to allow his vassal to keep his fief for life barring loss of that support; in this respect a fief was quite different from the *beneficia* which the Carolingians had granted for longer or shorter terms.

Fulbert of Chartres described the correct relationship of a vassal to his lord around 1020 in a letter which is the earliest to give a full description of feudal relationships (*forma fidelitatis*), emphasizing especially the negative obligations of the vassal.\(^{15}\) He should not cause his lord any harm, Fulbert said, or betray either his secrets or his castles. He should not detract from the lord’s judicial rights, cause him any loss of possessions or do anything which would make it harder, or even impossible, for the lord to do what would be of value to him.

Fulbert added that these negative obligations were not enough, however, for the vassal to be entitled to a fief. He was also supposed to aid his lord, both physically and with good counsel, and his lord should in return be faithful and helpful to him.

When fief-holding first appeared in France, it was extremely ad hoc and extremely limited. It certainly had antecedents in earlier centuries, in the oaths of fidelity which counts and dukes had sworn to the Carolingian kings, or for that matter in the groups of lords and clients which characterized both Roman and early Germanic society. But eleventh-century fief-holding was as often a relationship between equals as between superiors and clients, and it necessarily involved the grant of a fief, whereas fideles in the Carolingian period were fideles whether or not the king had granted them anything – or whether or not he took it back. Another important distinction, one which can be seen most clearly in southern France but which is also applicable in the north, is that Carolingian fideles received grants of public land and income in their position as officials, whereas eleventh-century feudal lords granted their own personal allodial land to their vassals.

The mutual obligations which Fulbert mentioned created a sense of equality between lord and vassal. Fief-holding was used to cement alliances as well as to bind knights and petty aristocrats to the more powerful. By the late twelfth century, the system was one of the most powerful tools that the territorial princes had to forge links between themselves and the castellans below them. But in the eleventh century – and, indeed, for much of the twelfth – fiefs were in the minority among aristocratic holdings, as they held most of their land outright, as allods.

Monastic reform

At the same time as castles, knights and fiefs began to spread, French monasticism experienced rapid expansion. Radulf Glaber, describing Burgundy, dates the beginning of a major period of ecclesiastical rebuilding to around 1030, when he said France became covered with a ‘white mantle of churches’.

In fact, even in Burgundy, eleventh-century monastic expansion had long tenth-century roots, but there is no doubt that the eleventh century was a great period for rebuilding, refounding and reforming French monasteries, so that by the beginning of the twelfth century there were very few ruined churches left which had at any time in their histories sheltered monks. Not all were monasteries in the twelfth century; many, especially in the cities, were refounded instead as houses of secular or regular canons. But by the time of Molesme’s foundation

16 Radulf Glaber, Historia III.iv.13, ‘passim candidam ecclesiarum vestem indueret’.
in 1075 and Citeaux’s in 1098, two houses which were to be enormously influential in twelfth-century monasticism, most new monasteries were indeed new foundations, rather than reformatio
m of Merovingian or Carolingian houses.

The monastic revival of the eleventh century contained several different and not necessarily related aspects. Houses which needed to be reformed were reformed; houses of an already exemplary life were rebuilt or expanded; and a number of monasteries sought to free themselves from episcopal control. Privileges from the ninth or early tenth centuries, putting houses directly under the papacy, were revived and used as defences against the local bishops. Although some monasteries, like Cluny, were able to exempt themselves fairly thoroughly from their diocesan bishops during the eleventh century, the abrupt emergence of the papacy into the active life of the French church in the later part of the century led, somewhat ironically, to the reestablishment of episcopal authority, as the popes sought a hierarchical structure in which the bishops certainly had an important role to play, even if it was as mediators between the papacy and local churches and monasteries.

Although reform of existing monasteries, whether because they had been physically ruined or because the monks no longer seemed to be following a life of appropriate rigour, was as old as monasticism itself, and had been carried out repeatedly in France since Merovingian times, the wave of reform which began in the final quarter or so of the tenth century was unprecedented in intensity. It is doubtless related to the same (even if slight) reduction in the overall level of violence which made the Peace of God movement even thinkable.

The usual late tenth- and eleventh-century pattern was for a monastery of undoubted regularity and sanctity of life to be given responsibility for reforming a ruined or dissolute house, sometimes by taking over its direction, sometimes by sending one of its own monks to be abbot there, generally with a group of companions. In different parts of France, different monasteries were sought out as sources of monastic reform. In Burgundy, Cluny was so treated in the late tenth and eleventh centuries, even though in the first part of the tenth century its influence had been felt more in the Auvergne and even in Italy than in Burgundy. In Lorraine, Gorze played a similar role, as did Marmoutier in western France, Montmajour in Provence, Moissac in the county of Toulouse (subjected to Cluny in the second half of the eleventh century) and Chaise-Dieu in the Auvergne.

These reforms tended to be quite ad hoc in the eleventh century, with nothing like the orderly establishment of daughter-houses, permanently bound into an institutionalized relationship, which characterized the Cistercian order in the twelfth century. Reforms were in almost all cases initiated not by the monastery which ended up carrying out these reforms but by a local bishop or
powerful layman; indeed, in many cases the abbot might be highly reluctant to use his resources and monks to reestablish another monastery. It is striking that eleventh-century reforms and foundations were rarely carried out at the initiative of the kings, who were not even asked to confirm those outside the royal domain, as the Carolingians had routinely been. Interestingly, both Henry and Philip paid more attention to houses of canons than to monasteries; the latter, it has been suggested, presented more of a threat to a monarchy whose authority was already weakened.17

In some cases, the reformed monastery might become a priory of the reforming monastery, having the abbot of the reforming house serve as its abbot, an arrangement which might last indefinitely or only as long as the original abbot lived. Fécamp in Normandy was reformed by the abbot of St-Bénigne of Dijon, but, after thirty years of being under the abbot of St-Bénigne, it received its own abbot at the request of the duke of Normandy. In other cases the newly reformed house would have its own abbot from the beginning, one of the monks sent out to reestablish a house’s religious life.

By whatever method monastic reform was carried out, it was highly effective. By the final decades of the eleventh century, there were few religious houses capable of supporting a large group of religious men or women which did not indeed do so. Even small churches frequently had a small chapter of canons attached. Many of these were secular canons, but beginning in the 1060s regular or ‘Augustinian’ canons began to appear in France. These became established especially in urban churches, although also in some rural churches and even castle chapels, where they combined care for the souls of their secular neighbors with a communal way of life. About the same time as these canons appeared in urban churches, hermits began to appear scattered through the French countryside. By the end of the eleventh century, some of these hermitages became the nodes of new monastic foundations; Citeaux, for example, was founded on the site of a heremenum.

During the course of the eleventh century, monasteries, which had once relied on kings or at least territorial princes to give them grants of immunity, increasingly turned to the pope. This process was well under way even before the Gregorian reform, when it was accelerated. Cluny, for example, received no charters from the French kings during the reigns of Henry and Philip. The perceived independence of the monks from royal authority was distressing to royal supporters. Adalbero of Laon’s description of the ‘three orders’ of society was not a simple observation but part of a polemic, an argument that ‘those who pray’ were beginning to interfere in the activities more rightly belonging to ‘those who fight’.

The eleventh century was a major period for gifts from powerful laymen to monks. Fairly frequent were gifts of parish churches, given to the monks by the secular nobles who had previously held them; one of the ways that monasteries became more important in the eleventh century was in controlling more parish churches. It was fairly common for monks to receive large tracts of land, even entire villae, from the most powerful of their benefactors: interestingly, often the same men who at other periods in their lives might attempt to appropriate monastic property for themselves. Although it would be extremely difficult to compare eleventh-century donations overall to those of the twelfth century, since there were many new foundations in the twelfth century, and since the knights who had rarely made gifts of their own in the eleventh century began to do so in the twelfth, it is clear that the very large gift, often from the layman who had either initiated the reform of a particular house himself or whose ancestors had done so, was more characteristic of the period before rather than after 1100. At some houses, indeed, the great bulge in gifts came even earlier; Cluny received enough sizable gifts from its neighbours in the 980s to reduce their resources for eleventh-century gifts.

Scholarship

While both monks and the laymen who made them gifts sought to forward the regular monastic life with new intensity in the eleventh century, a number of episcopal schools attracted teachers and attracted to their doors people interested in intellectual studies even if not in joining the particular church. Even some houses of secular canons opened schools; Bernard of Clairvaux had studied with the canons of Châtillon-sur-Seine while still a layman. At many of these schools, theological questions which had not been broadly debated in the west since the patristic period were examined anew.

Canonists like Ivo of Chartres went through the great mass of papal pronouncements, conciliar decisions and real or forged canonical collections from the first millennium of Christianity and attempted to establish what the church’s position actually was on a number of issues involving both theology and canon law. Schools like the school of Chartres attracted both masters and students interested in the study of theology, and interest in such issues was high enough that, by the final years of the eleventh century, itinerant theologians attracted large audiences. Heresy reappeared in the west during this period, not that it had been gone in a strict sense, but that no one had had time, energy or knowledge to dispute orthodoxy versus heresy for some centuries. With the reappearance of heresy came the reappearance of burning heretics, although the practice, unknown in France since the end of the Roman empire, was still very sporadic in the eleventh century.
Accompanying the developments in scholarship within the church were, as the example of Bernard of Clairvaux suggests, the beginnings of a revival of lay literacy. At least in northern France, lay literacy seems to have died out in the tenth century, and it did not become at all common again until the thirteenth, but there is no question that the number of charters issued on behalf of laymen increased markedly in the eleventh. The majority of the surviving documents are monastic, and therefore one cannot separate this documentary increase from the increase in gifts to monks, but it is clear that the written word was taking on a new significance.

Related to – although one could not say directly caused by – the resurgence in monasticism and interest in church law and doctrine was the so-called Gregorian reform of the episcopate. In France this led fairly rapidly to a series of bishops who, unlike many (though certainly not all) of their predecessors were dedicated to the church above their own families, were chaste, and had acceded to office by election rather than by purchase. One of the most striking results of the dramatic lessening of the role of the kings and great princes in choosing bishops was the change in the social origins of the men who became bishop in almost all the French sees. Once they had been men who had served the powerful, perhaps as their chaplains, or had even been the brothers and cousins of princes. When the cathedral chapters took over the choice of new bishops, they tended to choose one of their own rather than the dependants or relatives of the most powerful secular lords of the area. Starting in the last quarter of the eleventh century, new bishops, while certainly aristocratic, no longer tended to be from the highest ranks of the nobility, and they were also much more frequently local in origin.18

The eleventh century, then, was a period of major and rapid evolution in all aspects of French society. It has been relatively neglected in the past, due in part to the blandness of the kings who reigned during this period, and in part to the greater scholarly attention to the twelfth century. But the eleventh was a key transitional century, when the economic, cultural and political institutions inherited from the Carolingian period were transformed.

THE death of Muhammad ibn Abi ‘Amir – better known to history by his honorific al-Mansur or Almanzor (‘the Victorious’) – at Medinaceli on 11 August 1002 was doubtless greeted with grim satisfaction, not to say considerable relief, by the inhabitants of the realms of Christian Spain. For a quarter of a century al-Mansur had firmly held the reins of power in al-Andalus (Muslim Spain), eliminating his political rivals within the state bureaucracy in Córdoba and relegating the ruling Umayyad caliph, Hisham II (976–1009), to little more than a ceremonial role. Commanding fear and respect in roughly equal measure, al-Mansur’s authority as hajib, or chief minister to the caliph, and as de facto ruler of al-Andalus appears to have gone largely unchallenged. The sheer size and strength of the armies that he had under his command ensured that Cordoban control over the provinces of al-Andalus was never seriously called into question; just as they also enabled him to win considerable personal prestige, as well as impressive quantities of booty, by virtue of the devastating twice-yearly razzias that he led far and wide into Christian territory, from Barcelona in the north-east to Santiago de Compostela in the far north-west. By the beginning of the eleventh century al-Andalus was not simply the dominant political force in the Iberian peninsula, but it was probably the most powerful state in the entire western Mediterranean region, its boundaries stretching from North Africa to the Duero. Under al-Mansur’s rule, a writer later observed, ‘Islam enjoyed a glory which al-Andalus had never witnessed before, while the Christians suffered their greatest humiliation.’¹ For all that, the impression of strength was to prove illusory. Within only a decade of al-Mansur’s death, unitary political authority in al-Andalus collapsed and in 1031 the western Umayyad caliphate passed into history, never to be resurrected. Although, towards the end of the century, Muslim Spain was to achieve short-lived unity under the Berber Almoravids, the balance of power in the peninsula had already shifted

¹ ‘Abd Allah, *The Tibyan*, p. 43.
decisively away from al-Andalus. Spanish Islam had begun what was to prove a long and humiliating retreat in the face of the increasingly self-confident and expansionist states of the Christian north.

Al-Mansur’s son and successor, ‘Abd al-Malik al-Muzaffar, was regarded by some as a libertine and a wine-bibber, but the policies he pursued were very much a continuation of those that had been implemented by his illustrious father. The new hajib in Córdoba took steps to tighten his grip on power at home, eliminating those whom he perceived to be potential rivals to his position, and ensuring that the caliph remained far removed from the affairs of state. He also strove to maintain the pressure against his enemies abroad, leading raiding expeditions deep into Catalonia, Castile, León and Navarre, with varying degrees of success. In 1004 he was even asked to arbitrate in a dispute over the regency of the throne of León. But respite was at hand for the beleaguered inhabitants of the Christian north. The untimely death of al-Muzaffar from a heart attack in October 1008 was to plunge al-Andalus into political crisis and reveal the fundamental structural weaknesses of the political and military edifice which al-Mansur had so painstakingly constructed. For one thing, although al-Mansur and his son had claimed to be acting in the name of Hisham II, the effective isolation of the young caliph from government and the emergence of the hajib as the true power behind the throne had served only to diminish the already fast-fading prestige of the caliphal office and to undermine the established basis of authority in al-Andalus. Though the caliph’s name still appeared on the coins that were minted and he continued to be mentioned at Friday prayers, by 1008 the Umayyad ruler had long since become a political irrelevance. Secondly, the rapid expansion of the state army had not simply proved an intolerable strain on the public purse, but the recruitment of large numbers of Berbers into its ranks had introduced into al-Andalus a foreign and volatile element which owed its loyalty to its paymasters in Córdoba rather than to the institution of the Umayyad caliphate per se. When, subsequently, that institution came under threat, few among the military would think it worthwhile taking up arms to ensure its survival.

In the short term, for so long as the ruling ‘Amirids were willing to pay lip-service to the pretence of caliphal authority and were able to command the support of the armed forces, their political supremacy seemed assured. But the decision by al-Muzaffar’s vainglorious brother ‘Abd al-Rahman (known as Shanjul) to have himself appointed heir to the caliphal throne late in 1008 was to have fateful consequences both for the ‘Amirid dynasty his father had founded and for centralized government in al-Andalus as a whole. Faced with

3 Ibn al-Kardabus, *Historia de al-Andalus*, p. 84; Wasserstein (1983), pp. 40–1, n. 47.
the prospect of imminent political extinction, members of the Umayyad family launched a daring *coup d’état* in February 1009 in the course of which they managed to oust the hapless Hisham II, install another member of their dynasty, Muhammad al-Mahdi, as caliph in his stead, and then assassinate the hated *hajib* Shanjul. To cap it all, the sumptuous palace which al-Mansur had built for his family to the east of Córdoba at Madinat al-Zahira (‘the glittering city’) was razed to the ground by the insurgents. Yet, if the Umayyad conspirators fondly imagined that by their rebellion they might turn back the clock and restore to the caliphate the power and prestige which it had enjoyed in the days of ‘Abd al-Rahman III (912–61) they were to be sorely disappointed. For far from shoring up Umayyad unitary authority, the events of 1008/9 simply encouraged other would-be rulers to throw their hats into the ring and to make their own bids for power. The state army, which hitherto had enabled central government in Córdoba to retain control over the provinces, fragmented into any number of competing warbands, and with it the unity of Muslim Spain was broken.

In the course of the intense struggle for power that unfolded between the death of al-Muzaffar in 1008 and the final extinction of the caliphate in 1031, the authority of the centre evaporated and al-Andalus dissolved into a number of independent principalities known to historians as taifa kingdoms (in Arabic *ta’ifa* means ‘party’ or ‘faction’). Contemporary Arabic writers referred to this period of strife as the *fitna*, meaning discord, rebellion or punishment. According to the version of events provided in his memoirs by ‘Abd Allah al-Ziri, taifa king of Granada between 1073 and 1090, after the fall of the ‘Amirid dynasty ‘every military commander rose up in his own town and entrenched himself behind the walls of his own fortress, having first secured his own position, created his own army, and amassed his own resources. These persons vied with one another for worldly power, and each sought to subdue the other.’ Most of the successor-states that emerged immediately after 1008 were based on administrative units (*kuwar*) – a city and its dependent territory – that had already existed during the period of ‘Amirid rule. Likewise, many of the men who successfully established themselves as taifa rulers had already exercised positions of power under the previous regime. Zawi ibn Ziri, for example, who took over the province of Elvira at the foot of the Sierra Nevada in about 1013 and later transferred his seat of government to what was to become the city of Granada, was but one among several Berber generals who successfully set themselves up as independent rulers after the demise of unitary authority. In other areas, notably in Almería, Denia and Valencia, those who took control were not military men but prominent civil administrators, some

---

of whom were saqaliba, or slaves of European origin, who had previously exercised their functions under the ‘Amirids. A handful of other taifa rulers belonged to Andalusi families of long-standing wealth and influence: like the Tujibids who seized control of Saragossa in 1010 and the Hudids who later displaced them in 1039, the Dhu al-Nunids who occupied Toledo in 1018; or the ‘Abbadids who successfully assumed power in Seville in 1023. What all of these ambitious men had in common was a keen awareness of the opportunities for self-advancement that the demise of the centre presented. Although the vast majority owed their former positions of power to the ‘Amirid dictatorship, they seemed no keener to fight for the survival of that regime than they were to ensure the survival of the caliphate. And the stark truth was that the former centre, Córdoba itself, racked by bloody infighting after the coup of 1009, was simply in no position to reassert control. Although there were those who still considered that the Umayyad caliphal institution was worth resuscitating, however feeble and discredited it had become, a feverish atmosphere of plot and counterplot ensured that no one was able to hold on to power for long. By the time the last of the caliphs, Hisham III (1027–31), was deposed in 1031, Córdoba had been reduced to the status of a taifa statelet like any other, its former pretensions to authority over the whole of al-Andalus but a rapidly fading memory.

During the period of greatest political turmoil, between about 1010 and 1040, there were as many as three dozen of these taifa states. They varied considerably in size, population and resources, from tiny though prosperous coastal enclaves, such as Almería, Cartagena and Málaga, whose wealth depended in large part upon long-distance maritime trade, to vast border regions like Badajoz, Toledo and Saragossa. By the middle of the eleventh century, however, the political map of Muslim Spain had simplified somewhat. Given the great disparities in wealth and military strength between the various taifas, it was only a matter of time before some of the lesser statelets fell victim to the predatory ambitions of their more powerful neighbours. Most predatory of all was the ‘Abbadid kingdom of Seville, which in the course of the 1040s and 1050s succeeded in bringing as many as a dozen lesser taifas – Algeciras, Huelva and Ronda, to name but three – under its rule. In 1070 Córdoba itself was annexed by the ‘Abbadids. Seville may have been the most powerful and renowned of the taifa kingdoms, so much so that it could plausibly lay claim to be the true heir to the caliphal tradition, but its pretensions to hegemony over the whole of al-Andalus were to be fiercely resisted. The taifas of Toledo and Saragossa, and to
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a slightly lesser extent those of Badajoz, Granada and Valencia, were important political entities in their own right. Heirs to the wealth of the caliphate and economically buoyant, the major taifa kingdoms each had the wherewithal to sustain both a capital city and a royal court of considerable splendour. Their rulers sought to demonstrate their magnificence to the world by undertaking prestigious building projects, such as the luxurious Aljafería palace which was erected in Saragossa by its ruler al-Muqtadir (1046–82), and by exercising artistic patronage on a lavish scale. It was in this extravagant though refined milieu that poets, philosophers and scientists of renown were able to thrive. Some of the taifa kings, notably al-Muzaffar of Badajoz (1045–68), and al-Mu’tadid (1042–69) and al-Mu’tamid of Seville (1069–91), were accomplished poets and scholars in their own right.7

But for all their prodigious wealth, their splendid palaces and mosques, and their centres of cultural excellence, the taifa kingdoms were vulnerable. Their very number and size meant that the majority lacked the political and military clout to make territorial expansion a practical proposition. For most of the taifa kings, rather, personal survival was the order of the day. The political activity of these rulers was set against a constantly shifting background of petty dynastic rivalries, local diplomatic manoeuvring and small-scale military conflict. As the political horizons of its rulers became increasingly limited, so ‘Muslim Spain shrank in upon itself.’8 Diplomatic relations with overseas powers gradually began to dry up; and offensive military campaigns against the Christian north, which had been such a feature of external politics under the ‘Amirids, became few and far between. Instead, the feuding taifa kings looked increasingly towards the Christian states of the north to provide them with the military muscle they desperately needed in their regular territorial squabbles with their neighbours. It was to be only a matter of time before the Christians would seek to turn this state of affairs to their own advantage.

In the immediate aftermath of the death of al-Muzaffar in the autumn of 1008, however, the rulers of the Christian realms of the peninsula could scarcely have foreseen the political upheaval that within a very short time would lead to the disintegration of unitary rule in Muslim Spain, let alone the opportunities for spectacular self-enrichment and wholesale territorial expansion that would subsequently present themselves. Moreover, with the notable exception of the contingents of Castilian and Catalan troops who became embroiled in the post-‘Amirid power struggle in Córdoba in 1009–10, there appears to have been little attempt by the Christian sovereigns to gain any immediate advantage from the collapse of the caliphate.9 Besides, most of them had problems

enough of their own to contend with. The plain fact of the matter was that the Christians had long since become accustomed to playing second-fiddle to the potentates of al-Andalus. For most of the tenth century the caliph ‘Abd al-Rahman III and his successor al-Hakam II (961–76) had held the military and political ascendancy over the Christian states, to the extent that several rulers had become their clients. In the latter quarter of the century the devastating raids that the hajib al-Mansur had regularly visited upon the Christian north had not simply reinforced the dominance of Cordoba, but had left deep physical and psychological wounds on the demoralized Christians that would not immediately heal.

Nowhere was this more the case than in the kingdom of León, the largest and most powerful of the Christian realms. Descended from the Asturian principality which had emerged in the wake of the Muslim conquest of 711–18, by the early eleventh century the kingdom had come to embrace not only the mountainous regions of the Asturias and Galicia, but also the vast open plains of the northern half of the Spanish meseta that stretched as far south as the River Duero. The colonization of the meseta and the fortification of the southern frontier along the Duero had long since been one of the principal preoccupations of the Leonese monarchs and would continue to be so for some time to come. Another was to keep the armies of the caliphate at bay and to take the fight to them whenever the opportunity arose. But the latter was easier said than done. During the second half of the tenth century there had been precious few moments of military success to crow about. The period had been more notable for internal political conflict, exemplified by the struggle for the throne between Sancho I the Fat (956–66) and Ordoño IV the Bad (958–9) in 958–9, and between Ramiro III (966–85) and Vermudo II (982–99) in 982–5, than for any noteworthy feats of Leonese arms. With their political survival seemingly in the balance, an increasingly powerful and independent-minded aristocracy to contain, and Muslim attacks mounting in their frequency, range and ferocity by the day, ambitious raids into Umayyad-controlled territory had simply no longer been an option for an increasingly beleaguered Leonese monarchy. The decision by Vermudo II to offer an annual tribute to al-Mansur in return for a garrison of Muslim troops with which to bolster his position at home spoke volumes for the prostration of the Leonese crown. Moreover, when in 987 Vermudo had later tried to free himself from Cordoban dominance, al-Mansur had swiftly responded by sacking Coimbra, León and Zamora. To rub salt into the wound, in 997 the hajib’s forces had

10 For the history of the various Christian realms, see in particular the works of Valdeavellano (1968), Lacarra (1975), Ubieto Arreta (1981) and Salrach (1987). In English, there are useful single-volume surveys by O’Callaghan (1975), Lomax (1978), Bisson (1986) and Reilly (1992).
plundered the holy city of Santiago de Compostela and carried off the doors and bells of its church to adorn the great mosque in Córdoba.\footnote{On the campaigns of al-Mansur, see Lévi-Provençal (1944), 1, pp. 432–47; Ruiz Asencio (1968); Seco de Lucena Paredes (1970); Molina (1981).}

Although the perennial Muslim threat to León quickly evaporated after the demise of al-Muzaffar in 1008, Vermudo’s son and successor, Alfonso V (999–1028), had more than enough on his plate to cope with as it was: he had to face up to repeated challenges to his authority by rebellious elements within the local aristocracy; repel the Viking marauders whose raids regularly devastated the Galician coastline; and attend to the reconstruction and repopulation of his battered kingdom. It was not until 1028 that Alfonso considered himself to be in a strong enough position to be able to profit from the political turmoil in al-Andalus, but he then met an untimely end while engaged in the siege of the Portuguese town of Viseu.\footnote{Fernández del Pozo (1984), pp. 31–162.} The accession to the throne of his nine-year-old son, Vermudo III (1028–37), ushered in a period of renewed political instability.

The sovereigns of León had traditionally considered themselves to be the legitimate successors to the unitary Visigothic kingdom which had perished at the hands of the Muslim invaders in 711. Back in the ninth century, propagandists at the Asturian royal court in Oviedo had already begun to nurture the neo-Gothic ideal and had enthusiastically proclaimed the rights of the Asturian monarchs to rule over all Spain. What is more, it had confidently been predicted that the expulsion of the infidel from the peninsula was just around the corner.\footnote{Crónicas asturianas, p. 188.} But political infighting within León meant that these lofty claims had become increasingly hard to sustain as the tenth century wore on, although there were still those, like Bishop Sampiro of Astorga (fl. 992 × 1042), who struggled manfully to keep the flickering flame of reconquest alive.\footnote{Fernández-Armesto (1992), pp. 133–7.} Beyond the rhetoric, however, political realities on the ground were considerably more complex. By the early eleventh century Christian Spain was made up of a patchwork of competing principalities. East of León, for example, lay the county of Castile, once part of the domains of the Leonese kings, which had successfully established itself as an independent principality under the able leadership of Count Fernán González (930–70) and that of his successors García Fernández (970–95) and Sancho Garcés (995–1017). While the Leonese monarchy struggled to keep a grip on power, the Castilian counts displayed an increasingly self-confident and expansionary mood; none more so than Count Sancho Garcés who, although thwarted in his attempt to hold the reins of power during the minority of Alfonso V, profited from the political unrest in León by extending his lordship westwards over the territories that lay between the Cea and Pisuerga Rivers. Even more daring was his brief involvement on the side of the Berber insurgents.
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who seized power in Cordoba in 1009, as a consequence of which the count was able to recover a number of fortresses along the Duero valley, including Gormaz, San Esteban, Clunia and Osma, which had previously been lost to al-Mansur.16

Beyond Castile lay the Basque country and the diminutive kingdom of Pamplona, or Navarre. Although its early history is obscure in the extreme, a recognizably independent realm based upon the old Roman town of Pamplona had emerged from first Muslim and then Frankish lordship by the second quarter of the ninth century.17 Under the rule of Sancho Garcés I (905–25) of the newly installed Jiménez dynasty, the kingdom had undertaken a comparatively modest expansion of its frontiers into the fertile region of the Rioja. It was in the opening decades of the eleventh century, however, that the Navarrese kingdom was to experience the most spectacular, if ultimately short-lived, extension of its boundaries. Sancho Garcés III (1004–35), known to posterity as ‘the Great’, combined ruthless opportunism and not inconsiderable diplomatic skill, backed up by military force, to bring an impressive array of Christian-held territories under his rule.18 To the east, he annexed the central Pyrenean counties of Sobrarbe and Ribagorza, whilst to the north he extended his lordship over the Basque coastal regions of Guipúzcoa and Vizcaya and for a very brief period towards the end of his reign even claimed authority over Gascony.19 To the west, meanwhile, Sancho skilfully used marriage alliances to extend his interests yet further: thus, he himself wed Mayor Sánchez, the daughter of Count Sancho Garcés of Castile; he married off his sister Urraca to Alfonso V of León in 1023; and when his youthful brother-in-law Count García Sánchez of Castile (1017–29) was murdered in 1029, thereby frustrating a proposed Leonese–Castilian alliance, Sancho installed his own son Fernando as count and then betrothed the latter to Sancha, the sister of Vermudo III of León, in 1032. He followed up this diplomatic coup by establishing a protectorate over the kingdom of León. Towards the end of his reign, by which time he claimed to exercise hegemony over a vast area stretching from Zamora to Gascony by way of Barcelona, Sancho was proudly styling himself emperor (imperator) and king of the Spains (rex Hispaniarum).20 However, his much-vaunted empire was dismembered almost as soon as it came into being. Navarrese claims to authority over León and Gascony evaporated within months of Sancho’s death

18 Pérez de Urbel (1950).
20 ‘Regnante rex Sancio Gartianis in Aragone et in Castella et in Legione, de Zamora usque in Barcinona, et cunta Guasconia imperante’: Cartulario de San Juan de la Peña, 1, no. 59. As imperator and rex Hispaniarum, see Menéndez Pidal (1956), 1, p. 109, 11, pp. 671–2; Cartulario de San Millán de la Cogolla, no. 193.
in 1035 and the remaining territories were partitioned among his sons, in accordance with the late king’s wishes: García, the eldest, receiving Navarre, Fernando Castile, Ramiro Aragón and Gonzalo Sobrarbe and Ribagorza.

The origins of the tiny Pyrenean county of Aragón, like those of its neighbour the kingdom of Navarre, are shrouded in obscurity. The territory emerges as a historically recognizable entity in the early ninth century, by which time it had successfully resisted attempts by both Muslims and Franks to impose their respective authority. Under Count Galindo Aznar (c. 844–67), however, Aragón came under the orbit of the monarchs of Navarre and that influence would persist until the county was elevated to the status of a kingdom in its own right on the death of Sancho Garcés III in 1035. Under its first monarch, Ramiro I (1035–63), the fledgling kingdom soon began to flex its muscles and to expand its boundaries further. In 1045 Ramiro took advantage of the murder of his half-brother Gonzalo to extend his lordship over the territories of Sobrarbe and Ribagorza. However, subsequent efforts to push westwards into Navarre and southwards into the territory of the taifa kingdom of Saragossa met with only very limited success. Under Ramiro I, it has been said, Aragón ‘did little more than survive behind its mountain ramparts’.

To make matters worse, when Ramiro finally broke out of his mountain fastness and captured Graus in the foothills of the Pyrenees in 1063, he was promptly defeated and killed in battle by al-Muqtadir of Saragossa and his Castilian allies. It was left to Sancho Ramírez I (1063–94) to continue the aggressive policy of expansion that his father had initiated; but the decisive military breakthrough which was to allow the Aragonese to move down on to the plain of Huesca was not to materialize until two further decades of military frustration had elapsed.

At the far eastern end of the Pyrenees, in the region known today as Catalonia, lay a cluster of small, independent Christian principalities. Their origins are to be found in the Frankish protectorate – the so-called Spanish March – that had been established in the region in the early ninth century. With the disintegration of the Carolingian empire in the latter half of that century, however, the newly established Catalan counties had been left increasingly to their own devices until Frankish control had ceased altogether. The power vacuum had been filled by a number of local magnates who set themselves up as independent rulers, the most powerful of whom was Count Wifred ‘the Hairy’ of Barcelona (870–97). Even so, the political link with the Frankish empire was not finally broken until the Carolingian dynasty expired in the late tenth century, and the frontiers of the marcher territory that had been established by the Franks remained relatively stable, notwithstanding the devastating attacks on

---

the region by al-Mansur and al-Muzaffar. Following the death of the latter in 1008, Count Ramón Borrell I of Barcelona (992–1017) and his brother Count Armengol I of Urgel (992–1010) became caught up in the wild disorder that afflicted al-Andalus when in 1010 they led an army south to help the would-be caliph Muhammad al-Mahdi recover Córdoba from Berber control. However, what came to be known as ‘the year of the Catalans’ was not to be the prelude to a prolonged period of campaigning against the Muslim south. Although there were further Catalan raids into al-Andalus in 1018 and 1024, there appears to have been little systematic attempt at territorial conquest and the frontier with Muslim Spain scarcely altered. Instead, Catalan–Muslim relations in the first half of the eleventh century were characterized by increasingly close political and economic ties. Partly as a direct consequence of the stagnation of the frontier, the history of Barcelona in the first half of the eleventh century was marked by internal strife on a grand scale, as Count Berenguer Ramón I (1017–35) showed himself unable to maintain his authority over his increasingly rebellious Catalan magnates. During the second quarter of the century there was a progressive breakdown in public order, as comital power was attacked head-on by the great nobles, private armies abounded and ‘adulterine’ fortresses proliferated in the hands of a ‘new aristocracy’ of petty castellans. The task of restoring order fell to Count Ramón Berenguer I (1035–76), who was gradually able to regain control by skilfully exploiting the divisions between his opponents, by using the large sums of money he received in tribute from his taifa clients to buy off those who resisted him and to regain control of their castles, and by binding his subordinates to him with ties of personal fidelity.

A decade before Ramón Berenguer I of Barcelona began to impose his ‘new political order’ in the Catalan territories under his authority, renewed political turmoil had begun to brew on the other side of the peninsula. The death of Sancho Garcés III of Navarre in 1035 seems to have been greeted by Vermudo III of León as an opportunity to settle old scores. In 1037, he led an army across the River Cea with a view to recovering the territory that had been acquired by Fernando of Castile on the occasion of his marriage to Vermudo’s sister in 1032. But the daring strategy backfired. Vermudo was defeated and killed by Fernando at the battle of Tamarón in September 1037, whereupon the latter moved rapidly to establish his own right to the Leonese throne by virtue of his wife Sancha.

The consecration of Fernando and Sancha on the throne of León in June 1038, in the presence of most of the secular and ecclesiastical magnates of the realm, marked the formal birth of a new kingdom of León-Castile which in

the succeeding decades would come to dominate the Christian north. In the short term, however, the new monarch’s priority was not to indulge in further ambitious empire-building, but to consolidate his authority over his newly established realms. However, such is the poverty of the sources for Fernando I’s reign – a few dozen charters and some lacklustre chronicle narrative is almost all we have to go on – that we know very little indeed about the early years of his rule. Nevertheless, if the witness-lists that were attached to his diplomas are anything to go by, the new king seems to have been able to win over most of the nobility of León and Castile to his side.26 In Galicia, however, the death of Vermudo III and the arrival of the new Navarro-Castilian dynasty seems to have been greeted with considerably less enthusiasm. It is a striking feature of Fernando’s reign that he visited Galicia so rarely and that he made so very few donations to the churches and monasteries of the region. The rebellion that was orchestrated by the Countess Odrocia, her daughter Elvira and her grandson Count Nuño Rodríguez in the region of Monterroso may merely have been part of a wider show of disaffection against Fernando’s authority. It is probably no mere coincidence that several of the oldest aristocratic families of the region disappear from the record at this time.27 The likelihood is that the old Galician aristocracy decided to stand up to Fernando I and that it paid the price as a result.

Fernando I’s other pressing concern during the first half of his reign was the stability of his frontier with Navarre. Although García Sánchez V (1035–54) had sent troops to assist Fernando in his struggle with Vermudo III of León in 1037 and had received the northern part of the former county of Castile as the price for his support, the two brothers had later quarrelled. Mutual hostility eventually gave rise to outright warfare. On 1 September 1054 Fernando defeated and killed García in battle at Atapuerca near Burgos, as a result of which he was able to annex the territory of the Bureba on the west bank of the upper Ebro and reduce the new Navarrese king, Sancho Garcés IV (1054–76), to vassalage.

With any potential Navarrese threat neutralized, Fernando was at long last in a position to capitalize upon the political and military weakness of the taifa kingdoms of al-Andalus. His best-publicized territorial conquests came at the expense of the taifa of Badajoz. In November 1057 Fernando’s forces captured the town of Lamego and with it the upper reaches of the Duero valley. Viseu fell in 1058 and in 1064 Coimbra followed suit, with the result that the basin of the River Mondego also came under Leonese control. These conquests were matched by important gains at the other end of the Duero, where in 1060 Fernando stormed a number of fortresses belonging to al-Muqtadir of

26 Colección diplomática de Fernando I, nos. 8–13.  
27 Ibid., no. 59; Fletcher (1984), p. 31.
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Saragossa. On top of these successes, Fernando kept up the pressure on the taifa kings by dispatching regular raiding expeditions far and wide into Muslim territory, from Seville in the south-west to Valencia in the south-east.

Territorial conquests were all very well and good, but the rewards in land, plunder and slaves, not to mention the prestige that accrued to the victor, might easily be offset by the elevated costs of campaigning. Thus, the occupation of Coimbra by Fernando I in 1064 was achieved only after a punishing and no doubt costly six-month-long siege. It was hardly surprising, therefore, that for a monarch with his eye on the profit margin the exaction of tribute was often the preferred course of action. The Christian rulers of eastern Spain, and in particular Count Ramón Berenguer I of Barcelona, who set the trend in or around 1045, were the first to demand tribute or parias, as such payments were known, from the enfeebled taifa kings of al-Andalus in return for military ‘protection’. Fernando I of León-Castile does not seem to have levied parias in any systematic way until the final years of his reign; but he soon made up for lost time. By the time of his death in 1065 Fernando was receiving regular payments of parias from the taifas of Badajoz, Toledo and Saragossa, and occasional ones from the rulers of Seville and Valencia too. Substantial sums of money were involved. If the payment of 5,000 gold dinars that Fernando I was reportedly promised by al-Muzaffar of Badajoz was in any way typical, then it is likely that by the time of his death the Leonese-Castilian king was in receipt of an annual income well in excess of 25,000 gold pieces. In addition to hard currency, tribute might also take the form of jewellery, textiles and other luxury goods, while in 1063 Fernando I even recovered the mortal remains of St Isidore from his client al-Mu'tadid of Seville.

Although no details have survived of the arrangements which regulated the agreements between Fernando I and his client states, we can get a good idea of the mechanics of the paria system from the treaties that were drawn up between al-Muqtadir of Saragossa and Sancho Garcés IV of Navarre in 1069 and 1073. The latter agreement stipulated, among other things, that al-Muqtadir was to pay the Navarrese king the sum of 12,000 gold pieces a year, or their equivalent in silver. In return, Sancho undertook to persuade the king of Aragón, by force if necessary, to withdraw from the territory around Huesca, from where he had been harrying the kingdom of Saragossa. The two rulers further agreed

28 Rodrigo Jiménez de Rada, Historia de rebus Hispanicie, pp. 189–90.
30 Ibn 'Idhari, La caída del Califato de Córdoba, p. 198. Fernando’s son and successor, Alfonso VI, may have realized an annual income of as much as 70,000 gold dinars from his Muslim tributaries: Reilly (1992), p. 58.
31 Historia Silense, pp. 198–204; Colección diplomática de Fernando I, no. 66; Viñayo González (1961).
32 Lacarra (1981b).
to provide military assistance to one another whether against Christians or against Muslims.

The gigantic sums that were paid over in *parias* by the taifa kings brought unheard of wealth to the previously impoverished Christian rulers. The lion’s share of the money was probably designated towards the military budget. The influx of Moorish gold and silver enabled the kings and counts of the north to put ever bigger and better equipped armies into the field, to engage in castle-building on an unprecedented scale, to build or acquire ships and even, in one notable case, to engage the services of an expert in siege techniques from abroad. Thus, between 1062 and 1072 Ramón Berenguer I of Barcelona is reckoned to have lavished at least 10,000 ounces of gold on the purchase of castles alone. Large amounts of cash also found their way into the hands of the warrior nobles upon whose considerable military expertise their rulers relied so heavily. Few could match the achievements of the Catalan nobleman Arnal Mir de Tost, who amassed a vast fortune for himself in money, land, castles and luxury goods during the course of his long and highly successful military career. Religious institutions, such as the cathedral churches of Jaca, Pamplona and Urgel, and the monastic houses of Nájera and San Juan de la Peña, were the other great beneficiaries of *parias*. In 1048, Count Armengol III of Urgel (1038–65) undertook to deliver to his local see one tenth of his future income from Muslim tributes. The new wealth was also diverted to churches beyond the Pyrenees, notably to the Burgundian abbey of Cluny, which was promised an annual donative of 1,000 gold pieces by Fernando I of León-Castile in or around 1063, and twice that amount by his son Alfonso VI in 1077.

Although tribute-gathering and territorial aggrandizement were far from being the exclusive preserve of the Leonese-Castilian monarchy, by the time of his death on 29 December 1065 Fernando I’s victories on the battlefield, his by no means inconsiderable conquests and his success in reducing several of the wealthiest of the taifa kingdoms to tributary status had confirmed him as by far the most powerful monarch on the peninsular political stage.

We seek only our lands which you conquered from us in times past at the beginning of your history. Now you have dwelled in them for the time allotted to you and we have become victorious over you as a result of your own wickedness. So go to your own side of the Straits and leave our lands to us, for no good will come to you from dwelling here with us after today. For we shall not hold back from you until God decides between us, Fernando I is alleged to have declared to an embassy from Toledo. Or so Ibn ‘Idhari, writing in the early fourteenth century, would have us believe.

---

Whether by this time Fernando I had truly committed himself to a deliberate policy of reconquest is very much a moot point. Certainly, the dynastic arrangements which the ailing king made in December 1063, just two years before his death, do not suggest that, like the ninth-century kings of the Asturias, he considered the restoration of a unitary Christian state embracing the length and breadth of the peninsula to be either a viable or a pressing objective. For, like his father Sancho Garcés III before him, Fernando chose to partition his realms amongst his sons. To the eldest, Sancho II (1065–72), he granted the kingdom of Castile as far west as the River Pisuerga, together with the parias owed by the taifa of Saragossa. To Alfonso VI went the territories of León and the Asturias and the parias of Toledo. And to his youngest son, García I (1065–73), he granted Galicia and the Portuguese territories as far south as Coimbra, as well as the tributes payable by the taifa of Badajoz.  

The death of Fernando I’s widow Sancha, on 7 November 1067, appears to have been greeted by the king’s sons as an opportunity to undo their late father’s dynastic arrangements and to redraw the political map of north-west Spain. In 1068 forces loyal to Sancho II of Castile and Alfonso VI of León clashed inconclusively at Llantadilla on the River Pisuerga. In the spring of 1071 Alfonso also took up arms against his sibling García, who was forced to seek refuge in Coimbra. Alfonso may have proposed to Sancho some form of power-sharing arrangement in Galicia, but mutual suspicion between the brothers soon gave rise to further territorial squabbles. In January 1072 Alfonso was defeated and captured by Sancho in battle at Golpejera near Carrión. Shortly afterwards, Sancho in turn overthrew García and brought the Galician and Portuguese territories under his sole rule.

On the face of things, Sancho II’s aggressive strategy had proved a brilliant tour de force. Not only had he reunited the kingdom which his father had dismembered, but his brothers had been forced into exile, Alfonso to the taifa court of al-Mam’un of Toledo (1043–75) and García to that of al-Mu’tamid of Seville. The pacification of the newly conquered realms proved rather more difficult to achieve, however. Despite his crushing feats of arms, the newly crowned monarch of León and Castile faced opposition to his rule both among the ecclesiastical hierarchy and among the landed aristocracy of León. He also had to contend with the hostility of his sister Urraca who, according to one account, sought to rally supporters of Alfonso to her side from her headquarters at Zamora on the north bank of the Duero.  

Sancho moved swiftly to neutralize this threat to his authority by besieging Zamora, but on 7 October 1072 he

---

38 Historia Silense, pp. 204–5; Pelayo of Oviedo, Crónica, pp. 75–6; ‘Chronicon Compostellanum’, p. 609.
was murdered outside the walls of the city. His rule as king of Castile, León and Galicia had lasted barely nine months.

Whether the Zamora uprising and the subsequent murder of Sancho II were directly instigated by Alfonso VI with a view to recovering his lost inheritance we cannot say for sure. Although Alfonso himself was quick to claim that his recovery of the throne of León had been achieved without bloodshed, later accounts of Sancho’s murder were in no doubt that foul play had been involved. In any case, Alfonso evidently had much to gain from his brother’s demise. While Sancho’s corpse was being conveyed back to Castile for burial at the monastery of Oña, Alfonso headed swiftly north to León to reclaim his throne. In December he may have been in Burgos, where he made a generous grant to the monks of the nearby abbey of Cardeña, seeking to win over the Castilian episcopate and aristocracy to his side. Later literary accounts were to make great play of the grave misgivings which some Castilian nobles supposedly harboured about the role Alfonso VI had played in the death of Sancho II. The Leonese monarch was allegedly forced to swear an oath in Burgos denying any complicity in his brother’s death before the Castilian nobility would accept him as their king. But whether or not this episode has any historical basis in fact, Alfonso was presumably successful in his attempt to seek Castilian support, for there is no record of any challenge being mounted against his authority after 1072. With Castile pacified, Alfonso was able to turn his attention to Galicia. In February 1073 he captured his brother García, recently returned from exile, and had him imprisoned in the castle of Luna to the north of León, where he was to remain until his death on 22 March 1090.

The death of Sancho II of Castile and the incarceration of García I of Galicia enabled Alfonso VI to gather into his own hands all of the territories which Fernando I had divided up among his sons. With no other obvious claimants to the throne on the horizon, the lay and ecclesiastical magnates of Castile and Galicia may simply have accepted the ruthless unravelling of Fernando I’s dynastic arrangements as a fait accompli. In any case, the expansionist policies which Alfonso VI pursued soon after his restoration to the throne in the winter of 1072 do not suggest a man uncertain of his position at home, but rather a monarch bent on restoring León-Castile to the dominant position

---

40 In his charter issued on 17 November 1072 the king declared: ‘Ego quidem Adefonsus rex ... sensi uindictam Dei omnipotentis presenti tempore factus extorris a potestate regni mei et postea restituit me Deus in id ipsum quod amiseram, sine sanguine hostium, sine depraedatione regionis, et subito, quum non extimabatur, accepi terram sine inquietudine, sine alicuius contradictione et sedi in sede genitoris mei Dei donante clementia: Colección documental...de León, no. 1182. Cf. Menéndez Pidal (1956), ii, pp. 178ff.

41 Becerro Gótico de Cardeña, no. lxxxvi.

it had enjoyed under his father Fernando I only a few years before. One of Alfonso's immediate priorities after his restoration was to secure recognition of his suzerainty by his cousin Sancho Garcés IV of Navarre. However, on 4 June 1076 Sancho was murdered, pushed over a cliff at Peñalén by his brother Ramiro and sister Ermesinda, or so it was alleged. Before any of Sancho's kinsmen could establish themselves on the throne, Navarre's neighbours resolved to make their own bids for power. To the east Sancho Ramírez I of Aragon promptly seized Pamplona, while to the west Alfonso VI led an army into the Rioja. Under the terms of the treaty that was subsequently agreed between the two monarchs, Alfonso was to receive both the Rioja and the Basque provinces of Alava, Vizcaya and part of Guipúzcoa. Sancho Ramírez was to hold the territory of Pamplona as far west as Estella, in return for which he undertook to pay homage to the Leonese-Castilian monarch. Barely forty years after the death of the self-styled 'king of the Spains', Sancho Garcés III, the partition of Navarre in 1076 signified the disappearance of that kingdom as an independent political power for the next fifty-eight years. By the time it was resuscitated in 1134 not only was Navarre to find its power much reduced, but the loss of the Rioja meant that any further expansion into Muslim territory was effectively barred.

The occupation of the Rioja confirmed Alfonso VI's hegemonic position over the other Christian powers of the peninsula. It may have been no accident that within a year of his Navarrese conquests the Leonese-Castilian monarch bombastically began to style himself emperor of all Spain (imperator totius Hispaniae). Alfonso VI's other chief preoccupation during the early years of his reign was with the taifa kingdoms of al-Andalus. The fratricidal strife which had unfolded in León-Castile between 1067 and 1072 had encouraged the taifa kings to cease paying the great sums in parias which they had been obliged to render in the days of Fernando I. Alfonso VI now moved swiftly to remedy this state of affairs. As early as 1074 al-Muqtadir of Saragossa, whose treaty with Sancho García IV of Navarre we referred to earlier, was probably prevailed upon to resume payment of parias which had lapsed after the death of Sancho II. Al-Ma'mun of Toledo, who had offered political asylum to Alfonso after the latter was banished by Sancho II in 1072, probably followed suit shortly afterwards. Furthermore, in the summer of 1074 Alfonso led an army against the taifa kingdom of 'Abd Allah of Granada, backed by forces loyal to his ally al-Ma'mun. Skilfully exploiting the divisions between 'Abd Allah and his Muslim opponents, Alfonso soon brought the Granadan king to the negotiating table. 'Abd Allah's own candid account of the bargaining which ensued, preserved in the pages of the memoirs which the taifa king composed whilst in exile in Morocco in the 1090s, claims that Alfonso's

strategy was clear-cut:

He . . . came with the intention of taking money from both sides and crushing their heads against one another. It was not his hope to seize the country for himself, for he had pondered the matter and said to himself: ‘I am not of their faith, and all the inhabitants hate me. On what basis should I aspire to take it? By submission? No, that’s impossible. By combat? No, my men will perish, my money will disappear and my losses will be greater than any benefit I could hope to derive should the city fall into my hands. Even if it does fall to me, it cannot be held without the cooperation of its inhabitants – but then, they are not to be trusted. Nor is it possible to massacre the inhabitants and settle some of my co-religionists in it. The best plan, indeed the only plan, is to threaten one with the other and to take their money all the time until their cities are impoverished and weakened. When they are weakened, they will surrender and become mine of their own accord.’

This should not be dismissed as mere fanciful speculation on ‘Abd Allah’s part, for he claimed to have been told of Alfonso’s thinking by the Leonese monarch’s right-hand man Count Sisnando Davídez of Portugal. Besides, other Arab sources present a substantially similar analysis. In any case, after prolonged negotiations between the two rulers, backed by veiled threats on Alfonso’s part, an agreement was reached. The treaty stipulated that neither monarch should attack the other and that ‘Abd Allah should pay Alfonso the enormous sum of 30,000 gold mithqals immediately and an additional 10,000 mithqals per annum thereafter.

As ‘Abd Allah’s illuminating exposition of Alfonso VI’s policy towards the taifas suggests, the conquest of al-Andalus was not an immediate priority for the Leonese king. Indeed, given the vast sums of money that were paid to him annually in parias, not to mention all the other precious objects which customarily accompanied the tribute-payments, the incentives to do so could not have been great. As one historian has put it, ‘the condition upon which the system of parias depended was the continued existence and economic vitality of the tribute-payers. It would have been foolish to kill the goose that laid the golden eggs.’ And yet, within only a few years of the Granadan expedition, that was exactly what Alfonso VI resolved to do.

The root cause of this sudden shift in Alfonso’s policy towards the taifa rulers of al-Andalus was the changing political situation in the kingdom of Toledo. Under the leadership of al-Ma’mun, Alfonso VI’s friend and ally of long standing, Toledo had enjoyed a notable period of prosperity and expansion. Valencia had been annexed in 1065 and Córdoba ten years after that. The death of al-Ma’mun in 1075, however, gave rise to a period of intense political

45 See, for example, Ibn al-Kardabus, *Historia de al-Andalus*, p. 102.
46 Fletcher (1987), p. 35.
instability in the kingdom. His grandson and successor, al-Qadir, proved ill-suited to the demands of government. Valencia and Córdoba soon slipped from his grasp and, worse still, in 1079 fierce political infighting within Toledo itself forced al-Qadir to withdraw from the city to his family power-base at Cuenca. His enemies in Toledo invited the ruler of neighbouring Badajoz, ‘Umar al-Mutawakkil (1067–94), to assume the throne. But accomplished poet and celebrated gourmand though he was, al-Mutawakkil was no warrior. With the forces of Alfonso VI, who had conquered Coria, bearing down on him, the king of Badajoz quickly recognized that his own position in Toledo was untenable and withdrew, allowing al-Qadir to resume control. As the price for Alfonso’s support, al-Qadir not only had to deliver yet larger sums of money in *parias*, but he was persuaded to cede a number of fortresses in the northern reaches of his kingdom to Leonese control. But al-Qadir’s position remained highly precarious. The humiliating installation of Christian garrisons on Toledan soil, the imposition of further heavy taxes on his already long-suffering subjects, not to mention his savage persecution of his political opponents in Toledo all added to his unpopularity. In the end, however, the final, decisive blow that toppled al-Qadir from power was delivered not by his enemies within, or even by one of his taifa rivals, but by his ally and supposed ‘protector’ Alfonso VI.

It may have been the renewed outbreak of civil war in Toledo in 1082, together with the realization that al-Qadir’s days as a reliable ally were seriously numbered, that ultimately persuaded Alfonso VI to make his own bid for power. According to one account, it was al-Qadir himself who offered to surrender Toledo and its territories to Alfonso if the latter would help him to capture Valencia. In the autumn of 1084 Alfonso’s army laid siege to Toledo. Requests for military assistance were hastily dispatched by the citizens to the other taifa rulers, but their appeals fell on deaf ears. Terms of surrender were finally agreed on 6 May 1085. Alfonso could afford to be generous: the citizens of Toledo were guaranteed the security of their persons and property and were to be free to practise their own religion. Those who chose to leave the city could do so without let or hindrance. On 25 May Alfonso VI entered Toledo in triumph. For the Leonese king it was to prove the crowning-point of his long military career. Toledo was a relatively wealthy city. The territory of the former taifa kingdom encompassed a vast area that stretched from the Sierra de Guadarrama in the north to the Sierra Morena in the south, and from the Tagus valley around Talavera in the west to Guadalajara in the east. Overnight the kingdom of León-Castile had expanded by as much as a third to occupy an area more than twice the size of England. Yet, if the spoils of war were prodigious,

---

the psychological consequences of conquest were possibly even greater still. It was not simply that Toledo was the first major Muslim city to have fallen into Christian hands since the peninsula had been overrun in the eighth century and that, at a time when the frontiers of Christendom were under attack from Islam elsewhere, Alfonso could plausibly claim to be the defender of the faith. More important still, Toledo was the ancient capital of the Visigoths. For a monarch like Alfonso VI, who claimed to rule as ‘emperor of all the Spains’, the conquest of the city was an act that was imbued with immense symbolic significance.

Viewed from a wider European perspective, the ‘great leap forward’ of León-Castile from the Duero to the Tagus after the fall of Toledo was symptomatic of the spectacular expansion of Latin Christendom into the European periphery during the high middle ages. Everywhere, from Spain to the Baltic to the eastern Mediterranean, the pattern of expansion was broadly the same: military conquest, followed by a less dramatic, but by no means less remarkable, movement of migration and colonization. But in north-western Spain the process of settlement had got under way long before the delivery of Toledo into the hands of Alfonso VI. Indeed, ever since the Asturian kingdom had spilled over on to the Leonese plain in the early ninth century, the territorial expansion of the realm had been accompanied by a slow, piecemeal movement of colonization, as small groups of settlers had advanced down the numerous river valleys that cross the northern meseta until they had reached the banks of the Duero between the years 850 and 900. In the early tenth century, driven in part by the search for new pasture lands, settlers from the Leonese and Castilian heartlands had gradually begun to occupy territories south of the Duero. But the timid process of colonization had been rudely interrupted by the devastating series of raids that had been visited upon the region by al-Mansur’s armies between 977 and 986. The Duero had then remained the frontier between Christian and Muslim for decades, until the military push led first by Fernando I and then by Alfonso VI, which culminated in the conquest of Toledo, brought with it a vast swathe of largely unpopulated territory, known as the Extremaduras, which had to be systematically colonized, governed and defended.

Sepúlveda, strategically situated between the River Duero to the north-west and the Somosierra pass across the Guadarrama mountains to the southeast, was one of the earliest settlements to be established in the Trans-Duero. Although the destruction of the town by al-Mansur in 984 had brought an abrupt halt to the colonizing movement that had been in progress since the early tenth century, the dramatic shift in Christian–Muslim relations in the wake of the collapse of the caliphate of Córdoba encouraged the process of

repoblación to begin anew. On 17 November 1076, Alfonso VI granted a fuero, or charter of liberties, to Sepúlveda in which he confirmed the rights and obligations of those who had already taken up residence in the territory and sought to encourage new colonists from the north to settle at the frontier outpost. A number of generous and eye-catching incentives, ranging from tax breaks for all to immunity from prosecution for murderers on the run, were offered to those who were willing to take up residence. For Sepúlveda was no ordinary town; just as those who colonized it were no ordinary settlers. From the very outset, rather, Sepúlveda was conceived of as a military settlement whose citizens, categorized simply as caballeros (horsemen) or peones (footsoldiers), were expected to defend the frontier against attack and take the fight to the enemy whenever the need should arise. The militarization of municipal life in Sepúlveda was soon mirrored at other settlements in the Trans-Duero. By the early twelfth century an entire defensive frontier system stretching from Salamanca to Soria had been established, a string of strategically situated fortress towns designed both to bear the brunt of Muslim attacks and to act as a springboard for future campaigns of conquest. Although, in the event, the defensive capabilities of walled cities such as Ávila, Salamanca and Segovia were never to be seriously put to the test, the militia forces they put into the field were to play an increasingly vital role in the Leonese-Castilian fighting machine. It was to be thanks in large part to their military expertise that the frontier with Islam did not buckle.

Elsewhere in the Christian north the migratory movement towards the southern frontier was being pursued with equal vigour. Indeed, decades before Alfonso VI issued his invitation to the criminals and ne´er-do-wells of Castile to make a new life for themselves in Sepúlveda, significant numbers of emigrants had already begun to leave their home villages in the Aragonese and Catalan uplands in order to seek out new opportunities on the frontier with al-Andalus. However, the expansionism of Christian Spain in the eleventh century was exemplified not only by the step-by-step conquest and colonization of Muslim-held territories, but by the equally dynamic process of ‘internal expansion’ that occurred well behind the front line. In northern Spain, as in most areas of the west after 950, a combination of factors, including rapid population growth, climatic change, technological innovation and extensive land clearance, contributed to a steady increase in agricultural output. As the rural economy flourished, so the demand for land grew. The net result was a dramatic upturn in the property market, as wealthy aristocratic families
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and ecclesiastical institutions eagerly sought to extend their landholdings at the expense of independent peasant proprietors. Witness, for example, the 67 property transactions that are known to have been conducted by the Leonese magnate Count Froila Muñoz between 1007 and 1045; or the 119 estates that were acquired by the monks of San Pedro de Cardeña near Burgos between 999 and 1090.53 And it was the same story at the other end of the peninsula, in Catalonia, where in the hinterland around Barcelona a surge in land clearance was accompanied by a marked increase in agricultural production from the 980s onwards.54

The steady rise in human population and agricultural output after the millennium encouraged urban centres to grow. Although none of the modest settlements that passed for towns in the Christian north in the eleventh century could possibly have competed in terms of population and wealth with the flourishing commercial centres of al-Andalus, most of them experienced some significant growth in this period. In Catalonia, for example, increased profits from agricultural surpluses, coupled with an influx of precious metals through parias, acted as a stimulus to commercial activity and transformed the city of Barcelona into an important centre of regional exchange.55 In other areas of the north, however, where the boom in the agrarian economy does not seem to have been quite so pronounced as in the Catalan territories, by far the most important spur to urban development was the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela.56 Pilgrims from beyond the Pyrenees had been making the arduous journey to the shrine of St James in Galicia from at least the middle of the tenth century. However, the flow of pilgrim traffic to the tomb of the apostle grew in intensity as the eleventh century progressed, to reach a climax in the first half of the twelfth. Four principal pilgrim-routes ran from starting-points in France and converged in the western Pyrenees at Puente la Reina, from where the so-called camino francés, or French road, wound its way westwards across northern Spain via Logroño, Burgos, Carrión, Sahagún, León and Astorga before entering Galicia itself.57
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The pilgrim-road left a lasting impression on the communities through which it passed. Kings, clerics and laymen competed to enhance the facilities available to the passing pilgrims, mending roads, building bridges and churches, and erecting hostels and hospitals for those in need, such as the one that Bishop Pelayo of León founded opposite his cathedral on 13 December 1084.\textsuperscript{18} The arrival of so many foreign, though mostly French, pilgrims left a profound cultural imprint too. It was reflected in the French forms of writing, which by the end of the century had begun to displace the traditional Visigothic hand employed in many parts of the peninsula hitherto; in the innovative sculptural forms which came into vogue in places as far apart as Jaca in the Pyrenees and Sahagún in the Tierra de Campos; and in the buildings designed in the popular Romanesque style which sprang up in such numbers along the pilgrim-route at this time, such as the exquisite church of San Martín de Frómista near Carrión.\textsuperscript{59}

The pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela helped to put Spain on the map and opened the peninsula up to foreign influences as never before. But piety was not the only force that drew outsiders to set foot on Spanish soil. It was probably rumours of the immense wealth flowing north in \textit{parias} from the taifa kingdoms of al-Andalus that prompted some warrior-aristocrats from beyond the Pyrenees to view the Spanish front line as the ideal place in which to feather their nests. At any rate, it now seems plain that it was the prospect of plunder, not the promise of spiritual rewards, that was uppermost in the minds of the force of French knights who helped an army of Catalan and Aragonese troops to besiege and conquer the Saragossan fortress town of Barbastro in 1064.\textsuperscript{60} Marriage alliances with peninsular dynasties were also influential in encouraging French nobles to travel to Spain. Thus, among the leaders of the French military force that campaigned inconclusively around Tudela in 1087, Duke Odo of Burgundy was the nephew of Alfonso VI’s second wife Constance, and Raymond of St-Gilles, whose mother Almodis had married Count Ramón Berenguer I of Barcelona, was the uncle of Philippa, the wife of Sancho Ramírez of Aragon.\textsuperscript{61}

News of the profits that were to be made in the peninsula also encouraged colonies of foreign merchants and artisans to set up shop along the \textit{camino francés} in order to cater for the needs of the faithful who passed through in droves. The Aragonese city of Jaca, situated at the foot of the Somport pass across the central Pyrenees, provides an illuminating case in point. During the course of the eleventh century the ever-increasing flow of pilgrims into Spain
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transformed Jaca from a comparatively insignificant fortified settlement into an important staging-post on the route to Compostela and a major conduit for commercial traffic between France and the peninsular realms. Significant numbers of settlers, or burgenses as they were labelled, had already begun to be drawn to the burgeoning mercantile centre by the time Sancho Ramírez awarded a charter of privileges to Jaca in 1077. What is more, the volume of merchandise that passed through the town annually – a good deal of it apparently carried by self-declared pilgrims – came to be such that the Aragonese king was prompted to slap tariffs on the incoming goods. A similar process of urban development can be glimpsed at other points on the camino francés. At Estella, south-west of Pamplona, for example, where French settlers arrived in such numbers that they were also granted a special fuero of privileges by Sancho Ramírez in 1090; and at the bustling mercantile burgo that was established by Alfonso VI alongside the monastery of Sahagún, south-east of León, some time prior to 1085 and which reportedly attracted traders and craftsmen from all parts of Europe and of all manner of professions, including smiths, carpenters, tailors, furriers and shoemakers. At Santiago de Compostela itself, meanwhile, commercial life had flourished to such an extent by 1095 that the local lord, Raymond of Burgundy, found it necessary to issue a decree protecting the rights of the merchants who made their way to the Holy City to sell their wares.

Pilgrims, warriors and merchants were not the only foreigners to make their presence felt on Spanish soil. Churchmen, too, began to cross the Pyrenees in ever-increasing numbers as the century wore on. There were French monks like Adelelm of the abbey of La Chaise-Dieu in the Auvergne, who travelled to Spain in about 1081 at the invitation of Alfonso VI’s second wife, Constance of Burgundy, and who was later to rule over the religious community and hospital of San Juan in Burgos, which was affiliated to La Chaise-Dieu in 1091; Peter of Andouque of the house of Ste-Foy-de-Conques, who was appointed to the see of Pamplona in 1082; and Frotard, abbot of St-Pons-de-Thomières, and Richard, abbot of St-Victor de Marseille, whose monasteries built up an important network of subordinate foundations among the religious houses of Catalonia in the closing quarter of the century. Particularly prominent on

the Iberian scene, however, was the Burgundian abbey of Cluny. It was in or around 1025 that Sancho Garcés III of Navarre asked Abbot Odilo of Cluny for help in introducing reformed Benedictine customs into the monasteries of his kingdom. The abbot responded by dispatching a party of monks to Spain, under the leadership of a certain Paternus, who took up residence at the Aragonese monastery of San Juan de la Peña, from where they may have extended Cluniac customs to other religious houses in Sancho’s domains. In return, the Navarrese king made a number of munificent gifts to Cluny which secured him a place as a lay member of the community and the promise of the intercessionary prayer of the monks thereafter.

Notwithstanding the close confraternal ties which Sancho Garcés III had established with the Burgundian monastery, Cluniac influence in Spain spread only very slowly. The abbey did not build up a dense network of daughter-houses in the peninsula, as it was doing in other areas of the west, nor is there any evidence of an influx of Cluniac monks to Spanish monasteries. What is more, after the death of Sancho Garcés III, his sons García, Ramiro and Gonzalo appear to have demonstrated a studied indifference to the abbey their father had held in such high esteem. In the kingdom of León-Castile, by contrast, Cluniac influence eventually came to be especially strongly felt. It was some time in the 1050s that Fernando I was prompted to revive the bond of friendship that his father had earlier forged with Cluny. Moreover, towards the end of his reign, probably in 1063, by which time the royal coffers were full to overflowing with Moorish tribute, Fernando secured for himself a permanent place in the liturgical commemorations of the monks when he undertook to make an annual payment of 1,000 gold pieces to Cluny. His son Alfonso VI was even more generous. Between 1073 and 1077 the newly restored monarch of León-Castile granted four monasteries to the Cluniacs, including the royal abbey of Sahagún, and in 1077 he doubled the annual Cluniac census to 2,000 gold pieces. Alfonso had good reason to hold Cluny in particular esteem. After all, it had been thanks to the good offices of Abbot Hugh of Cluny that Sancho II of Castile had been persuaded to release him from prison in Burgos in 1072. And the abbot may also have been instrumental in arranging the marriage of his niece Constance to Alfonso in 1079. The marriage served to strengthen the Leonese–Cluniac connection yet further. Increasing numbers of Cluniac churchmen entered the kingdom during the last quarter of the century and many came to achieve high office in the Leonese-Castilian church hierarchy. None did better for themselves than Bernard of Sédirac, who was appointed
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abbott of Sahagún in 1080, archbishop of Toledo in 1086 and primate of the whole Spanish church in 1088, a position which he held until his death in 1124.\(^{71}\)

Until the middle of the eleventh century, contacts between the Spanish Christian realms and the popes had been sporadic to say the least. Although the Catalan counties had successfully kept open a channel of communication with the papacy, the rest of Christian Spain appears to have remained relatively isolated from the mainstream of European religious practice and thought.\(^{72}\) However, with the development of the ecclesiastical reform movement in the second half of the century, this state of affairs was to change. The reform movement encouraged the papacy to broaden its horizons as never before and it was thus that the Holy See came to take a far closer interest in Iberian affairs. Under Alexander II and Gregory VII increasingly determined efforts were made to override local ecclesiastical customs and to bind the Spanish church more closely to the Holy See. Evidence of this new-found interest in Spanish affairs is provided by the three legatine missions that were carried out at the behest of Alexander II by Cardinal Hugh Candidus between 1065 and 1072.\(^{73}\)

Taking up where his predecessor Alexander II had left off, and displaying a cavalier disregard for either peninsular political realities or local sensibilities, Pope Gregory VII launched a blistering diplomatic offensive designed to advance his authority over what he inaccurately termed the ‘kingdom of Spain’. In a letter of 30 April 1073, in which he underlined his support for a projected military expedition to Spain under Count Ebles of Roucy, Gregory boldly asserted papal lordship over the peninsula and reminded those who were to take part in the forthcoming campaign that any lands they conquered from the Muslims were to be held as papal fiefs.\(^{74}\) In this respect Gregory was doubtless encouraged by the example of Sancho Ramírez of Aragon, who in 1068 had been persuaded by Alexander II to become a *fidelis beati Petri*, or papal vassal, and had duly placed his kingdom under the suzerainty of Rome.\(^{75}\) As things turned out, Count Ebles’s expedition appears to have been something of a damp squib, but this did not stop Pope Gregory stepping up the diplomatic pressure on the Spanish kingdoms. In a further letter, dated 28 June 1077, he audaciously informed the Spanish monarchs and their nobles that the kingdom of Spain had been given by ‘ancient constitutions’ – by which he presumably was referring to the Donation of Constantine – to Blessed Peter and the holy Roman church in right and ownership and that as a consequence the rulers of
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the Spanish realms were bound to owe obedience to Rome. However, with the exception of the Catalan Bernat of Besalú, who placed his county under papal lordship in 1077, Gregory VII’s wildly ambitious diplomatic campaign in the peninsula received notably short shrift. It is probably no mere coincidence that it was in 1077, the very same year that Gregory had issued his forthright letter to the Spanish kings, that Alfonso VI chose to underline his own claim to peninsular hegemony by adopting the style imperator totius Hispaniae in the products of his chancery. Gregory appears to have got the message, for the matter of papal suzerainty was never raised again.

The question of liturgical reform was not to be side-stepped so easily. The so-called Mozarabic liturgy had been developed in Spain during the Visigothic period. Its customs varied from standard Roman practice in innumerable ways, from the prayers that were recited to the colour of the vestments worn by its priests. In the second half of the eleventh century, however, papal concern to enforce liturgical standardization throughout the Latin west brought the Spanish kingdoms (with the exception of Catalonia which had long since accepted the Roman rite) under increasing pressure to step into line. What had once struck foreign observers as merely an oddity was now portrayed as an affront. Alexander II expressed his concerns on the matter in the letter he sent to Abbot Aquilino of San Juan de la Peña in 1071 and reform of what the pope labelled ‘confused rites’ was one of the chief objectives of Hugh Candidus’s legatine mission of that same year. The pressure began to bear fruit. With the pope’s encouragement, Sancho Ramírez of Aragon gradually replaced the Visigothic rite in the bishoprics and monasteries of his kingdom between 1071 and 1092. In neighbouring León-Castile, Alfonso VI was also willing enough to obey the papal directive on the matter, but his attempts to impose the Roman liturgy provoked a long and bruising dispute. Some of the Spanish bishops who had attended the Lenten synod in Rome in 1074 and who had agreed to implement the reform may subsequently have had second thoughts on the matter. In a letter Alfonso VI sent to Abbot Hugh of Cluny in 1077 he confessed that his kingdom was completely desolated by the change. According to later accounts, Alfonso resorted to increasingly
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desperate means, including a judicial duel and a bizarre trial by fire, in the
course of which the king had copies of each liturgy burned on a bonfire only to
see the Mozarabic rite leap undamaged from the flames, as he endeavoured to
resolve the dispute once and for all. Alfonso enlisted the help of Abbot Hugh
of Cluny and Queen Constance turned to the monk Adelelm, in an attempt
to pour oil on troubled waters; but another Cluniac, the monk Robert, who
had been installed as abbot of Sahagún, seems to have come out in support
of the Mozarabic liturgy. The dispute dragged on. Papal legates came and
went and a lively correspondence between the chief players ensued. Finally, in
May 1080, the papal trouble-shooter Cardinal Richard of St-Victor de Marseille
celebrated a council at Burgos during the course of which the Mozarabic liturgy
was formally abandoned and the Roman rite introduced. Gregory VII had won
a signal victory. The integration of the northern Spanish kingdoms into the
wider community of western Christendom was to continue apace.

The fall of Toledo in 1085 marked a watershed in Christian–Muslim political
relations in the peninsula. The conquest of that city and the annexation of
the vast territory it controlled not only gave rise to a spectacular expansion
of the Leonese-Castilian kingdom, but it also represented a decisive and, as
events would prove, permanent shift in the balance of power in favour of the
Christian north. ‘Abd Allah of Granada was later to recall that the conquest of
Toledo ‘sent a great tremor through al-Andalus and filled the inhabitants with
fear and despair of continuing to live there’. The poet Ibn al-‘Assal painted
an even more graphic picture:

O people of al-Andalus, spur on your mounts; it is nothing but a blunder to
stay on here.

A robe (normally) unravels from its edges, but I see the robe of the
peninsula unravelled from the centre.

We are caught up with an enemy who will not leave us alone: How can one
live in a basket together with snakes?

Similarly apocalyptic fears had been expressed at the time of the fall of Barbastro
to a force composed of French, Catalan and Aragonese troops in 1064. ‘We
are standing on the edge of a cliff, looking down on disaster’, Ibn Hayyan
had despairingly observed at the time. But Barbastro had been recaptured
by al-Muqtadir of Saragossa the following year and the mood of despair had
quickly subsided. Now, twenty-one years later, a renewed bout of hysteria swept
through the Muslim community.
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This widespread sense of mounting alarm would have been reinforced by subsequent events in Toledo itself, where Alfonso VI's conciliatory policy towards the Muslim inhabitants quickly seems to have been abandoned. At some point in 1086 the city governor Count Sisnando Davídez, who had previously served in the household of al-Mu'tadid of Seville and who was presumably well attuned to the sensibilities of the Muslim community, was removed from office. At roughly the same time, allegedly at the behest of Queen Constance and her fellow-Frenchman Archbishop Bernard of Toledo, and apparently in clear breach of the surrender terms of the previous year, the principal mosque of the city was taken over and converted into a Christian cathedral. In the meantime, an increasingly belligerent Alfonso VI had begun to tighten the screw yet further on the remaining taifa tributaries. In the spring of 1086 he fulfilled his side of the bargain that he had made with al-Qadir shortly before the surrender of Toledo by sending an army under Alvar Fáñez to install his former client as ruler of Valencia. He is reported to have called upon al-Mu'tamid of Seville to surrender his kingdom; and he dispatched a raiding expedition into the territory of Abd 'Allah of Granada. It may also have been at this time that one of his lieutenants, García Jiménez, captured the fortress of Aledo south-west of Murcia. The siege of Saragossa, which was begun by Alfonso VI in the early summer of 1086, may have been undertaken in order to persuade its new ruler, al-Musta'in (1085–1110), to resume the payment of parias which had lapsed the previous year, rather than with a view to outright conquest. But coming so soon after the fall of Toledo, Alfonso's actions were hardly designed to allay the growing apprehension among the other taifa kings that their own positions as independent rulers were in jeopardy. With their backs to the wall, the taifa kings sent a desperate appeal across the Straits of Gibraltar to the court of the Almoravid amir, Yusuf ibn Tashufín, at Marrakesh, requesting military assistance to enable them to push back what appeared to them to be an inexorable Christian advance.

The Almoravid movement is said to have had its origins in the ribat, or fortified post, that was established in the basin of the River Senegal by a Malikite scholar and missionary named Ibn Yasin some time after 1039. Ibn Yasin's followers, who came to be known as the al-Murabitun, from which the Spanish form Almoravid derives, aspired to live a life of religious purity and were committed to extending the frontiers of Islam by jihad, or holy war.
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With its compelling brand of austerity and revivalist vigour, the Almoravid movement enjoyed a rapid growth in popularity. By the time of Ibn Yasin’s death in 1059, the Almoravids had extended their authority over the Sanhaja Berber tribes of the western Sahara and over several of the other Berber peoples of southern Morocco. Leadership of the movement then fell to one of Ibn Yasin’s disciples, the Sanhaja chief Abu Bakr ibn’Umar. While Abu Bakr set about reinforcing his position in the south, his cousin Yusuf ibn Tashufin advanced north across the Atlas mountains, established his headquarters at Marrakesh in 1070 and rapidly overran the plain of Morocco, conquering Fez, Tlemcen and Tangier in quick succession. On Abu Bakr’s death in 1087, Yusuf assumed supreme leadership of the entire Almoravid movement.

No sooner had Yusuf gained a foothold on the southern Mediterranean shore, than he had begun to receive requests for military aid from the taifa rulers of al-Andalus. In 1079, shortly after the fall of Coria, al-Mutawakkil of Badajoz dispatched a letter imploring the Almoravid amir to intervene on his behalf. And in 1083 a plea in similar vein was sent by al-Mu’tamid of Seville, still smarting from the devastation of his kingdom by a raiding party led by Alfonso VI. But it was the fall of Toledo in 1085 that finally decided Yusuf to act. From the outset, however, there appears to have been little love lost between the austere Almoravid amir and the taifa rulers. To the latter, Yusuf was simply an uncouth barbarian, and a religious zealot to boot. In Yusuf’s opinion, the effete taifa kings had betrayed the Islamic faith by leading a licentious lifestyle, by kowtowing to the Christians and by imposing non-Qur’anic taxes on their subjects with which to pay their Christian ‘protectors’. The taifa sovereigns evidently had deep misgivings about seeking Berber intervention, but desperate times called for desperate measures. Given the dire straits in which they found themselves in the winter of 1085–6, the taifa kings could scarcely afford to be choosy about their allies. Al-Mu’tamid of Seville’s celebrated remark that he ‘would rather be a camel-driver in Morocco than a swineherd in Castile’ pithily summed up the prevailing mood.\(^90\)

In June 1086 Yusuf crossed the Straits at the head of a large Berber army. He established his base at Algeciras and then moved inland, first to Seville and then north to Badajoz. Alfonso VI was forced to raise the siege of Saragossa and hurried southwards to meet the threat. On 23 October 1086 the two armies clashed at Sagrajas, a little to the north of Badajoz. The Christian army was routed and Alfonso barely escaped with his life.\(^91\) But the Almoravid amir chose not to reap any immediate territorial advantage from his military success and withdrew to Morocco shortly afterwards. However, renewed appeals for help from the taifa kings prompted Yusuf to return to Spain in 1089, when he

vainly tried to reduce Aledo, and again the following year, when he mounted an unsuccessful attack upon Toledo. By this time, however, the already strained relations between the amir and the taifa monarchs had broken down altogether. Dismayed by the lukewarm support he had received from the taifas hitherto and by the continual bickering that prevented them from presenting any sort of united front against the Christian north, and suspecting – correctly as it turned out – that at least some of them had secretly reopened negotiations with Alfonso VI, Yusuf resolved to make himself the master of al-Andalus. He was helped in this regard by the fact that the Muslim populace appears to have regarded the Almoravids as liberators. The spectacular victory at Sagrajas, which offered hope that decades of humiliation and suffering at Christian hands might at last be at an end, as well as the prospect of sizeable tax cuts, helped to endear Yusuf to the population at large. As one chronicler later put it, the Almoravid amir was widely regarded both ‘as a good omen and a blessing’. With the encouragement of the fuqaha’ and the qudat, the theologians and judges who were responsible for upholding the tenets of Islamic law and who had long since become disenchanted by the conduct of the taifa kings, it was not long before citizens were virtually queuing up to denounce their rulers before the amir.

As for the taifa rulers themselves, they appeared virtually powerless to oppose Yusuf. ‘Abd Allah of Granada was the first to fall, stripped of his wealth and office and exiled to Morocco in September 1090. In 1091 it was the turn of al-Mu’tamid of Seville and some of the lesser taifas. And in early 1094 al-Mutawakkil was deposed and murdered, as a result of which the Almoravids overran the cities of central Portugal – Lisbon, Santarém and Sintra – which the desperate king of Badajoz had ceded to Alfonso VI the previous year as the price of a new military alliance. By 1094 all of the taifa rulers of western al-Andalus had been toppled and their territories absorbed into the Almoravid empire. In the meantime, Yusuf’s lieutenants had been busily mopping up resistance in south-eastern Spain, as Murcia, Aledo, Denia, Játiva and Alcira all fell in quick succession. At Valencia, however, the Almoravid juggernaut was stopped rudely in its tracks. There, resistance came not in the shape of some plucky taifa monarch determined to defend his dynasty and kingdom to the last, but in the unlikely form of a Castilian warrior-adventurer named Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar.

Rodrigo Díaz (c. 1043–99), better known to posterity as El Cid, has traditionally been portrayed as one of the great heroes of Spanish history. The inspiration of the greatest work of medieval Spanish epic poetry, the Poema de mio Cid, as well as a host of other literary works, El Cid was portrayed after

his lifetime as a pious crusading warrior whose overriding concern had been to liberate the peninsula from Muslim domination. If we disentangle the man from the legend and the patriotic rhetoric, however, a rather different picture emerges. Rodrigo Díaz was a Castilian nobleman who rose to prominence in the household of Sancho II. In 1081, after he had led an unauthorized raid into the taifa of Toledo, he was exiled by Alfonso VI. Having unsuccessfully sought asylum in Catalonia, he eventually took up employment as a mercenary captain in the service of al-Muqtadir of Saragossa and then in that of his son al-Mu'tamīn (1082–5). By all accounts a soldier of some genius, Rodrigo’s exploits on the field of battle, against Muslim and Christian foes alike, rapidly won him great wealth and fame, as well as the epithet *Campidoctor* (whence the Spanish *Campeador*). In 1082 he defeated and captured Count Berenguer Ramón II of Barcelona (1076–97) in battle at Almenar near Lérida, prompting a monk of Ripoll, who was a supporter of Berenguer Ramón’s erstwhile sibling rival, Ramón Berenguer II (1076–82), to pen the celebratory *Carmen Campi Doctoris* in Rodrigo’s honour. Two years after that, Rodrigo routed an army led by Sancho Ramírez of Aragon. In 1086, shortly after the Sagradas debacle, he was reconciled to Alfonso VI and returned to Castile, but three years later, apparently because of his failure to help raise the Almoravid siege of Aledo, he was cast into exile once more. Between 1089 and 1094 El Cid operated as a freelance soldier of fortune in eastern Spain. By dint of his military expertise and his success in attracting sufficient troops to his service, he was able to exact prodigious sums in *parias* from a number of the lesser taifas in the region. In June 1094 he conquered Valencia and beat off the Almoravid army that was dispatched by Yusuf to deal with him. His position secure, Rodrigo Díaz ruled the principality of Valencia until his death on 10 July 1099.

The long and chequered career of Rodrigo Díaz was undeniably a remarkable one. Later literary works, notably the *Poema de mio Cid*, keen to present a suitable role model to which the warrior nobility of thirteenth-century Castile might aspire, took pains to emphasize the fact that El Cid’s conquests had been carried out on behalf of his lord, Alfonso VI, and that he held them as his loyal vassal. Earlier, and more reliable, evidence strongly suggests that between 1094 and 1099 Rodrigo remained very much his own man. The
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93 *Poema de mio Cid*: Menéndez Pidal (1956), ii, pp. 593–622. For a timely reappraisal of the Cid’s career, see Fletcher (1989).
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likelihood is that the rulers of Christian Spain looked down on Rodrigo D´ıaz as little more than a troublesome parvenu with ideas and ambitions well above his station. Nevertheless, El Cid’s deeds on the battlefield demonstrated that the Almoravids were far from invincible and gave fresh hope to the Christian north at a time when its own defensive lines were beginning to show dangerous signs of fracturing altogether. His stubborn resistance not only prevented the Almoravids from advancing up through the Levante towards Barcelona, but also provided a useful distraction at a time when Muslim military efforts were being geared towards the reconquest of Toledo. In the long run, however, Rodrigo D´ıaz’s rule as prince of Valencia amounted to little more than a curious parenthesis in the overall dynamic of events. Once Rodrigo was dead, the principality he had carved out for himself dissolved almost as quickly as it had come into being. His widow Jimena did what she could to hold Valencia, but renewed Almoravid attacks in 1102 forced her to evacuate the city and return to Castile. By that stage, only Saragossa of the former taifa kingdoms maintained a fragile independence and that was to be ruthlessly extinguished by Yusuf’s son, ‘Ali ibn Yusuf, in 1110.

The appearance of Rodrigo D´ıaz on the already crowded political stage of eastern Spain in 1081 was to be viewed with increasing alarm by the leading Christian powers of the region in the years that followed. Under Ramiro I and his successor Sancho Ramírez I, the principal strategic objective of the Aragonese had long since been the southwards expansion of their kingdom into the upper reaches of the taifa of Saragossa. Thanks to the support of his Christian allies in Castile and Navarre, al-Muqtadir of Saragossa had been able to keep the Aragonese at bay, but the balance of power at the eastern end of the peninsula had been dramatically altered by the murder of Sancho García IV of Navarre in 1076. The subsequent annexation of the territory of Pamplona firmly established Aragon as the foremost Christian power in the region and emboldened Sancho Ramírez to take the military initiative against Saragossa once more. He was further encouraged in this respect by Alfonso VI’s increasing preoccupation with events on his own southern frontier after 1080, by the division of the taifa of Saragossa between al-Mu’tamin and his brother Mundhir in 1081, and not least by the departure of Rodrigo D´ıaz from the Saragossan court in 1086. As a result of Sancho’s efforts a string of important Saragossan border fortresses fell into Aragonese hands during the 1080s, including Graus in 1083, Montearagón in 1088 and Monzón in 1089. Although the Aragonese king was to meet an untimely end whilst engaged in the siege of the city of Huesca in July 1094, his son and successor Pedro I (1094–1104) soon took up where his father had left off. Huesca finally fell to the Aragonese and their French allies in November 1096, Barbastro was
reconquered in 1100 and the following year the city of Saragossa itself was the object of an unsuccessful attack.\(^{97}\)

For most of the eleventh century, indeed ever since Ramón Borrell had travelled to Cordoba in 1010 to become embroiled in the power-struggle for the caliphate, the principal aim of the counts of Barcelona had been to turn the political fragmentation of al-Andalus to their own financial advantage. Count Ramón Berenguer I, in particular, who was the very first among the rulers of Christian Iberia to levy *parias* on a regular basis, received vast quantities of precious metals in tribute from the neighbouring taifas of Lérida, Tortosa and Saragossa. It was thanks in large part to this steady flow of Muslim gold and silver northwards that the count was able to consolidate his authority over the unruly barons of his realms in the 1040s and 1050s, while the cash surplus also helped him to extend his rule over a number of territories in southern France, including the counties of Carcassonne and Razès which he acquired by a series of purchase agreements carried out between 1067 and 1070.\(^{98}\) Later, some time between 1076 and 1078, Ramón Berenguer I’s twin sons and joint heirs, Ramón Berenguer II and Berenguer Ramón II, in league with their ally and kinsman Count Armengol IV of Urgel (1065–92), drew up ambitious plans to establish a vast protectorate which would have embraced not only their tributaries of long-standing, but the taifas of Valencia, Denia, Murcia and Granada too.\(^{99}\) However, their efforts to put those plans into practice were to be resoundingly unsuccessful. In 1082 Ramón Berenguer II was murdered and all-out civil war in Barcelona was only averted by the agreement of 1086 which allowed the suspected fratricide, Berenguer Ramón, to continue to rule until his nephew, who was later to be known as Ramón Berenguer III (1097–1131), came of age. To make matters worse, the presence of Rodrigo Díaz in the region not only frustrated Berenguer Ramón’s designs on the kingdom of Valencia, culminating in his humiliating defeat at Tévar in 1090, but it encouraged Lérida, Tortosa and Denia to place themselves under the protection of the powerful Castilian war-lord. Even after El Cid had disappeared from the scene in 1099, the steady advance of Almoravid armies into eastern Spain between 1102 and 1110 ensured that for Catalonia, just as for the other Christian powers of the peninsula, the golden age of *parias* was truly at an end.\(^{100}\)

In the years that followed their victory at Sagrajas in 1086 Almoravid strategic thinking was dominated by the desire to recover Toledo. By the end of the eleventh century, all the territories that had belonged to the former taifa kingdom as far north as the Tagus had been overrun by Yusuf’s armies. But
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the embattled city of Toledo itself managed to hold out – despite the fact that it was to be subjected to siege on numerous occasions after 1090 – and was to remain the principal base for Leonese-Castilian military operations on the southern frontier for over a century to come. For his part, Alfonso VI did what he could to stem the Almoravid tide, though with notable lack of success. In 1091 the army he sent to help raise the Almoravid siege of Seville was routed at Almodóvar del Río; and in 1092, in alliance with Aragon, Barcelona and the Italian maritime city-states of Genoa and Pisa, he unsuccessfully invested Valencia.

Diplomatic initiatives were only marginally more successful. In the immediate aftermath of his humiliating reverse at Sagrajas, Alfonso VI had issued an urgent appeal for military aid to his neighbours beyond the Pyrenees. The call had been answered by a large French expeditionary force led by, among others, Duke Odo of Burgundy, Hugh VI of Lusignan and, probably, Count Raymond IV of Toulouse, all of whom had family ties in the peninsula. The army crossed into Spain in the winter of 1087 and besieged Tudela in the Ebro valley before returning home having accomplished little. Yet the French expedition was not to prove entirely fruitless. Perhaps encouraged by the French show of force, Alfonso VI, who had married Duke Odo’s aunt Constance in 1079, was keen to strengthen diplomatic ties with the Burgundian ducal house yet further. It was therefore agreed that Constance’s cousin, Count Raymond of comital Burgundy, should marry Alfonso’s eldest daughter Urraca. Some time afterwards Raymond’s cousin Henry of ducal Burgundy was betrothed to one of Alfonso’s illegitimate daughters, Teresa; another daughter, Elvira, was married off to Count Raymond of Toulouse in or before 1094. These marriage alliances were doubtless a source of great pride and prestige for the Leonese-Castilian royal house, but in power-political terms they did not really amount to very much. So far as we can tell, Raymond and Henry were not accompanied to Spain by a military entourage of any size; nor is there any evidence that the Burgundian connection subsequently led to further contingents of French troops crossing the Pyrenees to lend Alfonso VI a hand in his struggle for ascendancy with the Almoravids.

Nevertheless, Raymond and Henry did well for themselves at the Leonese-Castilian court. In 1087, at about the same time he was betrothed to the Infanta Urraca, Raymond was granted authority over the province of Galicia, where a rebellion led by Count Rodrigo Ovéquiz had been put down only shortly before, and over the Portuguese marcher territories, although these were later to be transferred to Henry in 1096. According to a Compostelan source, Raymond may even have been designated heir apparent to the throne of León-Castile.

Whether or not this was truly the case, the fact that Alfonso VI’s only close male relative, his brother García, had died in prison in 1090 and that the king had hitherto failed to produce a legitimate male heir meant that Raymond may well have harboured expectations that the throne would eventually be his. However, these hopes were turned on their head in 1093 when the king’s mistress Zaida, the former daughter-in-law of al-Mu’tamid of Seville, gave birth to a son, Sancho. Fearing, with good reason, that his aspirations to rule León-Castile were now in jeopardy, Raymond decided to act. Some time between 1095 and 1107 – the precise date has been the subject of considerable though inconclusive scholarly debate – Raymond and Henry, with the connivance of Abbot Hugh of Cluny and his envoy Dalmatius Geret, drew up a secret treaty. Under the terms of the so-called ‘Succession Pact’, the cousins resolved that on the death of Alfonso VI Henry would assist Raymond to succeed to the throne of León-Castile and that they would partition the kingdom between them. Henry was to hold Toledo as Raymond’s vassal, or else, if that were impossible – a strong intimation that nobody was very confident that the city could hold out against Almoravid attack for that long – the province of Galicia; Raymond would get the rest. Furthermore, the cousins agreed that one third of the treasury of Toledo was to pass to Henry. The name of the Infante Sancho is conspicuous by its absence. However, the death of Raymond in September 1107 rendered the treaty redundant. Besides, in 1106 Alfonso VI had already further strengthened Sancho’s claims to the throne by marrying the boy’s mother Zaida, thereby legitimizing the heir apparent.

The final years of Alfonso VI’s reign were to be dominated by the succession question and the military struggle with the Almoravids. Although the king had good reason to be encouraged by the capture of Santarém on the Tagus in 1095, and by the fall of Huesca to Pedro I of Aragon the following year, the vulnerability of his position was forcefully underlined in 1097 when Yusuf inflicted another humiliating defeat on him, this time at Consuegra near Toledo, and followed it up by routing an army led by Alfonso’s right-hand man Alvar Fáñez near Cuenca. In 1100 Toledo was besieged once more and in 1102 Alfonso had to supervise the evacuation of Valencia. To add to the king’s problems, he was desperately short of manpower, to the point at which in 1100 and in 1101 Pope Paschal II had to send letters warning would-be Spanish crusaders to the Holy Land not to abandon the peninsula. What is more, with parias now a thing of the past, the king was seriously strapped for cash.


was still prepared to take the fight to the enemy. Taking advantage of the fact that the Almoravid amir was now severely incapacitated by ill health, he captured the fortress town of Medinaceli in 1104 and led further raiding parties into Muslim territory in 1104 and 1106. When Yusuf finally died in September 1106, to be succeeded by his son 'Ali ibn Yusuf, the Almoravid military machine cranked up a gear again, and in May 1108 an army led by 'Ali's brother Tamim headed north to Toledo once more. Before it reached its objective, however, it was intercepted by Leonese forces at Uclés some 100 kilometres to the east. In the ensuing battle the Christian army was annihilated. Seven counts reportedly perished in the battle, as well as Alfonso's son and heir Sancho.106

Despite the spectacular Almoravid victory on the field of Uclés the Tagus frontier was not overrun. Toledo did not fall. However, the political consequences of the defeat were devastating. The untimely death of the Infante Sancho meant that the thorny question of the royal succession had to be settled all over again. To make matters worse, a decision was required speedily, for Alfonso VI himself was stricken with illness and bedridden. But the options open to the ailing monarch were severely limited to say the least. Although Raymond was no longer on the scene, he had left a widow, Urraca, and their three-year-old son, the future Alfonso VII (1126–57). For their part, Count Henry and Countess Teresa of Portugal were to be blessed with a child, also called Alfonso (Atonso), in 1109. In the end, Alfonso VI formally proclaimed his daughter Urraca as his successor and announced her betrothal to the king of Aragon, Alfonso I ‘the Battler’ (1104–34). Though the precise terms of the Aragonese marriage are not altogether clear, on paper at least the project had much to be said for it. For one thing, it held out the prospect of a joint military alliance between the two most powerful Spanish Christian kingdoms which just might have been able to turn back the increasingly perilous Almoravid advance. For another, it avoided leaving León-Castile under the sole rule of a woman, something which many contemporaries – not least Alfonso VI himself – may well have found difficult to countenance. True, Alfonso I and Urraca were related by common descent from Sancho Garcés III of Navarre, but given the desperate position in which the kingdom found itself, Alfonso VI doubtless anticipated – incorrectly as it turned out – that the church authorities would be willing to turn a blind eye to this minor matter. Indeed, when Alfonso VI finally passed away in Toledo, the scene of his greatest triumph, on 1 July 1109, by which time the frontiers of his imperium stretched from the Atlantic seaboard in

the west to the Ebro in the east and from the Cantabrian littoral as far south as the Tagus, he may well have thought that he had done enough to safeguard his achievements. The reality was to prove very different. Far from reinforcing the kingdom, the immediate result of the Aragonese marriage was to be a renewed succession crisis and an eight-year civil war that was to tear the Leonese empire apart.
the century after Edward the Confessor returned from exile in Normandy to be crowned king of England in 1042 might be called the century of the Norman Conquest, which led to the formation of a short-lived Anglo-Norman realm. Already foreshadowed by personal dynastic ties, it became a visible reality when William the Conqueror, having restored the ducal authority and the military power of the duchy, united Normandy with the kingdom of England in 1066. Under his sons William Rufus and Henry some further conquest and consolidation continued, accompanied by a measure of social and administrative cross-fertilization; though closer union continued to seem a possibility it had not been achieved by the time King Stephen lost his grip on the duchy. Union of a different kind was restored only for a time in the wider complex known as the Angevin empire.

Edward the Confessor, the son of King Æthelred II and Emma of Normandy, returned to a kingdom that had recently undergone a major territorial upheaval as a result of the Scandinavian conquest. Most of the older nobility had been replaced either by Scandinavian followers of the Danish rulers or by newly enriched members of obscure Saxon families; pre-eminent among the new earls were Earl Godwine and his sons. The earls at this time were in the position of provincial governors, with particular responsibilities for defence. Initially their power and wealth posed no immediate threat to the king; the monarchy was strong, the underlying structure of local communities stable and the kingdom wealthy. Variations in local law and custom, particularly noticeable in the eastern counties of the Danelaw where Danish settlement had left its mark, did not destroy the unity achieved by the West-Saxon kings and reinforced under Cnut.

The needs of defence during the period of Danish wars and Danish rule had stimulated the development of both royal taxation and military organization. Even in the tenth century King Edgar had been able to collect general taxes or gelds assessed territorially. The demand for both cash and service increased
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spectacularly with the Danish invasions. The amount levied in danegeld, said by the Anglo-Saxon chroniclers to have amounted to £36,000 in 1012 and £80,000 in 1017, may have been exaggerated; but the value of coin issued in one of the periodical recoinages could have raised such sums in an emergency. There is no reason to doubt that King Æthelred had been able to raise £4,000 annually as heregeld or army tax, and this was levied regularly until 1051. Some military obligations were discharged in person, others in cash or kind; the paid element was important. Royal and comital retainers were maintained in the household and paid some wages; and in times of emergency temporary mercenaries were hired; up to 1051 a regular fleet was maintained at a cost estimated at £3,000 to £4,000 a year. All this would have been impossible without an administration sufficiently sophisticated to exploit the wealth of the country.

During the eleventh century shire reeves or sheriffs increased in importance as the king’s principal officers in the shire. Appointed by the king, they were directly responsible to him, not to the earl, for the administration of finance as well as for presiding in the shire court. They collected the dues from the royal estates as well as the general gelds, and played their part in assessing the liability of the district. In this they were assisted both by the reeves in the smaller administrative divisions of hundred and wapentake and by the lords of the large estates, who had their own reeves and servants. Village reeves shared in the responsibility for collecting geld, and some tenants owed riding services that may have included carrying the king’s writs, by which he conveyed his instructions to the sheriffs and other local officers. Townsmen too played their part in collecting some local revenues. All this business led to an increase in the number of written documents and probably too in the central rolls recording geld liability. The number of clerks in the writing office must have increased, though the formal organization of a true chancery still lay some way in the future.

The peace and stability of the kingdom depended on the king’s good relations with his thegns and greater magnates. At first there were no serious tensions, and the handful of Normans or Bretons who accompanied or followed King Edward and settled on the Welsh border and in East Anglia contributed to the defence of the frontiers. The one serious threat came from the growing power of the family of Godwine, earl of Wessex. Godwine’s daughter Edith became King Edward’s wife, and his sons Harold, Swein, Tostig, Gyrrth and Leofwine acquired earldoms in the course of the reign. King Edward’s one attempt to expel them in 1050–1 ended in failure; thereafter he accepted the need to work with them. Swein and Tostig lost their earldoms through their own errors and misgovernment; but the power of Harold, particularly after he inherited his
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father’s earldom, increased. He and his brothers had their own military households and formed alliances with important churchmen like Wulfstan, bishop of Worcester. By 1066 the family’s estates had been considerably augmented by grants from the king, made partly to enable them to carry out their military duties and to defend the shires where their responsibilities lay. They included, however, lands which had previously been used for endowing royal officials, which now became family lands; and the total wealth of the Godwine family far exceeded that of the king. The evidence supports the charge recently made against King Edward, that if he approved of the aggrandizement of the family he was foolish, and if he acquiesced he cannot have been in full control of the kingdom.  

In spite of the wealth and military organization of England, it was becoming dangerously unstable when Edward died childless, leaving the succession an open question. Earl Harold, though not of the royal blood, was a strong contender because of his power, presence at the king’s deathbed and possible designation by Edward. There were also two serious contenders on grounds of distant kinship: Harald Hardrada, king of Norway, and William duke of Normandy, who also professed to have been promised the crown in 1051.

Normandy under Duke William was in the process of becoming the most powerful principality in the French kingdom. By 1047 the troubles of the duke’s minority were over, and a victory over rebels at Val-ès-Dunes left him in a commanding position, strong enough to meet any new rebellion. The 1050s were a time of consolidation, when the frontiers of the duchy were strengthened, the authority of the king of France though acknowledged in principle was virtually excluded and a slow military expansion was begun. This prepared the way for the external conquests and triumphs of the 1060s. The dukes profited from inheriting both some of the public powers of the former Carolingian counts of Rouen and the military authority exercised by the leaders of the Scandinavian warbands who had settled in the tenth century. At first the duke may have been a Frankish count to some of his subjects, a Viking jarl to others; by the mid-eleventh century the fusion was complete. Lucien Musset calculated that the ducal coutumes showed a proportion of four Frankish royal customs to two Nordic elements. Among the duke’s public powers were the right to levy general taxes, to control the coinage and to demand that castles could be taken over by ducal castellans. The Scandinavia contribution to the machinery of government included some of the roots of the Norman public peace and probably also the procedure for mobilizing the fleet.

Besides this, Duke William began in the early 1050s to work closely with reforming churchmen and to cultivate good relations with the pope. He led the way in founding Benedictine monasteries and used all his traditional rights and
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his powers of enforcing the public peace to assume a general guardianship over monasteries founded by his vassals. While keeping the control of episcopal and abbatial elections in his own hands, he was careful to avoid selling benefices. His removal of his uncle Mauger from the archbishopric of Rouen may have been due as much to doubts of Mauger’s loyalty as to the worldly life that had been tolerated for some fifteen years, but William was careful to depose him in a church council and to replace him with a man of exemplary character. At St-Evroult similarly he drove out Robert of Grandmesnil, whose family had been involved in rebellion, and replaced him with an abbot as acceptable to reformers as to himself. He presided over church councils that promulgated decrees against simony and clerical marriage, and laid the foundations for the good relations with reforming popes that were to last for the greater part of his reign after the conquest of England.

After an unsuccessful rebellion by William, count of Arques, and his forfeiture in 1153, the great Norman families worked closely with the duke and thrived as he prospered, in this age of ‘predatory kinship’.4 The new Norman counts who emerged from the 1020s onwards were kinsmen and vassals of the duke; many were connected with the families of Duke Richard I’s widow, the Duchess Gunnor, or his half-brother, Count Rodulf. Their comtés were usually situated near the frontiers, for defence and attack; the earliest counts appeared at Ivry, Eu and Mortain. Their titles, at first personal, had all become territorialized by 1066, with the possible exception of Brionne, where Count Gilbert was never called ‘count of Brionne’. They were an aristocracy of power, who held castles and founded monasteries, but did not exercise any public functions by virtue of their office. Predatory and outward looking, they sometimes acquired lands beyond the Norman frontiers, which involved them in fealty to the kings of France. Non-comital lords too, like Roger of Beaumont who married a daughter of Waleran, count of Meulan, or Roger of Montgomery, who married Mabel of Bellême, combined estates in Normandy and other French provinces. Some were acquiring estates across the Channel. In 1002 Duke Richard II’s daughter Emma had married King Æthelred, so giving Duke William his claim to the English throne through kinship; Edward the Confessor’s accession in 1042 attracted a scattering of Normans to settle in England. Pre-conquest penetration was building up there as well as in the provinces of Brittany, Maine and Perche. Initially this extended Norman influence, but dual allegiance was in time to strain the loyalty of the cross-frontier magnates.

Public duties fell mostly on the vicomtes, who were the true representatives of the duke in his traditional capacity as count of Rouen. These men were responsible for the administration of justice and collection of revenues, for
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military levies and the defence of castles; they performed many of the duties that in England would have fallen to the sheriff. In some important respects, however, they were different. Normandy, in spite of Viking influence, had no popular assemblies like the Scandinavian things or the English county and hundred courts. The vicomtes were directly responsible to the duke; there were no local assemblies over which they might preside, and they were not in any way deputys of the counts. Such structural differences were bound to influence later changes. Some vicomtal families held office for two or more generations and became wealthy and influential. Roger I of Montgomery, vicomte of the Hiémois, was succeeded by his son Roger II. Hugh I of Montfort-sur-Risle too was succeeded by his son. The Crispin family were establishing themselves in the Norman Vexin and the Goz family at Avranches. Ralph, vicomte of Bayeux, and Nigel of the Cotentin were likewise securing vicomtés for their heirs. For some of these men, who were rising to be important magnates, their wealth and power was to serve as a springboard to greater dignities in England.

When Duke William began to look towards England, Normandy, partly through the temporary weakness of the counts of Anjou and the French king, had become the most powerful province in northern France. He had taken advantage of a disputed succession in Maine to invade the county, arrange for the betrothal of his son Robert to the young heiress of Maine and secure the recognition of Robert as count even though his bride died before the marriage could take place. In the east Guy, count of Ponthieu, was compelled to swear fealty and promise military support; and relations with Count Baldwin of Flanders had been good after William’s marriage to Baldwin’s daughter Matilda. In 1064 he campaigned in Brittany during the minority of Count Conan II in support of Rivallon of Combour, and asserted his authority there. These wars brought out his remarkable skill as a military commander and attracted knights from neighbouring provinces to serve in his household troops, both to gain experience and to win booty. The obligations of his own vassals included military service, which as yet was normally of unspecified quantity and duration; quite probably the only men who contracted to supply an exact quota of knights were the holders of money fiefs. Abbeys which later provided knights may have owed them from former church lands which had become secularized and then restored to the church with knights settled on them. Good service brought ample rewards for the laity: lands, castellanships and vicomtés, or the hand of an heiress in marriage. In the mid-eleventh century war has been described as ‘the national industry of the Normans’.

Edward the Confessor’s childlessness and his gratitude to the Norman kinsmen who had given him a refuge and recognized his rights during his exile may have encouraged William to hope from an early date to be designated as Edward’s heir. His serious bid for the crown began, however, only after
Edward’s death in January 1066, when Harold Godwineson was crowned king, William consulted his vassals and gained their support for his enterprise. The months of preparation show that he did not underestimate the task ahead; all his resources and experience were directed towards it. His own vassals provided men and ships; an early, incomplete ship-list contains some figures which look convincing.\textsuperscript{5} The contributions from leading vassals and allies ranged from 120 and 100 ships provided by his half-brothers, Robert of Mortain and Odo bishop of Bayeux respectively, and 80 from William count of Evreux, through 60 each from Hugh of Avranches, Roger of Beaumont, Robert of Eu, Roger of Montgomery and William fitz Osbern, down to a single ship from Remigius of Fécamp Abbey. The core army of Normans was strongly supported by allies and knights from nearby provinces and even further afield. Eustace of Boulogne brought a substantial force from his county, and there were Bretons, Flemings, Poitevins and some men from Maine, Aquitaine and Anjou and possibly southern Italy. The 1066 conquest of England has been described, not without reason, as ‘Duke William’s Breton, Lotharingian, Flemish, Picard, Artesian, Cenomanian, Angevin, general-French and Norman Conquest.’\textsuperscript{6} During the two or three months in the summer of 1066, when the army was first assembling at Dives-sur-Mer and then, after a move to St-Valéry, waiting to launch the invasion, there was ample time for a rigorous training to weld the individual units into a single effective striking force. Their success in the long and hard-fought battle at Hastings shows that William made good use of his time.

Whether or not he had prior information about an attempted invasion of King Harold Hardrada, supported by Tostig, in the north of England, he waited until Harold Godwineson had been forced to leave the south coast unprotected and hurry to Yorkshire to repel the invader. If, as Norman writers anxious to detect the will of God liked to claim, William was delayed by unfavourable winds which only changed in response to prayer, the fact that a change came at the first moment when a good commander would have chosen to embark is a remarkable coincidence. Harold, hurrying south after a successful battle at Stamford Bridge, had with him only the hard core of his army and local levies. Formidable as even this force was, it could not stand up to the combined assaults of William’s well-rehearsed cavalry charges supported by archers. Harold was killed in the battle of Hastings. The destruction of the English army and the Norman victory was, however, only the beginning of the first stage of conquest. Even after William’s acceptance by the English magnates who had survived the battle, and his coronation at Westminster by Archbishop Ældred of York, he had to face serious rebellions in the west and north of England for some four years. In spite of his claim to legitimate succession, and his attempt to retain existing
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English institutions as far as possible, his army was in many ways an army of occupation. This was to determine the military structure of his new realm.

In the twenty years after the Conquest a major redistribution of lands took place. Abbots and bishops were allowed to retain the bulk of their former church lands after making submission; but by the end of the reign Normans and their allies had been granted all but about 5 per cent of the land previously held by English secular magnates. The change, however, took place by stages. William had at his immediate disposal the royal demesne and the confiscated lands of the Godwine family, as well as the lands of the thegns who had fallen at Hastings. He was prepared to retain three of the former earls – Edwin, Morcar and Waltheof the son of Siward – and to preserve as much as possible of the administrative structure of the kingdom. When he left on a visit to Normandy he had to entrust others with military and political leadership in the earldoms formerly held by Harold and his brothers Gyrth and Leofwine. William fitz Osbern was given authority in Hampshire and Herefordshire and the title of earl. William’s half-brother, Odo of Bayeux, appointed earl of Kent, was active in several shires; and Ralf the Staller, a Breton lord of Gael who had settled in East Anglia in King Edward’s reign, apparently replaced Gyrth as earl of East Anglia. These were still earldoms of the traditional type; not until after the rebellion of Edwin and Morcar in 1068 had led to their forfeiture did the king establish earls analogous to the Norman counts in frontier areas with limited territorial authority. Roger of Montgomery became earl of Shrewsbury, probably from 1068, and Hugh of Avranches, earl of Chester from about 1070.7

By this time William’s attitude to the kingdom had changed. Harold Godwineson was no longer called ‘king’; and William, who dated his acts from the day of his coronation at Westminster, regarded himself as the immediate successor of King Edward after a nine months’ usurpation. Further confiscations of the lands of rebels followed; and Normans or their allies replaced the last of the greatest English magnates. The king continued to exercise jurisdiction through the existing local courts, to collect traditional gelds and to employ established English moneyers to mint the coins of the realm. The invaders built on English foundations and appropriated English traditions, but the men themselves were ‘Normans’, speaking their own French language and observing different customs. The society that resulted was neither English nor Norman, and new forms of government and military organization were devised to meet new needs. Twelfth-century chroniclers, like Gaimar and Wace, who took over the English past as their own history and celebrated it in their vernacular French poems, were expressing in a different medium what had happened in society.

During the great distributions of property land was allocated to the new lords principally in two ways; by antecessor or by block grant in a particular county or group of counties. Antecessores were those who had been legally in possession on the day that King Edward died; the method of allocating the lands of a named antecessor was particularly common in the early years of the reign. The new lords sometimes held the lands of a Saxon antecessor only in one or two counties; Geoffrey of Mandeville, for example, was granted the lands of Angar the Staller in Essex but not in Hertfordshire or Buckinghamshire. Moreover, this was not the most common method of distribution; only about 10 per cent of the land can be positively accounted for in this way. The king needed to have compact territorial blocks focused on castles for defence of the sea-coast and the frontiers. The Sussex lordships of Hastings, Pevensey, Lewes, Arundel and Bamber were established at an early date, and other compact lordships were created in Hampshire and the Welsh marches as well as along the moving northern frontier. These were built up by the second method: allocation in the shire court of the lands not already legally held by churches or early enfeoffed lay lords. A high proportion of later grants to lesser lords may have been made in roughly the same way. Some of the transfers were authenticated by royal writ; many depended on the witness of the court where they were made. Details of distribution might be settled in the local courts of hundred or wapentake.

Since some of the antecessores had held lands, particularly church lands, by lease for a limited number of lives, or had unlawfully occupied them, litigation was inevitable. A series of land pleas began within a decade of the Conquest; one of the greatest, held on Penenden Heath, concerned the lands of the church of Canterbury, and there was prolonged litigation over the lands of Ely. Twenty years of flux and change produced many changes both in landholding and in lordship. In estates with scattered sokes the shape of the pre-Conquest estate had a better chance of being preserved than in those where lordship extended only over men, not land. Some Saxon and other undertenants, anxious for protection, commended themselves to new Norman lords and formed a personal and legal connection that was not necessarily tenurial also. Such changes added further complexities to forms of landholding that were already confused by regional variations and the diversity of settlement customs. In the process of transfer many old estates were broken up and the consequent disruption of agrarian life was probably more important than the devastation caused by invading armies in reducing the value of lands as recorded in Domesday Book. Whereas estates transferred intact to new lords fell by only about 13 per cent.

8 The statistics in this section are taken from Fleming (1991), who provides the most full and detailed analysis of the relevant Domesday statistics at present available, and from Hollister (1987).
of their pre-Conquest values, those that were reconstituted from the lands of more than one landholder fell by an average 22 per cent.

With the regranting of land went some clarification of the terms of service. In all probability quotas of military service were allocated to some leading ecclesiastical tenants-in-chief when their lands were confirmed or when a new prelate was appointed. The size of the monastic quotas seems to have been determined in part at least by military needs. Peterborough and Glastonbury, with quotas of sixty knights, and Ely and Bury St Edmunds, with quotas of forty, were all in regions vulnerable to invasion and attack and some distance from the centres of lay power. Abingdon, with a quota of thirty, controlled a vital ford on the north/south route to the midlands. The general obligations of lay lords to provide military support were more gradually expressed in precise quotas. Most had been defined by the end of the reign, though major changes in lordship through forfeiture or escheat were to take place up to and sometimes beyond the turn of the century. Sub-infeudation, with the establishment of knights’ fees, was left to the individual lords, lay and ecclesiastical. Within a few decades it was to be of greater fiscal than military significance. Both the wealth of the estates granted and the size of the quotas imposed may have been related to the size of the military followings that the great magnates had brought with them and were obliged to support. In Normandy too the Conquest acted as a catalyst. With so many knights absent in England, the duke needed to be sure of adequate support from the great vassals who remained behind to keep the peace and defend the frontiers. If, as seems likely, most formal quotas were allocated in Normandy at about the same time as in England, this would account for the rough correlation that has been noted between the size of quotas in the Norman returns of 1172 and the wealth of the greatest magnates as suggested by the 1066 ship-list.

Many of the changes in landholding and resources resulting from two decades of conquest and settlement in England were summed up in the Inquisitio geldi (surviving for five shires only) and in Domesday Book. In 1085 King William needed to summon all available resources to meet the threat of invasion by King Cnut of Denmark, who was supported by Count Robert the Frisian of Flanders. Permanent household troops were always an important element in the armed forces, and the danger forced him to recruit an unusually large body of additional hired mercenaries. The duchy of Normandy too demanded his attention, and he was ready to settle a long-running border dispute in the Vexin by going on the offensive against the king of France. Financial needs were met by the exaction of heavy gelds. King Edward had dropped the heregeld in 1051; but by the early 1070s, if not before, William the Conqueror

was collecting gelds and they became an important element in his revenue. The laments of the chroniclers show that exceptionally heavy gelds were levied in the last years of the reign. The *Inquisitio geldi* was most probably carried out in 1086, at almost the same time as the much more extensive Domesday survey. There were, however, needs other than financial that prompted the great survey. A series of land pleas, resulting from both lawful changes in tenure and unlawful appropriations dating even from before the Conquest, constantly demanded the attention of the king and his deputies. Disputes involved far more than the great ecclesiastical estates of Canterbury and Ely; the hundreds of clamores revealed by the Domesday inquest show that many small tenants were demanding redress. Norman sheriffs were among the predators; some lands had been occupied for non-payment of geld, and it seems likely that even before 1066 payment of geld had been taken to give some kind of title to land in dispute. Norman landholders had an interest in securing official recognition of their rights by sworn testimony or royal writ. The machinery for the survey already existed in the courts of shire and hundred in which estate reeves participated alongside representatives of the vills. But without the cooperation of the magnates it could never have been carried through, as it was, within six months of being set in motion at King William’s Christmas court in 1085. Only the exceptional circumstances of the Conquest made a survey on such a scale possible; no comparable inquest could have been attempted in Normandy, even if it had seemed desirable there.

The survey was made in seven, or more probably eight, circuits. Evidence was collected in the courts of shire and hundred with the assistance of local estate reeves and stewards, many of whom were already accustomed to accounting to their lords, and was checked by the sworn testimony of local juries before being submitted to the commissioners in each circuit. It covered the whole of England except Durham and the north and the great cities of London and Winchester. In the East Anglian circuit the tenures were so complicated that the returns had not been digested into their final form when returns from other circuits were complete, and they contained many details of stock omitted in the final version for the other circuits. It is beginning to be generally recognized that, though the writing up of Domesday Book continued into the next reign, the returns were completed by June 1086. They were available at the Salisbury court where ‘all the land-holding men who were of any account’ swore oaths of fealty and did homage to King William. If the Salisbury oaths were indeed connected with the Domesday survey, it would be a sign that homage, initially a binding but general obligation between lord and man, was already being more specifically done in return for some definite grant of lands or rights. So it

---

is not unreasonable to describe the survey as ‘the title-deed of all the Norman conquerors of England’.12 Besides this, it provided the king, county by county, with the information which his officers, in particular the sheriffs, could use in administering the royal demesne and the lands of vassals and churches which came into the king’s hands through vacancy, escheat or forfeiture. It shows too the mixture of fiscal and judicial elements that was to characterize royal government throughout the twelfth century.

The evidence collected, which included statements of landholders in the time of King Edward, when lands were first granted, and in 1066, brings out forcibly the changes in landed power brought about by the Conquest. Most striking is the different ratio between the extent of the royal demesne and that of the greatest tenants-in-chief. Of the lands held by the king and the wealthiest magnates before the Conquest, Edward the Confessor had held only 34 per cent, compared with 43 per cent in the hands of the Godwine family (even after Tostig’s fall) and 23 per cent held by the families of Leofric and Siward. After the Conquest the proportions were reversed: King William had 64 per cent and the leading magnates together barely half that amount. Moreover, the wealth of William’s greatest vassals was more modest than that of the powerful Saxon earls, and their lands were geographically slightly less scattered. The Godwinas had land in thirty counties, whereas the estates of Hugh of Avranches were spread over twenty, and those of the king’s half-brothers, Odo of Bayeux and Robert of Mortain together, over twenty-one.

A rough calculation of the wealth of William’s vassals holding lands valued at over £750 a year shows Odo of Bayeux (£3,000), Robert of Mortain (£2,100), Roger of Montgomery (£2,100), William of Warenne (£1,165), Alan of Brittany, lord of Richmond (£1,100) at the top of the list, followed by Hugh of Avranches, earl of Chester (£820), Richard of Clare, Geoffrey bishop of Coutances and Geoffrey of Mandeville (each £780), and Eustace II of Boulogne (£770). Most of these men were ducal kinsmen and all had served him well. The church retained properties amounting to a little over 25 per cent of the landed wealth of the kingdom. The bishops of Bayeux and Coutances held their English lands as secular fees and performed the duties of lay barons in return; they were among the men most frequently appointed on judicial commissions. Odo of Bayeux, however, came under suspicion of disloyalty and was arrested and imprisoned in 1083; it was possible that his sympathies were with the king’s rebel son, Robert Curthose. Released on the death of the Conqueror, he rebelled openly at the beginning of the next reign and suffered exile and forfeiture. Not one of the great magnates was strong enough to challenge the king as the Godwinas had done; events were to prove that the king’s resources, carefully used, were enough

to bring down any rebellion in England or Normandy, even one backed by external powers, for the next half-century at least. William’s great achievement has been described as giving such stability to Norman rule in England and the union of Normandy and England that his successors should want both to continue.\textsuperscript{13}

The succession was, however, a serious problem facing all the Norman kings. When William died in September 1087 the danger of dividing the inheritance became apparent. Normandy was a part of the kingdom of France, even though the exact nature of the French king’s lordship is uncertain and may have been differently interpreted by king and duke. William had probably sworn fealty first to King Henry, and then in 1060 to the young king Philip. Possibly homage was performed in the marches, but references to homage come from twelfth-century sources and may be anachronistic. Before he left for England in 1066 he made his magnates swear fealty to his eldest son Robert; the fealty was repeated later and Robert was recognized by King Philip in both Normandy and Maine. When he quarrelled with his father and even fought against him with help from King Philip he may have done homage to the French king. Although the association of father and son in the duchy of Normandy was little more than nominal in William’s lifetime, it was a commitment from which the king could not escape on his deathbed. His wish may have been to keep the whole realm united, but he was not prepared to see Robert as king of England. He made it clear to Archbishop Lanfranc that he wished his second son, William Rufus, to be crowned; Lanfranc concurred without question, and so the realm was for the time being divided.

It would not be right to see the division between William Rufus and Robert as an application of the Norman custom of parage, whereby the eldest son often took the patrimony and the second son the acquisitions. Even if general inheritance customs had crystallized in 1087 – and in fact they remained flexible – they would not have been applicable either to the kingdom or to the duchy, and the previous history of both tended to ever greater union. Once the early English kingdoms were united the rulers obtained undivided authority over the whole realm; and the Norman dukes had never divided the duchy. Even the nominal association of the duke’s son with his father did not amount to delegation, far less to division of authority; it was rather a guarantee of succession. Circumstances rather than calculated planning left Robert as duke of Normandy and William Rufus as king of England, while Henry, the third son, received only cash, though he claimed to have a right to his mother’s lands. William Rufus and Robert at first agreed to make the other his heir if either died without issue. Later William’s actions between 1096 and 1100 when he

\textsuperscript{13} Bates (1989b), p. 185.
was ruling Normandy during his brother’s absence on crusade, Henry’s ruthless planning and effective action after William’s death and Robert’s vain struggle to recover England show that each one of the three brothers aimed to reunite the realm in his own hand. Both William and Henry, who showed something of their father’s ability in ruling, enjoyed a fair measure of success; whereas Robert, who for all his military prowess as a crusader proved unable to hold the loyalty of his vassals except by giving away vital resources, failed to preserve even what he had.

Norman expansion continued during the reign of William Rufus. He carried on the enterprises begun by his father, helped by a continuing influx of new immigrants, many of whom were younger sons. The northern frontier was pushed forward into Cumbria. William I, on his one expedition against Malcolm Canmore king of Scots, had secured at Abernethy an oath of allegiance that may have been equivalent to homage in the marches. In 1092 Rufus led a great army northward, established a castle at Carlisle, planted settlers there and gave the lordship to Ralph of Briquessart. King Malcolm reluctantly agreed to attend his court at Gloucester in 1094, but remained a potential threat to the northern frontier. It was his murder shortly afterwards, the struggle for succession in Scotland and the friendly relations established with Malcolm’s younger sons and daughters who were brought up in England that reduced tension on the frontier about the turn of the century. In northern and central Wales the Norman advance remained in the hands of the great marcher earls, Hugh of Chester and Roger of Shrewsbury, and was halted for a time after their deaths. In the south, where William fitz Osbert had begun to fortify the march, the treason and forfeiture of his son in 1075 brought the king more directly into the advance along the shore of the Bristol Channel. A surge of Norman settlers into this region followed; they established castles, monasteries and small boroughs. After the death in 1093 of Rhys ap Tewdwr there was no focus of Welsh power, and Rufus planted new Norman and Breton families at Abergavenny, Caerleon and Glamorgan. Welsh risings during the reign checked the Normans; but at least Rufus maintained his father’s position.

He met with greater success on the Norman frontiers once Robert Curthose had left for Jerusalem. The skills of Robert of Bellême, the eldest son of Roger of Montgomery, as a military engineer helped him to strengthen the frontier defences with new castles. Gisors was a bastion against the unruly lords of the Vexin; though Rufus failed to advance on this frontier he left it better defended. In the south he successfully reasserted Norman claims to hold Maine directly under the count of Anjou, placed a garrison in Le Mans which held out until his death and successfully influenced an episcopal election there. Along the whole southern frontier the lords, some of whom held lands also of the king of France, gave the main weight of their support to whichever of the two kings
had most to offer them. William Rufus successfully retained the loyalty of the
count of Meulun; the family of Montfort l’Amaury was more divided, and at
one time the brothers Simon and Amaury fought on opposite sides. In spite of
divided allegiances Rufus was sufficiently secure in that region to be believed
to be planning a major enterprise in Aquitaine when he was killed, in what
was most probably a hunting accident, in the New Forest on 2 August 1100.

His overall success, in spite of a serious revolt led by Robert of Mowbray in
1095 and ruthlessly put down, depended both on military leadership and on
the skilful use of resources inherited from his father. He kept a tight control
over the royal castles; whereas Curthose, as long as he governed Normandy,
allowed his vassals to turn out the royal garrisons and treat castles as part of the
family patrimony. Curthose even abandoned Brionne, in the very heart of the
duchy, to Roger of Beaumont, who had previously held it as castellan. Rufus
did not squander his inheritance; and as long as there was a supply of new
lands in Wales and in the north to settle, in addition to confiscated estates to
be redistributed and the hope of profitable marriages, vassals knew that their
interest lay in keeping the king’s love. The forces they brought with them to
war were not necessarily limited to their agreed quotas, and while so many had
interests in Normandy there was no resistance to serving without question on
either side of the Channel. In any case the king’s very numerous household
troops bore the brunt of the sustained campaigns in Normandy and Maine.
There were complaints of extortion, especially from churchmen, and of the
ravaging of the king’s large and unruly household as it travelled in his company.
Nevertheless, he remained popular with his knights and his younger vassals in
particular, even though Anselm, his archbishop of Canterbury, went into exile
to seek advice and help at the papal court and the church chroniclers reviled
him. To them his sudden, unshriven, death was a judgement of God.

When Rufus died Robert Curthose was on his way home from Jerusalem,
bringing with him Sibyl of Conversano as his wife and a dowry substantial
enough to pay off his debts. Before he reached Normandy his younger brother
Henry, by swift action, had had himself accepted as king of England and been
Within six years Henry had forced him out of Normandy also and taken him
prisoner at Tinchebray, so uniting the two parts of the Anglo-Norman realm.
Robert’s imprisonment lasted until his death in 1134; his claims remained alive
in his young son William Clito.

Henry’s aim during his long reign was consolidation rather than expansion,
and he went further than his predecessors in tightening the bonds between
England and Normandy. Like his father, he turned conquest into legitimate
rule. His marriage to Matilda, daughter of Malcolm Canmore and Edgar
Atheling’s sister Margaret, united his line with that of King Alfred as well
as helping to secure the northern frontier. In 1102 he faced the only major rebellion of his reign in England, from Robert of Bellême, who had brought together the immense Montgomery–Bellême inheritance on both sides of the Channel and favoured the cause of Curthose. Robert, defeated, forfeited all his English lands and was exiled with his younger brothers Arnulf and Roger. Ten years later Henry was able to confiscate his continental honours also, and imprison him for life. It was the only case of total dispossession of a whole great family in Henry’s reign, and his relentless pursuit of the Bellême family continued until the end of his life.

Normandy was less secure. Henry’s later wars, apart from two Welsh expeditions, were all fought on the Norman side of the Channel. Some vassals, particularly those on the Vexin frontier, supported the claims of Curthose, which were revived by William Clito as soon as he was old enough to bear arms. They were helped by King Louis VI and by the count of Anjou, who had inherited the rights of the counts of Maine and come into direct conflict with Norman interests there. In the struggle with Anjou Henry was powerfully assisted by the son of his sister Adela, Theobald count of Blois; family loyalties were reinforced by the traditional rivalry of Blois and Anjou. In 1113 Count Fulk V of Anjou finally made peace and agreed to the betrothal of his young daughter Matilda to Henry’s only legitimate son, William Adelin. Maine was to be her dowry, and Henry now set about securing the whole inheritance for his son. In 1115 the Norman barons swore fealty and did homage to the twelve-year-old boy; a year later the English magnates likewise did homage at Salisbury. It was the first time the succession had been secured by homage as well as fealty. In 1119 the forces of King Louis VI were decisively defeated by Henry’s knights at Brémule, and a year later Louis finally agreed to accept Henry’s right to Normandy and received the homage of William Adelin. By establishing a right to Normandy without himself doing homage to anyone, Henry demonstrated the practical unity of the Anglo-Norman realm. Orderic Vitalis, writing in the later years of Henry’s reign, saw his rule there as royal, and was prepared to regard disrespect for his person as a form of lèse-majesté. No one, however, suggested that Normandy was a province of England, and this language may have amounted to no more than a mark of personal distinction. Henry himself began after 1120 to use the title of duke of Normandy, which he had refrained from using when he first dispossessed his brother. The suzerainty of the kings of France may have been little more than a tradition, but it had the potential of becoming a reality; ‘ignored, resisted or denied, but never forgotten’, it ‘introduced an important qualification into the notion of a progressive unification of the Norman lands and lordships’.14

14 Le Patourel (1976), pp. 219–21.
Henry’s actions in Normandy show that his concern was with legitimizing his position and strengthening his frontiers, not with expansion. More than fifteen castles on the frontiers of Brittany, Maine, Perche, the Vexin Français, the Beauvaisis and Eu-Ponthieu were either built or refortified. Royal rights were rigorously enforced in private castles; for example, during the hostilities with France in 1119 royal household troops were stationed in the archbishop of Rouen’s castle at Andely. Henry’s natural daughters were married to frontier lords: to Conan III duke of Brittany, Rotrou count of Perche, Eustace of Bréteuil, William Gouet of Montmirail, Matthew of Montmorency, Roscelin of Beaumont-le-Vicomte and, at the other end of his dominions, to Alexander king of Scots and Fergus earl of Galloway. His only legitimate daughter, Matilda, was destined for a more illustrious marriage to the emperor Henry V, who gave support on the eastern frontiers of France and helped to ensure trading links with the wealthy cities of the Rhineland. His natural sons and his Blois nephews either earned preferment and the hand of an heiress by serving in his household troops, or were provided with church benefices. Robert of Caen, the eldest, was given the honour of Gloucester with the hand of Robert fitz Hamo’s daughter and heir. His nephew, Stephen of Blois, received the county of Mortain and the hand of Matilda, heiress of Boulogne as well as lands in England; and Stephen’s younger brother Henry of Blois was made abbot of Glastonbury and bishop of Winchester.

Henry aimed too at preserving the bonds between England and Normandy by promoting the interests of his magnates on both sides of the Channel. From the time that Normans secured rich estates in England they had an interest in avoiding the complication of dual allegiance. Orderic Vitalis put into words their wish to serve under one lord because of the honours they held in England and Normandy. The ties might become loosened with each new generation; in the course of time one branch of some families, like the Clares and the Tosnys, became rooted in England, while another remained in the Norman patrimony. Henry partially countered this by strengthening other cross-Channel lordships. The elder Beaumont twin, Robert, who inherited the honour of Leicester and was made an earl, was also given the hand of the heiress of Bréteuil in marriage. Robert of Briquessart retained his Norman lands after inheriting the honour of Chester. Although some lords, like the younger Beaumont twin, Waleran, count of Meulan, might be distracted by conflicting obligations as vassals of the king of France, the cross-Channel interests of powerful English magnates were later to work to the advantage of the empress Matilda in her hard struggle for the crown against her cousin Stephen.

The succession question was reopened in an acute form when William Adelin was drowned in the wreck of the *White Ship* within a few months of doing homage to Louis VI. Henry’s immediate object was to exclude William
Clito, who had the support of some Norman barons and of King Louis, and was precariously established as count of Flanders in 1127. Henry pursued him relentlessly; he persuaded the pope to annul Clito’s marriage to a daughter of the count of Anjou, and during the Flemish war of succession encouraged the supporters of his rival Thierry of Alsace. The danger passed with Clito’s death in battle in 1128. By that time Henry, whose second marriage to Adeliza of Louvain had proved sterile, had a candidate of his own blood for the succession. His daughter Matilda, widowed in 1125, was brought home from Germany; three years later, just before the death of William Clito, she was married to Geoffrey, the eldest son of the count of Anjou. Immediately after her return Henry had insisted that his vassals should accept her as his heir in England and Normandy and swear fealty to her. He never asked for homage; but the oaths were renewed in 1131 after her marriage, and the rights of any children of the marriage to succeed to the whole inheritance were secured in principle. Henry made clear his intention that the inheritance he had spent his life in consolidating should remain intact. Important practical details, however, were left vague. The position of Matilda’s husband Geoffrey, who had been accepted by the baronage only with reluctance, was never clearly defined; he was not mentioned in the oaths. Matilda, as a woman, could not at that date have done homage, though she could have received it. Henry had himself avoided doing homage for Normandy and may have hoped that the French king would allow the same freedom to his daughter until she had a son old enough to do homage on her behalf. This may not have been enough to satisfy Geoffrey, who may even have hoped for a position of joint rule in England comparable to that enjoyed by his father Fulk, who married as his second wife Melisende, the heiress of Jerusalem.

When King Henry died at Lyons-la-Forêt on 1 December 1135, after a very short illness, relations with Geoffrey and Matilda had become strained because of a dispute over border fortresses and the rights of William Talvas, the son of Robert of Bellême, to succeed to some of his father’s Norman inheritance. Henry’s nephew Stephen of Blois, who was in Boulogne at the time, moved quickly to seize the throne regardless of the oaths he had taken to Matilda. He too had no thought of dividing the inheritance, and in this he was backed by the great magnates, who recognized him as duke as soon as they heard of his coronation. Following King Henry’s example, he himself avoided doing homage to the king of France but allowed his son Eustace to do homage in 1137. Unlike Henry, because his claims were even more dubious and involved the violation of an oath, he immediately sent to Pope Innocent II and secured papal confirmation of his coronation. Since 1066 churchmen had been able to insist on coronation as an essential element in the making of a king. Regnal years were dated from the day of coronation, and the first three Norman kings
had all learnt the value of it in securing the loyal support of their prelates. Stephen’s lawful coronation was to prove the strongest guarantee that he might hope to wear the crown for his lifetime. Normandy, however, proved to be his Achilles heel; the disputed border fortresses, including Argentan, had formed part of Matilda’s dowry, and she immediately occupied them, keeping open a gateway into Normandy from Anjou. While the lords of the frontier pursued their private border wars, Stephen paid his one visit to Normandy in 1137, and succeeded only in making a temporary truce without establishing any lasting order. This failure might be said to mark the end of the old Anglo-Norman realm, which had reached its apogee under Henry I.

It was always dependent on the personal ability of the monarch, who united the disparate parts of his realm in his person and in his court and household. By constant movement around his domains he and the vassals and household officers who followed him became familiar with different customs and administrative practices. There was considerable cross-fertilization, though the difference in the underlying structures of England and Normandy ensured that developments would never be identical. As long as King Henry lived his court was ‘at the centre of a network of power and influence spreading out into the localities’. The men who had his ear enjoyed the benefit of his patronage, whether they were great magnate counsellors like Robert of Meulan, royal chaplains who continued to serve him after being promoted to bishoprics or commanders of his knights who acted when required as castellans and sometimes sheriffs. This group, changing in composition but always immensely influential, preserved the unity of the realm to the end of the reign.

The process of detaching financial and judicial institutions from the undifferentiated household-court and of establishing them in kingdom or duchy had barely begun, and terms such as chancery or treasury must be applied, if at all, with caution. In spite of the rapid increase in the use of written instruments there were not two separate writing offices for England and Normandy. A group of royal clerks travelled with the king and served his chapel. Before the Conquest both the Norman dukes and the English kings had had chapels of this kind; in both the chief clerk was occasionally given the title of ‘chancellor’. Dudo of St-Quentin, drafting charters for Duke Richard II, had sometimes assumed this title, as had Regenbald the ‘chancellor’, who was taken over by William I from King Edward’s household, though it would be premature to speak of a distinct chancery. Whatever may be argued about the existence of a seal in either England or Normandy before 1066, the instrument of the writ was becoming more widely used as a means of sending instructions to the officers and suitors in the English shire courts. The Conquest led to a speeding
up of developments in England and the increased use of the same instruments in Normandy. The sealed writ became an essential element in the royal government. Numbers of scribes increased, though some charters, particularly in Normandy, were written by the beneficiaries and taken to the king for authentication. There was, however, only one seal and one keeper of the seal and, once a rudimentary chancery began to emerge towards the end of Henry’s reign, one chancellor. Other household officials – the chamberlains, constables and marshals – might be more localized. Nevertheless, some officers were mobile; for example Robert Mauduit served in the treasuries of both countries and Robert de la Haye, constable of Lincoln Castle, served at another time as a baron of the exchequer in Normandy.

All three of the first Norman kings necessarily divided their time between England and Normandy and were obliged to leave kinsfolk or trusted magnates to act as vice-regents in their place during their absence. William I often left his wife Matilda as his representative in Normandy. In England he relied at first on William fitz Osbern and then on Odo of Bayeux until Odo’s disgrace. Archbishop Lanfranc had an important role in transmitting the king’s orders, and both Robert of Mortain and Geoffrey bishop of Coutances were frequently commissioned to act in important pleas. When William Rufus governed Normandy during his brother’s absence on crusade he employed an official of a new type in England: Ranulf Flambard, who had emerged as one of the ablest of the clerks in the royal household at the end of the Conqueror’s reign. Ranulf never had quite the status of the later justiciar, but his duties were both judicial and fiscal. Henry was absent for long periods in Normandy; though the central curia remained the nucleus of all important business the practical difficulties arising from his movements and the steady increase in administrative business made it necessary to begin to detach more tightly organized departments of government from the household-court on both sides of the Channel. Until 1118 Henry’s queen Matilda was the official regent in England during his absences, but Roger bishop of Salisbury gradually took over more of the vice-regal duties, and after her death emerged as second after the king. A small group of men, including Robert Bloet bishop of Lincoln, Richard Belmeis bishop of London, Adam of Port and Ralph Basset, were frequently associated with him, acting both as justices in pleas that did not follow the king and presiding over financial business. In Normandy John bishop of Lisieux performed similar functions during Henry’s years in England.

Finance was crucial, and the need to meet recurring threats of invasion or rebellion, particularly in Normandy, determined many of Henry’s decisions. He had to provide at all times for the knights serving in his household troops or as garrisons in his castles on the Norman frontiers and wherever feudal obligations were insufficient to meet the needs of defence. The periods of greatest
danger were from the time he secured Normandy in 1106 to 1113, and in the 1120s when William Clito, supported by Louis VI, posed a real threat to the succession; and these saw the most vigorous financial reforms. It was necessary to control the unruly retinues of knights and household servants, whose ravagings had made the journeys of the court during the reign of Rufus a terror to the neighbourhood. By 1108 Henry had introduced greater discipline both by ruthlessly punishing abuses and by planning his perambulations in advance so that orderly arrangements for provisioning could be made. The evidence of the 1130 Pipe Roll shows how the sheriffs planned ahead to provide wine, wheat and clothing and much more besides for the needs of the itinerant household. His first great reform of the moneyers came in 1108; there was an even more radical overhaul in 1125, when he reduced the number of mints and finally abandoned the regular cycles of recoinage inherited from Anglo-Saxon England.16 As more and more of both the produce from the royal demesne and the feudal obligations of vassals were converted into financial payments the need for tight control of the collection of cash and efficient auditing of receipts became necessary.

A momentous innovation took place in England in the first ten years of the twelfth century; by 1110 a central receipt and audit was held at the same place and in the same curial session. Still an event, not an institution, it was known as the Exchequer from the checked cloth of the abacus on which calculations were made as the sheriffs and other officers brought in their cash receipts and the tallies for sums already disbursed. The court met regularly twice a year, initially at Winchester; its composition varied from time to time, and the magnates active in each session, called barons of the Exchequer, handled judicial no less than financial business. Roger of Salisbury presided without ever being called treasurer – a title later given to his nephew Nigel. For convenience money continued to be stored in repositories in several places, including the Tower of London and Westminster as well as Winchester in England, and Caen and Falaise in Normandy. The treasure needed for day-to-day expenses was carried with the king, in the charge of a household chamberlain. Before the end of the reign, possibly only in the last few years, a central receipt and audit had begun to be held in Normandy at Caen, at a separate Exchequer presided over by John bishop of Lisieux.17 There was close contact between the financial agents on both sides of the Channel; and though some chamberlains were active only on one side, information and experience were exchanged. The position of the treasurer, as described in the Constitutio Domus Regis at the end of Henry's reign, was still anomalous; half in the household and half out of it, he possibly supervised all the chamberlains and had overall responsibility for all the treasuries, English and Norman. There were similarities in organization at the

level of the household; but, because the position of the English sheriffs differed from that of the vicomtes who were responsible for farming and collecting the Norman revenues and there was no Norman equivalent of the county court, differences were bound to persist. The first surviving English record of the central audit, the Pipe Roll of 1129–30 antedates anything available for Normandy; later Norman Exchequer Rolls (from 1172) show common influences offset by variations in local practice.

In judicial matters also, even though a single curia regis, moving with the king, might handle cases from any part of the realm wherever it happened to be, the development of institutions of government tended to ‘perpetuate and intensify the different traditions and customs of the two countries’. So the application of law through different local courts made in the long run for a good deal of variation below the baronial level, while the upper ranks of feudal society were tending towards greater uniformity all over the realm. At that level, intermarriage, attendance at the royal court, service in the royal household and widespread travel both on the king’s business and to oversee their own far-flung estates, produced assimilation of the Normans, Bretons, Flemings, Poitevins and others within two or three generations of the conquest and settlement of England. The law of free inheritance was becoming more defined; by the end of Henry’s reign the flexible inheritance customs within the family that had previously existed were moving decisively towards primogeniture for military tenures in England, and in Normandy towards a droit d’aînesse with its rule that fiefs were impartible. There was enough similarity for cases involving cross-Channel lordships to be settled in the curia regis in the king’s presence. And similar instruments were used; the sealed writ and the inquest at the king’s command were ubiquitous in the Anglo-Norman realm.

At times from the reign of the Conqueror onwards justices were sent out with special commissions; Henry I sometimes appointed justices or justiciars to hear pleas in several counties. They dealt with cases initiated by writ, and the forms of judicial writs were multiplying. These writs, which appeared in both England and Normandy, were specifically designed for a particular set of circumstances. The cases, however, were still heard in the local courts and judgement was pronounced in the traditional way even when a royal officer presided; the fundamental change whereby the officers themselves gave judgement did not come until the reign of Henry II. Although the germ of later developments may now be seen in the language of the writs and in the widening sphere of action of the justices, this did not imply an inevitable development towards the methods of dispensing justice which took a much clearer shape in the later reign.\(^\text{19}\)

In many cases brought to his notice Henry insisted that the proper place for them to be heard was in the lord’s court, where land pleas between vassals were dealt with and feudal dues were enforced. Where the competence of these courts failed, perhaps because men held of different lords, or if justice was denied, he was prepared to have cases transferred to the county courts in England, or ultimately to hear them in his own presence in the curia regis. Some, arising out of financial disputes revealed in the audit, were heard by the barons of the Exchequer. The initiative normally lay with the plaintiff. The king did not go out to seek justice, but he offered it widely and the profits of justice and jurisdiction were, after land, one of the most important sources of revenue. Below the king’s court there were some differences in the administration of justice in England and Normandy. Tenants-in-chief held their own feudal courts for their own barons, and these interlocked with the king’s court in different ways. Little is known of the functioning of the early vicomtes’ courts in Normandy; they certainly never had the communal element of the county courts to which, in England, some cases found their way. The vicomtes, like Landry of Orbec, appear to have brought criminal cases into their courts by impleading suspects ex officio. It was an intensely unpopular practice which easily led to extortion, and though used occasionally for a short while under Henry I it had no future in England. The organization of the county courts lent itself to the initiation of criminal prosecutions through juries of presentment which were to become general under Henry II.

Bishops, in so far as they were barons, were liable to come under the same jurisdiction as the lay magnates, though they fought hard to limit their secular liabilities. Their position in both England and Normandy was similar. Ecclesiastical patronage and the control of appointments was equally important to the king in both. The early recognition in Normandy that investment by the duke with the temporalities did not involve spiritual investiture, which was performed by a prelate, meant that in the Anglo-Norman realm the investiture contest never had the same violence as in the empire even after the spread of ecclesiastical reform. The struggle came with the increasing formalities involved in the feudal relationships of prelates as great tenants-in-chief; it was resolved in time by agreeing that homage might be performed before consecration. Election did not become a major problem until later; the kings usually succeeded in having their nominee accepted in a technically correct formal election, or at least reached a working agreement without open conflict. The extent of royal influence appears in the large number of bishoprics held by clerks who had served in the royal household; promotion to a bishopric was a
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20 Van Caenegem (1976), pp. 61–70.
valuable form of patronage at a time when patronage helped to guarantee the devotion of the king's servants at every level. The experience of these men in ecclesiastical business made up a part of their training for more secular duties when they served on judicial commissions. John, archdeacon of Sées, had had long experience of judicial business in church courts before Henry made him bishop of Lisieux in 1107, and he became the key figure in the development of a Norman Exchequer.

Henry I, up to his death, maintained his rights of regale. Complaints, when they came, were less about elections and more about sees being left vacant for long periods while the king's officers collected the revenues. New strains were beginning to appear when Stephen succeeded with a doubtful title and needed papal backing just when reformers were demanding a stricter application of canon law. As far as the spiritual jurisdiction of the church courts went, it was slowly being disentangled from temporal business, with a good deal of confusion in areas of overlapping jurisdiction. The question of the activities of bishops in the shire courts was naturally peculiar to England. In the main, problems arising from the increasing activities of the archdeacons' courts and the strengthening of the hierarchy, which led to appeals, were broadly similar in all parts of the realm and routine appeals to Rome had not yet become a bone of contention.

It was still possible in 1137, when the struggle between Stephen and Matilda entered a new phase, for a ruler to hold together, in a single realm, many different provinces with considerable variations in custom. Boundaries might vary as frontier provinces changed hands. In the north of England the claims of the kings of Scotland were tenacious; it would have been possible for Cumbria and perhaps Northumberland to be drawn into their kingdom. The Channel was not an insuperable barrier, and Henry I may have believed that Normandy could in time be brought fully under his royal authority. Nevertheless, the claims of the kings of France were ancient and were never abandoned. An important change in the nature of fealty worked to their advantage. As the concept of liege homage replaced the looser bonds of loyalty that had once prevailed, Louis VII showed clearly that he would be satisfied with nothing less than homage performed in Paris by the duke of Normandy in person, not in the marches by his son as previously. Possibly the struggle between Stephen and Matilda made the break-up of the realm inevitable; possibly it merely hastened the change that drew Normandy decisively away from England into the kingdom of France. The work of the first three Norman kings established a realm bound together by personal ties, with many common instruments of government and a powerful central nucleus in the king's court and household. At the same time, any increase in the establishment of local courts for the king's business and localized finance would be likely to enhance regional divisions.
The permanent establishment of individual branches of cross-Channel families in England tended to break family ties faster than cross-Channel marriages could strengthen them. Paris was too near not to be a threat and the kings of France were constantly vigilant for any weakening of Anglo-Norman power. They seized each opportunity when it came, as it did with the outbreak of civil war.
I

Basil II died on 15 December 1025 after a reign of almost fifty years. He left Byzantium the dominant power of the Balkans and Near East, with apparently secure frontiers along the Danube, in the Armenian highlands and beyond the Euphrates. Fifty years later Byzantium was struggling for its existence. All its frontiers were breached. Its Anatolian heartland was being settled by Turkish nomads; its Danubian provinces were occupied by another nomad people, the Petcheneks; while its southern Italian bridgehead was swept away by Norman adventurers. It was an astonishing reversal of fortunes. Almost as astonishing was the recovery that the Byzantine empire then made under Alexios I Komnenos (1081–1118). These were years of political turmoil, financial crisis and social upheaval, but it was also a time of cultural and intellectual innovation and achievement. The monastery churches of Nea Moni, on the island of Chios, of Hosios Loukas, near Delphi, and of Daphni, on the outskirts of Athens, were built and decorated in this period. They provide a glimmer of grander monuments built in Constantinople in the eleventh century, which have not survived: such as the Peribleptos and St George of the Mangana. The miniatures of the Theodore Psalter of 1066 are not only beautifully executed but are also a reminder that eleventh-century Constantinople saw a powerful movement for monastic renewal. This counterbalanced but did not necessarily contradict a growing interest in classical education. The leading figure was Michael Psellos. He injected new life into the practice of rhetoric and in his hands the writing of history took on a new shape and purpose. He claimed with some exaggeration to have revived the study of philosophy single-handed. His interest in philosophy was mainly rhetorical. It was left to his pupil John Italos to apply philosophy to theology and to reopen debate on some of the fundamentals of Christian dogma.
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Modern historiography has singled out the period from 1025 to 1118 as the watershed of Byzantine history. G. Ostrogorsky has provided the classic interpretation. He saw the eleventh century as the beginning of Byzantium’s inexorable decline, which he attributed to the triumph of feudalism. Private interest gained at the expense of the state. Without effective central institutions it was impossible to mobilize the resources of the empire or provide any clear direction. Symptomatic of the decline of central authority was the struggle for power between the civil and military aristocracies. The latter emerged victorious with the accession to the throne of Alexios I Komnenos. But his success was limited and his restoration of the empire superficial, because ‘the Empire was internally played out’. Ostrogorsky meant by this that the peasantry and their property were coming increasingly under the control of great landowners. He believed that this compromised the economic and demographic potential of the empire.

Ostrogorsky’s presentation of the history of the Byzantine empire in the eleventh century has been attacked from two main directions. P. Lemerle doubted that the eleventh century was a period of absolute decline at Byzantium. There is too much evidence of economic growth and cultural vitality, which he connects with ‘le gouvernement des philosophes’. The tragedy was Alexios I Komnenos’s seizure of power, which substituted family rule for the state. R. Browning would add that Alexios damped down the intellectual and religious ferment of the eleventh century through the deliberate use of heresy trials.

A. P. Kazhdan takes a rather different view. He agrees that in the eleventh century Byzantium prospered. He attributes the political weakness of the empire to reactionary elements holding back the process of ‘feudalization’. A. Harvey presses this approach to extremes. He insists that the advance of the great estate was essential for economic and demographic growth. Kazhdan is also struck by the buoyancy and innovation of Byzantine culture. He connects this with a growth of individualism and personal relations. It was a victory for progressive elements, which were promoted rather than hindered by the Comnenian regime.

Such a bald presentation does not do justice to the subtleties and hesitations displayed by the different historians nor to their skilful deployment of the
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evidence. It makes their views far more schematic than they are, but it highlights differences of approach and isolates the major problems. They hinge on the effectiveness of the state. Was this being undermined by social, economic and political developments? Though their chronology is different Ostrogorsky and Lemerle are both agreed that it was. They assume that the health of Byzantium depended on the centralization of power. By way of contrast Kazhdan believes that imperial authority could be rebuilt on a different basis and this is what Alexios Komnenos was able to do. The nature of Alexios’s achievement becomes the key issue.

A weakness of all these readings of Byzantium’s ‘eleventh-century crisis’ is a willingness to take Basil II’s achievement at face value; to see his reign as representing an ideal state of affairs. They forget that his iron rule represents an aberration in the exercise of imperial authority at Byzantium. His complete ascendancy was without precedent. In a series of civil wars in the early part of his reign he destroyed the power of the great Anatolian families, such as Phokas and Skleros, but only thanks to foreign aid. He used his power to straitjacket Byzantine society and subordinate it to his autocratic authority. To this end he reissued and extended the agrarian legislation of his forebears. Its purpose was ostensibly to protect peasant property from the ‘powerful’ as they were called. It was, in practice, less a matter of the imperial government’s professed concern for the well-being of the peasantry; much more a way of assuring its tax revenues. These depended on the integrity of the village community which was the basic tax unit. This was threatened as more and more peasant property passed into the hands of the ‘powerful’. Basil II followed up this measure by making the latter responsible for any arrears of taxation which had till then largely been borne by the peasantry. Control of the peasantry was vital if Basil II was to keep the empire on a war footing, while keeping the empire on a war footing was a justification for autocracy. The long war he waged against the Bulgarians only finally came to an end in 1018. It exploited the energies of the military families of Anatolia. It cowered the aristocracy of the Greek lands. They were terrified that they would be accused of cooperating with the Bulgarians. The war with the Bulgarians was bloody and exhausting, but it was a matter of recovering lost ground, not of gaining new territory. The Bulgarian lands had been annexed by John Tzimiskes in the aftermath of his victory over the Russians in 971. It was only the civil wars at the beginning of Basil II’s reign and the emperor’s own ineptitude that allowed the Bulgarians to recover their independence. Basil II’s triumph over the Bulgarians gave a false impression of the strength of the empire.

In part, it depended on an absence of external enemies. Islam was for the time being a spent force; thanks to Byzantium’s clients, the Petcheneks, conditions on the steppes were stable; the Armenians were hopelessly divided;
and western Christendom was still dazzled by Byzantium. The Russians officially converted to Orthodoxy in 989. This confirmed their passage into the Byzantine orbit. The Russians were essential to Byzantine greatness under Basil II. They provided Byzantium with soldiers and sailors. Their merchants made Constantinople the entrepôt for the products of the Russian steppes and forests and stimulated its commercial role. This was complemented by the growing presence of Venetian merchants at Constantinople. In 992 Basil II encouraged their activities by reducing the tolls on their ships paid for passage through the Hellespont to Constantinople. The effect was to favour Constantinople's role as the clearing house of Mediterranean trade. It underlined Constantinople's position as the cross-roads of the medieval world. This brought the Byzantine empire great opportunities. Constantinople was, however, disproportionately large and gave a false impression of Byzantine strength. It drew its wealth and population from well beyond the political frontiers of the Byzantine empire. Under different circumstances this might leave it vulnerable.

If forced to rely entirely on its own demographic and economic resources, Byzantium would have been condemned to the role of a regional power, at best. But it did not have to do so. The Armenian highlands were always an important recruiting ground for the Byzantine armies, but it went further than this. The Byzantine conquests in the east were followed under Byzantine auspices by Armenian colonization of Cilicia, the Euphrates provinces and northern Syria. The Russians provided another recruiting ground. Basil II relied heavily on the Varangian guard, which not only formed a corps d'élite but was also an instrument of his political ascendancy. Reliance on foreigners was a two-edged sword. In the course of the eleventh century relations with the Armenians deteriorated, while those with the Russians began to cool. In 1043 for reasons that must remain obscure Jaroslav the Wise, prince of Kiev, sent an expedition against Constantinople. It was easily defeated, but thereafter the Russians played a less prominent role in the affairs of the Byzantine empire. In due course, the Varangian guard would be recruited not from Russians but from exiled Anglo-Saxons. The imperial government at Constantinople lost a source of strength, which went beyond the purely military. Commercial ties with Rus' grew slacker.

When pondering the collapse of the Byzantine empire in the eleventh century, it must be remembered that Basil II left his successors a poisoned legacy. The apparent strength of the empire depended on circumstances that were beyond its control. Conditions along its frontiers might change radically. Basil II's policy of annexing the buffer territories of Bulgaria and Armenia suited his own time, but would produce real difficulties for his successors. His greatest failure, however, lay elsewhere; he neglected to make adequate provision for his succession. This was to mean that there was no settled succession to the
Byzantine throne for some seventy years until Alexios I Komnenos was securely in control.

Basil II never married. The understanding was that the succession would pass to his younger brother Constantine VIII, but he never produced a male heir, only daughters, of whom Zoe was Basil II’s favourite. It was clear for many years before his death that succession to the Byzantine throne would go with the hand of Zoe. He considered various matches, but all were rejected, so that when he died Zoe was still a spinster. She was in her early forties and unlikely to bear children. Why Basil II was so negligent about the succession is hard to fathom. It may be that the short-term advantages of leaving the succession in doubt were too tempting. Constantine VIII (1025–8) seemed in no more of a hurry than his brother to marry off Zoe. It was only on his deathbed that he married her to Romanos Argyros (1028–34) who then succeeded in the right of his new wife. He was already somewhat elderly and unlikely to satisfy Zoe’s hopes for children. Increasingly frustrated Zoe took a young lover Michael the Paphlagonian who happened to be the brother of John the Orphanotrophos, one of Basil II’s eunuch ministers. Romanos died in his bath in suspicious circumstances. Michael married Zoe and duly succeeded to the throne. He was remembered as an effective emperor, but he soon fell sick. His brother John therefore sought to keep the throne within the family by persuading Zoe to adopt one of his nephews, also called Michael, as her son. He came to power in 1041, but he had no intention of being beholden to his uncle. He wished to rule as an autocrat in the style of Basil II. He drove out John the Orphanotrophos and other members of his family. He then packed Zoe off to a convent. This produced a spontaneous uprising on the part of the people of Constantinople. They did not want to be deprived of their ‘Mother’, as they called Zoe. The emperor was cornered and blinded. Zoe was brought back in triumph to the capital. For a few months she ruled jointly with her younger sister Theodora, who had been at the centre of opposition to the coup. She then married again, this time to Constantine Monomachos, who became the new emperor. Zoe died around 1050, so Theodora succeeded on Monomachos’s death in 1055. With her death in the following year the Macedonian line came to an end, complicating the succession still further.

There is no prima facie reason for supposing that a troubled succession would necessarily weaken the fabric of the Byzantine state. After all, the succession was in doubt on many occasions in the tenth century, but this did not prevent Byzantium from going from strength to strength. It might be argued that frequent change of the imperial regime was a positive benefit because it made
for a greater flexibility and ability to meet critical situations. The rise to power of Romanos Lecapenus (920–44) against a background of the threat from the Bulgarian tsar Symeon or the spectacle of Nikephoros Phokas (963–9) and of John Tzimiskes (969–76) holding the throne in trust for the young Basil II are cases in point. They gave clear direction to imperial government, as did Basil II.

His death, however, was followed by a spate of conspiracies. The uncertainty of the succession provides only a partial answer. They had more to do with a rapidly changing elite. The tensions created found some release in plots against the throne. In the early tenth century the Byzantine elite was a less complicated social group than it was to become. It was divided into a military and a civilian establishment. The former was dominated by the great military families of Anatolia, while the latter could boast a handful of civil service families whose members had held office over a number of generations. The great military families went into decline from the end of the tenth century. The family of Phokas, for example, virtually disappears, but others were more fortunate: that of Skleros kept estates in Anatolia, but transferred its centre of operations to Constantinople and gradually abandoned its military traditions. Basil II relied on other families for his commanders, such as those of Dalassenos, Diogenes and the Komnenos. The fortunes of these families were made under him. The military aristocracy was becoming wider and more diffuse. The same could be said of the civilian elite. Alongside the old civil service families, there were others which had made their fortunes in trade, but had converted their wealth into status through education and the purchase of honours. There were many interests to be satisfied. Conspiracy and revolt might become necessary to satisfy supporters and clients or might simply be a gesture of political credibility.7

Thus instability came to be built into the political structure. Some modern historians would like to see this as a struggle between the military and civilian elites. There is some contemporary support for this interpretation, but it was a matter of continuing to apply the political divisions of a previous age, which had largely disappeared. The politics of the eleventh century were instead dominated by families that transcended these divisions. They drew their support from the whole spectrum of political society. They were often old military families that had transferred their centre of operation to Constantinople. It comes as no surprise that Romanos Argyros emerged as the successful claimant for Zoe’s hand and the imperial throne. His age apart he was eminently well qualified. He came from one of the most ancient of the Anatolian military families, but one which had long been resident in Constantinople. Romanos Argyros made a career and a name for himself within the capital. He became the prefect of the City. He was also related to many of the great families of the

capital. These included the Monomachoi. Constantine Monomachos came from a very similar background to Romanos Argyros and was an obvious candidate for the hand of Zoe and the imperial office. He had already plotted to seize the throne from Michael IV, who was regarded as an upstart, being one of those newcomers who had recently risen to prominence. His brother a trusted agent of Basil II. There were connections with the Komnenoi. A sister married into the new wealth of Constantinople. Her husband made a fortune out of shipbuilding. It was their son who succeeded as Michael V. He was known contemptuously as the ‘Caulker’ by way of reference to his father’s activities. The snobbery of the Constantinopolitan crowd told against him. The citizens of Constantinople brought about his downfall. Their rising may have been spontaneous, but it taught them how powerful a force they were. Thereafter emperors had to placate Constantinopolitan opinion. This was another factor making for political instability in the eleventh century. In the tenth century internal tensions could be absorbed through a policy of conquest and expansion. It became less easy after Basil II’s death.

Basil II’s immediate successors attempted to pursue his policy of expansion and annexation, but with precious little success. Large and expensive expeditions were mounted against Sicily, Syria and even Egypt. All there was to show for this costly effort was the annexation of Edessa in 1032 by George Maniakes. Against this, there was a serious revolt by the Bulgarians in 1040. Even if it was suppressed, it suggested that Basil II’s conquest was not that securely based. It was a watershed: the period of expansion was over. The empire was beginning to turn in on itself. In these circumstances internal divisions would only be magnified.

Keeping the empire on a war footing may explain why after Basil II’s death the imperial government was faced with increasing financial difficulties. Tax revolts were a feature of this phase of Byzantine history. Basil II must bear some of the blame. At the end of his life as an act of charity he remitted two whole years’ taxation. His generosity was more than his brother could afford. The new emperor was forced to rescind the measure and collected five years’ taxation within the space of three years. This caused hardship and sparked off at least one tax revolt. The next emperor Romanos Argyros instituted a laxer and more humane fiscal regime. The opening years of his reign coincided with drought and a plague of locusts in Anatolia, which forced the peasants off their land.

8 They are attested at Naupaktos, Nikopolis and Antioch. The Bulgarian uprising of 1040 began as a tax revolt.
They swarmed towards Constantinople. To get them to return to their native villages Romanos Argyros provided each with a donative of three *nomisma*: the rough equivalent of the tax on a substantial peasant holding. He also abandoned Basil II’s practice of forcing the ‘powerful’ landowners to pay any arrears of taxation. Instead he farmed these out, which hints at financial difficulties. His successor Michael IV seemed equally in need of ready cash. He forced the Bulgarians to pay their taxes in coin, despite Basil II’s promise that they would be taxed in kind. This action sparked off the Bulgarian revolt. Michael IV was also accused of tampering with the currency, while his brother John the Orphanotrophos exploited the state’s right of monopoly over the corn trade.

Modern numismatists have reluctantly exonerated Michael IV from the charge of debasement. It was left to Constantine Monomachos to carry out a controlled debasement of the Byzantine gold coinage. It was done quite openly and deliberately. The fineness of the gold coinage was lowered by stages from twenty-four carats to eighteen. Each stage of the debasement was clearly signposted by the issue of different types of coin. This debasement of the coinage is a feature of the history of eleventh-century Byzantium which has attracted a great deal of attention from modern historians, because it seems to provide a key to the economic developments of the time. There are two major interpretations. The first is straightforward: debasement was a solution to a budget deficit and was a way out of the long-standing financial difficulties of the Byzantine state. The other interpretation is more sophisticated: it sees debasement as a reaction to the problems of rapid economic growth which the Byzantine empire was supposed to be experiencing in the early eleventh century.9 The argument goes that the Byzantine economy was as a result facing a liquidity crisis: there was not enough coinage in circulation to meet demand. Given the inelasticity of the supply of precious metals, the only solution was to debase. Admittedly, some Byzantine civil servants displayed a surprisingly advanced grasp of economics. However, even if they had an inkling that an inelastic money supply was a barrier to economic growth, they were not likely to consider this sufficient justification for debasing a coinage that had remained more or less unchanged since the days of Constantine the Great. Budgetary difficulties are surely the only explanation for the debasement carried out by Constantine Monomachos. The emperor could cite as a precedent the temporary debasement carried out by Nikephoros Phokas in the tenth century. However unpopular at the time, it had eased a period of financial embarrassment.

Even if budgetary difficulties are the explanation, debasement may still have helped to ease a liquidity problem. But was there economic growth in
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the early eleventh century on a scale sufficient to create a liquidity problem? There are certainly signs of economic growth, but they mostly relate to the Greek lands, where towns were prospering and becoming centres of trade and manufactures. Thebes, for example, became a major producer of silk, which in the tenth century had been a monopoly of the capital. There are indications that coastal trade round the Aegean was prospering and that the population of the region was growing. But this scarcely represents growth of such an order that it would have induced the imperial government to debase the gold coinage in order to increase the circulation of coinage.

In any case, it would be hard to square the financial difficulties that the imperial government faced from the death of Basil II onwards with a period of rapid economic growth. Would the state not have been the chief beneficiary, given that it imposed a VAT of 10 per cent on every commercial transaction? This ought to have gone some way towards balancing the budget. Admittedly, the continuing growth of population was not matched by a corresponding increase in the basic tax yield, since the agrarian legislation of the tenth century was applied less stringently. As significant was the extension of tax exemptions for the great estates. Blanket immunities were probably less important than preferential rates of taxation, such as those enjoyed in the eleventh century by the Athonite monasteries for their estates. This was all part of the creation of a dependent peasantry, which paid taxes and owed labour services to a lord. Ostrogorsky connected this manorialization of rural society with economic decline. He was certainly wrong, but he was correct to see it as a drain on imperial revenues.

It seems safe to assume that there was economic and demographic growth in the early eleventh century, but scarcely on a scale to create liquidity problems. Debasement was a response to the government’s financial problems. Tax exemptions were partly to blame, but these were symptomatic of financial mismanagement on the part of the imperial government. Michael Psellos blamed the government’s financial difficulties on the extravagance of Zoe and her consorts. This may have been a little unfair on Zoe. Dabbling in perfumes and alchemy may have been unnecessary, but was unlikely to bankrupt the state. It was at best a reflection of lax government. Zoe was not a great builder, unlike her husbands who expended colossal sums on their building activities. Romanos Argyros erected the monastery of the Peribleptos to serve as his last resting place and a memorial of his reign. Michael IV was a patron of the monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian at Kosmidion, outside the walls of Constantinople, which he rebuilt on a lavish scale. Constantine Monomachos added the church of St George and other buildings to the Mangana complex. Accounts by later travellers provide an impression of the magnificence and scale of these churches. None of them survives; only St George
of the Mangana has been partially excavated. Its dimensions were imposing. The dome had a diameter of approximately ten metres. It therefore rivalled in size some of the Justinianic foundations. One of Constantine Monomachos's foundations does survive, however. This is the monastery of Nea Moni on the island of Chios. Its intricate planning and rich mosaics provide some idea of the care and money lavished on these imperial foundations. But the costs did not end with construction. Nea Moni, like St George of the Mangana, was generously endowed by the emperor.

There had not been building on this scale in the Byzantine empire since the sixth century. Emperors had mostly been content to restore the public monuments and churches inherited from the fifth and sixth centuries and to add to the Great Palace of the emperors. Basil II's main contribution had been the repair of St Sophia in 989 after it had suffered damage in an earthquake. The emperors of the eleventh century in good aristocratic fashion wanted to leave their mark on the capital through their monuments and used state revenues to this end. Again building even on the grand scale was unlikely by itself to bankrupt the state, but taken in conjunction with an extravagant court life it placed a substantial extra burden on the state's revenues. They were in any case likely to be declining because of Romanos Argyros's decision to abandon Basil II's strict control over the arrears of taxation.

Government expenditure was rising for quite another reason: the civil list was increasing dramatically as more and more honours were granted out. Michael Psellus was of the opinion that the honours system had been one of Byzantium's strengths, but was now being abused. This he singled out as one of the fundamental causes of the decline of the Byzantine state. Byzantium had developed a complicated system of honours with a double hierarchy of office and dignity. Both brought with them pensions and salaries. While sale of office was rare, sale of dignities was an accepted part of the system. If a dignity was purchased, then the holder received a pension at a standard rate. It has been calculated that this brought a return of around 3 per cent, but it was also possible to purchase at an augmented rate which brought a rather higher rate of up to 6 per cent. The state was creating a system of annuities. It almost certainly worked very well as long as it was properly supervised. The potential cost to the state was also limited by the relatively restricted number of dignities on offer. But this changed rapidly in the eleventh century as new orders of dignities were created to meet a growing demand. It was also the case that they might pass under the control of individuals who could distribute them as they saw fit. They were regarded as an investment which a father might make for
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his sons. Imperial largesse to monasteries sometimes took the form of a grant in perpetuity of the pensions attached to dignities. It is tempting to connect the debasement of the coinage with the inflation of honours, all the more so because of contemporary criticism of Nikephoros Phokas’s earlier debasement of the coinage. One of his purposes was apparently to pay salaries and pensions in debased currency and to collect taxation in the old coinage. The temptation to debase would be all the stronger in the eleventh century as the honours system got out of hand.

However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish such a connection on a valid statistical basis. The evidence we have is anecdotal. J.-C. Cheynet discounts such evidence as unreliable. He contends that the rate of pension for each dignity is a better guide to the costs of the honours system. The very highest dignities were always granted out sparingly. The inflation of honours affected the lesser dignities from spatharocandidate to vestarch, their pensions ranging from 36 nomismata to 1,008 nomismata or £14 of gold, which was a considerable sum, but here the argument breaks down: there is simply no way of computing the numbers of office holders. All that remains is the anecdotal evidence. Contemporaries were adamant that by the reign of Nikephoros Botaneiates (1078–81) the honours system had broken down, because the state was unable to meet the cost of the pensions involved. The honours system had bankrupted the state. Alexios I Komnenos’s reform of the honours system was equally seen as an essential step towards restoring soundness to the body politic. It has to be admitted, however, that complaints about the failure of the honours system coincide with, rather than antedate, the debasement of the coinage. The two worked together to undermine the fabric of the state. The inflation of honours combined with other items of unnecessary expenditure and with other fiscal measures to cause budgetary difficulties, which led on to debasement under Constantine Monomachos. Thereafter the combination of debasement and a galloping inflation of honours ensured that the financial position would continue to deteriorate. It meant that well-conceived measures of reform had little chance of success.

In the twenty-five years following Basil II’s death the Byzantine empire had lost direction and momentum. The policy of military expansionism inherited from Basil II had little to commend it. Keeping the empire on a war footing was expensive. Cutting back on the armed forces was the simplest way of reducing expenditure. The Bulgarian rebellion followed almost immediately.

by the 1042 uprising of the citizens of Constantinople against Michael V were urgent reminders that a new approach to government was needed. The new emperor was Constantine Monomachos. He had an agenda. Military expansionism seemed out of place at a time when the empire appeared to have secure frontiers. Monomachos wished to cut back on the military establishment. To carry out his programme of reconstruction he turned to Constantine Leikhoudes and the team of clever young men he had assembled about him. These included Michael Psellos, the future Patriarch John Xiphilinos and their teacher John Mauropous. The thrust of their reforms was to strengthen the civil administration of the empire and to simplify the military organization.

In frontier regions the local levies were stood down and defence was left to professional troops stationed at key points. The armies of the themes continued to exist but largely on paper. Provincial administration passed increasingly from the military commander or strategos to a civilian governor known as the judge or the praitor. This had been an ad hoc development over the preceding fifty odd years. Constantine Monomachos regularized it by creating a new ministry at Constantinople under the epi ton krisen, to which the civilian governors were now responsible. It completed a process of demilitarizing provincial government.

Constantine Monomachos’s propagandists presented his reforms in the guise of a renovatio of the empire. Imperial revivals punctuated Byzantine history. Normally, they centred on a new codification of the law. The Isaurians issued the Eclogues; the Macedonians the Basilics. Constantine Monomachos judged the Basilics to be more than adequate. What was lacking was an effective legal education. This was either picked up informally or was in the hands of the guild of notaries. Constantine Monomachos therefore instituted as the centrepiece of his reforms an imperial Law School. He placed it under the direction of a new official called the nomophylax and appointed John Xiphilinos as the first holder of the office. It was opened in 1047 and attached to the Mangana complex. Constantine Monomachos also created the post of Consul of the Philosophers for Michael Psellos. His duties included supervision of the schools of Constantinople. This measure was designed to bring educational establishments in the capital under more effective government control. Education was at the heart of Constantine Monomachos’s reforms.

However admirable, Constantine’s reform programme had to be abandoned. It offended too many existing interests. John Xiphilinos found himself

under pressure from the legal establishment and preferred to retire to monastic seclusion on Bithynian Olympus. John Mauropous was appointed bishop of Euchaita in deepest Anatolia. He treated this as a form of exile, which indeed it was. At the same time, the political conditions along Byzantium's borders were changing rapidly. The Petcheneks were dislodged from the Russian steppe by Uze tribesmen from further east. In the winter of 1046/7 the main body of Petcheneks crossed the Danube, seeking refuge on Byzantine soil. It was reminiscent of the Visigoths seven centuries earlier. The settlement of the Petcheneks was equally mishandled. Constantine Monomachos was forced to send out a series of expeditions to pacify them. They had little success. The upshot was that the Petcheneks were left in possession of large tracts of the Balkans. At almost exactly the same time the Seljuq Turks began to make their presence felt along the eastern frontier. In 1048 they laid siege to Ani, the Armenian capital, which had recently been annexed by the Byzantines. The Turks might have been thwarted on this occasion, but it was a taste of things to come. The tide was also turning against Byzantium in southern Italy, as Norman freebooters harried Byzantine territories from their base at Melfi where they had established themselves in 1041.

The rapidly changing conditions in the empire's frontier provinces meant that Constantine Monomachos had to improvise. Experience had taught him that they were danger zones. They had been the launching pad for the two most serious revolts he had to face. The first came early in his reign and was the work of George Maniakes who had been sent as viceroy to Byzantine Italy by Michael V. He was suspicious of the new regime, if only because his great enemy Romanos Skleros was close to Constantine Monomachos. He crossed over to Albania in 1043 and advanced on Thessalonica down the Via Egnatia. His troops brushed aside the imperial armies sent to oppose him, but in the hour of victory he was mysteriously killed and the revolt fizzled out. The centre of the other revolt was Adrianople, which was the major military base of the southern Balkans. Its leader was Leo Tornikios, a nephew of the emperor. In the autumn of 1047 he advanced on Constantinople. It was only the emperor's coolness which saved the day. There are good reasons to suppose that underlying this revolt was dissatisfaction on the part of the military families of Adrianople with Constantine Monomachos's policies. The emperor was cutting back on military expenditure at a time when he was recruiting detachments of Petcheneks to serve on the eastern frontier.

Constantine Monomachos had to devise some way of neutralizing the danger from discontented generals. In southern Italy he turned to a local leader called Argyros, who despite his Greek name was a Lombard. He had seized the city of Bari in 1040 and had proclaimed himself 'prince and duke of Italy', but he had opposed Maniakes's rebellion. Constantine Monomachos was grateful
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and brought him and his family to Constantinople. Argyros again proved his loyalty to the emperor in 1047 when he helped defend Constantinople against Tornikios. In 1051 Monomachos sent him to Italy as viceroy. This appointment showed that Monomachos was willing to work through the local elites, rather than rely on Byzantine governors. This seemed to offer two advantages. It should have reconciled local opinion to rule from Constantinople. It should also have led to some relaxation of the grip exerted by the imperial administration. This may have been deliberate. The changing political conditions along the Byzantine frontiers would have alerted the imperial government to one of the disadvantages of the military expansionism espoused by Basil II. Byzantium was left exposed to new forces gathering strength beyond its frontiers. It would have underlined the value of creating buffer states. Byzantium had been more secure when protected by independent territories in Bulgaria and Armenia, however irksome they could seem at times. By working through Argyros, Monomachos seems to have been trying to shed some of the responsibilities for frontier defence which now burdened the imperial government at Constantinople. He seems to have been trying to do something of the same kind in the Balkans and Anatolia with his attempts to settle Petcheneks and Armenians. But these efforts were mismanaged and only produced friction with the local population. Disengagement is always one of the most difficult political feats to carry off.

Constantine Monomachos’s reign was pivotal. It is scarcely any wonder that later contemporaries unanimously blamed him for the disasters suffered by the empire later on in the eleventh century. He had a programme for the restoration of the empire and it failed. The programme was well conceived, but was not able to survive a combination of internal opposition and changes occurring along the empire’s frontiers. Its failure left the empire adrift. Monomachos dismissed Leikhoudes, the architect of his reforms. His last years were characterized by an oppressive fiscal regime in a vain effort to restore the empire’s financial situation.

In modern historical writing the schism of 1054 dominates the end of Monomachos’s reign. It had little impact at the time, but it was important for the future, because it underlined the unbridgeable gulf that was developing between Byzantium and the west. The background to the schism was paradoxically an alliance between the Byzantine emperor and Pope Leo IX (1049–54). It was directed against the Normans and had been engineered by Argyros. There was an assumption on the part of the papacy that this alliance would promote its claims to jurisdiction over the church in Byzantine Italy. In 1053 the papal
forces made contact with the Normans near Civitate. They were expecting to link up with a Byzantine army under Argyros, but it failed to appear. The Normans trounced the papal army and captured Leo IX. This did not prevent him from despatching a delegation to Constantinople in the autumn of 1053 to renew the Byzantine alliance. It was headed by Humbert, cardinal priest of Silva Candida, chief ideologue of the reformed papacy and Leo IX’s trusted adviser. By the time the papal legation reached Constantinople the pope was dead, but its members carried on regardless, acting as though their commissions were still valid.

Constantine Monomachos gave them much encouragement: the alliance with the papacy remained vital for his Italian policy. Cardinal Humbert followed the instructions he had received from Leo IX. The alliance was to be cemented by a regularization of relations between the two churches, which had not been in communion for nearly half a century. For once the discussion did not revolve around the addition of the *filioque* to the Latin creed, but around the Latin use of unleavened bread or azymes in the communion service. The patriarch of the day Michael Keroularios condemned it as a Jewish practice and argued that the Byzantine use of leavened bread had the support of the gospels. Leo IX took exception to this and wanted the question resolved. Cardinal Humbert tried to carry out his wishes, but it was difficult because Keroularios refused to acknowledge his presence. Humbert treated this as contumacy. On 16 July 1054 he entered St Sophia with the other papal legates and deposited a bull of excommunication directed at Michael Keroularios on the altar. The patriarch in his turn placed Humbert and the rest of the papal delegation under anathema. It confirmed an already existing state of schism between the two churches.

What stance did Constantine Monomachos adopt? From the outset he worked for an accord between the two churches. The papal legates came under his protection. He organized two debates between Humbert and a representative of the Orthodox church, designed to clarify the issues separating the two churches. They were conducted in an irenic fashion. Constantine Monomachos was as frustrated as the papal legates by Keroularios’s lack of cooperation. This does not mean that he would have encouraged Humbert to excommunicate the patriarch. The legates’ hasty departure from the city suggests that Constantine Monomachos had not approved their action. Michael Keroularios insisted that the papal legates should be brought back to Constantinople. The emperor demurred, but the patriarch used popular indignation to get his way. The legates were reprimanded, but punishment was reserved for the interpreters and members of Argyros’s immediate family, who happened to be resident in the capital. Michael Keroularios blamed the incident on Argyros who was a personal enemy. He accused him of deliberately misinforming the
papacy. By singling out Argyros as the main culprit, Kerouarios played down the religious issues. There were still hopes that the differences between the two churches might be solved, or so it seemed to one of the legates, Frederick of Lorraine, who in 1057 became Pope Stephen IX. He almost immediately despatched a delegation to Constantinople to repair the damage, but it never reached its destination because he died soon after it set out. Other counsels prevailed at Rome. In 1059 the new pope Nicholas II turned for support to the Normans. By this time the events of 1054 had forced a reassessment of papal interests. These were now seen to be better served by an alliance with the Normans rather than with the Byzantines. It was a momentous change which profoundly affected western relations with Byzantium.

VI

At Byzantium the events of 1054 gave Michael Kerouarios a prominence which up until then he had neither enjoyed nor sought. His understanding with the people of Constantinople gave him immense power. He was on bad terms with the empress Theodora. He openly objected to a woman ruling the empire. On her deathbed she nominated Michael Stratiotikos to succeed her. He came from a distinguished civil service family. He was old and was intended as a figurehead for a faction among the bureaucracy which had come to power with Theodora. The new government dealt generously with potential supporters in the capital, but pleaded poverty when the generals Isaac Komnenos and Kekavmenos Katakalon came seeking promotion and donatives. They were sent packing to their estates in Anatolia. They raised the standard of rebellion and defeated the imperial forces sent against them in a particularly bloody encounter not far from the city of Nicaea. The rebels advanced on Constantinople. Within the capital there was a struggle for power between various factions. Michael Stratiotikos hoped to keep the throne by using the good offices of Constantine Leikhoudes and Michael Psello, who had been absent from the political scene and had not crossed the generals. The emperor sent them to the rebels’ camp. They were to offer Isaac Komnenos the rank of Caesar and eventual succession to the throne. But Michael Kerouarios had already taken things into his own hands by having Isaac Komnenos proclaimed emperor in St Sophia. Michael Stratiotikos backed down. He was not willing to turn Constantinople into a bloodbath by opposing the entry of Isaac Komnenos’s troops. Isaac Komnenos owed the throne to Michael Kerouarios. The patriarch’s reward was the right to appoint to the two most senior posts of the patriarchal administration: those of the oikonomos and the skeuophylax, appointments which in the past had been
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in the imperial gift. It marked an important stage in the emancipation of the patriarchal administration from imperial control.

Isaac Komnenos did not wish to be beholden to the patriarch. He had been impressed by the way Michael Psellos had conducted negotiations, even if they had had no concrete result. He struck him as a man he could trust! He needed an experienced minister to supervise his plans for financial retrenchment. Arrears of taxation were chased up; pensions paid to officials were reduced; grants of property made from the imperial demesne were revoked; and there were restrictions on grants to monasteries in line with the anti-monastic legislation of Nikephoros Phokas. Isaac Komnenos’s intentions were made plain by the iconography of his coinage. It showed the emperor holding an unsheathed sword. He had come to restore the military might of the empire. The essential first step was to impose order on the state’s finances. In theory, Michael Psellos approved, but he thought that Isaac Komnenos acted too abruptly. His harshness alienated too many vested interests.

It aroused the opposition of the patriarch Michael Keroularios. Isaac Komnenos chose to see this as a challenge to his imperial authority. Michael Psellos claimed that ‘the patriarch kept insisting on the superiority of the patriarchal dignity’. The clash of Michael Keroularios and Isaac Komnenos was a cause célèbre of the eleventh century. It did raise constitutional issues. Keroularios assumed the role of the moral arbiter, who could discipline emperors if they failed to protect orthodoxy or who could decide the succession when this was in doubt. He had popular support which he exploited. This laid him open to the charge that he was flirting with democracy. This accusation reflected the uncertainties created by the end of the Macedonian line and for the time being of dynamic succession. This produced a debate on the constitutional niceties of selecting an emperor. Michael Psellos looked back to the Augustan settlement for guidance. He recognized that imperial authority rested on three factors: the people, the senate and the army. He objected to the accession of Michael Stratiotikos on the grounds that he only obtained the consent of the people and the senate, but not that of the army. His charge against Michael Keroularios was that he was using the voice of the people to transfer power from one emperor to another. The constitutional role of the people of Constantinople – the New Rome – was never very clear. Their acclamation of a new emperor was one – some would claim, in accordance with Roman practice, the most important – of the constitutive acts in the making of an emperor. The people might on occasion rise up against an emperor, as happened with Michael V. This could be construed as a right to remove tyrants. Another constitutive act was the coronation, which in a period of great political confusion gave the patriarch considerable leverage. Keroularios exploited the constitutional difficulties produced by the end of the Macedonian dynasty; he sought to turn the patriarch into the arbiter of the constitution. This was seen by Michael Psellos
as a threat to imperial authority. Under his prompting Isaac Komnenos exiled Keroularios from Constantinople. Michael Psellos was put in charge of the prosecution, but his speech against Keroularios was never delivered, because the patriarch died before he could be brought to trial.\footnote{16}

Psellos's evident dislike of the patriarch was something more than a clash of personalities. The two men stood for very different ways of life. Psellos accused the patriarch of being an adept of the mysticism which was then fashionable in some Constantinopolitan circles. It centred on the cult of St Symeon the New Theologian.\footnote{17} Its promoter was Niketas Stethatos, a future abbot of the monastery of St John Stoudios. Keroularios supported his campaign for the canonization of St Symeon the New Theologian. His teachings provided some of the inspiration behind the monastic revival, now associated with the monastery of the Theotokos Euergetis, which was gathering strength at Constantinople.

Psellos spelt out the dangers of mysticism. It exalted ignorance and denied human reason. It was divorced from everyday life. Psellos, for his part, gloried in his own humanity: ‘I am an earthly being’, he told the patriarch, ‘made of flesh and blood, so that my illnesses seem to me to be illnesses, blows blows, joy joy.’\footnote{18} Psellos came close to admitting that he believed that ‘man was the measure of all things’. He certainly emphasized the primacy of human experience. He saw no contradiction between Christianity and life in society. Had not Christ often frequented the market places and much less frequently the mountains? Psellos was preaching a Christian humanism. Society was held together by the bonds of a Christian faith, friendship and reason. It possessed its own logic and justification. However, it was shaped and guided by the ‘philosopher’ Psellos set his authority as ‘philosopher’ on the same level as that of the patriarch. If he did not challenge imperial authority quite so directly, his Chronographia dwells on the human frailties of individual emperors. Its message is that without the wisdom of a ‘philosopher’ to guide him an emperor was incapable of living up to the responsibilities of his office. Niketas Stethatos was less circumspect in his promotion of the mystic. He exalted the primacy of the mystic over ‘emperor, patriarch, bishop, or priest’.\footnote{19}

The emphasis on the role of the mystic and the ‘philosopher’ devalued traditional authority at Byzantium. They had access to ‘knowledge’ that was of immediate benefit to a Christian society. Mystical experience opened up direct access to the Godhead. St Symeon the New Theologian saw this as a guarantee that Christ’s ministry was ever present and not set in some distant past. Psellos

had the harder task of explaining the relevance of classical learning in a Christian society. He was not simply content with the traditional justification that it was an educational tool: one that provided a means of cultivating human reason. Learning made possible an understanding of the natural world, which offered clues to God’s existence and purpose. Psellos sought to build on the classical heritage and bring it up to date. His letters and rhetorical works are not redolent of the drab encyclopaedism of the previous century, but are full of emotion and concrete detail. Unlike earlier Byzantine histories, his *Chronographia* is not dominated by the workings of Divine Providence, but emphasizes instead the human element as a decisive historical factor. Psellos did not see any contradiction between Christianity and the classical tradition; to his way of thinking the former fulfilled the latter. He liked to think of himself as in the tradition of the Cappadocian Fathers who used their profound knowledge of Greek philosophy to deepen understanding of their Christian faith. Psellos never grappled with theology in any systematic way. This task was left to his pupil John Italos, who reopened many of the basic questions of Christian dogma.

The work of John Italos was just one more sign of the cultural vitality of the eleventh century. Its origins lie in a reaction to the repressive official culture of the tenth century. The decline of imperial prestige raised basic questions about the ordering of a Christian society. The rivalry of mystic and humanist will sometimes have sharpened the edge of debate, but not all agreed with Michael Psellos that they were diametrically opposed. Most saw their approaches as complementary. They gave a new breadth to Byzantine culture. Equally, the claims of mystic and humanist were subversive of traditional authority at Byzantium. Some of the strongest social ties were those that formed around them among their followers. In this way, they gave a Christian society a degree of independence of the hierarchical authority exercised by emperor and patriarch. The exchanges between Michael Psellos and Michael Keroularios revealed how traditional assumptions about the ordering of Byzantine life were being reassessed. They raised constitutional, political, social and intellectual issues. Cultural flux mirrored political uncertainties.

The attack on Michael Keroularios lost Isaac Komnenos a good deal of support. Michael Psellos saw which way the wind was blowing. He persuaded the emperor to resign at a time when a bout of illness had left him in a state of depression. The new emperor was Constantine Doukas who happened to be married to a niece of the patriarch. It was an admission among other things that the
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reforms initiated by Isaac Komnenos and supervised by Michael Psellos were not working. Constantine Doukas immediately repealed them. He restored honours to those who had been deprived of them. Constantine Doukas set out his programme in a speech he delivered before the guilds of Constantinople. He emphasized that truth and justice, and not the sword, were to be the keynotes of his reign. It was a return to the policies that had been tried at the beginning of Constantine Monomachos’s reign. Constantine Doukas was sensible enough to dispense with Michael Psellos’s political services. Less wise was his decision to appoint Psellos tutor to his son and heir Michael Doukas. Contemporaries were unanimous that this rendered the latter unfit to rule!

Constantine X Doukas (1059–67) had to all appearances a remarkably successful reign. He was well fitted to be emperor. He had good connections with both the military families of Anatolia and the great families of Constantinople. He also anticipated the future in the way he associated his family in government. He relied heavily on the support of his brother John, whom he raised to the rank of Caesar. He was later criticized for the overgenerous way in which he distributed honours and pensions to the people of Constantinople and for the way he allowed the military establishment to run down. There was increasing pressure on the frontiers of the empire. The Normans made significant advances in the south of Italy in the wake of their alliance with the papacy in 1059, but Constantine Doukas reacted energetically: he despatched a number of expeditions to secure the main Byzantine bases along the Adriatic coast. He himself led the army that mopped up a Uze invasion of the Balkans. Less was done on the eastern frontier. The defences of Melitene were rebuilt in 1063, but Ani – the Armenian capital – was lost to the Seljuqs the next year. Its importance was always more symbolic than strategic. Constantine Doukas will not have heard of the sack of Cappadocian Caesarea and the desecration of the cathedral of St Basil which occurred around the time of his death in May 1067. Only an emperor as securely in control as he was could adopt the strategy he did in the east. It was a war of attrition. He aimed to hold the key positions and allow the eastern provinces to absorb Turkish pressure. There was increasing agitation for a more aggressive policy.

In the normal course of events Constantine Doukas would have been succeeded by his son Michael, who was aged about sixteen, but he was already seen as something of a liability. Constantine therefore left the regency to his empress Eudocia Makrembolitissa. But she was forced to swear on oath never again to marry. She also undertook to rule with the aid of the Caesar John Doukas, until Michael Doukas was capable of carrying out the duties of an emperor. In good
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dynastic fashion Constantine Doukas was trying to safeguard the succession for his family. The oath was administered by the patriarch John Xiphilinos. He was soon persuaded that the common interest required that Eudocia should be released from her oath. This allowed her to marry Romanos Diogenes, who was the head of a powerful Anatolian family. He came to the throne on the understanding that he would respect the eventual succession of Michael Doukas.

The chances of this happening became increasingly remote as Eudocia bore her new husband two sons in quick succession. Romanos needed a decisive victory in order to establish himself and his line in power. His efforts to search out and destroy the Turkish bands of marauders left him open to ridicule. They were far too nimble for the lumbering and badly trained troops that he had at his disposal. He changed his strategy. Instead of waiting for the Turks to invade the Byzantine provinces, he decided to engage them at their major point of entry into Byzantine territory. This was the bottleneck to the north of Lake Van, which was commanded by the fortress of Manzikert. In the summer of 1071 Romanos Diogenes led all the troops he could muster to Lake Van. He recovered possession of Manzikert and other strategic points which had been lost to the Turks. The emperor appears not to have known that the Seljuq sultan Alp Arslan was also operating in the area. Once he had learned of the sultan’s presence he determined to engage him in battle. It was an opportunity too good to miss. The battle lasted two days. The Byzantines fought with surprising tenacity and discipline. They had the better of the battle until towards evening on the second day a rumour started to spread that Romanos had fallen. This was the work of Andronikos Doukas, a son of the Caesar John Doukas. His motives were political. If Romanos emerged from the battle with credit, the Doukas cause was doomed. Andronikos Doukas was in command of the rearguard and in a position to do maximum damage. He abandoned the field leaving Romanos and his elite troops unprotected. They had fought bravely, but they were now quickly surrounded by the Turks and the emperor was captured.

In military terms Manzikert was not a disaster. The Byzantine casualties were relatively slight. It should only have confirmed Turkish domination of the Armenian highlands, not that almost the whole of Anatolia would be overrun by the Turks within ten years. Early Turkish settlement was concentrated a thousand miles to the west of Manzikert along the northern and western rims of the Anatolian plateau. Why should a defeat at the extreme limit of Byzantium’s eastern frontiers have opened up Anatolia to Turkish settlement? Part of the answer is weight of numbers. The Turks were a people on the move seeking new
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pastures. But their penetration of the Byzantine empire was facilitated by the civil wars sparked off by the defeat at Manzikert. Partisans of the Doukas cause at Constantinople, including Michael Psellos, seized control of the government for Michael Doukas. Romanos had not, however, been killed in the battle, as rumour suggested. He was soon released by the sultan. He made his base at Amaseia and rallied his supporters. Defeated by an army despatched from Constantinople, he retreated to Antioch. The next year 1072 he was again defeated by an army sent out from the capital. It was commanded by Andronikos Doukas and consisted largely of Frankish mercenaries. Romanos was captured and taken back under safeconduct. As they were approaching Constantinople the order came that he was to be blinded. This was done so savagely that he died a few weeks later on 4 August 1072. The year of civil war had given the Turks an opportunity to exploit their victory, but it did not end there.

Russell Balliol, a Norman mercenary in Byzantine service, seized the main chance. He had taken part in the opening stages of the Norman conquest of Sicily. He recognized a similar opportunity in the confusion produced by the aftermath of Manzikert. He made Amaseia his centre of operations and soon brought most of the old theme of Armeniakon under his control. Local people welcomed his presence because he offered some protection from the marauding Turks. The government at Constantinople took the threat from Russell Balliol much more seriously than that presented by the Turks. Its apprehension increased when Balliol captured the Caesar John Doukas who had been sent with an army against him. Balliol proclaimed the Caesar emperor and advanced towards Constantinople. The Doukas government brought in Turks as the only way of combating the Norman. In the short term it worked. Balliol was defeated, but managed to get back to Amaseia, where he retained his independence. In retrospect, the use of Turks was a miscalculation on the part of the Byzantine government, but at the time the Turks seemed no kind of threat to Constantinople. Cocooned in the capital, Michael Doukas and his advisers may well have felt that the Turks could be treated like the Petcheneks in the Balkans: given lands and a degree of tribal autonomy and in due course absorbed within Byzantine government and society.

Eventually the young Alexios Komnenos was sent to deal with Russell Balliol. It was his first major commission. With the help of a local Turkish chieftain he managed to apprehend the Norman and take him back to Constantinople. He acquitted himself with great skill and assurance, but the result was that a large part of northern Anatolia fell under Turkish domination. Alexios Komnenos had the greatest difficulty in extricating himself and his prisoner from Amaseia because the whole country was alive with Turks. He made a detour to Kastamon where he expected a friendly reception, since it was the centre of his family’s estates. He found instead his grandfather’s palace occupied by Turks and he
had to hurry on. This incident reveals how swiftly Byzantine control in the region collapsed. It was largely because of a lack of local leadership.

The story was much the same in other parts of Anatolia. In 1077 Nikephoros Botaneiates – a noted general – abandoned his estates in western Asia Minor and marched on Constantinople with his retinue of 300 men. He left the area unprotected. Still worse he engaged the services of a Turkish chieftain. His name was Suleiman. Botaneiates seems to have been unaware that he was no ordinary warband leader, but a scion of the ruling Seljuq dynasty. He had been sent from Baghdad to take control of the haphazard and quite unexpected Turkish conquest of Anatolia. In return for his aid Botaneiates surrendered into his safekeeping the strongly fortified city of Nicaea, scarcely fifty miles as the crow flies from Constantinople. Suleiman set about turning this city into a centre of Seljuq rule. It was a colossal miscalculation on Botaneiates’s part, though he might not otherwise have overthrown Michael VII Doukas and become emperor. He in his turn would have to face a challenge which compounded his own folly. Nikephoros Melissenos raised the standard of revolt on the island of Cos. He too turned to the Turks for support. The price was the surrender of cities along the western coast of Asia Minor, such as Smyrna.

A succession of revolts and civil wars had dragged the Turks westward to the shores of the Aegean and had handed them control of most of the great cities of Asia Minor. Thus was the fate of Byzantine Anatolia sealed! The Turks established themselves in force on the northern and western edges of the Anatolian plateau. It proved impossible to dislodge them. Behind this shield the much slower process whereby Byzantine Anatolia was transformed into Turkey could go on more or less unhindered. In retrospect, the loss of Anatolia to the Turks seems to have been folly on a grand scale.

The emperor Nikephoros Botaneiates was an old hero, but was incapable of mastering circumstances that were spinning out of control. As if the loss of Anatolia was not bad enough, Robert Guiscard, the Norman leader, was massing his forces in southern Italy for an invasion. The commander of Byzantium’s western armies was now Alexios Komnenos, but his abilities, ambition and family connections marked him out as a threat to the regime in Constantinople. The young commander found himself in an impossible position. He struck in the spring of 1081. On 1 April 1081 Alexios with the help of his brother Isaac and the support of the Caesar John Doukas seized Constantinople and overthrew the old emperor.

In the meantime Robert Guiscard and his son Bohemond had crossed to Albania and laid siege to Durazzo at the head of the Via Egnatia. Guiscard
justified his actions by proclaiming that he was coming to restore to the throne of Constantinople the rightful house of Doukas. These dynastic pretensions made him all the more dangerous at a time when the new emperor’s hold on power was still shaky. Alexios assembled all available forces and made for Durazzo, only to suffer a shattering defeat. His troops were no match for the Normans. In military terms it was a far more serious defeat than Manzikert. While one Norman army advanced down the Via Egnatia to within striking distance of Thessalonica, another under Bohemond headed south into Greece. The key position was Larissa in Thessaly. If it fell to the Normans, then the rich provinces of Hellas and the Peloponnese were lost. With a scratch force of Turkish archers Alexios marched in 1083 to the relief of Larissa. The emperor was careful not to engage the Normans in open battle. He relied instead on skirmishing tactics. He was able to raise the siege of Larissa and forced the Normans to evacuate Thessaly. The Norman threat only ended with the death of Robert Guiscard in 1085, which was followed by a succession crisis in southern Italy and the withdrawal of the Normans from their bases in Albania and the Ionian islands.

More by luck than good judgement Alexios emerged from the first test of his reign with his reputation enhanced. His next task was to restore the Danubian frontier. The key this time was the fortress city of Driistra. This was under the control of the Petcheneks, who in 1087 caught Alexios by surprise. Yet another Byzantine army was lost. Once again Alexios was lucky to escape. The Petcheneks pushed south towards Constantinople. The danger was even more serious because they allied with Tzachas, a Turkish amir who had turned Smyrna into a pirate base. By the winter of 1090–1 Alexios controlled little more than Constantinople itself. He had no army to speak of. The force that he led out against the Petcheneks consisted very largely of the retainers of his relatives and supporters. He headed for the port of Ainos at the mouth of the Hebrus (Maritsa), in the hope of preventing the Petcheneks from linking up with their Turkish ally. The situation was further complicated by the appearance of another nomadic people – the Cumans – who had crossed over the Danube into the Balkans. Their original intention was to cooperate with the Petcheneks. Alexios succeeded in winning them over to the Byzantine side. Thanks largely to their help Alexios crushed the Petcheneks at the battle of Mount Levounion in Thrace. The Petcheneks ceased to count. The Cumans were still a potential threat to Byzantine control of the Balkans, but in 1094 Alexios defeated them outside the walls of Ankhialos on the Black Sea. At long last, Alexios was in full control of the Danubian frontier.

Alexios displayed great tenacity in the face of a series of military defeats. But this cannot disguise the fact that they were often of his own making. It was largely his own foolhardiness which had jeopardized Byzantine control of the Balkans. Without the support of his family it is doubtful whether he could have
survived his early years as emperor, so patchy was his military record. Alexios had, however, wisely trusted the running of the government to his mother Anna Dalassena. While he was campaigning she kept control of Constantinople and managed to meet his military requirements. This necessitated a harsh administrative regime.

Alexios’s survival also depended on the support of the great families. He came to power as the leader of an aristocratic faction. His overthrow would almost certainly have meant their downfall. The Komnenoi were linked by ties of blood and marriage to all the major aristocratic families. Alexios turned this into a principle of government. He did this very largely through a radical reform of the honours system. His daughter Anna Komnena perceptively singles this out as a major achievement.\(^\text{23}\) In the past the honours system had been hierarchical rather than dynastic: membership of the imperial family did not bring rank at court as of right. The inflation of honours over the eleventh century resulted in a collapse of the old honours system. Alexios rebuilt it by creating a series of new ranks that were reserved for members of his family. The imperial epithet sebastos was now accorded to the imperial family in its widest sense. The sebastoi became a distinct hierarchy with their own gradations. At the top came the rank of sebastokrator which was a conflation of sebastos and autokrator. This Alexios created for his elder brother Isaac who shared the burdens of the imperial office. The rank of protosebastos went to one of the emperor’s brothers-in-law. It was normally combined with the position of protovestiarios. This too marked a profound change in the texture of government. In the past the protovestiarios had almost always been a eunuch and one of the chief officers of the imperial household. Alexios did away with eunuchs and created an imperial household staffed very largely by members of his family, while the more menial positions went to retainers of the house of Komnenos. The imperial household had always been the instrument for the exercise of direct imperial authority. Its identification with Comnenian family interest gave it a different quality.

In the past office and rank brought lucrative salaries. One of the attractions of reforming the honours system was that it provided a way of abolishing these profits of office. Alexios found other ways of rewarding members of his family. He granted them administrative and fiscal rights over specific areas. This was the basis of grants that were later known as as pronoiai. In the past similar grants had been made out of the imperial demesne, but Alexios extended this principle to state lands. In a sense, he was parcelling out the empire among his family and creating a series of appanages. He rebuilt imperial government as an aristocratic connection; family business might be a more accurate description. It was a radical step which would later create tensions because the theory of

imperial autocracy was not revised to take account of the transformation that occurred in practice. But it provided Alexios with the strengths necessary to hold on to power during his difficult early years.

There were many great families who were not included in the Comnenian circle. It was from these that the main opposition to Alexios’s regime came. Those with most to lose were the senatorial families which had run the administration under the Doukai. The underlying current of hostility that existed between them and the Komnenoi surfaced during Alexios’s seizure of Constantinople. We are told that his supporters deliberately set upon any senators they came across in the streets. The patriarch Cosmas forced Alexios and members of his family to do public penance for the violence that was a feature of their seizure of power. It was one more demonstration of the moral authority of the patriarch, which was such a powerful factor in the politics of eleventh-century Byzantium. It was a deliberate humiliation of the imperial family. Alexios’s reaction showed his metal: he procured the dismissal of the patriarch and replaced him by Eustratios Garidas, a monk cultivated by his mother. It revealed how ruthless he could be, but it earned him the hostility of a powerful section of the clergy led by Leo, bishop of Chalcedon. Leo objected to the way that Alexios had seized church treasures in order to pay for his first campaign against the Normans. It was an action for which there were good precedents. It was, in other words, chosen as a suitable issue through which to attack the emperor. Garidas was not strong enough to defend either himself or the emperor and was replaced in 1084 by Nicholas Grammatikos. Leo of Chalcedon switched the attack to the new patriarch, but Alexios Komnenos was now sufficiently sure of himself to have Leo exiled.

The emperor’s new confidence owed much to the successful outcome of the trial of John Italos on a charge of heresy. John Italos had been a leading figure at the court of Michael VII Doukas, who entrusted him with negotiations with Robert Guiscard. He was also a teacher of note. He had succeeded Michael Psellos as Consul of the Philosophers and took over his responsibilities for the supervision of education in the capital. Unlike Psellos his bias was towards Aristotle rather than Plato. His application of philosophical method to theological questions earned him an enthusiastic following but also laid him open like Psellos before him to charges of heresy. Michael VII Doukas encouraged him to submit a profession of faith to the patriarch Cosmas as a way of exonerating himself. The patriarch demurred; and there the matter rested.

The case was reopened by the Comnenian regime in the winter of 1081–2, when its stock at Constantinople was very low following Alexios’s defeat at the
hands of the Normans. Italos numbered among his former pupils members of prominent Constantinopolitan families who were seen by the Komnenoi as potential centres of opposition to their rule. If successful, an attack on Italos would help to discredit them. After a preliminary hearing before the emperor Italos was passed over to the patriarch, so that his case could come before the patriarchal synod. It duly convened in the church of St Sophia. There was a good chance that Italos would be acquitted, because feeling among the bishops was beginning to turn against the Komnenoi. Before this could happen a mob broke into St Sophia and hunted Italos down. He escaped by hiding on the roof of the Great Church. The patriarch was out of his depth and handed matters back to the emperor, who had Italos condemned as a heretic. On the feast of Orthodoxy, which in 1082 fell on 13 March, Italos publicly abjured his errors.

The trial of John Italos was a significant episode. It allowed Alexios Komnenos to establish an ascendancy over the Orthodox church. There were three distinct strands to this process. The first was his use of the mob. The Constantinopolitan mob had proved itself over the eleventh century to be a significant political factor. But it was normally mobilized in support of the church. Now Alexios was able to win it over to his side and deploy it against the church. How and why he was able to do this has to remain a matter of speculation. The most likely explanation is that the mob responded to Alexios’s pose as the guardian of Orthodoxy. This receives some support from the timing of Italos’s condemnation to coincide with the feast of Orthodoxy. This was a celebration of the victory over iconoclasm in 843. It was the occasion on which the synodikon of Orthodoxy was read out. This was a statement of faith condemning heresy in general and iconoclasm, in particular. It had remained virtually unchanged from 843 down to the eleventh century. It was Alexios who hit upon the device of bringing it up to date by adding to it the condemnation of John Italos and, as his reign progressed, that of others condemned for heresy. It was a concrete expression of the emperor’s role as the guardian of Orthodoxy.

Alexios was not content with the condemnation of Italos alone. He also pursued his pupils. They were forbidden to teach. They remained under the shadow of their master’s condemnation for heresy. This had two consequences. The first was that it discredited members of families potentially opposed to the Komnenoi. The second paradoxically was a rapprochement with the clergy of the patriarchal church. Among Italos’s most prominent pupils were a number of deacons of St Sophia. Induced to disown their master, they were not only reconciled with the church, but were also permitted to continue teaching. One of them was Eustratios, the future bishop of Nicaea, who was soon to become Alexios’s most trusted religious adviser. An understanding with the patriarchal clergy was useful to the emperor because at Synod they constituted a counter-weight to the episcopal presence. Alexios acted to guarantee the privileges of the
patriarchal clergy. He also issued a chrysobull defining the privileges and role of the chartophylax of St Sophia. It upheld the precedence of the chartophylax over bishops on the grounds that he was the patriarch’s deputy. In practice, the holder of the office came to oversee the patriarchal administration. This was much to the advantage of the emperor because he still retained appointment to this office.

Alexios’s measures went a long way towards neutralizing the independence of action which the eleventh-century patriarchs had displayed. They had, for instance, assumed the initiative over marriage legislation and litigation. This produced differences between canon and civil law. Alexios intervened to reestablish imperial control of this important area of law. He reenacted the novel of Leo VI over the age of consent for betrothal and marriage with its important rider that the emperor could use his powers of discretion to ignore the stipulations of the novel. Having regained the initiative over legislation, he then conceded that marriage litigation should in normal circumstances go before the ecclesiastical courts.

Alexios’s church settlement is among his greatest achievements – and most neglected. It enabled him to rebuild the moral and spiritual foundations of imperial authority, which had been undermined in the course of the eleventh century. He recovered control over the administration of the patriarchal church and regained the initiative in matters of legislation. He was the guarantor of the privileges or liberties of the church. He assumed the role of epistemonarkhes or regulator of the church, even if this title did not enter official usage until the mid-twelfth century.

Above all, beginning with the trial of John Italos he used heresy as a way of establishing his credentials as the guardian of Orthodoxy. Under Alexios the suppression of heresy became an imperial preserve. There were a series of heresy trials. They suited the image that Alexios was endeavouring to project, but there were political undercurrents. They were a means of discrediting potential opponents. The most spectacular trial for heresy was that of Basil the Bogomil and his followers. The date can only be fixed approximately to c. 1100. The Bogomil heresy originated in Bulgaria and was a form of dualism. It is impossible to establish any clear connection between the Bulgarian and Byzantine phases of Bogomilism. It is possible that they arose quite separately and spontaneously and that a connection was only perceived in retrospect. Byzantine Bogomilism had its roots in lay piety. It was transformed by Basil the Bogomil’s missionary zeal. He organized his followers around his twelve disciples. It was assumed that he aimed to convert the world. It has also been suggested that he was responsible for providing Bogomilism with its theological justification: his dualist teaching transformed unease with the material world into a system of belief. Like other holy men Basil could count some
distinguished figures among his followers. He had entrée to the highest circles. There is even a suspicion that Anna Dalassenas was a supporter. It would explain that comic scene so graphically sketched by Anna Komnena, which otherwise beggars belief. Alexios Komnenos and his brother Isaac interviewed Basil the Bogomil and pretended to be sympathetic to his teachings. By this means they were able to induce Basil to set out his Bogomil beliefs in full. Behind a screen a stenographer was taking down his words, which were then used against him. What distinguishes Basil from other heretics is that he also possessed a large popular following, which meant that he was doubly dangerous.

Though this was not necessarily Alexios’s intention, one of the consequences of Basil’s condemnation was to strengthen imperial authority on the streets of Constantinople. This is apparent from the edict Alexios issued in 1107 in the aftermath of the Bogomil trials. Its purpose was to create an order of preachers attached to St Sophia who would tackle the problem of heresy on the streets of the capital and act as the moral policemen of the different neighbourhoods. This edict shows how effective his control over the church had become. The creation of an order of preachers was originally the work of the Patriarch Nicholas Grammatikos. It was now taken over by the emperor, who also took responsibility for reorganizing the patriarchal clergy.

Nicholas Grammatikos accepted imperial ascendancy. He understood that the church benefited from the emperor’s benevolent supervision. He also recognized the emperor’s piety. This was best seen in his patronage of monks and monasteries. This Nicholas Grammatikos would have appreciated, because he was not only the founder of a Constantinopolitan monastery, but was also famed for his self-denial. Alexios was the heir of his mother’s careful cultivation of monks and holy men. Their support had been useful during his difficult early years as emperor. He and members of his family supported the work of monastic figures, such as St Christodoulos of Patmos, Hosios Meletios and St Cyril Phileotes in the provinces. They also founded and refounded monasteries in the capital. Constantinople had been the scene of a strong current of monastic revival from the middle of the eleventh century, associated with the monastery of the Theotokos Euergetis. Its *typikon* or rule provided a guide to a series of Comnenian foundations. Monastic order also provided the inspiration for the reform of imperial court life begun by Anna Dalassena and continued by Alexios’s empress Eirene Doukaina. Anna Komnena noted that under their guidance ‘the palace assumed the appearance of a monastery’.24 Alexios and his family became exemplars of a piety that drew its inspiration from the monastic revival that gathered strength at Constantinople from the mid-eleventh century. This went a long way towards reconciling the church to

the Comnenian ascendency and gave the new dynasty a moral standing that had been denied to the emperors of the eleventh century.

The monastic revival continued, but under Comnenian auspices. This was typical of Alexios’s church settlement. His main purpose was to assert imperial control. He harnessed new forces and ideas that surfaced in the eleventh century and put them at the disposal of the imperial dynasty. Alexios’s patronage of monastic leaders does not mean that he was therefore hostile to humanism. If he destroyed John Italos, he rehabilitated his pupil Eustratios of Nicaea, who continued his master’s work on Aristotle. The Komnenoi promoted humanist culture. Alexios’s daughter Anna Komnena was one of its adornments. The Alexiad, her history of her father’s reign, owed something to Michael Psellos, whose learning Anna much admired. She was also a patron of Eustratios of Nicaea and Aristotelian scholarship. The sebastokrator Isaac Komnenos, who may be a brother, but is more probably a son of Alexios Komnenos, continued Michael Psellos’s Neoplatonic interests. Comnenian self-interest meant that the cultural revival of the eleventh century changed its character. It lost much of its effervescence, but it might have fizzled out or the Komnenoi might have repressed it. Instead, they preserved its essentials and ensured that cultural breadth and vitality that characterizes later Byzantine history.

Alexios’s achievement was to rebuild the Byzantine empire. The new and the traditional were mixed in equal measure. He restored the traditional role of the emperor in ecclesiastical affairs, but took it further. Caesaropapism is an apt description of his supervision of the church. Politically, Byzantium was organized on a dynastic rather than a hierarchical basis. This is perhaps where Alexios was at his most radical because it had far-reaching implications for the organization of government. It meant that the emperor shared power with members of an extended family. There was, on the other hand, no radical restructuring of government. Alexios was more interested in finding ways of exercising control. His solution was to create coordinating ministries. The civil service was now subordinated to the logothete of the sekreta, later known as the grand logothete; the fiscal services were placed under the control of the grand logariast.

Alexios inherited a bankrupt state. The coinage was miserably debased. The fineness of the gold coinage had been reduced from twenty-four to eight carats. So desperate was his situation that Alexios had to debase still further, but by 1092 he was able to restore some order to the coinage. He raised the fineness of a standard gold coinage to around twenty carats. He kept the debased electrum (silver/gold alloy) issues, but stabilized them at around six
carats. He also kept the debased silver coinage in the form of a billon coin with a minimal silver content. He issued a new copper coinage. Alexius’s reform of the coinage was typical of the measures he took to restore the empire. He imposed order and stability, but his measures had radical consequences. Michael Hendy contends that ‘the Alexian coinage reform of 1092 attempted and achieved nothing less than a complete reconstruction of the coinage system on an entirely novel basis; . . . only the Diocletianic reform had been on a similar scale.’

His innovation was to create a regular coinage based on alloys rather than pure metal. It is likely that the existence of both an electrum and a billon coinage, which took the place of the old silver \textit{miliaresia}, made for a more flexible monetary system. But the greatest service that Alexios’s coinage reform did was to reestablish clear equivalences between the different coinages. Their absence had brought chaos to the fiscal system. In the wake of his reform of the coinage Alexios was able to proceed to a thorough-going reform of the collection of taxes – the so-called \textit{Nea Logarike}. It was essentially an adaptation of the taxation system to the reformed coinage. It has been estimated that it was done in such a way as to quadruple the tax rate.

Alexios I Komnenos ended the lax fiscal regime of the eleventh century. There are no signs that the Byzantine economy suffered. It quickly recovered from a period of dislocation which lasted for approximately twenty years from the defeat at Manzikert to Alexios’s victory over the Petcheneks in 1091. The manorialization of the countryside continued with largely beneficial results for the peasantry. The towns of Greece and the southern Balkans prospered. Places such as Corinth, Thebes and Halmyros (in Thessaly) benefited from a growing Italian presence. There was an upsurge of local trade around the shores of the Aegean. Constantinople continued to be the clearing house of the medieval world. The empire was far from being ‘internally played out’. But there had been a decisive shift in its centre of gravity from Asia Minor to Greece and the southern Balkans, which experienced a period of sustained economic growth. It is not clear, however, that this compensated for the loss of the resources of Anatolia. Its recovery was always Alexios’s major task.

By 1095 Alexios had pacified the Balkans, brought peace to the church and restored sound government. He was in a position to contemplate recovering Anatolia from the Turks. He moved troops across the Bosphorus and using Nicomedia as a base created a defensible zone, but it soon became clear that he did not have the resources to effect a reconquest of Anatolia. His preoccupation

with Europe had given the Turks the opportunity to settle vital parts of Anatolia in depth. Alexios had made the situation still worse at the very beginning of his reign by withdrawing the remaining Byzantine garrisons from Anatolia. Paradoxically, the only area where there was potential support for a Byzantine reconquest was in the Euphrates lands and Cilicia where the Armenians had retained their independence.

Alexios needed troops. The Byzantines had long appreciated the martial qualities of the Franks, but had reason to fear their indiscipline and ambition. The main recruiting ground had been among the Normans of southern Italy, but a chance meeting in 1089 opened up a new source of Frankish cavalry. Robert I, count of Flanders, was returning overland from a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. He made a detour to pay his respects to Alexios Komnenos, who was then in winter quarters in Bulgaria. He offered to send Alexios a force of 500 cavalry. He sealed the bargain by taking ‘the usual Latin oath’ to the emperor. The count was as good as his word and the Flemish cavalry arrived the next year. They were sent to guard the area of Nicomedia, but were then evacuated in 1091 in order to take part in the campaign against the Petcheneks which culminated in the victory at Mount Levounion. They were an important addition to Alexios’s forces at a critical moment in his reign. However, Alexios required more than a contingent of 500 Flemish cavalry if he was to have any chance of recovering Anatolia. He turned for help to Pope Urban II, with whom he had been conducting negotiations over the reunion of the churches. Their outcome was inconclusive, but relations remained cordial. Urban II knew that his mentor Gregory VII had tried and failed to organize a papal expedition, which was to go to the rescue of Constantinople and then to press on to Jerusalem. Whether Alexios did too is another matter, but he was well aware of the importance of Jerusalem to Latin Christians. In the spring of 1095 Urban II held a council at Piacenza. Byzantine envoys were present and made a plea for papal aid against the Seljuqs. The exact terms in which this plea was couched cannot now be recovered. Urban II then held a council at Clermont in November 1095, where he made an appeal to the knighthood of France for an expedition to go to the rescue of eastern Christendom. The pope linked this with pilgrimage to Jerusalem and the attendant spiritual rewards. He fixed 15 August 1096 as the day of departure for Constantinople which was to be the point of assembly.

The passage of the crusade was to present Alexios with huge problems. The numbers are not easy to estimate. Modern calculations vary from 30,000 to 70,000 soldiers; over 100,000 if non-combatants are included. The first contingents started to arrive in the early summer of 1096 with Peter the Hermit. They were perhaps less of a rabble than Anna Komnena would have us believe. The swiftness of their arrival took Alexios by surprise. He shipped them over to
Asia Minor, where many of them were killed by the Turks. Alexios was better prepared for the crusading armies that followed in the autumn and winter of 1096. These were under the command of western princes, such as the dukes of Normandy and Lower Lorraine, the counts of Toulouse, Blois, Vermandois and Flanders, and worryingly the Norman Bohemond. Alexios had had time to establish markets along the main routes to Constantinople. As the crusade leaders came one by one to Constantinople he was able to persuade them to take ‘the customary Latin oath’ to him, as the prospective leader of the expedition against the Turks. Raymond of St-Gilles, count of Toulouse, was the leader who gave him most trouble. He refused to take any oath to the Byzantine emperor. Of all the crusade leaders he was the one closest to Urban II. The pope had consulted him before making his appeal at Clermont. Raymond was the first of the princes to take the cross. He also took a vow never to return from the east. The papal legate Adhemar of LePuy was attached to his contingent. Raymond therefore had some claim to be the military leader of the crusade. The emperor had to be content with an alliance, where each agreed to respect the life and honour of the other.

The first task was the conquest of the Seljuq capital at Nicaea. The Turks preferred to surrender the city to the Byzantines rather than face the fury of the Franks. The fall of Nicaea opened the road leading up to the Anatolian plateau. Alexios had turned down the proposal made by the crusade leaders that he should take personal command of the expedition. But he supplied an important contingent under the command of Taticius, one of his most trusted commanders. Alexios’s strategy was straightforward. His aim was to encircle the Turks. The crusaders were to force a passage across Anatolia and to establish control over Cilicia, the Euphrates lands and northern Syria, where there was still a reasonable basis for the restoration of Byzantine rule. To begin with, all went according to plan. The crusaders won a great victory over the Turks on 1 July 1097 at Dorylaion on the edge of the Anatolian plateau. By the end of the summer they were encamped in Cilicia and had started to blockade Antioch. Alexios followed up the victory by conquering large parts of western and northern Asia Minor and pushing the Turks back to the Anatolian plateau.

But the period of cooperation was soon over. Ostensibly the stumbling block was control of Antioch. But it went much deeper than this. The hardships of the passage across Anatolia followed by those of the siege of Antioch transformed the crusade from a joint venture of Byzantium and the west into an ideology that was fixated on Jerusalem. It quickly took on an anti-Byzantine stamp. Such was crusader hostility that the Byzantine commander Taticius abandoned the siege of Antioch. His withdrawal was taken as an act of betrayal. The crusaders’ distrust of Byzantine intentions was then reinforced by Alexios’s failure to go to their rescue. He had set out and reached Philomelion, a Byzantine outpost
on the Anatolian plateau, but there he was met by two of the leaders of the crusade who had fled from Antioch in despair. They told the emperor that all was lost. Alexios therefore turned back. It was the sensible thing to do. In fact, all was far from lost. Thanks to Bohemond the lower city was secured at the beginning of June 1098 and on 28 June the crusaders inflicted a crushing defeat on the Seljuq relief force. Bohemond secured possession of the city for himself, while the crusade moved on towards Jerusalem.

Antioch was vital to Alexios Komnenos’s plans for the recovery of Anatolia from the Turks. It had traditionally been the main Byzantine centre of operations in the east. The crusade leaders had given Alexios an undertaking that they would return Byzantine cities and territories. This Bohemond was refusing to do. Alexios therefore set about trying to evict him from Antioch. His forces had some success. They occupied Cilicia but the key point was the port of Latakia. In 1103 the Byzantines secured the lower city and were endeavouring to dislodge the Normans from the citadel. Such was the pressure that in 1104 Bohemond decided to leave his nephew Tancred in charge of Antioch, while he returned to the west for reinforcements. He won the backing of Pope Paschal II and the support of the French king Philip I, whose daughter he married. It remains an open question whether his expedition qualified as a crusade. The final goal was Palestine. Bohemond was accompanied by a papal legate. The pope presented him with the banner of St Peter and according to a contemporary appointed him ‘standard-bearer of the army of Christ’. Bohemond’s propaganda stressed the treachery of Alexios Komnenos towards the crusade as just cause for his invasion. Bohemond’s expedition against Byzantium displayed many features of a crusade, but full recognition would depend on its outcome, simply because crusading theory was still in its infancy. But for Anna Komnena it was a different matter. She was clear that Bohemond’s invasion not only had papal approval, but had also been accorded the status of a ‘Just War’. It confirmed Byzantine apprehensions about the dangers that the crusade held in store.

Bohemond landed on the Albanian coast in 1107 and laid siege to Durazzo. Alexios deployed his forces in the surrounding mountains. Bohemond soon found himself in an impossible position isolated in front of Durazzo; his escape by sea cut off by the Venetians. Paschal II withdrew his support. In 1108 Bohemond sued for peace. He recognized Alexios as his overlord. He accepted that he held the principality of Antioch from Alexios. On paper Alexios had

26 Bartolf of Nangis.
27 Anna Komnena, Alexiad, bk xii, ch. viii, para. 5; ed. Lieb and Gautier, iii, pp. 80.6–7.
won what he most wanted: recognition of his claims to Antioch. But the treaty remained a dead letter. Bohemond returned to southern Italy. His nephew Tancred continued to rule at Antioch and refused to countenance the concessions made to the Byzantine emperor. Alexios was in no position to enforce them. To meet Bohemond’s invasion he had withdrawn his forces from Cilicia and Syria. This allowed the Seljuqs to regain the initiative in western Asia Minor. Alexios was not able to mount an expedition against them until 1116. Its purpose was to evacuate from central Anatolia the Greek populations still living under Turkish rule. It was a tacit admission of defeat.

Alexios’s appeal to Urban II was brilliantly conceived, but Byzantium gained very little from the crusade. In its wake Byzantine forces recovered the rich coastlands of western Anatolia, while they might have reasonably expected to have done anyway. The shadow of 1204 looms over Alexios’s achievements and calls in question the success of his restoration of the Byzantine empire. His reputation has also suffered among modern historians because of the Alexiad: his daughter Anna Komnena’s history of his reign. It is judged to lack objectivity. It is too obviously an exercise in filial piety. It is too much of an idealization. It is all these things, but it also provides a consummate portrait of an age, which, when allowance is made for bias, carries conviction. Anna Komnena’s assessment of her father’s greatness is borne out by his administrative and fiscal reforms and his church settlement, about which she has relatively little to say. These aspects of her father’s reign have to be pieced together from the documentary sources. They provide the best evidence for Alexios’s achievement in restoring the empire.

Anna Komnena breathes not a word about her father’s appeal to Pope Urban II which triggered off the crusade. This may have been because she did not know about it or because she did not connect her father’s appeal with the crusade. But it was more likely done to protect her father’s reputation. By the time she was writing – some thirty years after her father’s death – it was apparent that the crusade was the cutting edge of western expansion. It was Alexios’s task to come to terms with western encroachment, which had begun to make itself felt from the middle of the eleventh century. It took various forms. Least harmful appeared to be the commercial activities of Venetian and other Italian merchants. They offered a solution to Byzantium’s need for naval assistance. In order to counter the threat from the Normans at the beginning of his reign Alexios engaged the services of the Venetian fleet. In 1082 in order to pay for them he granted the Venetians special privileges in Constantinople and exemption from the payment of customs duties throughout the empire. It
appeared a very good bargain. In 1111 Alexios entered into a similar arrangement with the Pisans. He reduced their customs duty to 4 per cent. He was angling for their support in the plans which he had – but which never came to anything – to bring the crusader states under Byzantine control. Alexios was using the Italians much as the emperors of the tenth century had used the Russians: to strengthen the empire’s naval and commercial resources. The appeal to Urban was intended to complement this by harnessing the military potential of the Franks. Alexios could not have imagined that it would trigger off the crusade, nor that the crusade would cease to be a cooperative venture and be turned against Byzantium. Within Byzantium the crusade not only hardened attitudes towards the west, it also created tensions. Opinion polarized between those who favoured continuing cooperation with the west and those who rejected this approach, preferring to fall back on ‘splendid isolation’. This put added pressure on the fault lines that existed within the Comnenian settlement: between the emperor and church; between autocracy and aristocracy; between the Comnenian ascendancy and the excluded; between the capital and the provinces. Alexios hoped that an understanding with the west would provide Byzantium with the additional resources needed to restore its position as a world power. He could not have foreseen how it would undermine Byzantium from within. This was the true nature of Alexios’s failure. It was counterbalanced by the success he had in restoring the integrity of the imperial office and the soundness of imperial administration. For more than half a century after his death Byzantium remained a great power.
CHAPTER 9
KIEVAN RUS’, THE BULGARS AND THE SOUTHERN SLAVS,
c. 1020–c. 1200

Martin Dimnik

KIEVAN RUS’, 1024–1204

In 1024 Mstislav of Tmutarakan’ defeated his elder brother Jaroslav of Novgorod at Listven north of Chernigov and partitioned Rus’ into two autonomous principalities. Jaroslav got Kiev and the right (west) bank of the Dnepr as well as Novgorod; Mstislav kept Chernigov and the left (east) bank in addition to the principality of Tmutarakan’ on the north-east shore of the Black Sea. However, after the latter died (1034) Jaroslav appropriated Mstislav’s domain and this made him the most powerful ruler in the land. He controlled all of Rus’ except for two patrimonies: Polotsk belonged to the family of his elder brother Izyaslav, and Pskov, south-west of Novgorod, was the domain of his brother Sudislav.

Jaroslav established friendly ties with the Poles, the Swedes, the Norwegians, the Germans and the French, but his relations with Byzantium were strained. In 1043 he ordered his eldest son Vladimir of Novgorod to attack the Greeks, but after the expedition failed he restored good relations with them. In 1036 Jaroslav’s victory over the Petcheneks secured safe passage for merchants travelling from Kiev to Constantinople. He also helped the Novgorodians to wage expansionist campaigns against the neighbouring Finns and Lithuanians.

Jaroslav’s reign was one of the high points in the history of Rus’ and his achievements earned for him the sobriquet ‘the Wise’. To consolidate his authority, to protect trade routes and to defend the frontiers he established new fortified towns. He helped to lay the foundation for a codified law by issuing ‘The Russian Law’ (Pravda russkaya). He imported Greek craftsmen to build churches and monasteries. He encouraged religious and secular learning by assembling a library and patronizing the translation of Greek and Old Church Slavonic texts. In 1051, wishing to assert the independence of the church in Rus’, Jaroslav named the hermit Hilarion as the first native metropolitan.
Map 6 Kievan Rus', Bulgaria and the southern Slavs
In imitation of his father Vladimir (d. 1015) and grandfather Svyatoslav (d. 972) Jaroslav allocated towns to his sons before his death (1054); he gave Turov to Izyaslav, Chernigov (along with Murom and Tmutarakan) to Svyatoslav, Pereyaslavl (and the Rostov-Suzdal region) to Vsevolod, Vladimir to Igor and Smolensk to Vyacheslav. The towns were to become their hereditary domains. However, in an attempt to ensure a peaceful transition of supreme power Jaroslav appears to have introduced a new order of succession to Kiev, the capital town of Rus. To judge from his so-called ‘testament’, he advocated a system of lateral succession among the families of his three eldest sons; in this way Kiev would never become the hereditary domain of any single family. Accordingly, his eldest son Izyaslav would rule it until his death; the next son Svyatoslav (if he was still alive) would succeed Izyaslav; similarly, Vsevolod would replace Svyatoslav. The two youngest brothers, Igor and Vyacheslav, and their families were debarred from ruling Kiev.

Izyaslav, Svyatoslav and Vsevolod governed as a triumvirate, so to speak, for almost twenty years and asserted their authority over the other princes. In 1056 and 1060, after the deaths of Igor and Vyacheslav, they appropriated Vladimir and Smolensk and deprived the deceased princes’ sons of their patrimonies. In 1059 they released their uncle Sudislav (whom Yaroslav had incarcerated) from prison and placed him in a monastery after forcing him to forfeit control of Pskov, his patrimony. In 1064 Izyaslav drove out Rostislav, the son of his elder brother Vladimir (d. 1052), from Novgorod, Rostislav’s patrimonial domain, and assumed control of it himself. In this way the triumvirate established its authority over all of Rus except Polotsk. In doing so, it violated the territorial allocations made by Jaroslav ‘the Wise’.

In 1068 the nomadic Cumans (Polovtsy) appeared on the steppe south of Kiev for the first time and defeated the forces of the triumvirate. Izyaslav sought safety in Kiev but the citizens forced him to flee when he refused to give them weapons to fight the enemy. They released Vseslav of Polotsk, whom Izyaslav had thrown into prison, and proclaimed him prince. Meanwhile, Svyatoslav sallied forth from Chernigov and scored a brilliant victory over the Cumans. He concluded a peace treaty and established amicable relations with them. In the following year, when Izyaslav marched against the Rus with Polish reinforcements, Vseslav fled from Kiev and the townsmen asked Svyatoslav and Vsevolod to be their princes. Svyatoslav declined the invitation.

After occupying Kiev the second time Izyaslav waged war against Vseslav but without the support of his brothers; their alliance seemed to be faltering. The three Jaroslavichi demonstrated their solidarity for the last time in 1072 when they met in Vyshgorod, a town north of Kiev. They attended a religious ceremony at which the remains of SS. Boris and Gleb were transferred into the new wooden church built by Izyaslav. The following year Svyatoslav and Vsevolod deposed him and Svyatoslav occupied Kiev. Although Svyatoslav
levied what he believed to be just accusations against Izyaslav, his usurpation was a violation of Jaroslav’s so-called ‘testament’ which prohibited a prince from seizing Kiev by force.

Svyatoslav’s reign was cut short in 1076 when he died after an unsuccessful operation. However, he was undoubtedly the most gifted of the three brothers and his authority as prince of Kiev surpassed that of Izyaslav whose domains he appropriated. Svyatoslav himself ruled Kiev and Chernigov; his eldest son Gleb governed in Novgorod and his son Oleg administered Vladimir. To his ally Vsevolod of Pereyaslavl’ he evidently gave Smolensk and Izyaslav’s Turov. German emissaries sent to Kiev on Izyaslav’s behalf were impressed with Svyatoslav’s immeasurable wealth. He used it to patronize the church and culture; he promoted the cult of SS. Boris and Gleb by beginning to build the first stone church in their honour in Vyshgorod.

After Svyatoslav’s death Vsevolod occupied Kiev. However, in the following year (1077) Izyaslav returned from exile and occupied the capital for the third time. Izyaslav formed a pact with Vsevolod and gave him Svyatoslav’s patrimonial town of Chernigov in addition to Smolensk and Pereyaslavl’. But the rule of the duumvirate was short-lived. In 1078 Oleg, whom Svyatoslav had evidently designated prince of Chernigov, marched against Vsevolod and drove him out of the town. Later in the year Izyaslav and Vsevolod attacked Oleg and Izyaslav was killed in battle. Oleg himself was defeated and fled to his brother Roman in Tmutarakan’; Vsevolod, the only surviving Jaroslavich, occupied Kiev.

Vsevolod appointed his elder son Vladimir Monomakh to rule Svyatoslav’s patrimony of Chernigov, and his younger son Rostislav to govern Pereyaslavl’. Izyaslav’s sons Jaropolk and Svyatopolk, who ruled Turov, Vladimir and Novgorod, pledged their fealty to him. However, the sons of his brothers Vladimir, Igor’, and Vyacheslav, barred from power, were relegated to positions of political insignificance. Svyatoslav’s family suffered a similar fate: in 1078 Gleb was killed in the Novgorod lands; in the following year Roman of Tmutarakan’ was murdered by Vsevolod’s allies, the Cumans; and in the same year Oleg was exiled to Byzantium apparently with Vsevolod’s complicity.

After that Vsevolod’s reign was relatively uneventful especially since the Cumans remained at peace. His authority was strengthened in 1086 when Izyaslav’s eldest son Jaropolk who ruled Vladimir and Turov was assassinated. Jaropolk’s younger brother Svyatopolk vacated Novgorod and moved to his patrimonial domain of Turov. Vsevolod then assumed direct control over Novgorod by appointing his grandson Mstislav, Vladimir’s son, to rule it. Towards the end of Vsevolod’s reign the princes who had been barred intensified their demands for patrimonies. He therefore granted the descendants of Vladimir of Novgorod the region which later became known as Galicia. Following Jaropolk’s murder, Vsevolod allowed Igor’s son David to occupy
his father's patrimonial domain of Vladimir. In 1093, after Vsevolod's death, his son Monomakh was tempted to occupy Kiev. He did not, the chronicler explains, because Izyaslav's eldest surviving son Svyatopolk had a prior claim since Izyaslav had occupied Kiev before Vsevolod.

Svyatopolk began his twenty-year reign with an act of arrogant stupidity: when the Cumans sent emissaries of peace he threw them into prison. The tribesmen therefore attacked and inflicted a crushing defeat on his and Monomakh's joint forces. Oleg, who had been ruling Tmutarakan since 1083 when he had returned from Byzantium, took advantage of his cousins' plight: in 1094 he drove out Monomakh from Chernigov with the help of the Cumans. Svyatopolk and Monomakh condemned him for using the Cumans and demanded that he campaign with them against the tribesmen. When he refused, they attacked Chernigov forcing him to flee to Starodub. In 1096 Oleg conducted a series of campaigns against Monomakh's forces hoping to regain his patrimony. In the end, he was defeated by Monomakh's eldest son Mstislav of Novgorod and agreed to attend a meeting of all the princes in order to establish peace in the land.

In 1097 the princes of Rus met at Lyubech, west of Chernigov, and agreed to honour Jaroslav's original allocation of domains: Svyatopolk would rule Turov (in addition to Kiev); Monomakh got Pereyaslavl; the three Svyatoslavichi, Oleg, David, Jaroslav, regained Chernigov and Murom. The allocations Vsevolod made to the other princes before his death would also remain in force: Igor's son David kept Vladimir; Volodar and Vasil'ko, the grandsons of Vladimir of Novgorod, retained Peremyshl and Terebovl in Galicia. But most important for Svyatopolk and Monomakh, Oleg and the Svyatoslavichi agreed to support their policy against the Cumans.

But even before all the princes returned home from Lyubech the new peace agreement was broken by none other than Svyatopolk. When David of Vladimir convinced him that Monomakh and Vasil'ko of Terebovl were plotting against them Svyatopolk permitted David to blind Vasil'ko. Monomakh and the Svyatoslavichi, shocked by this unprecedented conduct, marched against Kiev demanding that Svyatopolk punish David. In 1100, at another council of princes held at a place called Uvetichi, David was expelled from Vladimir and relegated to the less important town of Dorogobuzh. After that Svyatopolk, Monomakh, the Svyatoslavichi, and the other princes of Rus conducted several successful campaigns against the Cumans. By 1111 the tribesmen had been cowed into submission and they remained at peace for over a decade.

In 1113 Svyatopolk died and the Kievsans rebelled. Although the unrest was allegedly in response to the injustices committed by Svyatopolk's officials, many of the rioters demanded that Monomakh occupy Kiev. He hesitated.
to Jaroslav’s so-called testament, the Svyatoslavichi had a prior claim to Kiev and Monomakh’s occupation would be usurpation. Ultimately, the lack of opposition from the Svyatoslavichi and the rioters’ threats to inflict violence on his family and possessions if he refused prompted Monomakh to seize power.

His twelve-year rule is generally looked upon as one of the high points in the history of Rus’. Monomakh formed an alliance with the Svyatoslavichi and allowed them to rule their patrimonial lands of Chernigov and Murom. He used his sons to secure control over most of the remaining principalities: Pereyaslavl’, Novgorod, Vladimir, Smolensk, Rostov-Suzdal’ and Turov. The families of the princes barred from power acknowledged his suzerainty and the Cumans remained at peace. The only principality which continued to remain politically independent of Kiev was Polotsk.

Monomakh was especially renowned for his successful campaigns against the Cumans. After assuming power he also enacted reforms to prevent abuses in interest rates and enslavement. He patronized learning and built many churches. In 1115 he authorized the translation of the relics of SS. Boris and Gleb into the stone church in Vyshgorod begun by Svyatoslav and completed by Oleg. Soon after he composed the autobiographical ‘Instruction’ (Pouchenie) in which he recounted his exploits and gave advice to future rulers.

Before his death in 1125 Monomakh designated his eldest son Mstislav to occupy Kiev and, after him, the next eldest son Jaropolk. He thus attempted to abolish the lateral system of succession advocated by Jaroslav ‘the Wise’ and to implement a new order which would secure the rule of his descendants in Kiev. Although Mstislav pre-empted the succession right of the Izyaslavichi and the Svyatoslavichi he evidently encountered no opposition from them. Novgorod, Turov, Vladimir and Smolensk which Jaroslav ‘the Wise’ had bequeathed to four of his sons, but which Monomakh had given to members of his own family, pledged allegiance to Mstislav. In 1127, after Oleg’s eldest son Vsevolod (Mstislav’s son-in-law) drove his uncle Jaroslav from Chernigov, Mstislav acknowledged Vsevolod’s rule and won his support. With the help of his allies Mstislav asserted the authority of the prince of Kiev over Polotsk for the first time. After his death in 1132 his younger brother Jaropolk of Pereyaslavl’ succeeded him just as Monomakh had decreed.

Jaropolk’s reign was troubled; conflicts arose almost immediately between his brothers the Monomashichi and his nephews the Mstislavichi. Monomakh had intended that the Mstislavichi rather than their uncles occupy the patrimonial domain of Pereyaslavl’ after Jaropolk. Monomakh had also designated Mstislav’s sons to succeed Jaropolk to Kiev thereby debarring his own younger sons Vyacheslav, Yury (later known as ‘Long Arm’ (Dolgorukiy)) and Andrey. Yury and Andrey challenged this arrangement, won Jaropolk’s support
and forced the Mstislavichi to turn for help to Vsevolod in Chernigov. In this way the Svyatoslavichi were drawn into conflict with Monomakh's sons. The two sides clashed on a number of occasions and it appeared that by the time of Jaropolk's death in 1139 the Monomashichi had won the day. Vyacheslav of Turov, Jaropolk's eldest surviving brother, succeeded him in Kiev.

Monomakh's plan to make Kiev the patrimony of his family might have succeeded had it not been for Vsevolod. He immediately challenged Vyacheslav and occupied Kiev. Vsevolod asserted his authority by skilfully breaking up the princely alliances formed against him. In imitation of Monomakh he established his jurisdiction over the princes barred from power. He appropriated Turov and Vladimir; he sent his brother Svyatoslav to rule Novgorod and, after the latter was driven out, gave it to Mstislav's son Svyatopolk, one of his brothers-in-law. As the senior prince of the Svyatoslavichi he manipulated his brothers and cousins by giving them lands in the principality of Chernigov.

Like Monomakh and Mstislav, Vsevolod enjoyed supreme authority in Rus'. Except for Volodar of Galich who attempted to annex Vladimir, he encountered no serious threats to his suzerainty. Even Yury of Rostov-Suzdal' realized that it was futile to challenge him. Before his death in 1146 Vsevolod designated his younger brother Igor' to succeed him. In imitation of Monomakh who attempted to make Kiev the patrimonial domain of his family, Vsevolod tried to secure control of it for the Svyatoslavichi. He was not successful and in the future the capital of Rus' would become the prize for the strongest contender from either family. The system of lateral succession advocated by Jaroslav 'the Wise' had become defunct.

The Kievan refused to accept Igor' as prince and he had insufficient backing to assert his claim by force. During the uprising that followed Vsevolod's death the townsmen killed Igor' and turned to Monomakh's descendants for a ruler. The latter were disunited and a conflict arose between Yury of Rostov-Suzdal' and Mstislav's son Izyaslav of Vladimir. Yury based his claim on genealogical seniority according to the customary practice of lateral succession; Izyaslav demanded Kiev on the ground that his grandfather Monomakh had designated the Mstislavichi his successors. Izyaslav won the day, in the main because he had the support of the Kievan.

He ruled from 1146 to 1154. Like Jaroslav 'the Wise' he seemingly attempted, unsuccessfully, to free the church of Rus' from the direct control of the Greek patriarch by appointing a native as metropolitan of Kiev. In the political sphere he exerted much energy in repelling attacks from Yury and his allies, the princes of Chernigov and the Cumans. In 1155, after Izyaslav's death, Yury finally occupied Kiev. However, his constant warring, his alliances with the Cumans, and his oppression made him unpopular; two years after he became prince of Kiev he was poisoned.
After Yury’s death the princes of Chernigov reasserted their supremacy for a short time. Izyaslav, the son of David, occupied Kiev but was overthrown in 1159 when he attempted to impose his rule over Galicia. The Kievan invited Rostislav of Smolensk, Izyaslav’s brother, to be his prince. During his reign the Cumans intensified their attacks on trade caravans travelling to Constantinople. Rostislav organized expeditions against the tribesmen but, in the long term, failed to curb their attacks. Evidently, it was during his rule that the so-called expanded version of ‘The Russian Law’ (Pravda russkaya) was completed. After his death in 1167 the unity of the Mstislavichi was broken when his sons objected to the succession of their cousin Mstislav of Vladimir, Izyaslav’s son. The balance of power was further disrupted by Yury’s son Andrey who sided with the Rostislavichi to pursue his expansionist policies. In 1169, he assembled an enormous army and plundered Kiev.

After that Andrey was recognized as the most powerful prince in the land but he did not occupy Kiev. Since his father had been murdered there he evidently considered it expedient to remain in Rostov-Suzdal’. Moreover, had he moved to Kiev he would have removed himself dangerously far from his centre of power in the north-east. However, as control of Kiev gave its ruler a great military advantage, Andrey could not allow it to fall into the hands of a rival prince. He therefore attempted to control it through an underling. Since the Rostov-Suzdal’ district served as the link for the commerce that passed from the Baltic to the Caspian Sea through Novgorod, Andrey also sought to establish his control over that town. In 1170 he failed to capture it by force, but he finally forced the townsmen to capitulate by laying an embargo on all grain shipments to Novgorod.

Andrey attempted to establish absolute rule in his domains by undermining the authority of the citizens in their local assembly (veche), by treating his boyars as servitors, and by subordinating all the princes to his control. In order to decrease the influence of the towns – Rostov, Suzdal’ and Vladimir on the Klyaz’ma – he moved his court to the village of Bogolyubovo, after which he became known as Bogolyubskiy. In an effort to secure greater control over the affairs of the church, he unsuccessfully attempted to create a new metropolitan see in Vladimir on the Klyaz’ma. His autocratic policies evoked much resentment and in 1174 he was assassinated by his boyars.

After that Rostov-Suzdal’ was plagued with civil strife until Andrey’s brother Vsevolod ‘Big Nest’ (Bol’shoe Gnezdo) asserted his rule over the region. Elsewhere in Rus’ the princes of Chernigov, Volynia and Galicia established a balance of power. The Ol’govichi, the descendants of Oleg Svyatoslavich who after the death of Izyaslav Davidovich in 1161 had become the sole rulers of Chernigov, and the Rostislavichi of Smolensk concluded a pact. In 1176 Svyatoslav of Chernigov, Vsevolod’s son, occupied Kiev and assumed the office
of the most senior prince in the land. He acknowledged Rostislav’s son Ryurik from Ovruch, north-west of Kiev, as co-ruler. In Galicia Jaroslav Osmomysl’, Vladimirko’s son, reigned until his death in 1187; in Volynia the descendants of Izyaslav had firm control.

During the last quarter of the twelfth century the princes of Kiev and Chernigov were primarily concerned with curbing the raids of the Cumans; they had limited success. In 1184 Svyatoslav and Ryurik successfully repelled an attack on Kiev. In the following year one of the minor Ol’govichi, Igor’ of Novgorod Severskiy, accompanied by a number of other princelings, led a valiant campaign against the tribesmen. It ended in catastrophe for the princes but it became the subject of the most famous epic poem of Rus’, the ‘Lay of Igor’’s Campaign’.

In 1194 Svyatoslav died in Kiev and was succeeded, evidently according to a previous agreement, by Ryurik. Then, in 1199, Roman of Volynia seized the throne of Galicia with the help of the Poles. He therewith became one of the most powerful princes in the land. In 1202 Roman evicted Ryurik from Kiev but Vsevolod ‘Big Nest’ of Rostov-Suzdal’ came to Ryurik’s aid. The following year a coalition of princes and Cumans headed by Ryurik attacked Kiev and plundered it even more mercilessly, according to the chronicler, than Andrey’s army had done. Roman and Vsevolod ‘Big Nest’ reached a compromise and appointed a minor prince to Kiev. In 1205 Roman was killed in battle; his untimely death created a political vacuum in south-western Rus’ because his sons, Daniil and Vasil’ko, were still minors. The balance of power now shifted to Rostov-Suzdal’ where Vsevolod ‘Big Nest’ became the most powerful prince in the land. As he was primarily concerned in strengthening his own principality, Vsevolod interfered little in the affairs of the southern princes.

In summary, we have seen that at the beginning of the eleventh century Jaroslav ‘the Wise’ consolidated his rule over most of Rus’ and before his death divided up his realm into patrimonies for his sons. He hoped to ensure a peaceful transition of power to Kiev by instituting a system of lateral succession according to genealogical seniority. It had considerable success until Vladimir Monomakh attempted to secure Kiev as the patrimony for his descendants. In 1139 Vsevolod Ol’govich of Chernigov challenged the Monomashichi and sought to secure Kiev for the Svyatoslavichi. After that, the capital of Rus’ became the main object of rivalry between members of the two families as they fought for supremacy in the land.

BULGARIA, 1018–1207

During most of the eleventh and twelfth centuries Bulgaria experienced the so-called period of Byzantine rule. In 1014 Tsar Samuel died after seeing his
defeated troops return home blinded at the command of Basil II ‘Bulgar-slayer’. Four years later the emperor completed the subjugation of the Bulgarians when he captured Ohrid. He divided up their state into three military themes or provinces: the theme of Bulgaria proper which included most of Macedonia was centred around Skoplje; Silistria was the main town in the theme of Paristrion (Paradunavon) located between the Balkan mountains and the lower Danube; the third theme, situated on the middle Danube and the lower Sava, had Sirmium as its capital. Each was administered by a military governor (strategos) who had imperial troops under his command.

To obviate insurrections Basil II transferred the surviving members of the royal family and of the old Bulgarian aristocracy to military outposts in Asia Minor. Whereas he had treated Samuel’s defeated soldiers most cruelly, the civil policy he imposed on the vanquished Bulgarians was accommodating; he permitted them to keep the administrative system used by Tsar Samuel. Since they had no coinage he decreed that they would continue to pay their taxes in kind unlike his other subjects who paid in money. He also preserved the Bulgarian Orthodox church but in a weakened form. Although he demoted the patriarch to the status of archbishop, he appointed a Bulgarian, John of Debar, to that post. In the future the archbishop of Ohrid would be named directly by the emperor and thereby kept outside the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Constantinople. The archbishop also retained jurisdiction over all the bishoprics which had belonged to Samuel’s kingdom. This and other privileges gave the archbishop a special status within the ecclesiastical structure of the Byzantine church. Basil therewith demonstrated that he was prepared to grant a measure of ecclesiastical autonomy to his new subjects.

After 1025 the successors of Basil II abandoned his reasonable policies in Bulgaria owing, in large part, to the serious military, economic and social crisis which pervaded the empire for the next fifty years. In the 1030s Bulgaria was hit by a series of famines which killed off many of its inhabitants who were, in the main, Slavic peasants. The military units in the themes deteriorated, leaving the Bulgarian themes prey to foreign invaders. The latter pillaged the lands of the peasants inflicting additional hardships on them. The emperor’s practice of granting immunities to landowners led to administrative abuses and further weakened the effectiveness of the theme system. What is more, Byzantine tax collectors ruthlessly employed extortionist tactics. Then, in 1040, Emperor Michael IV (1034–41) abrogated the tax system introduced by Basil II and forced the Bulgarians to pay their taxes in cash.

The last measure provoked a major revolt. In the same year Peter Deljan, who claimed to be a grandson of Tsar Samuel, was proclaimed tsar of Bulgaria in Belgrade. Soon after he was joined by a certain Alusianus and the revolt spread over the greater part of the Balkans. Deljan led his troops south and,
after capturing the towns of Niš, Skoplje and Durazzo, advanced into northern Greece; but the insurgents failed to take Thessalonica. In 1041 the uprising was suppressed owing to the lack of unity among its leaders. Its temporary success, however, had weakened the structure Basil II had created. It also demonstrated the seriousness of the disaffection which existed not only among the Bulgarians but also among the Serbs, Albanians and Greeks who joined them. Even so, Byzantium’s response was merely to tighten its control over the malcontents by replacing whatever Bulgarian officials still remained in administrative posts with Greeks. After that the oppression became even worse.

Other developments were also undermining Byzantine control over Bulgaria. After 1034 the Petcheneks raided the Balkans with increased frequency. In 1064 the Uzes, also of Turkic origin, crossed the Danube into Bulgaria, Thrace and Macedonia. The suffering they inflicted on the Bulgarians nearly forced the latter to emigrate, but an outbreak of plague decimated the invaders. In 1071 the empire appeared to be on the verge of collapse after it had experienced disastrous defeats at Manzikert and Bari.

In the following year the Byzantine government nearly lost the Balkans, the very heart of the empire. The Bulgarians and Serbs rose up in arms and declared Constantine Bodin, the son of King Michael of Duklja (Zeta), tsar of Bulgaria. However, the Byzantines crushed the revolt and took Bodin captive. At the same time the theme of Paristrion, angry at Constantinople’s decision to make the corn trade a state monopoly, asserted its autonomy.

It is difficult to determine what role the Bogomils, the dualist heretics named after the priest Bogomil who lived at the time of Tsar Peter (927–69), played in the revolts of the eleventh century. Since the religious dissenters became more active during this period, it is generally believed that they participated in the insurrections and supported the Petcheneks. Although they preached a doctrine of civil disobedience, their social anarchism reflected their moral convictions and not a political programme; shedding blood was contrary to their beliefs. Consequently, even though the Bogomils opposed the established Orthodox church and the Byzantine political structure, it is doubtful that, as a rule, they participated in armed revolts.

During the second half of the eleventh century an economic and political system closely resembling feudalism in the west arose in Bulgaria. It was based on a method of tenure (pronoia) according to which the government usually gave land to secular magnates in return for military service. It is difficult to determine how this development influenced the attitude of the Bulgarians towards the Greeks. However, in the light of the peasants’ growing distress, the landlords, who were in the main foreigners, were undoubtedly looked upon as imperial exploiters.
The Greeks adopted a policy of cultural assimilation in Bulgaria. John of Debar died in 1037 and after that the archbishop of Ohrid was always a Greek. As an agent of the emperor he had to implement the policy by introducing such changes as the use of Greek in the Bulgarian church. The Greeks also destroyed Slavonic books, but there is little documentation to show the success of this policy. The survival of a number of Old Church Slavonic manuscripts, allegedly copied in the eleventh century by Bulgarian and Macedonian scribes, suggests that the archbishops also condoned the use of such texts. The best evidence that the primate of Ohrid did not attempt to stifle Slavonic traditions is provided by Theophylact (c. 1090 – c. 1109). For a Greek who allegedly abhorred living in Bulgaria, it is remarkable that he wrote a biography of St Clement of Ohrid which he based on a Slavonic life of the saint. In it he also praised the work of SS. Cyril and Methodius.

In 1185 the Byzantine empire was in serious disarray. The Normans of Sicily had captured Durazzo and Thessalonica. Meanwhile Isaac II Angelus (1185–95) assumed power and imposed a highly unpopular tax to pay for his marriage expenses. In the themes the imperial armies continued to deteriorate and the land fell increasingly into the hands of unscrupulous local boyars. Two such magnates were the brothers Peter (Theodore) and Asen of Trnovo. They were evidently Vlakhs (these were for the most part shepherds descended from the semi-Romanized Dacians who sought refuge in the mountains during the period of Slav invasions) who requested a *pronoia* from the emperor but were rudely dismissed. The insult, in addition to the high taxes, sparked off another insurrection among the Bulgarians and Vlakhs.

In 1187 Isaac II drove the brothers beyond the Danube. But after he returned to Constantinople they regrouped, recruited reinforcements from the nomadic Cumans and seized control of Bulgaria. On this occasion the emperor failed to defeat the upstarts and was forced to conclude a settlement: Peter and Asen agreed to hand over their younger brother Kalojan as hostage – he was to escape from Constantinople two years later – and Isaac II released Byzantium's hold on the territory between the Balkan mountains and the Danube, acknowledging the existence of a new independent Bulgarian state.

The second Bulgarian empire, as it is generally known, was called Bulgarian even though the brothers were Vlakhs. Asen was crowned as ruler and made Trnovo his political capital; Peter governed from Preslav. Spurning the archbishopric of Ohrid with its Byzantine loyalties, Asen created an independent one in Trnovo. Most of the boyars in their service no longer came from the old Bulgarian families; many were Cumans who served the brothers as comrades in arms. None the less, the brothers found it useful to retain the Greek administrative practices that had been introduced during the so-called Byzantine
period. After securing their authority Asen and Peter launched new attacks into Byzantine territories; in 1193 they captured Arcadiopolis and with it much of central Thrace.

In 1196 Asen was murdered; Peter occupied Trnovo but suffered a similar fate in the following year. After that Kalojan, their youngest brother, assumed power and intensified Bulgarian attacks against Byzantium. Meanwhile the princes of Kievan Rus’ launched a major campaign against the Cumans in the steppes north of the Black Sea. Many Cumans in Kalojan’s service (he himself was married to a Cuman princess) sallied forth to the defence of their compatriots. Their exodus seriously weakened his military resources and in 1201 he was forced to conclude a treaty with the empire and cede control of Thrace. Despite this setback Kalojan successfully expanded his domains to the confluence of the rivers Morava and Danube.

In 1199, wishing to obtain ecclesiastical recognition for his rule, Kalojan began negotiating with Pope Innocent III for a crown. After the Fourth Crusade captured Constantinople, a papal legate arrived at his court, crowned him king and recognized Archbishop Basil of Trnovo as primate of Bulgaria. Kalojan pledged his loyalty to Rome but acted as if the pope had granted him an imperial title and had accorded patriarchal status to his archbishop. The ecclesiastical union with the Holy See was a purely political act and evidently had no doctrinal or administrative consequences for the inner life of the Bulgarian church. Kalojan’s state lacked strong central institutions. It was a federation of local lords who supported him because they hoped to profit from his raids or because they feared reprisals if they refused to support him.

In summary, we have seen that after Basil II imposed Byzantine rule over Bulgaria his successors failed to absorb it into the empire’s political structure. The oppression the Bulgarian peasants suffered at the hands of local Byzantine magnates, the extortionist practices of tax collectors, the rapacious taxation policies and devastating foreign invasions all alienated the Bulgarians from their Byzantine overlords. In 1187, after a number of unsuccessful attempts, they won their independence and created the second Bulgarian empire.

THE SOUTHERN SLAVS

The Serbs (1018–1196)

In 1018 when Basil II conquered Bulgaria a number of Serbian principalities also fell under Byzantine rule. These included Raška, or Rascia, located between the rivers Lim and Ibar, Duklja, or Dioclea, later known as Zeta, located around Lake Skadar (Scutari) and the Gulf of Kotor, Trebinje, or Travunia, located between Kotor (Cotarro) and Ragusa (Dubrovnik), Zahumlje, later known as Hum, located between Ragusa and the River Neretva, and Bosnia,
located between the upper Neretva, the Drina and the Sava. Basil II evidently allowed the local county lords (župans) to remain in power after they submitted to Byzantine suzerainty. The Serbs were the empire’s most important but insubordinate subjects in the western Balkans.

The sources tell us nothing about Byzantine Serbia until the 1030s when a certain Stephen Vojislav rebelled against Constantinople. Imperial troops attacked him, took him captive and placed his domain of Duklja under the jurisdiction of the military governor (strategos) of Durazzo. Around 1039 Vojislav regained control of Duklja and, three years later, inflicted a crushing defeat on the strategos and his client župans of Raška, Bosnia and Zahumlje. Vojislav therewith secured the independence of his domain and control over the neighbouring territories of Trebinje and Zahumlje. Duklja, the first of the South Slav territories to break away from imperial rule, became the leading Serbian state until the twelfth century. Vojislav died around 1043 and bequeathed his lands to his five sons. The empire, however, attempted to regain its influence over Duklja by fomenting dissension among them and the nobles of the Serbian territories annexed by Vojislav tried to secede. In the end, the brothers joined forces against their common enemies and, around 1046, Michael assumed the title of king.

Byzantium remained Duklja’s most powerful enemy. To obviate any attack from that quarter and to deny his brothers the opportunity of using such a crisis to rebel against him, Michael made peace with Emperor Constantine IX Monomachos. The latter recognized the king’s independence and Michael returned to Byzantium some of the territories his father Vojislav had seized from Durazzo. After that Michael set out to consolidate his control over the Serbian lands by strengthening the power of his sons. He increased their territorial holdings by granting them newly conquered territories or lands appropriated from his own brothers.

In 1072 George Vojteh of Skoplje rebelled against Constantinople and asked the king of Duklja to send troops. Ignoring his peace treaty with the Greeks, Michael dispatched an army under the command of his son Constantine Bodin. The insurgents crowned Bodin tsar of the Bulgarians but Bodin’s aspirations came to naught when the Byzantines suppressed the revolt. Bodin was captured and remained a prisoner for some six years.

Michael also attempted to undermine the empire’s ecclesiastical influence on the south Adriatic coast. As the Orthodox metropolitanate of Durazzo had helped to Christianize Duklja, it vied with the archdioceses of Ohrid and Split to assert its jurisdiction over the Serbian churches. Around 1066, at Michael’s request, Pope Alexander II purportedly created the Latin metropolitan archdiocese of Duklja at Bar (Antibari). Its jurisdiction was to extend over Trebinje, Bosnia and Raška, in addition to the churches formerly subordinate
to Byzantine Durazzo and Latin Split. In practice, Raška and Bosnia retained their Orthodox affiliations and, even on the littoral, Latin and Byzantine practices continued to overlap. Nevertheless, the creation of the archbishopric in Bar bound Duklja closer to Rome; in 1077 Pope Gregory VII sent a royal crown to Michael and he, in return, pledged loyalty to the Holy See.

But Michael had not renounced his affiliation to the empire completely. In 1081, when the Normans attacked Durazzo he sent an army under Bodin’s command to help defend the town. Bodin, for his part, approached the conflict with divided loyalties because, it appears, he had married a Norman woman from Bari a year earlier. He withdrew his troops from battle at a critical moment and thereby helped the Normans capture Durazzo. His betrayal would inevitably bring retribution from Byzantium.

Around 1082 Michael died. Bodin succeeded him and soon faced revolts in the županijas his father had annexed to Duklja. Zahumlje seceded. Bodin crushed the revolt in Zeta where his uncle Radoslav ruled and when Raška attempted to break away he asserted his control over it and part of Bosnia. He allowed each region to keep its local nobility but appointed a member of the royal family of Duklja to rule it. Thus, around 1084 he appointed Vukan (Vlkan) and Marko, perhaps the sons of his brother Petrislav to whom Michael had given Raška, as župans of Raška. Bodin also maintained close relations with the Latin church. In 1089 the antipope Clement III evidently reaffirmed the metropolitan status of Bar and placed all the churches in Bodin’s realm under its control. In the main, the churches on the littoral remained loyal to Rome while those located inland continued to acknowledge the jurisdiction of Orthodox bishops.

In 1085, Emperor Alexios I Komnenos defeated the Norman invaders at Durazzo and reasserted the empire’s rule over the south Adriatic region. Soon after Byzantine troops captured Bodin and restored imperial rule over Duklja. This gave rise to a period of anarchy and the state disintegrated as local župans fought for the right of succession. Bosnia broke away from Duklja, drew closer to Croatia, and with it became part of the Hungarian state. Raška successfully asserted its independence under Vukan’s leadership and became the leading Serbian opponent of Byzantium. Indeed, during the twelfth century Raška and Serbia became synonymous.

Vukan assumed the title grand župan and established his capital at the fortress of Ras after which Raška was named. In the early 1090s he initiated an expansionist policy against the empire by marching eastward towards Niš and south-eastward into Macedonia. In 1095 the Byzantines retaliated and forced him to send his son Uroš to Constantinople as a hostage. But this did not deter Vukan. He renewed his incursions into Macedonia. The Greeks finally brought him to heel in 1106, but he had set the example for his successors. They
would advance steadily into Macedonia for the next 200 years and establish ever closer contacts with Byzantine administration and culture.

The rulers of Raška were appointed and deposed from Constantinople. Their revolts were looked upon as treason and reprisals were severe. Around 1126 Uroš I, who succeeded his father Vukan as grand župan, asserted his independence. The Byzantines defeated him and deported many Serbs to the region of Nicomedia in Asia Minor. Four years later, in order to strengthen his position against the empire, Uroš I formed an alliance with Hungary: he gave his daughter Jelena in marriage to King Béla II, the Blind (1131–41). The latter relied heavily on his wife and her brother Beloš to help him administer his realm. Béla was succeeded by his son Géza II (1141–62), a minor, for whom Beloš became regent.

In 1149, when Emperor Manuel I Komnenus was preparing to launch an attack against the Normans in Italy, the Serbs, Normans and Hungarians formed a pact and the Serbs revolted. Uroš II, who had succeeded his father as grand župan of Raška, threatened the emperor’s supply base near Durazzo. He also captured much of Duklja and Trebinje. An imperial force was sent against him which devastated much of Raška and again transferred many Serbs to Byzantine territories. Except for a short interval in 1155, the Greeks allowed Uroš II to remain grand župan until 1161, at which time his brother Desa was reappointed.

Manuel I crushed many revolts in Raška but he could not put an end to them even by replacing disloyal župans. This remained the case even after the dynasty of Nemanja, a new line of princes which ruled Serbia until the second half of the fourteenth century, assumed power. Around 1166, after subduing yet another Serbian revolt, Manuel appointed a certain Tihomir as grand župan. He shared authority with his younger brothers Stephen Nemanja, Miroslav and Stracimir. Around 1171 Nemanja deposed Tihomir, who was later killed in battle, and the three remaining brothers divided up Raška among them. In the long term, Nemanja’s usurpation inaugurated two centuries of greatness; in the short term, it was the newest Serbian challenge to Byzantine overlordship. In 1172 Manuel defeated Nemanja who was brought before the emperor barefooted, with a rope tied round his neck, and forced to throw himself in submission at Manuel’s feet. Later, he was degraded further by being exhibited as a conquered rebel in the emperor’s triumphal entry into Constantinople. After the humiliation Nemanja was reinstated in Raška; he remained a loyal vassal until 1180, the year of the emperor’s death when he repudiated imperial rule once again. Taking advantage of Byzantium’s conflicts with the Normans and the Hungarians he initiated a policy of expansion: he appropriated territories in northern Macedonia and the Kosovo region; he seized Zeta (the name usually given to Duklja after this time) and pressed
on to the Dalmatian coast to capture the towns of Ulcinj (Dulcigno), Bar and Kotor; he annexed territories to the east as far as Serdica (modern Sofia). Nemanja also supported the Bulgarian rebels Peter and Asen when they declared their independence. In 1189 he expressed an interest in occupying the imperial throne itself when he met the western Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa in Niš and unsuccessfully attempted to form a coalition with him against Byzantium.

In 1190, after Frederick I had crossed the Bosphorus, Emperor Isaac II Angelus marched against Nemanja, defeated him on the River Morava, and forced him to make peace. The terms of the agreement suggest that the Byzantine victory had been indecisive: the emperor acknowledged Raška’s independence and allowed Nemanja to keep many of the Serbian and Bulgarian lands he had seized. Isaac also concluded a marriage alliance with the Serbs: Nemanja’s son Stephen married Eudoxia, the niece of Isaac and daughter of the future Emperor Alexios III Angelus. A few years later the latter conferred on Stephen the title of sebastokrator. The marriage alliance and the title, it could be argued, were Byzantium’s recognition of the fact that Raška had come of age as an autonomous state in the Balkans.

Serbian ties with Byzantium were strengthened through the bishopric in Ras. After the conquest of Basil II the Serbians had been placed under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Bulgarian archbishopric of Ohrid which supplied them with Slavonic Orthodox texts and Byzantine spirituality. Nevertheless, during the twelfth century Rome continued to exert a strong influence over the churches of Raška through the Latin bishoprics on the Adriatic coast such as Bar, Ragusa and Kotor. The ecclesiastical dualism of Serbia was exemplified in the case of Nemanja himself who was allegedly baptized first in his native Zeta by a Latin priest and later by an Orthodox bishop in Ras. Nemanja was not only tolerant of Latin Christians but also patronized churches under Rome’s jurisdiction. However, by the end of the twelfth century he had committed himself to the Orthodox church. His youngest son Rastko followed his example. Impressed by the life and teaching of the monks of Mount Athos who frequented his father’s court, Rastko ran away to the Holy Mountain, became a monk in the Greek monastery of Vatopedi and adopted the name Sava.

Nemanja’s religious inclinations were fortified by his son’s example. In 1196 he abdicated in favour of his second son the sebastokrator Stephen, the son-in-law of Emperor Alexios III. Earlier, he had given his eldest son Vukan, whose wife was a relative of Pope Innocent III and who probably espoused the Latin rite, control of the less important regions of Zeta and Trebinje. Nemanja entered the monastery of Studenica which he had built and took the monastic name Symeon. Soon afterwards he followed Sava to the Holy Mountain. Alexios III granted him the derelict monastery of Chilandar where
he and Sava founded a Serbian monastic community which was to become the leading centre of Serbian culture and spirituality in the middle ages. Nemanja died on 13 February 1199 and was canonized soon after.

In summary, we have seen that after 1018 Duklja asserted itself over the Serbian territories but failed to win independence from Byzantium. Raška replaced Duklja in importance at the beginning of the twelfth century. During the second half of the century, Stephen Nemanja won Raška’s independence and founded a new dynasty which would rule the Serbian lands until 1371.

**The Croats (1018 – c. 1200)**

At the beginning of the eleventh century the Croats lived in two more or less clearly defined regions. Pannonian Croatia constituted the interior region between Hungary in the north, Bosnia centred on the valley of the River Bosna in the east, and the Dalmatian littoral in the south. Dalmatian Croatia constituted most of the Dalmatian coast including such towns as Nin (Nona), Biograd and Sebenico (Šibenik). Within this region, however, Byzantium also controlled a number of towns, including Zadar (Zara), Trau (Trogir), Split (Spalato) and Ragusa (Dubrovnik). These formed the Byzantine theme of Dalmatia. Croats, along with Serbs, also lived in Bosnia which at times came under the control of Croatian kings.

There is little information concerning the history of either Pannonian Croatia or Dalmatian Croatia before the Byzantine conquest. In 1000, King Svetoslav of the Trpimir dynasty was deposed by his brothers, Krešimir III (1000–30) and Gojislav (1000 – c. 1020). He therefore arranged for his son Stjepan to marry the daughter of the doge of Venice whom Byzantium had recently recognized as the imperial agent in Dalmatia. Stjepan’s alliance posed a serious threat to his two uncles as the Venetians gradually imposed their control over the Croatian littoral. However, in 1019 the emperor Basil II reasserted Byzantine rule over Dalmatia after he defeated Samuel of Bulgaria.

Krešimir III (Gojislav is no longer mentioned by the sources) acknowledged Byzantium’s overlordship and Basil allowed him to rule Croatia as an imperial client. In 1025, after the emperor’s death, Byzantine suzerainty became tenuous as the civil bureaucracy which assumed the leading role in Constantinople became less concerned with Dalmatia. Krešimir III declared independence but had to cede territory to his nephew Stjepan. In 1024, the latter had fled strife-torn Venice and sought sanctuary at the court of King Stephen I in Hungary. The king seized Slavonia, as the Croatian territory between the Rivers Drava and Sava was known, and gave it to Stjepan as an appanage.

Krešimir III’s son and successor Stjepan I (1030–58) expanded Croatian territories to the north-west and scored military successes against the Venetians.
and the Greeks. His son Peter Krešimir IV (1058–74) reestablished cordial relations with Byzantium. As it was threatened by the Seljuqs from Asia Minor, the Normans from Italy and Venice on the Adriatic the empire was unable to maintain control over its Dalmatian theme. In 1069, it ceded control over its coastal towns (except Ragusa) to Krešimir IV but retained its nominal overlordship. He respected the autonomous status of the Byzantine towns and made Biograd, a Croatian town, his capital.

There is little information for the ecclesiastical history of Pannonian Croatia where the church was Latin. More is known about the church in Dalmatian Croatia. Despite Byzantium’s political control over the coastal towns, the churches there remained under the jurisdiction of the pope. The most powerful prelate was the archbishop of Split but it is not known how much authority he wielded over the Croats living on the coast. From the beginning of the ninth century the patriarch of Aquileia, an agent of the Franks, had conducted missionary activity among Slavs living in northern and central Dalmatia. The centre of his activity was Nin, the princely residence north of Zadar where, around 850, the pope had established a bishopric for the Dalmatian Croats. The bishop of Nin championed the use of Slavonic as a liturgical language unlike the archbishop of Split who advocated Latin.

During Krešimir’s reign the Slavonic liturgy, written in the Glagolitic script, became an issue of controversy. It was especially popular in northern Dalmatia on the islands in the Gulf of Kvarner. At the time when the papacy was implementing general reforms in the church, many prelates of the Byzantine towns attempted to prohibit the use of the Slavonic liturgy and to standardize church practices. In 1060 a synod held in Split and attended by all the Dalmatian bishops and a papal legate prohibited clergy from wearing long hair and beards as was customary in the Byzantine church; it also announced that Slavs aspiring to the priesthood had to learn Latin. Three years later Pope Alexander II confirmed the decisions of the synod, but the decrees were most unpopular with the lower classes of Croats who looked upon them as measures designed to suppress the Slavonic liturgy. In 1064 a rebellion broke out on the island of Krk where proponents of the Slavonic liturgy unsuccessfully attempted to establish their own bishopric. Some three years later another synod divided the Dalmatian coast into two archbishoprics: that of Split extended northwards from the River Cetina (located south of Split), and that of Duklja extended southwards from the river Cetina to Durazzo (where Ragusa and Bar vied for ecclesiastical jurisdiction). In 1075 a synod held in Split confirmed this reorganization; it also reiterated the edicts of 1060 against Glagolitic and reaffirmed the use of Latin. But the synodal decrees proved to be ineffective. The Slavonic liturgy was retained in many Croatian communities which either preferred the Slavonic language or could not find priests who knew Latin.
During Krešimir’s reign Croatia was made up of three banates: Slavonia, Bosnia and a coastal banate which existed from 1060 to 1069 under the rule of a certain Gojčo. Little is known about the latter two, but Slavonia was governed by the autonomous ban Zvonimir, son-in-law of King Béla I of Hungary. In the late 1060s Zvonimir and Krešimir reached an agreement. The former accepted Krešimir’s overlordship as a result of which Slavonia, while retaining its autonomy, became part of the kingdom of Croatia. Krešimir, for his part, designated Zvonimir his successor should he die heirless.

Krešimir IV died around 1075 and Zvonimir was crowned king near Split. The ceremony was performed by the legate of Pope Gregory VII to whom Zvonimir pledged fealty. This was a significant step in Croatia’s orientation towards the west. Thereafter the king’s loyalty to the pope and his success at taking politically independent action reduced Byzantine suzerainty over Croatia to a mere formality. Zvonimir died around 1089 and was succeeded by his son who died soon after. He was evidently the last of the Trpimir dynasty; his death initiated a civil war during which many of the hereditary nobles whose autonomy Zvonimir had curtailed reasserted their traditional rights.

King Ladislas I of Hungary, claiming the succession through his sister Helen, Zvonimir’s widow, occupied much of Pannonian Croatia. In 1091 he created a special Croatian banate (banovina) between the river Drava and the Gvozd Mountain south of Zagreb and placed it under the command of his nephew Almos. Three years later he also removed the churches in the banate from the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Split and placed them under the newly created bishopric of Zagreb (Agram). The latter was made subordinate to the archbishop of Esztergom (Gran) in Hungary.

A certain Peter (1093–7), evidently from the region of Knin, assumed the title of king and occupied Dalmatian Croatia and those areas of Pannonian Croatia which Álmos did not control. In 1095 he also attempted to expel Álmos from his banate. King Coloman (Kálmán) came to Álmos’s assistance and Peter, the last independent Croatian king, was killed in the ensuing conflict. After recapturing Pannonian Croatia Coloman marched into Dalmatia and occupied Biograd. In 1102 he renewed his annexation of Croatian territories but, on reaching the River Drava, was allegedly met by local nobles who negotiated a settlement known as the Pacta Conventa. The terms of the settlement are unclear. Allegedly, the nobles elected Coloman king of Pannonian Croatia and Dalmatian Croatia. Henceforth, Croatia and Hungary shared a common king but remained distinct realms. The king of Hungary had to be crowned a second time as the king of Croatia. Coloman promised to defend Croatia but demanded military service from its nobles. However, he granted them local autonomy and exempted them from taxes; he also permitted them to retain their lands and their administrative privileges. This was important because
kings like Zvonimir had attempted to curtail these rights. In this way the kingdom of Croatia continued to exist, albeit under a Hungarian dynasty. Except for a brief interlude in the second half of the twelfth century, Croatia never again fell under Byzantine control.

The Croatian lands were now divided into three districts: Croatia, which was bounded by the Adriatic from the Gulf of Kvarner in the west to the River Neretva in the south, the River Vrbas in the east, and the Rivers Sava and Kupa in the north; Slavonia, situated more or less between the Rivers Sava and the Drava; and Bosnia, located to the east of the River Vrbas encompassing, in the main, the valley of the River Bosna.

Hungary’s control of Dalmatia was frequently challenged by Venice and Byzantium. Following Coloman’s death in 1116 Venice, with Byzantium’s backing, occupied Zadar, Split, Trogir, Biograd and the surrounding territories. In 1117 and 1124 the Hungarians failed to regain control of the littoral and it was not until 1158 that King Géza II recaptured Zadar for a few years. In 1167 the emperor Manuel I took advantage of internal unrest in Hungary to assert imperial control over the former Byzantine towns once again, but for the last time. In 1181, the year following the emperor’s death, King Béla III regained possession of the coastal towns to the dismay of the Venetians. Hungary remained in control of the littoral until the Fourth Crusade.

For most of the twelfth century after 1102, Croatia and Slavonia were ruled by the king’s viceroy (ban). During the reign of King Emeric (Imre) his younger brother Andrew demanded Croatia as his appanage. The king agreed and, in 1198, Andrew became duke of Croatia and Slavonia. Although Andrew remained the king’s vassal and had to supply him with troops, he governed the domains as an independent ruler. As duke he had the right to coin money, to appoint bishops, to allocate land and to arbitrate between his nobles. He had residences in Zagreb, Knin and Zadar.

Croatia and Slavonia were subdivided into many županijas. In Croatia the župans were local nobles, but in Slavonia they were usually of Hungarian origin and Slavonia’s political structure reflected that of the Hungarians more than that of the Croats. Furthermore, the church in Slavonia was placed under the archbishop of Kalocsa in Hungary whereas the church in Croatia remained under Split’s jurisdiction. During Hungary’s overlordship Croatia experienced much political unrest as some župans attempted to secede while others living near Bosnia attempted to transfer their allegiance to rulers in that district.

After Coloman annexed Croatia in 1102 he also asserted his rule over Bosnia, but little is known about its history for the next sixty years. In 1167, when the Hungarians were defeated by Manuel I, Bosnia also fell under imperial
control. After the emperor’s death in 1180 Béla III reclaimed it for Hungary, but his control over much of it was nominal at best, and the central regions of Bosnia, for all practical purposes, remained independent. In the 1180s and 1190s a certain ban Kulin arose as the most powerful ruler in Bosnia. Although Hungary evidently exerted no control over his banate, it is doubtful that Kulin himself had any significant sway over the županijas surrounding his domain. The mountainous terrain of Bosnia fostered localism and the župans opposed any centralizing authority. In 1189 Kulin successfully concluded a treaty with the merchants of Ragusa who established their commercial enterprises and opened silver mines in his banate. Kulin also granted sanctuary to Bogomils who had fled from Serbia and the Dalmatian towns (notably Split and Trau) where they were persecuted.

During the eleventh and twelfth centuries the inhabitants of Bosnia espoused different Christian traditions. The Orthodox faith was predominant in the eastern districts near Serbia and the River Drina; Latin rite Christianity was prevalent in the west, the north and in central Bosnia. In the late twelfth century the Latin Christians, including those in Kulin’s banate, fell under the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Ragusa. They had one bishop, known as the bishop of Bosnia, who was selected locally and sent to Ragusa to be consecrated. Although the Latin Christians were affiliated to Rome they continued to celebrate the liturgy in the Slavonic language even after its use had been condemned by the synod in Split in 1060. Moreover, in 1192 when Béla III persuaded the pope to place the Latin Christians of Bosnia under Split’s jurisdiction, they ignored the pope’s directive and retained their ecclesiastical association with Ragusa. In 1199 Vukan of Zeta denounced Kulin to the pope as a heretic. He also claimed that Kulin was harbouring Bogomils from Dalmatia and that some 10,000 Bosnians professed the heretical faith. Vukan’s accusations were reiterated by the archbishop of Split and the king of Hungary. Believing the accusations to be true, the pope called upon Hungary to lead a crusade against the alleged Bosnian heretic. Kulin, professing to be a faithful Christian, countered the threat of war with Hungary by summoning a church council. In 1203 the Bosnians renounced a series of errors in practice, promised to reform their church and reaffirmed their loyalty to the pope. The pledges, plus the presence of an official church representative, even though he was from Ragusa rather than from Split, assuaged the pope’s concerns. By giving lip-service to his allegiance to Hungary, Kulin also defused the threat of war. What is more, he secured his church’s continued affiliation with Ragusa and continued Bosnian commercial relations with Ragusan merchants. He evidently died in the following year, but despite his assurances to the pope, the alleged heresy flourished after his death.
In summary, we have seen that during the eleventh and twelfth centuries the Croats were never unified under a strong central government. They lived in different areas – Pannonian Croatia, Dalmatian Croatia, Bosnia – which were at times ruled by indigenous kings but more frequently controlled by agents of Byzantium, Venice and Hungary. Even during periods of relatively strong centralized government, local lords frequently enjoyed an almost autonomous status.
by the eleventh century the formation of a strong monarchy on the compact
territory of the Odra and the Vistula river-basins, extending south as far as
the Sudetes and the Carpathian Mountains, and north as far as the Baltic
Sea, had been completed; the process of Christianization was well advanced,
and Poland could already boast her own saint in the person of Bishop Wojciech
(Adalbert) of Prague, who had been exiled from Bohemia; the Polish rulers had
established good relations with the western empire and had developed contacts
with distinguished personages of the time. In the year 1000 the emperor Otto
III arrived in Poland to elevate Gniezno (Gnesen) to the level of archbishopric,
thus creating the first Polish ecclesiastical province, to which the apostolic see
had given its consent earlier. The ruler of Poland, Prince Boleslaw Chrobry
(Boleslaw the Brave) of the Piast dynasty, managed to win Otto’s trust by
supporting his project of the ‘revival of the Roman empire’ and was called ‘an
aide’ (cooperator) of the empire, in which, it seems, he stood a good chance
of representing one of its four basic territorial parts (Roma, Galia, Germania,
Sclavinia). But the death of Otto III in 1002 and the changes in German
policy under Henry II on the one hand and Boleslaw’s expansive plans towards
Milsko (Milzi), Łużyce (Lusatia) and Bohemia on the other led to a long Polish–
German war, which was fought in three stages (1003–5, 1007–13, 1015–17) and
ended with a peace treaty in Budziszyn (Bautzen) in 1018.

Apart from seizing the Bohemian throne for a short time in the years 1003–4,
Boleslaw the Brave aimed at a partial subordination of Kiev Ruthenia. First he
wanted to secure his own influence in the region; then he helped his son-in-law
Prince Svatopolk to remain in power against the prince’s brother, Jaroslav the
Wise. His two expeditions to Ruthenia (1013 and 1018) and a secret diplomatic
mission of Bishop Reinbern of Pomerania brought only the reoccupation of
the castle-towns of Czerwien, which had been lost to Ruthenia in 981. The
final success of his reign, however, was his coronation in 1025. In the same
year he died, leaving three sons: Bezprym, Mieszko and Otto. He designated
Mieszko, who was to become the second Piast ruler of the name, to be his heir. Mieszko had been educated and introduced in the affairs of the state under his father’s supervision. Married to Richeza, niece of Otto III, he tried to continue Boleslaw’s work. At the same time entangled in his wife’s political and family connections, however, Mieszko II became engaged in the dispute over the German throne between Conrad II of the Salian dynasty and his nephew Conrad the Younger. He supported the latter, as is testified by a letter from Mathilda, mother of Conrad the Younger, sent to Mieszko together with a gift of the book *Ordo Romanus*. Mieszko’s two expeditions to Germany aimed towards the Saale (1028 and 1031) may have been intended as diversionary raids in aid of Conrad the Younger, while an expedition of Conrad II against Poland did not succeed.

The newly formed Piast state was racked by a political disaster in 1031. This was due to the simultaneous incursions by Conrad II in the west and by Jaroslav the Wise in the east, to the claims of Mieszko’s brothers to the Polish throne and to the fact that his wife left him taking both his and her royal crowns to Germany. Mieszko sought refuge with the unfriendly Bohemian ruler Udalric. According to unreliable tradition, he was supposedly castrated by the Czechs. In the course of these events Poland lost Milsko and Łużycy to Germany, Czerwien to Ruthenia, and Moravia to Bohemia. Pomerania was the last province to win independence from the Piast state. Bezprym, Mieszko’s brother, took over the throne, but was soon assassinated, and on his return to Poland, Mieszko had to accept the emperor’s suzerainty; Conrad II divided Poland among Mieszko, Otto, his younger brother and Dytryk, their relative. Soon afterwards Otto was also assassinated. Mieszko succeeded in reuniting the state for a short time. In 1034 he was murdered as well and the state fell into chaos caused by a popular rebellion against oppression and heathen uprising. At this time Mieclaw, a lord who did not belong to the dynasty, may have usurped ducal power over Mazovia.

The course of events after Mieszko’s death and their chronology remain so obscure that they could not be properly identified by medieval chroniclers and annalists. It is a matter of controversy whether Mieszko had one son, the well-documented Kazimierz (Casimir), or whether he had another son Boleslaw, either older or younger.

Among all these obscurities it seems most likely that Kazimierz took over the power immediately after his father’s death but a rebellion of the nobles forced him to flee the country. He went to Hungary, and then to Germany, where he was not only granted a fief but also won knightly fame. Meanwhile Bretislav I, duke of Bohemia, raided the country torn by internal conflicts (1038 or 1039). He carried off from Gniezno the relics of St Wojciech (Adalbert), of Radzim-Gaudenty, his brother and the first archbishop of Poland, and of the Five Martyr...
Brothers together with many valuables. He seized prisoners, pillaged and looted the country and annexed Silesia to Bohemia. Soon afterwards Kazimierz, supported by a party of German knights, returned to a devastated country. Basing himself on Cracow, which had apparently been least affected by the recent events, he undertook the reconstruction of the state. This was already acknowledged by his contemporaries, who called him the Restorer (Odnowiciel).

The territory of the Polish state, the ecclesiastical organization and the military power-base needed reconstruction. His marriage to Dobronega, sister of Jaroslav the Wise of Rus', secured Kazimierz Ruthenia's help in the struggle for Mazovia, which lasted for several years. He ultimately defeated Mieclaw in 1047. He may have restored Polish suzerainty over Pomerania, although that did not last. In 1050 he annexed Silesia, which Henry III had already recognized as a Bohemian province. In 1054 at a meeting in Quedlinburg, Kazimierz had to accept the conditions of imperial overlordship over Silesia and to pledge to pay a considerable tribute to Bohemia. He reconstructed the ecclesiastical organization thanks to the substantial aid of the Benedictines, one of whom named Aaron, who had most likely been consecrated bishop in Cologne (Koln), acquired metropolitan power in Poland as an archbishop with his see in Cracow. The Benedictines based, as it seems, first in Cracow, after Kazimierz's death found their lasting home in Tyniec near Cracow. In rebuilding the military basis of the state, Kazimierz probably abandoned the outdated idea of drużyna, or the princely 'bodyguard', and systematically created a warrior class holding land in return for service. The financial system did not undergo any essential changes; it consisted of the system of autarchical princely estates, where ancillary settlements fulfilled numerous productive and service functions, often with a high degree of specialization.

There is no indication that Kazimierz Odnowiciel tried to obtain a royal crown. He died in 1058, leaving three sons: Boleslaw, Władysław Herman and Mieszko. The eldest, Boleslaw called the Munificent or the Bold (Szczodry), took over the power after his father's death, although he may, at least originally, have shared it with his brothers. Mieszko died in 1065; Władysław Herman's strong links with Mazovia seem to indicate that this province was his domain, though certainly under his elder brother's suzerainty.

Boleslaw Szczodry's reign lasted for twenty-four years. It was marked by very active Polish policy against the empire and its vassal Bohemia, in spite of the fact that Boleslaw's sister was married to the Czech Prince Vratislav. Boleslaw took a bold step of ceasing to pay tribute for Silesia. In 1068 this led to an open military conflict with Bohemia, which lasted for several years.

In the great political dispute which divided the Latin world at the time into the supporters of Pope Gregory VII and King Henry IV of Germany, Boleslaw Szczodry joined the Gregorian party and played a considerable role
in it. He supported the Saxons in their rebellion against the king and he created a diversion against the Czech Prince Vratislav, who belonged to Henry IV’s followers. He also actively participated in the struggle over the Hungarian throne, which was a reflection of this great European conflict. He opposed Solomon, who was a supporter of the German party, and effectively backed his rivals: Béla in 1060 and Géza in 1074; and he helped enthrone Géza’s son, Vladislav, in 1077. He fervently advocated Ruthenia’s rapprochement with the western church, which was initiated by the Russian Prince Izyaslav, related to the Piasts through his wife Gertrude (Boleslaw’s aunt). He introduced the Gregorian ecclesiastical reforms in Poland, strengthening the organization of the Polish church.

Boleslaw Szczodry’s support for the Gregorian party resulted in him being granted a royal crown by the apostolic see, a title which was not to be achieved by any Polish ruler for the next 220 years. None the less, he did not manage to avoid internal conflicts in his realm, as Henry IV’s camp was bound to have some supporters there. Boleslaw’s brother, Władysław Herman, was likely to be one of them, at least in the later stage of this ecclesiastical and political dispute, as he married Vratislav’s daughter, Judith, in c. 1080 and then in 1089 a sister of Henry IV himself, Judith Maria. The king’s dispute with Bishop Stanislaw of Cracow overlapped with the obvious tensions reflecting the divisions of contemporary Europe. Its background was left obscure by a chronicler close to the times of Boleslaw; 100 years later a biased tradition attributed the conflict to the king’s cruelty and the bishop’s attempts at appeasing it. Whatever the case, Bishop Stanislaw was sentenced to death by dismemberment and executed. The archbishop of Gniezno at the time may have participated in the trial. According to the above mentioned tradition, the bishop was supposedly murdered at the altar by the king himself. Such circumstances of death imposed on it the features of martyrdom, important for the canonization of Bishop Stanislaw, which was achieved in 1253.

If Boleslaw Szczodry had opponents as the proponent of the Gregorian reforms and Gregorian political line, the severe punishment of the bishop of Cracow, who must have had numerous family and political connections, was bound to cause further opposition. It may have been the direct cause of the rebellion against the king, which broke out in 1079 and forced him promptly to leave the country with his family. He died in exile in unexplained circumstances, and his son Mieszko, treacherously persuaded to return, was murdered.

Meanwhile Boleslaw Szczodry’s brother, Władysław Herman, took over the power in Poland. He was never to be so politically active as Bolesław, although his marriages seem to have opened various chances of political manoeuvres to him. The revindication of Pomerania was the only concern in his external policy, and he undertook some military steps in this direction. The internal
policy was controlled by his palatine Sieciech, who, according to an almost con-
temporary chronicler, more closely collaborated with Judith Maria, Władysław
Herman’s wife, than with the king himself. His contemporaries accused him of
the merciless policy towards his opponents, who sought refuge in exile, mainly
in Bohemia, or were banished from the country. In this situation the conflict
within the very family of Władysław Herman acquired a special significance.

Władysław Herman had a son Zbigniew from his obscure first marriage.
When he married Judith of Bohemia and his son Bolesław called the Wry-
mouthed (Krzywousty) was born, Zbigniew was put in wardship and then
promptly sent abroad. It was a common practice aimed at securing the throne
for the son from the new, more prestigious marriage. Sieciech’s political op-
ponents, however, took advantage of these circumstances. Zbigniew had become
for them a convenient pretender and they offered him their support. A bloody
contest for power followed, lasting from 1093 to 1099, as a result of which
Sieciech had to leave the political stage and the country was divided among
the father and his two sons. Władysław Herman retained Mazovia, his favourite
province, and held suzerainty over his sons; he made Płoć his capital. His elder
son, Zbigniew, received the province of Wielkopolska (Greater Poland) with
Poznan and Gniezno, and possibly Kujawy (Kuyavia) as well. The younger
son, Bolesław, received all of the south (Malopolska – Little Poland – and
Silesia), apart from the main castle-towns, such as Cracow, Wrocław (Breslau)
and Sandomierz.

After Władysław’s death in 1102, Mazovia went to Zbigniew, whereas the
three castle-towns so far excluded from Bolesław’s power fell to him. Until
1106 the Polish territory had actually been divided into two duchies, prob-
ably independent from each other. Yet the two rulers’ interests were soon
to clash. According to the contemporary tradition connected with the court
of Bolesław Krzywousty, Zbigniew, who maintained peaceful relations with
Pomerania, prevented Bolesław from carrying out their father’s plans of the
revindication of Pomerania for Poland. He also tried to normalize the relations
with Bohemia, while Bolesław, whose territory directly bordered with
the Czechs, was subject to enmity on their part. The imputations against
Zbigniew were certainly not groundless, yet the main source of the original con-
flict between the brothers lay in their different temperaments, aspirations and
political visions. The peacefully inclined Zbigniew and the bellicose Bolesław
were bound to clash, especially as the latter appealed to the emerging warrior
class attracted by the legends of Pomeranian wealth.

In 1106 Bolesław Krzywousty attacked his brother’s territory, drove him out
of Wielkopolska and allowed him to stay only in Mazovia ‘as a knight, not
as a prince’. Yet already in the following year Zbigniew was removed from
Mazovia and had to leave Poland. He found support with King Henry V
of Germany, who started a military expedition against Poland in 1109. Yet Boleslaw Krzywousty’s military skills, his skilful appealing to patriotic moods, together with his alliance with Ruthenia, based on his marriage with Zbyslawa, daughter of the prince of Kiev, and a temporary alliance with Hungary, which involved a diversionary raid on Bohemia, provided Poland with support. The determined defence of Glogow, the serious defeat of the German troops in the battle of Psie Pole near Wroclaw and the defiant attitude of Boleslaw, who would not give up under Henry V’s threat of marching toward Cracow, the capital at the time, contributed to the failure of the expedition. Three years later Boleslaw allowed his brother to return, but, on the pretext of his arrival having been too ostentatious, had him blinded, thus causing his death.

Despite Boleslaw’s family ties through his mother with the Czech dynasty of Przemyslids, his relations with Bohemia were tense. This was due to the Czech attempts to win control over the Silesian frontier castle-towns (Racibórz, Kozle, Kamieniec), to Bohemia’s continuing vassal dependence on Germany, with which Boleslaw was at war, and finally to Boleslaw’s attempt to interfere in the disputes over the Bohemian throne. These conflicts ceased in 1114 and the peace treaty with Bohemia was made in 1137.

The question of Pomerania took priority in Boleslaw Krzywousty’s policy. By 1106 he had already led several plundering raids into this province, which Zbigniew must have been trying to hinder. After Zbigniew’s banishment, he launched the plan of the conquest of Pomerania. In 1113 he won definite control of the frontier castle-towns, Naklo and Wyszogrod; by 1119 he had subjugated Gdansk-Pomerania (Pommerellen), and he then conquered western Pomerania, reaching Rügen (Rugia) in 1123. In 1121 he imposed feudal overlordship over Prince Warcislaw of western Pomerania; in 1124 he eased the rigorous conditions of this suzerainty. Boleslaw Krzywousty’s undeniable success was the second Christianization of Pomerania. The earlier attempts by Poland in the late tenth century had no lasting effect, and the bishopric of Kolobrzeg (Kolberg), founded in the year 1000, disappeared. The missionary efforts of the hermit Bernard the Spaniard in 1123 did not succeed. The next attempt was made under Boleslaw’s auspices by Bishop Otto of Bamberg. His success encouraged him to form a new missionary expedition, which he led on his own behalf in 1128. The posthumous achievement of Boleslaw Krzywousty was the fact that his chaplain Wojciech (Adalbert) was to become the first bishop of the newly founded bishopric in Wolin, which was moved to Kamien Pomorski in the second half of the twelfth century. The establishment of the bishopric of Lubusz (Lebus), bordering on western Pomerania, in the 1120s and the establishment or perhaps reestablishment of the bishopric of Wtoctawek, neighbouring Gdansk-Pomerania, were likely to be linked to this
plan of Christianization. All these bishoprics were subordinate to the archbishopric of Gniezno.

Boleslaw achieved another success in the area of ecclesiastical organization, essential for the integrity of the state. It was during his reign that Norbert of Xanten (later to be canonized), who was archbishop of Magdeburg, again put forward Magdeburg’s claims to the Polish ecclesiastical province. The archbishopric of Magdeburg had been established in the time of Otto I (968) in order to convert the Slavs across the German border. The plan did not originally succeed since Poland under the rule of Mieszko I had managed to anticipate it and to embrace Christianity (966) through the mediation of the Bohemian court, from the bishopric of Regensburg and the archbishopric of Salzburg. The skilful use made by Boleslaw Chrobry (the Brave) of the death of Bishop Wojciech of Prague on his mission to Prussia (997) and his canonization by the apostolic see combined with this ruler’s good relations with Otto III resulted in Poland being granted its own archbishopric with a see in Gniezno, as mentioned above. Magdeburg tried to impose its supremacy at least over the bishopric of Poznan (Pozen). It actually resorted to forging some documents. Eventually in 1131 and in 1133, respectively, St Norbert managed to obtain two papal edicts of Innocent II, subjugating the Polish ecclesiastical province to Magdeburg. By the skilful withdrawal of his support for the pretender to the Hungarian throne, who was opposing German political interests, Boleslaw Krzywousty won the support of Emperor Lothar, who had good relations with the apostolic see, and thanks to his help managed to achieve Innocent II’s withdrawal of the papal edicts.

Boleslaw Krzywousty died in 1138. He left five sons: Władysław from his marriage with Princess Zbysława of Russia; Bolesław called Kedzierzawy (the Curly), Mieszko called the Old (Stary), Henryk and Kazimierz later named the Just (Sprawiedliwy) from his marriage with the German princess Salomea. Wishing to provide each of them with an appropriate appanage and at the same time to ensure the unity of the state, he designed with the help of his advisers a hereditary statute, often associated with the beginning of political fragmentation of Poland, which was to prevail till the early fourteenth century. Bolesław Krzywousty’s hereditary statute has not been preserved and we have to reconstruct its contents on the basis of the later tradition and allusions to it in foreign sources. Yet it is so significant both in its consequences and its Slavonic relevance that one has to aim at its reconstruction. It has been the subject of many conflicting interpretations.

This statute, erroneously called testament, had the character of a public act and was pledged to by the nobles at an assembly; it may also have been sanctioned by the apostolic see. It was probably written in c. 1133 when only one of Bolesław Krzywousty’s sons had come of age, two were minors, one might
have been an infant and one was not yet born. Hence they could not have been treated in exactly the same way. The statute provided for the supreme rule of the grand duke (principate), which, according to the principle of seniority, was to pass to the eldest of the Piast dynasty. Younger princes were to hold their own appanages and owe allegiance to the senior prince, who was to possess the highest attributes of public power over the entire Polish territory. The territorial basis for the power of the grand duke consisted of the province of Cracow as well as the dependent Gdansk-Pomerania and of suzerainty over western Pomerania and several castle-towns on the route from Cracow to Pomerania, especially Gniezno, the see of archbishop, who was appointed by the ruler in Poland at the time. The dominion of the grand duke was not hereditary and was not meant to be divided but to be ruled by the senior prince of the dynasty. After Boleslaw Krzywousty’s death (1138), each of his adult sons received his own hereditary duchy; the eldest son Wladyslaw Silesia, Boleslaw Kedzierzawy (the Curly) Mazovia and Mieszko Stary (the Old) Wielkopolska, possibly with a part of Kujawy. By the introduction of certain revisions into the original statute, Henryk received the area of Sandomierz, extracted from the province of Cracow, but only for life. It implied that in case of his death it was to return to the dominion of Cracow. Boleslaw’s youngest son, Kazimierz, did not receive his own appanage because on his father’s death he was only an infant or might even have been born posthumously. Hence he remained under his mother’s care, who received as her widow’s portion a substantial province in central Poland with the main castle-towns of Leczyca and Sieradz, extracted from the dominion of the grand duke.

The hereditary order broke down quite soon after Boleslaw Krzywousty’s death as a result of a family dispute between the senior prince Wladyslaw, born of a Russian mother, and his junior stepbrothers, born of a German mother. Wladyslaw’s wife, Agnes of the Austrian house of Babenberg, was not popular. The conflict, which was imminent already in 1141, led to a civil war and to the banishment of Boleslaw Krzywousty’s eldest son in 1146. Yet neither the principle of seniority nor the ‘principate’ associated with it was abolished, which guaranteed Polish political unity. The power of the grand duke was taken over by Boleslaw Kedzierzawy, the next son of Krzywousty according to the seniority principle. The junior princes’ position was strengthened by the support of the archbishop of Gniezno, the head of the Polish church. Emperor Conrad III supported the exiled Wladyslaw and actually organized an expedition to Poland, but on receiving a promise of allegiance on the part of the victorious Polish princes, he turned back from the Odra (1146). The international situation at the moment was clearly auspicious for the junior princes. It involved preparations for a crusade to the Holy Land and simultaneous plans for a crusade against the European pagans, Obodrits and Prussians, resisting Christianization. The
Polish princes supported these plans. In 1147 Mieszko took part in a Saxon expedition against the Obodrits and Boleslaw Kedzierzawy, together with the Russian princes, participated in an expedition against the Prussians. But the political consequence was that Poland ultimately lost her influence in western Pomerania.

Soon, with the changing situation in Europe, the apostolic see supported the claims of the exiled Prince Władysław. The papal legate Guido on his arrival in Poland pronounced the excommunication on the junior princes, and cast an interdict on the country. He called upon the secular power, the empire, to enforce Władysław’s rights, and, with papal support, Emperor Frederick Barbarossa launched a campaign against Poland, reaching Poznan; at Krzysztofowo he received from Boleslaw Kedzierzawy a pledge of fealty and a promise to restore his exiled brother Władysław.

Boleslaw Kedzierzawy did not fulfill the conditions, and Władysław called the Exile (Wygnaniec) died in 1159. The question of the restoration of his three sons emerged. In 1163 they were received by Boleslaw, this time at the emperor’s request, and established in Silesia, which they had inherited from their father. Probably they ruled this province jointly. In 1166 Bolesław Krzywousty’s son Henryk, who held the province of Sandomierz for life, died without an heir. The province was divided among the three remaining sons of Bolesław Krzywousty. The eldest son Bolesław Kedzierzawy, who was the grand duke, incorporated the largest part of his brother’s dominion into the duchy of Cracow, which was the basis of his power; the younger son Mieszko, duke of Wielkopolska, seized an unidentified fragment, and the youngest, Kazimierz, a single castellany (Wislica).

Grand Duke Boleslaw Kedzierzawy died in 1173. The Cracow power elite tried to replace him with Kazimierz, neglecting Mieszko, the eldest of the dynasty, and undeniably trying to break the principle of seniority established by Bolesław Krzywousty’s statute. Mieszko managed to control the situation and to get hold of Cracow. Distrusting the inhabitants, however, he brought with him his own officials. This was to become a source of trouble.

In c. 1177 the whole country was shaken by the rebellion of the younger sons. Bolesław Krzywousty’s youngest son Kazimierz took arms against his brother and Grand Duke Mieszko Stary, the Silesian junior prince Mieszko Platonogi against his elder brother Bolesław Wysoki, and Mieszko Stary’s son Odon, based in Wielkopolska, against his own father. Kazimierz entered an alliance with the Silesian senior prince and together they found an ally in Odon. Grand Duke Mieszko had to leave Poland and returned only after several years. Kazimierz took over the power of grand duke. In order to win over the Silesian junior prince, he gave him the western part of the province of Cracow. His brother
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gave him the castellany of Raciborz, and in this way a new duchy emerged, to which in 1201 Opole was added. Its ruler, Mieszko Platonogi, started a new line of the Piasts (of Opole and Raciborz). Boleslaw Wysoki began the line of the Silesian Piasts. The fate of Konrad, the third son of Wladyslaw the Exile, remains obscure. He may have ruled over Glogow for a short time.

In 1180 Kazimierz named the Just (Sprawiedliwy) called a general meeting in Leczyca (central Poland). It is known that it was attended at least by all the bishops including the archbishop of Gniezno. The meeting recognized Kazimierz as the grand duke. The recognition by the papacy followed; Kazimierz may also have been recognized by the emperor Frederick Barbarossa. It would have implied that Kazimierz at least formally accepted the emperor's suzerainty. Thus the principle of seniority was broken, but the 'principate' was preserved. When Mieszko Stary returned in 1181, he had to accept the new status quo.

In the 1990s he attempted to regain the throne three times. He managed to recapture it briefly in 1191 when the lords of Cracow rebelled against Kazimierz because of his acquiescence towards the empire. Yet after Kazimierz's death in 1194, when Mieszko arrived in Cracow, he was severely defeated in the military confrontation with the grand-ducal power elite. In c. 1197 he managed to win control over Cracow in collaboration with Kazimierz Sprawiedliwy's widow, Helena, who together with the palatine and the bishop of Cracow held the regency over the province during the minority of her sons, Leszek and Konrad. However, he was again expelled, to return again shortly before his death in 1202.

Although a fierce supporter of the principles of his father's hereditary statute, Mieszko Stary contributed to its abolition. When he returned to Cracow in c. 1197, he pledged to make Leszek, Kazimierz Sprawiedliwy's son, still a minor at the time, his successor. Thus he agreed to the abolition of the 'seniorate' and to the actual transformation of uninhereditable grand-ducal dominion into a hereditary province of Kazimierz Sprawiedliwy's line. It resulted in the legal disintegration of the unity of Poland, actually already fragmented, which entered the next century as a group of independent Piast principalities. There remained a sense of dynastical bond among the 'natural lords' of Poland as the Piasts viewed themselves and were recognized to be, as well as the common tradition of 'the Poland of the Boleslaws' (Boleslaw Chrobry, Boleslaw Szczodry and Boleslaw Krzywousty) and a common ecclesiastical organization.

Summing up this epoch politically, one has to note a fact with lasting implications for Poland, the subjugation of western Pomerania first by the Henry the Lion in 1164, and then in 1181 by Frederick Barbarossa. Another political factor with long-term consequences was Kazimierz Sprawiedliwy's influence over Halicz and Vladimir Ruthenia, which gradually strengthened
and led to the incorporation of this part of Ruthenia to Poland in the fourteenth century.

In spite of the unfavourable political developments after Boleslaw Krzywousty’s death in 1138, the country developed properly both economically and culturally. The system of closed economy based on productive and various services within the princely estate was extended by a new form of settlement of the lease-holding type; there appeared foreign settlers: Walloons, Flemings and soon also Germans, though mainly in the west of Poland. The existence of numerous trade settlements, confirmed by various sources, testifies to the growth of exchange. The role of money increased, and during the reign of Mieszko Stary (the Old) his mint issued numerous coins with Hebrew inscriptions.

After a short period under the influence of the Carolingian-Ottonian style, Romanesque architecture developed, which required a new art of working stone. The works of art were products of collaboration between foreign masters and local artisans. Among these are the bronze doors of Gniezno Cathedral from the second half of the twelfth century, which depict the life and martyrdom of St Wojciech (Adalbert). Similar doors made in Magdeburg for the cathedral of Plock unfortunately never reached their destination, but decorated the church of St Sophia in Great Novgorod in Ruthenia, where they found their way via Sweden. The magnificent floor of the collegiate church in Wislica, depicting three praying figures; the tympana of St Mary’s church in Wroclaw (na Piasku), the collegiate church in Tuma near Leczyca and the church of the Norbertine nuns in Strzelno; and the beautifully sculptured columns of the same church, prove that Poland was assimilating western European artistic styles rapidly in this period.

It is also noteworthy that writing became widespread at the time. At the time of Boleslaw Chrobry at least two lives of St Wojciech (Adalbert) were written as well as the life of the Five Martyr Brothers by Bruno of Querfurt; annals were also kept. These were all written by foreigners. But already in the eleventh century Mieszko II’s daughter and Kazimierz Odnowieciel’s sister, Gertrude, wrote a series of prayers, some of them highly personal. In the early twelfth century an anonymous visitor from western Europe wrote the first chronicle of Poland, recording for the future generations the deeds of Boleslaw Krzywousty and the tradition of his court. In the mid-twelfth century another visitor named Maurus described in rhyme the deeds of Piotr Wlostowic, magnate and first lord of the state during the reign of that prince, and of his son Wladyslaw. According to an inventory from 1110, the cathedral of Cracow possessed quite a considerable library. Liturgical books were to be found in the possession of other cathedrals. Documents were becoming more common, though mostly charters of endowment for the church. In the second half of the twelfth century,
and perhaps even earlier, travelling for study abroad began. Educated at one of the oldest universities, Wincenty Kadlubek, the chancellor to Kazimierz Sprawiedliwy, and later the bishop of Cracow, proved to be a talented and learned writer. In the thirteenth century he was to write a chronicle of Poland, which was a major work of literature.
In the eleventh century the northern and central parts of the Scandinavian peninsula were occupied by a people who are often called Lapps but who called themselves Saami. They were ethnically distinct from the Scandinavians who lived in the coastal regions and southern part of the peninsula and in Denmark, but centuries of contact and intermarriage had resulted in some assimilation of these two peoples. The Saami, who spoke a form of Finnish, supported themselves mainly by hunting, trapping and fishing. Despite their isolation many Saami were forced to render part of their catch, in particular furs, to their Scandinavian neighbours. The Scandinavians spoke various dialects of a common Germanic language known as Old Nordic. At the beginning of the eleventh century they were predominantly pastoral farmers but 200 years later there had been a huge extension of arable cultivation at the expense of woodland and pasture in many parts of Scandinavia.

Contemporaries distinguished four main groups of Scandinavians: Danes, Götar, Svear and Norwegians or Northmen (a name that foreigners sometimes used to describe all Scandinavians). These collective names were used for the inhabitants of distinct regions. The Danes occupied Jutland and the neighbouring islands but their territory was considered to include areas that they had long dominated in what is now the west coast and southern part of Sweden. The Götar (Old Norse Gauti, Latin Gothi) occupied the plains of central southern Sweden, separated from Danish territory by forest. Lake Vättern divided the east from the west Götar (Modern Swedish Östgötar, Västgötar) after whom the medieval provinces of Östergötland and Västergötland were named.
Another, wider, belt of forest lay between the Götar and the Swear (Old Norse Sviar, Latin Suiones, Sueones) who lived in the region around Lake Mälaren and along the east coast of Sweden. The Norwegians were named after the ‘North Way’, the Atlantic coast of the Scandinavian peninsula, but the name was also used for people living along the extension of the coast as far as Oslo Fjord, and for those living in the valleys of rivers that flow into that fjord. Extensive forest separated the Norwegians from both the Götar and the Swear.

By the year 1200 most of the territory occupied by these Scandinavians had been incorporated in the three medieval kingdoms. The Danish kingdom was the first to be firmly established. At the beginning of the eleventh century Sven Forkbeard, who had succeeded his father, Harald Bluetooth, as king of the Danes in 987 after a rebellion, ruled a large territory from Jutland to Skåne. The medieval Danish kingdom at its fullest extent was not much larger; the only additions, made by 1150 at the latest, were Halland, Blekinge and the island of Bornholm. Sven was also widely acknowledged as overlord in other parts of Scandinavia.

There had been attempts to create a Norwegian kingdom based on the west coast but these had failed and in the first decade of the eleventh century Norway was under Danish overlordship. It was in the eleventh century that the Norwegian kingdom was firmly established and by 1100 it extended from Lofoten in the north to the estuary of Göta Älv. Norwegian kings then had authority in many inland areas of Norway but the territorial consolidation of the kingdom was not complete until the early thirteenth century.

The Swedish kingdom was formed by the unification of the Götar and the Swear. This was a slow process. The first ruler to be called rex Sweorum et Gothorum was Karl Sverkersson – he was entitled thus in the papal bull creating the archbishopric of Uppsala in 1164 – but the first Swedish king who is known to have granted land and privileges in most parts of the kingdom, and who struck coins in both Götaland and Svealand, was Knut Eriksson, who died in 1195 or 1196 after a reign of a little more than three decades. There is no reliable evidence that there was ever a kingdom of the Götar before the twelfth century, but the Svea-kingship is well attested as an ancient institution, closely linked with the pagan rituals celebrated at Uppsala, a famous cult centre north of Mälaren. During the eleventh and twelfth centuries several kings of the Swear, including Karl Sverkersson and Knut Eriksson, were Götar. The Swear seem to have been willing to accept outsiders rather than promote one of themselves. The willingness of the Swear to accept kings who were Götar was a key factor in forming the medieval kingdom. The process of unification was, however, hindered by the physical barrier of forest dividing the two peoples and by religious disunity; pagan rituals continued to be publicly celebrated at Uppsala for most of the eleventh century.
The earliest Scandinavian historians, writing in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, believed that the Danish kingdom had existed since time immemorial and that the kingdoms of Norway and Sweden were relatively recent creations formed by the unification of many small kingdoms. It is possible that there were some unrecorded petty kingdoms, but in the first decade of the eleventh century the only Scandinavian kingdoms mentioned in reliable sources were those of the Danes and the Svear. They were very different. The territory under the direct control of the Danish king and his agents had recently been greatly enlarged but many of his predecessors had, since the eighth century or earlier, dominated southern Scandinavia. The kingship of the Svear was, in contrast, predominantly cultic. Effective power was in the hands of the Svea-chieftains, whose wealth depended on their ability to exact tribute, in particular furs, from the peoples living round the Gulfs of Bothnia and Finland and in north Russia. Furs from these northern regions had for centuries been in demand in Europe, and during the ninth and tenth centuries in the Islamic world too. As they were of little value unless they could be sold, merchants had to be encouraged and the peace of markets assured. It appears that the Svear tried to achieve the stability they needed by acknowledging a king whose functions were supernatural rather than military.

The king of the Svear contemporary with Sven Forkbeard was Olof, who succeeded his father Erik in about 995. He was a Christian and was therefore unable to fulfil the traditional role of the Svea-king. He seems only to have had direct authority over the Svear living in the vicinity of Sigtuna, a royal centre founded in about 975, probably by Erik, as a base from which a new Christian form of kingship was gradually extended over the region.2 Whatever success Erik and Olof had, their authority was much less than that of their Danish contemporaries. That is clearly shown by the progress of conversion in the two kingdoms. In Denmark Harald Bluetooth was converted and baptized in about 965, and by the end of the century the process of Christianization was well advanced; pagan rituals were no longer celebrated in public and pagan forms of burial had been abandoned. In contrast, although most of the eleventh-century Svea-kings and many of the Svear were Christian, the pagan rituals at Uppsala continued until about 1080. By 1060 when the diocesan organization of Denmark was complete, there was only one Swedish bishopric, in Västergötland. It owed its foundation to Olof who, despite being king, was unable to establish a bishopric in the Mälaren region. The fact that he was able to do so in Västergötland is one of several indications that he was himself from that region.

In most parts of Scandinavia power was not in the hands of individuals ruling well-defined territories, but was shared between, and contested by, lords or

2 Tesch (1990); Malmer, Ros and Tesch (1991).
chieftains each with his own band of men. That was the pattern of government the Norwegian emigrants took to Iceland in the ninth century. Power in that Scandinavian colony 200 years later was still divided between some three dozen chieftains called godar (singular godi), a title that also occurs on three tenth-century runic inscriptions on the Danish island of Fyn. A godi was a lord of men, not territory, and he exercised authority publicly together with other godar in assemblies or things, supported by his thingmen. The number of godar was gradually reduced by conquests or more peacefully by marriage alliances, and this led to a territorialization of their power. By the thirteenth century a district in which a godi claimed authority over everyone could be called a ríki. A similar process in Scandinavia may have produced small kingdoms that are unmentioned in contemporary sources, but in some regions the older structure with multiple lords survived until the thirteenth century, as it did in Iceland.

In Scandinavia, as in Iceland, the population was grouped in numerous local communities that regulated their own affairs in regular assemblies that were as much religious and social as legal and political occasions. Some communities, especially in inland regions, occupied territories that were well defined by natural boundaries, forest being the most effective barrier, but in coastal districts or in the relatively open landscapes of Denmark and central Sweden, where most Scandinavians lived, local communities were not so isolated. Many were, nevertheless, still largely independent in the early eleventh century, and retained responsibility for their own affairs after they were incorporated in the emergent kingdoms. Their assemblies, with some reorganization, were indeed the main institutions through which royal government was extended in all three Scandinavian kingdoms.

The assemblies were meetings of the freemen of the community, but in practice they tended to be dominated by the leading men. Competition between such men led to some of them being recognized as overlords by those who were less powerful, or lucky. In the late tenth century Hákon of Lade, now a suburb of Trondheim, was said by a contemporary poet to have been the overlord of sixteen ‘jarls,’ a term that was later interpreted as meaning a tributary ruler. Hákon was himself known as a ‘jarl’ for he had acknowledged the Danish king Harald as his overlord.

The Danish overlordship of Norway was interrupted in 995 by Olav Tryggvason, a Norwegian adventurer, whose attempt to revive an independent Norwegian kingdom was initially successful, largely thanks to the elimination of Jarl Hákon, but Olav’s triumph was short-lived. In 999 he was defeated and killed in battle against Sven Forkbeard who thus restored Danish hegemony.

---

1 Sigurðsson (1999).
over coastal Norway, with Håkon’s sons, Erik and Sven, as his jarls. Sven Forkbeard was also acknowledged as lord by many leading Götar and by some Svear too.

The success of the Danish kings Harald and Sven in extending Danish hegemony in Scandinavia was not welcomed by all, and some men who were unwilling to submit went into exile as Vikings. Successful Vikings could challenge Danish power, as Olav Tryggvason did. To meet that threat Sven himself led raids on England to gather plunder and tribute with which he could reward his supporters and the warriors on whom his power largely depended. Sven’s attacks on England culminated in his conquest of the kingdom in 1013. For most of his reign Sven Forkbeard was the most powerful ruler in Scandinavia. He had many advantages. He could not only draw on the resources of the most fertile and densely populated region of Scandinavia, but also controlled the entrance to the Baltic and could, therefore, profit from the flourishing trade between the lands round that sea and western Europe. The Danes had long benefited from this traffic but the extension of the Danish kingdom in the latter part of the tenth century to span Öresund enabled Harald and Sven to control it more effectively than their predecessors. This provoked opposition and, significantly, the first information about relations between the Danes and the Svear in the tenth century is the report that Erik, king of the Svear, formed an alliance against the Danes with Mieszko, the Polish ruler, whose daughter he married. Adam of Bremen, whose Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum, written in the 1070s, is the main source of information about Scandinavia at that time, claimed that Sven was defeated and driven into a prolonged exile. That was a wild exaggeration. Whatever success the allies had, the tables were soon turned, and Sven marked his triumph by marrying Erik’s Polish widow and then rejecting her after she had given birth to two sons, Harald and Knut, and a daughter, Estrid. By the end of the century Erik’s son Olof had acknowledged Sven as his overlord, and supported him in battle against Olav Tryggvason. Olof’s subordination is reflected in his nickname Skotkonungær (Mod. Swedish Skötkonung). This was first recorded in the thirteenth century but it was probably given at an early date and meant, according to Snorri Sturluson, ‘tributary king’, and was equated by him with ‘jarl’.

After Sven’s death in February 1014 his empire disintegrated. His son Knut, who had taken part in the English campaign, was elected king by the army, but when the English refused to accept him Knut was forced to return to Denmark. He apparently expected to be recognized as king by the Danes, for he had some coin dies giving him that title made by English craftsmen. The Danes had, however, chosen Harald as their king. In 1015 Knut returned to
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England and by the end of 1016 he had reconquered it. It was, therefore, as king of the English that, after the death of his brother, he was elected king by the Danes, probably in 1019.

By then Olav Haraldsson, another Viking adventurer, had been recognized as king by the Norwegians, who once again rejected Danish authority. It was not until 1028, when he succeeded in driving Olav into exile, that Knut was able to make good his claim to have inherited the kingship of Norway from his father. He planned to revive the custom of ruling through a native jarl. Hákon, grandson of the jarl of Lade who had submitted to Harald Bluetooth, was the ideal choice but he was drowned in 1029. Olav Haraldsson seized the opportunity to return from exile in Russia but as he approached Trondheim Fjord overland from Svealand he was met by enemies and killed in battle at Stiklestad on 29 July 1030. Knut then made the mistake of attempting to impose his own son Sven as king of Norway under the tutelage of the boy’s English mother, Ælfgifu. This was unpopular and the short period of Ælfgifu’s rule was remembered as a time of harsh and unjust exactions. The Norwegians soon rebelled and expelled Sven and his mother, perhaps even before Knut died in 1035. Olav Haraldsson was soon and widely recognized as a martyr. His young son Magnus was brought from exile in Russia and acknowledged as king.

Sven’s death also gave the Svear an opportunity to escape Danish overlordship. Olof Skötkonung demonstrated his independence in several ways. He arranged the marriage of one daughter to Knut’s enemy Olav Haraldsson and of another to Jaroslav, prince of Kiev. These alliances were clearly directed against the Danes. It was as much in the interest of the Russians as of the Svear to undermine Danish control of the route from the Baltic to the markets of western Europe, and it was Jaroslav who gave refuge to Olav Haraldsson in 1028. Olof Skötkonung further defied Knut by inviting Unwan, archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen, to send a bishop to Sweden at a time Knut did not accept the archbishop’s authority.

After Olof Skötkonung’s death in 1022 his son and successor, Anund, continued to be hostile to the Danes, and in 1026 he and Olav Haraldsson attacked Denmark but without success. Although these kings of the Svear refused to submit to Knut some Svear and Götar did recognize him as their overlord and Knut was therefore able to claim, in 1027, to be king of some of the Svear (partes Suanorum).7

Knut died in England in 1035 and was succeeded as king of the Danes by his son Harthaknut. There was an influential group in England, including his mother, Emma, who considered that he was Knut’s lawful heir there too. Harthaknut was, however, unable to leave Denmark for fear of a Norwegian
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invasion and in his absence the faction that preferred Harald, Knut’s other son by Ælfgifu, triumphed. It was only after Harald’s death in 1040 that Harthaknut succeeded his father as king in England. After his death two years later the Norwegian king Magnus was recognized as king by the Danes; and there are some indications that this happened while Harthaknut was still alive. The English feared that Magnus would go further and attempt to emulate Knut by recreating a North Sea empire, but the expected attack on England did not happen. Magnus’s hold on Denmark was challenged by Sven Estridsen who, after the death of Harthaknut was the oldest male representative of the Danish royal family. He was Knut’s nephew, and had spent the last part of Knut’s reign in Sweden as an exile. His father, Ulf, had fallen out of favour with Knut; according to some accounts he was killed on the king’s orders. Sven’s attempts to displace Magnus had little success; he only gained control of Skåne shortly before Magnus died in 1047. His name then began to appear on coins minted in Lund, but not as king, while Magnus continued to issue coins as king of the Danes in Odense and elsewhere in western Denmark.\(^8\) It was only after the death of Magnus that Sven was accepted as king by the Danes.

For the last two years of his life Magnus shared the kingship of Norway with his father’s half-brother Harald, known as Hardrada ‘hard-ruler.’ Harald had returned to Norway in 1045 after serving the Byzantine emperor for more than ten years in the Varangian Guard. After 1047 he was sole king in Norway. He too attempted to recreate a North Sea empire but he failed to dislodge Sven from Denmark and was himself killed at Stamford Bridge in 1066 when he attempted to conquer England. He was, however, successful in extending the Norwegian kingdom to include Bohuslän, and founded a new centre of royal power at Konghelle on Göta Älv, which then formed the boundary with the Danish kingdom.

By the end of the eleventh century it was the accepted rule in both Norway and Denmark that only members of the royal families could become kings. All Danish kings after Sven Estridsen were his descendants, and he himself was grandson of Sven Forkbeard. It has been claimed that the hereditary principle was accepted even earlier in Norway and that all Norwegian kings were descendants of Harald Fine-hair. That is, however, a fiction.\(^9\) Harald’s dynasty ended with the death of his grandson in about 970 and neither Olav Tryggvason nor Olav Haraldsson were his descendants. The founder of the medieval Norwegian dynasty was Harald Hardrada.

The limitation of kingship to members of the royal families did not eliminate the need to make a choice. This was normally done by the leading men, sometimes after a fight, but the successful claimant had to be recognized in public assemblies. Sometimes different assemblies chose different candidates
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and there were numerous occasions when joint kings were chosen, either by agreement or in rivalry. There was no tradition of primogeniture; all the sons of a king had a claim to succeed. After the death of Sven Estridsen in 1074 some of his numerous sons thought they should rule jointly. That did not happen and five of them succeeded in turn. It was in the next generation that the succession was more violently disputed between the sons of the last two, Erik and Niels. For a short while there were three kings but the conflict ended in 1157 when Erik’s grandson Valdemar emerged as victorious. He restored stability for a while and was succeeded in turn by his two legitimate sons, Knut (1182–1202) and Valdemar II (1202–41).

Norway was far more extensive than Denmark and had a much shorter tradition of unity. After Harald Hardrada the normal pattern was for the sons of the last king to rule jointly. They apparently did so in relative peace until the death of King Sigurd ‘the Crusader’ in 1130. Civil war then broke out and continued, with intervals, until 1208. In the 1160s the faction led by Erling Skakke gained the upper hand for a while. His wife was King Sigurd’s daughter and their young son Magnus was elected king in 1161. Two years later an attempt was made to regulate the order of succession, but these rules were not respected and kings continued to be chosen by different assemblies for the next sixty years.

Magnus was opposed by several rivals who claimed to be the sons of previous kings but most were defeated by his father. The most serious challenger was Sverri who arrived in 1177 from the Faeroes claiming to be the son of a Norwegian King. He was soon recognized as king in Tröndelag and by 1184 he had defeated and killed both Erling and Magnus. Many Norwegians nevertheless would not recognize him as their king and Øystein, archbishop of Nidaros, refused to crown him. Instead Bishop Nicholas of Oslo did so in 1194, but shortly afterwards Nicholas joined and became one of the leaders of a newly formed opposition group. Conflict between the two factions continued after Sverri’s death in 1202, and it was not until 1217 that Sverri’s grandson Håkon was recognized as king throughout Norway.

Sweden was the last kingdom to be established and it was not until the latter part of the twelfth century that Swedish kings had to be members of a royal family. Before that the Sverar elected, or recognized, several kings who were not of royal descent, including Sverker, who was king from about 1132 to his assassination in 1156, and his successor Erik who was killed in 1160. For 100 years all Swedish kings were descendants of these two men and both were Götar. Sverker was from Östergötland and Erik from Västergötland.

The linkage of the two peoples was powerfully reinforced in 1164 by the creation of the archiepiscopal province of Uppsala, which included the Götaland sees of Skara and Linköping as well as three in Svealand. Provincial councils
summoned by the archbishop of Uppsala, or by papal legates, were the first national councils of Sweden. The same is true of Norway, where the archbishopric of Nidaros was established in 1152 or 1153. That province was the precursor of the Norwegian kingdom at its fullest extent for in addition to the five Norwegian sees it included the sees that had been established in Iceland, Greenland and other Norwegian colonies. It was, however, a century before Iceland and Greenland were incorporated in the kingdom.

The church contributed to the consolidation of the kingdoms in many other ways. The clergy were literate and were members of an international organization based on written law, with a relatively elaborate machinery to implement it. The role of kings as upholders of justice was emphasized by churchmen who also encouraged kings to act as law-makers, in the first place in the interest of the clergy and their churches.

In Norway special assemblies known as law-things were beginning to make or change law by the tenth century. Their early history is obscure but by the thirteenth century there were four. There were similar assemblies in other parts of Scandinavia. Some met in places such as Viborg or Odense that had been the sites of assemblies in pre-Christian times and later became episcopal sees. The creation of these law-making assemblies was an important stage in the formation of the kingdoms. The laws made in them were influenced by kings as well as churchmen, but kings ruled by consent and had to respect existing rights. There were, consequently, in each kingdom significant differences in the law of different provinces when written versions were produced between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries. It was not until the thirteenth century that Scandinavian kings began to issue law codes for their entire kingdoms.

The earliest of the provincial laws, for the west Norwegian province known as Gulathing, survives in a twelfth-century version. It shows how magnates acted as royal agents, leading military levies, supporting stewards of royal estates, arresting wrong-doers and choosing representatives to attend the annual law-thing. It also has provisions designed to prevent such men abusing their authority by interfering in the legal process. Clergy, in particular bishops, were also important royal agents. Their influence is manifest in attempts to limit the number of potential claimants to succeed as king by excluding illegitimate sons. That doctrine was only accepted slowly – in Norway not until 1240; and even then illegitimate sons were not completely excluded from the order of succession. Churchmen, as well as kings, favoured hereditary succession, but this was only made law in Norway. In Denmark and Sweden the magnates were powerful enough to retain the right to elect their kings on most occasions. Churchmen also attempted to strengthen the position of kings against the claims of potential rivals by the ceremony of coronation. There must always have been inauguration rituals but little is known about them before
the twelfth century when ecclesiastical coronation, on the model developed in
tenth-century Germany, was introduced. The first Scandinavian coronation
was of Magnus Erlingsson in 1163 or 1164. His rival and successor, Sverri, at-
ttempted to secure his position by coronation but he and his supporters argued
that he was king by God’s grace which was bestowed directly, not mediated
by the church. This view triumphed in Norway and was well expressed in the
*King’s Mirror*, a treatise on kingship written in the 1250s that reflects a political
ideology that may be described as almost absolutist, with the king ruling by
divine right as God’s representative, chosen not by human electors but by in-
heritance. The first Danish coronation ceremony was in 1170 on the initiative of
Valdemar I, whose attitude seems to have been very much the same as Sverri’s.
He had his eldest son designated and crowned in a ceremony at Ringsted. In
Sweden, where the first recorded coronation was in 1210, the claims of rival
dynasties made such ecclesiastical confirmation all the more valuable.

The interaction of the church and kingship was also displayed in the recog-
nition of royal saints. By 1200 each kingdom had at least one. Olav Haraldsson
in Nidaros; Sven Estridsen’s son Knut, who was killed in Odense in 1086; Valdemar I’s father, Knut Lavard, who was murdered by a rival in 1134, and
whose sanctity was proclaimed during the coronation ceremony at Ringsted in 1170. In Sweden Erik, killed at Uppsala in 1160, was soon treated as a martyr,
but his cult developed slowly.

Despite the efforts of kings and churchmen to ensure stability there were
frequent and violent conflicts in most parts of Scandinavia during the eleventh
and twelfth centuries. This was partly because kings were not rich or powerful
enough to overawe or decisively defeat rivals and rebellious magnates. By the
end of the eleventh century Scandinavian rulers could not realistically hope
to gather wealth in Russia, the Byzantine empire or in England. They were
forced to rely on their own resources, together with what they could gather
as plunder or tribute from each other or from the peoples living round the
Baltic. It is significant that the periods of stability coincided with the reigns of
kings who were able to enlarge their kingdoms. Thus, Norway was relatively
peaceful after the death of Harald Hardrada; his son and successor was indeed
known as Olav *Kyrre* ‘the peaceful’. This may have been in part due to the
death of many magnates alongside Harald in England but another factor was
the success of Harald and his successors in extending the kingdom. By the
end of the century Norwegian kings could draw on the resources of the whole
coast at least as far north as Lofoten, and in the south to Göta Álv. The Arctic
region was particularly valuable for, as explained below, there was a growing
demand in western Europe for its produce at that time. Similarly, Valdemar I
and his son Knut owed much of their success in Denmark to their conquest of
Slav territory. By 1169 Valdemar had conquered Rügen and in 1185 the prince
of the Pomeranians submitted to Knut, who was well placed to take advantage
of the dispute over the imperial succession that broke out in 1197. For a while the Danes were the dominant power in the western Baltic and in 1201 even Lübeck, which had been founded by Henry the Lion in 1158, acknowledged Knut as its protector and lord. A year later his brother, Valdemar II, recognized Frederick II as emperor and was rewarded in 1214 by a Golden Bull granting him all the territory that the Danes had won from the Elbe to the Oder; he then adopted the title ‘king of the Danes and the Slavs’. Kings were not the only beneficiaries of such territorial expansion. Much of the land and revenues acquired had to be given to the church, to lay supporters or to local rulers who submitted.

Military adventures could be rewarding, but their outcome was uncertain; a more stable basis of royal power in the early middle ages was the yield of royal estates. Royal landholding could be enlarged in several ways other than conquest: by marriage settlements, as penalties to regain the king’s favour after an offence or by confiscating the property of rebels. Kings could also claim land for which there was no known heir.

Even in the early middle ages kings were not solely dependent on the land they owned. There was a general obligation to contribute food and materials needed by the royal household as it travelled from place to place. It was in effect one of the earliest taxes and by the thirteenth century had become a regular demand regardless of the king’s itinerary, although extra demands might be made when the king did visit. Another obligation was to contribute when defence against invasion was needed. Until the twelfth century offensive operations against enemies abroad were undertaken by royal armies that included the king’s own retainers, some of whom had their own retinues, together with warriors supplied by allies and tributary rulers. When defence was needed all able-bodied men could be called on to fight or help in some other way; food and other materials had to be supplied and transported. In the twelfth century cavalry began to play a decisive role in the struggles for power in Denmark and Sweden where the landscape was suitable. Kings and magnates then recruited professional warriors, mainly Germans, to fight on their behalf. By the end of the century most people were no longer required to perform military service but had to pay tax instead. Even in Norway, where the landscape made cavalry warfare difficult if not impossible and royal armies were still based on local levies of amateurs in the fourteenth century, tax was demanded when the levies were not mustered.

During the eleventh and twelfth centuries tolls and rents from towns were increasingly important sources of royal revenue. At the beginning of the eleventh century there were only ten towns in Scandinavia, seven of them being very recent foundations; 200 years later there were twenty-seven (fifteen Danish, eight Norwegian, four Swedish). These included all the medieval towns of Norway, and most of the Danish ones. In Sweden urbanization proceeded
more slowly. It was royal power that made these towns possible. Kings could best provide the protection that traders and craftsmen needed and they could grant the privileges that enabled the embryo urban communities to flourish. In the eleventh century kings established episcopal sees in some of them, and endowed churches in others. There were royal residences in some and most of the mints in which coins were struck in the names of kings were located in towns. The inhabitants of towns were, in effect, royal tenants and paid rent to royal agents who also collected tolls and other dues.

This urban expansion reflected not only the growth of royal power, but also economic changes. Scandinavia as a whole was largely self-sufficient; the needs of one region could be met by the produce of another, distributed by itinerant traders, in seasonal fairs or later in town markets. There was, however, some demand for imports. Cloth from Flanders and England was of better quality than that produced in Scandinavia, and in the twelfth century Norwegians supplemented their inadequate supply of cereals by imports from England. Many church furnishings, such as crosses, statues and altar panels, were also obtained abroad. These imports were paid for by Scandinavian produce. Scandinavia had, for centuries, exported furs. Some came from Scandinavia itself but already by the eighth century the Svear were gathering large quantities as tribute in Finland and in north Russia to sell to western European or Muslim merchants. By the eleventh century most of the furs reaching western markets came from Russia, but Scandinavians could no longer roam as freely there as they had done earlier; the Russians themselves had by then gained more effective control of their territory. Novgorod in particular made great efforts to monopolize supplies from Karelia, the richest fur-producing region. Merchants who wanted to obtain large quantities of high-quality furs had to buy them in Novgorod. They took their purchases directly to England, Flanders or France or to Slav, later German, trading places in the west Baltic, such as Lübeck, with good land routes into Germany. As a result the importance of trading places around Lake Mälaren declined at the expense of Gotland. There had earlier been several small trading places on the coast of that island, but in the eleventh century one of them, Visby, began to grow rapidly to become one of the major towns of northern Europe. It was visited by merchants from many parts of Scandinavia and from western Europe as well as from the Baltic towns. During the twelfth century Baltic trade was mainly in the hands of Scandinavians but the Germans took an increasing share and by 1225 the Germans in Visby were sufficiently important to be granted special privileges by the bishop of Linköping, whose diocese included Gotland.

Scandinavia’s share of the fur trade declined but there were other things, notably falcons and walrus ivory, much of it from Greenland, that they could supply better than anyone else. There were also less exotic exports: horses, tim-
ber, tar, goat skins and cowhides, sulphur from Iceland and lamp oil obtained from fish, seals and whales. These and many other goods were shipped from Scandinavian ports, but by the end of the thirteenth century, and probably much earlier, they accounted for only a small part of Scandinavian exports whether measured by volume or value; preserved fish were far more important.

In medieval Europe there was a general need for preserved food that could be eaten in winter and spring. The need was most acute in the towns that were rapidly growing in number and size in many parts of western Europe in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. There were four main methods of preserving food: smoking, fermentation, salting or drying. The simplest and cheapest was drying, which is best done in a cold climate; in warm weather food tends to rot before it is dry. North Norway was ideal; it had an arctic climate, strong winds and fish, especially cod, were abundant in the coastal waters around Lofoten and further north. The main production centre was in Lofoten and dried cod, known as stockfish, from the whole of north Norway was collected there to be shipped south in the spring, initially to Trondheim, which probably owed its rapid development in the eleventh century largely to this traffic. Many towns in England, Flanders, the Rhineland and elsewhere were already large in the eleventh century and stockfish would have been as welcome then as they were in 1191 when Bergen, which had by then become the main export market for this produce, was, according to a contemporary account, ‘visited by ships and men from every land; there are Icelanders, Greenlanders, Englishmen, Germans, Danes, Swedes, Gotlanders and of other nations too numerous to mention’.

By the thirteenth century Scandinavia was also supplying western Europe with salt herring from Öresund, where huge shoals arrived in the late summer. Until the end of the twelfth century production was on a small scale, limited by the shortage of salt, but shortly before 1200 Lübeck merchants began to obtain large quantities from the salt deposits at Lüneburg, about forty-five miles away, and that made it possible to process more fish. Merchants came from many parts of Europe, by ship or overland, to collect supplies and sell their wares, making the Skåne Fair, that opened annually on 15 August, one of the major fairs of medieval Europe. Lübeck’s control of the salt supply on which the Skåne Fair depended was an important factor in its later domination of Scandinavian trade. The Skåne Fair also led to significant political changes for it was the ambition of several later Norwegian and Swedish kings and of some north German princes, to gain control of Öresund and its approaches, or at least to profit from the wealth that the Fair generated.
the kingdom of Hungary was formed and consolidated as a part of Latin Christendom during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Hungary was at the intersection of three cultures: the Roman Christian, Byzantine and nomad; and its development was influenced by each. The Hungarian tribal confederation, which included Finno-Ugric and Turkic groups, moved into the Carpathian basin in the late ninth century, mixing with the local Slavic population. Their culture was that of a nomad steppe people. In 1000, Hungary was not yet unified and its people were mostly pagans, whose chiefs had given up raiding neighbouring countries for plunder barely fifty years before. By 1200, social and economic structures had radically changed, and Hungary was a united and powerful kingdom, with ambitions of and modest successes in expansion. A latecomer to Christendom, Hungary was integrated by the end of the twelfth century. The two main elements of this process of transformation were Christianization and the building of royal power and government. Hungary’s development fits into the pattern of emerging Christian states in the Scandinavian and east-central European region.

Until the early fourteenth century, the dynasty that ruled Hungary was the house of Árpád, whose first Christian king was Stephen I (István, 997–1038). Christianization and royal power were linked from the beginning. Stephen’s father Géza had invited missionaries to convert the population of the country and had strengthened his power at the expense of clan leaders. Stephen continued these policies, extending royal power eastward, and created both an ecclesiastical and a royal territorial organization. The strong ties between clerics and royal power were evident during the reigns of Stephen and his successors: ecclesiastics filled important roles in the royal council and diplomacy. Stephen was anointed and crowned king in 1001. Contrary to later assertions, he did not receive his crown from the pope; that claim was part of a twelfth-century
political construct (see below). His marriage to the Bavarian Gisela, sister of the future Emperor Henry II, was the first among many dynastic marriages that the Árpáds made in order to promote their security and create political alliances. Stephen unified the kingdom, defeating the remaining territorial lords (Koppány in 997, the gyula in Transylvania in 1003, Ajtony in 1027–8). Occasionally the king took part in wars against his neighbours, in order to prevent them from backing opponents to his rule in Hungary; he was on the German side in the war against Poland in 1015–18 and on the Byzantine side against the Bulgars (probably in 1018). He enforced the conversion of the people to Christianity, promulgating strict laws to ensure compliance: ‘If someone neglects a Christian observance and takes pleasure in the stupidity of his negligence, he shall be judged by the bishops... If he rebelliously objects... he shall be subject to the same judgement seven times over. If... he continues to resist... he shall be handed over for royal judgement.’ For example, commoners who were inattentive during mass were to be ‘punished by whipping and by the shearing off of their hair’.

Churches were built and the ecclesiastical tithe was introduced. Royal policy imposing adherence to Christianity is also discernible in the art of the period. Objects imitating Carolingian and Ottonian art rapidly replaced the earlier pagan Hungarian styles that had characterized grave-goods of the Conquest period.

Christianization proceeded following tenth-century precedents (both Roman and Byzantine). While monastic communities conforming to the Greek rite flourished in Hungary until the thirteenth century, the missionaries and priests who gathered at Stephen’s court were westerners (especially from the German empire) and Roman Christianity became the majority religion. The eastern regions of the kingdom were first influenced by Byzantine Christianity; territorial lords relied on these ties as well as on paganism to oppose the establishment of royal power. Pagan revolts broke out in 1046 and 1061, and pagan practices persisted in Hungary. The synod of Szabolcs (1092) mentioned the punishment of those who made ‘a sacrifice next to wells’ or gave ‘offerings to trees, fountains, and stones according to heathen rites’ and included decrees against those not observing Sunday. Pagan rituals had still to be condemned at the synod of Esztergom between 1105 and 1116.

2 The Laws of the Medieval Kingdom of Hungary, i, p. 4. ‘Si quis observatione christianitatis neglecta et negligentie stoliditate elatus, ... a b episcopo ... iudicetur, si vero rebellitate instructus sibi impositum eque sufferre, iterum codem iudicio restringatur et etiam usque septies. Tandem super omnia si resists ... invenitur, regali iudicio ... tradatur.’
3 The Laws of the Medieval Kingdom of Hungary, i, p. 5. ‘Quicumque ritu gentilium iuxta puteos sacrificaverint, vel ad arbores et fontes et lapides oblationes obtulerint.’
4 The Laws of the Medieval Kingdom of Hungary, i, p. 58.
Stephen I laid the groundwork for Hungary’s ecclesiastical organization, establishing bishoprics. According to tradition, their number was ten (Veszprém, Győr, Esztergom, Pécs, Eger, Transylvania, Kalocsa – which became an archbishopric during the eleventh century – Csanád, Bihar, Vác); the last two of these, however, were created by his immediate successors.

During the late eleventh and twelfth centuries, the seat of the bishopric of Bihar was moved to Várad, and new bishoprics were created in Zagreb and Nitra. Stephen established an independent Hungarian archbishopric at Esztergom, with the result that the kingdom did not become an ecclesiastical province of the German empire. By the end of the eleventh century, an ecclesiastical network of archdeaconries, churches, monasteries and chapters attached to cathedrals or collegiate churches was developing. The Latin foundation charter of the monastery of Tihany (1055) included the first vernacular Hungarian sentence to be preserved in documentary record.

Stephen also initiated a territorial organization of the kingdom. To protect Hungary, tracts of land were left uninhabited at the borders, followed by an inner ring of obstacles and settlements of guards (gyepű). Stephen followed the German model in adopting the system of counties along with its name (comitatus); the first counties appeared in western Hungary. Unlike German counts, however, the administrators (ispán) appointed by Stephen and his successors could not turn the counties into their hereditary possessions. They remained representatives of the king; throughout the eleventh and twelfth centuries the ispánok were members of the royal court appointed as officials of a county. The attachment of one ispán exclusively to one county only developed gradually from the late twelfth century. The ispán led the army levied from the county, had juridical rights and collected taxes.

The county included royal, ecclesiastical and noble estates. The basis of royal power was land. The king was the largest landlord in Hungary throughout the first two centuries; even Béla III (1172–96) retained about two-thirds of the entire territory (including uninhabited land). Thus initially most of the land in the counties belonged to the king, and these lands were organized into castellanies (várispánság). The centre of both the county and castellany was the castle (constructions made of wood and earth, built from the turn of the tenth and eleventh centuries onwards). The castellan – the same ispán who administered the county – represented the king as landlord on the royal estates. Officials who were appointed to the castellanies also participated in the administration of the counties. The exact number of either the counties or castellanies established by Stephen himself is not known. Stephen’s successors extended both systems, and by the late twelfth century, there were seventy-two castellanies; the number of counties was smaller, perhaps around forty-five. The two types of organization became increasingly distinct from each other;
in the thirteenth century, castellanies disintegrated, while the counties were transformed from being the basis of royal power to juridical organizations of the nobility. Throughout the period, royal and ecclesiastical territorial structure was linked. By the end of the eleventh century, priests of the castle-chapels acquired administrative functions and the archdeaconries developed. Their territories corresponded to those of counties or castellanies.

Kings travelled around the kingdom together with the court, setting up certain royal centres without creating a stable ‘capital’. Esztergom, by the late twelfth century housing Hungary’s largest lay and ecclesiastical building complex (royal and archiepiscopal palaces and cathedral), became the centre for the collection of taxes and minting. Fehérvár was the sacral centre of the dynasty, the site of royal coronations and many royal burials. Councils and assemblies for royal judgements took place both in Fehérvár and Óbuda.

Stephen followed German models in initiating minting (which remained a royal prerogative throughout the period), as well as in introducing Latin written culture to Hungary. Scribes from the German imperial chancery settled at Stephen’s court, allowing Stephen to issue the first charters and the first lawbooks. The Institutiones morum, a work on good government and conduct, addressed to Stephen’s son Emeric (Imre), attributed to Stephen I, but written by a cleric of the royal court, provides evidence of ideas about government. The Venetian Gerard, bishop of Csanád, wrote an exegetical work on The Song of the Three Children, the only theological work to survive from Hungary’s first Christian centuries.

Stephen I had no surviving son, and prior to his death appointed his nephew, Peter Orseolo as his successor. Peter’s rule was the beginning of wars of succession. There was no single order of succession in Hungary. Several principles of inheritance coexisted: seniority (the heir would be the eldest male member of the dynasty), primogeniture (inheritance of the first-born son), idoneitas (the most capable person who to rule) and election could all justify throne-worthiness as long as the king was a member of the Árpád dynasty. In fact, the strongest pretender could claim ‘his inheritance’ on the basis of the most suitable principle. Those nobles who had important positions at the court supported one or another pretender according to their interests, even instigating the succession wars. Despite these struggles, the institution of kingship remained stable, and the kingdom never fell apart into independent principalities. King Peter ruled only a few years (1038–41) when the dissatisfied Hungarian lay and ecclesiastical elite revolted against him and put Samuel Aba – a relative, probably another nephew of Stephen I – on the throne (1041–4).

Peter turned to Emperor Henry III for help. German emperors repeatedly attempted to extend their rule to Hungary. King Stephen successfully defeated the first attack (in 1030). Beginning in the 1040s, German emperors took
advantage of succession wars, backing one or another pretender, occasionally even obtaining oaths of fidelity from their candidate. Henry III sent his armies against Hungary in 1042, 1043 and 1044 to back Peter Orseolo against Samuel Aba. Peter was reinstalled in 1044, but in 1046 two sons of Vazul—a cousin of King Stephen, whom Stephen had had blinded to exclude him from the succession, while his sons escaped abroad—returned from Kiev, and, aided by a pagan rebellion, defeated and blinded Peter. One of them, the Christian Andrew I (Endre or András, 1046–60) became king of Hungary, suppressing the pagan revolt. His pagan brother Levente died soon afterwards.

Andrew I recalled his younger brother Béla from Poland and set up a territory approximately one third of the kingdom as a duchy (ducatus) under Béla’s rule. The ducatus functioned between 1047–8 and 1107 and was briefly resurrected in 1162–3. It was always under the rule of a prince of the dynasty, often the reigning monarch’s younger brother. At the time of its establishment, this territory was in the area most recently subjugated to royal power, thus on the peripheries of the kingdom. It was organized into a duchy partly in order to establish control over it. The duchy provided a power-base for pretenders to the throne, but no prince tried to turn it into an independent kingdom. From the end of the eleventh century a new system increasingly replaced it; princes gained authority over newly conquered territories or those parts of the kingdom that had a separate administration.

As Peter Orseolo had taken an oath of fidelity to Henry III in 1045, Henry tried to enforce this dependence, attacking Hungary in 1051–2 without success. Fights for the succession continued as Béla I (1060–3), Andrew’s brother, seized the throne, although Andrew had appointed his son Solomon as his heir. Béla attacked his brother with the help of the Polish ruler Boleslaw II, and Andrew died of his wounds. Then Solomon (1063–74) asserted his claim to the throne, assisted by the armies of Henry IV. It may have been during Solomon’s reign (in any case between the mid-eleventh and the early twelfth century) that the oldest Hungarian gesta, the history of the Hungarians, was composed. It has survived in a revised form: subsequent authors made additions and alterations according to the needs of the branch of the dynasty that was then in power.

The sons of Béla I first forced Solomon to cede the duchy to the elder of them, Géza, then defeated him. By the time Solomon took an oath of fidelity to Henry IV in 1074, he was king in name only. Some skirmishes in border areas followed in 1079, but German emperors gave up the attempt to attach Hungary to the empire. (The last intervention, in 1108, when Henry V attacked Hungary to help Álmos wrest the kingdom from his brother Coloman, was a brief, unsuccessful episode.) After Solomon’s defeat, first Géza I (1074–7), then after his death Ladislas I (László, 1077–1095) became king of Hungary. Géza I and Ladislas I ascended the throne while the kingdom already had a crowned
and anointed king, Solomon, who, marginalized, forced to renounce the throne (1081) and imprisoned, was none the less a constant reminder that Béla I’s sons were not legitimate rulers of Hungary. The brothers resorted to practical as well as ideological means to offset their disadvantage. As Solomon possessed the crown, Géza I used a Byzantine crown (perhaps that of his Byzantine wife) which later became the lower part of the ‘Holy Crown’ of Hungary, which still exists. Because Emperor Henry IV backed Solomon, Ladislas became an ally of Rudolf of Swabia. In addition to creating a system of alliances, Ladislas sought new forms of sacral legitimization. This led to the creation of an ideology centred on the ‘holy lineage’ of Hungarian kings. Ladislas, probably inspired by Czech and Kievan examples, initiated the canonization of Stephen I. During 1083 (when Solomon was allowed to leave his prison and Hungary), a Hungarian synod declared the bishop-martyr Gerard (killed in the pagan revolt of 1046), Stephen I and his son Emeric, and two hermits (Andrew-Zoeard and Benedict) saints. Ladislas, in turn, was canonized in 1192 at the initiative of Béla III, an act linked to a rising culture of chivalry, and the holy predecessors became a standard reference for Hungarian kings.

Ladislas I innovated in his expansionist policies as well. Although Hungarian kings had participated in wars against neighbouring areas before, their aim from 1091 became the extension of the kingdom’s territory through conquest. The results of this policy were modest; the only areas that were more or less durably attached to the kingdom were Croatia, which provided access to the Adriatic Sea (from 1091, although not continuously throughout the middle ages), and Bosnia (from 1136–7). Because the pope refused to acknowledge Ladislas’s right to Croatia, claiming it as a papal fief, Ladislas sided with Emperor Henry IV and the antipope Clement III. Two other main areas of – mostly unsuccessful – expansion in the twelfth century were Dalmatia and Galicia. At the same time, the kingdom had to be defended from recurring nomad (Petchenek, Oguz, then Cuman) raids from the east. The main components of the royal army were the soldiers from the castellanies and counties, with special light cavalry units of nomads who settled in the kingdom.

Ladislas died without a male heir, and Géza’s two sons reached a compromise. Coloman (Kálmán, 1095–1116) became king, and his younger brother Álmos received the duchy, reviving the territorial division that had ceased to exist during Ladislas’s reign. Álmos repeatedly made attempts to oust Coloman and gain the throne; therefore in 1107 Coloman abolished the duchy, and in 1115 ordered the blinding of Álmos and his son.

Coloman continued the expansionist policy of Ladislas I. From his reign onward, Hungarian kings competed with Byzantium and Venice for the Dalmatian coastal cities. In 1097 the Byzantine emperor appointed the Venetian doge to defend the Dalmatian coast. In 1105 King Coloman attached the middle
part of Dalmatia (Zadar, Sebenico, Trau, Split, the islands of Brazza, Veglia, Osero and Arbe) to Hungary. In 1115–18 Venice recaptured Dalmatia, and this state of affairs was accepted in the peace treaty of 1119. Venice and Hungary continued to struggle for Dalmatia, while Dalmatian towns bestowed their loyalty according to political needs (Hungarian victories in 1124, 1135–6; Venetian in 1125). In 1167 Dalmatia was ceded to Byzantium together with Croatia, Bosnia and Sirmium. In 1180–1 these territories were once again attached to Hungary.

Beginning with King Coloman in 1099, Hungarian kings also intervened in the civil wars between Rus’ principalities. Coloman backed Svyatopolk of Kiev against several other Rus’ princes and was defeated. In 1123 Stephen II backed Jaroslav of Volynia, and in 1127 Vladimir prince of Zvenigorod against the prince of Przemysl. In 1138 Béla II sent armies against Chernigov on the side of the princes of Przemysl and Kiev. In 1144 Géza II helped to defend Galicia against Vsevolod of Kiev, and in 1148–52 he intervened in Rus’ affairs six times, mostly on the side of Volynia against Galicia. A turning point came in 1188, when Béla III conquered Galicia and made his son Andrew (Endre, the future Andrew II) ruler over it, but a Galician revolt soon ousted the Hungarian prince. Coloman occasionally also participated in wars against other neighbouring countries: for example, in 1107 he backed Svatopolk in his fight for the Bohemian throne, and Boleslaw III against Zbigniew in Poland. One of the main successes of his diplomacy was the marriage of Ladislas I’s daughter Eirene (Piroska) to John, heir of the Byzantine Emperor Alexios in 1105–6.

The First Crusade confronted Coloman with a novel problem. Pilgrims to the Holy Land had crossed Hungary since Stephen I had opened the pilgrimage route across the kingdom. At the time of the First Crusade, the armies took the same road. As the crusaders marched through the kingdom in 1096, the armies of Peter the Hermit, Folkmar and Gottschalk began pillaging in Hungary, while Emich of Flonheim, not accepting Coloman’s refusal to allow him access through the kingdom, besieged the castle of Moson on the western border. Coloman dispersed and defeated the various bands, but mistrust towards crusaders proved hard to eradicate. Coloman held Godfrey of Bouillon’s brother hostage while Godfrey’s armies passed through the kingdom, and the passage of subsequent crusading armies through Hungary (in 1147 the German Conrad III and French Louis VII, in 1189 Emperor Frederick Barbarossa) was always accompanied by tension.

The work of devising a theoretical justification for royal power was carried forward during Coloman’s reign. In the eleventh century German emperors as well as Pope Gregory VII, who maintained that Stephen I had offered the kingdom to St Peter, claimed suzerainty over Hungary. The Hungarian counter-claim was soon launched, in a Life of St Stephen written in the late eleventh century. In this, Stephen offered the kingdom to the Virgin Mary who then
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saved Hungary from a German attack; the author thus argued against both the imperial and the papal claims. Moreover, Stephen’s baptism was attributed to St Adalbert, bishop of Prague, while Bruno of Sankt Gallen, the missionary-bishop who began the conversion of Hungary in the 970s and probably baptized the ruler’s family, and Bavarian missionaries were not mentioned at all. Bishop Hartvic elaborated the Hungarian royal position in his Life of St Stephen, which was commissioned by King Coloman in the early twelfth century, and subsequently became the official text. Hartvic invented the story of the papal origin of Stephen’s crown, according to which a divine vision directed the pope to agree to Stephen’s request. Moreover, in this Life, the pope called Stephen ‘Christ’s apostle’ and acknowledged that he ruled ‘according to both [temporal and spiritual] laws’.

This was a justification for the existing situation; during the whole period, the church in Hungary was under strong royal control. The ‘Gregorian reform’ barely affected Hungarian royal rights. Kings presided over ecclesiastical synods, appointed bishops and moved them to different sees. Recent research has questioned the claim, based on late twelfth- and thirteenth-century texts, that King Coloman gave up the right of investiture in 1106, and it has been argued that these texts reflect ecclesiastical constructions, not real events. Late twelfth-century clerics complained that in Hungary, the episcopal pallium was conferred by the king and royal approval was necessary for the clergy to appeal to the pope. The system of ecclesia propria prevailed, kings and other lay founders retained their rights in appointing priests. ‘Gregorian’ ideals in general spread very slowly; clerics became exempt from lay jurisdiction, but celibacy did not become universal in the twelfth century even among the higher clergy.

After Coloman’s death, his son Stephen II (1116–31) became king. As he left no heir, Álmos’s son Béla II (the Blind, 1131–41) was crowned. In revenge for the blinding of his father and himself, he caused many nobles to be massacred. He attached Bosnia to the kingdom, and kept Hungarian interests alive in Dalmatia and various Rus’ principalities. From the 1130s Coloman’s alleged son Boris (from the king’s second marriage to Euphemia of Suzdal) made several unsuccessful attempts to gain the Hungarian throne: he attacked with the help of a Polish army in 1132, with the aid of a Bavarian-Austrian one in 1146 and finally hoped to rouse his followers to revolt when he crossed Hungary in the retinue of Louis VII en route to the Holy Land. After Béla’s death, his son Géza II (1141–62) inherited the throne. Hungarian kings took sides in mid-twelfth-century conflicts, bearing in mind the threat posed by the power

---

5 Scriptores rerum Hungariarum, ii, p. 390.
6 Scriptores rerum Hungariarum, ii, p. 414. ‘... ego sum apostolicus, ille vero merito Christi apostolus... dispositioni eiusdem... ecclesias simul cum populis utroque iure ordinandas relinquimus’.
Hungary in the eleventh and twelfth centuries

and ambitions of the Byzantine and German emperors. Géza II sided with the Norman-French alliance, and finally chose to support Pope Alexander III in the schism of 1159. Wars against Byzantium were launched in 1127 at Hungarian initiative. During 1127–9 and 1149–55 the Hungarian aim was the conquest of the territory between Belgrade and Niš, and the weakening of the Byzantine empire through support for Serbian revolts.

By the twelfth century, landed property was becoming the basis of Hungarian society, with groups of different legal status living on royal, ecclesiastical and noble estates. The previously more independent border areas were incorporated into the system of counties during the twelfth century. While Stephen I’s laws differentiated only between free and unfree, social stratification during the eleventh century created differences among the free that were soon mirrored in legal terminology. Many of the impoverished freemen settled on royal, then noble estates; they had to provide food, various goods and services, and could not leave the estates. The laws of Ladislas I already distinguished between nobles and ‘commoner’ freemen. On royal estates, people were divided into groups according to the services they owed. Registers of certain royal manorial (udvarnok) estates that were donated to ecclesiastical institutions such as Dömös, belonging to the abbey of Pécsvárad, described people who belonged to royal manor houses as divided into three categories: the free soldiers, the serving-people (udvarnokok), who owed specified goods and services, and the unfree (including tillers and other labourers). Others belonged to the castellanies. The elite (iobagiones castri) were soldiers, had land, paid no taxes and filled official positions, while the rest owed specified goods or services, such as agricultural labour, produce, pottery and so on, as well as military service, paid taxes and could be donated along with the land. Serving-people were organized into hundreds and tens. The estates were self-sufficient. The familiae of ecclesiastical estates also formed groups according to their occupations: officials and soldiers formed the highest ranking group, craftsmen and labourers the lower ranks. On nobles’ estates, the main differentiating factor among the inhabitants was legal; servi, who were directly under the command of their lord, differed sharply from libertini who farmed lands in their own use, and had the right to procure their freedom. The laws of Ladislas I and Coloman reflected the new developments and decreed punishments for those who resisted integration into the new order.

Foreign settlers (hospites) arrived in Hungary throughout the period. Until the mid-twelfth century, they settled exclusively on royal lands, then on the estates of nobles as well. From the time of Stephen I, immigrants from western lands included clerics, knights, craftsmen, traders and peasants. Jews also came from Slavic and German areas; they were merchants and farmers. Muslims arrived from Khwarizm and Volga Bulgaria; they acted as traders, royal officials.
and soldiers in Hungary. Muslim archers were recruited by Géza II from the east. Nomads from the east, especially the Petcheneks, also settled in the kingdom, often as soldiers and border-guards. The number of newcomers increased during the twelfth century; the most numerous groups being the Walloon, French, Italian, Flemish and south and north German settlers. *Hospites* had a privileged status, but the varied groups of immigrants were regarded as fully part of the kingdom. The *gens Ungarorum*, ‘the Hungarian people’, during this period included the whole population, of whatever origin.

The culture and art of the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries are known mostly from ecclesiastical sources. Schools based in chapter-houses provided training, and clerics transmitted written culture. A late eleventh-century list of the eighty volumes of the library of Pannonhalma, the most important Benedictine monastery in Hungary, shows that apart from the Bible, such works as Pope Gregory I’s *Moralia in Job* and Sulpicius Severus’s *Life of St Martin* were known. The turn of the century also brought a change in building style. Earlier Byzantine-influenced motifs on ecclesiastical buildings (both royal and lay foundations) gave way to the figural representations of Romanesque art, the most important example being the sculpture at the cathedral of Pécs. Twelfth-century buildings and sculptures included work by Italian masters, while liturgical objects in Byzantine, south German, Saxon and Flemish styles existed side-by-side with those produced locally. Coloman’s laws provide a glimpse of the types of dress worn by the elites, such as ‘fur cloak’, ‘boots’, ‘fur cap’, ‘silken footwear and shirts’, ‘fibulae’. During the twelfth century, several of the newly founded religious orders made their way to Hungary. Premonstratensians arrived in the early twelfth century, Cistercians, Hospitallers and Templars in the middle of the century. Recently, some scholars have argued that Géza II founded a Hungarian Order, the Stephanites.

Géza II’s son Stephen III (1162–72) was crowned king upon his father’s death, but Byzantine intervention resulted in the accession of Béla II’s other sons, first Ladislas II (1162–3), then after his death Stephen IV (1163). Byzantine models and influence were important throughout the period, but came to the fore at certain times. For a few years from 1162 Byzantine intervention and influence in Hungary was at its height, with the aim of controlling strategically important borderlands. After defeating Stephen IV, Stephen III came to an agreement with Manuel Komnenos, the Byzantine emperor. In exchange for Manuel’s support, Stephen’s younger brother Béla (the future Béla III) was sent to Byzantium in 1163, and grew up at the court of Manuel. Stephen also handed over Dalmatia and Sirmium to the emperor.

---

8 *The Laws of the Medieval Kingdom of Hungary*, 1, p. 31. ‘utatur pellicio . . . caliga . . . cappa . . . calceo . . . sericato . . . camisia . . . et serico . . . fibulis’.


Béla III’s reign (1172–96) marked one of the high points of medieval Hungarian history. Engaged to Manuel’s daughter, he was heir to the Byzantine throne, but when Manuel’s son was born, Béla lost this position. Soon afterwards, upon Stephen III’s death, he returned to Hungary. The archbishops of Esztergom traditionally crowned the kings of Hungary, but Archbishop Lucas refused to accept him as king, possibly because he feared that Béla’s accession would enhance Byzantine influence. The archbishop of Kalocsa crowned Béla with papal permission. The king continued the expansionist policies of his predecessors. He regained Croatia, Dalmatia and Sirmium from Byzantium, and in the 1180s attempted to conquer Byzantine areas south of Belgrade. He also tried to establish his son as ruler of Galicia.

Béla reorganized the royal chancery and, detaching it from the royal chapel, turned it into an independent body. The number of charters issued increased; besides royal and ecclesiastical matters, charters detailing transactions and rights of laymen also appeared. The chancery was staffed by high-ranking ecclesiastics, many of whom had studied in Paris. Throughout the middle ages, foreign-born ecclesiastics often filled high positions in the kingdom. From the twelfth century, Hungarian clerics started to study in international centres of learning, and were then appointed to bishoprics and positions in the chancery. In the late twelfth century, and especially from around 1200 onwards, ecclesiastical written culture began to have an impact on lay culture through the *loca credibilia*, ecclesiastical institutions which issued authenticated charters and also provided safekeeping for such documents. These served the needs of local elites. At the same time, a notary in the royal chancery – the Hungarian Anonymous – wrote the first *Gesta Hungarorum* that survives in its original form (although some scholars date the work to the late thirteenth century). At the end of the twelfth century, a codex made for a Hungarian Benedictine abbey (*Codex Prayanus*) included, besides Hungarian synodal decrees, ecclesiastical canons and the texts of masses, the earliest extant vernacular Hungarian text, a burial speech. Early Parisian gothic appeared in Esztergom; the rebuilding of the royal palace, and the portal (Porta Speciosa), and incrusted marble ornaments of the cathedral followed the most recent artistic trends.

Otto of Freising and Muslim travellers and geographers described Hungary’s rich natural resources in the mid-twelfth century, although Otto also depicted the kingdom as sparsely inhabited, wild and undeveloped. The population of the kingdom at the end of the twelfth century has been calculated as between 1 and 2.2 million. Silver and salt mines contributed to the riches of the king. Trade connections existed between Hungary and the German empire, Rus’ and Constantinople. Livestock played an important role besides cultivation, which depended on plots being farmed then abandoned and on the light plough. Twelfth-century settlers, especially German peasants, cleared new lands,
bringing them under cultivation according to field-systems. Villages (between sixteen and sixty-five families) consisted of wooden houses often partially dug into the ground. The cities were settlements around the castles and comprised the quarters of craftsmen and foreign settlers. They included centres of ecclesiastical and lay administration, and of commerce if they lay on major routes. They mostly lacked walls as well as autonomy. The few exceptions were communities of French and Walloon settlers, notably Fehérvár and Esztergom which were walled cities with charters of privileges dating back to before 1200.

A list of royal revenues prepared on Béla’s orders around 1195 indicates the beginnings of a money economy, as well as a reduction in the almost exclusive importance of the revenues from the king’s private domains. The list includes returns from yearly coin exchange (new coinage was issued and the previous coins had to be exchanged at a fixed rate), customs and fairs, salt production and sale, two-thirds of the income of the castellanies and gifts from the counties, taxes, often in kind, of privileged groups such as the Saxons of Transylvania.¹¹ This list of revenues presented King Béla III as one of the richest and most powerful monarchs of his time; the value of his total income according to the list surpassed that of the English and French kings. This was certainly exaggerated, but Béla’s strong regime and major reforms made Hungary an international power. Hungary’s social and economic structure underwent radical changes during the two centuries considered in this chapter. In place of a country under many territorial lords, with a pagan population whose leaders had barely given up nomad raiding, a strong Christian kingdom emerged, landed estates becoming the basis of social organization, where the beginnings of money economy, chivalry and early Gothic appeared. Béla’s death was the end of an epoch. During the thirteenth century, royal power and Hungarian society were to be radically transformed.

¹¹ Rerum Hungaricarum Monumenta Arpadiana, p. 245.
CHAPTER 13

THE PAPACY, 1122–1198

I. S. Robinson

You ought to bear in mind that you are the model of righteousness, the mirror of sanctity, the pattern of piety, the declarer of truth, the defender of the faith, the teacher of the nations, the leader of Christians, the friend of the Bridegroom, the Bridesman, the ordainer of the clergy, the shepherd of the people, the master of the simple, the refuge of the oppressed, the advocate of the poor, the hope of the wretched, the protector of the orphans, the judge of the widows, the eye of the blind, the tongue of the dumb, the support of the old, the punisher of crimes, the dread of the wicked, the glory of the good, a rod for the powerful, a hammer of tyrants, the father of kings, the moderator of the laws, the dispenser of the canons, the salt of the earth, the light of the world, the priest of the Most High, the vicar of Christ, the Lord’s anointed: finally, the God of Pharaoh.¹

This influential description of the spiritual, judicial and charismatic elements of the pope’s authority is found in the treatise De consideratione (1148/9–1152/3) which Bernard of Clairvaux addressed to his former pupil, Pope Eugenius III. The author drew especially on the language of the Old Testament, including his favourite imagery from the Song of Solomon: ‘the Bride’ of that book was Bernard’s most frequent image for the church; ‘the friend of the Bridegroom’ (that is, of Christ) was his characteristic term for the pope. The Old Testament prophets and patriarchs also inspired him with striking images of papal intervention in the church and the world, notably that final designation in his list of papal titles, which would so much preoccupy the theologians and canonists of the later middle ages. As ‘the God of Pharaoh’ (the allusion is to Exodus 7:1), the pope must, like Moses, wield his awesome power against tyrants who tried to hinder the progress of God’s people along the way of righteousness. While later medieval theologians and jurists thought of these Bernardine titles as designating the rights and prerogatives of the papacy, for Bernard himself they signified the duties of the pope, who must always be active in exhorting and correcting the people of Christendom.²

¹ Bernard of Clairvaux, ‘De consideratione’ iv. 7.23.
Bernard linked the title ‘vicar of Christ’ with the universal authority of the pope over both the secular and the spiritual sphere. In his allegorical interpretation of the story of St Peter walking on the sea (Matthew 14:29), noting that ‘the sea is the world, the ships are the churches’, he wrote that ‘by walking on the waters in the manner of the Lord, he designated himself the unique vicar of Christ, who ought to rule not over one people but over all’. The extraordinary influence of Bernard’s work ensured that this became the standard meaning of the ancient title *vicarius Christi*, just as it also guaranteed the survival of his version of the ‘doctrine of the two swords’. The Gospel text Luke 22:38 – ‘And they said, “Lord, behold, here are two swords.” And He said to them, “It is enough”’ – had since the ninth century been interpreted as referring to the ‘material sword’ of secular coercion and the ‘spiritual sword’ of excommunication. Bernard’s decisive addition to the traditional interpretation of the text was his claim that both these swords belonged to the pope, as the successor of Peter, the prince of the apostles. Addressing Eugenius III, he wrote:

If [the material sword] did not belong to you, when the apostles said, ‘Behold, here are two swords’, the Lord would not have replied, ‘It is enough’, but ‘It is too much’. Therefore both the spiritual and the material sword belong to the church; but while the former is unsheathed by the church, the latter is unsheathed for the church.

Bernard’s interpretation of the ‘two swords’ sprang from his preoccupation with the specific issue of the pope’s responsibility for launching a crusade. ‘Put forth both swords, now that Christ is suffering again where he suffered before’, he exhorted Eugenius III in 1150. ‘Both are Peter’s, the one to be unsheathed at his nod, the other by his hand, whenever necessary.’

The claim that the material sword belonged to the church – that secular power was to be exercised at the pope’s command – had implications of universal papal lordship which are never discussed in Bernard’s writings. Throughout the twelfth century scholars debated the meaning of the allegory of the two swords and the precedents for the papal deposition of kings inherited from the Gregorian papacy of the late eleventh century. For Paul of Bernried, writing his biography of Pope Gregory VII in 1128, the political authority claimed by that pope was still the most vital aspect of the papal primacy: the Roman church is ‘the head and mistress of all religion...whose prerogative it is to correct the powerful of the world before all others’. This Gregorian notion of the papal duty of *correctio*, inspired by the conduct of the Old Testament prophets, assumed that the pope must supervise the conduct of secular princes, rebuking the disobedient and deposing and replacing those who were not ‘suitable’ (*idoneus*). The Gregorian view is reflected in Bernard of Clairvaux’s idea of the
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pope as ‘a rod for the powerful, a hammer of tyrants’ and ‘the God of Pharaoh’. It is also echoed in a passage of Hugh of St Victor’s treatise on the sacraments (c. 1134) which papalists in the later middle ages would cite in defence of papal supremacy in secular affairs.

As the spiritual life is more worthy than the earthly and the spirit is more worthy than the body, so the spiritual power is superior to the earthly or secular power in honour and dignity. For the spiritual power must establish the earthly power in order that it may exist and must judge it if it has not been good.7

The most influential canon lawbook of the twelfth century, the Decretum of Master Gratian of Bologna (c. 1140), devotes little space to the relations of the papacy and the secular power. True to the dialectical method followed throughout his work, Gratian cited ‘authorities’ both for and against the Gregorian view of papal supremacy over secular affairs. The only personal opinion which the canonist was willing to give on this subject was that ‘there are two persons by whom this world is ruled, namely the royal and the priestly. Just as kings are pre-eminent in the affairs of the world, so priests are pre-eminent in the affairs of God.’8 Gratian here adopted not the Gregorian view of the relations of the two powers, but the traditional view that the Gregorian papacy had contradicted: the doctrine enshrined in the famous letter of Pope Gelasius I to Emperor Anastasius I (494), that the spiritual and the secular powers were both divinely ordained to govern, neither being subject to the authority of the other.9 Elsewhere in the Decretum, however, Gratian cited Gregorian material under a rubric which paraphrased Gregory VII’s own view of the supremacy of the spiritual power: ‘Priests are considered the fathers and masters of kings and princes.’10 Consequently the ‘Decretists’, the legal experts who composed commentaries on the Decretum during the second half of the twelfth century, could develop from their master’s text either a ‘Gelasian’ or a ‘Gregorian’ view of the relations of the two powers.

Two famous Decretists writing not long after the publication of Gratian’s work chose to elaborate the Gregorian materials in the Decretum. The researches of Master Roland of Bologna (who has often, although on insufficient evidence, been identified with Roland Bandinelli, the future Pope Alexander III) uncovered claims of Gregory VII concerning the deposition of kings that were more sweeping than was evident from Gratian’s selection of Gregorian
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8 Gratian, ‘Decretum’ c.2 q.7 dictum Gratiani post c.41. See Kempf (1963), p. 27.
10 Gratian, ‘Decretum’ d.96 c.9–10 (paraphrasing Gregory VII, Register viii.21).
material. Roland drew from his findings the conclusion that ‘the pope may transfer the kingship and may depose the emperor’. Rufinus of Bologna (later bishop of Assisi and archbishop of Sorrento) in his *Summa decretorum* (1157–9) concluded that

the supreme pontiff, who is the vicar of blessed Peter, holds the rights of the earthly kingdom. But it must be noticed that the right of authority is one thing and the right of administration another . . . The right of administration is like the function of a steward [employed by a bishop], who has the right of administration but lacks the authority of command: whatever orders he gives to others, he imposes by the authority of the bishop [who employs him]. The supreme patriarch holds the right of the earthly empire in respect of authority, in the sense that, firstly, he confirms the emperor in the earthly kingdom by his authority when he consecrates him and subsequently by his sole authority he punishes both the emperor and other secular rulers if they abuse their secular power and he absolves them after they do penance. The secular prince indeed, after [the pope], possesses the authority to rule secular men and he holds the office of administration apart from [the pope].

Rufinus attributed to the pope ‘authority’ over ‘the earthly empire’, based on the long acknowledged right of the pope to officiate at the imperial coronation and on the Gregorian idea of the papal *correctio* of delinquent secular rulers. He used the striking analogy of the secular ruler as a steward, as the agent of the pope, ‘after’ whom he governs his subjects. The canonist’s distinction between ‘the right of authority’ and ‘the right of administration’ corresponded to that made in scriptural language by Bernard of Clairvaux: the material sword is ‘to be unsheathed at [the pope’s] nod’, but unlike the spiritual sword of excommunication, it cannot be unsheathed by the pope’s own hand.

Decretist opinion in the later twelfth century, however, seems more frequently to have inclined towards the ‘Gelasian’ view of the relations of the two powers. In his *Summa* (c. 1170) the illustrious canonist Stephen of Tournai ascribed to the pope a ‘spiritual empire’ (*imperium spirituale*) but did not claim for him the authority to institute secular monarchs and to supervise their government. According to tradition the pope sanctified the new emperor through the ceremony of the imperial coronation but he did not create the authority of one who was ‘king by election, emperor by unction’. The Decretist Simon of Bisignano quoted in his *Summa* of 1177–9 the opinion of an earlier master, ‘Cardinal Albert’ (who has sometimes been identified as Albert of Morra, the future Pope Gregory VIII): ‘the emperor does not hold the power of the sword from the pope’. Simon added his own, similarly Gelasian, view of the ‘two

13 Stephen of Tournai, *Summa* D.22 c.1, p. 32.
swords’: the emperor received ‘the power of the sword’ from God and was ‘greater than the pope in temporal matters’. By the time that the great Master Huguccio of Pisa restated the Gelasian doctrine in his *Summa* (c. 1190), he was representing the view of many canonists. ‘Both powers, namely the apostolic and the imperial, were instituted by God; neither depends on the other and the emperor does not hold the sword from the pope. The emperor holds power in temporal affairs and the pope in spiritual affairs from God alone and it is thus that authority is separated.’

One aspect of the Gregorian political claims at least had left a permanent mark on the twelfth-century papacy. ‘The imitation of the empire’, deriving from the Gregorians’ preoccupation with the ‘Donation of Constantine’, continued to influence the ceremonial life of the pope. That fictional donation had conferred on the pope ‘the various imperial ornaments and every procession of the imperial majesty’ and it permitted him to ‘use the tiara (*phrygium*) in processions in imitation of our imperial power’. Abbot Suger of St-Denis witnessed such a procession at the council of Liège in March 1131, when the entourage of Pope Innocent II, ‘preparing themselves in the Roman manner, surrounding themselves with great and admirable splendour, placed on [the pope’s head] a tiara, an imperial ornament like a helmet, rounded by a gold circlet, and led him, mounted on a white horse, covered with a blanket’. On this occasion, to mark his first meeting with the king of the Germans and future emperor Lothar III, Innocent II revived a ceremony recorded in the *Donation of Constantine*: the king performed the functions of a groom (*stratoris officium*) for the pope, as Constantine had allegedly done for Sylvester I. To Abbot Suger it appeared that Lothar behaved ‘as if [Innocent] was his lord’.

It was presumably this implication of papal lordship over the emperor that disturbed Frederick I Barbarossa when he was invited to perform the *stratoris officium* for Pope Adrian IV in June 1155. Only after a day spent consulting ‘old records’ and seeking the advice of those princes old enough to remember the events of 1131 was Frederick willing to enact the ceremony.

The papal ‘imitation of the empire’ inspired Bernard of Clairvaux’s famous rebuke to Eugenius III, comparing the mid-twelfth-century papacy with the condition of the primitive church. ‘Peter is not known ever to have gone in procession adorned in jewels and silks nor crowned with gold nor mounted
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16 *Constitutum Constantini* c.14, p. 88; c.16, pp. 92–3.
on a white horse nor surrounded by knights nor encircled by clamouring servants. In these respects you are the heir not of Peter but of Constantine.’ Bernard himself had witnessed the triumphant return of Innocent II to Rome at the end of the papal schism of 1130–8 and his remarks may have been a response to an intensification of the *imitatio imperii* during these years, inspired by Innocent II’s struggle against his rival, Anacletus II. ‘The church has both elected and consecrated you as Caesar and ruler of the whole world’, Innocent was told in 1137 by Cardinal Gerard of S. Croce (the future Pope Lucius II). It has been suggested that it was Innocent who installed at the entrance of the Lateran palace, as symbols of the imperial authority of the papacy, the two thrones with panels of porphyry described in the *Ordines Romani* (c. 1188). Certainly he was aware of the symbolic character of porphyry, the purple stone associated with the Roman emperors, since he was the first pope to choose a porphyry tomb for his own burial (a sarcophagus believed to have been that of Emperor Hadrian). His example was followed by Adrian IV, Lucius III and Urban III. To this same context of the imperial papacy of the 1130s belonged the controversial mural in the St Nicholas chapel of the Lateran palace in which Innocent II commemorated the imperial coronation of Lothar III. The German accounts of this mural (written after Frederick Barbarossa had demanded its removal in 1155) emphasize the feudal theme of the picture and its tendentious inscription. The picture showed Innocent ‘seated on the papal throne and Emperor Lothar in his presence with hands folded, bowing down to receive the crown of the empire’; while the inscription read: ‘The king . . . becomes the vassal of the pope and takes the crown which he gives.’ That the emperor ought to hold his empire by feudal tenure as the vassal of the pope had been the most radical of the political ideas of Gregory VII.

The Gregorian doctrine of the supremacy of the papacy over the empire was enunciated in the papal curia of Eugenius III – who declared that Christ ‘gave to St Peter the keys of the kingdom of heaven, the power of both the earthly and the heavenly empire’ and of Adrian IV. The last official appearance of this doctrine during our period was at the imperial assembly of Besançon in October 1157. On this occasion Emperor Frederick I and his princes were outraged by the terminology both of a letter of Adrian IV and of the papal legate who delivered the letter to the assembly. The papal letter spoke of the
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20 Bernard, ‘De consideratione’ iv.3.6.
22 Deér (1939), pp. 144–53.
pope ‘conferring’ the beneficium of the empire on Frederick, which, in his German translation of the letter, the imperial chancellor rendered as meaning that Frederick had ‘received the imperial crown as a fief from the lord pope’. The uproar caused by this translation was aggravated by the remark of the papal legate: ‘From whom does he hold the empire, if not from the lord pope?’

Adrian was obliged to pacify the emperor with a non-feudal interpretation of his original letter: ‘Among us beneficium means not a fief but a good deed.’

During the eighteen-year conflict between empire and papacy which followed the election of Pope Alexander III in 1159 the language of papal supremacy in secular affairs disappeared from the curia. Gregorian language might be used by Alexander III’s supporters – by the poet Walter of Châtillon, declaring that ‘Caesar receives the temporal power from him who possesses the pastoral care’, and by John of Salisbury, urging the precedent of Gregory VII’s conduct towards Henry IV – but it was not used by Alexander’s curia. The pope excommunicated his enemy, Frederick Barbarossa, and denounced him as a tyrant, but he did not claim to be able either to depose him from his office or to possess a general right of correctio in secular affairs. Dependent as he was for his survival on the financial and political aid of the Sicilian, French and English kings, Alexander III could not afford to alienate them by claims of papal superiority over secular rulers. Similarly during the two decades following the schism of 1159–77 the papal curia, bankrupt and war-weary, made no attempt to claim temporal supremacy.

While the idea of papal authority over ‘the earthly empire’ waxed and waned, the Gregorian conception of the papal primacy in the church was enthusiastically developed and consolidated by the theologians and canonists of the twelfth century. Once more the contribution that was to prove most influential was that of Bernard of Clairvaux in his treatise De consideratione, in which he informed Eugenius III that he had ‘no equal on earth’ and that to his care had been committed ‘the universal church spread throughout the world, made up of all the churches’. ‘The fullness of power (plenitudo potestatis) over all the churches of the world has been given as a unique privilege to the apostolic see’, wrote Bernard in 1135. His interpretation of the ancient term plenitudo potestatis was adopted by the papal chancery at the end of the century as the

30 Bernard, ‘De consideratione’ 11.2.4; 11.8.16. See NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 11.
standard expression for the pope’s supremacy over the ecclesiastical hierarchy.\(^{31}\) As ‘declarer of truth’ and ‘defender of the faith’\(^{32}\) the pope used his ‘unique monarchy of all churches’\(^{33}\) to preserve doctrinal purity and to achieve the reform of individual churches and of the universal church. It was to the papal curia that the enemies of Peter Abelard appealed in June 1140 to secure the condemnation of ‘the heretic’.\(^{34}\) It was to the curia that the theologian Gerhoch of Reichersberg addressed his treatises calling for the reform of the church in 1142, 1151 and 1156\(^{35}\) and Henry of Marcy, abbot of Clairvaux, addressed his appeals for the defence of the church against the heretics in southern France.\(^{36}\)

‘It is understood that we have been promoted to the government of the apostolic see in order to increase religion’, declared Calixtus II, ‘and to establish by the authority of our office whatever is right and whatever is done for the salvation of souls.’ This statement of the papal duty to promote and order the religious life appears in the papal privilege conferring protection on the ‘New Monastery’ of Cîteaux.\(^{37}\) Calixtus II’s privilege of 1119 for Cîteaux illustrates the papacy’s principal preoccupation in its relationship with monastic reform during the twelfth century. The privilege confirmed ‘certain chapters concerning the observance of the Rule of St Benedict and other matters that seem necessary in [the Cistercian] order’: namely the Cistercian constitution, \textit{Carta Caritatis}, and the original statutes guaranteeing the uniformity of the order.\(^{38}\)

The papacy had intervened in order to ensure that Cistercian monasticism was an authentic expression of \textit{regularitas}, the correct observance of the Benedictine Rule. ‘First and foremost’, begins Innocent II’s privilege of 1131 for the canons regular of Auxerre, ‘we command that the canonical order according to the Rule of St Augustine shall be preserved in perpetuity in that church.’\(^{39}\)

The ‘new orders’ of the early twelfth century – the religious of Chartreuse, Cîteaux, Fontevrault, Savigny, the Knights of the Temple and of the Hospital, the canons of St Ruf in Avignon, Prémontré, Arrouaise and St Victor in Paris – were the product of local reforming initiatives, claiming to restore the ancient forms of religious life. The pope’s role was not to initiate but to authenticate. Papal recognition of these experiments, in the form of a privilege granting the protection of St Peter, confirmed that they were genuine expressions of the ancient Rules by which they claimed to have been inspired. Such papal privileges were an important demonstration of the papacy’s power of legitimation. The twelfth-century papal chancery was well aware of this and provided each
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\(^{31}\) Bernard, ‘Epistola’ 131. See NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 11.  
\(^{32}\) Bernard, ‘De consideratione’ iv,7,23.  
\(^{33}\) Rufinus of Assisi, ‘Sermo habitus in Lateranensi concilio’, p. 117.  
\(^{34}\) Bernard, ‘Epistola’ 188. See Little (1973); Zerbi (1975).  
\(^{36}\) Henry of Marcy, abbot of Clairvaux, ‘Epistola’ 11.  
\(^{37}\) Calixtus II, JL 6795, col. 1147c. See Lefèvre (1954).  
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privilege with an impressive ‘primacy arenga’, a protocol that reminded the recipient of the unique authority of the donor.40 ‘The holy Roman church, which holds from God a principate over all the churches’, proclaims a ‘primacy arenga’ of Adrian IV, ‘like a diligent mother provides for the individual churches with constant vigilance: all must have recourse to her, as to their head and origin, to be defended by her authority, to be nourished by her breasts and freed of their oppressions.’41

A series of papal interventions during the twelfth century demonstrated that the popes were as ready to correct deviations from regularitas as they were to confirm the rights of monasteries. For the generality of monasteries papal policy was stated in the First Lateran Council (1123): ‘monks are to be subject to their own bishops with all humility and are to show due obedience and devout subjection in all things to them’.42 The council restated the ruling of the council of Chalcedon (451), curbing those aspirations for monastic liberty encouraged by the Investiture Contest. Calixtus II and the fathers in the council took seriously the charges against insubordinate monks, who ‘hunger insatiably for the rights of bishops’ and ‘strive by fair means and foul to destroy what belongs to bishops’.43 Those privileged monasteries that had been exempted from the authority of their diocesan and subjected directly to the Roman church were to understand that ‘not only the correction of the persons [of the monks] but also the care and disposal of the whole monastery are [the pope’s] concern’.44

In a striking demonstration of this power of correctio Honorius II deposed the heads of the two monasteries that had been closest to the Gregorian papacy, on the grounds of their disobedience (1126). Abbot Pons of Cluny had fallen foul of faction-fighting in his abbey; Oderisius II of Monte Cassino was perhaps the victim of the personal enmity of the pope.45 Innocent II demanded from the monks of Monte Cassino an oath of fidelity and obedience, which the monks declared to be contrary to their Rule (1137).46 Eugenius III (the former Cistercian abbot of Trefontane in Rome) ordered the reform of the abbey of Fleury by the monks of Cluny;47 He punished the disobedience of the abbey of Baumes-Les-Messiers by reducing its status to that of a priory of Cluny(1147).48
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40 Fichtenau (1957), pp. 101–12.
41 Adrian IV, Papsturkunden in England, iii, p. 234.
42 Concilium Lateranense i, c.16.
45 Tellenbach (1963); Hoffmann (1971); Zerbi (1972); Cowdrey (1978), pp. 181–268.
47 Eugenius III, JL 9632, Epistolae pontificum Romanorum ineditae, p. 110.
48 Eugenius III, JL 9061, col. 1227bc. The abbey had failed to obey a papal legate. The sentence was confirmed by Adrian IV, JL 10053, cols. 1415c–1417c.
Alexander III deposed Abbot Hugh III of Cluny for the offence of supporting Emperor Frederick I and his antipope and suspended the monks' right of free election (1161).\(^4\) Lucius III, Urban III, Clement III and Celestine III all intervened in the order of Grandmont to end the schism caused by the rebellion of the lay brothers (1185–8).\(^5\)

The twelfth-century papacy was often obliged to rely on the practical assistance of members of the religious orders to no less a degree than the Gregorian papacy in the late eleventh century. The victory of Innocent II in the schism of the 1130s owed much to the efforts of Bernard of Clairvaux and to other representatives of the new orders, like Peter the Venerable, Norbert of Xanten and Gerhoch of Reichersberg.\(^6\) If Innocent II, ‘although expelled from the city, was supported by the world’,\(^7\) it was the indefatigable lobbying of Bernard that had helped to rally this support.\(^8\) Bernard’s interventions in controversial episcopal elections, his efforts to secure the condemnation of the teachings of Peter Abelard and Gilbert of la Porrée and his role in preaching the Second Crusade all bear witness to his continued influence in the curia.\(^9\) During the schism of 1159–77 Alexander III was indebted to the Cistercian order for their diplomatic efforts to secure for him the recognition of the French and English kingdoms.\(^10\) Alexander was similarly beholden to the order of the Knights Templars, who raised loans for the impoverished papal curia, as well as helping to administer the papal finances.\(^11\) During the last quarter of the twelfth century a central figure in the execution of papal policy was Henry of Marcy, abbot of Clairvaux, who organized the suppression of heresy in southern France, negotiated peace between the French and English kings and preached the Third Crusade.\(^12\)

Throughout the century the papacy recruited members of religious orders to the curia to serve and advise the pope. The eight Cistercian cardinals of the twelfth century, all former monks of Clairvaux, were the legacy of Bernard’s influence.\(^13\) The houses of regular canons, S. Frediano in Lucca and S. Maria in Rheno, Bologna, seem each to have provided five cardinals during the
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The papacy, 1122–1198

The popes of the period 1124–59 were themselves representatives of the new religious orders of c. 1100, with exceptions of the secular clerks Celestine II and Anastasius IV.60 By the middle of the century the papacy was ‘already on the threshold of the period in which the lawyers . . . overtook the religious in the curia’.61 The popes of the period 1159–98 were former secular clerks, except for Gregory VIII.62 The cardinals attempted to elect a monk in October 1187, but their chosen candidate, Henry of Marcy, abbot of Clairvaux and cardinal bishop of Albano, declined the honour.63 The alliance between the papacy and monastic reform was as strong in the later twelfth century as it had been in the later eleventh century. The active role of the religious as agents of the papacy in the schism of 1159–77, in the preaching of the crusade and in the suppression of heresy was as much at odds with ancient canon law and the principle of regularitas as had been the role of monks in the Investiture Contest. The papacy’s relationship with the religious orders was a constant reminder that the laws of the church ‘are in the heart of the lord pope and he may interpret them as he pleases’: ‘the making, interpreting and abrogating of the canons is in his power’.64 In cases of necessitas and in the interests of reform the pope could adapt existing institutions to meet the ever changing circumstances of the church.

The papal programme for the reform of the universal church and Christian society during the years 1122–98 can be most easily studied in the canons of the ‘general councils’ of this period. The term concilium generale was first used by the papal curia to describe Calixtus II’s council of Rheims (1119) and his First Lateran Council (1123). The same term (or the synonymous terms concilium magnum or synodus plenaria) was subsequently used by the curia to designate
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62 Gregory VIII was formerly a canon of St Martin in Laon: Kehr (1924), p. 250. Alexander III has been identified as a former regular canon: Zenker (1964), pp. 86, 210n; but see Noonan (1977) on the problem of establishing the details of Alexander’s early career. Lucius III has been identified as a former Cistercian monk on the grounds of his close association with the order during his pontificate: Brixius (1912), p. 43; Pfaff (1981), p. 173; but see Wenck (1926), pp. 421–2; Zenker (1964), p. 23.


64 Peter the Chanter, ‘Verbum abbreviatum’ c.53. See NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 11.
Innocent II’s councils of Rheims (1131) and Pisa (1135) and his Second Lateran Council (1139), Eugenius III’s council of Rheims (1148) and Alexander III’s Third Lateran Council (1179). At no subsequent period of its history did the papacy assemble so many ‘general councils’. These papal councils were called ‘general’ because they were attended by clergy from every part of Christendom and because their conciliar decrees were binding on the whole church. According to the official language of the curia, the pope summoned to the council ‘churchmen from the various regions, whose presence and counsel will permit the taking of sound decisions’. The language of the conciliar decrees similarly suggests consultation and shared decision-making: ‘we have decreed on the advice of our brethren and with the approval of the sacred council’. In practice, however, growing procedural sophistication, involving preliminary investigations and commissions of experts (viri periti), meant that the role of the majority of participants was simply to approve the decrees prepared beforehand by the curia. The ‘general councils’ of the twelfth century served mainly to demonstrate the unique authority of the Roman church ‘to assemble a universal council, to make new canons and to obliterate old ones’.

The First Lateran Council of 1123 saw the last appearance of the Gregorian reform programme that had preoccupied the papacy for the past fifty years. The decree prohibiting lay investiture figured for the last time in a papal council, as did the decree requiring the canonical election of bishops. The familiar Gregorian decree prohibiting clerical marriage continued to be promulgated after 1123. The version issued by Innocent II’s council of Rheims (1131) and Second Lateran Council (1139) had a markedly Gregorian flavour. ‘Adhering to the footsteps of our predecessors, the Roman pontiffs Gregory VII, Urban and Paschal, we command that no one is to hear the masses of those whom he knows to have wives or concubines.’

65 E.g. Calixtus II, JL 6977, 6995, 7028, 7031, 7034, 7037, 7056, 7075, 7144, 7147; Innocent II, JL 8007, 8016, 8017; Alexander III, JL 13070, 13097–9. The term concilium generale was not used by the curia in the case of Calixtus II’s council of Toulouse (1119) or Innocent II’s council of Clermont (1130), which were attended only by bishops and abbots from southern France. In the narrative sources, although not in the official papal sources, the term concilium generale is used of Alexander III’s council of Tours (1163), attendance at which was on the same scale as in the ‘general councils’ of the twelfth century. See Schmale (1974), pp. 37–8.

66 On the meaning of ‘general’ as a synonym for ‘Catholic’ in patristic usage see, for example, Isidore of Seville, De ecclesiasticis officiis i.3, PL 83, col. 740a: ‘Catholica autem ideo dicitur, quia per universum mundum est constituata, vel quoniam catholica, hoc est, generalis in ea doctrina est.’ See Fuhrmann (1961), pp. 682–3.

67 Alexander III, JL 13097, col. 1184d.

68 Concilium Lateranense III c.1.

69 Schmale (1974), p. 29. See also NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 11.

70 Rufinus of Assisi, ‘Sermo habitus in Lateranensi concilio’, p. 119.

71 Concilium Lateranense I, c.1, 3.

72 Council of Rheims (1131) c.5; Concilium Lateranense II c.7.
the reiteration of this prohibition seemed to some contemporaries to be superfluous. When it was restated at the council of Rheims in 1148, ‘it seemed to some to be a futile and ludicrous decree; for who does not know that this is unlawful?’ Subsequent councils nevertheless considered it necessary to repeat the demand for a celibate clergy, using the sanction of the loss of the benefice.

Meanwhile a reform programme with a new emphasis, building on the achievements of the Gregorian papacy, had been introduced in the five councils of Innocent II – Clermont (1130), Rheims (1131), Piacenza (1132), Pisa (1135) and the Second Lateran (1139) – and elaborated in the councils of Eugenius III and Alexander III. The new reform programme assumed that the Gregorian battle to protect the church from the encroachments of the secular power had now been won. The purpose of this programme, developed during the papal schism of the 1130s, was to enhance the dignity and sacrosanct character of the clerical estate and to impose Christian standards of conduct on the laity. The clergy was to be recruited only from properly qualified candidates, ‘wise and religious persons’ of mature age. (The Third Lateran Council emphasized the additional qualification, ‘knowledge of literature’.) Neither clerks nor religious should follow ‘the wicked and detestable custom’ of studying ‘secular law and medicine for the sake of worldly lucre’ lest they neglect the cure of souls. The clerical order must be distinct from the laity in the style of their dress. ‘Both bishops and clerks . . . shall not, by the superfluity, cut or colour of their clothes nor by their tonsure, offend the sight of observers, to whom they ought to be a model and example.’ To these requirements Alexander III’s Third Lateran Council (1179) added a prohibition of pluralism. Clerks who were led by avarice to ‘acquire various ecclesiastical dignities and many parish churches against the statutes of the holy canons’ were to lose these benefices and their patrons were to lose the right of presentation.

The Third Lateran Council also ruled on a much debated aspect of the problem of the demarcation of the spiritual and the secular spheres. ‘No clerk is to presume to take up . . . the administration of secular judgement under any princes or secular men, so as to become their justiciars.’ Clerks who served as officials in secular courts acted contrary to the teaching of the apostle, ‘No soldier of God is to entangle himself in secular affairs’ (I Timothy 2:4). They

74 E.g. Concilium Lateranense III (1179) c.11; Concilium Lateranense IV (1215) c.14.
75 Council of Clermont (1130) c.11; Rheims (1131) c.8, 15; Pisa (1135) c.9; Concilium Lateranense II (1139) c.10, 16. Cf. Concilium Lateranense III (1179) c.3.
76 Council of Clermont (1130) c.5; Rheims (1131) c.6; Concilium Lateranense II (1139) c.9; see Kuttner (1964) pp. 237–46; Somerville (1976), pp. 105–44.
77 Council of Clermont (1130) c.2; Rheims (1131) c.2; Concilium Lateranense II (1139) c.4. See John of Salisbury, *Historia pontificalis* c.3, p. 8, for a protest on this subject in the council of Rheims of 1148.
'neglect the clerical office and plunge into the tempests of the world in order to please the powerful of this world'. The service of clerks as officials of secular courts (curiales) was a widespread phenomenon and important source of ecclesiastical advancement, which found eloquent defenders in the later twelfth century. Alexander III himself had condoned Hugh of Champfleury's continuing to serve as chancellor of King Louis VII of France after being elected bishop of Soissons in 1159. King Henry II of England, knowing that 'the archbishop of Mainz claimed the title of arch-chancellor in Germany under the king, as did the archbishop of Cologne in Italy under the emperor', desired that his servant Thomas Becket should similarly add to his office of chancellor that of archbishop of Canterbury 'to promote the interests of the kingdom and the peace of the church'. Becket's resignation of the chancellor's office on becoming archbishop (1162) was not the least of the factors that provoked conflict between archbishop and king. The decree of the Third Lateran Council was a reminder that secular administrations imposed judicial sentences involving bloodshed and that, according to ancient canon law, clerks who were implicated in these 'blood judgements' could not administer the sacraments.

The twelfth-century reform programme emphasized that the persons and the property of the clergy were sacrosanct. So heinous was the offence of the man who 'at the devil's persuasion incurred the guilt of the sacrilege of laying violent hands on a clerk or a monk', that the resultant anathema could be lifted only by the pope. Innocent II's councils condemned the 'right of spoil' (ius spolii). 'The goods of deceased bishops should be seized by no man but should remain in the possession of the steward and the clergy for the use of their churches and their successors.' The Third Lateran Council condemned secular rulers who imposed taxation on church property (over and above the
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79 Concilium Lateranense III c.12.
81 Alexander III, JL 10711, 10743, cols. 137c–138c, 162a8 (to Bishop Hugh of Soissons). The pope hoped that Hugh of Champfleury would use his influence at the French court to keep Louis VII loyal to the Alexandrine cause in the papal schism. See Foreville and Rouset de Pina (1953), p. 69.
84 Council of Rheims (1131) c.13; Pisa (1135) c.12; Concilium Lateranense II (1139) c.15. See Kuttner (1935), pp. 68–9. On this privilegium canonis see NCMH, iv, Part 1, ch. 11.
85 Council of Clermont (1130) c.3; Rheims (1131) c.3; Concilium Lateranense II (1139) c.5. This conciliar legislation extended the decree of the Council of Chalcedon (451) c. 22, concerning the ius spolii in the case of bishops, to all presbyteri vel clerici.
conventional obligations of the *regalia*. Modern princes were worse than the godless pharaoh, who at least ‘left his priests and their possessions in their ancient freedom and gave them sustenance from public resources’ (Exodus l: 18–12). The council excommunicated princes who taxed the church ‘unless the bishop and clergy perceive that so great an emergency exists that, without compulsion, they consider that (the resources of the laity being insufficient) subsidies ought to be granted by the churches to relieve the general need’. This decree, the earliest conciliar legislation on a subject that was to have so great an impact on the relations of *regnum* and *sacerdotium* in the following century, conceded that ecclesiastical property was subject to secular taxation in a case of *necessitas*. It was, however, left to churchmen to decide whether the emergency claimed by the secular power was genuine.

As for secular society, the twelfth-century reform programme condemned the practice of usury and sought to regulate the warfare and the war-games of the military ruling class. Canon law had long been preoccupied with usury, but the principal emphasis was on usurious clergy. They were to be punished with suspension or degradation. In 1139 the Second Lateran Council turned to the question of eradicating usury among the laity. The council condemned ‘the insatiable rapacity of usurers, detestable and shameful, rejected by Scripture in the Old and New Testaments’. Usurers were to be excluded from ‘all ecclesiastical comfort’; they were ‘to be regarded as infamous as long as they lived and, unless they came to their senses, they were to be deprived of Christian burial’. Forty years later the Third Lateran Council noted that ‘the crime of usury has become so deeply rooted in almost every region that many men have given up other businesses in order to practise usury as if it was legal’. As an additional sanction the council decreed the suspension of any clerk who gave Christian burial to a ‘manifest usurer’.

The papal councils of the 1130s were the first to prohibit ‘those detestable fairs or holidays on which knights are accustomed to assemble by agreement and fight to demonstrate their strength and their rash audacity, from which the deaths of men and the peril of souls often results’. These ‘holidays’ were tournaments, an aristocratic pastime so important by the end of the twelfth

86 Concilium Lateranense III c.19. The decree drew attention in particular to the demands of *rectores et consules civitatum*, that is, of the Italian city-republics. See Baldwin (1970), p. 218.
87 The Fourth Lateran Council (1215), c.46, added the further condition that the local clergy before consenting to pay tax ‘Romanum prius consultat pontificem, cuius interest communibus utilitatis providere’ (COD, p. 253). On the contemporary debate in the schools about secular taxation see Baldwin (1970), pp. 218–20.
89 Concilium Lateranense II c.13. See McLaughlin (1940), p. 4.
90 Concilium Lateranense III c.25.
91 Council of Clermont (1130) c.9; Rheims (1131) c.21; Concilium Lateranense II c.14.
century that in some parts of France they were held every fortnight during late autumn. Eugenius III and Alexander III, conscious that these war-games seriously affected recruitment for the crusade, confirmed Innocent II’s denial of Christian burial to those who met their death in tournaments. In an attempt to reduce casualties in war the Second Lateran Council forbade the use of crossbows and catapults in warfare against Christians. In particular the councils of the 1130s anathematized ‘the most wicked, destructive and horrendous crime of arson’: ‘this plague and inimical devastation surpasses all other kinds of depredation.’ Those who used arson as an instrument of war or revenge should be denied Christian burial. Penitent incendiaries might expiate their offence by a full year’s service in the holy war in Jerusalem or Spain.

Finally, in 1179 the Third Lateran Council excommunicated certain notorious groups of ‘routiers’, professional warriors who were hired as mercenaries in the armies of princes and resorted to brigandage when they could not find employment. The council denounced them as heretics because ‘they wrought such cruelty against Christians that they respected neither churches nor monasteries, neither widows and orphans nor old people and children and spared neither age nor sex, but destroyed and laid waste everything, like pagans’. Those who employed them were to be denounced publicly in the churches and were to share the anathema of their employees. The faithful who took arms against these ‘heretics’ were promised the rewards of the participants in a holy war.

The twelfth-century papal councils, therefore, extended the scope of ecclesiastical supervision of secular conduct. The Gregorian reform had been concerned above all with the defence of the *sacerdotium* from the encroachment of the laity. The twelfth-century reform programme, while accentuating the separateness and privileged status of the clergy, made a series of precise demands (generally ignored) requiring the laity to conform to the values of a Christian society.

In addition the papal councils of these years promoted the role of the pope as the protector of the Catholic faith from heresy, the role described by Bernard of Clairvaux as ‘the defender of the faith, the teacher of the nations’. This role was of crucial importance for the two popes whose legitimacy was challenged by rivals in the schisms of 1130–8 and 1159–77. The victors in these conflicts,
Innocent II and Alexander III, represented themselves as triumphing over heresy as well as schism. Innocent II, exiled from Rome by the allies of his rival, Anacletus II, used his councils as much to demonstrate the legitimacy of his own cause as to publicize his reform programme. His council of Clermont (18 November 1130) was held soon after he had been assured of the support of King Louis VI and the French kingdom. The attendance of churchmen from the provinces of Lyons, Bourges, Vienne, Arles, Tarentaise, Narbonne, Auch and Tarragona demonstrated the rapid growth of the Innocentine obedience.\(^98\) The council of Rheims (18–26 October 1131) was attended by numerous French, German, English and Spanish bishops. It witnessed both the coronation of the future King Louis VII of France and an embassy from the German king Lothar III, promising an expedition against the antipope.\(^99\) The council of Pisa (May 1135) was a similar demonstration of the widespread acceptance of Innocent’s claims. The council was attended by 126 archbishops and bishops from the kingdoms of Italy, Germany, France, England, Spain and Hungary and witnessed the excommunication of the antipope and his adherents.\(^100\) The Second Lateran Council (3–8 April 1139) celebrated Innocent’s victory in the schism.\(^101\) The opening sermon preached by the pope declared the theme of this ‘general council’: the unity of the Catholic church was guaranteed solely by the Roman primacy. ‘Rome is the head of the world’ and it is the business of her bishop alone ‘to order according to his wisdom whatever is in confusion’.\(^102\) The council obediently declared unlawful the ordinations performed by the antipope Anacletus II ‘and the other schismatics and heretics’ and invalidated all their actions.\(^103\)

Similarly, the theme of Alexander III’s councils was the defence of Catholic unity against the schismatics. The subject of the opening discourse of his council of Tours (19 May 1163), pronounced by Bishop Arnulf of Lisieux, was the unity and freedom of the church.\(^104\) The council solemnly recognized the legality of the election of Alexander III and excommunicated his rival, the antipope ‘Victor IV’.\(^105\) The participation in these proceedings of 124 archbishops and bishops and more than 400 other churchmen from France, Italy, Sicily, Spain, England, Ireland, Scotland and the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem together with messages of support from prelates in central Europe, demonstrated the strength

\(^{101}\) For the date of the council see Foreville (1965), p. 78, who differs from COD, p. 195.
\(^{102}\) Chronicon Mauriniacensi monasterii iii.
\(^{103}\) Concilium Lateranense II c.30.
\(^{104}\) Arnulf of Lisieux, Sermo, Mansi 21, cols. 1167–75.
of the Alexandrine obedience. Like Innocent II’s councils of 1130–5, the council of Tours was a propaganda exercise in the midst of a bitterly fought schism. The papal council that followed Alexander’s victory, the Third Lateran Council (5–19 March 1179), like its predecessor, declared invalid the ordinations of ‘the heresiarchs’, the antipopes of the preceding schism. The subject of the opening discourse, preached by the distinguished canonist Bishop Rufinus of Assisi, was (as in the Second Lateran Council) the Roman primacy. ‘The holy Roman church, since she is the apex of all episcopal thrones and since she is the mother of all churches and the mistress of all, has most worthily deserved to obtain a unique monarchy of all churches.’

The papal role of ‘defender of the faith’ derived from the scriptural text Luke 22:32, one of the traditional ‘authorities’ for the Petrine primacy. It was to this text, for example, that Innocent II referred when announcing the condemnation of Peter Abelard (1141): ‘we, who, although unworthy, are seen to sit on the seat of St Peter – to whom the Lord said, “and when you have turned again, strengthen your brethren” – have condemned . . . all the teachings of Peter . . . together with their author’. The same ‘authority’ provided the starting-point for Gratian’s argument that the Roman church was the guarantor of orthodoxy. Christ ‘bore witness that he had prayed especially for [Peter’s] faith and enjoined him to strengthen the other [apostles]’. Consequently the Roman church had never erred: ‘in the apostolic see the Catholic religion has always been preserved without a blemish’. By means of his authority as supreme judge the pope could resolve questions of doctrine and condemn heretics. Hence the Decretist Huguccio included the resolution of ‘a question of the faith’ (quaestio fidei) among the maiores causae reserved to the judgement of the pope.

In the course of the century papal councils became increasingly preoccupied with suspected heretics and suspect theologians. Already in 1119 Calixtus II’s council of Toulouse concerned itself with unnamed heretics ‘who, claiming the pretext of religion, condemn the sacrament of the Lord’s body and blood, the baptism of children, the priesthood and the other ecclesiastical orders and contracts of lawful matrimony’: ‘we condemn them as heretics and expel them from the church of God’. This decree was reissued almost verbatim by the Second Lateran Council (1139). In 1135 the wandering preacher Henry of Lausanne was brought before Innocent II’s council of Pisa by the archbishop of Arles, condemned for his notoriously heretical teachings and punished by
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being made a monk of Clairvaux. The Second Lateran Council investigated
the case of the reformer Arnold, prior of the house of regular canons in Brescia. He was deprived of his office for the offence of fomenting rebellion against the
bishop of Brescia.

The concern with heresy was particularly pronounced in Eugenius III’s
council of Rheims in 1148, perhaps reflecting the anxiety of the pope’s mentor, Bernard of Clairvaux. It was indeed Bernard who brought the case against
Gilbert of la Porré, bishop of Poitiers, that was heard by members of the council. Gilbert was saved from condemnation by cardinals and prelates suspicious of
Bernard’s motives and determined that the bishop of Poitiers should escape
the fate of Peter Abelard. The Breton heretic Eon de l’Etoile was brought
before the council, which, concluding that he was mad, sentenced him to
imprisonment. Eon’s followers who had been captured with him were, however,
handed over to the secular authorities, who caused them to be burned. The
contrast between the fate of the Eonites in 1148 and that of the formidable
heretic Henry of Lausanne in 1135 suggests that by the middle of the century
the ecclesiastical authorities, alarmed by evidence of the spread of heresy, were ready to use harsher measures. The council of Rheims was also keenly aware
of the problem of heresy in southern France, decreeing (without identifying the
heretics) that ‘no one is to maintain or defend the heresiarchs or their followers
who dwell in the regions of Gascony and Provence and elsewhere and no one
is to offer them refuge in his land’.

‘It is safer and less wicked to absolve the guilty and deserving of condemna-
tion than to condemn with ecclesiastical severity the lives of the innocent.’ This
was the judgement of Alexander III in 1162 on a group of Flemish burghers
who, being accused of heresy by the archbishop of Rheims and his brother, the
king of France, had appealed their case to the pope: the first known instance
of an appeal in such a case. Five months later Alexander III’s council of
Tours (May 1163) pronounced in very different language against ‘the damnable

on ecclesiastical persons and property and their refusal to express repentance sealed their fate.
heresy that has recently appeared in the region of Toulouse and, gradually spreading like a cancer to neighbouring regions through Gascony and other provinces, has already infected very many people’. The heretics were to be prevented from holding their meetings (conventicula). They were to be subject to a social and economic boycott ‘so that they may be forced through the loss of human comfort to repent of the error of their way of life’. The Third Lateran Council (1179) anathematized ‘the heretics whom some call “Cathars”, some “Patarines”, some “Publicani” and others by other names’, together with those who sheltered and defended them. The council had received a dossier on these heretics from the papal legates returning from southern France, Cardinal Peter of S. Grisogono and Henry of Marcy, abbot of Clairvaux. Henry of Marcy was one of the papal advisers who had most vehemently urged the summoning of this council, seeing its principal function as the eradication of heresy. He warned the pope that ‘heretics dispute publicly against the faith’ in southern France. Alexander III must ‘brandish the sword of the priest Phineas’ against those embracing false gods (Numbers 25:1–8). After his victory over the schismatical antipopes, Alexander must ‘lay the heretics to rest likewise’.

The Third Lateran Council was also faced with the new religious movement of the Waldensians. Having fallen foul of the archbishop of Lyons, the Waldensians sought the pope’s recognition for their way of life (like the Flemings who had appealed to Alexander III in 1162). The chronicler of Laon believed that their leader himself came to the council: ‘the pope embraced Waldes and approved the vow of voluntary poverty that he had made’. The report of a member of the commission of experts who investigated the Waldensians’ beliefs suggests a cooler response. The commission ridiculed the lack of theological training of these idiotae et illiterati and forbade them to preach. Alexander III’s councils were also preoccupied, like those of Innocent II and Eugenius III, with hunting for academic heresies in the schools. In both the council of Tours and the Third Lateran Council the pope’s experts (viriperiti) investigated the teachings of Peter Lombard, the most influential master of the Paris schools in the mid-twelfth century. The recommendation of the papal expert that the Third Lateran Council should condemn the ‘christological nihilism’ of Peter Lombard was defeated by the master’s adherents among the cardinals.
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and prelates in the council in a rare instance of conciliar opposition to the pope.123

The twelfth-century papal councils gradually developed the legislative framework for the practical coercive measures against heretics that would be compiled in the decree *Excommunicamus* of the Fourth Lateran Council (1215). This process began with Calixtus II’s council of Toulouse in 1119, which commanded that heretics should ‘be coerced by external powers’.124 The same phrase was used in the decree against heresy in the Second Lateran Council (1139).125 The councils of Alexander III, faced with a dangerous outbreak of heresy in southern France, were obliged to be more specific about the practical measures to be used. The council of Montpellier (1162) assumed that the ecclesiastical authorities in the region affected by heresy would admonish the local secular prince ‘to exercise his temporal jurisdiction against the heretics’. The council threatened with anathema any prince who failed to obey such an admonition.126 The council of Tours (1163) decreed that the secular powers must dispossess heretics of their lands.127 The Third Lateran Council commanded that the faithful ‘for the remission of their sins . . . take up arms to protect the Christian people’ against heretics. ‘Let [the heretics’] property be confiscated and let princes be free to reduce such men to slavery.’ The faithful who responded to this appeal were accorded the same status ‘as those who journey to the Lord’s Sepulchre’.128 The role of the secular power in the eradication of heresy was confirmed in the code of practice drawn up by Lucius III’s synod of Verona (4 November 1184), the decree *Ad abolendam*. This was the first papal document to speak of heretical movements not as individual regional phenomena but as a universal problem. It was issued ‘to abolish the wickedness of the various heresies that have begun to increase in most regions of the world in modern times’ and began with a catalogue of the heresies currently known to the curia: ‘the Cathars and Patarines and those who deceitfully go by the false name of the Humiliati or the Poor Men of Lyons [Waldensians], the Passagians, Josephines, Arnoldists’. The decree anathematized all those who denied the sacraments of the church and unlawfully claimed the right to preach.129 The decree was issued jointly by the pope and Emperor Frederick I, symbolizing the church’s dependence on the assistance of the secular power in removing this threat to her authority.
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The basis of this legislation was the doctrine of ‘righteous persecution’ which Gratian had absorbed from the Gregorian canon law collections of the late eleventh century.

That statement of Jerome, according to which the church is not to persecute anyone, must not be understood as meaning that in general the church persecutes no one but rather that she persecutes no one unjustly. For not every persecution is blameworthy: rather it is reasonable for us to persecute heretics, just as Christ physically persecuted those whom He drove out of the Temple [Matthew 21:12].

To this dictum the Decretist Master Roland added that ‘to kill wicked men for the sake of correction and justice is to serve God’. Master Huguccio emphasized that the church can practise persecution if the motive is ‘love of correction and of justice’. According to Gratian, this ‘righteous persecution’ must be carried out by the secular powers, under the direction of the sacerdotium. Although priests must not take up arms in their own hands, nevertheless they are empowered by their authority to persuade those to whom such functions are committed and to command any of them to take up arms.

Secular princes have a divinely ordained duty of defending the church against her enemies: if they fail to come to her assistance, they must be excommunicated. Rufinus was the first canonist (1157–9) to derive from these statements the idea of military intervention against heretics, which eventually formed part of the legislation of the Third Lateran Council: ‘heretics are to be compelled by arms to return to the Catholic faith’. The Decretists deduced from Gratian’s opinions that, where the defence of the faith was concerned, secular princes were to be regarded as the servants of the church. Huguccio concluded that ‘secular [princes] were established for this purpose, that whatever the church is unable to achieve by her own means, should be executed by them as if they were servants so that through their means she may have protection and power and peace’. ‘If she wishes to use the secular arm, he from whom help is sought is bound to obey her and defend her.’

Huguccio was one of the earliest authors to use the term ‘secular arm’ (seculare brachium) to describe the lay power when cooperating with the church. As we have already seen, Huguccio adopted the ‘Gelasian’ rather than the ‘Gregorian’ view of the relations of the two powers. ‘Both powers, namely the apostolic and the imperial, were instituted by God; neither depends on the other and the

131 Roland, Summa ad c.23 q.5, p. 93.
132 Huguccio, Summa ad dictum Gratiani ante c.1, c.23 q.3, quoted by Walther (1976), p. 127 n. 90.
133 Gratian, ‘Decretum’, c.23 q.8, dictum post c.18. Ibid., c.24 q.1 c.11, 14; c.23 q.5 c.18–45.
134 Rufinus, Summa decretorum ad dictum Gratiani ante c.23 q.1, p. 403.
135 Huguccio, Summa ad d.96 c.16, quoted by Watt (1965), p. 31 n. 43. See Stickler (1947), pp. 1–44.
The papacy, 1122–1198

The emperor does not hold the sword from the pope. Nevertheless Huguccio considered that when the church and the Catholic faith were in danger, secular princes were obliged to obey the ecclesiastical authorities ‘as if they were the servants’ of the church. He identified two circumstances in particular in which secular assistance was obligatory: when ecclesiastical authority was undermined by delinquent clergy and when the church was threatened by heretics. In the first instance, if clerks ‘are utterly incorrigible and cannot be disciplined by the church, then by the church’s permission the secular judge can arrest and coerce [them]’. In the second instance, ‘note that princes are understood to be defenders of the church . . . and if, on being admonished to do so, they refuse, they can be excommunicated’. This Decretist conception of the duty of the secular princes to engage in wars of ‘righteous persecution’ against the heretics at the command of the church completed the twelfth-century vision of Latin Christendom as a compulsory society. Membership of this society depended on adherence to the orthodox religion defined by the Roman church. ‘The faith of the Roman church has destroyed every heresy.’ Consequently ‘it is not permitted to think or teach other than the Roman church thinks and teaches’. The touchstone of orthodoxy in the compulsory society of the twelfth-century canonists was obedience to the Roman church and her bishop.

His role as the unique guarantor of Catholic orthodoxy gave the pope the authority to declare holy wars not only against the heretics within but also against pagani outside Christendom. It was the undisputed power of the pope to launch a crusade that (as we have already seen) inspired Bernard of Clairvaux to attribute to him possession of the ‘two swords’, the ‘material sword’ of lay coercion and the ‘spiritual sword’ of excommunication. Bernard urged Eugenius III to launch a crusade with the words, ‘put forth both swords . . . Who should do so, if not you? Both are Peter’s, the one to be unsheathed at his nod, the other by his hand, whenever necessary.’ The principal concern of twelfth-century canonists dealing with the subject of holy war was to emphasize that clerks themselves must not be directly involved in the conflict. ‘The church does not recognize the use of weapons by her ministers, but recognizes their use by others.’

Huguccio concluded that it was ‘lawful for clerks in Outremer and in Spain to go into battle and carry the Lord’s cross so that the Lord may protect the Christians and terrify the pagans’. These clerks were permitted to defend themselves against attack but if they killed an attacker, they must be
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deposed from their office: ‘for it is better to suffer death than to inflict death in order to escape’.\footnote{143} The twelfth-century Decretists asked whether the pope, a churchman to whom weapons were forbidden, could authorize others to resort to arms. Master Gratian had supplied them with the ‘authority’ of Alexander II’s letter (1063) to those engaged in warfare against the Spanish Muslims ‘who persecute the Christians and drive them out of their cities and their own dwellings’.\footnote{144} The Decretists concluded from this ‘authority’ that papal holy wars were justified by the fact that they were wars of self-defence.\footnote{145} Thus the cautious Huguccio defended the war against Saladin on the grounds that ‘he now holds Christians captive and defiles and takes tribute from the Holy Land where Christ died’.\footnote{146} His fellow Decretist, Sicardus of Cremona, however, was prepared to approve aggressive as well as defensive holy wars: ‘it is permissible for the pope and other prelates on his authority to request princes and exhort others to defensive and aggressive measures against the enemies of the holy faith and of the peace of the church and the fatherland’.\footnote{147} Sicardus based his opinion on the confident pronouncements of the twelfth-century papacy on the subject of the crusade. By the end of the century most learned men accepted that it belonged to ‘the privilege of the apostle Peter and to the general authority of the church’ to launch a holy war.\footnote{148}

‘Recognizing its duty’, the apostolic see has proclaimed a crusade, declared Celestine III in 1193.\footnote{149} The preaching of a crusade was now a duty in the eyes of the late twelfth-century papal curia because crusading had assumed such importance in the penitential system of the church. As Peter of Blois explained in his treatise appealing for a crusade (1188/9), the papal holy war was urgently needed by the laity because it provided a unique ‘remedy of penitence’ and ‘spiritual medicine’ for their sins.\footnote{150} ‘This was a view of the crusade formulated by Bernard of Clairvaux, preaching the Second Crusade in 1146–7. ‘What is [the crusade] but an opportunity for salvation, carefully considered and such as God alone could devise, which the Almighty uses to summon from their servitude murderers, robbers, adulterers, oath-breakers and men guilty of other crimes, as if they were righteous people?’\footnote{151} The influence of this vision of the
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crusade is apparent in the legislation of the papal councils which prescribes as a penance for arson (the worst imaginable crime in the opinion of the twelfth-century papacy) that the offender spend ‘a full year in the service of God in Jerusalem or in Spain’. The importance of the crusade lay in the spiritual reward that the pope alone could confer on the crusader. ‘Take the sign of the cross’, explained Bernard of Clairvaux, ‘and this full indulgence of all the offences that you have confessed with contrite heart is offered to you by the supreme pontiff, the vicar of him to whom it was said, “Whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven” [Matthew 16:19].

The First Lateran Council in 1123 explained the spiritual reward of crusaders in the words: ‘To those who journey to Jerusalem and give effective help in defending the Christian people and in conquering the tyranny of the infidels, we grant remission of their sins.’ Similar language is used in Eugenius III’s crusading letter of 1 December 1145, Quantum praedecessores, which promised remission of sins and absolution according to the ordinance of [Urban II], . . . so that whoever begins and completes such a holy journey in a spirit of devotion, or dies during the journey, may obtain absolution from all the sins of which he has made confession with a contrite and humbled heart, and may receive the fruit of eternal recompense from Him who rewards all goodness.

Both the First Lateran Council and Eugenius III identified the spiritual reward of the crusaders as ‘remission of sins’ (remissio peccatorum): that is, full remission of all the divinely imposed temporal penalties for sin. In conferring this reward both referred to the precedent of Urban II. In fact the few surviving statements of Urban II describe the crusaders’ reward not only as ‘remission of sins’ but also as a commutation of penance, a more conventional exercise of the church’s penitential discipline: ‘we release them from all penance for those sins for which they make a true and perfect confession’. The early twelfth-century chroniclers of the First Crusade, however, wrote confidently of the ‘immediate remission of sins’ promised to the crusaders. It has been suggested that the evidence of these chroniclers (who reflected the views of the crusaders themselves) shows that ‘popular crusading propaganda at once went unhesitatingly far beyond the more limited formula’ used by Urban II

---

This interpretation was certainly known to Eugenius III. ‘We have learned from the accounts of writers of former times’, declares his letter *Quantum praedecessores*, ‘and we have found written in their *Deeds* how much our predecessors the Roman pontiffs laboured for the liberation of the eastern church.’

Eugenius III here made clear that he owed his knowledge of Urban II’s crusade not to that pope’s letters but to the chronicles of the First Crusade. His promise of ‘remission of sins and absolution’ must have been influenced by the chroniclers’ interpretation of Urban II’s promise to the crusaders. Bernard of Clairvaux, the official preacher of the Second Crusade launched by Eugenius, explained the message of *Quantum praedecessores* to the laity: ‘take the sign of the cross and simultaneously you will obtain indulgence for what you have confessed with a contrite heart’. The crusade, Bernard declared, was ‘a day of abundant salvation’ and ‘a time rich in indulgence’ for the laity.

The novelty of this language has been underlined by historians. The term *indulgentia* – meaning the remission by the church of the temporal penalties for sin, guaranteed by the treasury of the spiritual merits of the church – was to have a long and controversial history.

It is certain, however, that at the time of the Second Crusade *indulgentia* had not yet acquired the technical meaning that it would be given in the later thirteenth century in the writings of Bonaventura and Thomas Aquinas: scholastic theologians had not yet begun to develop the doctrine of indulgences. Lacking the precise terminology of thirteenth-century theologians, the curia of Eugenius III may have perceived no difference between the ‘remission of sins and absolution’ of *Quantum praedecessores*, the ‘indulgence’ of Bernard’s recruiting propaganda and the commutation of penance promised in 1095. That is indeed the impression conveyed by Alexander III’s crusading letter of 29 July 1169, which reviewed the promises of his predecessors. ‘We make that remission of penance imposed by the priestly ministry that our predecessors, the Fathers of happy memory Urban and Eugenius are known to have instituted, so that...he who undertakes the penance and remains there for two years to defend the land...shall rejoice in the acquisition of remission of the penance imposed on him.’

Placing the spiritual reward of the crusader

---

159 Mayer (1972), p. 33.
162 Bernard, ‘Epistola’ 363.
163 E.g. Gottlob (1906), p. 105: ‘The transcendental efficacy of the indulgence was emphasized for the first time in the Second Crusade.’
firmly in the framework of the church’s penitential discipline, Alexander III promised no more than commutation of penance and assumed that Urban II and Eugenius III had done likewise.

This letter of 1169 bears witness to the greater complexity and caution of the formulas used by the curia in the later twelfth century. Alexander III’s first crusading letter in 1165 was simply a reissue of Eugenius III’s *Quantum praedecessores*.166 His last crusading letter in 1181 contained an elaborate scale of different spiritual rewards. For two years’ service crusaders obtained ‘absolution of all their offences for which they have made confession with contrite and humbled heart’; for one year’s service they obtained ‘indulgence of half the penance imposed on them and remission of sins’.167 The misleading terms *indulgentia* and *remissio peccatorum* recur but the central message is clear enough: one year’s service earned commutation of half the crusader’s penance; two years’ service earned the commutation of all his penance. Gregory VIII’s letter *Audita tremendi* of 29 October 1187, launching the Third Crusade, contained the same message. Crusaders who ‘depart as a penance for their sins and in right faith’ were assured ‘release from the satisfaction imposed for all their sins which they have rightly confessed’.168 Celestine III’s letter of 25 July 1195, the last crusading bull of the twelfth century, combines the formulas of Alexander III’s letter of 1169 and Gregory VIII’s of 1187. ‘We make that remission of penance imposed by the priestly ministry that our predecessors are known to have instituted in their day, so that those who . . . depart as a penance for their sins and in right faith, shall have full indulgence of their crimes and eternal life.’169 These more detailed papal promises of the last third of the twelfth century, variations on the theme of ‘remission (indulgence) of penances’, suggest an increasing caution, even a growing uncertainty, in the curia, responding to the elaboration of the doctrine of indulgences in the schools.

The papacy not only offered the spiritual reward that was the *raison d’être* of the crusade but also provided the disciplinary and organizational framework that made the crusade effective. First, papal legislation concerning the crusading vow (*votum crucis*) enabled the fleeting lay enthusiasm inspired by the preaching of the crusade to be transformed into a commitment to join the expedition. Before the formulation of the *votum crucis* canonists accepted that vows (such as the vow to enter the religious life) belonged purely to the realm of private morality. The vow was a voluntary obligation (*votum voluntarium*), the sanction being that the individual staked his salvation on the fulfilment of his promise to God. Papal legislation concerning the *votum crucis*, however, made the

166 Alexander III, JL 11218, cols. 384b–386c.
168 Gregory VIII, JL 16019, col. 1542c. 169 Celestine III, JL 17270, col. 1109c.
crusader’s vow an obligation in the public sphere, enforceable by legal sanctions in this world as well as the next. The First Lateran Council (1123) used the sanction of the interdict against reluctant crusaders.

We command by apostolic authority that those who are known to have placed crosses on their garments for the expedition to Jerusalem or to Spain and afterwards to have abandoned them, are to take up the crosses again and to complete the journey between this Easter and the next. Otherwise thenceforward we deny them admission to a church and we forbid the divine offices in all their lands except for the baptism of infants and the confession of the dying.

Alexander III and Celestine III issued similar decrees. Simultaneously the formalization of the rite for taking the cross (in which the votary received a cross of cloth symbolizing the *votum crucis*) underlined the gravity of the vow. In 1177, for example, a papal legate described to Alexander III the ceremony in which Count Henry of Champagne made the crusading vow, ‘most devoutly receiving the sign of the life-giving cross from the hand of your legate’.

The papacy also promoted the crusade by granting the temporal privileges that encouraged crusaders to absent themselves from their homeland. The First Lateran Council in 1123, summarizing the measures of Urban II, received ‘the houses, households and all the property [of crusaders] under the protection of St Peter and of the Roman church’. Eugenius III confirmed this protection in 1145, in terms that were to be repeated by Alexander III and Gregory VIII. ‘We decree that [crusaders’] wives and children and also their property and possessions are to remain under the protection of holy church and of us, of archbishops, bishops and other prelates of the church of God.’

Eugenius III’s letter *Quantum praedecessores* also conferred financial and judicial privileges not previously mentioned in papal documents concerning the crusade. The papal measures to assist crusaders in financing their expedition had the effect of depriving third parties of their rights. First, ‘those who are burdened with debt to others and begin the holy journey with a pure heart, are not to pay interest for time past’. Secondly, ‘if their kinsmen or the lords to whom their fiefs belong either will not or cannot lend them money, after due warning they may pledge their lands or other possessions, freely

---
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and without any appeal, to churches or churchmen or any other of the faithful’. This innovatory papal interference into secular affairs enabled crusaders to pledge their family lands or fiefs, while depriving their kindred or feudal lords of their customary rights over the crusaders’ lands. Finally, Quantum praedecessores delayed all judicial proceedings affecting the interests of absent crusaders. All these temporal privileges were confirmed in later crusading bulls, transforming the crusaders into an elite, quite distinct from the rest of the laity. Eugenius III indeed envisaged crusaders claiming the privilegium fori, the right to trial in the ecclesiastical rather than the secular courts. This was a privilege, however, which his successors were more anxious to curtail than to confirm.

When secular princes went on crusade, the pope placed their lands under the protection of St Peter. During the absence of the kings of France and Germany on the Second Crusade, for example, Eugenius III guaranteed the security of their kingdoms. The pope’s biographer described how in the abbey of St-Denis he ‘placed on the king the sign of the cross . . . and at his request received the kingdom into his hands and into his power’. Abbot Suger of St-Denis, appointed by Louis VII as regent, was simultaneously acknowledged by the pope as the guardian of the interests of the absent crusader. (This was the papal office known later as conservator crucisignatorum.) Suger’s biographer underlined the two aspects of the abbot’s authority. ‘The new ruler was immediately girded with twin swords, one material and royal, the other spiritual and ecclesiastical, but both from heaven and committed to him by the supreme pontiff.’ The German kingdom, entrusted to Henry, the ten-year-old son of King Conrad III, was likewise accorded apostolic protection. Eugenius III’s privilege declared that ‘the honour’ of the young king must ‘suffer no damage or diminution in his father’s absence, under the protection of St Peter’. When Count Henry I of Champagne took the cross and departed for the east (1179),
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Abbot Henry of Clairvaux petitioned Alexander III on his behalf that his land should be ‘fortified and defended by apostolic protection, so that anyone who plots any harm to it in the prince’s absence may be in no doubt of incurring your indignation’.\(^{185}\) The most controversial case involving papal protection of the lands of an absent crusading prince was that of King Richard I of England. When the returning crusader was imprisoned in Germany by his enemy Emperor Henry VI (1193–4), Celestine III came under strong pressure from Richard’s supporters to use ecclesiastical sanctions to secure his release.\(^{186}\) The pope was moved to excommunicate Richard’s younger brother, John, who was plotting against the absent king, giving as his justification the papal protection for the property of crusaders. The absent king had ‘left the concerns of his kingdom under apostolic protection’.\(^{187}\) His own precarious political situation, however, inhibited Celestine III from excommunicating Emperor Henry VI: he chose to blame ‘the excesses of [the emperor’s] vassals’.\(^{188}\)

The special status and temporal privileges granted to the crusaders in the east were also accorded to those who fought the Muslims in Spain. In Calixtus II’s letter of 1123 the papacy for the first time promised to knights engaged in a Spanish expedition ‘the same remission of sins that we have made for the defenders of the eastern church’.\(^{189}\) The First Lateran Council in 1123 and the Second Lateran Council in 1139 similarly equated the war in Spain with that in Outremer: both were crusades.\(^{190}\) Ecclesiastical politicians in Spain emphasized the connection between these two holy wars. ‘Just as the knights of Christ and the faithful sons of holy church have opened up the route to Jerusalem with much labour and at the cost of great bloodshed’, declared the papal legate, Archbishop Diego Gelmírez of Compostela, in 1124, ‘so we also shall be made knights of Christ and by subduing His enemies, the evil Saracens, we shall open up to the same Sepulchre of the Lord, with His help, a route through the Spanish territories that is shorter and much less laborious.’\(^{191}\) In the years 1147–8 the two crusades did indeed coincide. An Anglo-Flemish-German


\(^{186}\) Peter of Blois, ‘Epistola’ 144–6 (on behalf of Eleanor, the queen-mother); ibid. 64, PL 207, cols. 1874–90 (on behalf of Archbishop Walter of Rouen).


\(^{188}\) Celestine III, JL 17226, col. 1689c. The pope excommunicated Duke Leopold of Austria, who had taken Richard I prisoner and subsequently surrendered him to Henry VI. See below p. 383.


\(^{190}\) Concilium Lateranense I c.10; Concilium Lateranense II c.18.

naval expedition bound for the Second Crusade in Palestine was persuaded to participate in the conquest of Lisbon in October 1147. Simultaneously ‘the Genoese were admonished and summoned by God through the apostolic see’

to assist Count Ramón Berenguer IV of Barcelona in the siege of Tortosa’. The military religious orders, the Templars and Hospitallers, founded for the defence of the crusader kingdom of Jerusalem, accumulated extensive estates in Spain and became involved in their defence against the Muslims. The Spanish kings, notably King Alfonso I of Aragon, envisaged their playing a major part in the wars of the ‘Reconquest’. This role was eventually to be shared with the new Spanish military orders of Calatrava and Santiago, the foundation of which ‘represented an institutionalization of the war against the Muslims’. It was Alexander III who conferred legitimacy on these new institutions, approving the rules of the new orders in 1164 and 1175 respectively and placing them under papal protection.

Of the popes of our period it was Celestine III who most consistently interested himself in the holy war in Spain. As Cardinal Deacon Hyacinth of S. Maria in Cosmedin, he had been the curia’s expert on Spanish affairs, undertaking two lengthy legations (1154–5 and 1172–5). At his legatine council of Valladolid (1155) he had called for an expedition against the Saracens, promising the same indulgence that Urban II had formerly granted the crusaders. In 1172 he had participated in the attempt of King Alfonso VIII of Castile to organize an expedition. As pope he issued in 1193 a crusading bull for Spain, offering Spanish crusaders the spiritual reward and the temporal privileges of ‘those who have journeyed to the Lord’s Sepulchre’. Celestine III promoted the holy war in Spain by forbidding Spanish knights to participate in the crusade to the east. By his authority, knights from Bordeaux who had bound themselves by a crusading vow to Jerusalem were permitted instead to fight in Spain. Celestine’s legatine experience had shown him how much the Spanish crusade was impeded by the rivalries of the Christian rulers. One of his principal preoccupations as pope was, therefore, to compel the reluctant

---
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kings and princes of Spain to unite against the Muslims. In 1195, calling for peace among Christians, he threatened with excommunication those Spanish princes who made war on neighbours who were engaged in the crusade. When in 1196 King Alfonso IX of León made an alliance with the Almohads, Celestine excommunicated him, declaring that if Alfonso made use of Muslim troops, ‘the vassals of his kingdom would be absolved from his fealty and lordship by the authority of the apostolic see’.

Before the pontificate of Celestine III Spanish princes had figured in papal records mainly as a source of financial support. A number of the Christian rulers of the Iberian peninsula made an annual payment of census to the apostolic see. The count of Barcelona had begun to make such a payment when Berenguer Ramón II became a vassal of the Roman church, surrendering his city of Tarragona (1090). There is, however, no reference in twelfth-century papal documents to this feudal relationship. Adrian IV recorded in 1158 that the person and lands of Count Ramón Berenguer IV were ‘under St Peter’s and our protection’ because he was engaged in ‘subduing the barbarous peoples and the savage nations, that is, the fury of the Saracens’. The count of Barcelona now enjoyed the status of a crusader. The king of Aragón paid to St Peter an annual tributum of 500 mancusus and each of his vassals paid an additional mancusus. This substantial tribute was paid not because he was the pope’s vassal, but because he enjoyed the protection of St Peter. His status was analogous to that of a monastery on which the pope had conferred St Peter’s patroncinium. (Hence the papacy’s interest in Aragonese affairs, such as, for example, Innocent II’s preoccupation with the testament of King Alfonso I.) Afonso I Henriques of Portugal acquired a status analogous to that of the king of Aragon when, in the words of Lucius II’s privilege of 1144, he offered to St Peter the land committed to [him] by God . . . and committed [his] person and land to his protection. Afonso Henriques had assumed the title of ‘king of the Portuguese’ (rex Portugalensium) after his great victory over the Muslims
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on 25 July 1139. His assumption of the royal title and his request for the patrocinium of St Peter were equally intended to secure the independence of the county of Portugal from the kingdom of León. The papacy initially ignored the royal title: Lucius II’s privilege called Afonso Henriques ‘duke’ (Portugaliae-dux). In 1179, however, Alexander III acclaimed him as ‘the intrepid destroyer of the enemies of the Christian name and the energetic defender of the Christian faith’. Afonso I had earned the title of king and the pope declared that his kingdom ‘belongs to the jurisdiction of St Peter’. The practical significance of this change for the papal government was that, while as dux Afonso I Henriques had paid an annual census of four ounces of gold, as rex his census increased fourfold and moreover he sent a gift of 1,000 gold pieces to the pope.

The practical significance of this change for the papal government was that, while as dux Afonso I Henriques had paid an annual census of four ounces of gold, as rex his census increased fourfold and moreover he sent a gift of 1,000 gold pieces to the pope.

The case of Portugal was characteristic of the relations of the peripheral lands of western Christendom with the papacy in the twelfth century. Secular rulers desired the pope to use his unique authority to legitimize their political aspirations and they would pay generously for papal support in the form of the patrocinium of St Peter. The papacy meanwhile wished to promote reform in the churches of the peripheral lands, gaining access for papal legates and promoting the reorganization of ecclesiastical structures. The mutual benefits of these relationships are illustrated by the papacy’s interventions in Scandinavia. The key event was the legation of Cardinal Nicholas of Albano (the future Adrian IV) in 1152–3. According to his biographer, he brought ‘peace to the kingdoms, law to the barbarians, tranquillity to the monasteries, order to the churches, discipline to the clergy and a people pleasing to God, devoted to good works’. Arriving in Norway, he reconciled the feuding dynasts and underpinned the authority of King Inge. His legatine council strengthened the economic position of the church and the social status of the clergy. Most importantly he established Nidaros (Trondheim), the centre of the cult of St Olaf, as the metropolitan church of Norway. Cardinal Nicholas’s attempt to create a metropolis for the Swedish kingdom failed because he could not find a location acceptable to both the mutually hostile peoples inhabiting Sweden, the Goths and Swedes. As pope, Adrian IV continued to press the case for a Swedish metropolis, authorizing the archbishop of Lund ‘to appoint a metropolitan in that kingdom with the consent of the king, the bishops and the princes of that land’. Eventually the inhabitants of the kingdom agreed on the site of Uppsala and in 1164 Alexander III responded to their petition by conferring the metropolitan dignity.
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The papacy recommended the creation of a separate metropolitan dignity because in a land so far from Rome and ‘not long converted to the faith’, an authoritative figure was needed who could ‘more frequently and more usefully take care of what concerns the salvation of the faithful’. The new metropolis, however, also had a political significance that would not be lost on the Scandinavian kings. In Norway, torn by dynastic disputes, and Sweden, divided by the hostility of Goths and Swedes, the new metropolis was a valuable symbol of unity and political stability. In return, the Norwegian and Swedish kings were willing to pay an annual *census* in order to be bound more closely to the Roman church. This payment (analogous to that paid by the Danish kingdom since the early eleventh century) seems to date from the legation of Nicholas of Albano. In the case of Sweden at least the papal curia linked the payment of *census* directly with the *patrocinium* of St Peter. ‘We demand this [census]’, wrote Anastasius IV, ‘assuredly not so much for our own benefit as for the salvation of your souls, since we desire that through the service of inward devotion you obtain St Peter’s protection.’

It was not only the Scandinavian kings, however, who desired a closer relationship with Rome. Churchmen also realized that papal patronage might promote the aspirations of their churches or protect them from secular interference. The first important adherent of the papacy in Scandinavia was Archbishop Eskil of Lund, friend of Bernard of Clairvaux and responsible for introducing Cistercian monasticism into Denmark and Sweden. Eskil came to Rome in 1157 seeking papal protection against his enemies King Swein of Denmark and the latter’s supporter and kinsman, Archbishop Hartwig of Bremen. Adrian IV defended Eskil from Hartwig’s scheme to subject Lund to the jurisdiction of Bremen by granting his protégé the office of papal legate and conferring on Lund a primacy over the Swedish and Norwegian churches. Hartwig’s plan was supported by his lord, Emperor Frederick I (who had assisted the efforts of Swein, his vassal, to obtain the Danish crown). The papacy’s championing of Eskil’s cause, therefore, contributed to the deterioration of papal– imperial relations in the later 1150s.

A similar enthusiast for papal authority was Eysten Erlendsson, whom Alexander III consecrated as archbishop of Nidaros in 1161. Archbishop Eysten brought about the election in 1163 of King Magnus Erlingsson, claiming a role for the episcopate in king-making for the first time and performing the first consecration and coronation of a Norwegian king. On this occasion he obtained
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from the boy king an oath of fidelity and obedience to the Roman church. Magnus swore to observe the reforming legislation of Cardinal Nicholas of Albano, to pay the annual census to the papacy and to show ‘due reverence and obedience’ to the church in Norway. This unconventional royal promise was evidently modelled on the oath sworn to the pope by metropolitans. After attaining his majority King Magnus, still under the influence of Archbishop Eysten, confirmed the bishops’ role in the election of the king and freed episcopal elections from secular control. The adventurer who defeated Magnus and usurped his throne (1180), Sverri Sigurdsson, strove to recover control over the election of bishops and ecclesiastical property. Archbishop Eysten’s successor, Eric Ivarsson, driven into exile, appealed to Rome against the usurpation and the attack on the church’s rights. Celestine III’s sentence of excommunication against the king and his adherents (1193) unleashed a protracted struggle between regnum and sacerdotium, culminating in the papal interdict imposed on Norway in 1198.

The peripheral land that offered the greatest challenge to papal diplomacy was the English kingdom. The record of the papal revenues compiled in 1192, the Liber Censuum, suggests that, of the contributions of the western kingdoms to the annual income of the pope, the largest was that made by England. The English payments exceeded even that of the papal vassal kingdom of Sicily. The most important element in the English contribution was ‘Peter’s pence’, the pious offering contributed annually by the churches in each diocese. The king played an important role in the collection of Peter’s pence and was responsible for its despatch to the papal curia. ‘No one in the kingdom would have considered paying us for an instant, if the king had not given his general command,’ Bishop Gilbert Foliot of London informed the pope in 1165. For ‘according to ancient custom it is collected at a fixed time by [the king’s command].’ The king was therefore in a position to withhold this valuable donation in order to put pressure on the papal curia. This was the strategy of King Henry I in defence of the ‘customs’ of the Anglo-Norman kings – that is, their control of ecclesiastical affairs in their dominions – against the reforming legislation of the Gregorian papacy. There is no evidence of the royal manipulation of Peter’s pence from the 1120s to the early 1160s; but in the years 1166–9 there
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is evidence that King Henry II resorted to his grandfather’s tactics. In the interests of preserving Henry I’s ‘customs’ Henry II seems to have used the threat of withholding Peter’s pence in his negotiations with the impoverished and beleaguered Alexander III. The twelfth-century papacy faced no more delicate operation than that of balancing their need for good relations with the English king with their wish to protect the liberty of the English church.

In their conduct towards the papacy the twelfth-century English kings adopted the model of King Henry I, who, as his grandson is alleged to have boasted, was ‘king, apostolic legate, patriarch, emperor and everything he wished to be, in his own land’. Henry I was accused by Paschal II of neglecting the rights of the papacy in that he ignored the canon law principle that the greater ecclesiastical cases (maiores causae) must be referred to the judgement of Rome. ‘You settle the affairs of bishops without consulting us . . . You take away from the oppressed [the right of] appeal to the holy see.’ In fact during Henry I’s reign four maiores causae brought English churchmen to the papal curia: the dispute over the papal decree against the investiture of bishops by kings; the claim of the archbishop of Canterbury to be primate of the kingdom of England and indeed of all Britain; the claim of the archbishop of York to be the metropolitan of the Scottish bishops; the appeal of the bishop of Llandaff against the encroachments of his neighbours, the bishops of Hereford and St Davids. Even the lesser clergy of the English kingdom were beginning to appeal to Rome against the judgements of the ecclesiastical courts in England.

King Henry I was aware that, thanks to the vision and energy of the Gregorian papacy, the curia had become an inescapable fact of the life of western Christendom. Rome was now exercising its centripetal attraction on English churchmen as on churchmen everywhere, as appellants sought to enlist papal authority in the interests of securing their own rights. Henry I himself saw the value of seeking St Peter’s confirmation for his royal rights. When he met Calixtus II in Gisors in 1119, he asked the pope to grant him ‘all the customs that his father had possessed in England and Normandy’.

Henry I seems to have been determined not that papal authority should be totally excluded from his territories but that it should be admitted only on his terms and with his consent. Thus in his conversation with the pope
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in 1119 he specifically identified the sending of papal legates to England as a practice contrary to the royal ‘customs’. His objection to legates was shared by the church of Canterbury, which claimed for the archbishop the status of permanent legate in the kingdom. Nevertheless in 1124 the papal legate John of Crema, cardinal priest of S. Grisogono visited Normandy and in 1125 he ‘travelled throughout almost the whole of England, venturing nearly to Scotland, and celebrated a council in London,… something that no Roman legate had ever done in the time of the two Williams’. This legation, unlike others during the reign, was opposed neither by the king nor by the archbishop of Canterbury, William of Corbeil, and it demonstrated how useful papal authority could be to both of them. First, John of Crema annulled the marriage between Henry I’s nephew and rival William Clito and the daughter of the count of Anjou, Henry’s principal enemy in France. The legate thus removed a dangerous threat to Henry’s hold over Normandy. Secondly, John of Crema had instructions from the pope to investigate the contentious claim of the archbishop of Canterbury to primatial jurisdiction over York. William of Corbeil believed that such an investigation in an English council (in which the archbishop of York’s supporters would be in a minority) would vindicate the claims of his church. In 1126 Honorius II further conciliated King Henry I by granting a legatine commission to Archbishop William of Canterbury ‘in England and Scotland’. This was compensation for the pope’s refusal to recognize Canterbury’s primatial claim. The Canterbury–York dispute continued to surface throughout the twelfth century and the papacy continued to use the same compromise solution, granting a legatine commission to Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury (1150) and to his successors, Richard (1174), Baldwin (1185) and Hubert Walter (1195).

The reign of King Stephen provided unusual opportunities for papal intervention in the English church and kingdom. First, the disputed succession to the English throne was referred to the judgement of the papacy; secondly, the dominant figure in the English church was an enthusiast for papal authority. Henry of Blois, bishop of Winchester, brother of King Stephen, enjoyed a papal legation in England (1139–43) thanks to his friendship with

Innocent II. English polemicists portrayed him as an ecclesiastical tyrant who sacrificed English ‘customs’ to Roman influence. ‘In England appeals [to Rome] were not in use until Bishop Henry of Winchester in his wickedness cruelly intruded them while he was a legate.’ Henry certainly concerned himself with the rights of the papacy and he was not loath to exploit the precedence over Canterbury that the legatine commission gave him. Nevertheless his legatine councils demonstrated his genuine preoccupation with reform and his determination to defend the freedom of the church against the king.

It was perhaps Henry of Winchester who had played the decisive role in negotiating the church’s support for his brother’s accession on the death of their uncle, King Henry I, in 1135. Stephen’s usurpation of the English throne was legitimized by the English church and the papacy, as the new king declared in the opening clause of his charter of liberties for the church (1136). This royal promise of ecclesiastical liberty was the price of papal support for his accession. ‘I Stephen, by the grace of God elected king of England with the assent of the clergy and people and consecrated by William, archbishop of Canterbury and legate of the holy Roman church and afterwards confirmed by Innocent, pontiff of the holy Roman see, . . . grant that holy church shall be free and confirm the reverence due to her.’ The disputed succession to the English throne continued to preoccupy the papal curia in the following two decades. During the Second Lateran Council (1139) Matilda, daughter and designated successor of King Henry I, challenged Stephen’s usurpation and claimed the English throne and afterwards confirmed by Innocent, pontiff of the holy Roman see, . . . grant that holy church shall be free and confirm the reverence due to her. The disputed succession to the English throne continued to preoccupy the papal curia in the following two decades. During the Second Lateran Council (1139) Matilda, daughter and designated successor of King Henry I, challenged Stephen’s usurpation and claimed the English throne by hereditary right. Innocent II adhered to his former decision in favour of Stephen. ‘Against the advice of certain cardinals, especially Guido, cardinal priest of S. Marco, he accepted King Stephen’s gifts and in a friendly letter confirmed his possession of the kingdom of England and the duchy of Normandy.’

Soon after this confirmation of his title, however, Stephen began to alienate the church by his efforts to regain his predecessor’s control over the episcopate. When Cardinal Guido succeeded to the papacy as Celestine II, ‘he wrote to Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury, forbidding any innovation to be made in the kingdom of England concerning the crown, which was the subject of a lawsuit and the transfer of which was forbidden by law. His successors, Pope Lucius [II] and Eugenius [III], repeated
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In practice, this prohibition of any *innovatio* meant that Stephen could not proceed with his plans to have his son crowned king. The change in papal policy made possible the succession of King Henry II, son of Stephen’s rival, Matilda.

The first five years of Henry II’s reign coincided with the period in which English influence was strongest in the papal curia, the pontificate of Adrian IV, the English pope. (As Cardinal Bishop Nicholas of Albano he had been the second Englishman to be promoted to the cardinalate, the first being the theologian Robert Pullen, cardinal priest of SS. Martino e Silvestro, who had filled the important office of chancellor in 1145–6.) Adrian IV’s attachment to his homeland was demonstrated above all by his devotion to the cult of St Alban. He also promoted the insular and continental ambitions of Henry II in various ways. The pope supported Henry’s plan to give Brittany a separate ecclesiastical organization, independent of the archbishopric of Tours, with a series of privileges for the church of Dol, reversing the policy of his immediate predecessors. In the case of England Adrian managed to support the interests of both the rival archbishops. He renewed the legatine commission of Theobald of Canterbury, even though he felt obliged to rebuke the archbishop for conspiring with Henry II to block appeals to Rome by English churchmen. To Archbishop Roger of York Adrian granted a privilege confirming his metropolitan authority over the bishops of Scotland in terms more specific than any predecessor had been prepared to concede. Adrian IV’s most striking concession to Henry II was recorded by the English emissary to the papal curia in 1156, John of Salisbury, clerk in Archbishop Theobald’s household. ‘At my request [Adrian] conceded and gave Ireland as a hereditary possession to the illustrious king of the English, Henry II.’ John of Salisbury linked this grant with the claim that ‘all islands are said to belong to the Roman church by ancient right, according to the Donation of Constantine’.
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Constantine (so important to the Gregorian papacy) was cited in support of papal territorial jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{248} Henry II expected to find Adrian IV’s successor equally accommodating, given Alexander III’s need for secular allies during his struggle against Emperor Frederick I in the schism of 1159–77. When in 1161 the king requested the canonization of King Edward the Confessor, the pope was given to understand that Henry considered this favour an appropriate reward for his supporting Alexander in the schism.\textsuperscript{249} Henry’s willingness to permit the English bishops to attend Alexander’s council of Tours (1163) was acknowledged by the pope with the promise that ‘no new custom would be introduced into his kingdom and the dignity of his kingship would not be diminished’.\textsuperscript{250} A year later the king turned to the pope for support when challenged by his new archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Becket, on the question of the punishment of felonious clergy. Henry II requested the papal confirmation of the ‘customs’ of his kingdom, just as his grandfather had done at his meeting with Calixtus II in 1119. Unlike Henry I, however, Henry II caused his ‘customs’ to be set down in writing. When the archbishop brought a copy of these ‘Constitutions of Clarendon’ to the papal curia, he was able to represent them as ‘the customs of the king of the English, opposed to the canons and decrees and even to the laws of secular princes, on account of which [Becket was] forced to endure exile’.\textsuperscript{251} Alexander III felt compelled to condemn ten of Henry II’s sixteen ‘ancestral customs’.\textsuperscript{252}

Alexander was in an unenviable position, faced with appeals for support both from the king, on whose support he depended, and from the king’s opponent, a vociferous champion of the liberty of the English church. Becket’s supporters feared that Henry II would succeed in exploiting the pope’s current poverty. He was alleged to have offered to increase the annual payment of Peter’s pence by 1,000 pounds of silver in return for Becket’s deposition.\textsuperscript{253} Henry certainly threatened to renounce his obedience to Alexander and to acknowledge the imperial antipope. Alexander could not ignore the king’s ‘terrible threats’ and was well aware that he might ‘seem to have acted negligently in [Becket’s] cause and

\textsuperscript{248} The Donation of Constantine had last been cited in support of a territorial claim by Urban II, JL 5449, \textit{PL} 151, cols. 330d–331a. See Laehr (1926), p. 34, and also \textit{NCMH}, \textit{iv}, Part 1, ch. 9.

\textsuperscript{249} Gilbert Foliot, \textit{Letter} 133, p. 177. See Kemp (1948), pp. 82–3.


\textsuperscript{252} Constitutions of Clarendon (1164), \textit{Councils and Synods}, p. 877. The customs condemned by the pope (nos. 1, 3–5, 7–10, 12, 15): \textit{ibid.}, pp. 878–83.

\textsuperscript{253} William Fitzstephen, \textit{Vita sancti Thomae} c.65, \textit{Materials}, iii, pp. 73–4.
that of the English church’. Thomas Becket, who as Henry II’s chancellor had been an energetic defender of the royal rights, had been converted by his appointment as the successor of St Augustine of Canterbury into an equally zealous defender of the rights of his patron saint. Incurring the enmity of the king and facing certain destruction, he became (like Eskil of Lund and Eric Ivarsson of Nidaros) an enthusiast for papal authority, seeking to enlist the pope’s protection for his cause. This apparent opportunism contributed to the ambiguous reputation of Becket in the immediate aftermath of his murder (1170).

Some said that he was condemned as a traitor to the kingdom, others that he was a martyr, since he was a defender of the church. The same question was debated in Paris among the masters. For Master Roger swore that he had been worthy of death, albeit not such a death, judging the constancy of the blessed man to be obstinacy. Master Peter the Chanter swore on the contrary that he was a martyr worthy of God, since he was killed for the sake of the freedom of the church.

In the settlement that followed the death of Becket the papal legates required the king to ‘abjure all the customs against the churches of his kingdom that seem to have been introduced in his time’ (1172). Such customs, Henry II opined, were ‘few or none’. The papacy made no attempt to identify the offending customs; there was no reference to the Constitutions of Clarendon. All that the papal legates stipulated was that the king should ‘permit appeals of ecclesiastical cases to be made freely to the lord pope, to be handled by him and settled by his judgement’. It was the same demand that Adrian IV had made of Henry II. Provided that the proper channels of communication to Rome were left open, Alexander III was prepared to treat the king generously. He acclaimed Henry as ‘a devoted son of the church’ in the context of his intervention in Ireland.

He allowed Henry to fill vacant bishoprics with royal servants who

256 Caesarius of Heisterbach, Dialogus miraculorum viii. 69, ed. Strange, ii, p. 139. The question was settled, Caesarius concluded, by the miracles at Becket’s tomb. ‘Magister Rugerus’ was perhaps Master Roger the Norman, canon of Rouen: see Baldwin (1967).
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had aided him in the persecution of Becket.²⁶² Henry II continued (like his grandfather) to maintain that contacts between his dominions and the papal curia required his explicit consent. The legate Hugh Pierleone, cardinal deacon of S. Angelo, came to England in 1175 at the king’s request, as did Octavian, cardinal deacon of SS. Sergio e Baccho in 1186.²⁶³ When, however, in 1176 Vivian, cardinal priest of S. Stefano in Celio Monte, entered the kingdom, having a legatine commission for Scotland and Ireland, ‘without the king’s permission’, he was detained by Henry II’s command. The legate was granted leave to continue his mission after he swore ‘that he would do nothing hostile to [the king] or his kingdom’.²⁶⁴ Henry II’s successor, Richard I, long obstructed the legation of John of Anagni, cardinal priest of S. Marco (1189). The new king forbade the legate to attend his coronation, lest the papacy in future exploit his attendance as the basis of some novel claim.²⁶⁵ The English episcopate was equally suspicious of Roman innovations. The bishops insisted that only four of their number should attend the Third Lateran Council in 1179 (apparently for reasons of economy).²⁶⁶ In 1184, when Lucius III requested financial aid from the English church, the bishops warned the king that this ‘could be turned into a custom, to the detriment of the kingdom’.²⁶⁷

Nevertheless, there is considerable evidence that links between the English church and the papal curia were intensified in the second half of the twelfth century. For in many areas of ecclesiastical life the assistance of Rome had come to seem indispensable. The protection of St Peter was more eagerly sought than ever before. The abbey of St Albans, for example, obtained 109 papal letters between 1159 and 1197, which was five times the number of papal privileges in the abbey’s possession before the mid-twelfth century.²⁶⁸ An increasing number of lawsuits were brought to the curia by English churchmen. The most famous was ‘the Canterbury case’, the attempt by the monks of Christ Church, Canterbury, to prevent Archbishop Baldwin and later Archbishop Hubert Walter from endowing a collegiate church, first at Hackington, subsequently at Lambeth. The case lasted with intervals for fifteen years.²⁶⁹ The unusually abundant documentation of the English church shows that many churchmen served as judges

²⁶⁵ Epistolae Cantuarienses 315, p. 300. See Tillmann (1926), p. 84; Cheney (1956), p. 93.
²⁶⁷ Roger of Howden (?), Gesta regis Henrici II, i, p. 311. See Lunt (1939), pp. 175–6.
delegate (local judges appointed by the pope to investigate cases in their locality on behalf of the curia). The great variety of legal problems arising from such delegated cases involved the judges delegate in correspondence with the pope, who alone could give an authoritative ruling. The pope’s answers to these enquiries (consultationes) account for a large part of the decretal epistolae issued by the papacy from the pontificate of Alexander III onwards. These papal letters were in turn the raw materials of the decretal collections compiled by canonists for the use of the schools of canon law and the ecclesiastical courts. English canonists were the most numerous and the earliest compilers of decretal collections (beginning in the early 1170s), which explains why so large a proportion of the extant decretals (approximately one half) referred to English churchmen. English intellectuals contributed greatly to that respect for the legislative authority of the pope that characterized later twelfth-century canonist thinking.

With the kingdom of France the papacy enjoyed for most of the twelfth century a much easier relationship. It was during this period that the foundations were laid for the Franco-papal alliance that was so significant in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Several popes had connections with France that predated their pontificates. The Burgundian Calixtus II, formerly Archbishop Guido of Vienne, had served as Paschal II’s permanent legate in eastern France and Burgundy. There, ‘wherever [he] went as a legate, [he] found scarcely any one of note who was not [his] nephew or close kinsman or [his] vassal’. Innocent II, as Cardinal Deacon Gregory of S. Angelo, had twice visited France as a legate (on both occasions coinciding with Peter Pierleone, cardinal priest of S. Maria in Trastevere, his future rival in the disputed papal election of 1130). Celestine II, the former Guido of Castello, had studied in the schools of Paris. The pupil of Peter Abelard, he was one of the most learned men of his generation and the first clerk with the title of magister to be promoted to the college of cardinals (1128). The future Celestine III, Hyacinth Bobo, had also been a pupil of Abelard, whom he had defended against his opponents in the curia. Three popes had formerly made their profession in religious houses in France: Eugenius III (as a monk of Clairvaux), Adrian IV (as a regular canon of St Ruf in Avignon) and Gregory VIII (as a regular canon of St-Martin in Laon).
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Many prominent figures in the papal curia were similarly connected with France. The papal chancellor Haimeric was a Burgundian and his successor, Robert Pullen, had taught theology in the schools of Paris. The Frenchman Cardinal Bishop Matthew of Albano, the tireless defender of the cause of Innocent II during his legation in France, had been prior of the monastery of St-Martin-des-Champs, where one of his monks was Imar, later cardinal bishop of Tusculum. The most travelled of the papal legates of the mid-twelfth century, Cardinal Bishop Alberic of Ostia, had also come from St-Martin-des-Champs. During Innocent II’s pontificate the college of cardinals contained nine Frenchmen, eight of whom were directly linked with Bernard of Clairvaux, Innocent’s most important supporter in France. The papal chamberlain Jordan, cardinal priest of S. Susanna was originally a Carthusian in Le Mont-Dieu near Rheims. On the eve of the Third Lateran Council Alexander III requested the names of suitable French recruits to the college from his expert on French affairs, the legate Peter, cardinal priest of S. Grisogono, who had been bishop of Meaux before entering the college and who ended his life as archbishop of Bourges. This initiative resulted in the appointment to the college of two French abbots, Henry of Clairvaux (cardinal bishop of Albano) and Bernered of St-Crépin, Soissons (cardinal bishop of Palestrina). Such promotions ensured that the influence of French monastic reform and the French schools continued to be felt in the papal curia.

Of the twelve papal councils celebrated in the period from the pontificate of Calixtus II to that of Alexander III, seven took place on French soil. Three of these councils were held in Rheims (1119, 1131 and 1148). This city was chosen partly because the archbishop, enjoying the office and revenues of the count of Rheims, could afford the cost of accommodating the papal curia and partly because the proximity to the imperial territories facilitated the attendance of imperial bishops. Most importantly France provided a refuge for the papal curia when Rome became too dangerous. Calixtus II was elected pope in the abbey of Cluny by the cardinals who had accompanied Gelasius II into exile in
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France (2 February 1119). Calixtus remained in France for eleven months and it was there that he held his first two councils (Toulouse and Rheims) in 1119. Innocent II fled to France in the seventh month of the papal schism of 1130, his destination perhaps suggested by his principal advisers, the Burgundian Haimeric and Matthew of Albano (born in Rheims). On Innocent’s arrival in France (September 1130) the attitude of King Louis VI towards his claims was not yet known and the pope took up residence in Cluny. Once informed by Abbot Suger of St-Denis that the royal council in Etampes had recognized his title, Innocent entered the jurisdiction of the Capetian king. He remained in France for seventeen months and here he celebrated his councils of Clermont (November 1130) and Rheims (October 1131), which were triumphs for his cause.

Eugenius III, escaping from the political turbulence of Rome, spent nine months in France in 1147–8. Except for a fortnight in Champagne, he remained in the Capetian sphere of influence, where he celebrated his council of Rheims (March 1148). The longest papal visit was the period of three years and five months that Alexander III spent in France (1162–5). He stayed first in Montpellier, in the county of Melgueil, a vassal principality of the Roman church where the pope could raise feudal revenues. After holding his council of Tours (May 1163) on the Capetian–Plantagenet frontier, he moved into the Capetian heartland and settled in Sens, where the curia remained from October 1163 until April 1165.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find the Capetian kings eulogized in papal documents and in the writings of papal supporters. Innocent II ‘chose the most noble kingdom of the French as a safe and proven refuge, after God, for the defence of his person and of the church’, wrote Suger of St Denis. Alexander III acclaimed King Louis VII as a ‘praiseworthy imitator of [his] forebears’, with whom persecuted popes had ‘always found a haven of longed-for peace and a timely refuge’. King Louis VI had in fact been denounced to the pope as ‘the new Herod’ by Bernard of Clairvaux in 1128 because of his assertion of his royal rights over the churches in his jurisdiction. Honorius II, however,
reprimanded Bernard for his attack on the king and in his own correspondence with Louis VI assured him of his paternal affection.\(^{297}\) Innocent II’s concern to associate his cause with that of Louis VI and his dynasty was apparent when, during his council of Rheims, he anointed the young Louis VII to the kingship in the presence of his father. The coronation was a celebration of both the Capetian and the papal monarchy, the pope being ‘clad in all his insignia and, as [was] his custom on great and holy festivals, crowned with the \textit{phrygium}.\(^{298}\)

Louis VII in fact began his reign with a quarrel with Innocent II. In 1137, failing to secure the election of his chancellor Cadurc as archbishop of Bourges, the king refused to acknowledge the successful candidate, Peter de la Châtre. Innocent II vigorously intervened in favour of Peter, who was the nephew of the papal chancellor, Cardinal Haimeric, and placed the king’s lands under an interdict.\(^{299}\) The interdict was raised only when Innocent was succeeded by the more diplomatic Celestine II.\(^{300}\) It was Louis VII’s recruitment for the Second Crusade that transformed the king’s relationship with the papacy. The transformation began when Louis welcomed Eugenius III to Dijon and ‘embraced the pope’s foot, covering it with kisses and tears’ (30 March 1147)\(^{301}\) and when, on his departure for the east, the king ‘left his kingdom under [the pope’s] protection and that of holy church’.\(^{302}\) He returned from the crusade unvictorious but with the reputation of a champion of the Christian faith, ‘always making God the beginning and end of his doings’. ‘Generous as a king, courageous as a prince, spirited as a knight’, wrote the historian of his crusade, ‘through his probity he acquired the favour of men, through his piety he obtained divine grace.’\(^{303}\) To this he added the reputation of a protector of the church’s liberty. Henceforward he exercised influence on French ecclesiastical affairs in a subtle manner: there was no repetition of the confrontation at Bourges.\(^{304}\) Louis’s support, at considerable risk to himself, for Alexander III during the schism of 1159–77 and for Thomas Becket during the latter’s dispute with Henry II of England completed the image of the saintly king. Alexander III in 1161 contrasted Louis VII’s conduct with that of Emperor Frederick I, who failed to fulfil the traditional imperial duty of protecting the pope. ‘Frederick, whose office requires him to be the advocate and defender of the church, rages cruelly
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against her; while you, as a most Christian prince, love and honour her and revere her with a sincere affection.  

The straitened circumstances of the Capetian king often caused him to make financial demands on the churches within his jurisdiction. When requested to aid the refugee papal curia, cut off from its conventional revenues in Rome and the patrimony, the material support that the king offered usually took the form of permission to share in his exploitation of the wealth of the French church. The traditional right of hospitality (later known as *procuratio canonica*) could be demanded by the pope from any church, but it was a right that could only be enjoyed *in situ*. The curia improvised two further demands from the French church: *subsidia* and ‘provisions’. *Subsidia* or ‘alms’ were emergency supplies which the curia begged from churches where it was not practicable for the pope to seek hospitality. In the case of ‘papal provisions’, the pope requested the king or a bishop to confer a French benefice on a member of the papal curia, who would then draw the salary of that benefice while continuing to serve the pope in the curia. These emergency measures of the papal exile in France were to become a permanent part of the papal financial system which was to be the cause of such hostility towards the later medieval papacy.

Even after the return to Rome negotiated by Clement III (1188) the popes continued to depend on the financial measures to which the papal curia had resorted during the schism. This dependence helps to explain why the curia avoided conflict with the new French king Philip II Augustus during the 1190s. Philip II antagonized the papacy in two ways: he threatened the French possessions of the absent crusader, King Richard I of England, and he obtained a controversial divorce from a council of French bishops and magnates. Celestine III refrained from taking the decisive measures that would characterize the conduct of his successor, Innocent III, towards the Capetian king. A former student in the Paris schools, who during his long career in the curia had experienced two papal exiles in France, Celestine’s natural inclination was to conciliate the French kingdom. The vulnerability of the papacy and the growing power of Emperor Henry VI served to remind the curia of the value of maintaining good relations with the French king.

The political relationships which most closely affected the security of the twelfth-century papacy were, first, that with the pope’s subjects in the city of Rome; secondly, that with the pope’s traditional protector, the western emperor; thirdly, that with the pope’s vassals, the Norman princes of southern Italy and Sicily. All three relationships were turbulent and sometimes threatened
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the independence of the papacy. The difficulty of deciding how to respond to such threats was often exacerbated by differences of opinion among the pope’s advisers. The cardinals had since the beginning of the twelfth century successfully laid claim to the role of advisers to the pope and it is evident that in times of crisis popes were careful to consult their brethren. What is known of the internal history of the college suggests the existence of rival factions of cardinals eager to influence papal decision-making. Popes seem sometimes to have attempted to use their power of appointing cardinals to control this factionalism and to have recruited cardinals whom they believed to be in sympathy with their own views. This was perhaps the reason for the appointment of papal kinsmen to the college in the pontificates of Lucius II, Clement III and Celestine III.

In particular, three large-scale creations of cardinals during the twelfth century have been interpreted as papal attempts to introduce reliable supporters into the college. First, in the aftermath of a deadly epidemic (September 1121) Calixtus II was compelled to recruit sixteen new cardinals. Those of his appointees who can be identified were northern Italian and French. This has prompted speculation that the pope desired a counterweight to the Roman and southern Italian cardinals whom he inherited from Paschal II and who were unsympathetic to his own aims. Secondly, Innocent II, who at the outbreak of the schism of 1130 was supported by less than half of the college, made fifty appointments in the course of his pontificate. His identifiable appointees consisted of four Romans, seven northern Italians, one Lorrainer and nine Frenchmen. Innocent’s appointments, many of which were made in exile in France or Tuscany, have been interpreted as a deliberate intensification of the trend apparent in Calixtus II’s pontificate. Thirdly, in 1187 Clement III inherited a greatly diminished college, perhaps only eighteen cardinals and certainly too few to perform the regular duties of the cardinalate. Between 1188 and 1190 Clement appointed approximately thirty cardinals, of whom the majority were (like the pope himself) Romans, including members of the great families – the Malabranca, de Papa, Bobone-Orsini, Conti-Poli, Cenci, Pierleoni, Crescentii – who dominated Rome. Clement III, the pope who made peace with the city of Rome after forty-five years of conflict, consolidated this peace by means of his appointments to the college. Our information about individual cardinals is not full enough to pronounce confidently on any aspect.

of the politics of the sacred college. It seems plausible, however, that popes would use their right of nomination to create a compliant college, seeking to present a united front to the dangers that threatened them.

In the case of the city of Rome, the independence of the papacy was threatened during the early twelfth century by the ambitions of the noble families. No Roman family of the twelfth century was powerful enough to dominate the papacy in the manner of the ‘aristocratic papacy’ of the tenth and early eleventh centuries. The danger was that rival factions inside the college of cardinals would use their allies among the Roman nobility to control papal policy-making. The papal elections of 1124 and 1130 both took place against the background of the power-struggle of the two great Roman clans, the Frangipani and the Pierleoni. The election of Honorius II (16 December 1124) was the work of a faction of cardinals led by the papal chancellor Haimeric, who used the might of the Frangipani to achieve his purpose. On the death of Honorius II Haimeric’s opponents in the college, led by Peter Pierleone, cardinal priest of S. Maria in Trastevere, relied on the support of the latter’s family, the Pierleoni, to frustrate Haimeric’s second attempt at pope-making. The reign of Cardinal Peter Pierleone as the antipope Anacletus II gave his family a temporary ascendancy over Rome. They attempted to regain influence in the city by identifying themselves in the mid-1140s with the demands of the Roman citizens for self-government. When the Romans established a commune, ‘they appointed as their patrician Jordan, a very great man of the Pierleone family. In order to injure the lord pope they destroyed the palace of Cencius Frangipane, whose family always assisted the church in her hour of need.’

During the years 1143–88 the popes found that the Roman commune was a more formidable enemy than the great Roman families. Developments in Rome paralleled those in the cities of Lombardy and Tuscany, which threw off the government of their bishops and feudal lords, created autonomous city-republics and extended their jurisdiction over the surrounding contado. In 1143 the Romans determined to conquer Latium as the Roman contado and when Innocent II opposed their ambitions, they rebelled against him, rejecting the papal claim to exercise secular government over the city. They seized the Capitol and set up a senate, whose members exercised executive and judicial authority, declared war and made treaties. Forty-five years of...

sporadic hostilities between pope and commune (intensified during the papal schism of 1159–77, when the Romans sided with the emperor)\footnote{Petersohn (1974), pp. 308–16.} demonstrated that the pope had not the power to abolish the senate. Eugenius III was the first to accept that the pope must reach a compromise with the Romans. In 1145 he made peace on the basis ‘that the senators should hold their office by [the pope’s] authority’.\footnote{Otto of Freising, \textit{Chronica} vii. 34. p. 367. See Rota (1953), pp. 93–101; Partner (1972), p. 182.} This compromise was also the basis of the treaty made by Clement III with the senate (31 May 1188), which enabled the pope once more to reside peacefully in Rome. Every year the senators must swear fealty to the pope; but in return the pope must abandon his resistance to the territorial ambitions of the Roman commune.\footnote{Treaty of 1188, \textit{Liber censuum}, i, pp. 373–4. See Petersohn (1974), pp. 289–337; Pfaff (1980), pp. 263–5.}

The hostility of the Romans during most of the twelfth century made the papacy more dependent on the aid either of his traditional defender, the emperor, or on his more recently acquired protectors, the Normans of southern Italy and Sicily. The relationship of the popes with the Norman princes was that of lord and vassal: the princes took an oath to be ‘faithful to blessed Peter and to the holy Roman church and to my lord the pope’.\footnote{Oath of William II of Sicily: \textit{MGH Constitutiones} i, p. 592. Cf. oath of Tancred: \textit{ibid.}, pp. 592–3.} Southern Italy was the only region outside the Patrimony of St Peter where the papal claim to feudal suzerainty could be of direct practical significance. This feudal relationship with the papacy had legitimized the building of the Norman principalities in the eleventh century. It subsequently involved the papacy in the construction of a single Norman kingdom of Sicily in the twelfth century. At the beginning of our period Calixtus II and Honorius II enjoyed a close friendship with Duke William of Apulia (1111–27), a loyal vassal and pious prince, whose coins bore the head of St Peter.\footnote{Deér (1972), p. 45.} The popes readily intervened in Apulia on the duke’s behalf to restrain his rebellious vassals; they received oaths of fealty from the Apulian counts and barons in the interests of preserving peace. They also tried to protect William from his predatory kinsman and vassal, Count Roger II of Sicily (1105–54), who had extorted the territory of Calabria from him after four years of warfare.\footnote{Kehr (1934), p. 26; Deér (1972), pp. 162–3.} On the death of the childless William (1127) the heir to the duchy of Apulia was this same Roger, whom the papal curia had so often vainly reproved for his tyrannical conduct towards the Sicilian church.

The prospect of the succession of so unsympathetic a vassal prompted the curia to impose its own highly anachronistic interpretation of the feudal relationship. The southern Italian fiefs were held by the Norman vassals solely by the pope’s permission: it was not hereditary succession but papal investiture.
that gave legal title to the fief. Underpinning this theory was the political idea (inherited from the Gregorian papacy) of *idoneitas*, 'suitability': secular government could be exercised only by a ruler 'suitable...for the honour of holy church'. When Roger II pressed his hereditary claim, Honorius II excommunicated him 'because he seized the title of duke, to which he had no right, without consulting the Roman pontiff'. Both Honorius II (1127–8) and Innocent II (1137–9) organized coalitions of Roger's enemies to expel him from the Italian mainland. Both were defeated by Roger when they tried to impose their conception of the pope's rights over southern Italy.

The customary papal political strategy of dividing and ruling the Norman princes was rendered irrelevant by Roger II's triumphant unification of the Norman principalities under his own government. Innocent II was compelled in 1139 to legitimate Roger's achievements by recognizing him as the lawful possessor of 'the kingdom of Sicily, the duchy of Apulia and the principality of Capua'. Even in this moment of defeat, however, the papal curia clung to the notion of *idoneitas* as the qualification for secular rule: Roger deserved the kingship because he was 'adorned with prudence, fortified with justice and suitable to rule the people'. After seventeen years of further Norman expansion and encroachment on the Patrimony of St Peter Adrian IV was compelled to conclude the treaty of Benevento (1156), acknowledging Roger's son, William I (1154–66), as the ruler of the whole southern Italian mainland and despoiling the papacy of considerable income and rights of jurisdiction.

The papal defeat of 1156, however, inaugurated three decades of harmonious cooperation between the papacy and the kingdom of Sicily. During the conflict with the empire in the years 1159–77 Alexander III's survival depended in part on the military and financial aid of William I and his successor, William II (1166–89). Hence the eulogies of the Norman kings in Cardinal Boso's biography of Alexander: William I was a 'faithful and devout son of the Roman church'; William II shared his father's 'fidelity and devotion'. This harmony ended with the premature death of William II. In 1189, as in 1127, the death of a childless ruler threatened the papacy with the succession of a far less 'suitable' heir. The hereditary claimant was William's aunt, Constance, who was the
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wife of Henry VI, king of the Germans and future emperor. Faced with the dreadful prospect of ‘the union of the kingdom with the empire’ (*unio regni ad imperium*), the papal curia once more invoked the principle of *idoneitas*. Like Honorius II and Innocent II, Clement III and Celestine III countered the claim of hereditary right with the claim of the suzerain to choose his own vassal. The pope rejected Constance and invested her illegitimate nephew, Tancred, with the kingdom. The papal strategy was foiled by the premature death of Tancred and the subsequent conquest of Sicily by Henry VI (1194), who finally accomplished ‘the union of the kingdom with the empire’. 

According to tradition, the protection of the pope and of the Patrimony of St Peter was the first duty of the emperor: ‘the lord emperor, by virtue of the duty which belongs to his dignity, is the advocate and special defender of the holy Roman church’. Henry V (1106–25), who concluded the Concordat of Worms with the papacy, signally failed to fulfil this function. His successor, Lothar III (1125–37), was the only emperor of the twelfth century to perform his duties as protector to the satisfaction of the papal curia. Lothar himself on the eve of his imperial coronation (1133) described the emperor’s duties in the language traditionally used by the papacy. Since God had appointed him ‘patron and defender of the holy Roman church’, he was obliged ‘to labour the more willingly for her liberation’. Cardinal Boso represented him as ‘the most Christian emperor, fired with zeal for God and the Christian faith, like a Catholic advocate of the church’. The Monte Cassino chronicler applied to him the Gregorian language of *idoneitas*: Lothar was ‘useful and suitable for the honour of the empire’. Lothar’s successor, Conrad III (1138–52), was exhorted to play a similar role – Bernard of Clairvaux, for example, reminded him that the defence of the church was his duty as *advocatus* – but he was prevented from performing this duty by the civil war in Germany which continued for the greater part of his reign. (Conrad III was the first German king since the mid-tenth century who failed to receive imperial coronation in Rome.) Conrad’s nephew and successor, Frederick I Barbarossa (1152–90), proved to be the opposite of the *advocatus*, *patronus* and *defensor* of the Roman church of whom the curia was in such great need. ‘From the time of... Pope Adrian and from the inception of his [imperial] dignity [in 1155], he began, like a tyrant, to oppress and greatly to injure the holy Roman church.’ 
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conflict of papacy and empire in the years 1159–77 forced the pope to seek help throughout Christendom: from the Sicilian king and the cities of northern and central Italy, fleetingly from the Byzantine empire and from the French church and kingdom.

This period of papal history, which ended in four decades of conflict or uneasy truce with the Staufen emperors Frederick I and Henry VI, had begun with the promise of peace between papacy and empire. The concordat of Worms (September 1122) ended what William of Malmesbury in 1125 called ‘that chronic dispute concerning investiture between the kingship and the priesthood which had caused turmoil for more than fifty years’. Writing in the midst of the later conflict of papacy and empire (perhaps in 1162) Gerhoch of Reichersberg recalled that happier time when ‘after the great tempest . . . peace was made. Thus through God’s grace the church, which since the time of Gregory VII had seemed split by the investiture dispute, was united.’ From the papal point of view the concordat was an imperfect solution. As Calixtus II explained to his critics at the First Lateran Council (1123), it was a compromise which the papacy was compelled ‘not to approve but to tolerate’, ‘in order to restore peace’. The papal privilege of 1122 was a temporary expedient, ‘given for the sake of peace to [Henry V] alone and not to his successors’, to be renegotiated with a future more satisfactory emperor.

The two popes of the second quarter of the twelfth century who, as cardinals, had been responsible for negotiating the Concordat of Worms, Honorius II and Innocent II, seized opportunities to intervene in the affairs of the German church in ways unforeseen in the concordat. Honorius’s legate approved the election of Norbert, abbot of Prémontré, to the archsee of Magdeburg, rejecting the claim of a royal kinsman. Innocent was ready to exploit the central ambiguity in the text of the concordat. The papal privilege permitted the emperor to grant the regalia (the proprietary and governmental rights attached to a bishopric) to the bishop elect before the latter was consecrated by his metropolitan. Did this mean that by withholding the regalia from a candidate, the emperor could veto his election? Alternatively, did the ‘free consecration’ conceded in the imperial privilege mean that the metropolitan could consecrate a bishop elect on whom the emperor had refused to confer the regalia? In 1132, adopting the latter interpretation, Innocent consecrated the archbishop elect of Trier, who had not received the regalia. His example was followed by
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Archbishop Conrad of Salzburg in consecrating the bishop elect of Regensburg. 348 It was presumably in response to these cases that Lothar III raised the question of his rights in episcopal elections on the occasion of his imperial coronation in June 1133. He obtained from Innocent (who depended on imperial help for the defeat of his rival in the papal schism) a privilege confirming ‘the due and canonical customs’, the last papal–imperial agreement on the subject of investiture. 349

The papal privilege of 1133 removed the ambiguity in the Concordat of Worms which Innocent had exploited the previous year. The bishop or abbot elect was forbidden ‘to dare to usurp or seize the regalia before requesting them from [Lothar] and performing to [him] what is rightfully owed to [him] in respect of them’. 350 Hence the historian Otto of Freising, describing in 1156 the rights of the German crown in the case of a disputed episcopal election, could confidently ascribe a veto to the emperor. ‘It belongs to the monarch’s authority to appoint the bishop whom he wishes, on the advice of his magnates, and no elect is to be consecrated before he receives the regalia from his hand by the sceptre.’ 351 Otto was describing the practice of the Staufen kings – his own half-brother, King Conrad III, and his nephew, Frederick I – who, insisting on the observance of all the customs conceded to the emperor in 1122, exacted from prelates the performance of homage, which the pious Lothar III had waived. 352 Their contemporary, the theologian Gerhoch of Reichersberg, continued to hope for a revision of the concordat in the sense desired by Calixtus II’s critics at the First Lateran Council: ‘we hope that in the near future that evil [of homage] may be removed from our midst’. 353

Such hopes were frustrated by the firm lordship that Frederick Barbarossa achieved over the German church. Frederick indeed strove to impose the German customs on the bishops of his Italian kingdom in a notable extension of the imperial rights conceded by the concordat. 354 By the end of the twelfth century it was the imperial, rather than the papal version of the Concordat of Worms that was generally accepted by German churchmen. Intervening in the disputed election of the archbishop of Trier in 1186, the truculent Urban III consecrated Folmar, the candidate opposed by Frederick I. It was a demonstration of papal authority over the German church intended to provoke confrontation with the emperor. The pope’s action inspired reproofs from the German episcopate, who claimed that ‘the most careful record of former times never mentions that this was done by any of your predecessors to any
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of [the emperor’s] predecessors.\textsuperscript{355} Innocent II’s attempt in 1132 to reinterpret the concordat was now forgotten. Urban III’s successors prudently abandoned his support of Folmar and the resolution of the Trier dispute left the emperor firmly in control of the German church.\textsuperscript{356}

The twelfth-century papacy continued to be preoccupied by a second question left unresolved at the end of the Investiture Contest: that of the lands of Countess Matilda of Tuscany. That faithful and energetic ally of the Gregorian papacy had willed her extensive allodial lands in Tuscany to St Peter. Such an inheritance, a second ‘Patrimony of St Peter’ in Tuscany, promised a great accession of power and prosperity to the papacy. On Matilda’s death (1115), however, her kinsman, Emperor Henry V, seized these lands, claiming to be her heir, and the papacy was unable to gain possession of its inheritance.\textsuperscript{357}

Early in the reign of Lothar III the interests of both empire and papacy were threatened when Lothar’s rival, the anti-king Conrad of Staufen, attempted to seize the Matildine lands as a base for his war against Lothar.\textsuperscript{358} This common danger prompted Lothar and Innocent II to reach a settlement of their claims to the Tuscan inheritance. On 8 June 1133, two days after crowning Lothar emperor, Innocent invested him with the Matildine lands in return for the payment of an annual census of 100 pounds of silver, on condition that on the emperor’s death the lands should revert to the Roman church. The fief was then regranted to Lothar’s son-in-law, Henry the Proud, duke of Bavaria, who was required to perform homage and fealty to St Peter and Innocent.\textsuperscript{359} This settlement made an important contribution to the stability of papal finances in the mid-twelfth century.\textsuperscript{360}

During the papal schism of 1159–77 and the war with Frederick Barbarossa the exiled pope once more lost control of the Matildine lands. After the defeat of the emperor by the papal allies, the Lombard cities, at the battle of Legnano (29 May 1176) the initial peace negotiations offered the prospect of the restoration of the prosperity of the mid-century. The imperial negotiators at Anagni (November 1176) conceded the restoration of the papal patrimony and the Matildine lands. Subsequently, however, in negotiating the peace of Venice (July 1177) the emperor was able to exploit the war-weariness of the pope and his allies and to concede far less than his representatives had promised at Anagni. In return for accepting Alexander’s proposals for peace with the pope’s allies, Frederick successfully demanded the revenues of the Matildine lands for
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fifteen years. The peace of Venice left the question of the ownership of the Matildine lands unresolved, as did a further conference between Lucius III and Frederick I in Verona (1184). The pope rejected the emperor’s preferred solution, which was that the papacy should renounce all claim to the inheritance in return for an annual payment to the pope of one tenth and to the cardinals of one ninth of all the imperial revenues from Italy. Only at the end of the century in the will of Henry VI in 1197 (supposing this document to be authentic) did the papacy obtain the promise of the restoration of its Tuscan inheritance.

The premature death of the formidable Emperor Henry VI (1197) removed a serious threat to the independence of the papacy and gave the pope an unprecedented freedom of action. For the past three-quarters of a century the papacy had sought to maintain its independence and to secure control of Rome and the Patrimony of St Peter by means of alliances. In the years 1122–56 the papacy saw in an alliance with the emperor the only safeguard against the encroachments of the Norman ruler of Sicily; while in the years 1156–97 alliance with the emperor’s enemies, including the king of Sicily, was the sole means by which the pope could withstand the Staufen threat to the independence of the church. Unfortunately for the stability of the papal regime, the personnel of the curia had rarely been unanimous in adopting either of these strategies. The faction struggles that were so important a feature of the history of the twelfth-century college of cardinals seem to have been intimately linked with the difficult choices faced by the papacy in determining its political strategy.

The strategy of alliance with the emperor developed at a moment of transformation in the college of cardinals. In 1121, a year before concluding the Concordat of Worms, Calixtus II went to the fortress of Rocca Niceforo to negotiate with Roger II of Sicily, who had invaded the duchy of his cousin William of Apulia. While Roger prevaricated, the papal entourage was struck by an epidemic which killed a number of cardinals and almost killed the pope himself. It was this disaster that forced Calixtus to reconstruct the college by creating sixteen new cardinals in the years 1121–3. Since those of his appointees whose background is known were Frenchmen and northern Italians, historians have suggested that his purpose was to counter the influence of the Romans and southern Italians who hitherto had formed the majority in the college.
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A similar interpretation has been suggested for the appointments of Calixtus’s successor, Honorius II.\(^3\) The most important of Calixtus’s appointees was Haimeric, cardinal deacon of S. Maria Nuova, who held the office of chancellor from 1123 to 1141, during which time he became the dominant politician in the curia. Haimeric has been identified as the leader of a faction in the college, composed mainly of the ‘new’ cardinals appointed after 1121. It was he who on the death of Calixtus masterminded the election of Cardinal Bishop Lambert of Ostia as Honorius II (16 December 1124). This was achieved by means of the armed might of the Frangipane family, after other members of the college had already elected Cardinal Theobald of S. Anastasia and clad him in the purple mantle of the pope.\(^4\)

The disputed papal election of 1130 was similarly the result of a bold initiative of Haimeric. Shortly before the death of Honorius II, the cardinals, fearing unrest in the city, entrusted the election of a successor to an electoral commission of eight cardinals, including Haimeric. Immediately after Honorius’s death and hurried burial, Haimeric hastened the election of his own candidate, Gregory, cardinal deacon of S. Angelo, a member of the electoral commission, despite the absence of two other members of the commission. Gregory was enthroned as Innocent II in the early hours of 14 February. When the majority of the cardinals heard of this, they held a new election, considering Haimeric’s actions to be illegal. Their pope, Anacletus II, was Peter Pierleone, cardinal priest of S. Maria in Trastevere, a member of the Pierleone family, the rivals of Haimeric’s allies, the Frangipani.\(^5\) The power of the Pierleoni enabled Anacletus’s supporters to enthrone their pope, secure control of the city and expel Innocent II and his adherents. By midsummer, however, the exiled Innocent had been acknowledged as pope by many influential reforming circles, notably by Bernard of Clairvaux and the Cistercians. Before the end of 1130 he had been acknowledged by both the French and German kings and their churches. ‘Although he was expelled from the city, he is supported by the world’, wrote Bernard, his principal apologist. ‘Do not all the princes know that he is truly the elect of God?’\(^6\) Nevertheless, Anacletus II remained in control of Rome until his death (1138) because he had the support of Roger II of Sicily. Since the days of Count Roger I of Sicily the Pierleoni had enjoyed close links with the Sicilian Norman dynasty. That alliance now culminated in the papal privilege of 27 September 1130 which elevated Count Roger II to the kingship of Sicily, Apulia and Calabria. The papal privilege creating the new

kingdom was subscribed by nine members of the Pierleone family and by only one other witness.\(^{369}\) Historians have offered conflicting interpretations of the schism of 1130 and the division in the college of cardinals which produced it. The rivalry of the Frangipani and the Pierleoni for control of Rome, the determination of Haimeric to dominate the papal curia, the struggle of two factions of cardinals to determine the reforming aims of the papacy have variously been detected behind the events of February 1130.\(^{370}\) In particular Haimeric and Peter Pierleone have been identified as the leaders of parties in the college of cardinals with totally opposed views of papal policy. Haimeric acted in 1130, as he had previously acted in 1124, to ensure the continuity of the strategy of Calixtus by ensuring the election of candidates sympathetic to that strategy. The fact that Innocent II was the candidate of the more recent appointees to the college and his rival was the choice of the older cardinals suggests that Peter Pierleone represented the conservative interest in the college.\(^{371}\) What then were the differences in policy that divided them? There is a clue, first, in the identity of Haimeric’s papal candidates in 1124 and 1130 – two cardinals responsible for negotiating the settlement of the investiture question in 1122 – and, secondly, in the opposition of hard-line Gregorians to that settlement in the First Lateran Council in 1123. The division in the college in 1130 may have originated in Calixtus II’s recruitment of new cardinals as a counterweight to those veterans who resented the abandonment of the Gregorian reforming and political strategy. One central aspect of that strategy was the friendship with the Normans of southern Italy which was increasingly threatened during the 1120s by the aggression of Roger II of Sicily. Haimeric may well have wished to terminate the Norman alliance, which Peter Pierleone would certainly have wished to continue.\(^{372}\)

Another significant clue may be the friendship of Haimeric with Bernard of Clairvaux. The most debated interpretation of the schism attributes the division in the college to the impact of the ‘new spirituality’ of c. 1100: that is, the spirituality of the new orders of the Cistercians, the regular canons and the Premonstratensians. According to this view the Innocentine supporters were predominantly ‘new’ cardinals from France and northern Italy, the regions most influenced by this ‘new spirituality’, while the Anacletans were ‘old’ cardinals mainly from Rome and southern Italy, associated with the older Benedictine
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monasticism and with Gregorian ideas.\textsuperscript{373} More recent analysis of the college on the eve of the schism, however, suggests that there were no homogeneous parties among the cardinals until Haimeric's actions during the night of 13–14 February 1130 polarized opinion, creating an open division between those who supported and those who deplored the chancellor's conduct. Haimeric and his closest adherents may have had a clear-cut purpose, either to perpetuate the chancellor's own influence in the curia or to continue the policies of the popes whom he had served in the years 1123–30. But there was no similar clarity of purpose on the part of those cardinals who elected Anacletus II in reaction to the election of Haimeric's candidate. The electors of Anacletus were a cluster of different interest groups, including veteran Gregorians opposed to the Concordat of Worms, partisans of the Norman alliance and those cardinals who simply resented the chancellor's dominance.

The sharp contrasts in strategy that have been detected between the two rival curias after 1130 may well have been accidental rather than a reflection of fundamental policy differences. After the double election the two popes, left with half a college of cardinals each, made new appointments which were markedly different in character. Those appointees of Anacletus who can be identified were subdeacons of the Roman church, while Innocent's appointees were in many cases drawn from northern Italy and France. While this might suggest a 'conservative' recruitment policy on the part of Anacletus, an 'innovatory' policy on the part of Innocent, it is more probable that the appointments of both popes were governed by necessity. The lesser Roman clergy chose to remain in Rome with Anacletus, who was thus able to draw on their expertise in his curia. Innocent, forced to look elsewhere for recruits, found them in the areas in which he spent most of his exile.\textsuperscript{374} Anacletus's pontificate was devoted to furthering the interests of the papacy in southern Italy and to promoting the papal alliance with the Normans. He pursued a 'Gregorian' policy, therefore; but this may have been the result not so much of his conservatism as of his dependence on Roger II of Sicily. Innocent II's strategy was determined by the friendship network of proponents of the 'new spirituality' – Bernard of Clairvaux, Peter the Venerable of Cluny, Archbishop Norbert of Magdeburg, Archbishop Walter of Ravenna, Gerhoch of Reichersberg – to whose influence he owed the general recognition that he eventually received everywhere outside Rome and the dominions of Roger II.\textsuperscript{375} This may mean that Innocent himself was a proponent of the 'new spirituality' or it may mean that the exiled pope sought help wherever he could find it and that Bernard's


friendship network contained the most effective propagandists in western Christendom.\textsuperscript{376}

The political strategy of Innocent II’s reconstructed papal curia centred on cooperation with the emperor. Lothar III of Germany, whom Innocent had crowned emperor in the Lateran basilica in Rome on 4 June 1133, was revered in Innocentine circles as ‘a God-fearing emperor, a vigorous warlord, distinguished in arms, prudent in counsel, terrible to the enemies of God, the friend of justice, the enemy of injustice’.\textsuperscript{377} He was long remembered in the papal curia as the model prince whose Italian expedition of 1136–7 had defeated the pope’s enemy, Roger II, and driven him from the Italian mainland.\textsuperscript{378} What was carefully concealed in the papal version of these events was that this triumph had immediately exposed a sharp difference of opinion between pope and emperor about their respective rights over the duchy of Apulia. The papal view was that Lothar had intervened as the advocate of the Roman church to vindicate the territorial rights of St Peter. The imperial view was that ‘Apulia and Sicily belonged to [Lothar’s] imperial jurisdiction’.\textsuperscript{379} Innocent wished to invest Count Rainulf of Alife (Roger II’s ambitious vassal) with Apulia as a demonstration of the favourite papal political idea of \textit{idoneitas} rather than hereditary right as the appropriate qualification for secular office. Lothar, however, was determined to invest the new duke of Apulia in order to demonstrate his jurisdiction over the duchy. ‘As they were both travelling and neither party had access to documents or proofs, this disagreement could not be settled . . . So they jointly invested Count Rainulf with the duchy of Apulia, the pope holding the standard at the top, the emperor holding it below.’\textsuperscript{380} Despite this quarrel, however, Lothar was indispensable to Innocent’s war against Roger II. When after the emperor’s death (1137) Innocent himself led a coalition of Roger’s enemies against the king of Sicily, he was defeated at Galluccio (22 July 1139) and taken prisoner. The victor of the papal schism was forced to issue a privilege containing all the concessions that Roger’s ally, Anacletus II, had made nine years before.\textsuperscript{381}

The new German king, Conrad III, detained in Germany by his war against the Welfs, was incapable of imitating his predecessor’s example. It was in vain that Bernard of Clairvaux exhorted him to perform the role of ‘the advocate of the church.’\textsuperscript{382} Meanwhile during the fifteen years that followed the defeat of

\textsuperscript{376} Reuter (1983); Stroll (1987), pp. 169–78.

\textsuperscript{377} ‘Vita Norberti archiepiscopi Magdeburgensis’ c.21, p. 702.

\textsuperscript{378} See, for example, Innocent III, \textit{Registrum de negotio imperii} c.32, PL 216, col. 1035C.


\textsuperscript{380} Romuald, ‘Annales’ 1137, p. 422.

\textsuperscript{381} Innocent II, JL 8043, cols. 478C–479D. See Deér (1972), pp. 224–30.

\textsuperscript{382} Bernard, ‘Epistola’ 244 c.3. Cf. \textit{ibid.} 183.
Galluccio the papal curia was unable to resist Roger II’s encroachments on the southern and eastern parts of the Patrimony of St Peter. The papal misfortunes were compounded by the Roman revolution of 1143, which created a commune hostile to the papal government. It had been insecurity in Rome which had prompted the eleventh-century papacy to negotiate a Norman alliance. The creation of the Roman commune seemed likely to compel Innocent II’s successors to seek the protection of the king of Sicily. It proved impossible, however, to negotiate a permanent peace with Roger II during the 1140s ‘because of the opposition of the cardinals’. The antagonism of the 1130s lived on in the college. Celestine II (1143–4), Lucius II (1144–5) and Anastasius IV (1153–4) had been among Innocent’s electors and Haimeric’s supporters in 1130. Lucius II indeed, the former Gerard, cardinal priest of S. Croce in Gerusalemme, had served both Honorius II and Innocent II as their expert on German affairs and had been the architect of the alliance with Lothar III, undertaking six legations to Germany between 1125 and 1136. When he became pope, Lucius ‘sent a humble letter to King Conrad...summoning him to the defence of the Roman church’. Eugenius III (1145–53) was the only pope of the second quarter of the twelfth century who had not previously been a member of Cardinal Haimeric’s party; but the influence of his mentor, Bernard of Clairvaux, and probably also the strength of anti-Norman sentiment in the curia perpetuated the desire for an imperial alliance during his pontificate. Eugenius achieved this objective during the first year of the reign of the new German king, Frederick I. According to the treaty of Constance (23 March 1153) Frederick undertook, in return for receiving the imperial crown, to restore the temporal power of St Peter, to protect the honor of the papacy and to make no peace with the Romans or the king of Sicily without the pope’s approval. Eugenius undertook to increase the honor of the empire and to excommunicate the king’s enemies.

It was in the pontificate of Adrian IV (1154–9) that the imperial alliance of the papacy was finally abandoned. Initially the new pope adopted the strategy of his predecessors, being hard pressed both by the Romans and by the new king of Sicily, William I. Adrian renewed the treaty of Constance and performed the imperial coronation of Frederick Barbarossa in Rome (June 1155). As a gesture of goodwill towards the pope Frederick captured the leader of the Roman commune, Arnold of Brescia, the reforming preacher and critic of the papacy, and delivered him to the Roman prefect for execution. The emperor

then returned to Germany without taking any further action against the pope’s enemies in Rome and the kingdom of Sicily.\footnote{Ullmann (1955), pp. 239–42; Munz (1969), pp. 78–88.} The breach between pope and emperor was caused partly by Frederick’s failure to fulfil the terms of the treaty of Constance in 1155 and partly by Adrian’s measures to defend himself, which ultimately involved him in breaking the terms of the treaty. The pope allied himself with prominent Norman rebels against King William I of Sicily, who were in turn supported by the forces of the Byzantine emperor, Manuel I Komnenos. The beleaguered William I offered generous terms to the pope in return for peace: the performance of homage and fealty, reparation for the recent encroachments on the papal patrimony, help against the Romans, freedom from royal control for the Sicilian church. According to Adrian’s biographer, Cardinal Boso, the pope was in favour of accepting this offer, but ‘the greater part of the brethren’ opposed him.\footnote{Boso, ‘Vita Hadriani IV’, ii, p. 394. See Rowe (1969), pp. 9–12.} The pope was obliged, therefore, to reject the Sicilian offer and he made war on William, only to be defeated and forced to make peace on the king’s terms. The Concordat of Benevento (18 June 1156) settled the territorial disputes between the pope and the Sicilian king entirely to the latter’s advantage.\footnote{Concordat of Benevento, \textit{MGH Constitutiones} i, pp. 588–91. See Clementi (1968), pp. 192–7; Deér (1972), pp. 247–53.} Adrian stumbled towards a new papal strategy against the will of a majority of his cardinals, who still clung to the treaty of Constance. Cardinal Boso claimed that the pope ‘sent the greater part of his brethren into the Campagna’, so that the concordat was negotiated by the minority among the cardinals who shared his idea of the necessity of a Sicilian alliance.\footnote{Boso, ‘Vita Hadriani IV’, ii, p. 395.}

This reversal of papal strategy in June 1156 contributed directly to the disputed papal election of 4–7 September 1159, when Alexander III and ‘Victor IV’ were elected by rival groups of cardinals. The electors of ‘Victor IV’ regarded both the concordat and the election of Alexander as the work of a ‘Sicilian party’ in the college, led by Adrian IV’s chancellor, Cardinal Roland of S. Marco (the future Alexander III).

From the time when friendship was established in Benevento between the lord Pope Adrian and William of Sicily, contrary to the honour of God’s church and of the empire, great division and discord have arisen (not without cause) among the cardinals. We… in no way consented to the friendship,… but others, blinded by money and many promises and firmly bound to the Sicilian, wickedly defended the treaty… and attracted very many others to share their error.\footnote{Letter of the cardinals of ‘Victor IV’ in Rahewin, \textit{Gesta Friderici imperatoris} iv.62, p. 241.}
According to an imperial manifesto of 1160,
during the lifetime of Pope Adrian, the chancellor Roland and certain cardinals . . . conspired with William the Sicilian . . . and with other enemies of the empire, the men of Milan, Brescia and Piacenza and lest [their] evil faction should perhaps vanish because of the death of Pope Adrian, they imposed an oath on each other that on the death of the pope, no other should replace him except a member of their conspiracy.\textsuperscript{392}

The manifesto alludes here to the meeting in Anagni (July 1159) of Adrian IV, his chancellor and twelve other cardinals with envoys of the Lombard cities which were currently resisting Frederick's imposition of imperial control.\textsuperscript{393}
The influence of this 'Sicilian party' in the college was countered by a group of imperial supporters. Their leaders were the two curial experts in German affairs, Octavian, cardinal priest of S. Cecilia, and his kinsman, Guido of Crema, cardinal priest of S. Maria in Trastevere, both destined to become in turn the antipopes of Frederick Barbarossa: 'Victor IV' (1159–64) and 'Paschal III' (1164–8).\textsuperscript{394} The divisions among the cardinals were intensified by the 'incident' at the imperial assembly of Besançon (October 1157), provoked by the papal letter which appeared to refer to the imperial dignity as a 'fief' (\textit{beneficium}) 'conferred' by the pope. While the 'Sicilian party' represented the incident as evidence of imperial hostility towards the Roman church, their opponents in the college 'favoured the party of the emperor and blamed the negligence and inexperience' of the papal legates at the assembly of Besançon, the chancellor Cardinal Roland and Bernard, cardinal priest of S. Clemente.\textsuperscript{395}

In the election that followed the death of Adrian IV (1 September 1159) the thirteen cardinals of the 'Sicilian party' of 1156 seem to have attracted ten more cardinals to their side. Their opponent, Cardinal Octavian (Victor IV), was supported initially by nine cardinals, but his following rapidly diminished to five. Octavian's electors, supported by an armed band, resorted to violence to prevent the installation of Roland-Alexander III as pope.\textsuperscript{396} The presence of Frederick Barbarossa's envoy, Otto of Wittelsbach, in Rome ensured the loyalty of the city to 'Victor IV' and forced Alexander into exile.\textsuperscript{397} Frederick's conciliar solution to the papal schism – the council of Pavia (5–11 February 1160), which recognized the title of 'Victor IV', having heard no detailed defence of

\textsuperscript{392} Rahewin, \textit{Gesta Friderici imperatoris} IV. 79, p. 263.
\textsuperscript{393} The thirteen cardinals in Anagni are identified in two papal privileges: Adrian IV, JL 10177, 10579, cols. 1616, 1617. See Madertoner (1978), pp. 37–47.
\textsuperscript{395} Rahewin, \textit{Gesta Friderici imperatoris} III.16, p. 147. For the ‘incident’ at Besançon see above pp. 322–3 and nn. 26–7.
\textsuperscript{396} Madertoner (1978), pp. 48–52, 120–8.  \textsuperscript{397} \textit{Ibid.}, pp. 131–41.
Alexander’s claim – persuaded no one outside the imperial territories.\(^{398}\) Four months after the decision in favour of the antipope Louis VII of France and Henry II of England formally recognized Alexander III at a conference in Beauvais.\(^{399}\) The widespread acceptance of Alexander throughout Christendom left the emperor with a formidable diplomatic and military task: to detach the kings of France and England from the Alexandrine obedience and to defeat the pope’s allies in Italy, the Lombard cities and the king of Sicily. For eighteen years Frederick tried in vain to achieve these aims.

Meanwhile Alexander III, in exile and lacking the conventional resources of the papacy, was acutely aware that his survival depended on the victory of the emperor’s enemies, who must at all costs be kept faithful to the papal cause. Hence during the schism of 1159–77 the most important institution of papal government was the papal legation. The two circumstances of a wandering papal curia and a volatile political situation increasingly placed detailed policy-making in the hands of cardinal legates. Perhaps the most important contribution to the survival of the Alexandrine cause was that of the five legates who negotiated and maintained the alliance between the curia and the Lombard League, founded to destroy the system of government introduced by Frederick in 1158. Cardinal William of S. Pietro in Vincoli, the cardinal deacons Odo of S. Nicola in Carcere and Manfred of S. Giorgio in Velabro, Archbishop Galdin of Milan and Hildebrand, cardinal deacon of S. Eustachio, were commissioned ‘to strengthen and preserve the unity’ of the League and keep open the lines of communication between the curia and the Lombard cities.\(^{400}\)

The end of the conflict of 1159–77, wrote Cardinal Boso, witnessed ‘Emperor Frederick prostrate at the feet of Pope Alexander and the evil of schism entirely extinguished by the divine power’.\(^{401}\) The peace of Venice indeed obliged Frederick to break the oath which he had sworn at the imperial assembly of Würzburg (1165) never to acknowledge Alexander as pope.\(^{402}\) He remained, however, master of the German church and no German prelate was disciplined for having sided with the emperor during the schism. Moreover, the conflict had bankrupted the papal curia. It was poverty and war-wearyness that compelled the papacy to conclude a peace that left unsettled the important questions of papal lordship over the Patrimony of St Peter and the Matildine lands. The preservation of the hard-won peace with the empire was the central


\(^{399}\) Barlow (1936); Cheney (1969), pp. 474–97.


preoccupation of the last years of Alexander III’s pontificate and the policy of conciliating Frederick I survived his death (1181). Of Alexander’s five successors in the years 1181–98 only one had not been a member of the Alexandrine college, that closely knit body of advisers on whom (according to Cardinal Boso) Alexander had so much depended. The exception was Urban III (1185–7), Hubert Crivelli, formerly archbishop of his native Milan. Urban III was a bitter enemy of the emperor and his brief pontificate witnessed a renewal of the conflict of the papacy with Frederick Barbarossa. Urban attempted to revive the Lombard League and strove, by raising the issue of the freedom of the German church, to sow dissension among the ecclesiastical princes in the German kingdom.403

This bellicose stand for the freedom of the church by a pope who during the schism had been a member of the circle of the exiled Archbishop Thomas Becket of Canterbury was in marked contrast to the strategy of his predecessor and his successors. Lucius III (1181–5) was a former member of the ‘Sicilian party’ and, as Cardinal Hubald of Ostia, the most influential figure in the Alexandrine curia.404 At the conference of Verona (1184) he attempted to settle with the emperor all the questions left unresolved in 1177, succeeding in agreeing at least on the necessity of a new crusade and on new measures against the spread of heresy.405 Lucius had no choice but to be conciliatory towards Frederick Barbarossa. Exiled from Rome by yet another dispute between the curia and the senate, he found himself observing the dismantling of the alliances which had achieved the Alexandrine victory. The emperor negotiated in Constance a permanent peace with the Lombard cities (1183) and arranged a marriage alliance between his son, Henry VI, and the Sicilian princess Constance, daughter of Roger II and aunt of William II.406 The successor of the aggressive Urban III was Gregory VIII (1187), the former chancellor of Alexander III with the reputation of being well-disposed towards Frederick.407 His election immediately brought an end to the conflict that Urban III had provoked with the emperor. The aims that Gregory VIII pursued during his short pontificate were the reform of the church and the launching of a crusade and for both of these peace with the empire was the prerequisite. When Gregory’s crusading plans were realized by his successor, Clement III, Frederick Barbarossa was the first monarch to pledge his participation in the Third Crusade. The emperor took the cross in ‘the diet of Christ’ (curia Christi) which he summoned to

406 Peace of Constance, MGH Constitutiones, i, pp. 408–18. On the papacy and the marriage of Henry VI and Constance see Baaken (1972).
Mainz (27 March 1188), together with the papal legate and official crusading preacher, Cardinal Henry of Albano.\textsuperscript{408}

The pontificate of Clement III (1187–91) was a period of momentous change in the curia and in the political situation of the papacy. Clement concluded the treaty with the Roman senate (31 May 1188), which restored papal lordship over Rome after forty-five years of intermittent conflict with the commune.\textsuperscript{409} Between March 1188 and October 1190 he appointed approximately thirty cardinals, the majority of whom were connected with the great Roman families.\textsuperscript{410} It was during this period of radical change in the character of the college that the curia was thrown into confusion by the death of the papal vassal, King William II of Sicily (18 November 1189). The premature death of the childless king threatened the papacy with the succession of his aunt Constance, wife of Henry VI, who in June 1190 was to succeed his father to the German throne. For the rest of the century the papal curia was preoccupied with the problem of ‘the union of the kingdom with the empire’ and with plans to prevent the kingdom of Sicily from falling into the hands of Henry VI.\textsuperscript{411} The cardinals, however, did not approach this problem in a spirit of unity. Events were to demonstrate that Clement III’s enlargement of the college had introduced cardinals with attitudes towards the Sicilian succession and towards Henry VI as sharply divided as those of the 1120s and 1150s. Not only had he, for example, recruited Peter, cardinal priest of S. Cecilia, a prominent supporter of Henry VI. He had also appointed Albinus, cardinal bishop of Albano, who was the close friend of Tancred, count of Lecce, the illegitimate cousin of William II, who was elected as their king by Sicilians rebelling against Queen Constance.\textsuperscript{412}

These divisions seem to be reflected in the constantly shifting papal policy of both Clement III and his successor, Celestine III (1191–7). Clement was alleged to have recognized the claim to the Sicilian throne of Tancred of Lecce in preference to that of Constance;\textsuperscript{413} but he also promised to crown Henry VI emperor and received him with honour when he entered Italy.\textsuperscript{414} Celestine III performed the imperial coronation promised by his predecessor (15 April 1191); but he also recognized Tancred as king of Sicily (spring 1192). (The decision to recognize Tancred was taken when Cardinal Peter of S. Cecilia and other supporters of the emperor were absent from the curia.)\textsuperscript{415} Celestine gave support to princes rebelling against Henry VI in Germany;\textsuperscript{416} but he failed to adopt strong measures against the emperor in the case of King Richard I of England.

\textsuperscript{408} Friedländer (1928), p. 39; Congar (1958), pp. 49–50.
\textsuperscript{409} Liber censuum, i, pp. 373–4. See above p. 366. \textsuperscript{410} See above p. 364 and n. 316.
\textsuperscript{413} Richard of S. Germano, ‘Chronica regni Siciliae’ 1190, p. 324; Arnold of Lübeck, ‘Chronica’ v.5, p. 182.
(spring 1193). Henry VI had invited excommunication by holding Richard to ransom, although the latter's status as a crusader placed him under the papacy's special protection. When the pope debated this case with the cardinals, however, the majority – consisting of imperial supporters and moderates fearing an escalation of the quarrel with the emperor – opposed excommunication.\footnote{Pfaff (1966), pp. 347–50; Gillingham (1978), pp. 217–40. See also above p. 346.}

This paralysis of the curia came to an end with the sudden death of Henry VI (28 September 1197). The flurry of purposeful activity in the last three months of Celestine III's pontificate revealed that the imperial sympathizers had lost their influence. The opponents of the late emperor now enjoyed the support of a majority in the college in their determination to exploit the opportunities of the interregnum.\footnote{Wenck (1926), p. 464; Pfaff (1974b).} At the moment of Celestine's death (8 January 1198) the papacy unexpectedly enjoyed a political situation more favourable than at any moment in the twelfth century: a situation that was the fortunate inheritance of Innocent III.
In 1122 the peace arranged at Worms between Pope Calixtus II and Emperor Henry V was designed to bring an end to the ecclesiastical, political and military emergencies which had disturbed the western empire since the 1070s, the series of confrontations called with hindsight the War of Investitures. The papal curia was enabled to return its attention to the programme of religious reform, and the First Lateran Council was celebrated in 1123. The emperor was freed from the incubus inherited from his excommunicated father Henry IV, and the preliminaries of the Worms pax committed the princes to assist the emperor in maintaining the authority and dignity of imperial rule. But the outcome of such intentions was problematical given the ingrained enmities, especially between Saxony and the royal court, caused by the War of Investitures. In any case the restoration of royal authority for which Henry V had striven since 1105 was called into question because the emperor, still a youngish man, died at Utrecht in May 1125. His marriage to Matilda of Normandy had proved childless, so it was necessary for the princes of the empire to set about electing a new king.

Electoral procedures in the twelfth century

In the early summer of 1125 the German bishops and secular magnates who had gathered in Speyer for the obsequies of Henry V sent letters to the other princes of the empire inviting them to Mainz in August for the election of the next king. A surviving version, to Bishop Otto I of Bamberg, requested him to pray for a candidate who would liberate church and empire from the oppression under which they had laboured hitherto. Such explicit criticism of the two preceding emperors was undoubtedly the work of Archbishop Adalbert I of Mainz, whose office traditionally conferred upon the incumbent the leading voice in German royal elections. As royal chancellor and favoured counsellor, Adalbert had been promoted to the see of Mainz by Henry V, but subsequently they had quarrelled...
about the respective rights and properties of the archbishopric and the crown, and the archbishop had been arrested and imprisoned. Upon his release he continued to make trouble for Henry V, and the form of expression in the letter to the bishop of Bamberg was probably intended as a warning against Duke Frederick II of Swabia, the deceased emperor’s nephew and nearest male relative, who confidently expected to be elected to the vacant throne. It was Duke Frederick who had acted as the emperor’s representative in the Rhineland during the feuds with Archbishop Adalbert, even besieging him in his cathedral town.

The chronicler Ekkehard of Aura reports that upon his deathbed at Utrecht, Henry V ‘gave advice as far as he was able about the state of the realm and committed his possessions and his queen to the protection of Frederick as his heir’.¹ In this attempt to designate the duke of Swabia as successor to the western empire, the best that the emperor could hope for was Frederick’s success at the election. But the duke’s younger half-brother, Bishop Otto of Freising, explained a generation later that ‘the high point of the law of the Roman empire is that kings are made not by descent through blood ties but in consequence of election by the princes’.² Duke Frederick II nevertheless had powerful pretensions, and his previous enmity with Archbishop Adalbert need not have prevented a rapprochement over his election to the throne. However, the principal sources for the 1125 election, the anonymous Narratio de electione Lotharii and Otto of Freising’s Chronica or History of the Two Cities, indicate that Margrave Leopold III of Austria, a price noted for his personal sanctity, was put forward as a compromise candidate. Like the duke of Swabia, the margrave stood close to the previous ruler through his marriage to Henry V’s widowed sister Agnes of Swabia, Duke Frederick II’s mother. Leopold III’s election would have fulfilled the desire expressed to the bishop of Bamberg that a man of peace and a friend of the church should be elected.

A candidate with much more formidable political pretensions in the empire, Duke Lothar of Saxony, was also acceptable to the most influential electors, yet there were also grounds for distrusting him. The duke’s high-handed methods had posed a real threat to the see of Mainz’s extensive possessions in Saxony and Thuringia, and the other prince whose dignity also conferred great electoral influence, Archbishop Frederick I of Cologne, was frightened of Duke Lothar’s authority over the see’s suffragans in Westphalia. So the archbishop of Cologne put forward Count Charles the Good of Flanders as a candidate. In the end the archbishop of Mainz appears to have conceded that the Saxon duke’s promotion would be the safest means of excluding Frederick of Swabia, and the majority in a college of forty princes duly elected him as Lothar III. Although Archbishop

¹ Ekkehard, ‘Chronicon universale’ for 1125. ² Otto of Freising and Rahewin, Gesta Friderici ii, 1.
Adalbert had succeeded in depriving his chief enemy of the throne of Germany and the empire, the author of the *Narratio* was more interested in proclaiming that the outcome of the election was the will of God rather than a political manoeuvre. In twelfth-century political parlance such an explanation could be taken seriously because the empire was held to exist under the especial protection of heaven. In 1157, for example, Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa was to issue a circular in which he appealed to just such principles against the supposed claim by the papacy to possess the authority to confer the imperial office as if it were a papal fief:

And since, through election by the princes, the kingdom and the empire are ours from God alone, who at the time of the passion of his son Christ subjected the world to dominion by the two swords, and since the apostle Peter taught the world this doctrine: 'Fear God, honor the king', whosoever says that we received the imperial crown as a benefice (*pro beneficio*) from the lord pope contradicts the divine ordinance and the doctrine of Peter and is guilty of a lie.3

When Lothar III died late in 1137, the difficult electoral circumstances of 1125 were repeated. The Saxon emperor left no son, but his son-in-law Duke Henry the Proud of Bavaria took custody of the imperial insignia and appears to have been confident of winning the election to the empire. However, two reports from the pen of Bishop Otto of Freising suggest that Henry the Proud was even more widely distrusted as a candidate than Frederick II of Swabia had been in 1125. Since the see of Mainz was now vacant and the new archbishop of Cologne was not yet consecrated, Archbishop Albero of Trier emerged as chief elector, and he permitted Duke Frederick’s younger brother to be elected as Conrad III at an assembly hastily convened at Coblenz in March 1138. Several princes including the distinguished reformer Archbishop Conrad I of Salzburg objected to these proceedings, but the new king successfully outfaced his opponents at a court held at Bamberg in May. The Saxon and Bavarian princes were possibly persuaded by Lothar III’s widow Empress Richenza to accept Conrad III for the sake of peace. Not long afterwards Duke Henry the Proud surrendered the insignia, and the claims of the Swabian house to the kingdoms of Henry V were vindicated after all.

Although the elections of 1125 and 1138 were tense, they need not be interpreted as constitutional crises since they reveal that the procedure of the princes alighting upon a new king by electoral choice was in working order. If Conrad III’s election at Coblenz was judged by the Saxons and Bavarians to have been conducted in an underhand manner, then the Swabians and others held Archbishop Adalbert I’s domination of the assembly at Mainz in 1125 to have been

3 *MGH Diplomata*, Frederick I, no. 186, p. 315. The translation is by Mierow and Emery (1953), pp. 185–6.
improper. Since they had sons, the new Staufen royal dynasty was enabled to revert to the method preferred by their Salian and Ottonian predecessors, election of the successor during the reigning king’s lifetime. Conrad III’s son Henry Berengar (d. 1150) was elected upon the eve of his father’s departure for the Second Crusade in 1147; Frederick Barbarossa’s son Henry VI was elected in 1169 at the age of three; and the latter’s infant son Frederick II was elected in 1196.

Upon his death in 1152 Conrad III left a son, Frederick of Rothenburg born in 1144 or 1145, but it was the king’s nephew Frederick Barbarossa, duke of Swabia since 1147, who was elected. According to Otto of Freising, Conrad III had ‘judged it more advantageous both for his family and for the state if his successor were rather to be his brother’s son, by reason of the many famous proofs of his virtues’.4 Since this passage occurs in a biography designed to promote the reputation of the brother’s son in question, the argument is a little suspect. On the other hand, Conrad had not pressed for Frederick of Rothenburg’s election after the early death of Henry Berengar either. The bishop of Freising plausibly pointed out that since the new king’s mother had been a sister of Henry the Proud, the princes gathered for the election of 1152 ‘foresaw that it would greatly benefit the state if so grave and so long-continued a rivalry between the greatest men of the empire for their own private advantage might by this opportunity and with God’s help be finally lulled to rest’.5 In fact the problems of regional rivalry between prominent princes were much more complex than the bishop indicates, but he was right to foretell that Frederick Barbarossa would bring about an effective compromise with Duke Henry the Lion, Henry the Proud’s heir and his own first cousin, by 1156.

Although the elections of 1125 and 1138 had provided cliques with opportunities to display and perhaps to abuse their power, kings do not appear to have feared the electoral procedure as such. When Henry VI proposed in 1196 to abolish it in favour of a hereditary empire, his principal motive seems to have been an almost eschatological belief that as the true line descended from the Salians and the Carolingians, the Staufen simply constituted the indubitable imperial house destined to rule the Roman empire until the end of human history. Hereditary descent would deftly have incorporated such convictions into the law of the empire. More than one source suggests that with less haste the proposal might have been accepted by the princes of Germany because hereditary right was familiar to them in France and other kingdoms. But while the princes ruminated the emperor was in a hurry to leave for Sicily in order

---

to prepare for the recently proclaimed crusade, so he settled for a traditional election of his young son instead.

Upon election kings adopted the title Romanorum rex, ‘king of the Romans’, one of their tasks then being to undertake the expeditio Romana or march to Rome in order to receive the imperial crown at the hands of the pope. But the pope did not thus confer imperium upon the German king, as Frederick Barbarossa was at pains to point out during his altercation with the papal curia and its legates in 1157 and 1158. The election in Germany counted as election to the empire in addition to the thrones of Germany, Italy and Burgundy, but it was not the custom to adopt the style of emperor until the Roman coronation had taken place. However, royal intitulation often included the imperial adjective augustus, implying that promotion to the superior title was only a question of time. The title was improved by Conrad III’s chancery to rex et semper augustus, ‘king and ever Augustus’. Conrad III never was crowned emperor, but in his correspondence with the court of Constantinople his chancery entitled him ‘Emperor Augustus of the Romans’ in any case.

THE MEANING OF EMPIRE AND THE PURPOSE OF IMPERIAL RULE

When Bishop Otto of Freising wrote that Lothar III reigned as ninety-second ruler since Augustus, he intended to portray the venerable monumentality of Roman imperial rule which had supposedly descended lineally to the German kings. In the twelfth century their version of imperium was being redefined in its several aspects. Imperium or imperial rule was the personal right of governance and justice which the king exercised in his three kingdoms. To take examples from Germany, Lothar III, Conrad III and Frederick Barbarossa in turn referred to ‘the authority of our imperium’, ‘our imperial authority’ and ‘authority of empire’ when confirming rights for the monasteries of Münchsmünster, Volkenroda and Wessobrunn respectively. If imperium was the protective legal authority of the king, then the autocratic potential of such jurisdiction was again made apparent by students of Roman Law in the twelfth century, the lawyers of Bologna advising that imperium was in principle limited solely by divine and natural law. However, a letter of 1158 to the pope indicates that Frederick Barbarossa took a cautious view of applying autocratic rights consequentially, at least in Germany: ‘There are two things by which our empire should be governed, the sacred laws of the emperors and the good practices of our predecessors and ancestors. We neither desire nor are able to exceed those

6 E.g. MGH Diplomata, Conrad III, no. 184, p. 332, 1147.
7 Ibid., Lothar III, no. 54, p. 86, 1133, has ‘imperii nostri auctoritate’; ibid., Conrad III, no. 33, p. 54, 1139, has ‘nostra imperiali auctoritate’; ibid., Frederick I, no. 125, p. 210, 1155, has ‘imperiali auctoritate’ and ‘imperatoria auctoritate’. 
limits; we do not accept whatever is not compatible with them." According to Rahewin, Otto of Freising’s secretary and the continuator of the bishop’s biography of Frederick Barbarossa, the cultivation of imperium as protective judicial authority was the emperor’s constant concern. As the ruler travelled through the lower Rhineland in 1158, he let no days pass in idleness, thinking those lost on which he had not made some enactment to the advantage of the empire, for the preservation of law and justice among all peoples. That was the reason why he had so consistently striven for so strong an empire on this side of the Alps, had calmed the spirits of such strong peoples by great discretion, without warfare, and . . . was now regarded not as the ruler of the realm, but as father and governor of one home, one state.

*Imperium* was an office taken to have been endowed with the power of one of the two swords mentioned to Christ at the Last Supper, this power also being interpreted in medieval times as needful for the defence of the church. As a letter of Frederick Barbarossa’s expressed the idea in 1170, ironically at a time when the papacy under Alexander III regarded him as a persecutor, ‘It is the duty of imperial majesty to provide for peace and justice in the empire’s affairs according to the established laws and canonical decrees, and above all for the church of God, by whose intercessions and prayers we hope to be advanced and to reign more confidently in the Lord.’

In spite of perceiving Emperors Henry IV and V as enemies of the church, imperial protection of religion was still accepted as normal by the twelfth-century papacy, including the specific guardianship or advocacy of the papal see at Rome, however differently the papal and imperial courts preferred to interpret the scope and limits of this advocacy. Once Henry V and Pope Calixtus II had offered peace to one another in 1122 over the questions of episcopal election and investiture and of ecclesiastical property in Germany and Italy, the defensive duty of the imperial sword could be resumed with propriety. From enemies such as Roger II of Sicily and the Roman commune of 1143 to 1155, the papacy was eager to be rescued by the military assistance of Lothar III, Conrad III and Frederick Barbarossa in turn. In 1149 Conrad III assured Pope Eugenius III that he was vexed by whatever threatened the pope’s person and the Roman church, ‘of which we are appointed the defender by God’.

In the convention drawn up at Constance in 1153 between this pope’s legates and Frederick Barbarossa, the latter committed himself to preserve and to defend ‘the honour of the papacy and the secular properties of St Peter as the

8 *MGH Constitutiones* 1, no. 167, p. 233.
10 *MGH Diplomata*, Frederick I, no. 568, p. 39.
devoted and particular advocate of the holy Roman church’. But when the aims of the papal and imperial courts were no longer aligned, these imperial powers of protection and advocacy began to look like a threat. In 1159 for example, Frederick Barbarossa made it clear that the schism which had just occurred in the papacy was to be settled by a council to be convened under his own auspices at Pavia early in 1160. Pope Alexander III was informed that ‘since we are obliged to protect all churches established in our empire, we ought so much the more readily to provide for the most sacred Roman church, because the care and defence of it are believed to have been more particularly committed to us by divine providence’. But the bishops assembled at Pavia declared against Alexander III, and his rival Victor IV, who was more solidly in favour of the emperor’s anti-Sicilian diplomacy, was proclaimed pope instead.

It is not therefore surprising that many churchmen shared reservations about the supposed benefits of imperial defence of the church. But not until the papacy could make plenitudo potestatis, ‘plenitude of power’, truly effective in the secular sense, that is, in the thirteenth century, would it prove possible to circumvent the real presence of the German emperor and his representatives as protectors of the Holy See and of the patrimony of St Peter.

*Imperium* also signified a geographical space called the Roman empire, occasionally rendered inaccurately as ‘the German empire’ by the imperial chancery simply because that reflected the realities of rule. A letter from Conrad III mentioned France, Spain, England and Denmark as adjacent to the empire in this geographical sense, and Otto of Freising listed France, England and Hungary in the same mode. In an interesting letter of 1155 to the Pisans, Frederick Barbarossa praised them for terrifying the peoples of Asia and Africa by land and sea, thereby defending ‘the borders of Europe within which we occupy the seat and domicile of empire’. More often the texts conceive of *imperium* as a species of terrestrial authority permitted by God for the discipline of the nations, a power transmitted in history from the ancient empires of the east to the Romans. Twelfth-century historiography took great interest in this phenomenon and in its biblical proof-texts, mainly from the Book of Daniel. Learned opinion argued that the Roman *imperium* represented the fourth and last of such empires before the end of political history. According to Abbot Rupert of Deutz (d. 1129), *imperium* would thereafter belong to Christ alone. Bishop Otto of Freising was satisfied that the German kings would be custodians of Rome’s *imperium* until the last days, Otto the Great’s reception of the title *imperator et augustus* at Rome in 962 having been the final confirmatory act, ‘and thus the Roman *imperium* was devolved upon the Germans’.

---

12 Ibid., Frederick I, no. 51, p. 86.  
13 Ibid., no. 285, p. 97.  
14 Ibid., no. 119, p. 201.  
15 Otto of Freising, *Chronica sive Historia* vi, 22.
Roman imperium as the last universal empire was held to constitute some form of dominion over the other Christian kingdoms, if not the entire world. In 1137 Wibald of Stablo expressed the idea to Lothar III when he wrote: ‘For just as amongst all the stars it is certain that the sun rules in first place in the heavens, so the Roman imperium indisputably surpasses all the powers in the world.’

Possession of the city of Rome was held to symbolize this universal dominion, so the German princes received letters in 1157 from the emperor explaining that ‘by divine and provident clemency we hold the governance of the city and the world’. In the following year papal legates soothingly addressed the emperor as ‘lord and emperor of the city and the world’. ‘Lord of the World’ was not a title adopted by the imperial chancery but it did enjoy some literary currency. Vincent of Prague referred to Frederick Barbarossa as ‘the lord emperor, lord of the world’s lands’, and the author known as Archipoeta, who belonged to the entourage of the imperial chancellor and archbishop of Cologne, Rainald of Dassel, addressed the emperor as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Salve mundi domine} & \quad \text{cesar noster, ave.} \\
\text{Cuius bonis omnibus} & \quad \text{igum est suave.} \\
\text{Princeps terre principum} & \quad \text{cesar Frederice . . .} \\
\text{Greetings to the lord of the world, Hail, our Caesar.} \\
\text{For the good of all, his yoke is light.} \\
\text{Prince of the princes of the land, Caesar Frederick . . .}
\end{align*}
\]

Henry VI’s eulogist Peter of Eboli in his Liber ad honorem Augusti referred to that emperor as prince of the world and lord of the world, and an aspect of this rhetorical style was taken up by the chancery to proclaim the pre-eminence of the empire over all the powers, peoples and kingdoms of the Christian world. A diploma of 1174, for example, elevates Frederick Barbarossa’s clemency and imperial majesty above the nations and the kingdoms. Another consequence was the designation of other kings as reguli or kinglets, although this demeaning description was never used officially. However, John of Salisbury reported that Louis VII of France was enraged with the archbishop of Cologne for referring to him as a regulus, and the pro-Staufen author of the Chronica regia Coloniensis was scornful of provincial kinglets and peoples who were supporting Alexander III during the papal schism.

A letter from Henry II of England, who was on good terms with the imperial court, does contain what looks like an explicit admission of Frederick Barbarossa’s supposed world authority; ‘We lay before you our kingdom and
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16 Codex epistolæ Wibaldi, no. 12, p. 92.  
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whatever is anywhere subject to our sway and entrust it to your power, that all things may be administered in accordance with your nod, and that in all respects your imperial will may be done." Such expressions belonged to a formal language of diplomatic courtesy although one of Henry II’s subjects, Stephen of Rouen, did consider the emperor to be Charlemagne’s proper heir and that in consequence the Capetians had usurped his right to the sovereignty of France. John of Salisbury was disgusted by German pretensions to world dominion. At the time of the council of Pavia he wrote with indignation to Ralph of Sarre:

Who has appointed the Germans to be judges of the nations? Who has given authority to brutal and headstrong men that they should set up a prince of their own choosing over the heads of the sons of men? In truth their madness has often attempted to do this; but by God’s will, it has on each occasion been overthrown and put to confusion, and they have blushed for their own iniquity.\(^2^2\)

To support the last assertion, John of Salisbury offers no proof whatever.

Apart from taking homage from kings of Denmark and England, from dukes of Poland, Pomerania and Silesia and from counts of Flanders, did the rulers of twelfth-century Germany entertain concrete plans to transform imperium into an institutional reality beyond the confines of the German, Burgundian and Italian kingdoms? In alliance with the papacy, Lothar III, Conrad III and Frederick Barbarossa did in turn propose to conquer the upstart kingdom of Sicily proclaimed in 1130, but it is not clear what the status of the Regno would then have been. When they invaded the south in 1137, Lothar III and Pope Innocent II avoided a confrontation about this issue. Together they invested Count Rainulf of Alife with the duchy of Apulia, implying joint imperial and papal lordship over the Sicilian lands, for which homage had intermittently been offered to the papacy ever since 1059. The problem revived when William II of Sicily died in 1189. Henry VI regarded himself as the heir in right of his wife, Constance of Sicily, the last legitimate member of the Sicilian royal house. But the barons of the Regno elected the illegitimate royal scion, Count Tancred of Lecce, instead and he was recognized as king by the pope in 1192. In 1191 Henry VI inconsistently claimed that Sicily should devolve to the empire both by ancient imperial right and as the inheritance of his consort. After he had seized the kingdom in 1194, he avoided offering the customary homage for it to the pope. But in apparently rejecting Sicily’s status as a papal fief, it is not clear that he really regarded Sicily as a fourth kingdom of the western empire either, although he did designate its capital, Palermo, to be an imperial as well as a royal town.


In its attitude towards the eastern Roman empire, its rival in claims to world dominion, the western imperial court oscillated between formal alliances and covert hostility. Although the western court accepted that the Comnenians were true emperors, the chancery was careful to deny the name of Roman to the eastern empire and invented circumlocutions for its rulers such as king of the Greeks or Constantinopolitan emperor. If theories of world dominion had not assisted Frederick Barbarossa in his efforts to solve the papal schism of 1159 to 1178, then it does appear to have confirmed his desire to take overall military command of the Third Crusade. Henry VI’s ambitions to make the claim to universal dominion more realistic were certainly suspected by foreign observers such as Roger of Howden and Niketas Choniates. But no one knows whether the crusade which the emperor was preparing in 1196 and 1197 was partly intended for the conquest of Constantinople or not. This was certainly a strategic option considering what the Fourth Crusade achieved in 1204. A German chronicler, the well-informed monk Otto of St Blasien, thought that Henry VI did intend to take advantage of the prostration of Byzantium and to subject it to his own western imperium. Henry VI’s acceptance of homage from the new kingdoms of Cyprus and Cilician Armenia can be interpreted as pointing in this direction, because these provinces had until very recently been possessions of the eastern Roman empire. Whatever Henry VI’s plans may have been, they died with him in 1197.

Since the 1030s the western empire had consisted geographically of three kingdoms: Germany, sometimes called ‘the Roman kingdom’ to establish consistency with the title king of the Romans; Italy, sometimes called ‘the kingdom of Lombardy’, its designation when conquered by Otto the Great; and Burgundy, whose southern portion bordering the Mediterranean was occasionally distinguished as ‘the kingdom of Provence’. Election to the German kingdom validated title to the other two thrones, and it is recorded that certain barons from Italy came to Frankfurt to observe Frederick Barbarossa’s election in 1152. In 1085 the title of king had been granted on a personal basis to the duke of Bohemia, and in 1158 the emperor repeated the honour for Wladislav II. But Bohemia was not permanently accounted a kingdom in its own right until 1212. It is often held that neither the western empire nor its constituent kingdoms had capitals, and following modern administrative language this is an accurate judgement. To the twelfth-century mind, however, the empire certainly possessed capitals, places associated with the sacred regnal authority conferred by unction and coronation. The gold seals of Conrad III, Frederick

23 E.g. MGH Diplomata, Conrad III, no. 4, p. 7, 1138, and no. 50, p. 84, 1140, have ‘Romanum regnum’ for Germany; ibid., Lothar III, no. 103, p. 167, 1136, has ‘cum in regno Longobardiae fuerimus’; ibid., Conrad III, no. 132, p. 240, 1145, has ‘in toto regno nostro Provincie’.
Barbarossa and Henry VI were inscribed *roma capvt mvndi regit orbis frena rotvndi*, 'Rome, head of the Earth, governs the reins of the round world,' and in 1159 Frederick Barbarossa described Rome as the city 'which is the head of our empire'. He claimed that the papal schism of 1159 threatened to wrest the capital from his jurisdiction; 'For since, by divine ordinance, I am emperor of Rome and am so styled, I have merely the appearance of ruling and bear an utterly empty name lacking in meaning if authority over the city of Rome should be torn from my grasp.'

The same emperor set about revising and extending the official association of certain capital towns with imperial power. During the festivities of December 1165 and January 1166 for the canonization of Charlemagne, Barbarossa declared Aachen to be a holy city and the chief of cities, 'the head and seat of the German kingdom', a place of kings which, as 'the royal seat in which the Roman emperors are first crowned', outshone all other places in dignity and honour. In the theoretical language of imperial ideology, Aachen was thus seen as the capital of Germany, and in the other kingdoms certain towns were distinguished in the same manner. For Italy the emperor had already marked out Monza in 1159 to the detriment of Milan and Pavia as 'head of Lombardy and seat of that kingdom', and built a palace there in 1163. He claimed that 'our predecessors were accustomed to be crowned there [Monza] by the law of the kingdom', but this was deliberate misinformation. The motive may have been to legitimate the only coronation which had actually taken place there, that of his uncle as anti-king Conrad III in 1128. In similar style Arles was declared head of Provence and a principal seat of the empire in 1164, and Vienne was declared the seat of the Burgundian kingdom in 1166.

**The Application of Law and Justice**

When diplomas of Lothar III record 'the authority of the Roman empire' and of Conrad III 'the authority of our power', what methods and resources were available to German rulers to make this authority manifest? The foremost

---


27 MGH Diplomata, Frederick I, no. 502, p. 433, has ‘que caput et sedes regni Theutonici est’, and no. 503, p. 434, has ‘pro sede regali, in qua primo imperatores Romanorum coronantur’.


29 E.g. MGH Diplomata, Lothar III, no. 57, p. 90, 1134, has ‘auctoritate Romani imperii’; *ibid.*, Conrad III, no. 79, p. 141, 1142, has ‘auctoritatis nostre potestate’. 
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royal duty was to provide justice. In 1129 Lothar III spoke of having been raised by the grace of God to the royal office in order to provide justice for the church and for all men, an idea expressed with the same dignity by Conrad III in 1141. As the Lord’s anointed, he owed judgement and justice against all wrong-doing, and protection for everyone’s rights. The rulers of the twelfth-century empire took these ancient formulas and their programme as a serious religious obligation. Quoting Psalm 98, one of Conrad III’s diplomas opens with ‘The king’s honour is to cultivate judgement as King David attests.’ Added together, the realms of the western empire were too large for the royal court to be capable of supervising travelling assizes or permanent tribunals in the various regions. The itinerant royal household was itself the highest court of law, its procedures being simple and speedy. For 1151, for example, we possess the record for the archbishop-elect of Cologne, Arnold II, bringing a case before the king to ask for the restoration of episcopal possessions alienated under his predecessor. As usual the king required the princes present to assist him to consider the case, to deliberate the issues and to deliver the judgement.

Ideally the law upheld by the royal court was the will of heaven found out during the hearings and recorded in the findings or sententiae. However, the latter did not constitute a code of law which could be consulted. For the placita or law courts of dukes, counts and ecclesiastical advocates, the records sometimes refer to the custom of the Bavarians or the Franconians or the Saxons. But after the preservation of ancient regional codes in Carolingian times, no such custom was written down in any detail until Eike von Repgow’s Sachsenspiegel in the thirteenth century. Writing about German legal practices of the twelfth century, Provost Burchard of Ursberg complained that the lack of written law was a great inconvenience. But one reason why written codes were not widely perceived to be necessary was that many German magnates drew up and operated rules of their own for their households, manors, villages, towns and retinues. Notable twelfth-century examples include Bishop Otto II of Bamberg’s regulations for his Bavarian manors; Archbishop Rainald of Cologne’s rules for his extensive retinue of ministeriales; the duke of Zähringen’s regulations for the town of Freiburg im Breisgau founded in 1120 and the bishop of Strasbourg’s for his cathedral town, promulgated in 1130 or 1131; and the rules of the bishops of Hildesheim for the rural immigrants to their diocese.

In the twelfth century, concepts of law in Germany were being transformed by three different types of legal endeavour: the study of Roman Law, the establishment of the pax or peace-keeping association known as the Landfriede and the uses made of feudal law or feodalis ius. Since the eleventh century imperial diplomas had quoted from Justinian’s legislation, a practice reinforced

30 Ibid., no. 56, pp. 94–5, 1141.
in Conrad III’s chancery by Wibald of Stablo, abbot of Corvey. The presence of Bolognese lawyers at Frederick Barbarossa’s court in Italy lent an authoritarian tone to the ordinances issued at Roncaglia in 1158. Two of this emperor’s acts, Sacramenta puberum on oaths and Habita on the privilege of students, were boldly inserted as authentica into the Codex of Roman Law. Bishop Otto of Freising explicitly referred to the principle of kings standing above the law when he sent a copy of his History of the Two Cities to the emperor in 1157, and a paragraph from Justinian’s legislation stood behind the following passage in a charter for the town of Speyer issued in 1182: that just as it was up to the emperor ‘to create laws, so it is for us to elucidate benevolently things which are unclear’.  

A significant example of emperors making law in this sense of leges condere concerns Frederick Barbarossa’s edict issued at Osimo in 1177 which forbade the plunder of wrecks and shipwrecked persons. This was confected by Italian lawyers, but Henry VI’s edict of 1196 on the same subject appears to have been composed by his chancery. Barbarossa’s edict against incendiarism issued at Nuremberg in 1186 or 1188 also had the character of law made by imperial authority, but legal scholars today are not agreed as to whether the sworn associations for enforcing the peace known as Landfrieden count as consented custom or newly made law. For the earliest imperial Landfriede, Henry IV’s issued at Mainz in 1103, only a report of the oath sworn has survived. For Henry V’s Landfrieden (1119, 1122, 1125), Lothar III’s (1125, 1135) and Conrad III’s (1147), the texts have perished. Frederick Barbarossa’s Landfriede of 1152 survives in the form of twenty rules circulated to the princes of Germany, conveying the impression of a code in the making. Its justification was set out in the preface; peace was proclaimed by royal authority in order to maintain divine and human laws, to defend the church, to guarantee everyone’s rights and to repair the unsettled state of the empire. His Landfriede of 1179 was, on the other hand, a regional association confined to Rhenish Franconia. The Pohlsde annals report that when the emperor visited Wallhausen in 1169 he had renewed the pax, but it is not known whether this too was a local Saxon Landfriede or an ordinance for the whole empire.

Although the peace-keeping associations did not work well as a curb upon feuds, they had great influence upon judicial practice in twelfth-century Germany in that the princes and their own law courts were involved by the crown in the tasks of preserving law and order. In the legislation against arson (1186 or 1188), for example, it was explicitly stated that the dukes, margraves, counts palatine, landgraves and counts must do justice over incendiaries on their own authority. But Burchard of Ursberg asserted with reference to this ordinance that the emperor ‘assembled a meeting of princes at Nuremberg

31 Ibid., Frederick I, no. 827, p. 34.
where he made arrangements for peace over the land and ordered it to be set out in writings which the Germans until today call fridebrief; that is, letters of peace, nor do they employ any other laws; but they do not obey them properly, being such a wild and unruly people’.32

The royal court did not intend to replace older custom in the provinces where it could be effective against crime, and a picturesque example of provincial custom preceding the Landfrieden was preserved by Otto of Freising in his report of Frederick Barbarossa’s visit to Worms for Christmas in 1155. Archbishop Arnold of Mainz and Count Palatine Hermann of Stahleck were brought to trial for devastating the land during their feuds:

Now an old custom has gained the status of a law among the Franks and the Swabians, that whenever a noble, a ministerialis or a peasant (colonus) has been found guilty by his judge of such offences, before he is punished by sentence of death the noble is obliged to carry a dog [and] the ministerialis a saddle...from one county into the next in token of his shame. The emperor, observing this custom, compelled that count palatine, a great prince of the realm, together with ten counts, his accomplices, to carry dogs the distance of a German mile.33

The study of law and legal practice in the twelfth-century empire as they affected politics is a complex subject. Nevertheless, renewed interest in Roman Law, the need perceived for Landfrieden and the German king’s position as overlord of vassal princes who included all the bishops made a deep impression without essentially changing the ruler’s traditional role as protector of old custom to that of creator of new law. As a diploma issued by Lothar III judiciously recorded in 1132, ‘custom is by long usage transformed into the character of law’.34

THE ROYAL CHANCERY

With the itinerant royal court travelled the clerical personnel who staffed both the royal chapel and the chancery. The production of numerous privileges, letters and other written instruments while on the move was one of the remarkable achievements of royal governance in the medieval empire, as the volumes of diplomas edited in the Monumenta Germaniae Historica series show. In normal times the chancery was directed by a cancellarius or chancellor under the formal obedience of the archbishop of Mainz, and the royal chapel doubling as a chancery was, as part of the royal court doubling as a law court, the principal organ of government in the twelfth-century empire. In 1125 Lothar III

32 Burchard of Ursberg, Chronicon for 1186.
33 Otto of Freising and Rahewin, Gesta Friderici ii, 48. The translation is by Mierow and Emery (1953), p. 163.
34 MGH Diplomata, Lothar III, no. 41, p. 68.
disbanded the staff of Henry V’s chapel and chancery and appointed new men, Saxons for the most part, as the chaplains and notaries. He agreed with Archbishop Adalbert I of Mainz not to appoint a chancellor at all, probably so that the archbishop might enjoy the emoluments normally attached to the chancellor’s office as part of his reward for permitting Lothar’s election. This unusual arrangement made little difference in practice to the work of the chancery in producing diplomas and other materials. As soon as Conrad III was elected in 1138, he reverted to Salian tradition and appointed Arnold of Wied, cathedral provost of Cologne, as his chancellor. After the latter’s promotion to the archbishopric of Cologne in 1151, the king appointed his longest serving chaplain, Arnold of Selhofen, as chancellor. He continued to direct the writing office for Frederick Barbarossa until his elevation to the see of Mainz in 1153.

It can be perceived that the chancellors, chaplains and notaries were bound to wield great influence at the heart of imperial affairs. Wibald of Stablo was taken up by Conrad III as his most creative notary. His advice was heeded at court, and he was further distinguished by receiving the abbacy of Corvey in 1146. He was also employed as an envoy in France and Italy; he continued to work in Frederick Barbarossa’s chancery; and in the 1150s he was twice sent as ambassador to the Byzantine emperor. Through his reworking of older charters and through new diplomatic expression, Wibald of Stablo paved the way for the style of Frederick Barbarossa’s flamboyant chancellor Rainald of Dassel, appointed in 1156. The third of Barbarossa’s nine chancellors, he was rewarded with the see of Cologne in 1159. In the chancery he employed Henry of Würzburg as protonotary, thus confirming a new title invented by Wibald in 1150 and possibly indicating an elaboration of business. Henry was also employed as an envoy, to France, Italy and Byzantium. Rahewin considered him a person fit to judge the literary worth of his work as the continuator of Otto of Freising’s biography of Barbarossa. Other notable chancellors were Christian of Buch, a man fluent in several languages, who was promoted to the archbishopric of Mainz in 1165; and Philip of Heinsberg who received the see of Cologne in 1167. Henry VI’s capable chancellor Conrad of Querfurt was, like Rainald of Dassel, a Saxon. In 1194 he became bishop of Hildesheim and was later appointed to the see of Würzburg as well. He was assassinated in Würzburg in 1202.

The majority of the extant products of the chancery are grants or confirmation of rights, possessions and imperial protection to the churches and towns of Germany and Italy, diplomas or their copies which have survived the centuries in reasonably well-protected ecclesiastical and urban archives. A number of letters have also survived which are mandates to secular princes, churchmen or ministeriales to carry out a particular function in the near future, or to desist forthwith from some species of misdemeanour. It is thought that the chancery may have sent out far more mandates than the residue would indicate, the
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argument being that they tended not to be preserved because their value, unlike that of diplomas confirming privileges, was transitory. Since the chancery perambulated with the court, its paraphernalia had to be economical. There is no trace of any official register of royal charters. However, when Conrad III was at Aachen for Christmas in 1145, he was able to inform the archbishop of Vienne that the town of Vienne belonged to the crown, information 'which is preserved in the archives of our empire'. So it is possible that there was a muniment box or room in the palace at Aachen, and there are other references to rulers consulting old documents and proofs. The chancery certainly consulted formularies on style, form and content. Wibald of Stablo, abbot of Corvey, kept his own book of records, examples and other materials now known as the Codex epistolae Wibaldi which is one of the principal sources for the diplomatic history of the empire in the twelfth century. Another informally used letter-book was the Codex Udalrici drawn up by 1125 for didactic purposes at Bamberg. The promotion of this codex from schoolbook to formulary testifies to connections between the imperial notaries and certain episcopal writing offices.

One of the most talented chaplains recruited by Conrad III was an Italian, Godfrey of Viterbo, who had been sent as a child to the cathedral school of Bamberg. Influential at court throughout Barbarossa’s reign, he may have acted as tutor to Henry VI who was, unlike his father, literate. Godfrey was a voluminous and imaginative writer on imperial affairs, and left a fine account, perhaps exaggerated, of his busy experiences as an imperial notary, chaplain and envoy. He complained that it was hard to find time and place for his own compositions, which nevertheless fill almost a whole volume in the Monumenta series of Scriptores, because he had to compose

in the nooks of the imperial palace or on horseback on the road, under a tree or deep in the forest, whenever time permitted, during the sieges of castles, in the dangers of many a battle. I did not write this in the solitude of a monastery or in some other quiet place, but in the constant restlessness and confusion of events, in war and warlike conditions, in the noise of such a large court. As a chaplain I was occupied every day around the clock in the mass and all the hours, at table, in negotiations, in the drafting of letters, in the daily arrangement of new lodgings, in looking after the livelihood for myself and my people, in carrying out very important missions: twice to Sicily, three times to the Provence, once to Spain, several times to France, forty times from Germany to Rome and back. More was demanded of me in every exertion and restlessness than from anyone else my age at the court. The more extensive and difficult all this is, the more miraculous it is that in such hustle and bustle, amidst such great noise and disquiet, I was able to create this work.

One can only agree with him.

35 Ibid., Conrad III, no. 145, p. 265, has ‘quod in archivis imperii nostri continetur’.
FINANCES AND THE IMPERIAL FISC

Although there are references in the twelfth century to an imperial treasury or *camera* with its chamberlains, it is difficult to discern whether there was a permanent treasury at court or whether *camera* is a synonym for the fisc, the chamberlains acting as revenue officials. Nothing identifiable as treasury documentation has survived from the twelfth century in Germany. The imperial court must have travelled with strong boxes (examples of which survive from the thirteenth century) for holding the imperial insignia, relics and other valuables such as gold seals and cash. It is known that the small but well-sited castle on the rock of Trifels not far from the Rhine was used as a depository for royal treasure. Already described as the strongest of Henry V’s castles, the crown jewels were more than once sent there for safekeeping. Henry VI employed Trifels as a gaol for Richard I of England and other prisoners. Several sources remark upon the astonishment caused in Germany by the richness of the Sicilian royal treasure seized during the occupation of the Regno in 1194 and taken to Trifels. Some of the articles, notably Roger II’s crimson and gold mantle, are still to be seen in the Vienna Schatzkammer. But like the archive of Aachen, the treasury of Trifels as a possible institutional embryo of imperial governance leaves no more than a shadow in the sources.

Since its virtual expulsion from Saxony in the 1070s, the crown had come to rely heavily upon its possessions in southern Germany, including the lands in Alsace and on the middle Rhine where, according to Bishop Otto of Freising, ‘the principal strength of the realm is known to lie’. The crown experienced difficulty in restoring its position as a landowner on the substantial scale enjoyed before the War of Investitures. Upon Henry V’s death in 1125 Duke Frederick II of Swabia had occupied as much of the Salian fisc as his agents could hold, claiming it as his rightful inheritance as Henry V’s nephew. It took Lothar III and his allies several years of campaigning before the duke and his brother, the anti-king Conrad, would give these resources up to the crown. By the time that Conrad III succeeded in 1138, it is thought that his holdings as king were surpassed by the enormous inheritances collected by the Welf family in Swabia and Saxony. Frederick Barbarossa began his reign with similar disadvantages because he relinquished his Swabian ducal title and lands which he had inherited from his father in 1147 to his cousin Duke Frederick of Rothenburg in 1152 or 1153. Then the emperor’s marriage to Beatrice of Burgundy brought her large inheritance to the Staufen dynasty in 1156. Upon the Roman campaign of 1167 so many German princes died of malaria that the emperor was able to initiate a major programme of inheritances and reversions for himself and for his sons.

37 Otto of Freising and Rahewin, *Gesta Friderici* 1, 12.
We know that portions of the fisc were entrusted to ministeriales enfeoffed with castles from which to protect it, but very little specific information about the fisc’s administration in the twelfth century has survived. The most significant source is a list of royal manors in Germany and Italy entitled Iste sunt curie que pertinent ad mensam regis Romanorum, ‘These are manors which pertain to the sustenance of the king of the Romans’, the disparate parts of which must therefore date from the years 1125–33 or 1138–55 or 1169–91 when there were kings of the Romans. Substantial renders in kind from certain manors in Saxony, Lotharingia, Franconia and northern Bavaria and in cash from manors in Lombardy are scheduled, but in spite of a large scholarly literature, it is not known for which king the list was drawn up, or for what purpose the selection of manors and incomes may have been made in the first place.

The peripatetic royal court and its palaces

The German court had no fixed residence, but the royal iter or perambulation around the provinces and dioceses of the empire was in itself a method of governance serving several purposes. It was the means for exposing royal justice in the regions, as we saw in the cases of Frederick Barbarossa’s visits to Worms in 1155 and to the lower Rhineland in 1158. It exposed assemblies of princes to the sternness of the royal eye and involved them through the duty of consilium or offering counsel in the political and judicial issues of the moment. Between 1178 and 1181 the removal of Henry the Lion as duke of Saxony and Bavaria was worked out during court meetings of this kind. In November 1178 at the court in Speyer the emperor failed to reconcile the duke with his enemies, Archbishop Philip of Cologne at their head. In January 1179 the court held in Worms required the duke to answer charges of having broken the peace. In June 1179 the court at Magdeburg proscribed him for refusing to answer the charges, and proceedings against him as a contumacious vassal were opened by the court at Kayna in August. In January 1180 the court at Würzburg deprived him of his fiefs, and at the courts held in April at Gelnhausen and in September at Altenburg, the fiefs were reapportioned to his rivals. After campaigns against him in 1180 and 1181, the duke made his submission to the emperor at the court held in Erfurt in November 1181, and he was sent into exile.

The royal iter was also a progress between various castles and palaces belonging to the fisc, although the theory of routes deliberately patterned to enable the court to take up successively the renders from its own possessions is no longer widely current. The iter was a resourceful method for exploiting the court’s ancient rights to hospitality from the cathedral churches and from

some of the abbeys of the empire, hospitality making up one component of the 
*servitia* or services owed by the imperial church in return for its temporalities. 
These rights relied upon the legal argument that most of the temporalities of 
the church pertained ultimately to the crown, and had been enfeoffed or oth-
erwise entrusted to prelates for the mutual benefit of the parties, church and 
empire. Lothar III, Conrad III and Frederick Barbarossa followed the practice 
of their Salian predecessors by staying more often in episcopal towns and in 
royal abbeys than in their own palaces and castles. Of the latter, Lothar III 
understandably favoured Goslar in Saxony as well as the imperial palace in 
Aachen. Conrad III preferred Nuremberg and Frankfurt, possibly because he 
had been well liked in their regions when he was anti-king. Frederick Bar-
barossa favoured all four, as well as frequently visiting Altenburg in the Saxon 
 marches, Gelnhausen in Franconia, Kaiserslautern west of the Rhine, Hagenau 
in Alsace and Ulm in Swabia.

Although Henry VI paid more visits to the episcopal towns of Worms and 
Würzburg than to any single palace of his own, during his reign the royal 
residences for the first time housed the court more often than the abbeys and 
the cathedral towns. This reflects not only that the ambitious programme 
of palace building initiated by Conrad III and Frederick Barbarossa was coming to 
fruition, but also that the fisc had expanded phenomenally since the late 1160s, 
thus leaving Henry VI economically less reliant upon ecclesiastical hospitality. 
No doubt this was a relief to the bishops, because the royal entourage was large. 
A reliable source reveals that when a cathedral town was the site of a plenary 
session of the royal court, the crown’s officials commandeered the bishop’s 
principal revenues for the two weeks in which the meeting fell.

The royal *iter* was also designed to accommodate the ideological function 
of displaying the power and the glory of the ruler through the ceremony of 
wearing a crown before the court, usually coinciding with the major festivals of 
the church. As Frederick Barbarossa put it in 1158, ‘we wear a crown and diadem 
of glory, namely at Christmas, at Easter and at Pentecost’. Such ceremonies 
served the explicit purpose of presenting the ruler as a sacred personage under 
the express protection of Christ, *summus rex et sacerdos*, ‘highest king and priest’, 
as Otto of Freising described him in relation to Frederick Barbarossa’s first 
coronation and unction at Aachen in 1152. The bishop drove this point home 
by explaining that another Frederick, the bishop of Münster, was consecrated 
by the same bishops who had sanctified the king, so that ‘in one church the 
same day saw the consecration of the only two persons who are sacramentally 
anointed according to the procedures of the New and Old Testaments and are

39 *MGH Diplomata*, Frederick I, no. 201, p. 337.
solemnly called the Lord’s anointed’. The subsequent crown-wearing festivals carried political as well as religious and psychological messages. Meeting with strong resistance at some point during his Lombard campaigns, for example, Barbarossa vowed not to wear his crown until the affront to his majesty had been avenged. By contrast the Whitsun crown-wearing ceremony at Mainz in 1182 was explicitly related by the author of the Worms annals to the victorious outcome of the long effort to topple Henry the Lion. In the summer of 1178 on their way back through Provence and Burgundy from Italy, the imperial tourists took the opportunity to stage new coronations; Frederick Barbarossa was crowned at Arles and Empress Beatrice at Vienne.

Modern scholarship has not come to agreement about the constitutional classification of such ceremonies of coronation subsequent to the initial rites at Aachen for the German kingdom and at Rome for the empire, and precision is perhaps inappropriate. The purpose of an unusual triple coronation carried out at Milan in 1186 was to promote the honour of the empire by a ceremony combining the court’s ambition of the moment with the religious and hierarchical values of that age. With considerable sang-froid the emperor had come to Milan to celebrate the marriage of his son Henry VI to Constance of Sicily in the city he had levelled to the ground in 1162. After the wedding ceremony in San Ambrogio all three were crowned, Barbarossa by the archbishop of Vienne, Henry VI by the patriarch of Aquileia and Constance by a German bishop; ‘And from that day,’ reports the principal source, ‘he [Henry VI] was called Caesar.’ Since the papal curia had recently refused the emperor’s application for his son’s imperial coronation, the first time that such an arrangement had been proposed since Otto II’s imperial coronation during his father’s lifetime in 967, the most plausible explanation is that the 1186 coronations were planned and executed as a substitute.

Although the cathedral towns of the empire were so significant for the royal iter, the pattern of journeys was revised in the twelfth century in relation to the castles, palaces and towns situated upon the royal fisc. Upon some of the ancient possessions of the crown mentioned in the twelfth-century list of the king of the Romans’ curiae such as Nimwegen, Ingelheim, Frankfurt and Kaiserslautern, Conrad III and Frederick Barbarossa undertook reconstruction of the royal palaces. Rahewin preserves a valuable description of one of these projects, which were designed in part to display the glory of the dynasty and the honour of the empire:

In Kaiserslautern he [Frederick I] built a royal palace of red stone and adorned it quite lavishly. On one side he surrounded it with a very strong wall, the other side is enclosed

---

41 Ralph of Diceto, ‘Ex ymaginibus historiarum’ for 1186.
by a lake-like fishpond, which contains for the delectation of the eyes and the palate all delicacies of fish and fowl. An adjoining park offers nourishment to a wealth of stages and deer. The royal splendor of all these things and their abundance, which is greater than one could describe, strikes all who see it with amazement.42

Another residence belonging to the Staufen family and much visited by Frederick Barbarossa and Henry VI was Hagenau in Alsace. Adjacent to it a town was founded early in the twelfth century, and the emperor granted it a detailed privilege in 1164. Godfrey of Viterbo wrote of the castle’s sumptuously painted and gilded apartments, and of the towers which adorned it. Apparently it contained a well-stocked library. Something of the magnificence of the new building programme can be inferred from the royal chapels, halls, arcades and sculptured remnants at Gelnhausen, Nuremberg, Eger, Frankfurt and Wimpfen. From surviving letters and inscriptions we learn a little about the purpose of palaces for promoting imperial prestige. Having repaired the palace at Kaiserswerth upon its island in the Rhine, Frederick Barbarossa installed an inscription over the gateway in 1184 referring to the restoration of justice and peace which the court meetings held in such palaces were intended to sustain. After he had left Germany upon the Third Crusade, the emperor wrote back to Henry VI to remind him not to neglect completion of the projects at Nimwegen and Kaiserswerth since they had been residences of their Carolingian and Salian predecessors, and were therefore valuable in underlining the significance of their own house. The ambitious construction of palaces indicates a reasonably prosperous imperial dynasty in the last third of the twelfth century, and this impression is borne out by the acquisition of so many new assets after 1167 to make up a fisc consisting of ample forests, profitable jurisdictions, hundreds of manors, scores of towns and monasteries and, according to the chronicler Arnold of Lübeck, 350 castles.

THE CROWN AND WARFARE

The resources of the crown, the court’s relationship with the church and the ceaseless process of the *iter* also sustained one of the ruler’s most demanding tasks, that of making war. As Wibald of Stablo, abbot of Corvey, reminded the bishop of Hildesheim in 1149, the *servitio* owed by the church consisted not only in attending the royal court and in providing hospitality for it, but also in assisting the king’s military expeditions. The royal *expeditio* or armed campaign conducted within the borders of the western empire was itself an administrative method of last resort. Quoting the Second Book of Kings, Rahewin thought it obvious that there was a proper time for kings to go forth to war, and applied the

commonplace to Barbarossa’s second Italian expedition planned for 1158. He also took it for granted that the bishops would be consulted and one of them, Otto of Freising, wrote to the emperor that it was right to chastise the Milanese for the honour of the empire. In the twelfth century the term *honor* was much used by the imperial chancery to indicate both the dignity of the empire and specific rights belonging to the crown. It was also employed to justify wars ‘for the glory and honour of the Roman empire’ as Frederick Barbarossa expressed it to Wibald of Stablo, abbot of Corvey in relation to the expedition against Poland in 1157. In Germany itself war or *guerra* was sometimes justified on the same grounds. In 1166 the emperor enjoined Counts Leopold and Henry of Plain in Bavaria to attack the Alexandrine see of Salzburg ‘for the honour of the empire’, adding that ‘our honour depends upon this war’.

The means for war were provided chiefly by the armed retinues of the crown, the secular princes and the church, although mercenaries were employed for the empire’s wars during the twelfth century and the larger towns of Germany also contributed contingents. Military retinues were normally sustained by fiefs granted to knights by their lords, which is why Lothar III forbade the alienation of fiefs without consent in 1136 since the consequence was that ‘our princes are hardly able to make their knights contribute to the success of the expeditions undertaken in our name because of their being so short of fiefs’. Frederick Barbarossa repeated this legislation in 1154 and 1158.

Although many royal monasteries and a handful of bishoprics such as Constance, Bremen and Chur were exempted from military service, the imperial court normally expected all ecclesiastical and secular princes to be prepared to send their militias on campaign, to attend in person when requested to do so and to take the oaths customarily demanded for the purpose. Military obligation in Germany did not run to specified numbers of knights, but ambitious princes close to the court were willing to provide them in some number. In 1161, for example, Archbishop Rainald of Cologne, Duke Frederick of Rothenburg, Count Palatine Conrad of the Rhine and Landgrave Louis II of Thuringia provided more than 1,100 knights to reinforce the army besieging Milan. Many bishops suffered severe financial strain in supporting the high cost of the empire’s wars. In addition to the injunctions about preserving fiefs for their proper purpose, several other sources have survived which indicate the scale of organization behind the movement of large armies from Germany to Italy: a statute of 1158 for the conduct of the army and the camp; an edict conferred at Reichenau Abbey about 1160 and ascribed to Charlemagne, explaining military obligations, personnel and equipment in considerable detail; and rules
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43 *MGH Diplomata*, Frederick I, no. 181, p. 304, has ‘quantave gloria et honore Romanum imperium’.
from different parts of Germany about the military conduct of the retinues of knightly ministeriales. Several of the campaigns in Lombardy and against the kingdom of Sicily as well as the German military contributions to the Second and Third Crusades were failures. Nevertheless, it is apparent that German armies were formidable and widely feared instruments in the twelfth century, more than one author testifying to their fury and impetus, although some of the language is borrowed from classical usage recording Rome’s suspicion of Germanic barbarians.

**THE DE FACTO INDEPENDENCE OF SAXONY, AND ITS EXPANSION TO THE EAST**

The virtual independence of Saxony from the authority of the crown was one result of the War of Investitures which was confirmed by the defeat in 1115 of Henry V’s invasion of Saxony at the battle of Welfesholz. Although the crown was not totally bereft of political support and material possessions in Saxony and its marches, the autonomy for which the Saxony aristocracy had striven ever since 1073 was a reality of twelfth-century German politics. In 1125 it was the highest representative of this group, the Saxon duke Lothar, who was himself elected king. The ascendancy of Saxony which this betokened proved transitory when Lothar III’s son-in-law, Henry the Proud, failed to secure the succession in 1138. But by this time Saxony was in the grip of a social phenomenon of the utmost significance for its future. By means of force and colonization, missionary zeal and diplomacy, the Saxon frontier of the western empire was extended far to the east in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Here we need to consider the political implications and results for northern Germany.

As Saxony’s preoccupation with the issues of the War of Investitures receded during the second and third decades of the twelfth century, so it became possible to use the resources of the duchy as well as those of the highly populated Netherlands for a renewed attempt to dominate the adjacent lands of the Slavs by conquest and settlement. Lothar III as duke of Saxony and emperor, and his grandson Duke Henry the Lion, proved adept at choosing commanders and churchmen with the military and organizational talents necessary for annexing and settling the Slav regions. Lothar was responsible for installing the resolute Saxon dynasties of Schauenburg in Holstein (1110), of Ballenstedt in the North March later called Brandenburg (1134) and of Wettin in the marches of Meissen (1123) and Lusatia (1136), with enormous consequences for the consolidation of these vast territories as provinces of the German realm. From the earliest years of the century a plentiful supply of colonists from the Netherlands and Westphalia had been ready to emigrate to the east, but in practice the conversion of the
country across the River Elbe into a Germanized landscape was a relatively slow-moving affair due in part to Slav resistance and in part to the rivalries of the Saxon princes.

In 1143 or 1144 Count Adolf II of Schauenburg and Holstein founded the river port of Lübeck which was important because it gave Germany a practical outlet to the Baltic for the first time since the losses of territory to the Slavs during the rising of 983. But the settlement was destroyed in 1147 in an attack by Niklot, prince of the Obodrites, and had to be founded anew by Henry the Lion in 1159. In the meantime the archbishop of Bremen had reestablished the sees destroyed by the Slavs in the eleventh century, Oldenburg, Ratzeburg and Mecklenburg, although his enemy Henry the Lion insisted, as Saxon duke, upon the right of investiture and protection. This was conceded by the royal court in 1154. Some time later the see of Oldenburg was transferred to Lübeck and that of Mecklenburg to Schwerin. Two circumstances ensured the future of German authority in the east. The first was the decision by Slav princes themselves to submit to imperial suzerainty. The second was the influx of German settlers whose utility is attested in the charters of their ecclesiastical lords, and in the chronicle of the settlement composed by Helmold, the parish priest of Bosau in Holstein. The impartiality of Helmold’s work will always be a matter for some doubt, but his picture of the conquest and colonization (since it is not the only source from which the story can be constructed) carries reasonable conviction:

As the land was without inhabitants, he [Count Adolf II of Holstein] sent messengers into all parts, namely to Flanders and Holland, to Utrecht, Westphalia and Frisia, proclaiming that whosoever were in straits for lack of fields should come with their families and receive a very good land – a spacious land, rich in crops, abounding in fish and flesh and exceeding good pasturage . . . An innumerable multitude of different peoples rose up at this call and they came with their families and their goods into the land of Wagria to Count Adolf that they might possess the country which he had promised them.46

The initial settlement of Holstein, Stormarn and Wagria was followed by Henry the Lion’s venture, the Wendish Crusade of 1147 designed to coincide with the Second Crusade to Jerusalem. In military terms the Saxons did badly, but in the following years the Slav leadership came to realize that Saxon power was in the ascendant and that the Christian faith and German settlement would have to be accommodated in the interests of their own people. For such reasons Pribislav of Brandenburg, who died in 1150, appointed Margrave Albert the Bear as his heir, and the restored sees of Havelberg and Brandenburg were

rapidly occupied by colonists from the Netherlands. According to Helmold, using somewhat exaggerated expression,

The bishopric of Brandenburg, and likewise that of Havelberg, was greatly strengthened by the coming of the foreigners, [i.e. Netherlanders] because the churches multiplied and the income from the tithes grew enormously . . . the Slavs have been everywhere crushed and driven out. A people strong and without number have come from the bounds of the ocean, and taken possession of the territories of the Slavs. They have built cities and churches and have grown in riches beyond all estimation.47

In 1163 the Piast princes Boleslaw of Wroclaw (Breslau) and Mieszko of Racibórz were installed as dukes in Silesia, to be tributaries of the western empire while remaining vassals of the duke of Poland. Silesia had long been converted to Christianity and was not in danger of German invasion, but now the land was opened to German immigration and to eventual incorporation into the empire in the thirteenth century. After another long military campaign initiated in 1158, Henry the Lion installed new counts in the lands of Obodrites, Gunzelin of Hagen in Schwerin and Henry of Schooten in Mecklenburg. In spite of further Slav resistance to these measures, the duke restored the Obodrite prince Pribislav to his principality in 1167 to rule alongside his previous appointees.

The initial conversion of Pomerania had been undertaken as early as the 1120s by Bishop Otto I of Bamberg as the principal missionary. A bishopric set up at Wolin in 1140 as an exempt see under direct papal authority was moved to Kammin in 1174. Bogislav of Stettin, prince of Pomerania who submitted to Henry the Lion in the 1160s, was in 1181 after Henry’s fall given the title of duke with the status of vassal immediate to the empire. Pomerania was thus opened to German immigration. In a summary about what had been achieved by the end of the 1160s, Helmold claimed that

all the country of the Slavs, beginning at the Eider which is the boundary of the kingdom of the Danes, and extending between the Baltic Sea and the Elbe River in a most lengthy sweep to Schwerin, a region once feared for its ambuscades and almost deserted, was now through the help of God all made, as it were, into one colony of Saxons. And cities and villages grew up there and churches were built and the number of the ministers of Christ multiplied.48

The conquest, conversion and colonization of the vast lands east of the Elbe by the Saxons were challenged by the rising might of Denmark, since the Danish crown was Henry the Lion’s rival for dominion over the southern coast of the Baltic and managed intermittently to occupy Holstein, Mecklenburg and Pomerania. Not until the battle of Bornhöved in 1227 could this phase of Denmark’s interest in the western empire’s lands be brought to an end.

From the Salian past the rulers of the twelfth-century western empire inherited a set of institutions, methods and resources which sustained their governance and authority: the services of the church and the wealth of the fisc, the prestige of God-guarded law and an itinerant court with its multiple functions as chancery, source of justice, military command centre and meeting place of princes and bishops. In spite of the damage inflicted by the War of Investitures, these institutions remained in good working order. Henry I of England did suggest to Henry V that regular royal taxation in the Anglo-Norman mode might profitably be introduced into Germany, but sources from within the western empire do not complain that the relative paucity of governing institutions as a consequence of itinerant kingship was a disadvantage. Instead, it was held that the virtues of the rulers themselves ought to be adequate for solving the perceived problem of the twelfth century: to restore the honour and glory of the empire after the disordered years of enmity with the papacy, and the concomitant ‘reformation’ of peace, justice and religion. A letter from Conrad III to Pope Eugenius III in 1150 looks forward to ‘the people of Christ living in peace and in the fear of God, and the Roman empire being restored to the vigour of its pristine dignity’, ideas emphasized again and again in the royal diplomas.

Although he disliked Saxons and said so, Bishop Otto of Freising thought that Lothar III was a ruler with the requisite virtues: ‘Had he not been fore-stalled by death he might have been the man to restore, by his ability and energy, the imperial crown to its ancient dignity.’ The Saxon sources obviously gave him good obituaries, the Hildesheim annals calling him pater patriae, father of the country, for his services in peace and war. The chanceries of Frederick Barbarossa and Henry VI perfected the technique of presenting royal acts as necessary for the programme of imperial renewal, but this had been of genuine concern to Conrad III’s court as well. Conrad III was not the subject of panegyric resources such as Gunther devoted to Barbarossa in his Ligurinus or Peter of Eboli to Henry VI in the Liber ad honorem Augusti. In his History of the Two Cities, Conrad III’s half-brother Otto of Freising gave a decidedly pessimistic account of the reign down to 1146, largely because Conrad’s bestowal of the Bavarian ducal title upon his other half-brothers, the margraves of Austria, had caused war and destruction in the bishopric of Freising and elsewhere in Bavaria. On the other hand, Godfrey of Viterbo, who was taken on as a royal chaplain towards the end of the reign, ascribed the conventions and

49 MGH Diplomata, Conrad III, no. 222, p. 395, 1150, has ‘et populus christianus in pace et timore dei vivere et imperium Romanum in pristine dignitatis robur reformari’.
attributes of kingliness to Conrad III: wisdom, a fine appearance and martial prowess; and what is more, so did sources from Saxony, a province hostile to the king.

Writing to the pope just after Frederick Barbarossa’s election in 1152, Wibald of Stablo, abbot of Corvey, inaugurated the encomiast tradition about this ruler which has gone on ever since: ‘of penetrating ability, ready understanding, fortunate in war, eager to embark on difficult and glorious tasks, altogether intolerant of insults, affable and generous, and shingly eloquent in the native idiom of his language. The Lord increases the nourishment of all the virtues in him so that he may carry out judgement and justice in the land.’ All this may be a reconstruction from the abbot’s biblical and classical learning, but the bishop of Freising was also enthusiastic about his nephew’s abilities. Abandoning his customary sobriety, he applied to Barbarossa a verse lifted from the infancy story of Christ: ‘What manner of child shall this be?’ (Luke 1:66). Helmold of Bosau who disliked the Swabians was nevertheless struck by Barbarossa and also adapted biblical phrases in praise of him: ‘His throne was raised above the throne of the kings that had been before him many days; and he grew in wisdom and in fortitude above all the inhabitants of the land.’ Apart from his German panegyrists such as Gunther and Rahewin, the emperor also impressed Italians other than Godfrey of Viterbo. Otto Morena of Lodi and his continuators wrote laudatory history of Barbarossa’s warlike deeds in Lombardy, and an anonymous north Italian got as far as 3,343 lines of a heroic Carmen on the theme. No doubt such persons were motivated by their own hatred for Milan, the emperor’s principal enemy in Lombardy. The Third Crusade inspired new eulogistic literature about Frederick Barbarossa. Henry VI’s principal panegyrists were Italians, Godfrey of Viterbo and Peter of Eboli, although some of the German chroniclers were also impressed by his energy in attempting to fulfil the ruler’s duty of providing peace and justice in his realms.

LOTHAR III, CONRAD III AND THE PROBLEMS OF REGIONAL RIVALRY

The political language of the twelfth century adopted classical terminology in regarding the empire as a body in which the emperor was head and the princes the obedient members. The arenga of a diploma for Archbishop Rainald of

51 MGH Constitutiones 1, no. 138, p. 193, has ‘fuit antehac ingenio acer, consilio promptus, bello felix, rerum arduarum et gloriae appetens, initia et omnino impatiens, affabilis et liberalis, et splendide disertus iuxta gentile idioma linguae suae. Auget in eo Dei omnium virtutum nutrimenta, ut faciet iudicium et iusticiam in terra’.

52 Helmold of Bosau, Chronica Slavorum cap. lxxii. The translation is by Tschan (1935), p. 197.
Cologne in 1166 proclaimed that nothing could be more fitting and glorious than the emperor assembling and cherishing his fideles like members under a head from which the merits of the members would be properly rewarded. In reality it was a difficult task to keep unruly members submissive to the court. Much of Lothar III’s reign was taken up with armed confrontations against Frederick II of Swabia and his brother, who found widespread support in the Rhineland, Franconia and Bavaria as well as in their Swabian homeland. Having lost the election of 1125, Duke Frederick did homage to Lothar III but felt unable to accept a ruling made at Regensburg late in the year denying him the lion’s share of Henry V’s possessions. The Staufen brothers regarded the lands of the Salian dynasty as theirs by hereditary right, but the annals of Disibodenberg reveal that at the Regensburg court, royal property was declared to pertain to regimes rather than to persons, and must therefore pass under Lothar III’s regiminis ditio or authority of government, not in itself a new principle. But when the Swabian duke refused to accept this, he was declared an outlaw and an excommunicate, and war began. At this time the duke’s brother Conrad was absent upon the Venetian crusade of the 1120s. When he returned in 1127, he was proclaimed anti-king at Nuremberg by a small gathering of Staufen supporters. Why Frederick of Swabia as the elder brother did not himself claim the crown is not known. It is possible that his rejection at the election of 1125, his oath to Lothar III and his excommunicate status rendered him less eligible than his brother. At some time in his adventurous career, the duke is known to have lost an eye, and if this happened in 1126 or 1127, then his lack of bodily perfection as future rex et sacerdos in the image of Christ may also have stood in the way of his accepting kingly office.

The Staufen brothers had a case strong enough to give them realistic support in southern Germany. In 1128 Conrad III left for Italy to secure coronation from the archbishop of Milan and to attempt to gain possession of the Matildine lands which had passed to Henry V’s use in 1115. In Germany Archbishop Adalbert of Mainz and Bishop Embrico of Würzburg were able to hold their cathedral towns for Lothar III, but the Salian strongholds of Speyer and Nuremberg had opted for the Staufen. In order to gain a more secure position in southern Germany, Lothar III married his daughter and heiress Gertrude to Duke Henry the Proud of Bavaria in 1127. The duke’s chief residence was Regensburg, and therefore outflanked Nuremberg in the rear. But the main motive may simply have been to find the most suitable match for the greatest heiress in Germany. As head of the Welf dynasty and son of Wulfhild Billung, the duke of Bavaria was exceedingly rich in Swabian and Saxon lands, as well as holding on to much of Bavaria for the king. However, Henry the Proud’s sister was married to Frederick II of Swabia, so it is legitimate to infer that Lothar III would have been aware of a possible mode of reconciliation.
with the Staufen through Gertrude’s marriage. Otto of Freising reports that such a rapprochement was proposed in 1129, but the actual meeting of Dukes Henry and Frederick at Zwiefalten Abbey misfired. In 1142 Gertrude’s second marriage, to Conrad III’s half-brother Margrave Henry II Jasomirgott of Austria, was openly motivated by just such hopes of reconciliation, as we shall see.

The Saxon court of Lothar III thus looked to traditional methods to extend its influence: by arranging marriages, through the services of bishops, and in the cultivation of good relations with other duchies. Duke Simon I of Upper Lotharingia was Lothar III’s half-brother, and in Burgundy Duke Conrad of Zähringen was appointed imperial rector in 1127. Relations between Archbishop Adalbert I of Mainz and the king suffered when Louis I of Thuringia was created a landgrave in 1131, because the archbishop perceived this appointment as a threat to his possessions in Hesse and Thuringia. But Lothar III was shrewd in judging which magnates best served his rule. As we have seen, he chose capable margraves to undertake the consolidation of Saxony’s renewed expansion into Slav lands. Under the influence of Norbert of Xanten, archbishop of Magdeburg, the king accepted Innocent II as pope in the schism of 1130 and received him at a court held at Liège in 1131. The pope gratefully confirmed the ambitious claims of the Saxon archbishoprics of Magdeburg and Bremen to authority over the churches of Poland and Scandinavia respectively, claims going back to the tenth century. Nothing was to come of this, but nostalgia for the dignity of the Ottonian and Salian past, much of it mythical, continued to colour the political outlook of the court, the bishops and the secular aristocracy throughout the twelfth century in Germany.

Although the anti-king Conrad’s challenge to his very title seemed no nearer to a solution, Lothar III was able to leave for Italy upon the prescribed expeditio Romana in 1132 and was crowned emperor in Rome in 1133. Nevertheless, the Staufen brothers did eventually submit to the emperor, although there is no entirely satisfactory explanation given their commitment to their legitimacy as heirs not only to the crown but also to the estates of the Salian house. When agreement was reached, it was complete. Frederick of Swabia, by then a widower, married Agnes of Saarbrücken, the niece of his greatest enemy, Archbishop Adalbert I of Mainz. Conrad gave up his royal claims in 1135 and submitted to Lothar III. In 1136 the emperor was able to take him as a commander upon his second Italian campaign, intended to crush the new Sicilian kingdom. Late in 1137 Lothar III died on his way back from this expedition. Given that as duke of Saxony from 1106 to 1125 he had done everything in his power to preserve Saxony from almost any form of authority exercised by the royal court, it is remarkable how he had imposed recognition of himself as king throughout Germany by 1135. But this was not enough to secure his
son-in-law’s succession. A neutral source, Sigebert of Gembloux’s continuator, claimed that ‘after the death of King Lothar the princes of the German kingdom, not bearing to be ruled over by anyone not of the royal line, set up Conrad as a man from the family of kings’.\(^{53}\) Not that this consideration had prevented them from electing Lothar in 1125. However, Conrad III’s legitimacy as Salian heir did strengthen his hand, particularly since the remarks of another commentator, Abbot Berthold of Zwiefalten, can be given credence. Of Henry the Proud he wrote that as ‘the most powerful amongst all the princes of the realm at that time, he inconsiderately counted upon the succession, but he was truly abominated by everyone for his pride’.\(^{54}\)

Although Henry the Proud recognized Conrad III’s title, the new king considered that the duke represented a threat to his rule. A credible explanation is provided by a source hostile to Conrad III, Helmold of Bosau: ‘When King Conrad was raised to the throne of the realm, he tried to establish Albert [the Bear] in the duchy [Saxony], asserting that it was not right that any prince should hold two duchies. Henry [the Proud] claimed for himself the two duchies, Bavaria and Saxony. Therefore these two princes, the sons of two sisters, carried on their civil war, and all Saxony was in turmoil.’\(^{55}\) Like Henry the Proud, Margrave Albert the Bear was a grandson of the last Billung duke of Saxony, and once Lothar III was gone, the parity of Albert’s own claims to the ducal title of Saxony gained effect. Helmold did not find Conrad III’s fear of Henry the Proud’s double title unreasonable, and repeated the explanation without comment when Henry the Lion as Henry the Proud’s heir claimed both duchies early in the 1140s and was refused Bavaria. There were, of course, precedents for princes holding two duchies, but Conrad III and Helmold of Bosau may not have been aware of them. Where the king overshot the mark was in endeavouring to confiscate two duchies from Henry the Proud at the same time. Possibly he desired vengeance upon the man who had burned Ulm, one of the principal residences of the Staufen, to the ground in 1134. In 1139 the king appointed his half-brother Margrave Leopold IV of Austria to the duchy of Bavaria, and after Leopold’s death the next brother, Margrave Henry II Jasomirgott, in 1143.

Fortunately for Conrad III, Henry the Proud died late in 1139 but the Saxon aristocracy supported his son Henry the Lion’s claim to the Saxon ducal title as better than Albert the Bear’s. In May 1142 the king came to terms. Henry the Lion was confirmed duke of Saxony and the boy’s mother dutifully married Henry Jasomirgott who could thus be accepted as next duke of Bavaria by the Saxon party early in 1143. Just as Lothar III had been able to settle personal

\(^{53}\) Sigebert of Gembloux, ‘Continuatio’ for 1138.  
\(^{54}\) Berthold of Zwiefalten, ‘Chronicon’ cap. 35.  
\(^{55}\) Helmold of Bosau, Chronica Slavorum cap. 114. The translation is by Tschan (1935), p. 163.
rivalries by 1135, so the compacts of 1142 and 1143 might have held up had not Gertrude of Saxony died in childbirth in April 1143. Henry the Lion, assisted by his Swabian uncle Welf VI, then decided to repudiate recognition of his step-father’s Bavarian title, and the war dragged on until the Second Crusade provided the opportunity for another solution. Conrad III, Duke Henry Jasomirgott, and Welf VI agreed to leave Germany for Jerusalem; Henry the Lion would place his claim to Bavaria in abeyance and launch the Wendish Crusade on the Saxon frontier; and the king’s son Henry Berengar was elected as next king of the Romans. Although the Second Crusade was a failure, it raised the status of the empire which had been unable, under an excommunicate ruler, to participate in the First. But it did not solve the problem of Germany’s internal rivalries because Conrad III, upon his return from crusade, still would not accept the combination of Saxony and Bavaria upon which Henry the Lion insisted as his right, and the question was no nearer to a resolution when Conrad died in 1152.

**FREDERICK I BARBAROSSA AND THE FORTUNES OF THE EMPIRE**

Although Henry the Lion’s claim to Bavaria took some time for the new ruler to settle, Frederick Barbarossa’s previous tenure of the Swabian ducal title (1147–1152/3) provides the clue to the solution he negotiated. Ever since 1098, when three ducal authorities had been recognized in Swabia by the crown, it was potentially possible to subdivide duchies to accommodate competing claims. Probably Conrad III was not willing to apply this to Bavaria because he did not appreciate the stubbornness of Henry the Lion’s character, but in 1156 Barbarossa adopted the Swabian solution of 1098 for Bavaria. Henry the Lion was confirmed duke, Henry Jasomirgott was created duke of Austria and another Bavarian magnate, Count Conrad of Dachau, was recognized as duke of Merania on the Adriatic. Considering the intensity and destructiveness of regional rivalries in Germany stretching back to the War of Investitures, it is not surprising that Otto of Freising, who witnessed the agreement, reported of Barbarossa that ‘the prince prized this more highly than the successes of all his other undertakings: the fact that, without the shedding of blood, he was able to bring to friendly relations princes of the realm so mighty and so closely related to himself’.\(^{56}\)

Since the integrity of the large German duchies had crumbled during the War of Investitures, the creation of more dukes, margraves and landgraves was thus perceived by the crown as a successful method for managing the princes.

---
Lothar III had already appointed new landgraves and margraves, and endorsed Bishop Embrico of Würzburg’s claims to be duke of eastern Franconia. Then in 1151 Conrad III had granted the archbishop of Cologne ducal status over the country between the Rhine and the Meuse. Apart from the division of Bavaria in 1156, Barbarossa created his half-brother Conrad count palatine of the Rhine in the same year, and commissioned Bishop Herold of Würzburg as duke of Franconia in 1168. The creation of more duchies followed the fall of Henry the Lion in 1180, by which time the court regarded the bishops and the senior secular magnates as an order of principes imperii, princes of the empire standing in immediate vassal relation to the crown (Reichsfürstenstand). As the emperor wrote to the church of Salzburg in 1177 on the subject, he desired to collect these princes around him and to benefit from their counsel, just as the pope was served by the college of cardinals. But it must be said that the emergence of the Reichsfürstenstand is a controversial question in modern scholarship. The label princeps imperii, ‘prince of the empire’, was in regular use long before 1177, and the pax of Worms in 1122 had already implied that the German episcopate constituted something like an ecclesiastical Reichsfürstenstand of vassals immediate to the crown.

Frederick Barbarossa thought highly of Henry the Lion, and already in 1154 had confirmed his rights of investiture in the three bishoprics recently restored in Saxony’s colonial territory, as we have seen. Thereafter the Saxon duke, however much he was hated for his arrogant methods by the bishops and nobility of Saxony and the Rhineland, proved a reliable supporter of court policy down to 1176. This policy was primarily concerned with furthering the crown’s rights, that honor imperii adumbrated in the convention agreed with the papacy at Constance in 1153. Between 1154 and 1178 Barbarossa conducted five expeditions to Italy in pursuit of such honor, but although so many German princes devoted their time and resources to these campaigns, the emperor’s achievements in renewing his control of Italy were limited. The prominence of Italian affairs in Frederick Barbarossa’s reign is in part to be explained by the success of the measures taken in Germany in the 1150s. This was called into question after the council of Pavia in 1160, for when Pope Alexander III excommunicated the emperor, the archdiocese of Salzburg repudiated the council’s pope, Victor IV; Archbishop Conrad of Mainz had to be driven from his see for supporting the Alexandrine cause; and Duke Berthold IV of Zähringen wrote to the king of France to complain of the emperor as the destruction of the church and the law. Archbishop Rainald of Cologne as the principal adviser at court was nevertheless confident that Alexander III could be outfaced and negotiated an alliance with Henry II of England for the purpose. In Germany the imperial cause was sanctified by the canonization of Charlemagne in 1165 and reinforced by oaths taken from the church and aristocracy.
In spite of the failure of the siege of Rome in 1167, the late 1160s were still a time of success for the emperor. In 1168 he was able to enforce a reconciliation between Henry the Lion and the other Saxon princes, and in 1169 he secured the future of his dynasty by the election and coronation of Henry VI, the fifth of the eleven or twelve children born to him by Beatrice of Burgundy. The catastrophe before Rome turned out to be of benefit to the imperial house because the emperor was able to secure the rich inheritances of many princely families which had lost their heirs in the malarial infection: the reversion of the vast lands in Swabia from his uncle Welf VI; the titles and lands of Duke Frederick IV of Swabia, the emperor’s cousin; the advocacy of the see of Augsburg; the huge fiefs held by the counts of Sulzbach from the bishop of Bamberg; and the possessions of Count Rudolf of Pfullendorf and Bregenz, to list only the most notable. In 1174 the emperor marched south once more against the Lombard cities and Alexander III but this Italian expedition, his fifth, also proved a failure upon his defeat at the battle of Legnano in 1176. However, Barbarossa’s subsequent negotiations and his reconciliation with the pope at Venice in 1177 were prompt and successful, suggesting that the emperor was prepared for compromises even before losing the day at Legnano. Escorted by German forces, Alexander III returned to Rome to organize the Third Lateran Council and the emperor returned to Germany to cope with Henry the Lion, who was on the verge of repudiation by the majority of the north German bishops and lay princes for his cruel bellicosity.

Forty years before, in 1138 and 1139, it was the royal court which had planned the expulsion of Henry the Proud from Saxony and Bavaria, but now the Saxons themselves initiated the removal of his son. Although Gislebert of Mons described Henry the Lion as ‘the mightiest of all dukes and almost the proudest and cruellest man ever’,\(^\text{57}\) the duke represented no threat to Frederick Barbarossa’s rule, and previously the emperor had supported him against his enemies. Later sources did suggest that Frederick Barbarossa conceived a grudge against the duke for refusing further assistance to the imperial army in Italy in 1176, and that the duke resented Welf VI’s preference for the emperor rather than himself as heir to the Welf lands in Swabia. Such ideas appear to be rationalizations, influenced by the conflict of the Welf and Staufen dynasties between 1198 and 1214, and then read back by chroniclers to explain Barbarossa’s actions against the duke. However, it is also clear that by 1179 the emperor was obliged to change his attitude to Henry the Lion, and was forced to accept the argument that Henry the Lion was a peace-breaker. The duke was outlawed, and since he refused to answer the charges, he was deprived of all his fiefs early in 1180. The charter issued at Gelnhausen which reapportioned the Saxon fiefs

\(^{57}\) Gislebert of Mons, *Chronicon Hanoniiense* cap. xlviii.
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is the only source to set out the legal foundation for Henry the Lion's deposition in any detail. His oppression of the church and nobility broke the law of the land or Landrecht, and this, coupled with his contempt of repeated citations before the imperial court, raised the spectre of a treason accusation against him. However, the main proceedings were taken against him sub feodali iure, under feudal law, leading to the confiscation of his duchies which he held as fiefs from the empire.

After his submission in 1181 the duke legally retained the Saxon alodial possessions inherited from his grandparents, so that upon his return to Brunswick in 1184 he still figured as a formidable prince. For itself the crown acquired nothing from Henry the Lion's losses, for as the emperor explained to the bishop of Lübeck in 1181, he did not accept personal responsibility for Henry the Lion's humiliation and had saved what he could for his cousin. Frederick Barbarossa was, however, enabled to extend his conciliatory policy of the 1150s by granting more ducal titles upon the ruins of Henry the Lion's authority: Count Bernhard of Anhalt, Albert the Bear's son, became duke of Saxony; Archbishop Philip of Cologne became duke of Westphalia; Count Palatine Otto of Wittelsbach became duke of Bavaria; Margrave Otakar of Styria was promoted to duke, and Bogislav I of Stettin became duke of Pomerania. Apart from the archbishop, all these princes had been Henry the Lion's vassals. The duke's fall originated in his armed confrontation with the Saxon and Rhenish princes late in the 1170s and was not motivated by the court. Not until Otto IV, Henry the Lion's second surviving son, was elected king by a minority of princes in 1198 is it possible to demonstrate that the Welf family, however rich and powerful it may have been, presented a distinct institutional challenge to Staufen rule.

In spite of the peace between church and empire sworn at Venice in 1177, the last years of Barbarossa's reign as well as the reign of Henry VI were punctuated by quarrels with the papacy over their respective rights and resources in Italy. Nevertheless, that quest for the honour and glory of the empire which had so preoccupied the court throughout the twelfth century seemed to have been vindicated. In Germany Barbarossa issued new peace-keeping legislation in 1179 and in 1186 or 1188, as we have seen, and at Constance in 1183 he and Henry VI successfully concluded the negotiations opened in 1177 with the cities of Lombardy, which again accepted imperial sovereignty and paid tribute, although their affairs were to be administered by their own councils. In 1184 a magnificent assembly at Mainz celebrated the knighting of Henry VI and his brother Duke Frederick V of Swabia, and in 1186 the former was married, as we have seen, to Constance of Sicily as part of a diplomatic plan to confirm peace for good between the Normans, the papacy and the empire.

Upon the fall of Jerusalem to Saladin in 1187 the papacy preached a new crusade. At Mainz in 1188 the emperor therefore convened the German princes
to what was designated the *curia Ihesu Christi*, the court of Jesus Christ, took the cross and proclaimed himself secular commander of the Third Crusade. Princes at odds with the imperial court dutifully submitted. Henry VI was appointed regent of the empire and since Henry the Lion was not prepared to join the expedition, he agreed once more to go into exile. In spite of its hazardous nature, this crusade raised Barbarossa to the height of his prestige, inspiring new literary memorials to his glory and piety. He never reached the Holy Land which he had last seen upon the Second Crusade as a young duke. While conducting his army through Asia Minor, he was drowned in the River Saleph in June 1190.

**Imperial Destinies Under Henry VI**

In some quarters the talented new ruler enjoyed an unenviable reputation for cruelty. Several hostile sources credit Henry VI with arranging the assassination in 1192 of Albert of Louvain, bishop-elect of Liège, the candidate confirmed by the papacy, in order to secure the installation of his own nominee, Lothar of Hochstaden. However, a careful examination of the material has shown that there is no substance to the story of the emperor’s involvement, although he did very little to prosecute the assassins. There is not much doubt that Henry VI was a capable guardian of imperial prerogatives and of the interest of his own house. He held the papal curia in low esteem and his agents occupied the best part of the Patrimony of St Peter and the Matildine lands, which the papacy claimed as its own. So great was Henry VI’s authority that he could incarcerate the king of England, extract homage from him and glean a huge ransom which paid for the conquest of Sicily in spite of the fact that, as a crusader, Richard I stood under the personal protection of the pope. When William II of Sicily died unexpectedly in 1189 the barons elected Tancred of Lecce as their king, but Henry VI claimed the Sicilian crown in right of his wife, as we have seen. The German invasion of 1191 was a failure, but in 1194 the kingdom was conquered and Henry VI was crowned king of Sicily at Palermo.

After initial regional opposition to his rule in Germany inspired largely by the disputed election of Liège, he was well served by churchmen, lay princes and his own brothers with their commands in Swabia, Tuscany and Burgundy, although his most capable generals were two of the imperial *ministeriales*, Marshal Henry of Kalden and Seneschal Markward of Anweiler, who was rewarded with an Italian dukedom. The emperor brought to a conclusion his father’s efforts to expand the royal fisc by taking possession of the march of Meissen in 1195, although this acquisition was to prove temporary. The crown had not possessed such extensive holdings since the tenth century, and the rise
of the agrarian and urban economies of twelfth-century Germany made such assets far more valuable to landowners than ever before.

Henry VI may have contemplated incorporating the Sicilian kingdom into the empire; in Germany in 1195 he styled himself ‘by the grace of God emperor and always Augustus of the Romans and of the kingdom of Sicily and Apulia’. As we have seen, he certainly desired to abolish royal election in favour of a hereditary empire, and it is possible that the crusade planned for 1197 and 1198 was intended to conquer the Byzantine empire on the way to Jerusalem so that one Roman emperor would reign both in the west and the east. The imperial chancery continued to proclaim, in language which the emperor himself could read, the honour and glory of the Roman empire which he and his predecessors were committed to defend and to improve. However, the stability of Staufen rule was suddenly undermined by Henry VI’s unexpected death in September 1197 in his thirty-second year. In Germany a small but influential party of princes instigated by Archbishop Adolf I of Cologne’s ambition to wrest the leading voice in royal elections from the see of Mainz rejected the Staufen succession apparently secured by Frederick II’s election in 1196 and offered the crown to Duke Bernhard IV of Saxony and to Duke Berthold V of Zähringen who in turn prudently declined it, and then to Henry the Lion’s second surviving son Otto of Brunswick, count of Poitou, who accepted. But the majority of influential princes had already decided to elect Henry VI’s brother Duke Philip of Swabia in lieu of the infant Frederick II who was absent in Sicily and thereupon, as the Cologne annalist reported, ‘A great war and exceedingly fearful dissension arose amongst the German princes about the empire’, justifying the sorrowful epitaph for Henry VI by Vincent of Prague’s continuator: ‘Upon the emperor’s death, justice and peace in the empire also perished.’
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Chapter 15(a)

Northern and Central Italy in the Twelfth Century

Giovanni Tabacco

The Kingdom of Italy and the Papal States in the Time of Lothar II and Conrad III

The Salian dynasty died out in 1125 and Lothar of Supplinburg, duke of Saxony, came to the throne, in accordance with the wishes of both the German episcopate and Pope Honorius II. However the election in Germany of an anti-king in 1128, in the person of Conrad of the Swabian Staufen, involved Italy, for Conrad sought support there against Lothar, succeeding in having himself crowned with all solemnity by Archbishop Anselm of Milan, then in disagreement with Honorius II for ecclesiastical reasons. As a member of the house of Swabia Conrad considered himself heir, through kinship, to the alodial patrimonia which had belonged to Henry V. He also claimed lands which Henry had occupied in Italy as heir to Matilda of Canossa, a claim destined to give rise to conflicts with the Roman church, to which Matilda had given her possessions before the agreement drawn up with Henry V in 1111. Neither the coronation in Italy nor his claims to Matilda’s estates strengthened Conrad’s cause during these years and in 1130 he returned to Germany, where he engaged in a fruitless quarrel with Lothar.

Honorius II died in the same year, giving rise to a papal schism between Innocent II and Anacletus II. This schism reflected disagreement among the cardinals, although by this time they had all moved towards the idea of a reforming pontificate, and disagreement between the two families which had now become the most powerful in Rome, the Frangipani, who supported Innocent, and the Pierleoni, who upheld Anacletus. Anacletus prevailed in the city itself and Innocent took refuge in France, where a council pronounced in his favour, in part because of the eloquence of Bernard of Clairvaux. Lothar then overcame his own irresolution and descended into Italy in support of Pope Innocent. He stayed in Lombardy, divided between the hostility of Milan and Crema and the allegiance of Pavia, Cremona, Piacenza and other cities.
Accompanied by Innocent, he pushed on to Rome where he was crowned emperor in 1133, while much of the city remained in the hands of Anacletus, who was supported by the Norman Roger II of Sicily and Apulia. The understanding between Lothar and Innocent also involved the problem of the allodial lands which had belonged to Matilda. The emperor recognized the rights of the church of Rome to these properties, but obtained the usufruct against the payment of an annuity and was recognized by Matilda’s vassals.

In the years following Lothar’s return to Germany the Tuscan march and the allodial lands of Matilda were placed under the supervision of the emperor’s representatives, until in 1136 Lothar, entreated by Pope Innocent to take action against the menacing power of Roger II, once more crossed into Italy. He took upon himself the function of judge and arbiter in the disputes between the Lombard cities and found against Cremona and Milan, which had been reconciled with Innocent II. In a diet held at Roncaglia, in the middle of the Po valley, he promulgated a feudal law to regulate relations between client vassals and their lords, stressing the rights of the latter over their vassals and the obligations of these lords towards the empire. After having thus exercised his power as king of northern Italy with remarkable authority, he organized the expedition agreed upon with the pope against Roger II, under his own command and that of the duke of Bavaria, his son-in-law Henry the Proud, of the powerful house of Welf. The invasion of the kingdom took place in 1137, but led to dissension between papacy and empire, over the legal problems of southern Italy and the abbey of Monte Cassino. Above all Innocent II was concerned at Henry’s power in Germany and Italy; Henry was duke of both Saxony and Bavaria, and he had been granted the Tuscan march as well as the usufruct of the allodial lands of Matilda.

The expedition into southern Italy was interrupted. Lothar returned to Germany, where he died at the end of 1137, after having designated Henry the Proud his successor. Nevertheless, papal concern about Henry’s power, combined with that of the German electors, led to the choice of Conrad of Swabia, who years earlier had been anti-king in both Germany and Italy. The subsequent break between Conrad III and Henry, who was formally stripped of his German duchies, and the sudden death of Henry himself, made it possible for the king to maintain his position in Germany and to reclaim it in Italy, by virtue of the inheritance which had come to him from Henry V of Franconia and the allodial lands of Matilda. He was still not in effective control of the kingdom, however. The Tuscan march entrusted by the king to Ulric of Attemo was not a success, as Ulric acted autonomously, allying himself with first one then another of the city communes. Nor was the march of Verona, entrusted to Herman, margrave of Baden. Conrad III, deeply involved as he was in the problems of Germany, never went to Italy after succeeding Lothar to the German throne,
although he seriously entertained the idea of an Italian campaign, either to obtain the imperial crown or oppose Roger II of Sicily as an ally of the Byzantine empire. The arduous and unfortunate crusade against the Muslims in the east kept him far from the European theatre during 1147 and 1148. On his return to Germany he made preparations for the Italian expedition, but death struck him down in February 1152 before his plan could be put into effect.

If German control over the kingdom of Italy declined rapidly after the time of Lothar III, this was even more the case in the regions which were theoretically papal – from the regions of Ferrara and Ravenna to Lazio. Political forces sprang into action everywhere from the Alps to the borders of the Norman kingdom in the south, in the form of innumerable noble dynasties and city communes.

The hegemony of the city of Milan over Lombardy increased both at the economic and the commercial level as well as in the military and political sphere, through control of communications. The wars it waged against Como in the north, in the lake region, and Pavia, the old capital of the kingdom, almost at the confluence of the Ticino and the Po to the south, and above all against powerful Cremona in the south-east, made clear the extent of its ascendancy over a region, by this time divided into communal republics, that stretched from the lakes in the foothills of the Alps to the middle of the Po. The government of each of the cities in this region, hinged on the institution of the consul, took precedence over the rural lordships with their dynastic structure, whether episcopal, monastic or canonical, which in their turn, dispersed as they were throughout the countryside, were superimposed on rural groupings in the process of communal organization. City government often cooperated with the remaining temporal powers of the resident bishop. The supremacy of Milan over its neighbouring city communes, sometimes, as in the case of Lodi, bitterly contested, created a wider territorial coordination with an extended field of action.

In eastern Lombardy, from Bergamo to Mantua, between the region of Milanese predominance and the marches of Verona, the autonomy of the communes over the cities and their surrounding rural areas coexisted with the temporal power of the bishops. Brescia took on a particular prominence, for there the political rivalry between the city and the bishop was complicated by the preaching of Arnold of Brescia, who was in rebellion against ecclesiastical authority. The power of the counts in the territory of Brescia and Mantua died with the passing of Countess Matilda and in the district of Bergamo was transformed into a seigneurial power exercised in conjunction with the inherited estates of the various branches of the Giselbertini counts.

Similarly, the march of Verona saw the authority of the marquesses weaken in favour of that of the city, the powerful churches and the families descended from the counts. The counts of Vicenza, Padua and Treviso, and in the Verona
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region the counts of San Bonifacio and those of Gandolfingi took on the character of noble dynasties prevailing over certain regions of old districts which had had a public tradition. In the southern part of the territory of Padua and the neighbouring lands of Ferrara, the dominion of the Este developed. The name belongs to an eastern and independent branch of the great family of the marquesses of Obertenghi, of Ligurian origin but present particularly in the north-west Apennines through both their inherited estates and their jurisdictional powers. The ecclesiastical entities also preserved full legal and military force where their holdings were especially dense: in particular the bishopric, cathedral chapter and monastery of San Zeno at Verona, the bishopric of Vicenza, the bishopric and cathedral chapter of Padua, the bishopric of Treviso, which was endowed with an exceptionally powerful apparatus of vassals and officials, and the bishopric of Belluno. The cities, meanwhile, increased their autonomy, in the midst of all these very conspicuous seigneuries, both ecclesiastical and secular and interwoven both with them and with the lesser nobility, although often in conflict with them. Verona in particular emerged, distinguished by its economic power, for there a rich merchant class operated in conjunction with the military caste.

To the north and east of the Veneto the ecclesiastical principalities of Trento and Aquileia maintained and indeed consolidated their positions in the Trentino and Friuli respectively, supported by an apparatus of vassals and officials. The bishopric of Trento remained under the influence of the German crown, while the patriarchate of Aquileia was under that of both Germany and the pope. In the Lagoon of Venice, Venice itself, governed completely independently by its doge with his lifetime rule and by its merchant princes, allied with the Byzantine empire and opposed to the aspirations of the Norman kingdom of the south, monopolized trade between the Adriatic and Europe, strengthening its own political presence on the Istrian and Dalmatian coasts and defending itself against the kingdom of Hungary’s penetration into Dalmatia and its interference in the lives of the Italian coastal cities on the opposite side of the Adriatic.

A political fabric analagous in its composition to that of eastern Lombardy and the Verona march, with a similar tendency to develop from a predominantly urban area into territorially based principalities with feudal structures, was found to the west of the preponderantly Milan-influenced region, corresponding to present-day Piedmont: from the Ticino to the western Alps. North of the Po, the communes of Novara and Vercelli and – more timidly – Ivrea coexisted with the powerful dominion of the bishops, based upon the cities. Within the territory of Novara, the counts of Biandrate were also vigorously active, and in that of Ivrea, the many branches of the family of the counts of Canavese. They were descendants of families who originally held title to
public districts, but their vigour was by this time largely the result of the castles and vassals subjected to them in the rural world. On the Po, the commune of Turin asserted its autonomy at the expense of the temporal power of the bishop resident in that city. Similarly, to the south of the Po, the flourishing commune of Asti, then expanding commercially particularly in its relations with France, coexisted with the great territorial dominion of the bishop. From 1135, it felt threatened by the expansionism of the Marquess William V of Montferrat, who had become the most noteworthy among the numerous representatives of the great Aleramici family. In the tenth century this family had held a march which extended from Savona, on the shores of the Ligurian Sea, all the way to the Po, but the march was subsequently broken up into several marquises, whose fortunes were changing and various.

The Aleramici had also penetrated the march of Turin, dissolved in 1091 on the death of Countess Adelaide. In it a branch of the family was by this date building up what came to be known as the marquisate of Saluzzo. On this side of the Alps there remained in the possession of the descendants of Adelaide of Turin and her husband Odo, count of Maurienne in Burgundy – the line afterwards known as Savoy – only the valleys of Aosta and Susa. From the plains of Piedmont and the Ligurian coast, across the mountainous band of the Ligurian Alps and Ligurian Apennines there lay, in the Obertenga march from west to east, a succession of Aleramici marquises. But on the coast, the city-communes of Albenga, Savona and Genoa were now acting with remarkable freedom, in spite of some disagreements among themselves. These conflicts arose from the attempt by Genoa, which originally belonged to the march of the Obertenga, to control both the cities and the nobles who for the most part bore the titles of counts or marquesses, throughout the whole coastal region. The city needed to create a secure hinterland for its economic life and commercial expansion on the seas, an expansion which also gave rise to conflict with Pisa over the control of Corsica. Genoa's prestige and influence were increased by its being raised to the seat of an archbishopric with the consequent diminution of the ecclesiastical province of Milan, following the papal and royal schisms and the related dispute between Innocent II and the archbishop of Milan.

Thus, throughout the whole of north-west Italy the relationship between episcopal and dynastic seigneuries and city-republics was becoming clear, with ruling families prevailing in the harsh and economically backward areas and cities on the plain and along the coast. The same pattern occurs south of the middle course of the Po and along the Emilian Way, where the cities of Piacenza, Parma, Reggio and Modena asserted their own communal governments in the face of the temporal authority of the bishops and the nobility in the rural areas. Among the latter should be numbered, at least as regards the territories
of Reggio and Modena, the numerous vassals, clients of the Countess Matilda, who were now claimed by the German kings and by the papacy. In the high valleys of the Tuscan–Emilian Apennines but also continuing on as far as the sea and the plain, various branches of the Obertenghi held sway; foremost among them the Malaspina.

Similar complexities are also to be found in the Tuscan march, again related to the degree of economic development. Pisa, seat of an archbishopric from 1092, held first place on the Tyrrhenian coast as a city-commune with a complex network of ties between clergy and laity. In the north it came into conflict with Lucca, the old capital of the march, and in Corsica with Genoa; it penetrated Sardinia, using the Tyrrhenian Sea as a base from which it spread both its commercial and military activities throughout a large part of the Mediterranean – even, in conjunction with the crusades, to the Orient. Inland, economic and political supremacy in Tuscany was held by the commune of Florence, alternately the ally and adversary of other city-communes such as Pisa, Lucca and Pistoia, as far as Siena and the predominantly episcopal city of Arezzo. At the same time Florence was in competition – as were the other cities – with various noble dynasties. These dynasties were rooted in regions which were harsh and wild in terms of both landscape and population, from the slopes of the Apennines to the areas of transition between one urban district and the next. From north to south, the Guidi counts in the Romagna Apennines and the Casentino were succeeded by the Ubaldini of the Mugello, the Alberti counts of Prato, the Ubertini of the upper Valdarno, the Berardenghi, Ardengheschi and Scialenghi in Sienese territory and, finally, the powerful Aldobrandeschi counts of southern Tuscany.

Even the lands which were theoretically papal witnessed the coexistence of a number of heterogeneous political entities, mostly autonomous and in competition with each other. In Bologna, in full economic and cultural expansion as a centre for legal studies, the authority of the counts waned to the advantage of the commune and its expansion along the Emilian Way, giving rise to conflict with Modena to the west and Imola to the east, as well as with the emperor Lothar. Bologna attracted into its political sphere the famous abbey of Nonantola and certain elements from among the client vassals of the late Countess Matilda. Further to the north, the commune of Ferrara, its autonomy consolidated after the death of Matilda and operating in collaboration with the bishop of the city, found itself in conflict with the claims of the archbishop of Ravenna and the papacy, who claimed – although also in mutual disagreement – ultimate temporal jurisdiction over the whole territory of Ferrara and Romagna as well. The commune of Ravenna, under the hegemony of urban military families owing their origin in part to ancient links with the administration and bearing ducal names, operated for the most part in agreement
with the prevailing power of the archbishop, but at the same time took an
extremely lively share, by means of both law and force, in the activities of the
other cities of Romagna. The presence of noble families, often bearing the titles
of counts and holding an independent position within the life of the episcopal
and communal cities of Romagna and the surrounding countryside, is to be
found again in an analogous fashion in the march of Ancona and the duchy
of Spoleto. There march and duchy were elements within the imperial fram-
work, but functioning fairly weakly when faced with the usual interweaving
of local aristocracy and city.

In Lazio, the papal schism, which lasted from 1130 to 1139, jeopardized the
gradual political recovery which the reforming papacy was bringing about vis-
à-vis the noble families and the city-states from the borders of the duchy of
Spoleto all the way to Terracina. With the end of the schism, the process of
recovery was resumed, as can be clearly seen in the case of Tivoli, which yielded
to Innocent II in 1143. But the most serious problem for the papal domination
was to be the city of Rome itself, which just then, deluded by the insufficiently
severe conditions imposed upon Tivoli by Innocent at its pacification, rose in
its turn against the pope and organized its own senate. From 1147, during the
pontificate of Eugenius III, political activity in the city also took on a religious
hue, thanks to Arnold of Brescia. The high-sounding letters addressed to the
German king Conrad III, who aspired to the emperor's crown, bear witness
to the high conceit in which the Romans then held the universal significance
of their city. But the king acted prudently and the Roman commune was
compelled to become reconciled with Eugenius. These developments in Rome
were the most striking indication of the changes which were taking place
throughout central and northern Italy to the advantage of the city-states.

FROM THE COMING OF BARBAROSSA TO THE PEACE OF COSTANZA

After the death of Conrad III in 1152, his nephew Frederick of Swabia was
chosen to succeed him to the throne. He was descended, on his mother's side,
from the house of Welf and was thus in a position to conciliate the two great
rival lineages. Among Frederick’s first actions was the allotment of the Tuscan
march, the duchy of Spoleto and the alodial lands which had belonged to
the Countess Matilda, to Welf VI, his maternal uncle. This meant that the
house of Welf was granted political dominance, under royal aegis, in central
Italy. Meanwhile, requests for the king’s immediate presence came from the
people of Rome and from Eugenius III, who were competing to offer him the
imperial crown, and from Lombardy, where the predominance of the Milanese
limited the independence of the other cities and led to disputes, particularly in
Lodi. It seemed, after so many absences and misadventures, that the royal and
imperial authority of the German monarchs was now becoming no more than an element in the political games played among the local powers in Italy, which all tried to make use of the empire in their quarrels. And since, in this closely played game, Milan was emerging as the centre of attraction and organization in northern Italy, the centrifugal forces, faced with its predominance, saw in the new king, who had a high opinion of his own dignity in Germany and had succeeded in balancing noble forces, a reference point around which their own interests crystallized.

Among these essentially centrifugal forces, there were also some dynasties with extensive fields of action; in the first place, the Aleramica marquisate of Montferrat and the counts of Biandrate. The marquess of Montferrat, William V, a close relative of Barbarossa, and Count Guido of Biandrate, his brother-in-law, were constantly with the king in 1154, when he visited Italy for the first time. They contributed towards inclining him against the cities of Chieri and Asti, which opposed the territorial ambitions of the Biandrate and the Montferrats and were consequently proscribed by the empire and ruined. The king formally conferred upon the marquess rights and supremacy over Asti and the neighbouring fortress of Annone in the heart of the region over which William wished to exert his supremacy. As regards Count Guido, he had been in Germany even before Frederick’s descent into Italy and had obtained confirmation of a large number of holdings he possessed in northern Piedmont, in particular between the Rivers Sesia and Ticino, as well as revenues from seigneurial income and rights of a public nature. But it should be mentioned that if the Marquess William was acting in a geographical region that was relatively backward in comparison to powerful Milan and was thus freer in his political and military movements and in furthering the anti-Milanese policies of the king, Count Guido was, on the other hand, operating on the margins and within the large area under Milanese domination. He therefore maintained an uncertain balance between adherence to the king and the respect demanded by that great urban centre, the major driving force behind Lombard activity. One can say that Guido most clearly represented the state in which the more evolved parts of the kingdom of Italy found themselves, economically and politically, uncertain. They were divided between the defence of local interests, the lure of an ancient urban centre, with its basic structures strengthened and renewed and well aware of its real function as a regional fulcrum, and the opposite appeal of a prince, foreign to the very distinctive culture of Italy, but cloaked in a royal title and with imperial expectations, surrounded by the noblest representatives of the aristocracy of his kingdoms and supported by an armed force which moved with him; consecrated in Germany and reconsecrated in Italy, at Pavia and Rome, as the legitimate and supreme guarantor of justice among his subjects.
At the end of 1154, in a great diet of the Italian kingdom held at Roncaglia, Frederick promulgated a feudal law, following the example of Lothar III in 1136. Fiefs illegitimately transferred to vassals were returned to the lord and the rules for hereditary transmission were to be rigorously respected. It was an attempt to integrate the itinerant forces of the king, restoring the efficiency of a politico-military organization operating throughout the length and breadth of the kingdom, by means of a hierarchy of allegiances involving the nobles, ecclesiastics and their vassals. The question of the cities seemed equally basic, but in the royal policies it was considered apart, fundamentally in terms of general submission and respect for the hierarchy of the nobility, and of a balance between the cities themselves. The coronation at Rome, on the other hand, was an urgent matter and it was performed in 1155 by the new Pope Adrian IV, in compliance with an agreement drawn up two years earlier at Costanza between the representatives of Frederick and Eugenius III for mutual protection against the dynamism of the Normans and Byzantines in Italy and the aggressiveness of Rome and her senate. The most illustrious victim of this agreement was Arnold of Brescia, who fell into the hands of Frederick, was handed over to the representatives of Adrian IV and put to death.

The exiguousness of the military forces available to Frederick when he first entered Italy did not prevent him from taking punitive and destructive action against the cities of Chieri, Asti, Tortona and Spoleto, but did not allow him to take action against the Norman south. For this reason, Adrian IV, after the emperor’s return to Germany, reached the Concordat of Benevento with William I of Sicily in 1156. In 1158, under the auspices of the pope, there was a rapprochement between King William and the Byzantine emperor Manuel Komnenos. These were changes prompted by the absence of the Germans and it was this same absence which allowed Milan to prevail once again over Lodi, fight Pavia, foster the rebuilding of Tortona and prevent William of Montferrat from opposing the enterprise of Asti, notwithstanding the charter issued in his favour by the king in 1154. Barbarossa’s second entry into Italy took place in the summer of 1158, with military forces considerably greater than those employed four years earlier and subsequently augmented by contingents sent by the great Italian lords of numerous cities. At the end of a month-long siege, Milan surrendered. At the succeeding diet of Roncaglia, a catalogue of royal rights was drawn up, with the aid of the greatest jurists of Bologna. The list went from the appointment of magistrates, both in the cities and the provinces, to the collection of taxes on roads, water, ports, markets, coinage, the contributions levied to provide for the transfer of the king and his army to Italy and fines for infractions of laws. All the rights of the sovereign were declared imprescriptible, with no regard, therefore, being paid to the time-honoured customs of Italy, except where their precise content was explicitly granted in royal confirmatory charters.
This was not a matter of simple theoretical formulae, as was shown most signally by Frederick’s intervention in the affairs of numerous cities to influence the choice of a podestà responsible for the communal government and faithful to the empire. The emperor, however, in his pursuit of general political control over northern Italy, was forced to accept many compromises, in his relationships with both lords and cities, granting privileges to those entities reliably effective in their offers of support. This is what happened to the commune of Asti at the beginning of 1159. Having succeeded, by its energetic action, in demonstrating the discrepancy between the ambitions of the marquess of Montferrat, nurtured by imperial favour, and his effective political and military capacity, the city was received back into the emperor’s favour and obtained confirmation of its civil jurisdiction over a large number of the surrounding villages. At this point it became clear even to Barbarossa that what counted above all in the Po valley were the cities and that an understanding with them was essential. Faced, however, with the persistent reluctance of Milan to accept the heavy conditions imposed upon it, the imperial struggle against this city and its allies flared up once again and continued until the destruction of Milan in the spring of 1162. These events took place against the background of the complications caused by the papal schism, which had dragged on since 1159. With the defeat of Milan, Frederick reached the height of his predominance in northern Italy. His inability to follow a coherent policy with the well-established princes of the kindom of Italy is very obvious from the range of conditions negotiated with the cities, always relating to interests contingent on the imperial power. A particularly striking example is the vast concessions made to Genoa and Pisa all along the Tyrrhenian coast, when Frederick hoped to make use of their navies against the kingdom of Sicily, the main obstacle to his supremacy in Italy.

In actual fact, Barbarossa found himself faced with too many problems at the same time. The development of the papal schism in favour of Alexander III in various regions of western Europe led him in the summer of 1162 to defer the expedition against the Normans and to leave Italy for the kingdom of Burgundy. He sent Rainald of Dassel, the most commandning and energetic of his counsellors, to Italy. Rainald, who had been elected archbishop at Cologne, broadened the empire’s field of direct action in central Italy, depriving Welf VI and his son Welf VII of authority in the Tuscan march and the duchy of Spoleto and uniting himself with the local lords and cities in these regions, as well as in the march of Ancona and in Romagna, while making considerable use of German functionaries. When the emperor returned to Italy for the third time in the autumn of 1163, dissatisfaction with these imperial officers was already spreading throughout northern Italy, until in the following spring rebellion broke out among the cities of the Veneto, closely united in a league drawn up at Verona and much encouraged by the support of Venice. The military
reaction of the emperor was unsuccessful and he returned to Germany to seek reinforcements.

In Germany, however, Frederick found himself involved in both local and European problems. Moreover, the ideological climate fed by the events of the papal schism induced him to promote the commemorative rites for Charlemagne, declared a saint very obviously with a view to obtaining the supremacy of the empire throughout Christendom. When in the autumn of 1166 he returned for the fourth time to Italy, his mind was dominated by the problem of the persistent papal schism. After some months of political and military preparations, he headed for Ancona, confederate of the emperor Manuel Komnenos and in rebellion, and then to Rome, from which Alexander III was forced to flee. Meanwhile, in 1167 the Lombard League was formed and spread, born in imitation of, and developed from, the League of Verona of 1164. Frederick’s move south made possible a full-scale rebellion in the Po valley. Milan was rebuilt and with this event, Lombardy vigorously returned to the line of regional political development, which Milan’s rivals had tried for a number of years to counter by coordinating their forces around Barbarossa. The alternative failed on account of the disillusion felt everywhere at the corruption of the German officials.

Frederick’s expedition in central Italy failed on account of an epidemic which broke out in his army. In 1168, he returned to Germany. Meanwhile the Lombard League, from the Veneto to western Emilia and eastern Piedmont, organized itself into a sworn alliance of free cities – although the marquess Obizzo Malaspina soon joined it too. This alliance was allied to Alexander III, in honour of whom the name Alexandria was given to a new city founded in eastern Piedmont to resist the marquess of Montferrat. Pope Alexander did his best in his turn to help the united cities to act conjointly, threatening anyone who wished to secede from the league or disobey its governors with interdicts and excommunication. The league in fact served not only as a military alliance, but also as an association – societas – directed by a college of rectors. Its aim was to obtain from the empire recognition of the political, administrative and jurisdictional conditions which individual members of the league had arrived at through long tradition and which had remained in force all the way up to the new decrees promulgated at Roncaglia in 1158. Thus the absolute and indefeasible sovereignty of the empire, which Frederick had claimed on the authority of Roman Law up-dated by the researches of the Italian jurists, found itself under challenge.

Problems in Germany and central Europe kept Frederick at home for six years. His fifth expedition to Italy in 1174 led to an unsuccessful siege of Alexandria, unsuccessful negotiations with the rebel cities and the celebrated military engagement at Legnano, between Milan and the Ticino, in 1176. The
defeated emperor again began negotiations and, since the cities had no wish to forsake the cause of Alexander III, solemnly met with Alexander at Venice in 1177 and put an end, at least as far as he was concerned, to the schism. A truce was arranged with the Lombard League, until the peace of Costanza, on the Reno, was agreed in 1183. During the long wait, the league showed signs of disintegrating and Frederick signs of a resigned moderation.

The peace treaty confirmed the profound changes which had come about in the relationship between the rival parties. It was presented formally as a privilege granted in perpetuity by the emperor, who in this way confirmed his position as the supreme source of legitimation. In the actual content, however, rights born of custom – implying a broad autonomy for the communes, with urban jurisdiction in general extending also over the surrounding countryside and sometimes over an even wider area – were tempered by norms which ensured the ruler ultimate political and jurisdictional control. The right of the cities to choose their consuls as heads of the commune was recognized, but it was anticipated that the consuls would receive their investiture from the sovereign or his representative, swearing loyalty to him, except where the custom of certain cities demanded that he be placed under the temporal power of the bishop. It was established that in the exercise of justice, appeals against the sentences of city bodies should, in matters of greater importance, be referred to the emperor, but that the emperor was to delegate the actual judgement to his own representative in the city or within the bounds of the diocese, who would be under the obligation to pass judgement according to the city’s laws and customs. The right of the cities to erect fortifications and make pacts was recognized and their duty to help the empire preserve and recover its rights and possessions in Lombardy and to subsidize the sovereign on his visits to the region were established. The position of the emperor at the head of the feudal hierarchy was confirmed and the duty of loyalty towards the empire on the part of all citizens was specified.

The resolutions taken at Costanza give an over-view of the orderly state that the kingdom of Italy was beginning to assume after decades of tension and struggle between Frederick and the Lombards and years of wearisome negotiations for a balanced peace. Fundamental was the treatment by the empire of feudal lords and city-republics as parallel. It must be made clear above all that the legally established feudal seigneuries with a certain degree of political and jurisdictional independence originated to some extent in the functions of count or marquess exercised for more than a century by the great families of the kingdom, by their individual branches or by their vassals, and in part in the alodial seigneuries. Already in the period before Barbarossa there had been a certain spontaneous tendency to turn these alodial seigneuries into feudal ones by taking on the obligations of vassalage towards a lord dominant
in territorial terms, or directly towards the empire. Subsequently, Frederick’s chancery was apt to distinguish between the allodial possession of seigneurial holdings and the exercise of powers of jurisdiction, which were considered to be of a public nature and susceptible to legitimization and inheritance only if conferred by the ruler, directly or indirectly, through feudal investiture. In this way the whole varied political world of the nobility tended to organize itself into that feudal hierarchy culminating in the sovereign which the edict on fiefs, promulgated in Italy by Conrad II, had postulated as early as 1037 and which Lothar III in 1136 and Frederick in 1154 had tried to consolidate. But henceforth the noble world of the kingdom of Italy was to become ever more limited and controlled and indeed often actually incorporated into the communal republics. This occurred not only as a result of the spontaneous economic and territorial development of the city-states, but also to some extent through the military solidarity widely established in ‘Lombardy’ in reaction to the centralization which Barbarossa obstinately insisted upon. Hence the fundamental importance of the parallelism which came to be established between the self-governing cities and the independent seigneuries.

It is true that the terms of investiture and fealty no longer had a technically feudal value except where they existed in conjunction with the relationship of vassalage or that of beneficiary. The importance conferred by the imperial investiture of the consuls and the swearing of allegiance by consuls and citizens in the negotiations which led to the peace of 1183 revealed an intention to provide a substantial juridical equivalence which represented for the cities the guarantee of a stable autonomy and which also acted as a guarantee for the empire, under the hierarchic profile of subordination. Everything naturally depended on the real possibility that the equilibrium of forces postulated by the peace of Costanza should function, with a notable difference in political weight and position among the cities which had subscribed to it. This was an equilibrium which needed, as fulcrum of the new Italian situation, collaboration between the itinerant curia of the emperor and Milan’s restored centrality in Lombardy. The problem of central Italy in any case remained open, since the peace of Costanza only dealt with relations between Frederick and the members of the Lombard League.

THE DECLINE OF BARBAROSSA AND THE AGE OF HENRY VI

In central Italy, from the time when Rainald of Dassel developed direct relations between the empire and the nobility and cities in 1163, the imperial organization was maintained with noteworthy stability, above all through the long period of activity of the imperial legate in Tuscany, Christian, archbishop-elect of Mainz. This was obviously only a relative stability because of the disturbances the papal
schism continued to provoke, more directly in central Italy than elsewhere. Small nuclei of German troops were permanently stationed in many fortified places in Tuscany, under the command of castellans and counts appointed by the empire, who could be removed from their posts by the emperor. They should not therefore be confused with those counts and lords of the feudal and dynastic tradition who made up the regional aristocracy and were endowed with the usual autonomy, although these too were often linked to the imperial authority, as were the larger monastic bodies. The most important German military centre was at San Miniato, near the Arno between Pisa and Florence. This system of imperial political control normally had the support of the powerful republic of Pisa, which unlike the other city-communes of Tuscany often obtained from the empire liberal recognition of its freedom of action and territorial expansion. Conflicts between Pisa and the empire did take place, but they occurred for the most part when tensions between Genoa and Pisa involved the empire, which needed the fleets of both republics, as for example in 1164 over the question of Sardinia, when Genoa, through rivalry with Pisa in the Tyrrhenian Sea, induced the emperor to concede official recognition of the title to rule and supremacy over the island to a local dynasty. The empire thus found itself in conflict with Pisa, which in the end obtained a reversal of the imperial mandate and recognition of its own supremacy over the island. This was in any case in greater conformity with the real situation in Sardinia, although it was contested by Genoa afterwards and led to further imperial involvement.

Parallel to what was taking place in Tuscany, a strong imperial presence was developing in these same years – the 60s and 70s – in the neighbouring regions which were theoretically papal. In Romagna relations with the archbishop and individual cities were close. In the march of Ancona a marquisate was created for the whole region under imperial nomination. Similarly, in the duchy of Spoleto the imperial legate ended by formally taking the title of duke. In Lazio the activity of Barbarossa and his representatives assumed the character of sovereign protection of the nobles and citizens, which was also extended, accompanied by grave conflict, to the city of Rome. The peace of 1177 with Alexander III gave rise to papal protests against persistent imperial intrusions, but produced no noteworthy consequences on the political and territorial plane, except for the city of Rome, which the empire renounced and which alternated between submission to the papacy and renewed attempts at civic autonomy and territorial expansion.

These various developments in central Italy were not interrupted in the years following the peace of Costanza, which therefore implies that the profound adjustment in imperial political policy applied only to Northern Italy. In 1184 Frederick visited Italy for the sixth and last time, after a six-year absence, and acted in close unison with Milan in Lombardy. At the beginning of 1185 he took
part in a meeting of the rectors of the Lombard League at Piacenza. The league was by then in decline, but it was still a symbol of Lombard autonomy, against which the emperor had fought with such tenacity for decades. This was followed by the recognition of the formal right of the commune of Milan to exercise jurisdiction over a series of countships from Lake Maggiore and the Ticino to the basin of the Adda. In exchange, the Milanese undertook to support the rights of the empire, especially over those alodial estates which had previously belonged to the Countess Matilda and which Barbarossa, disregarding papal claims, had granted to Welf VI in 1152; Welf had renounced them. At the beginning of 1186 there were celebrated in Milan both the marriage of Henry VI to Constance of Altavilla, with a view to the possible succession to the kingdom of Sicily, and Henry’s solemn coronation as king of Italy by the patriarch of Aquileia. The double ceremony celebrated in the Lombard capital served, as it were, to consecrate the political link established between the Staufen and their destiny in an Italian context and the restored and consolidated supremacy of Milan from the Alps to the Apennines. Similarly, the operations conducted in June by the German forces, together with those of Milan and other ‘Lombard’ cities against Cremona, once most faithful to Barbarossa and always a more or less stubborn rival of Milan, sealed their military collaboration.

Set against this situation in northern Italy was the German dynamism in central Italy. Here the leading role was now entrusted to the daring and tenacity of Henry VI, the new king of Italy. His father continued to try in vain to induce the papacy to add the imperial crown to the rule of Germany and Italy, for the greater security of Henry’s future succession as supreme political leader of Christendom. While Frederick was taking action against Cremona, Henry was undertaking military operations in Tuscany against the expansion of the commune of Siena and in support of the autonomy claimed by noble dynasties in Sienese territory. This harmonized with a recent decision taken by Frederick: to remove from the Tuscan cities, with the exception of Pisa and Pistoia, public jurisdiction over the lands they had conquered.

In the summer of 1186, after the surrender of Siena and while the emperor was on his way back to Germany, Henry VI broadened his political and military operations, carrying them out of Tuscany into the lands formerly belonging to the papacy, and entered into negotiations with the aristocracy of Rome. This corresponded with his unswerving concept of a supreme imperial responsibility, even in the regions depending on the papacy; but it also arose from the disagreements between Pope Urban III and the empire over a number of serious ecclesiastical questions. After the death of Urban III and the news of the fall of Jerusalem to the Muslims, papacy and empire drew together under the aegis of preparations for the Third Crusade, which also enabled Henry VI to leave Italy to join his father in Germany, where, in March 1188, the great
assembly of Mainz was held and Barbarossa took the cross. Henry VI then assumed the regency of the whole empire.

After the death of the king of Sicily, William II, in the autumn of 1189, a few months before Barbarossa himself perished in the east, Henry claimed the succession to the kingdom of Sicily, both in the name of his wife Constance and in order to restore, as he himself said, ‘the ancient right of the Empire’, based on his universal claims and, more specifically, on the concept of an Italian kingdom extending over the whole peninsula, following a tradition going back to the Lombards and the Franks. The conquest of the south thus appeared to be the logical conclusion of the German ascendancy in Italy and turned imperial ambitions towards the Mediterranean. The control of central and northern Italy took on a fundamental importance in the vast political context which resulted from this, as an essential bridge, territorial and ideological, between the military force of the German kingdom and the new Mediterranean horizons of Swabian power. And in this ancient Italian link between the north and the south of Europe, the fleets of Genoa and Pisa acted in their turn as a fulcrum, when in 1194 Henry VI’s conquest of the south attained its end. It was not indeed easy to make use of this fulcrum, because, although powerful, it was split by rivalries between the two very active sea-faring republics both in the Tyrrhenian Sea and in the east and by each city’s internal dissensions. Henry had to confirm all the jurisdictional and territorial privileges which Barbarossa had already granted to both cities in Tuscany and in the Tyrrhenian islands and he was generous with contradictory promises regarding their commercial and political establishments in the kingdom to be conquered. The promises were not subsequently honoured, to the great disappointment of the two cities. This was an indication of the difficulties which imperial expansion created in the course of maintaining German control over central and northern Italy, difficulties which were further exacerbated by its new orientation towards Milan as a power.

In fact, from 1190 on, as soon as the death of Barbarossa in the east became known and Henry made preparations to return to Italy to claim the imperial crown, the problems of Lombardy and Tuscany once again became matters of prime importance for the German kingdom. Faced with the tangled rivalries of the city-communes, the king abandoned the position adopted by Barbarossa after the peace of Costanza. Instead of accepting Milanese superiority and associating it with the imperial interests in central Italy, Henry attempted a freer form of political action along the road which led to Rome, seeking support and financial aid for his expedition. He favoured Piacenza against Parma, conceded privileges to Como, Cremona and Bologna, made an agreement with Pisa and procured possession of Tuscolo for the city of Rome. After his coronation at Rome in 1191 and an unsuccessful expedition to the south, his renewed activity
in Lombardy took on a decidedly anti-Milanese flavour and hinged on the alliance with Cremona. The result was that the cities marshalled themselves into two opposing camps: one closely bound to Milan in the tradition of the Lombard League, the other involving a union of Cremona, Parma, Pavia, Lodi, Como, Bergamo and the marquess Boniface of Montferrat, the son and successor of William V. During Henry VI's stay in Germany, the struggle between the two factions resulted in the Milanese victories of 1193. The respite caused in the following year by the emperor's return to Italy and the conquest of the south did not alter his anti-Milanese bias which ended, in the summer of 1195, by provoking the city – still the most important in Lombardy – into open rebellion and an understanding with Genoa, recently deceived by the emperor in Sicily.

In central Italy, German control proved more successful and in the spring of 1195 it was reinforced by the elevation of Markward of Anweiler, the powerful and faithful minister of the Staufen, to the duchy of Ravenna and Romagna. He was also made duke of Ancona and count of Abruzzo. Similarly, the duchy of Tuscany and the alodial estates of the countess Matilda were assigned to Philip, Henry VI's energetic brother, whose political activities extended into Perugian territory and into Lazio as far as Rome. The strategic points occupied by German forces were firmly held and the aristocratic and ecclesiastic seigneuries were favoured, in order to balance the vigour of the communal republics. This balance was extremely difficult to achieve, in view of the variety of forms of economic and civil development then evolving between the autonomous noble estates and the prosperous world of the cities. In any case, Henry VI's empire did not last long enough to inflict any serious check on the expanding power of the communal republics of central Italy. The death of the emperor on 28 September 1197 not only brought to an end his great plans to restructure and expand the empire and to crusade in the east, but also freed urban Italy from outside constraints and made possible the process whereby the church of Rome once again rebuilt its position of territorial domination.

The so-called testament of Henry VI, which was in fact the declaration of his intentions as sovereign when faced with death, already represented a compromise between the situation arising from the intense imperial activity in central Italy and papal aspirations, for long frustrated. In it were set down the renunciation of the alodial estates of the countess Matilda and also the recognition of the dependence of the duchy of Ravenna and the march of Ancona, although in the possession of Markward of Anweiler, on the church of Rome. The testament also forecast the papal claims – made at the end of the pontificate of Celestine III and during that of Innocent III – to all the places and regions deemed essential for the territorial security of the church of Rome. Thus in 1198 the papal intention of succeeding to the empire throughout
Northern and central Italy in the twelfth century

Central Italy, taking advantage of the anti-German risings which occurred in many places on the news of the death of Henry VI, became clear. But the plan only succeeded in a fairly limited way. It succeeded principally in Lazio and the duchy of Spoleto, but only because of the respect accorded to local autonomies by the papacy and through agreements and the control of certain fortresses. In Romagna and the Marche, Markward of Anweiler tried to continue operations until the autumn, when he moved on to the kingdom of Sicily. The pope, however, had the cooperation of the archbishop of Ravenna in Romagna and in both regions the cities, which in the Marche had formed a close league and in Romagna were even encroaching on the alodial estates of the countess Matilda, for the most part recognized papal sovereignty, although in an essentially formal way. Such recognition did not occur in Tuscany, where political control lay in the hands of a powerful league of cities, with Florence increasingly to the fore. To that league also attached themselves the archbishop of Volterra and the Counts Guidi, Alberti and Aldobrandeschi, while the republic of Pisa stood aside in proud independence.

The twofold royal election of Philip of Swabia and Otto of Brunswick in Germany in 1198 prevented any effective imperial presence in Italy. In Lombardy, the Lombard League revived, from Vercelli to Verona, with Milan as its axis, still in conflict with Cremona and its allies. Throughout the areas of Italy in which communes existed, the independent government of each city continued to improve its internal structure and in the process the rule of the consuls was often flanked, or substituted, by the authority of a *podestà*, following a pattern which had already been established at the time of Barbarossa. The need for a strong single authority, like that of the *podestà*, became all the more urgent in these various cities, in that their economic and social development was reducing the importance of the major families who during the twelfth century had monopolized power, competing among themselves. This was a time of crisis for the so-called consular aristocracy. The entry of new and energetic social groups into the political arena and their progress led to rivalry between those described as noble on account of their traditional political superiority and those known as popular. This continuing development of the cities took place in symbiosis with events in the countryside and in spite of the political preferences of the Swabian dynasty, which aimed to break up concentrations of power and frequently suggested a balance either among the most enterprising cities or between the cities and the rural aristocracy. The process of integrating these aristocrats with their lands and castles into the sphere of the major cities was never actually halted, as was clearly seen at the death of Henry VI.

The most obvious exceptions to this process took place in the areas along the edge of the Po valley. It is true that the house of Savoy, after having succeeded
in 1131 in crossing the valley of Susa and reaching Turin, had been driven back by the bishop of Turin, acting in collaboration with the city commune and the German emperors. But Piedmont’s interest remained intact, despite the far-flung and complicated political activities of the dynasty, and it was the prelude to a future expansion. Meanwhile, among the various marquises, the territorial domination of the marquess of Montferrat, Boniface, had been consolidated. He was a faithful ally of Henry VI and took part in his various enterprises, but in Piedmont along the Po and the Tanaro he was tenacious in opposing the communal republics of Asti, Alessandria and Vercelli, whose dynamism he was able to cope with, even after the death of the emperor, adapting himself prudently to the dominance of the resuscitated Lombard League. To the south of the region dominated by this great league, which was in fact tormented within and beset without by Cremona and its allies, the Malaspina had emerged from among the various Obertenghi marquises, heavily fortified in their strongholds in the Apennines, between the republics of Genoa and Piacenza, as had the Este, ever more attracted by Ferrara, which was destined to become the fulcrum of their power.

To the east of the Lombard League, the communal republics in the hinterland of the Veneto reacted to the disappearance of the imperial threats by achieving complete control of the various rural districts and absorbing their ruling houses into the lives of the cities. Venice, meanwhile, was strengthening her character as an aristocratic and mercantile republic by developing the administration of the city and defining the powers of the doge and the organs of the city-commune. She also consolidated her power over the Lagoon, the Istrian coast and the islands off Dalmatia and spread her influence both through the hinterland, with the support of the commercial privileges granted by the German empire, and on the seas, going as far as to threaten the very survival of the Byzantine empire. North of the Lagoon, Friuli, known as an ecclesiastical duchy, was still under the sway of the patriarch of Aquileia. It gradually evolved a legal constitution based on the consolidation of customary law, but suffered political interference by some of its powerful neighbours – the counts of Gorizia, on account of their having the sympathy of the patriarchate in this matter, and the cities of Treviso and Venice. North of the Veneto, the princely bishopric of Trenta persisted with a ducal dignity in maintaining its feudal structures and exemptions, with a complete lack of uniformity, maintaining a juridically ambiguous position between the kingdoms of Italy and Germany.

The failure of the imperial policies of Frederick I and Henry VI resolved itself at the end of the twelfth century in an exuberant activity in the most varied centres of political activity, from the Alps to the borders of the kingdom of the south. It was not, however, a chaotic anarchy, since there were no areas which
failed to organize themselves, but rather a perpetual state of conflict, social and regional, around the centres of greatest economic initiative or military capacity, with a tendency to arrange themselves into a kind of fluid hierarchy of power, as a result of constant bargaining. Each of these innumerable entities saw the progressive strengthening of the institutional order, which was intimately linked to the fluctuations of the various social groups and was accompanied both in the dominant cities and the courts of the noble houses and of the prelates who had survived at a high political level, with cultural and urban development of incomparable intensity.
CHAPTER 15(b)

NORMAN SICILY IN THE TWELFTH CENTURY

G. A. Loud

The settlement and, eventually, conquest of southern Italy by the Normans during the eleventh century had greatly altered both its society and its political structures, above all by the conquest of Muslim Sicily. What it had not done was to unite the region. Indeed by c. 1100 the new principalities which the conquerors had created were already fragmenting, and the maintenance of authority, and law and order, was becoming increasingly difficult. This fragmentation was to be abruptly reversed by the unification of southern Italy and Sicily under the rule of Count Roger II of Sicily in the years 1127–30, and the creation of the new kingdom of Sicily in the latter year. This process was by no means painless; indeed the coronation of 1130 was to usher in nearly a decade of civil war on the south Italian mainland, but it did in the end lead to the unification of the whole area for the first time since the age of Justinian. The kingdom created in 1130 was to last, albeit with many vicissitudes, until 1860. The imposition of strong central government, and the challenges that this government faced, form the central theme of south Italian history in the twelfth century.

AUTHORITY AND CHALLENGE BEFORE 1127

Roger II’s contemporary biographer, Abbot Alexander of Telese, claimed that, in 1127, ‘If God had not preserved a scion of the Guiscard’s lineage through whom the ducal power might quickly be revived, almost the whole country . . . would have rushed headlong to destruction.’ Given that Alexander was writing a work of propaganda, justifying Roger’s takeover of the mainland and the often drastic methods which his hero used to reduce his new dominions to obedience, such an opinion on his part was hardly surprising. The problem is to

---

1 ‘Nisi Deus guiscardine pertinens prosapie reliquisset semen, per quod cito ducatus recuperaretur monarchia, omnis pene siquidem terra . . . precipituim riutura perier’, Alexander Telesinus, Ystoria Rogerii regis Siciliae lib. 1 c.1, p. 6.
estimate how far the disintegration of authority in southern Italy had actually gone by 1127. An objective assessment is not helped by the paucity of source material for this period, which was extremely ill-served by contemporary historians. For much of the time before 1127 one must rely on charter evidence and very sketchy local annals, whose authors’ interests rarely extended very far from the town in which they were writing. But enough evidence survives to suggest that, while Alexander of Telesse’s opinion was undoubtedly exaggerated, the problems of central authority were serious enough.

Both in the duchy of Apulia and the principality of Capua the ruler’s effective command became confined to part only of his nominal dominions. After 1090 the authority of the prince of Capua was, except for rare moments, exercised only in the southern part of his principality, in the plain surrounding Capua itself. The nobles of the northern and eastern parts of the principality (the dukes of Gaeta, the counts of Aquino, Fondi, Boiano and Caiazzo) were to all intents and purposes independent of princely authority. Their charters ceased to be dated by the regnal years of the prince. Indeed the latter’s cousin Count Robert of Caiazzo (d. c. 1116) vaunted his status by having his diplomas drawn up in imitation of the style of the princely scriptorium, using the same formulae indicating divine favour as did the prince.\(^2\) When the prince intervened in the north of the principality, as he did for example in what was a virtual civil war raging in and around Gaeta in 1105, he did so rather as one among a number of contending parties than as the ruler. Even in the heartland of his power the prince faced problems, for the city of Capua itself was intermittently in revolt in the 1090s.

Much the same situation prevailed in the duchy of Apulia. Dukes Roger Borsa (1085–1111) and William (1111–27) lost control of the coastal regions of Apulia, and found it increasingly difficult to exercise authority in inland Apulia and northern Calabria. In this last region Duke Roger’s authority had only been maintained in the 1080s and 1090s thanks to military assistance from his uncle, Count Roger I of Sicily. In return for this aid he had had to make territorial concessions, including giving his uncle a half-share in the city of Palermo, which Robert Guiscard had kept in his own hands after its capture in 1072. Amalfi was apparently in rebellion against the duke in 1088, and again from 1096 to 1100.\(^3\) However Roger Borsa was no cipher, and did his best to maintain ducal power and authority. He retained his control over the principality of Salerno on the west coast, and never abandoned his claims in Apulia. He even succeeded, in return for his and Count Roger’s aid to Prince Richard II in the recovery of his capital in 1098, in securing the fealty of the prince of Capua, something which his father had never achieved. How far this gained him anything more than prestige is a good question, but at least

relations between duke and prince ran a great deal more smoothly than they had in the 1070s and 1080s. Robert I of Capua (1106–20) was to be found at Salerno in 1116, attending what was probably a meeting of the ducal court, and in 1119 a charter of Duke William referred to the prince as ‘our most beloved relative and baron’. Duke Roger was also able to recover control over Amalfi in 1100, and that important port henceforth acknowledged ducal rule without, seemingly, further problems. In 1101 Roger furnished an army which enabled Paschal II to regain Benevento which had thrown off papal overlordship.

Duke Roger was thus, to some extent anyway, an effective ruler. The participation by his half-brother Bohemond in the First Crusade, and the latter’s continued absence thereafter in Syria and on campaign against Byzantium, removed probably the most dangerous single threat to his power. But he and his son were unable to enforce their rule, or indeed even overlordship, over the nobility and cities of coastal Apulia. The counts of Conversano, Canne and Monte Sant’Angelo, and further north in the Capitanata/Abruzzi borderland the counts of Loritello, remained independent. Robert of Loritello marked his status by use of the proud title ‘count of counts’ (comes comitum). Documents issued by the counts of the Apulian coast frequently recognized the overlordship of the Byzantine emperor; not through any attachment to Byzantine interests but because he was sufficiently far away to be powerless to affect their de facto independence. Duke Roger was not necessarily disposed to accept this state of affairs, and did on occasion intervene in Apulia. He besieged and captured Canosa in 1100 and Monte Sant’Angelo in 1104, and at some point in his last years established his illegitimate son William as lord of Lucera, which had previously belonged to the counts of Monte Sant’Angelo. His influence in southern Apulia was also assisted by the continued loyalty and alliance of his cousin, Richard the Seneschal, lord of Mottola (to the west of Taranto). But, while the authority of Duke Roger may have been enhanced in the later part of his reign, he was at best able to intervene in Apulia, and was never able to enforce his rule effectively. The centre of his activities, and his effective capital, was Salerno on the west coast. When he died in 1111 he was buried in Salerno Cathedral, as was his son sixteen years later, whereas the mausoleum of his father and uncles had been at Venosa in Apulia. This change was a symptom of the geographical shift of ducal interests.

Ducal authority was further undermined by the minority of Duke William, as was the lordship of Bohemond by that of his son (also Bohemond), who was


5 Chalandon (1907), i, p. 208; Cahen (1940), p. 98.

6 For his continued acknowledgement of ducal rule see *Codice diplomatico Barese*, pp. 102–3 no. 57 (1110), and Cava dei Tirreni, Archivio dell’abbazia di S. Trinità, Arm. Mag. E.39 (1115).
only three when his father died a few weeks after Duke Roger. Furthermore central authority was also undermined by the rise of independence movements in a number of important south Italian towns. Allusion has already been made to the revolts in Capua, Gaeta, Amalfi and Benevento in the 1090s. From 1115 Bari was convulsed by strife between pro- and anti-Norman factions in the city, and from c. 1118 the rule of Bohemond’s widow Constance (in the name of her son) was no longer recognized there. The new ruler of Bari was one of the city’s urban patriciate, Grimoald Alferanites, who by 1123 was describing himself as ‘prince by the grace of God and St Nicholas’ (the city’s patron). Duke William’s death in 1127 was to be followed by revolts at Salerno itself, Troia and a number of other Apulian towns, and in 1128 the inhabitants of Benevento, who had been growing increasingly restive under papal rule, murdered the pope’s rector of the city and founded a commune.

The growing instability in southern Italy can be graphically illustrated by the problems of the Benevento region in the second decade of the twelfth century. Not only was the city itself riven by faction, and under threat from the Norman nobles round about, but from 1118 onwards its environs were the scene of a bitter conflict between Count Jordan of Ariano and Count Rainulf of Caiazzo, both ambitious nobles seeking to extend their lands and power, and to dominate the Terra Beneventana. The duke of Apulia was conspicuous by his absence.

With lay authority weak, the papacy attempted to step into the breach. Following the example of Urban II, Pope Paschal proclaimed the Truce of God at Troia in 1115, and Calixtus II, again at Troia, in 1120, at a council where Duke William was also present. But the papacy clearly recognized the realities of the situation, that power in southern Italy had decentralized. When in 1118 Gelasius II received the fealty of Duke William (and probably that of the prince of Capua as well) he also received that of a number of other barons (though exactly whom is unknown). In 1120 Calixtus did the same, receiving fealty and homage (the latter apparently an innovation) from the duke, and Counts Robert of Loritello, Jordan of Ariano and Rainulf of Caiazzo. This was an unprecedented step, for hitherto the territorial rulers, the dukes of Apulia and princes of Capua, had alone been papal vassals. What the papacy was trying to do was not to undermine the latter’s rule, but to recognize that it was no longer effective. In the autumn of 1121 Calixtus was forced to intervene in southern Italy once again, to try to protect Duke William’s lands in northern Calabria from attack by Count Roger of Sicily.

7 ‘Grimoaldus Alfaranites gratia dei et beati Nicolai princeps’, Codice diplomatico Barese, pp. 121–2 no. 69.
The county of Sicily was very much the exception to the fragmentation affecting the rest of southern Italy. Despite two successive minorities after the death of Roger I in 1101 (his younger son Roger II did not come of age until 1112), strong and effective government was preserved under the regency of his widow, Countess Adelaide. We have no detailed knowledge of the years of the minority, and one tantalizing reference in a later charter suggests that there may have been some problems with Sicilian and Calabrian nobles. But if so, these were overcome. On coming of age Roger II pursued a vigorous and effective policy, not least with regard to the church in his dominions, taking advantage of the privilege granted to his father by Pope Urban II in 1098 in which the pope promised not to appoint a legate for the island of Sicily without the count’s agreement, and in the absence of such legate allowed the count to act in his place. Indeed so high-handed were his actions in ecclesiastical matters that Paschal II was moved to a vigorous protest in 1117. At the same time Roger launched a series of naval raids against the North African coast, and from 1121 attempted to consolidate his rule over Calabria, at the expense of his cousin Duke William. He succeeded fairly rapidly in this, though by more indirect means than those he had originally chosen. In return for substantial military assistance and a financial subsidy, which enabled the duke to dispossess the rebel count of Ariano of most of his lands, the duke ceded Count Roger the half-shares he and his father had retained in Palermo and Messina, and the half-share of Calabria (seemingly the northern part) inherited from Robert Guiscard. By 1127 therefore Roger of Sicily was the undisputed ruler of the whole of Calabria as well as Sicily, was possessed of powerful military and naval forces, substantial financial reserves, and was undoubtedly the most powerful, indeed the only effective, ruler in southern Italy.

THE UNIFICATION OF SOUTHERN ITALY UNDER ROGER II

Duke William of Apulia died childless in July 1127, and Roger II promptly claimed the duchy as his nearest heir. It was to take a year for him to make his claim to the ducal title a reality, and it took a further eleven before his rule over the whole of southern Italy was uncontested. The political fragmentation of the region over the previous forty years largely explains this long and fraught process, although from 1130 onwards the fortunes of southern Italy became increasingly involved in wider political and ecclesiastical rivalries in Christendom as a whole.

9 Diplomi greci ed arabi di Sicilia, pp. 532–5. Matthew (1992), pp. 20–1, is disposed to doubt how effective comital rule in Sicily was after 1101, but his argument is at best speculative. The subject does, however, need fuller investigation.
In 1127–8 Roger faced opposition from four different sources. First, there were the more powerful among Apulian nobles, afraid that Roger’s rule would curtail the effective independence they had hitherto enjoyed from ducal authority. Secondly, a number of towns were equally anxious to preserve or secure the right of self-government – these included the important city of Troia in the Capitanata, and even Salerno, whose inhabitants were only prepared to acknowledge Roger’s rule if he left the citadel above the town in their hands. Thirdly, there was Prince Robert II of Capua who clearly did not relish the potential threat the new duke posed to the independence of his principality. He was supported by his cousin and nominal vassal Count Rainulf of Caiazzo, despite the fact that the latter was married to Roger of Sicily’s sister. Finally, there was Pope Honorius II.

The pope was the unifying, if not the motivating, force behind the south Italian coalition against Roger II in 1127–8. His involvement stemmed in part from the increasing intervention of the papacy in south Italian affairs in the years immediately preceding, especially after the conclusion of peace with the western empire in 1122. With their position at Rome no longer under threat, the popes no longer needed military assistance from southern Italy, and could therefore afford to take a much tougher line with its rulers. It has also been suggested that the pope’s opposition to Roger’s claims in 1127–8 resulted from the curia’s refusal to treat the duchy, a papal fief, as in any way a hereditary possession. Hence Roger’s claim to be Duke William’s heir both by blood and by designation infringed papal rights of overlordship. Such a theory is not entirely convincing, and there were other and more immediate reasons why the pope did not wish to see Apulia and Sicily united. The papacy’s growing influence in southern Italy would undoubtedly be seriously affected, and the principality of Capua could no longer be considered an effective counter-weight to the new duke, as it had been, at least to some extent, in the time of Robert Guiscard. In addition, Roger II’s high-handed control over the church within his dominions had already vexed the papacy, and raised fears as to the sort of rule he would impose in the duchy. Paschal II had voiced his disapproval of the count’s interference with the church in 1117. The ‘Romuald’ chronicle (here incorporating contemporary annalistic material, even if itself compiled nearly fifty years later) recorded that Honorius had already excommunicated the count for refusing to allow Sicilian bishops to go to Rome, before the clash over the Apulian succession.

10 Modern scholars habitually refer to him as ‘count of Alife’, but his few surviving charters call him ‘count of the Caiazzans and of many others’, Le Pergamene dell’ archivio vescovile di Caiazzo, pp. 46–8 no. 7, pp. 57–9 no. 13, pp. 463–8 nos. i–iii.


The opposition to Roger II was, however, both in 1127–8 and later, merely a loose coalition, and was fatally weakened by the disunity and self-interest of its members. When a major military clash threatened in 1128, first the Capuan forces, whose pay had run out, and then many of the Apulian barons deserted the pope. Deprived of his allies, he was forced to come to an agreement with Roger. In August 1128, outside Benevento, Honorius invested him as duke of Apulia. In the summer of 1129 the new duke crushed any vestiges of resistance in Apulia. In September, at an assembly of Apulian nobles at Melfi, Roger promulgated a comprehensive land peace, forbidding private warfare, which all those present swore to observe, ‘that from this time and henceforth they would keep the peace and maintain justice, and assist in its maintenance’. Soon afterwards the prince of Capua agreed to become Roger’s vassal (despite the express protection of Capuan independence in Roger’s agreement with the pope the previous year).

From the autumn of 1129 therefore southern Italy was at least technically united. That in practice this took a further ten years of warfare to consolidate is testimony to how deep-rooted the opposition to centralized authority on the south Italian mainland was. The creation of the Sicilian monarchy in 1130 had no real effect on this process, except to embroil the domestic disputes of southern Italy in wider conflicts involving the whole of Christendom. Whether without the papal schism of 1130 Duke Roger would have sought a royal crown cannot be known. But the schism did not create domestic conflict in southern Italy, it only exacerbated it.

Roger was granted a royal crown as king of Sicily in a bull of Anacletus II in September 1130 – in return (though this was not expressly stated) for his recognition of Anacletus as the rightful pope and support for his cause against his rival Innocent II – both popes having been elected after a split in the college of cardinals in February of that year. At the same time a carefully stage-managed assembly of magnates and churchmen at Salerno endorsed this proposal, on the ostensible (and historically erroneous) grounds that Sicily had once been ruled by kings and should be so again. Roger was duly crowned king in Palermo Cathedral on Christmas Day 1130.

The coronation not only involved Roger in the schism, which was eventually to be resolved in Innocent’s favour after the death of Anacletus in 1138; but by infringing in the most provocative way the claims of the western emperor to rule, or at least to be the overlord, of southern Italy, he incurred the hostility of

---

13 ‘ab ipsa hora, et in antea, justitiam et pacem tenebant, et adiuverunt tenere’, Alexander Telesinus, *Ystoria Rogerii regis Siciliae* i.21, p. 18. Roger II may have been following the example of his father, who imposed a land peace in Sicily in the 1090s, Jamison (1913), p. 239; Cahen (1940), p. 107.

14 For this, Alexander Telesinus, *Ystoria Rogerii regis Siciliae* ii.1–2, pp. 32–5, who very pointedly ignored all papal involvement.
the German monarch Lothar III, and as it turned out of Lothar’s successors up to the conclusion of the treaty of Venice in 1177. Kingly status also helped to develop the absolutist ideology, derived from Roman Law, which characterized Sicilian government in the twelfth century. But it provided little or no material advantage for the suppression of the revolt on the south Italian mainland which broke out in 1132, and which was to take seven years to stamp out. Here the financial and military strength of the king, derived from his existing dominions in Calabria and Sicily (and including the use of Muslim troops from Sicily), and the disunity of his opponents, were paramount.

If the campaigns of 1127–9 can be seen as the first stage of the process which consolidated the unified kingdom of Sicily, three further phases followed. First, in 1132–4 the king and his generals eliminated resistance in Apulia – in two campaigns in the summers of 1132 and 1133 – and, despite the setback of a serious defeat at Nocera in July 1132, forced the submission of the principality of Capua, which was achieved by the autumn of 1134. The prince himself, who was then in Pisa seeking external assistance, did not surrender, but his chief ally within the principality, Rainulf of Caiazzo, and his neighbour Duke Sergius VII of Naples, did. Of the leaders of the Apulian resistance, Grimoald of Bari and Counts Godfrey of Andria and Tancred of Conversano were captured and imprisoned in Sicily; Tancred’s brother, Alexander of Gravina, fled into exile in Byzantium.

The king was seriously ill in the winter of 1134–5, and a false rumour of his death led to renewed revolt in the principality of Capua early in 1135, headed once again by Count Rainulf. But prompt action by the king’s mainland commanders very swiftly recovered almost all the principality, and confined the rebels to Naples, where they remained blockaded for the next eighteen months. That this was not the end of internal conflict within southern Italy was due to the external assistance the rebels secured, first in the resupply of Naples by the Pisan fleet, whose assistance had been secured by Robert of Capua, and secondly by the invasion of southern Italy by the Emperor Lothar in 1137, which ushered in the final phase of the conflict.

Lothar’s army marched down into Apulia as far as Bari, which was captured in May 1137, and then into Lucania. For a time this incursion might have seemed to have doomed King Roger’s mainland rule, particularly since a second German force under the emperor’s son-in-law Duke Henry of Bavaria overran the principality of Capua and restored Prince Robert. In fact the impact of the invaders was purely transient. Key fortresses remained in the hands of garrisons loyal to King Roger, and by September the German troops were withdrawing, leaving their local allies to face a royalist counter-attack. Lothar and Pope Innocent had installed Count Rainulf as their duke of Apulia, and a number of Apulian towns, under royal control since 1133, were prepared to
support him even after the German withdrawal. But, despite a further defeat at Rignano in October 1137, the king held the advantage, and in 1137–8 the rebel forces steadily lost ground. Rainulf’s death in April 1139 removed the principal opposition leader, and the capture of Pope Innocent in July led to the recognition of Roger as king by the now-undisputed pope. The remaining rebels, including Robert of Capua, fled into exile, and the surrender of Naples, Troia and Bari (the last after a short siege) ended the last vestiges of resistance.

During this long and bitter conflict the king’s treatment of those who opposed him changed dramatically. To begin with he had often been merciful, even to outright rebels, and had been prepared to negotiate with both hostile nobles and towns to secure their submission, if need be on terms favorable to them. An example of this was his agreement with the city of Bari in June 1132. The king’s representatives swore to respect the city’s churches and the rights of its archiepiscopal see, not to take revenge on its inhabitants for their previous opposition, to respect their property and existing judicial and fiscal immunities, not to impose fresh military obligations upon them, not to take hostages or to build a citadel within the town.\(^{15}\) In the end renewed revolt led to much heavier terms being imposed, and when the city surrendered for a fourth and final time in October 1139 the king had Prince Jacquintus (who had replaced the imprisoned Grimoald) and a dozen other notables hanged, and others mutilated or imprisoned. But to begin with at least the king was prepared to act leniently, not least to avoid stirring up unnecessary resistance. In Apulia the watershed was the campaign of 1133. The king made deliberate examples of towns still in revolt, which were brutally sacked by his troops, and of rebel leaders, a number of whom were hanged. He was, said Alexander of Telese, ‘so greatly angered that he was hardly willing to spare any count, magnate or even knight who had raised his head in perjury against him’.\(^{16}\) But in the principality of Capua the king was still prepared to compromise in 1134 when he accepted the surrender of Rainulf of Caiazzo and Count Hugh of Boiano, and also that of Sergius of Naples. He was too ready to come to terms with Prince Robert, and it was the prince who refused them. However, faced with renewed revolt in 1135 he was uncompromising. Aversa, the most important town in the principality after Capua itself, was quite deliberately destroyed and its inhabitants dispersed. Roger’s third son, Anfusus, was appointed as the new prince. At the same time royal officials were installed to administer the principality, although two of these, Aymo of Argentia, who was appointed one of the two justiciars of the principality, and the chamberlain Joscelin, were in


\(^{16}\) ‘tantoque mentis erupit furore, ut non comiti, non magnati, non etiam militi, qui ita periurantes in eum colla erexerant, penitus parceret’, Alexander Teleseinus, *Vitioria Rogerii regis Siciliae* ii 37, p. 41.
fact Capuans who had defected from the prince to support the king, and remained loyal to him. The new administrative arrangements for the principality were to be the model for the local administration of the mainland as a whole after 1139.17

Another significant aspect of the consolidation of royal authority was a considerable reorganization of landholding in both Apulia and Capua, with the replacement of rebel nobles by men loyal to the king. Both Counts Rainulf of Caiazzo and Hugh of Boiano had to surrender part of their lands to secure the king’s pardon in 1134, and the property confiscated from Count Hugh and his comital title were subsequently granted to a royalist supporter, Robert son of Richard. After 1139 the counties of Caiazzo and Ariano were suppressed and the lands of the former counts remained in the king’s hands.18 In other cases new counts were appointed to replace those imprisoned or exiled, as occurred with the counties of Boiano, Conversano, Manopello and (somewhat later) Andria. Often these new incumbents were royal relatives, or came from the king’s hereditary dominions of Calabria and Sicily. The county of Conversano was given to the king’s brother-in-law Adam in 1135, and soon afterwards (probably because of Adam’s death) to another brother-in-law Robert of Bassonville. Similarly in 1140 the king gave the frontier county of Manopello to a Calabrian baron Bohemond of Tarsia. Strategic centres were also retained in the king’s hands, like S. Agata di Puglia, which was confiscated from the former ducal constable Richard son of Hoel, in 1133, although in this case, since he was not in open rebellion against the king, its lord was compensated with lands elsewhere. This process continued for some years after 1140. In a few cases exiled rebels managed to make their peace with the king and had their lands and titles restored, as was the case with Hugh of Boiano, who recovered his county in the early 1140s. (His supplanter Robert son of Richard was transferred to the county of Civitate).19 The county of Andria was not revived until c. 1147, and that of Lortello not until 1154, when it was given to Robert II of Bassonville, to hold along with Conversano. Indeed c. 1142 a number of new counties were created, as part of a wholesale reorganization of the defence of the mainland provinces. The role of the counts after 1140 was primarily military.20 But the changes among the nobility stemmed from the resistance to the king in the mid-1130s.

17 Jamison (1913), especially pp. 279–80, 306–7, remains fundamental, despite some modifications by more recent scholars such as Caravale (1966), especially pp. 222–39. Joscelin had been the prince’s chamberlain before 1130.

18 The later Count Malgerius of Alife, found in the Catalogus Baronum, held only a part of the former possessions of Count Rainulf, and was not in any direct sense his successor.

19 Count Hugh and his successors were henceforth known as counts of Molise, a title which was derived from his family name. His restoration probably occurred before 1142, Jamison (1929), p. 53.

From 1139 onwards the mainland provinces remained peaceful. But despite the treaty of Mignano of 1139 relations with the papacy had not been entirely settled. Not only had Innocent II’s recognition of Roger as king been extorted from him by force majeure – something which some at least of the cardinals very much resented – but a number of other problems remained outstanding, not least the reorganization of the episcopal structure on the island of Sicily, sanctioned by Anacletus but rendered abortive by his rival’s victory in the schism. Above all, in the early 1140s King Roger’s sons extended the Sicilian frontier in the Abruzzi region northwards into papal territory, and by 1144 had overrun the whole area (known to contemporaries as Marsia) from the River Sangro northwards as far as Pescara. Not surprisingly relations with the papacy were to remain strained, if not entirely sundered, until a settlement was finally reached in 1156.

The expansion of the kingdom’s northern frontier was part of a generally aggressive foreign policy pursued in the 1140s. The Muslim cities of Tripolitania and Tunisia were already heavily dependent on Sicilian grain supplies; now King Roger turned what was already a virtual protectorate into direct rule. Sicilian expeditions captured Tripoli in 1146, and Mahdia, Sfax and Sousa in 1148, thus securing both sides of the central Mediterranean ‘narrows’, and being in a position to control or interdict the trade of the entire region. The motives for this may well have been primarily economic, but the north African conquests served also to protect the coast of Sicily from Islamic piracy and to prevent outside subversion among the island’s still largely Muslim population. The motives for the attack launched against Byzantium in 1147 are more difficult to discern. The Byzantine chronicler John Kinnamos implied that it was the Emperor Manuel’s refusal during diplomatic negotiations in the mid-1140s to recognize Roger’s royal title that led to this attack. The capture of Corfu in 1147 provided the Sicilians with a base from which they could launch an offensive against the European provinces of the empire along the Via Egnatia, as Robert Guiscard had done in the 1080s (and indeed he had secured Corfu as the essential preliminary to his attack). But in addition it gave the Sicilians control of both sides of the mouth of the Adriatic. This, combined with their hold over the ‘narrows’, ensured them a potential stranglehold over the trade of the north Italian maritime cities, and could hence discourage these cities from providing naval aid to the German emperor, without which any attack on the Sicilian kingdom would be much less likely to succeed.

---

21 Abulafia (1985) provides a most valuable discussion.
23 Admittedly the Venetians aided the Byzantine emperor against Sicily in 1148, probably precisely because they wanted to break the Sicilian stranglehold on the mouth of the Adriatic. But they later (in 1155–6) showed themselves equally hostile to the Byzantines’ attempt to control both sides of the Adriatic coast, Abulafia (1984), p. 198.
Naval raids on the Byzantine empire proper, on Thebes, Corinth and even into the Bosphoros, were perhaps primarily spoiling operations, intended to discourage the enemy and throw him off balance by demonstrating the power of the Sicilian fleet. It may be too that with the breakdown of diplomatic negotiations King Roger anticipated and wished to forestall a Byzantine attack on Apulia, over which the Byzantines had never relinquished their claims.

Such wide-ranging strategic considerations were undoubtedly important, for though internally peaceful the kingdom of Sicily was still, in the last years of King Roger’s reign, very much under threat from its external foes. While Conrad III of Germany’s participation in the Second Crusade removed the most significant of these threats for a time, the alliance against Roger concluded between him and Manuel Komnenos in 1147 put the kingdom into a potentially very fraught position, and the presence of Sicilian exiles such as Prince Robert of Capua at Conrad’s court and Count Alexander of Gravina at Manuel’s cannot have made the king any happier. Two important counter-measures were undertaken. In 1150 the king met Pope Eugenius at Ceprano on the border between the kingdom and the Papal States, and an accord was concluded which, for a time at least, restored good relations between king and pope. Secondly, at about the same time a register was prepared of the military strength of the kingdom, in preparation for any potential invasion, and reflecting the reorganization of fiefs and military obligations which had taken place in the 1140s. The main part of this register, covering Apulia and the principalities of Salerno and Capua, survives today in the text known as the ‘Catalogue of the Barons’.\(^\text{24}\)

\section*{A period of instability, 1154–1168}

The reign of William I (1154–66) and the early years of that of his son, William II (1166–89), were marked by internal instability and external threat. The most detailed contemporary chronicle, the \textit{History} of the so-called ‘Hugo Falcandus’, ascribed the problems of these years largely to the incapacity, sloth and suspicion (seemingly verging on paranoia) of the king himself. Too idle to take an active role in government, William I allowed himself to be manipulated by his Svengali-like minister, Maio of Bari, and the revolts within the Regno were, so ‘Falcandus’ suggests, largely directed against Maio, until the latter was murdered in November 1160. Thereafter it was as much fear of the king’s vengeance as any other factor which prolonged the immediate domestic crisis

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{Catalogus Baronum}. For its purpose, Jamison (1971), especially pp. 3–7. Whether Calabria and Sicily were also covered is not certain.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
for some months more. William II’s minority was riven by factional dispute, and similar dislike of another over-powerful chief minister, Stephen of Perche.

William I’s posthumous reputation was certainly poor, and even a more balanced contemporary than the prejudiced ‘Falcandus’ described him on his death as ‘hateful to his kingdom and more feared than loved, very active in collecting money but not very generous in dispensing it’. He was to go down to posterity as ‘King William the Bad’, although this nickname was only coined some centuries later. But one might suggest that many of the problems affecting the kingdom of Sicily in these years were in fact a legacy from the time of Roger II, and indeed the circumstances in which the kingdom was created. King Roger left his successor serious and unresolved difficulties. The kingdom was faced with the hostility of both eastern and western empires, and (once again) of the papacy; for the accord patched up with the latter had not survived the coronation, without papal agreement, of William as king and co-ruler at Easter 1151. Furthermore, the events of 1155–6 showed how fragile the unity of the kingdom still was. The nobility of the frontier provinces – the principality of Capua and the Abruzzi borderlands conquered in the 1140s – for the most part rose in revolt. The towns of Apulia were also still restive under royal control. The citizens of Bari, for example, demolished the hated royal citadel there. And King Roger had also left the problem of the exiles, who looked to the two empires, but especially to the western emperor Frederick Barbarossa, to support their cause. According to ‘Falcandus’ King Roger had ‘made efforts to administer justice in its full rigour on the grounds that it was particularly necessary for a newly established realm’. But the harshness of his rule, however necessary it may have been, led to a reaction after his death.

Rebellion on the mainland was sparked off by the march of Frederick Barbarossa to Rome in the spring of 1155 for his imperial coronation, and by the defection, at the same time, of the king’s cousin Robert, created count of Loritello only a year earlier. Robert’s revolt was probably motivated by jealousy of the influence of Maio at the centre of government. If we are to believe ‘Falcandus’, the king was also very suspicious of his relatives and ready to believe the worst about them. A bungled effort to arrest the count at Capua (c. May

25 La Historia o Liber de regno Sicilie di Ugo Falcando. The author’s alleged name, ‘Hugo Falcandus’, in fact stemmed from a misreading by a Renaissance editor, Jamison (1957), pp. 191–6. The unknown author was, however, almost certainly a member of the royal court, although none of the attempts to identify him have been convincing, Loud and Wiedemann (1998), pp. 28–42.


1155) was the last straw which drove him into rebellion. Certainly the arrest soon afterwards of the master constable of Apulia, Count Simon of Policastro, another cousin of the king, was to have grave consequences on the island of Sicily.

However, the seriousness of the rebellions in 1155–6 was largely due to two factors beyond the control of the Sicilian government: the presence in Apulia from the autumn of 1155 of a powerful Byzantine expeditionary force, and the king’s illness at the same period, which not only incapacitated him for some months but also spread rumours of his death which encouraged rebellion on the mainland, just as the illness of King Roger had done in 1134–5. After his recovery, the king’s presence was still required for some time in Sicily owing to the rebellion which had broken out in the south-east of the island. The mainland revolt flourished in the king’s absence, and collapsed once he took charge on the mainland.

Revolt in Sicily itself was a new development – and of the various problems which beset William I’s government this was the one for which the king and his minister were largely to blame. The centre of the revolt was Butera, which was the caput of the Sicilian lordship of the imprisoned Count Simon of Policastro. The rebels professed themselves loyal to the king but opposed to Maio, whom they alleged to be a traitor. The government found it necessary to release Count Simon and offer lenient terms to secure Butera’s surrender. However, once the Sicilian rebellion was quashed, it was relatively easy to restore royal authority on the mainland, even though, while the king had been detained in Sicily, the Byzantine troops and their local allies had taken over most of the coastal towns of Apulia, and Prince Robert and his cousin Andrew of Rupecanina had, with papal backing, recovered most of the principality of Capua. However, a number of important towns, including Naples, Amalfi and Salerno, remained loyal to the king – or had been sufficiently well garrisoned to prevent their defection – and in others, notably Brindisi, royal troops held out in the citadel even if the town had been captured or had revolted. Furthermore, just as in the 1130s, the king’s opponents were divided and pursued their own ends rather than combining effectively against him. Barbarossa provided little or no effective support and speedily withdrew to northern Italy after his coronation. The Byzantines soon alienated Robert of Loritello and the other rebel barons. When the royal army confronted the Byzantines outside Brindisi in May 1156 the Apulian rebels abandoned the Greeks and fled. Outnumbered, the Byzantines were then catastrophically defeated. The Capuan rebellion collapsed without a battle, and the prince was captured and subsequently blinded.

---

30 La Historia o Liber de regno Sicilie, pp. 18–19, Loud and Wiedemann (1998), pp. 71–2. ‘Falcandus’ alleged, with a wealth of circumstantial (but unlikely) detail, that Maio was plotting to murder the king. His account should be treated with scepticism.
Pope Adrian IV, hitherto intransigent, abandoned the contest and came to an agreement with the king at Benevento only three weeks after the latter’s victory at Brindisi.

Most of the counts installed by King Roger remained loyal in 1155–6. Richard of Andria was, for example, killed fighting the Byzantines in September 1155. Only the counts of Loritello, Civitate, the Principato and Avellino seem to have taken part in the revolt, and the count of Avellino was subsequently pardoned for betraying the exiled prince of Capua to the king. The speedy victory achieved once the main royal field army arrived on the mainland was a testimony to the basic strength of the regime. Furthermore the government moved effectively to defuse the threat from its external foes. A peace had been agreed with Venice during the first year of the new reign, and a treaty was concluded with Genoa in 1156. The treaty of Benevento settled almost all the issues which had hitherto prevented agreement with the papacy, including the recognition of the quasi-legate rights of the king on the island of Sicily and his rule over the disputed Abruzzi borderlands. Early in 1158 peace was settled with Byzantium too. The international situation of the kingdom of Sicily was thus much more secure than it had been at King Roger’s death. However, internal problems continued, despite the harsh repression which followed the revolt in 1156 (including the wholesale and deliberate destruction of the rebel city of Bari). In part this was the product of the continued pressure from those exiled. Andrew of Rupecanina penetrated deep into the principality of Capua in 1158, and both he and Robert of Loritello took advantage of the domestic problems in Sicily to launch a further invasion in 1161. But the crisis of the Sicilian monarchy in 1160–1 was fundamentally the product of factional dispute in Sicily itself, centred around the royal court.

The exaggeration and slanders of ‘Falcandus’ (by far the most detailed source for these events) must clearly be treated with caution, but none the less it seems very clear that, as the chronicler alleged, the root of the trouble lay in the pre-eminent position at court of Maio of Bari. That this was no mere invention of ‘Falcandus’ is shown by the treaty of Benevento, where Maio was described as the king’s familiarissimus. From early in 1158 onwards the two master captains of Apulia and Terra di Lavoro (the royal governors on the mainland) were his brother Stephen and his brother-in-law Simon the Seneschal (the latter had been in office from the summer of 1156). Potential rivals like Simon of Policastro and the chancellor Asclettin had been disgraced and imprisoned. Furthermore, Maio’s dominance represented the triumph of the bureaucrats of the royal administration, whose influence as a group entirely outweighed

that of the nobility and was correspondingly resented. The nobles were also threatened by the suspicions which King William exercised towards those related to him, several of whom, like his illegitimate half-brother Simon and his nephew Tancred, had also been imprisoned.

In November 1160 Maio was murdered by a group of conspirators headed by a Sicilian noble, and erstwhile protégé of his, Matthew Bonellus. So unpopular was he that the king did not dare to revenge himself on the murderers, although their fears that he would do so when the time was more favourable played their part in the attempted coup which followed in March 1161. The prisoners in the dungeons of the royal palace, headed by the king’s relatives Simon and Tancred, escaped, took over the palace and arrested the king, intending to replace him by his eldest son Roger, a child of perhaps twelve. They were, however, too few to resist the populace of Palermo who forced them to release the king; and their fellow-conspirators from eastern Sicily never arrived in the capital to reinforce them. The coup was speedily suppressed, and this time Butera, once again the centre of the Sicilian rebellion, was destroyed. The leaders were exiled or executed, and the king then speedily suppressed the revolt on the mainland, once again driving out Robert of Loritello and his associates.

None the less, even though the attempted coup of 1161 quickly collapsed and the exiles’ invasion of the mainland was defeated without serious fighting, royal rule had been gravely threatened by these events. Not only had the king himself been in imminent danger of assassination (and his son Roger had been killed by a stray arrow during the fighting in Palermo), but his over-reliance on Maio, and the diversion of patronage to Maio’s family and associates, had alienated a substantial section of the nobility, including a number of counts who had remained loyal during the earlier revolt of 1155–6. Furthermore, the domestic problems of the Regno made it impossible to protect the Sicilians’ North African colonies against the Almohads of Morocco, who reconquered Tripoli for Islam in 1158 and Mahdia in 1160. During the disturbances of 1161 relations between Christians and Muslims on the island of Sicily had also deteriorated, and both the Christians of Palermo and settlers from northern Italy in the east of the island had taken advantage of the temporary slackening of central authority to massacre their Muslim neighbours. Nor did the defeat of the rebels necessarily ensure the safety of the kingdom. The German empire remained hostile, and during 1163–4 Barbarossa was negotiating with both Pisa and Genoa to secure naval aid for an attack on the kingdom of Sicily. The northern border of the kingdom remained vulnerable to attacks by the exiles. In October 1163 Pope Alexander III asked his ally the French king to warn William I to be on his guard, ‘since his enemies are preparing themselves and

devoting their whole purpose towards entering his lands and wearing him out with their continual harassment’.  

To judge by the absence of recorded incident in the chroniclers, the kingdom seems to have remained internally peaceful during the later years of William I. But on his sudden death in May 1166 his eldest surviving son, also called William, was still a child, just short of his thirteenth birthday. For some years thereafter the boy’s mother, Queen Margaret, acted as regent. While the country as a whole was relatively stable – aided by the regent’s conciliatory policy of releasing political prisoners, recalling exiles and revoking the punitive fines levied on a number of mainland towns in the wake of the 1161 rebellion – the court was riven by faction. Nor for a while was the kingdom’s external situation any less threatening, particularly with Barbarossa’s march on Rome in 1167. ‘Falcandus’ recorded how, probably some months earlier, Count Gilbert of Gravina, the master captain of Apulia and Terra di Lavoro, was forced to leave the court at Palermo and hurry to the mainland after a rumour (in the event false) had been spread by his political opponents that the emperor was about to invade the kingdom. He was instructed not only to raise an army, but also to ensure the continued loyalty of the mainland towns, something which clearly could not be taken for granted.

During William I’s later years the administration had been directed by a triumvirate of familiares: Matthew of Salerno, a former royal notary and protégé of Maio; Richard Palmer, the bishop-elect of Syracuse, an English immigrant; and a senior financial official and convert from Islam Qa’id (Qa’id) Peter; and their position was confirmed by the king’s will. (In a Sicilian context the word familiaris should be translated as ‘minister’ and not merely ‘courtier’ or ‘favou-urite’.) But Queen Margaret subsequently favoured Peter above his colleagues, and doing so unleashed a series of factional disputes so virulent that within a few months he fled for his own safety to North Africa. Thereafter the court polarized between the two erstwhile familiares, Matthew, allied with a group of bishops (hitherto largely excluded from the centre of power) and Bishop Richard, aided by the powerful count of Gravina. To escape this dispute the queen first turned to the royal constable, Richard of Mandra (who was granted the vacant county of Molise), and then invited her cousin, Stephen of Perche, to her court, and appointed him in rapid succession to be chancellor and archbishop of Palermo. But while, to begin with at least, his rule was well received by the populace, his pre-eminence alienated both the administrators of the court and the nobility. In part this was because of his attempts to control abuses by officials, and

---

35 PL 200, col. 269.
36 This silence does not just apply to the chroniclers either. Only three charters of William I survive from the years 1161–6, Enzensberger (1981), pp. 111–12.
in part the result of the diversion of patronage to his allies and the members of his (largely foreign) household. According to ‘Falcandus’: ‘the magnates of the court... saw that all the material advantages of the court were going to the chancellor and his friends, and that from this wealth of gifts only a trickle was left over for them’. But fundamentally Stephen’s problem was the same as that of Maio. The diversion of authority to one all-powerful minister inevitably created resentment, and this became more acute when, feeling himself under threat, he had potential rivals (including Richard of Molise and Matthew of Salerno) arrested. In the spring of 1168 a popular revolt in Messina, sparked off by the excesses of one of Stephen’s officials, led to a coup. Stephen was forced into exile in the Holy Land where he died soon afterwards. His principal ally, Gilbert of Gravina, was also exiled and dispossessed. The governing council set up in the wake of the coup drew on all three of the chief parties in the kingdom, the bishops, the court bureaucrats and the nobility. To assure continued stability, the most prominent of the exiles from William I’s reign, Count Robert of Loritello, was recalled in 1169 and restored to his former position.

This policy of accommodation appears to have been entirely successful. The direction of the government was fairly soon limited once again to a group of three, or later four, *familiares*: Walter, the new archbishop of Palermo, Matthew of Salerno and one (or from c. 1184 two) other bishops, but any rivalries within this group were kept within bounds and did not de-stabilize the kingdom’s government. The external threat was also much diminished after Barbarossa’s withdrawal from Rome in 1167. William II’s reign was indeed remembered as a period of enviable stability and good government; a thirteenth-century chronicler (conscious of the disorders after his death) recalled that ‘during his lifetime such peace and justice existed in the kingdom that the like was not recorded before or after him’.

**The Structures of Government**

Outside observers were prone, like ‘Falcandus’, to describe the king of Sicily as a tyrant, though this observation had as much to do with the dubious circumstances of the acquisition of the royal title in 1130 – and hence the presumed illegitimacy of the king’s rule – as the style of government. Such an accusation was of course particularly levied by writers from the German empire, which maintained its claims over southern Italy right through the twelfth century.

---

40 ‘Tanta Pax et iustitia extitit, eo vivente, in regno suo, quanta non recordatur fuisse ante eum nec actenus post eum’, Chronicon Ignoti monachi Cisterciensis sanctae Mariae de Ferraria, p. 32.
41 See Wieruszowski (1963) here.
None the less, the kings of Sicily faced a long and difficult task in imposing their rule on the mainland, and resorted to harsh measures to make it effective. But they also needed to create a viable and efficient administrative structure, both to consolidate their rule in the newly acquired mainland dominions and to govern and exploit their ancestral lands, Calabria and Sicily, to provide the wealth which underpinned their rule, and for which they were generally renowned.

In both Calabria and Sicily there seems to have been a fair degree of administrative continuity from the pre-Norman period. The Byzantine and Arabic administrations in the two regions were appreciably more sophisticated and bureaucratic than those in the contemporary west, and the Norman conquerors continued to employ indigenous officials and their existing records, particularly cadastral surveys. As early as 1087 a charter of Count Roger I made a grant ‘according to the old boundaries of the Saracens’.42 Up to 1127 the comital chancery issued charters almost exclusively in Greek (only seven comital charters in Latin are known from this period) – though administrative documents, notably the plateae or lists of serfs, might also be written in Arabic, and Arabic land surveys were almost certainly revised and kept up to date. The majority of officials in Sicily and Calabria at this period were, however, Greeks, as were Roger II’s two successive chief ministers, Christodoulos (up to c. 1122) and George of Antioch.

The extension of Roger’s rule to Apulia and Capua led to a number of administrative developments. From 1127 onwards the chancery issued many more documents in Latin, primarily for mainland recipients, although the Latin section of the chancery only became the dominant one in the 1150s with the rule of Maio of Bari, himself a former chancery official. In addition a proper administrative structure had to be developed for these new provinces, to bind them firmly under royal rule. The disparate nature of these provinces, and particularly the fragmentation of Apulia before 1127, meant that this governmental apparatus had largely to be created de novo. The ‘Romuald’ chronicler reported that in 1140 King Roger ‘instituted chamberlains and justiciars throughout the land to preserve the peace [and] promulgated laws which he had newly drafted’.43 The chronicle’s dating is only approximate; the first installation of justiciars and chamberlains came with the takeover of the principality of Capua in 1135, and royal justificatores (an early title for justiciars) can also be found in Apulia in 1136, though it may have taken several years for the full extension of a network of royal officials over the mainland as a whole. (Hostilities after all continued

42 ‘secundum antiquas divisiones Saracenorum’, Diplomi della cattedrale di Messina, pp. 2–3 no. 2.
43 ‘pro conservanda pace camerarios et iusticiarios per totam terram instituit, leges a se noviter con-
didatos promulgavit’, Romuald of Salerno, Chronicon sive Annales, p. 236.
until the summer of 1139.) Similarly, while King Roger promulgated some laws, especially relating to the coinage, at an assembly at Ariano in 1140, it is by no means clear that either of the two surviving texts detailing different versions of King Roger’s legislation is to be connected with that assembly, although this legislation probably does date from the 1140s.44

The legislation ascribed to King Roger was derived, indeed usually verbatim, from Roman Law, and it reflected the exalted view of the sovereign which that law embodied. But the preface to the earlier text of this code (if it may be described as such) said that the customs and laws of the different peoples under his rule should be maintained unless they were in direct contravention of royal law. For most purposes therefore Lombards (i.e. native Italians), Greeks, Muslims and French remained under the sway of local customary law, administered by their own local judges (especially in the towns) or by aristocrats who possessed judicial authority in their own lands. Royal justiciars dealt with serious criminal offences (particularly those to do with public order), important property disputes – principally those involving fiefs, and cases referred to them from other tribunals by the royal court because of ‘defect of justice’ – they presided therefore over a court of appeal. Such cases were often the result of pressure from below, with a dissatisfied plaintiff going to the royal court to secure a mandate for a case to be tried before the justiciars.

The mainland justiciars were drawn from the lesser nobility, and very occasionally the knightly class, and often held office for long periods. They were usually landowners in the area in which they officiated. From the first there would appear to have been fixed areas of jurisdiction, even though express territorial titles (‘Justiciar of the Terra di Bari’ etc.) do not appear in the sources until the 1170s. Usually a pair of justiciars officiated together in each circuit. The rewards of long service as a justiciar could be considerable. For example Henry of Ollia was one in the Monte Gargano region of northern Apulia from c. 1141 until 1153; his son Geoffrey was granted the county of Lesina, forfeited by its previous incumbent, in 1155.

The chamberlains were primarily financial officials who supervised crown lands and royal revenues on the mainland, and oversaw other more minor officers such as local bailiffs and portulani. They also presided over some legal cases in what the thirteenth century would have called ‘civil’ issues.45 They could too exercise a supervisory role over local judges, and it is in fact probable

44 Ménager (1969) is (rightly) very critical of the supposed ‘Assizes of Ariano’, but his suggestion that neither of these codes should in fact be attributed to the Rogerian period is very controversial. See now Houben (2001), pp. 135–47.

45 How far there was an express distinction between civil and criminal law in the twelfth century is disputed; see Caravale (1966), pp. 263–4 contra Jamison (1913), pp. 322–30, but in practice the limitation of the chamberlains’ judicial competence is clear.
that there was no hard and fast distinction between their judicial competence and that of the justiciars, although the latter dealt with the more important cases. In Calabria and Sicily (where local justiciars are found from the beginning of William I’s reign) the justiciars seem sometimes to have performed purely administrative tasks, which they apparently did not in Apulia and Capua where their duties remained exclusively legal. However, a number of mainland justiciars also functioned as royal constables, responsible for the levying and organization of troops. While as time went on the competence of various officials doubtless became more closely defined, there would seem therefore to have been some overlap of functions. Furthermore, the jurisdiction of the justiciars did not extend to the lands of the mainland counts, who themselves exercised criminal justice and acted as the royal legal officers within their counties. What is significant, however, is that they did this not as an exercise of their proprietary right but as the delegated officers of the king, acting in effect as justiciars. Indeed there are instances of men of comital rank describing themselves expressly as ‘count and justiciar’. Furthermore, the ‘counties’ were often very disparate collections of lands, and not coherent territorial units. (The county of Andria is a particular case in point.) In addition, legal immunities in the kingdom of Sicily, even to the most favoured churches, did not extend to the ‘pleas of the crown’, those cases involving violence or treason, which were reserved to the royal prerogative and to be judged only by royal officials. Similarly in 1144 there was a major investigation of privileges throughout the kingdom. These were in future to be valid only if expressly confirmed by the king.

Under Roger II the overall supervision of the mainland was vested, at least nominally, in the king’s sons as duke of Apulia and prince of Capua, although in practice their role seems to have been mainly military and there is no evidence that they took any active part in administrative or judicial matters. In the 1140s the king himself still frequently visited the mainland, and the royal chancellor Robert of Selby (d. 1151) seems also to have been actively involved in mainland administration, though not necessarily on any continuous basis. Under Maio of Bari, from 1155–6 onwards, more systematic arrangements for the supervision of the mainland administration and the command of its defence were created, with overall control being invested in two ‘master captains of Apulia and Terra di Lavoro’ (i.e. the principality of Capua), and a similar official being appointed for Calabria. A master chamberlain was appointed for each of these two regions to oversee financial matters and the operations of the chamberlains. From the death of Maio onwards the master captains (after 1170 master justiciars) were invariably mainland counts. In the 1170s Robert of Caserta (d. 1183), held office in Apulia and Terra di Lavoro with, as his colleague, first Richard of Gravina, and then (from 1176) Tancred of Lecce, the king’s cousin. Count Hugh of
Catanzaro was the master justiciar of Calabria from 1163, and would seem to have been succeeded by Richard of Gravina (d. 1177/8). In the 1180s Tancred and Count Roger of Andria were in office together in Apulia and Terra di Lavoro.

The administration of Sicily itself was kept separate from that of the mainland and run directly from the royal court, although, as said, justiciars were appointed on the island from c. 1154. The chief administrative office was known by the Arabic name of diwan, and many of its officials were indeed converted Muslims. (‘Falcandus’ alleged that they were only nominally converted.) From c. 1145, when there was a substantial reorganization of the Sicilian central administration, there were two separate sections – the ad-diwan al-ma’mur – the general administrative and financial office, which also administered the crown lands, and the diwan at-tahqiq al-ma’mur or (Latin) Duana de Secretis, which was the land registry, keeping details of fiefs, boundaries and transfers of ownership. The functions of these two offices were clearly distinct, but in practice there was a considerable interchange of personnel. And, rather than it being simply a development of existing practice, the inspiration for the administrative reorganization of the 1140s probably came from Fatimid Egypt, with which the Sicilian administration, and in particular George of Antioch, was in close and friendly communication during the 1130s and 1140s.  

Under Maio of Bari the judicial activity of the royal court was put on a more professional footing with the appointment of three master justiciars permanently attached to it. The royal court in formal session, with one or more of these specialist judges present, acted as the court of appeal for Sicily, dealt with cases involving royal officials, defect of justice or failures in enforcing judicial decisions (sometimes on the mainland too) and conducted political trials such as that of Count Richard of Molise in 1168. One of the master judges in the 1160s was a Greek called Tarentinus.

The most significant administrative change thereafter came c. 1168 when the mainland financial administration was brought more closely under the supervision of the central government, with the abolition of the two master chamberlains’ posts and the creation of a branch office of the diwan on the mainland, known as the Duana Baronum and based at Salerno. Its competence was limited to Apulia and Capua, and the chamberlains of Calabria were henceforth under the direct administrative control of the diwan at Palermo. It was probably in connection with the setting up of the new Duana Baronum,
which like the *Duana de Secretis* kept registers of fiefs, that a revision of the ‘Catalogue of the Barons’ was put under way c. 1168, to update the government’s list of landholders and military obligations in the mainland provinces at a time when the kingdom was still facing a significant (if perhaps diminishing) external threat.

The officials of the central government remained mainly of Greek and Arabic origin until the death of Roger II. The rise of Maio of Bari led to much greater influence by the Latin element. The majority of royal charters were henceforth written in Latin, and Latin bishops, hitherto largely excluded from the direction of affairs, provided the majority of *familiares* after 1166. But converted Muslims still fulfilled important roles, notably Caïd Peter as a *familiaris* in the 1160s and Caïd Richard, the master chamberlain of the royal palace, who directed the *Duana de Secretis* throughout the reign of William II. If anything the growth of Latin influence was at the expense of the Greek officials who had been most important under King Roger. Nevertheless Greeks too still held important posts, notably the judge Tarentinus as a legal expert, Eugenius, one of the masters of the *Duana Baronum* from 1174 onwards (and later head of King Tancred’s administration), and Margaritus of Brindisi, commander of the fleet from the late 1180s.

By the time of William II the kingdom of Sicily had therefore a complex and sophisticated administrative system, which functioned efficiently under the overall direction of the *familiares* in Palermo. The king himself, even after he grew to manhood, was much less active than his grandfather had been, and spent most of his time in Palermo, only occasionally visiting the mainland. But the structure of government had evolved sufficiently to allow this. Furthermore the great wealth which contemporary commentators attributed to the king of Sicily – while it was a product of the scale of the crown lands, especially in Sicily itself, and of the island’s position at the centre of Mediterranean trade routes – was also the result of the king having an efficient administration through which he could exploit his dominions. The relatively small number of known royal documents (only 66 from the reign of William I and 240 from that of his son) in no way reflects the scale of governmental activity, although the increasing proportion of mandates (that is, executive orders) known from the time of William II is certainly a sign of an increasingly active central government.48

The king of Sicily was no tyrant, but he did rule a strong and centralized kingdom.

---

48 The full texts of only 35 charters of William I now survive; of the 240 documents of William II known (103 of which are mandates) the texts of 156 now survive (55 of which are mandates), Enzensberger (1981), pp. 111–13. 72 documents of King Tancred are known, of which the texts of only 35 now survive. Brühl (1978), p. 35, suggests that the 166 surviving Latin charters of Roger II represent perhaps only 10 per cent of the total written.
The kingdom of Sicily was technically a papal fief, as the duchy of Apulia and principality of Capua had been from 1059 onwards. Roger II’s royal title had been granted by Anacletus II in 1130; he did homage to Innocent II in 1139, as did William I to Adrian IV in 1156, and both kings agreed to pay an annual *census* to the papacy in return for their fief. But in practice this ‘feudal’ relationship was of very little importance; nor did it enhance papal authority within the kingdom.

Admittedly, relations between king and pope remained uneasy between 1139 and 1156. But this stemmed not so much from differing interpretations of the vassalic relationship as from the continued dislike among many at the papal court for a kingdom created by a bull from the antipope Anacletus, the existence of which Innocent II had been forced to recognize in 1139, and from a number of unresolved territorial and ecclesiastical disputes. The conquest of Marsia by Roger’s sons in the early 1140s encompassed territory claimed by the papacy, as well as being a potential threat to the security and communications of Rome itself. The control exercised by the king over the church was an infringement of ecclesiastical liberty. The reorganization of the episcopal structure on the island of Sicily undertaken at Roger’s behest by Anacletus in 1130–1 was by definition unacceptable to his successful rival in the schism. The well-informed English commentator John of Salisbury alleged that because of these disputes the papacy had forbidden the consecration of bishops-elect within the Sicilian kingdom.\(^49\) But even in the 1140s relations were never entirely severed; there was for example something of a thaw during the brief pontificate of Lucius II (1144–5), in 1148 Roger sent troops to assist Eugenius III against the rebellious Romans, and in 1150 the meeting between pope and king at Ceprano led to a rapprochement and the consecration of the Sicilian bishops-elect. Admittedly, relations collapsed once again less than a year later after the coronation of the king’s son as co-ruler without consultation with the papacy (almost the only evidence of the pope’s role as overlord being of any significance), and Adrian IV was a party to the attacks on the kingdom in 1155–6. But the treaty of Benevento of June 1156 marked a definitive end to this period of hostilities. It saw the full recognition of the kingdom of Sicily, including the Marsian territories, and the definition of the special ecclesiastical privileges claimed by the king in virtue of Urban II’s privilege to Roger I of 1098 (the right to control appeals to Rome and legations was recognized, but only for the island of Sicily and not for the mainland). The royal right of veto in episcopal elections throughout the kingdom was also tacitly allowed.\(^50\) Only the status of the Sicilian bishoprics


\(^50\) There is an English translation of the treaty in Loud and Wiedemann (1998), pp. 248–52.
remained unresolved; and indeed it was not until 1166 that Alexander III agreed that Messina should become a metropolitan see and that bishops should be consecrated for the sees at Lipari and Cefalù – as Roger and Anacletus had intended in 1131.

In practice not only were nearly all the problems settled at Benevento in 1156, but thereafter both sides worked together in amity. The popes only rarely exercised their rights to send legates to the mainland of southern Italy, and the scanty evidence suggests that such legations actually did very little. The king secured the appointment of curiales to some of the Sicilian sees and a few key archbishoprics on the mainland such as Salerno and Capua. But, although the king's permission was required before the election of a new bishop or abbot could take place, in most cases the choice of a new prelate was then left to the canonical electors. Indeed, given how numerous the kingdom's bishoprics were (some 144 in all), and also how poor many of them were, the king had little motive for interference, except in the case of a very few wealthy or strategically important sees.

The amicable relations between king and pope after 1156 were of course fostered by their political alliance. With the papal schism of 1159 and the existence of an imperially sponsored antipope, the king of Sicily became the principal lay ally of the papacy, furnishing diplomatic, financial and, when the papal state was threatened, military support – as William I did against the forces of Christian of Mainz in 1165. Indeed, with the pope remaining in exile from Rome for almost a decade and the administration of the papal lands in ruins, the annual census paid by the king of Sicily, which had been increased in return for the Marsian lands in 1156, provided a very important part of Alexander III's income. Furthermore, for three and a half years, from August 1167 to February 1171, Alexander was living at Benevento, the papal enclave within the boundaries of the kingdom of Sicily, and thus under the direct protection of the king.

In these circumstances it was not surprising that the papacy was prepared to tolerate the control exercised by the Sicilian monarch over the church in his dominions – a control which was for the most part benevolent, and which, through the reassertion of law and order, was very much in the interests of local churchmen, and infinitely preferable to the disorder which had prevailed before 1127. One of King Roger's laws stated unequivocally that 'we shall defend and guard inviolate all the property and possessions of the holy churches which have been entrusted to our custody'. 51 That the bishoprics on the island of

51 'sacrarum ecclesiarum res omnes et possessiones...custodia collocatas atque commissas...defendimus et inviolatas custodimus'. Assize 2 of the Vatican MS, ed. E. Brandleone, Diretto romano nelle legge normanne, p. 96.
Sicily and a number of the most important sees on the mainland derived much of their income from direct subventions from royal revenues, rather than from their own lands, also predisposed Sicilian churchmen to acquiesce in this royal control. \textsuperscript{52} The relative unimportance of the vassalic relationship can be seen from the fact that the king’s oath of fealty was not renewed until 1188 – and that it was then may well have been dictated more by Clement III’s desire to establish a precedent for the future, given that William II’s marriage was childless and his designated heiress the wife of the heir to the German empire, than to any wish to interfere directly with the kingdom.

There does seem to have been rather more papal activity concerning the day-to-day workings of the south Italian church in William II’s later years, and the papacy may never have been entirely reconciled to the authority claimed by the king over the church – certainly in 1192 Celestine III took advantage of King Tancred’s need for external support, given his disputed title to the crown, to renegotiate the terms of the treaty of Benevento and diminish royal powers. But while William II lived this control remained an unchallenged reality.

\begin{center}
\textsc{Economy, Demography and Social Structure}
\end{center}

The wealth which contemporaries attributed to the king was derived in part from sales taxes and tolls on trade, but to a large extent from a flourishing and expanding agrarian economy. \textsuperscript{53} Although parts of southern Italy were mountainous and infertile, other areas, notably the Campania, the coastal plain of Apulia and (with the aid of irrigation) much of Sicily itself, were agriculturally very productive. In the twelfth century the population was expanding, and areas hitherto only lightly settled, such as the Tavoliere of Apulia between Bari and Monte Gargano, were being cleared and opened for cultivation. The kingdom became a major source of food exports, especially grain, both for northern Italy and North Africa, as well as an important staging-post for trade between northern Italy and the Levant. The development of the agricultural sector can be seen for example in the spread of olive cultivation in central Apulia. (By the late twelfth century olives had become the principal crop in this region, and a major export commodity.) Vegetable cultivation was also introduced to Apulia, and in the Campania new types of cereals appeared and arboriculture spread, with the domestication of hitherto wild species.

The development of the kingdom’s external trade was encouraged by treaties with the commercial powers of northern Italy such as that with Genoa in 1156, though here there was clearly a political element as well, to try to deprive

\textsuperscript{52} Usually a tenth of royal revenues from within the diocese. See Kamp (1980), pp. 104–5, 118.

\textsuperscript{53} See here Abulafia (1983), and for what follows Martin (1987), (1992) and (2002).
Frederick Barbarossa of naval aid for a potential invasion. Such trade directly benefited the ruler, not just because of commercial taxes – where the north Italians were given preferential treatment – but because much of the produce exported came from the extensive royal demesne, especially in Sicily itself. Extensive royal ownership of salt pans was also very profitable, although there was at this period no formal royal monopoly as there was later to be under Frederick II. The numerous tunny fisheries off the coast of Sicily and mining rights were, however, reserved to the crown. A favourable balance of trade with North Africa explains the import of gold from which the Sicilian rulers continued to mint tari (in origin gold Islamic quarter-dinar coins) as the centrepiece of their currency. Sicily was the only western European kingdom to have a gold coinage in the twelfth century. The German chroniclers of Henry VI’s takeover in 1194 were to comment in amazement at the profusion of precious metals, jewels and textiles among the booty captured. Although some raw silk was produced in Calabria and woven in Sicily, the other valuables were imported.

However, the growth of this trade did not necessarily benefit the towns of the Regno as much as it did the ruler. Commercial concessions to the north Italians placed the native merchants at a disadvantage from which they never really recovered. Furthermore, Amalfi, the chief mercantile city of the south in the early middle ages, was greatly harmed when it was sacked by a Pisan fleet in 1134, and Bari, the principal port of the Adriatic coast, was destroyed by William I in 1156 and for a time deserted. Nor were the kings prepared to concede more than very limited legal privileges or autonomy to the towns, whose commercial interests were thus subordinated to the political and financial concerns of the ruler.

The expansion of external trade did play a significant part in the development of Messina, which became the key commercial entrepôt within the kingdom. By the late twelfth century colonies of both Genoese and Pisan merchants had been established there. Under Muslim rule Messina had been relatively unimportant; by the 1180s it was, in the words of the Spanish Muslim pilgrim Ibn Jubayr, ‘the mart of the merchant infidels, the focus of ships from all over the world... teeming with worshippers of the Cross’. But the growth of Messina was also part of a significant change in the balance of population in Sicily. Immigration greatly increased the Christian population of the island, and by c. 1200 the Muslims, who a century earlier had comprised at least two-thirds of its inhabitants, had become a minority. Some of the immigrants may well have been Greeks from Calabria, although the scale of any such movement is by no means certain. Messina was considered to be a primarily Greek city by the English chroniclers of the Third Crusade in 1190; charters

from the city were still written almost exclusively in Greek until c. 1200, and some documents from eastern Sicily continued to be written in Greek as well as Latin for a century after that. But the foundation of Greek monasteries on the island ceased after 1130, and a number of those previously founded were later abandoned or converted to the Latin rite, which suggests that the Greek population had already reached its peak. The majority of the immigrants were Lombards (i.e. native Italians), both from the southern mainland and from northern Italy. The south-east of the island was colonized by northern settlers under the aegis of King Roger’s maternal uncle Count Henry of Paterno. ‘Falcandus’ considered Butera, Piazza Armerina and Vizzini to be ‘towns of the north Italians’ (oppida Lombardorum – as opposed to the Longobardi or south Italians), and recorded that in 1168 these Lombardi offered to provide 20,000 men to aid the chancellor Stephen of Perche against the rebels in Messina.56 This figure was probably an exaggeration, but the scale of their immigration was undoubtedly considerable. By this time Palermo had become a largely Christian city, and here, and indeed elsewhere on the island outside the south-east, the bulk of the new settlers were from the mainland parts of the Regno. There were, for example, a number of natives of Bari resident in Palermo in the last years of Roger II,57 and towns like Cefalù were overwhelmingly Latin by the late twelfth century.

The population of the interior of western Sicily, including the great tract of royal demesne given by William II to his new abbey of Monreale in the 1170s, was still almost exclusively Arabic, and very largely Muslim. But by this time the Muslims were beginning to feel threatened. A prominent royal official of Arabic extraction called Philip of Mahdia, a Muslim convert to Christianity, was executed in 1153 for apostasizing back to Islam. The attempted coup against William I in 1161 saw attacks by Christians on Muslims, which occurred once again after the death of William II in 1189. The sense of unease which permeated the Muslims, or at least those living in the towns of western Sicily, despite their apparent prosperity, was vividly conveyed by Ibn Jubayr’s account of his visit to the island in 1184. He was told that they were under considerable pressure to convert to Christianity (does this reflect the growing influence of churchmen in the government of William II?), and that many of them wanted to emigrate to Muslim countries.58 One cannot be certain how far the rural population of the interior felt the same pressure. Onomastic evidence suggests that there were already some Christians of Arabic extraction among the inhabitants of western Sicily, as for example among those serfs listed in the Monreale plateae of the

56 La Historia o Liber de regno Sicilie, pp. 70, 155, Loud and Wiedemann (1998), pp. 121, 208.
57 Codice diplomatico Barese, pp. 170–3 no. 100 (1146), p. 183 no. 107, pp. 185–6 no. 109 (both 1154).
1180s – at Corleone they formed almost 20 per cent of the total population. But Muslims remained very much in the majority on the Monreale lands, as they were also in the region of Agrigento. The riots in Palermo in 1189 were the trigger for a widespread Muslim revolt in western Sicily, which was to smoulder intermittently for more than thirty years until its suppression by Frederick II and the removal of many of the surviving Muslims to his military colony at Lucera in northern Apulia.

By the end of the twelfth century therefore the Latin element in the kingdom was dominant, to a much greater extent than it had been in the early years of Roger II. Immigration and a slow process of acculturation were weakening the Muslims in Sicily, and to a lesser extent the Greek population in Calabria. Nevertheless, this process should not be exaggerated. The Greeks were certainly under no overt pressure after 1100, and arguably not even before then in the immediate wake of the Norman conquest. Furthermore the Latin element, at least in the upper class, was far from being homogeneous. Romuald of Salerno recorded that King Roger attracted and rewarded ‘virtuous and wise men, whether from his own land or born elsewhere’, and high-status immigrants continued to be absorbed, if not always without tension, by the ruling class in both church and state. From the Anglo-Norman realm there was Roger II’s chancellor Robert of Selby, the familiaris Richard Palmer, bishop of Syracuse from 1157 and then archbishop of Messina (1183–95), and Herbert of Middlesex, archbishop of Conza (1169–81). The lay aristocracy in the 1160s included two Spanish relatives of Queen Margaret, Counts Gilbert of Gravina and Henry of Montescaglioso, and a French immigrant, Hugh Lopinus, count of Catanzaro.

Above all, the upper class on the mainland was an amalgam of the descendants of the Norman conquerors of the eleventh century and of the indigenous Lombards. The larger towns remained the preserve of the Lombards, and Lombard aristocrats remained powerful in a number of areas, especially in the border regions and in the principality of Salerno. Admittedly the distinction between Lombard and Norman became politically less and less significant as time went on. However, it left its mark on the institutions and law of southern Italy. The Normans had, for example, introduced both the fief and the ceremony of homage. But it was only with King Roger in the 1140s that a universal structure of military obligation was imposed from above, and even then, while most men owed service because of the fiefs they held, some still

61 However, Archbishop Walter of Palermo (1168–90) and his brother Bishop Bartholomew of Agrigento (1171–91), who succeeded him as archbishop (and died 1199), were not Englishmen, as once was supposed. See Loewenthal (1972).
had a personal duty to serve, irrespective of their property, as their ancestors
had done in the days of the Lombard princes. Normans and Lombards differed
too in their customs governing inheritance, marriage and the status of women.
Partible inheritance remained the norm among those of Lombard descent,
primogeniture ruled among those from Norman and French antecedents. In
Lombard law women were always legally minors, who needed the consent of a
male guardian before undertaking any legal transaction. Women living under
French or Roman law were freer to act on their own behalf.

Thus while the kingdom of Sicily had by the late twelfth century become
an accepted part of the European political scene, and possessed an effective
system of government, it was unified, but remained far from uniform. In this
it reflected the diversity of its origins, and the cosmopolitan society at the
crossroads of the Mediterranean which the Normans had conquered in the
eleventh century, and which a great ruler had welded forcibly together after
1130. But the years after 1189 were to see the unity of the kingdom under threat,
and it was ultimately unable to resist the renewed attack of the German empire.

SICILY, THE MEDITERRANEAN AND THE WESTERN EMPIRE

The nostalgic reminiscences of later writers, who saw the reign of William
II as a golden age of peace and prosperity, were conditioned by later events.
William died childless on 17 November 1189, at the age of thirty-six. The result
was five years of conflict before the kingdom was conquered by the German
emperor Henry VI, and after his equally premature death, aged thirty-two
in 1197, there was more than twenty years of intermittent anarchy. But this
was by no means inevitable, nor does it suggest that the Sicilian kingdom was
intrinsically flawed.

William II’s later years saw the kingdom internally at peace, but deploying
an increasingly ambitious foreign policy. His envoys at the peace conference
at Venice in 1177, where a fifteen-year truce was agreed with the German em-
pire, proclaimed that it was his wish to live at peace with all Christian rulers,
but to attack the enemies of the cross.62 The Sicilian fleet attacked Muslim
Alexandria in 1174 and the Balearic Islands in 1182 (this latter operation prob-
ably in response to Muslim piracy). In 1185 a full-scale assault was mounted
on the Byzantine empire, which under the incompetent and unpopular rule of
Andronikos Komnenos seemed to be on the verge of collapse. In the event, de-
spite the capture of Thessalonica, this attack failed. But it certainly showed the
determination of William II to be one of the leaders of western Christendom.
So too did his prompt despatch of naval aid to the crusader states after the fall

of Jerusalem to Saladin. The high status of the king of Sicily was confirmed by
two diplomatic marriages, that of the king himself to Joanna, the daughter of
Henry II of England, in 1176, and of his aunt Constance, Roger II’s daughter,
born in 1154 just after her father’s death (and thus a year younger than her
nephew the king), with Henry, the heir to the German empire, in 1186.

Frederick Barbarossa had first suggested a marriage alliance with the Sicilians
as early as 1173, though papal opposition had ensured that this proposal was
stillborn. But by the conclusion of such a marriage the intrinsic legitimacy of
the Sicilian kingdom was at last recognized by the German empire, its principal
external enemy since Roger II’s coronation in 1130, and thus it is not difficult
to see why William II was prepared to permit it. The price to be paid was the
acknowledgement of Constance as the designated heir to the childless king.
But the significance of such a move should not be over-estimated. William was
still a relatively young man in 1186, his wife was only twenty; he is unlikely to
have abandoned hope of future offspring, and these would have automatically
invalidated Constance’s claim. However, the king did die young, and without
a direct heir.

His death was followed by a split within the kingdom. The claims of Henry
and Constance had a number of prominent supporters, including Archbishop
Walter of Palermo and Count Roger of Andria, one of the two master justi-
ciars of Apulia. But a group of prominent court officials, led by the familias
Matthew of Salerno, moved swiftly to elect their own candidate, the other
master justiciar, Count Tancred of Lecce, William II’s cousin (who had been
the commander of the army which had captured Thessalonica in 1185). Tancred
was crowned king on 18 January 1190, a move which had the covert support of
the papacy, anxious to avoid the union of Sicily and the empire.

Although hampered by the Muslim rebellion, Tancred was from the first in
control of Sicily and Calabria. He did, however, face widespread opposition
from the mainland nobility, especially from the principality of Capua and the
Abruzzi, and to a lesser extent from Apulia. He did, however, also have a number
of advantages. Henry VI was preoccupied with domestic affairs in Germany,
and this gave the king time to establish his rule. Most of the higher clergy
(apart from those in the principality of Capua) and the more important towns
supported him, and the latter’s loyalty was made more secure by privileges and
fiscal concessions. His brother-in-law, Count Richard of Acerra, proved an able
lieutenant on the mainland, and his support gave Tancred immediate control
of much of the principality of Salerno. Furthermore, nine of the twenty-eight
counties in Apulia and Capua were vacant, and thus under the administration
of royal officials, in 1189, giving the king a strong foothold in the mainland
provinces, especially in Apulia, and the means to reward potential supporters.
And in November 1190 his chief domestic opponent, Roger of Andria, was
captured and put to death. When Henry VI finally launched his invasion in the spring of 1191 his army became embroiled in a fruitless siege of Naples and fell victim to an epidemic, while his naval forces, recruited from Pisa and Genoa, arrived too late to be of help and proved no match for the Sicilian fleet.

The withdrawal of the German army allowed Tancred to consolidate his rule. By 1193 only the Abruzzi region on the frontier held out. The mainland counts who had opposed him had either gone over to his side (as did the counts of Molise, Carinola and Caserta), or had been exiled (those of Tricarico, Gravina, Fondi and the Principato). If the Abruzzi was still a problem, and a base for German forces to raid into the kingdom proper, his position appeared relatively secure. That the kingdom’s defences collapsed before a second invasion in 1194 was due almost entirely to two factors. Tancred himself died in February 1194, leaving a small boy as his heir (William III) and his supporters seem to have lost heart. And the ransom exacted from King Richard of England gave Henry VI the wealth he needed to launch another, better organized and coordinated invasion. This time there were no delays for long sieges, areas of potential opposition were bypassed, and the fleet arrived in time. Many of Tancred’s erstwhile supporters immediately submitted, as did the strategic city of Naples. Messina surrendered to the Pisan and Genoese fleet in September, Palermo in November, Tancred’s widow abandoned the struggle, and Henry was crowned king of Sicily on Christmas Day 1194.

Henry’s coronation was followed almost immediately by the arrest of his erstwhile rival, the unfortunate William III, and a number of prominent nobles and royal officials, including the sons of Matthew of Salerno, the amir Eugenius and the admiral Margaritus of Brindisi, all of whom were sent to prisons in Germany. Despite, or perhaps because of, this brutal action, resistance on the mainland was not finally extinguished until the capture and execution of Richard of Acerra in 1196. A further revolt in Sicily was brutally suppressed in the summer of 1197. Although some south Italians who had supported Henry were favoured – Bishop Walter of Troia was, for example, made chancellor – the chief beneficiaries of the new regime were his German commanders, men like Conrad of Lützelinhard, made count of Molise, and Diepold of Schweinspunt, the new count of Acerra. Tancred’s government was regarded as illegitimate and its acts, including the concessions made to the papacy at Gravina in 1192, of no legal standing. But if Henry regarded himself as the conqueror of Sicily, ruling it by right of his imperial title, Constance represented the continuity of the royal dynasty. In October 1195 she wrote to the pope complaining about various infringements of the crown’s ecclesiastical rights, including the appointment of a general legate for the mainland provinces: ‘such things’, she claimed, ‘were never attempted in the kingdom by the Roman Church under our father the
lord king Roger and then under the other kings, our brother and nephew’. After Henry’s sudden death in September 1197 she did her best to diminish the German role in the kingdom. In the years after her death (in November 1198), with the new king a child and the Regno a prey to the rivalries of local nobles, German adventurers, Pisans and Genoese, Muslim revolt and papal interference, it was the court officials who had served William II who represented the principal force for stability and order, and who maintained the government as best they could through the difficult years of the early thirteenth century. It was on their work that Frederick II was ultimately to build.

63 'sub domino patre nostro rege Rogerio... et deinceps sub aliis regibus, fratre et nepote nostro... numquam in regno tali per sanctam Romanam ecclesiam fuerint attentata', Constantiae imperatrix et reginae Siciliae diplomata, pp. 12–13 no. 3. Loud (2002), pp. 180–1.

64 Jamison (1957), pp. 146–74, argued that the amir Eugenius was a key figure in this administrative continuity, up to his death c. 1202, though this has been disputed. For continuity in the chancery, Schaller (1957), pp. 207–15.
The death of Alfonso VI of León on the last day of June 1109 brought a woman to the throne of ‘all Spain’ for the first time in its history. Or so three weeks later Queen Urraca described the extent of her authority. ‘All Spain’ in that summer comprised the area from the Atlantic in the west to the Ebro in the east and to the north of a line running from Coimbra by way of Toledo to Medinaceli and the border of the kingdom of Saragossa (the northernmost of the formally independent taifa kingdoms into which the caliphate of Córdoba had disintegrated in the previous century), beyond which lay the kingdom of Aragón and the county of Barcelona. Yet within ten years this description of the area between the Pyrenees and the sierras of the centre would no longer apply, and within sixty it would be unrecognizable. By then the north of the peninsula would be occupied by the five kingdoms of Portugal, León, Castile, Navarre and Aragón which endured until the end of the century and beyond, and by the end of this chapter further kaleidoscopic transformations will have occurred. The history of twelfth-century Spain was enacted on constantly shifting foundations.

This was the case with the reign of Urraca herself (1109–26), one of whose first acts after her father’s death was to marry Alfonso I, the Battler, of Aragon (1104–34). This she did ‘during the vintage time’, according to the chronicle of Sahagún, in fulfilment of arrangements made by Alfonso VI in the last year of his life. But as well as being uncanonical, the match was unsuitable. Too nearly related for the pope’s liking, in all other respects the couple were remote. On their wedding night it hailed, the rabidly anti-Aragonese chronicler reported with satisfaction. (Apart from being dangerously close to the best wine-growing areas along that stretch of the Duero, Monzón, where apparently the marriage was celebrated, was a place of no ecclesiastical significance: a doubly inauspicious venue therefore.)¹ And, sure enough, worse followed.

Within the year the pair were at odds, and the inhabitants of the regions around the rivers Miño, Duero and Ebro found themselves being fought over by their coreligionists with a degree of ferocity which, according to the same writer, far exceeded anything ever experienced there at the hands of the Muslims. Urraca’s marriage was the first of a series of dynastic alliances across the century whose evident potential for disaster from the outset serves notice on the historian of the otherness of the world into which he is entering.

Our knowledge of Urraca’s reign derives from two contemporary sources: the aforementioned chronicle of the Leonese monastery of Sahagún, which has survived in a much later, and possibly much revised, Spanish translation, and the *Historia Compostellana*, a work commissioned by an actor in the ensuing drama, Bishop (subsequently Archbishop) Diego Gelmírez of Santiago de Compostela, who had even less cause to recall the Aragonese with affection. We do not have a pro-Alfonsine corrective. We altogether lack an account addressed from the point of view of the king whose Christian zeal would inspire him in 1131 to nominate the Order of the Temple as one of his heirs. By way of compensation we are well supplied with charters. However, because so many of these are fabrications or have been tampered with, the history of the reign remains riddled with uncertainties. As does that of the entire twelfth century. Indeed, in comparison with its second half the age of Urraca and Alfonso VII is well catered for. Even so, those acquainted with countries rich in chronicles must allow for the fact that Spain is not. They will find nothing to match the glimpse of Henry II of England wielding his darning needle for example. The rulers of twelfth-century Spain come across as irredeemably two-dimensional figures.

The reign of Urraca was overshadowed by Alfonso VI’s various failed attempts to provide for the succession, and its course largely determined by the personalities brought in by that much-married monarch to compensate for his remarkable inability to beget a male heir capable of surviving him. As count of Galicia, Urraca’s first husband, the Burgundian Raymond of Amous had had his centre in the remote north-west, where (with the assistance of his brother Archbishop Guy of Vienne) he secured in 1100 the election of his protégé Diego Gelmírez as bishop of Compostela. His death in September 1107 left Urraca a widow of twenty-seven with a one-year-old child, Alfonso Raimúndez, the
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2 ‘Crónicas anónimas de Sahagún’; *Historia Compostellana*.
3 García Larraqueta (1957), ii, p. 16: ‘qui ad defendendum Christianitatis nomen ibi vigilant’.
4 Sánchez Alonso (1947), pp. 119–25, 137–48; Linehan (1993), chs. 7–9. For the sequence of events related in what follows I am indebted to the works of Soldevila (1962), Valdeavellano (1968) and Serrão (1979), but have not thought it necessary to provide repeated footnote references either to them or to Bishko (1975) where further bibliographical guidance will be found.
future Alfonso VII, in her care. Since 1097 Count Raymond had been scheming to succeed Alfonso VI himself: the Pact of Succession which, with the assistance of Abbot Hugh of Cluny, he had made in that year with his cousin, Henry of ducal Burgundy, husband of Alfonso VI’s bastard daughter Teresa, had promised Henry a share of a divided kingdom. In 1109 Henry, one of a number of entrenched interests dismayed by Urraca’s Aragonese marriage, was firmly installed as count of Portugal, the territory between the rivers Miño and Tagus.  

By the terms of their marriage settlement (Dec. 1109) Urraca and any child of the marriage were to inherit the kingdom of Aragon if Alfonso died first. If Urraca predeceased him he and the child would acquire Urraca’s lands, and when Alfonso died they would revert to Alfonso Raimúndez. The settlement was a recipe for disaster; resistance had already begun in Galicia, led by the count of Traba, Pedro Froilaz, the guardian of Alfonso Raimúndez. But the settlement proved a nullity because there was no child. Whereas Urraca bore Count Pedro González of Lara two bastards in the years that followed, Alfonso may have been either impotent or uninterested. Moreover, developing mutual antipathy between the couple was not diminished by the Aragonese monarch’s need to attend to the defence of his kingdom against the Muslim ruler of Saragossa. On Teresa’s behalf, Henry of Portugal fomented trouble between 1110 and his death in May 1112, regularly shifting his support from the king to the queen and back. But the situation was transformed in late 1111 by Urraca’s recovery of Alfonso Raimúndez, the symbol of legitimacy, and by mid-1112 the marriage was finished.  

Not until the 1470s would the opportunity of achieving Christian unification across the Ebro recur.

Urraca spent the rest of her reign striving to recover the authority which Alfonso VI had bequeathed to her. In February 1117, at the council of Burgos held under the presidency of the papal legate Cardinal Boso of S. Anastasia, the canonical rules relating to consanguineous marriage were reiterated, rules of which neither party had been unaware in 1109 but with which it now suited both of them to conform. On the same occasion a truce of a sort appears to have been reached whereby each undertook to leave undisturbed the other’s conquests, Alfonso’s in Castile and Urraca’s in Vizcaya and Rioja. However, the queen had not only her former husband to contend with but her half-sister Teresa and Diego Gelmírez (raised to metropolitan rank in 1120) as well, and above all Alfonso Raimúndez, the election of whose uncle Guy of Vienne as Pope Calixtus II in 1119 provided an ally even more powerful than the prelate of Santiago. In 1120–1 Cardinal Boso returned to Spain with instructions either to constrain Urraca to liberate the archbishop and restore his castles and

6 Ibid., pp. 63–86.
extensive territorial ‘honour’ or to impose sentences of excommunication and general interdict on her and her kingdom. By then the focus of Alfonso the Battler’s attention had anyway shifted to his own kingdom and to the Almoravid presence in the Ebro valley. Here he was assisted by contingents of Gascons and Normans, notably Count Gaston V of Béarn and Count Rotrou of Mortagne (Perche), whose numbers were greatly swollen in 1118 when Gelasius II issued crusading indulgences at the council of Toulouse. The capture of Saragossa (Dec. 1118), the greatest feat of Christian arms since the reconquest of Toledo, was largely due to these trans-Pyrenean warriors, and notably to the count of Béarn and the experience of siege warfare he had acquired at Jerusalem in 1099.7

At Jerusalem the Muslim defenders had been massacred. At Saragossa they were permitted either to leave or to remain on terms. Alfonso the Battler was overstretched. The ambitions of the victor of Saragossa extended to all parts of the taifa kingdom, as far as Tudela and Calatayud in the west and Lérida in the east. In 1125–6, at the urging of Mozarabic Christians of the deep south, he led an army as far as Granada, defeated the forces of the governor of Seville near Lucena and returned to Saragossa bringing with him thousands of Christian families to settle his new territories in the Ebro valley. But in order to be able to afford such forays, economies had to be made elsewhere and in 1122–3 Alfonso relinquished the hold which he had fitfully exercised over Toledo since 1111, thereby enabling the Leonese to exploit Almoravid weakness and launch an attack on the city of Sigüenza, which fell to them at the beginning of 1124. Significantly it was not with Urraca but with Alfonso Raimúndez that his agreement to withdraw from Toledo was reached. The queen’s political initiative after 1117, in reconciling her son to herself and making him the agent of her authority in the trans-Duero and Toledo, has been acclaimed for its brilliance.8 This is perhaps excessive: from what can be inferred from the as ever patchy evidence it would appear that Alfonso Raimúndez was determined to be neither his mother’s man nor the archbishop of Santiago’s, but his own. On 8 March 1126 Urraca died in adulterous childbirth. She was forty-six.

Alfonso Raimúndez, who succeeded her as Alfonso VII (1126–57), had served a long and tough apprenticeship and alone of his line had his exploits recorded in a contemporary chronicle, the ‘Chronica Adefonsi Imperatoris’.9 Even in his mother’s lifetime Alfonso had used the imperial title. He appears to have done so for the first time in 1117, shortly after entering Toledo;10 which, if so, was not fortuitous for the Leonese monarch was strongly attached to the

9 The most recent study of the reign is that of Recuero Astray (1979).
old Visigothic capital. Historians have long debated the question of the use of imperial nomenclature by the kings of León from the 910s onwards. For Alfonso VI the idea of empire was associated with Toledo. For Alfonso VII, however, committed as he was to the city in which he would be buried (as Alfonso VI had not been), the idea of empire represented something else: not an evocation of the past history but the acknowledgement of present politics. At Whitsun 1135 it was not Toledo, it was León that hosted his imperial coronation, thereby proclaiming the fact that ‘King García [Ramírez] of Navarre and King Zafadola of the Saracens [Abu Ja’far Ahmad ibn Hud, ruler of Rueda] and Count Ramón [Berenguer IV] of Barcelona and Count Alphonse of Toulouse and many counts and dukes of Gascony and France were obedient to him in all things (in omnibus essent obedientes ei).’ The twelfth-century peninsular ruler to whom Spanish posterity would refer simply as ‘the emperor’ adopted the imperial title in order to express the extent of his feudal authority either side of the Pyrenees and either side of Spain’s religious divide. Though he was only nine years into it in 1135 his thirty-one-year reign is perhaps best approached by treating that occasion as its central event.

During those first nine years Alfonso VII was occupied in undoing the damage of the previous seventeen. On his accession in 1126 even León, the capital of his ancestors, offered resistance. To the east there were Aragonese garrisons at Burgos and beyond. However, having brought the Leonese to order, his first move was westwards for discussions with Countess Teresa of Portugal. With her and her paramour the king ‘made peace...until the appointed time’ (usque ad destinatum tempus). And so he did with others. But what, if anything, would these arrangements be worth? As soon as the king was out of sight his sword counted for no more than a knife that had passed through warm butter. Following the chronicler’s account (on which for these years we are wholly dependent) we turn east. From Carrión and Burgos the locals sent the king (‘of León’) friendly signals ‘because he was their natural lord’ (1, p. 8). The Aragonese custodian of Burgos was loath to surrender, whereupon the Christians and Jews of the place turned him out and handed him over to Alfonso. When he heard of this the king of Aragón was furious. But the game was up, the Battler knew it, and with a sudden crescendo the ordinarily flat prose of the chronicle records the fact. Messengers were sent through Galicia, Asturias, León and Castile summoning a great army, and the king of Aragón bowed to the inevitable, at Támara tamely pleading for just forty days in which to withdraw his troops (1, pp. 9, 10).

From other evidence, however, it appears that the chronicler’s account of the ‘Peace of Támara’ is less than entirely credible, and that far from returning empty-handed the Aragonese envoys brought back with them Alfonso VII’s
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11 Chronica Adefonsi imperatoris, bk 1, ch. 70. 12 Ibid., bk 1, ch. 5. i. 5.
agreement to surrender territory in Vizcaya, Alava and Guipúzcoa which had been annexed by Alfonso VI when the kingdom of Navarre had been partitioned between Castile-León and Aragón after the murder of Sancho IV Garcés in 1076. Moreover, Alfonso I did not surrender to Alfonso VII all the lands stipulated in the Rioja and eastern Castile. Nevertheless, the effect of the ‘Peace of Támara’ was to extend Leonese influence into areas where it had been ineffective since before 1109, a development confirmed in 1127 when Alfonso VII took as his wife Berenguela, daughter of the count of Barcelona, Ramón Berenguer III: his lovely, albeit little bride, as the author of the ‘Crónica’ describes her.13

Throughout the previous half-century, during which Aragón had been colonizing the Ebro valley, the kingdom of Navarre had remained in a state of suspended animation, attached as a county to the kingdom of Aragón. The consequences for its future were far-reaching. Hemmed in between its mightier Christian neighbours, Navarre was thereafter denied the opportunity of colonizing Muslim territory: its expansion would have to be either at the expense of the kingdoms of Castile and Aragón, which regularly conspired to squeeze it out of existence, or otherwise into Gascony. For the county of Barcelona, by contrast, these had been years of growth. While consolidating his hold over the historic ninth-century heartland, acquiring the counties of Besalú and Cerdanya (1111, 1117), Ramón Berenguer III (1096–1131) extended Catalan influence northwards across the Pyrenees, by his marriage and acquisition of the title of count of Provence in 1113 confronting the counts of Toulouse with a potent rival. In 1114–15, in concert with the Pisans and Genoese, he led a briefly successful expedition against Almoravid Majorca. In the city of Barcelona Ramón Berenguer possessed a thriving commercial centre unequalled elsewhere in Christian Spain. Yet, formally at least, the hegemony he exercised was constrained by the past, in this case by the Frankish past: ecclesiastically his territories remained subject to the see of Narbonne. Allied to the availability of land-hungry crusaders from the north, however, the geographical advantage he enjoyed over the other Christian leaders which enabled him to prosecute the struggle against Islam by sea as well as land provided a remedy. To the extent that its Muslim garrison had been dislodged, the ancient metropolitan see of Tarragona had been reconquered in 1096, the first year of Ramón Berenguer’s rule, and already (in the jurisdictional aftermath of the reconquest of Toledo) Urban II had decreed its restoration. But the realization of this outcome, and the reconstruction of the place, was due to the combined efforts of Archbishop Oleguer and the Norman Robert Burdet who, having left the service of the king of Aragón, was in 1128 established by Oleguer as ‘prince of Tarragona’. The terms of the agreement between the archbishop and the warrior, which

13 ‘puellam paruulam, totam pulchram et decoram nimis’ (ibid., bk 1, ch. 12).
extended to the latter’s descendants, were exceptionally favourable: Burdet was to have 90 per cent of the profits of the place. The Tarragona settlement demonstrated the richness of the opportunities that twelfth-century Spain was capable of offering adventurers from the north. Equally, the strained relationship which developed between the successors of the parties to it, culminating in 1171 in the murder in his cathedral of Archbishop Hugo de Cervelló by one of Burdet’s sons, epitomized the difficulties that tended to arise one generation on as appreciation dawned of the full implications of the transfer of residual (in this case comital) authority in a corner of Europe in which human assistance on any terms had once been welcome. In England in the 1170s only the king could have had an archbishop killed. But Spain was different, and there the costa del crime was already establishing its ground-rules, which then as now were dictated by riff-raff from the foggier north. We shall return later to their exploits elsewhere in the peninsula.

Meanwhile, by the extent of their activities the kings of Aragon and León had been defining the perimeters within which they were able to operate. In 1130 Alfonso I of Aragon was at Bayonne, besieging the city in support of Gaston of Béarn, the vassal to whose skills he was beholden for Saragossa and who was now at odds with Duke William of Aquitaine. And three years later he was engaged in riparian warfare up the Ebro as far as Tortosa, while Alfonso VII had struck as far as Cadiz. From Cadiz on a fine day Africa is visible, but in the early 1130s such expeditions south were nevertheless possible. The Almoravids, who had annihilated the armies of Alfonso VI at Zalaca in 1086 and as recently as 1118 had had to be beaten off from Saragossa, were themselves being pressed from behind. In Morocco sometime in 1121 Ibn Tumart had declared himself mahdi. A Berber from those parts noted for extreme asceticism, he rejected Almoravid doctrine as altogether too literal and at the same time too anthropomorphic in its interpretation of the koran, favouring instead an interpretation of the prophetic text more in tune with the sense of the Muslim community. The name of his followers, al-Muwahhidun, has been transliterated as Almohad. Of the fury of the zeal with which they would pursue the heretic Almoravids, climaxing in the weltering bloodbath at Marrakesh in 1147 (and a fortiori the even more benighted Christians), Alfonso VII was almost certainly not yet aware as he peered across the straits in 1133. He soon would be.

The following year presented the Christian kingdoms with a crisis nearer home. At Fraga in July 1134 Alfonso I of Aragon fought and lost his last battle against the Almoravids, and two months later died childless. Despite
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the fact that his experience of Urraca provides sufficient explanation of his lack of interest in procreation, Alfonso I’s childlessness continues to fascinate historians and to foster speculation at a number of levels. At the time, however, it was his will’s consequences rather than its causes that counted, for Alfonso had named as his heirs the Orders of the Temple and St John of Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulchre. Conjecture regarding that has been rampant too. Was his will a subtle ploy, intended to provide breathing space by involving the papacy on behalf of the military orders, thereby keeping Alfonso VII at bay? Or did the king of Aragon really mean it to be effective?

Whatever he may have meant, events took their course. In Aragon the late king’s younger brother was called upon to do his dynastic duty. Ramiro was a monk; he had been an abbot and at one time or another bishop-elect of at least three sees. On the question of whether he was also either a priest or a deacon, opinions have differed. But Ramiro II (as briefly he counted) selflessly coupled with Agnes of Poitiers, a lady known to be reliable for the purpose, and she promptly bore him a daughter. Named Petronilla, her mother’s milk scarce dry upon her lip, the infant was betrothed to the new count of Barcelona, Ramón Berenguer IV (1131–44). This singular sequence of events, dynasty’s triumph over humanity, marked the foundation of the ‘Corona de Aragón’. Meanwhile Navarre had seized the opportunity of escaping Aragonese tutelage. Amidst the confusion an illegitimate member of the Navarrese royal house was acclaimed king at Pamplona: García Ramírez (1134–50). The kingdom of Aragon and the county of Barcelona had been yoked together, and the kingdom of Navarre had been resuscitated. In a matter of months the political profile of northern Spain had changed out of all recognition.

The inhabitants of Saragossa, fearful of a repetition of the disaster at Fraga, welcomed Alfonso VII into the city (Dec. 1134) and the monk-king Ramiro ‘gave’ the place to him to be held by him and his forever. Shortly afterwards the count of Barcelona and Count Alphonse of Toulouse came to León, promised Alfonso VII obedience and ‘were made his knights’, Ramón Berenguer receiving Saragossa from him ‘in honorem’. The new king of Navarre likewise became Alfonso’s vassal. So extensive was the throng of warriors, so numerous the array of noble sons from Gascony, France and Poitou who received money fiefs from the king of León that his chronicler felt able to describe him as ruling from the Atlantic to the Rhône. It was this new prestige that Alfonso VII’s imperial coronation proclaimed in May 1135, fifty years and a day after the reconquest of Toledo.

17 García Larragueta (1957), ii, no. 10. 18 Lourie (1975); Forey (1980–1); Lourie (1984–5).
20 Chronica Adefonsi imperatoris, bk i, chs. 64, 67; Bonnassie (1980), pp. 38–9.
Or so Alfonso’s chronicler wished it to be believed. In fact, at the level of peninsular power politics, the advantage which Alfonso VII had derived from the death of Alfonso of Aragón had been far less than had been hoped for, and actually represented a serious reverse. This his chronicler contrived to disguise by reshuffling the order of events. Thus, Ramón Berenguer IV’s receipt of Saragossa from the king of León occurred not in 1134–5, as the ‘Crónica’ records, but in 1137, and signified the failure of an alternative dynastic settlement involving the marriage of Petronilla to the Infante Sancho, Alfonso VII’s heir, a match which, had it occurred, must have taken the history of medieval Spain on a wholly different course. Certainly there would have been no ‘Corona de Aragón’. Instead of combining with the county of Barcelona, the fate of the kingdom of Aragón would have been unification with Castile-León. Navarre’s fate would have been sealed, and García Ramírez (who had already broken with the emperor) acknowledged as much by making common cause with Afonso Henriques the master of Portugal.

But the bid for Leonese hegemony foundered on a combination of Aragonese intransigence and papal insistence that the terms of Alfonso I’s will be honoured. The kingdom of Aragón was a papal fief and Innocent II was insistent that the military orders should not be deprived of their inheritance. Yet Alfonso I’s provisions were both impracticable and incompatible with law and custom. Ramón Berenguer, whose father had died a Templar, was best qualified to provide an escape from the impasse, and although it was not until 1158 that Adrian IV confirmed the terms of compensation to the orders and recognized the count of Barcelona’s title, by 1137 the latter (henceforth styling himself princeps not king of Aragón) was already master of the north-east.

The resolution of the succession crisis in Aragon was not the only setback suffered by Alfonso VII in these years, despite his chronicler’s proud boast that his rule reached the Atlantic. While his schemes to drive a territorial bridgehead across the Ebro were meeting with failure, to his rear control of the old county of Portugal was slipping from him fast.

The death of the ambitious Count Henry in 1112 had left his widow with a son of about five, a political inheritance which despite Urraca’s preoccupations elsewhere was as delicate as it was dangerous, and an empty bed. Teresa, however, was in all matters resourceful, and moreover was sustained by Count Pedro Froilaz, guardian of the still young Alfonso Raimúndez, and (at least for the time being) by Bishop Diego Gelmírez of Santiago. But the latter’s promotion to metropolitan rank in 1120 inevitably affected his attitude to
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22 There appears to be no warrant for the regularly repeated assertion that he himself was a member.
Portuguese affairs and brought him into contention with the see of Braga just as Braga’s prestige had been besmirched by the appointment of its archbishop, Maurice Bourdin, as the Emperor Henry V’s antipope, Gregory VIII (1118–21). However, the consolations of religion having been compromised, by then Teresa was otherwise sustained. Pedro Froilaz had sent his son, Fernando Peres, to be her military adviser. Their relationship developed along other lines, however, and by 1121, when she and ‘comes Fernandus’ began to attest diplomas together, it was generally assumed that his services to her were not principally strategic, and for all that her lover’s (or husband’s) Galician connections were to Teresa’s advantage, south of the Miño his influence was widely resented.

By 1126–7 when Alfonso VII first visited her as king, not only was his aunt describing herself as queen, opposition to her was forming around the adolescent Afonso Henriques, and in the summer of 1128 he got the better of his mother in pitched battle at São Mamede and sent her and her consort packing to Galicia where she died (1130).

For the emergent kingdom of Portugal the next ten years were critical. Afonso Henriques had to have eyes everywhere. J. Veríssimo Serrão refers to the necessity of his maintaining a ‘double policy’, to the need for him to keep his frontier under surveillance while not losing sight of developments on his doorstep. But this understates the extent of his problem. Afonso Henriques had three frontiers to patrol: Galicia north of the Miño, where Fernando Peres was now active in the service of Alfonso VII; Alfonso VII himself to the east; and the south where he had to prove his worth to the political community by masterminding profitable raids into Almoravid territory. Until 1136 the sea to the west was his only ally. In that year, however, the promotion of João Peculiar to the metropolitan see (for which he had lobbied earnestly) provided him with another. As archbishop of Braga for the next thirty-seven years João Peculiar steered the infant kingdom through innumerable perils. Much maligned, to the extent of being charged with having trampled the sacred host underfoot and of castrating a cleric with his bare hands, and not unjustly criticized for the directness of his methods, it is to him after Afonso Henriques himself that the kingdom of Portugal owed its existence. It was he above all who successfully countered Alfonso VII’s various attempts to invoke arguments from Hispania’s ecclesiastical past, dodging and parrying the primate of Toledo’s shafts when Leonese arms and diplomacy had failed.
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26 As the daughter of Alfonso VI. Thus Chronica Adefonsi imperatoris, bk 1, ch. 5.
27 On 24 June or 24 July; authorities vary. It is to be noted that the later date is the eve of the feast of Santiago.
28 Serrão (1979), 1, p. 81. 29 Erdmann (1928), pp. 54–5; Ferreira (1928), pp. 284–319.
Which by 1140 they had. By the treaty of Tuy (July 1137) Afonso Henriques had again acknowledged Alfonso VII’s authority. But in April 1140 he began to describe himself as king, *rex.* Just like that. And three years later the emperor accepted the fact. In return for his cousin’s renunciation of his claims in Galicia, by the treaty of Zamora (1143) Alfonso VII tacitly acknowledged the new kingdom’s existence, whereupon Afonso Henriques commended his kingdom to the Roman church and declared himself a vassal of the pope. The scarcely perceptible nature of this development continues to intrigue historians. Why 1140? Why was the break not made sooner? By 1140 Afonso Henriques had been securely established at Coimbra for ten years, and in 1135 had been conspicuous by his absence from Alfonso VII’s imperial coronation. Posterity would not be satisfied by a mere absence however. A military achievement was required, a great display, a Portuguese Covadonga, a foundation myth.

By about 1300 it was believed that it was as a result of his victory over the Moors at ‘Erich’ that Afonso I assumed the royal title. Later the story was embellished: at the battle of Ourique (25 July 1139) Christ Himself had taken the field and assisted him in putting the ‘innumerable armies’ of no fewer than five Moorish kings to flight. As with Covadonga there are problems about Ourique however. One is its date, the feastday of Santiago suggesting a concerted attempt to appropriate the mystique associated with Castile-León’s patron saint. Another is the scale of an encounter which to judge by the earliest accounts of it was no more than a skirmish of the sort in which Christian raiding parties regularly engaged all along the frontier in these years. Finally, there is that of the location of the chroniclers’ *Oric* or *Ouric*: the modern Ourique in the Lower Alentejo, only fifty miles from the coast of the Algarve, was far beyond the range of the northerners at this date. Amongst other possible identifications, even the castle of *Aurelia* (Colmenar de Oreja, near Toledo), currently being besieged by Alfonso VII has been suggested!

Of greater significance than the legend of Ourique is the near-contemporary evidence for the existence of a distinctive historiographical tradition, associated with the Augustinian house of Santa Cruz de Coimbra. Established by about 1130, with João Peculiar as one of its co-founders, in June 1139 Santa Cruz received extensive territorial endowment from Afonso Henriques. Thereafter it provided the young monarchy with unwavering ideological support, a historical identity and a sense of nationhood, a service similar to that rendered to the counts of Barcelona by the monks of Ripoll, and an advantage which the contemporary kings of León and Castile did not enjoy. According to the so-called ‘Annals of Alfonso I’, written there before the end of the century, that
king’s reign had commenced not in 1139–40 but in 1128 with his defeat of Teresa and her ‘foreign’ confederates.\(^{34}\)

The new kingdom’s credibility was finally established in October 1147 when, after a seventeen-week siege, the city of Lisbon was taken. The conquest of Lisbon was described with great élan by an English participant, one of a large force of northerners \textit{en route} to the Holy Land for the Second Crusade whose fleet had put in at Oporto for supplies. There they were learnedly harangued by the local bishop, Pedro Pitões. However, his listeners were unmoved by his discourse on the canon law of the just war and by appeal to their Christian sentiment. What persuaded them to stay and fight were the king’s written promises of material benefits, and what spurred them to action was indignation when the enemy unsportingly attacked a group of them out fishing.\(^{35}\) The Tagus valley was now secure. Santarém had surrendered earlier in the year, Sintra and Palmela soon followed.

These successes were facilitated by the disarray of the Almoravids whose military inability to recover Toledo or Saragossa from the Christians and increasing religious laxity provoked a series of risings in the cities of the south from the Algarve to Cordoba and Valencia (1144–5), largely inspired by Abu-l-Qasim, a sufi demagogue and Ibn Tumart’s successor as mahdi. In 1146 Abu-l-Qasim persuaded the Almohad caliph, ‘Abd al-Mu’min, who was engaged in destroying the Almoravid amirate in the Maghreb, to send troops across the straits where early in 1147 they gained control of Seville. However, the taifa rulers of al-Andalus had not rid themselves of the Almoravids in order to submit to new masters, and an influential anti-Almohad movement now developed, the leading spirit of which was Muhammed ibn Mardanish, ruler of Valencia, Murcia and the Levante. Known to the Christians as King Lobo, Ibn Mardanish claimed to be of pure Arab descent, but his lifestyle was emphatically Spanish – it has been conjectured that his strange name was a corruption of the Romance ‘Martínez’ – and his guiding principle was self-preservation: a reverse Cid in short. Ibn Mardanish preferred to recruit his troops from amongst the Christians of the north, and accordingly in 1147 he allied himself with Alfonso VII, García Ramírez of Navarre and Ramón Berenguer IV for the siege of Almería, Muslim Spain’s principal port and link with Africa and the east.\(^{36}\)

Almería was captured on 17 October 1147, just six days before Lisbon surrendered. It was a gala event, attended by contingents from every region of Christian Spain, William of Montpellier and the Pisan and Genoese as well as the Catalan navies, and celebrated in Latin hexameters in the (incomplete) ‘Poem of Almería’ attached to the chronicle of Alfonso VII.\(^{37}\) “Terror of the

\(^{34}\) Blöcker-Walter (1966), p. 152.
\(^{37}\) \textit{Prefatio de Almeria}.
Ishmaelites’, the chronicler had just called Alfonso VII (ii, p. 107), and the Castilian historian Valdeavellano describes the conquest of Almería as ‘his most brilliant achievement’. In fact, the initiative for the campaign seems to have originated with the count of Barcelona and the Italians, Almería having long provided the pirates of the Mediterranean with a safe haven. In the autumn of 1147 the reign of the emperor still had ten years to run, though for this period our information is meagre: the emperor’s chronicler fell silent at this point. To a degree these were years of disappointment and unfulfilment. In the south the Almohads were consolidating their power; in 1157 they recovered Almería. The secession of Portugal was definitive and signalled the end of Leonese hegemony in the peninsula. There are signs that Alfonso VII retained hopes of compensating for the political reverses he had suffered and, by appealing to the past and to other traditions, of maintaining the possibility of eventual peninsular reunification. It was now that he was to be found seeking to manipulate Toledo’s ecclesiastical primacy for secular ends, and assuming certain of the imperial trappings of Frederick Barbarossa. But these new departures led nowhere.

The fate of Almería serves to explain why they led nowhere. As an episcopal chronicler a century later remarked (though whether in respect just of Almería or in general is unclear), Alfonso VII was more successful in capturing places than in keeping them. The emperor’s reign was full of spectacular sorties south and sieges successfully completed. But he was overstretched, his lines of communication were too extended. Places taken were soon lost again. The extent of his operations was beyond the capacity of his resources, necessitating devolution of his authority. Thus, for example, in the last year of his reign Manrique de Lara, Alfonso’s tenente at Baeza, was authorizing diplomas issued in the emperor’s name.

The contrast with Ramón Berenguer IV is striking. The places reconquered by him – in 1148–9 Tortosa, Lérida, Fraga and Mequinenza, although far to the north of Uclés and Cordoba where Alfonso VII was actively engaged at the time – remained reconquered. Hence the real significance of the treaty of Tudellén, agreed by the two monarchs in January 1151. Ostensibly this agreement confirmed the traditional pan-peninsular authority of the kings of León. The emperor and the ‘prince of Aragon’, who were currently contemplating the partition of the kingdom of Navarre on the death of García Ramírez, used the opportunity to look further forward to the reconquest of the Levante. The regions of Valencia, Denia and Murcia were to be the responsibility of Ramón Berenguer. In accordance with ancient expectations, they were to be held by him

40 ‘Felix siquidem in acquirendo, sed minus discretus in retinendo’: ‘Chronique latine inédite’, c. 5; Sánchez Belda (1951).
as the emperor’s vassal. But he was to have them: the principle of peninsular partition had been surrendered. Ninety years on, another constructive antquarian would similarly seek to ignore the ineluctable consequences of several centuries, invoking the evidence, such as it was, of the Visigothic councils to establish Toledo’s claim to exercise ecclesiastical jurisdiction in Valencia. For the moment, the hopelessness of that procedure was demonstrated on the legitimists’ own terms. On the death of Alfonso VII (Aug. 1157) his realms were divided between his two sons. In the thirteenth century the dismemberment of Alfonso VII’s realms was widely deplored, an episcopal chronicler of the 1240s attributing it to human sinfulness. In fact it was strictly in accordance with the same principles of dynastic legitimacy that had governed events on the deaths of Sancho III of Navarre in 1035 and Fernando I in 1065 that Castile should pass to the elder son, Sancho (since although Castile was the junior kingdom it comprised the family’s patrimonial lands), and that the younger, Fernando, should receive León.

The death of Alfonso VII left Ramón Berenguer IV the peninsula’s senior ruler and, despite his Provençal preoccupations, also its most effective one. Less than thirty years before, his father had been informed by the count of Montcada, Berenguer Ramón I, that ‘for all I hold from you, I would not thank you with one fart’. Four generations on, in 1227, Count Guillem III acknowledged to the then king of Aragon ‘the debt that I hold to you..., for your lineage, that of the count of Barcelona by name, has made our very lineage’. But by 1157, in less than a third of a century, the relationship of the parties had been more than half transformed. For more than a century the lords of Montcada, with their patrimonial lands situated just to the north of Barcelona, had possessed the title of seneschal of Barcelona, and while periodically bickering with the counts whose seneschals they were had striven to establish hereditary title to the office. They thus typified the dynasties and vested interests with which Ramón Berenguer had to contend, dynasties and vested interests which since the 1070s had encountered and succeeded in containing the forces unleashed by Pope Gregory VII and his satellites. By about 1150 Ramón Berenguer had mastered them. The Usatges of Barcelona, the regalian code which he issued at this time, purporting to date from the time of Ramón Berenguer I (d. 1076), not only vested ultimate judicial authority in the count-prince but also stated his right to the service of all men within his jurisdiction when necessity demanded, a claim not asserted in Castile until

43 ‘Chronique latine inédite’, c. 7 (‘permittente Deo propter peccata hominum’); Lacarra (1976).
In 1151–2 he followed this with a survey of peasant tenures and obligations in the county of Barcelona and the regions surrounding it, which its recent historian has described as ‘virtually a “Domesday” for Catalonia’. Aragon seems to have been spared such scrutiny. Not until the compilation of the _Libros de las Behetrías_ 200 years later would Castile experience the like.45

The division of Alfonso VII’s realms in 1157 points a crucial truth about twelfth-century Spain which the most celebrated event of Alfonso’s reign, his imperial coronation, tends to obscure. The peninsula accommodated what one recent historian has described as a veritable ‘throng of kings’. Aragón, Navarre, Portugal after 1139, León again after 1157, each had its own king as well as Castile; kings who, for all their dedication to the cause of peninsular unity, did not hesitate to subscribe documents recording their children as ‘regnante’ or ‘rex similiter’ (as Sancho III was with Alfonso VII in the 1150s), or to leave their inheritance to be partitioned when they died, in accordance with family tradition, as Alfonso VII did in 1157. There was no even approximate correlation between ‘rex’ and ‘regnum’. In accordance with this ‘principle of fragmentation’, kings were kings ‘not of a kingdom but of a space’, a space the extent of which was capable of measurement by reference to the summary which the dating clauses of the king’s own charters contained of the segments of the notional whole over which he currently claimed to exercise control.46

The emperor’s death provides a convenient opportunity to attempt a lateral survey of the peninsula at mid-century and a rough description of these ‘spaces’ and of the human supplies which fed and maintained the political structures outlined in the preceding pages.

Christian Spain was subject to forces exerted by two different systems of coordinates, creating a two-dimensional complex which greatly complicates the describing of it. At the time, the author of the chronicle of Alfonso VII met the difficulty by dealing with the emperor’s activities to east and west in the first book of his work, and his forays against the peninsular Muslims separately in the second. The course of the reconquest was determined by geo-physical characteristics aeons older than the peninsula’s religions.47 Impassable mountain ranges separated the northern nodes of Christian reconquest from one another; then as now, for Oviedo and Barcelona communication with Córdoba and Valencia respectively was easier than it was with each other. And the climatic shock administered to the northerner on reaching the Meseta was made all the more severe by the absence of safety and shade in the vast frontier area over which armies and raiding parties passed and repassed, burning crops

---


and vines. Though Castilians mocked the Frenchmen who returned home before the battle of Las Navas in 1212, the heat which drove them had proved the Muslims' most reliable ally throughout the previous century and as unfamiliar an experience to the foreign recruits of the Christian rulers as the camels in the enemy army which the chronicler so regularly mentioned.49

Foreign warriors were preceded by foreign pilgrims. For well over a century already Santiago de Compostela had been attracting Christians from far afield; by 1105 the earliest recorded English pilgrim, the Yorkshireman Richard Mauleverer, had been there. But, despite the fact that at mid-century another Englishman did not think the place worth commenting on, by the time Louis VII of France made the journey in 1154, Santiago's fame and prestige who established. This transformation was due above all to Diego Gelmírez during whose pontificate (1100–40) the see was raised to metropolitan status (1120) and the mighty romanesque cathedral and the vast complex of buildings associated with it was largely completed.50

The guidebook for pilgrims which comprised the fifth and final book of the contemporary work Jacobus (the so-called Liber Sancti Jacobi) described the four major routes along which pilgrims travelled from France, converging at Puente la Reina and continuing by way of Estella, Logroño and Burgos (where it was joined by the road from Bayonne), Sahagún, León, Astorga and Ponferrada before entering Galicia. The guidebook is full of essential information concerning both the necessities of life – bread (excellent at Estella, but then Estella was French), rivers (poisonous in most parts of Navarre, safer further west), fish and meat (fatal everywhere) – and the inhabitants of the region whom the traveller would encounter: the barbarous Basques with their terrifying language; the Navarrese with their particularly disagreeable habits, whose name betrayed the malignity of their origins (Nauarrus: non verus) and who ate like pigs and sounded like dogs; the Castilians, a people as vicious as their land was fertile; and at the end of the journey the Galicians, bad-tempered and litigious.51

Jacobus was not a guidebook in any ordinary sense of the word, and its widespread dissemination after about 1170 was moreover something of an accident.52 Even so (and whether these sentiments merely reflected their author's personal prejudices or were an expression of common opinion), the effect of their publication ought to have been to have discouraged foreigners from

48 Below, p. 507. 49 Chronica Adefonsi imperatoris, bk 11, chs. 23, 27, 33, 52, 73, 92.
50 Vázquez de Parga, Lacarra and Uría Ríu (1948–9), 1, pp. 51, 64; Fletcher (1984), p. 96; Miret y Sans (1912). It was Oviedo that possessed 'the most precious relics of all Spain' according to the chronicler of the siege of Lisbon: De expugnatione Lyxbonensi, pp. 63–5.
52 Hohler (1972), pp. 55, 69.
venturing to Spain at all. Yet still they came, and all along the road, and to the north and the south of it, towns and settlements responded to their presence. The camino francés, Christian Spain’s main economic artery, supplied the peninsula with the commodity which it needed most: people. With the parias they had received from the Muslim south the eleventh-century rulers of the Christian north had been able to afford to smooth the pilgrim way, mending bridges and deterring brigands, and by providing security and fueros which exempted them from tribute had persuaded the men and women who came to pray to stay to trade and fight. Though no longer in receipt of the parias themselves, their twelfth-century successors reaped the human reward.\(^{53}\)

They also imitated their predecessors’ techniques. To the episcopal city of Pamplona, the first place of any consequence on the road from Roncesvalles, Frenchmen came in ever-increasing numbers during the pontificate of its French bishop Peter of Rodez (1083–1115). In 1129 Alfonso I of Aragon granted those of them (‘totos francos’) who settled in the region of San Saturnino de Iruña the fuero that Pyrenean Jaca had received from his father Sancho Ramirez in 1063.\(^{54}\) The effect was to establish a highly favoured mercantile ‘burgo’, physically and juridically separate from the existing city, where the franci were allowed to choose their own judge (‘alcaldus’) as well as monopolize the trade with pilgrims, and the native Navarrese were excluded. Accordingly, a double city was created, and a seedered of strife prepared which would flourish until the fifteenth century. The same form of apartheid existed at Estella, a French new town created in 1090 by diverting the pilgrim road from its former course, though here the harshness of division was mitigated when in 1187 Sancho VI extended the fuero of the French to its other inhabitants.\(^{55}\) Meanwhile the ‘Pseudo-Turpin’, the spurious memoirs of Archbishop Turpin of Rheims (one of the casualties of Roncesvalles according to the Song of Roland), attributed the discovery of Santiago’s tomb to Charlemagne, and spread the story that as well as establishing the church of Compostela and decreeing that ‘all prelates, princes and Christian kings both Spanish and Galician’ should thereafter be subject to its bishop, the Frankish emperor had reconquered the entire peninsula not just once but three times, on each occasion the feckless locals losing the initiative again as soon as he left them to their own devices.\(^{56}\) In the form in which it was incorporated as the fourth book of Jacobus, having originated as a book for teaching Parisian schoolboys grammar, the ‘Pseudo-Turpin’ seems to
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54 The fuero granted to Jaca was adopted further afield than Pamplona; details in Fueros de Navarra.
56 Libri sancti Jacobi, pp. 306, 325–6 (Santiago as ‘sedes secunda’ after Rome, St James having been maior amongst the apostles after St Peter, ‘et in celis primatum super eos tenet’); Defourneaux (1949), pp. 82–90.
date from the middle years of the century. But well before this francophobia
found expression in both word and deed. No one from abroad had ever come to
Christian Spain’s assistance, the Leonese author of the so-called *Historia Silense*
insisted, putting the historical record straight, least of all Charlemagne who
‘in the manner of the French’ had been corrupted by gold and at Roncesvalles
had been defeated by the Navarrese. And meanwhile a counter-legend was
developing, that of Bernardo of Carpio, the ‘anti-Charlemagne’ who worsted
the emperor at Roncesvalles.

At Sahagún, however, where a contemporary’s list of those who had re-
responded to Alfonso VI’s appeal for settlers ‘from foreign nations, from my
own kingdom and from various other parts’ (1085) included Gascons, Bretons,
Germans, English, Burgundians, Normans, Provençaux and Lombards, the
violence that erupted during the civil wars of Urraca’s reign (1110–16) was not
directed against the foreigners, but organized by them and the locals together,
who made common cause against the abbatial jurisdiction under which the
king had placed them, formed themselves into a *concejo* and appealed to Alfonso
of Aragón for assistance. The looting of the royal monastery was undertaken by
the latter’s brother, Ramiro, the future saviour of the Aragonese dynasty. In the
disturbed conditions of the 1110s such resentments were the more easily ma-
nipulated. At Santiago in 1116–17, having stirred up Bishop Diego Gelmírez’s
enemies against him, Urraca came close to suffering the consequences herself.

The brotherhood formed by those who seized power at the end of the
pilgrim road demonstrated the potential of the forces brought in to colonize
and trade all along its length, notwithstanding the fact that the ‘germanitas’
(as an unsympathetic contemporary described it) which has created so much
excitement amongst some social historians seems to have been largely composed
of Galicians. It also demonstrated the need to maintain control over these
forces and to ensure that they were directed where they really were needed.
Fear of social anarchy was never far away. The chronicler of Alfonso VII told
the story of the ‘optimates’ of Salamanca who resolved to raid towards Badajoz
in order to ‘make a name for themselves and not let any prince or duke enjoy
the credit’, and in consequence suffered a crushing defeat. Only after they

58 D’fourneaux (1949), pp. 302–16. Bernardo of Carpio seems to have been a creation of the second half
of the century. There is no mention of him in *Historia Silense* despite the fact that the date assigned
to that work, 1110–20, may well be too early: Canal Sánchez-Pagan (1980), pp. 101–2; Linehan (1993),
ch. 5.
61 ‘Eamus et nos in terram Badalioz et faciamus nobis nomen grande et non demus nomen glorie
nostre ullo principi aut duci.’ ‘Who is your leader?’, the Moorish king asked them, and on hearing
from them that they all were concluded that they were mad: *Chronica Adefonsi imperatoris*, bk 11,
chs. 27–8.
had done penance, paid the church their tithes and first fruits and submitted
to the emperor’s commanders did God give them victory again, and profit (ii, p. 29). The moral of the chronicler’s story was clear. The interrelationship of
the parties whose complementary activities constituted the code of the frontier
was vindicated. The sin for which the warriors had had to do penance was the
social sin of insubordination.

Although not all the towns along the pilgrim road were exclusively mercan-
tile in character, those south of the Duero (‘Extremadura’) and further still
beyond the mountain range of the cordillera central (‘Transierra’) were princi-
pally military. Toledo on the Tagus marked the southernmost extent of an area
stretching from Lisbon to Tortosa: rough and inhospitable country only lately
(and indeed still) the haunt of bears and boars, as Alfonso VI described the re-
gion of Segovia in 1107. In recent years a series of pioneering studies has almost
etrinely transformed our knowledge of the processes of resettlement of the area
after 1085 and of the role of fighting families organized by national groupings
in the occupation of strategically situated walled cities to each of which was
attached an area of open land running down to the Tagus. The example of Ávila, with its massive fortified cathedral, revealed the ability of these groupings
to retain their own identity while collaborating in the common task. The Arab
geographer al-Idrisi describes the city as a cluster of small villages. Around such
places livestock was kept, to be brought within the walls at the approach of
the enemy. At such times the countryside was evacuated, obliging the raiders
from the south either to remain for only a single day or to bring all necessary
provisions with them. The effective limit of the Christian reconquest at any
time was determined by the furthest pasture south in which sheep might safely
graze. There could be no question of agriculture: standing crops were a standing
invitation to enemy arsonists. Animals can be moved, vines cannot. For the
same reason monasticism did not flourish on this frontier, as it had in earlier
times further north and as it continued to do in Catalonia under the auspices
of the monks of Poblet (founded 1150–3). It was in Galicia that the cloistered
Cistercians made their mark, infilling the Galician hinterland. In Castile
they served a different function, not on the Christian frontier with Islam
(where their warrior brethren were active), but on Castile’s with its Christian
neighbours. During the 1170s, at Alfonso VIII’s behest, the communities of
Bujedo, Herrera, Rioseco and Benavides were all relocated for this purpose.

(1990), pp. 55–121; Chronica Adefonsi imperatoris, bk 11, chs. 47, 84.
64 García de Cortázar (1990), pp. 62–3.
83, 90–1, 103, 121–32; Moxó (1979), pp. 269ff.
Those who undertook the task, coming from other parts of the peninsula or further afield, were induced to do so by terms such as those of the fuero which Alfonso VI had granted to Sepúlveda in 1076, a code subsequently adopted as far afield as Morella in Aragon (1233) and Segura de León to the south of Badajoz (1274). Sepúlveda provided immunity for all-comers: even murderers were assured of refuge once they had crossed the Duero. On his way to seek monastic sanctuary at Cluny ‘because there was nowhere for him to stay’ in Alfonso VII’s kingdoms, the treacherous Count Gómez Núñez would have passed streams of aspiring frontiersmen travelling south for precisely the same reason, the ruthlessness of whose exploits on arrival bore witness to the ruggedness of their origins.

Here the quality most admired was vigour (strenuitas), and the most reprehensible failing its opposite, that ‘negligence’ in maintaining arms and equipment which according to the chronicle of Alfonso VII led to the loss of Mora and was only to be expiated by a series of acts of conspicuous bravery against the enemy resulting in much carnage and booty.

Eternal vigilance was the rule: at Plasencia when fire broke out the first duty of the citizens was to secure the city walls. But offensive warfare as well as defence was the business of members of the non-noble municipal militia (caballería villana), and in pursuit of it they regularly travelled prodigious distances, striking deep into Muslim territory.

With them often went churchmen. Many of these were foreigners too, men of the stamp of Bishops Peter of Osma, 1101–9, who had come there from Bourges, or his contemporary Jerome of Valencia who explains in the ‘Poem of The Cid’ that he had come from France to the frontier ‘because of the urge he had to kill a Moor or two’ and had since lost count of his tally. An episcopal formulary of the early thirteenth century contains a letter from the bishop of Zamora enquiring of the king of León when the fighting was to start. Quite howdistinctively religious the motives were of the likes of Bishop Ramón of Palencia – a Catalan monk who was reported to have enfeoffed his church’s possessions, let his episcopal palace go to rack and ruin and gone off to live in a hut near the front line – we have little means of knowing and none at all of judging. The commitment of the chronicler of Alfonso VII, for example, was rather more tepid. Though he may have been a bishop too, he describes a treaty between his hero and Afonso Henrique as ‘apparently useful’ because
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‘good for Christians’. And it was not concern for Christendom that weighed with the crusaders who allowed themselves to be sidetracked to Lisbon in 1147; it was the fine print concerning spoils. By the terms in which they bid for volunteers for the Almería campaign that same year, ‘all the bishops of León and Toledo’ who unsheathed both swords, the divine and the earthly, in the cause confirmed that from one side of the peninsula to the other it was the rewards of ‘both lives’ that mattered.

The circumstances which prompted Spain’s rulers to grant fueros such as that of Sepúlveda – little money, fewer men, abundance of territory theoretically at least theirs to dispose of – and the calculating spirit in which the warriors at Lisbon and Almería discharged their Christian duty, together provided ideal conditions for the making of agreements which historians of other parts of twelfth-century Europe are accustomed to describing as ‘feudal’, though to their Spanish colleagues while General Franco was alive the concept of feudalism seemed ideologically difficult and tended to be rejected as altogether too European (and therefore too alien) a proposition. Since the mid-1970s, however, feudalism has been fiercely embraced for the reassurance it provides that, as well as approximating to European norms, medieval Spain may even have measured up to Marxist requirements. Recent historical literature on the subject is very slippery therefore, certainly more so than the twelfth-century evidence itself. The statement in the ‘Historia Roderici’, for example (which can hardly be later than the 1140s), that Alfonso VI granted the Cid and his heirs lands to be held in perpetuity, is unequivocal. And similar grants which Alfonso VII made to lesser folk during the last years of his reign provide confirmation.

The reign of Sancho III of Castile, which lasted just a year (1157–8), was notable for the foundation of the first of the Spanish military orders by Raimundo the Cistercian abbot of Fitero. Alfonso VII had entrusted the Templars with custody of Calatrava, the fortress at the gateway to Andalucía which he had conquered in 1147, but being unable to provide for its defence after his death they had returned it to Sancho III. Raimundo’s confraternity followed the Cistercian rule but when in 1164 the friars of Calatrava were admitted to that order its rigour was modified so that they could engage in military activity. The order of Santiago, established by Fernando II of León in 1170 to serve the same purpose,

71 Chronica Adefonyi imperatoris, bk 11, ch. 87 (‘quia bona Christianis, utilis uisa est’).

72 ‘Mercedem uite spondent cunctis ruriusque. / Argenti dona promittunt cumque corona/ Quicquid habent Mauri rursus promittitur auri’: Prefatio de Almeria, lines 43–5.

differed to the extent that its rule allowed its knights, who were lay brothers, to marry. As the Almohad danger increased, responsibility for the defence and resettlement of the vast area between the Tagus and the Sierra Morena was vested in them. In Portugal the order of Évora (later of Avis) was founded soon after 1166. In Aragón, however, the Templars and Hospitallers were dominant.\textsuperscript{74}

Sancho III’s premature death in August 1158 left Castile with a three-year-old ruler, Alfonso VIII, and by the terms of Sancho’s will Gutierre Fernández of Castro as his tutor until he reached the age of fifteen. Gutierre’s tutorship immediately provoked the opposition of the Lara family, who (1160–1) secured custody of the child-king, occasioning the invasion of Castilian territory by Sancho VI of Navarre and Alfonso’s uncle, Fernando II of León. By 1162 Toledo, which had successfully resisted the forces of Islam since 1085, was in Leonese hands with Fernando Rodríguez of Castro installed as governor. In August of that year Ramón Berenguer IV died, leaving as his heir another small Alfonso, the four-year-old Alfonso II, and rendering the already precarious situation of the peninsular Christians even more perilous. Its survival until 1170, when to the inconvenience of two royal minorities was added that of Afonso of Portugal’s broken leg, was certainly not due to the exertions of Fernando of León. The mêlée at the gates of Badajoz in which Afonso I’s limb was crushed, thereby preventing him from ever riding again, involved not the enemies of the cross but his Leonese son-in-law who in order to protect his interests in that region of the south-west now proceeded to make a treaty with the Almohad caliph Abu Ya’qub Yusuf (1163–84).\textsuperscript{75}

In September 1162 Fernando II, having assumed the title ‘king of Spain’ or ‘of the Spaniards’, had taken Alfonso of Aragón under his protection and in the following July all but succeeded in seizing the person of his nephew, Alfonso of Castile. Meanwhile, Ibn Mardanish, who since 1159 had extended his rule from the Valencia–Murcia area as far west as Jaén, Ubeda and Baeza, suffered defeat at the hands of the Almohad army outside Granada (1162), and when the same fate again befell him at Murcia (Oct. 1165) the kings of Aragón and Navarre combined to oust him.\textsuperscript{76} After 1166, while the Aragonese were preoccupied with recovering the county of Provence, which in 1131 had passed to Ramón Berenguer III’s younger son, Berenguer Ramón, Christian achievements in the south-west were due to Geraldo sem Pavor (‘the Fearless’), the Portuguese Cid, as he is regularly described on account of his having been exiled by his king and ending his days in Almohad Seville, but whose feats of derring-do at Trujillo, Évora, Cáceres and Montánchez (1165–6) equally entitle him to be remembered as the Portuguese Scarlet Pimpernel.\textsuperscript{77}

\textsuperscript{74} Lomax (1978), pp. 107–11. \textsuperscript{75} Valdeavellano (1968), pp. 561–2.

\textsuperscript{76} Lacarra (1952). \textsuperscript{77} Cabestany (1960), pp. 63–73; Lopes (1941), pp. 93–4.
Either in 1169 or in the following year Alfonso VIII, now aged fifteen, began his effective reign, a rite of passage marked by two developments of great significance: an alliance of peace and friendship with Alfonso II of Aragón ( Sahagún, 1170), sealed in 1174 by the latter's marriage to his aunt San¬cha of Castile and his own to Eleanor, daughter of Henry II of England. How he had managed to survive his stormy minority is unclear: our knowledge of events in Castile during these years is more than usually sketchy, with not a single chronicle to enlighten us. However, it appears that the year 1166 marked a turning-point and that a crucial part was played by the city of Toledo and its archbishop John of Castellmorum (1152–66). At the synod of Segovia in March ‘all the bishops of the kingdom of King Alfonso’ under the archbishop’s presidency invoked canonical penalties to ensure that those who held any honor of the king within the kingdom did him homage as his vassals, and declared those who did not to be under equal obligation to defend the kingdom from attack. And in the autumn Toledo was again reconquered, this time from the Leonese invader. As in 1085, an important role was again played by the city’s Mozarabs, this time under the leadership of their alguacil (chief of police), Esteban Illán. On this occasion, however, they received their due reward. For eighty years they had been excluded from high office both civil and ecclesiastical. Now the French archbishop, whose pontificate witnessed the establishment of the so-called Toledo school of translators in which Mozarabs were much involved, lifted the embargo. By 1164 one of their number, Domingo Alpolichén, had been appointed urban archpriest of Toledo. And soon after, perhaps, the policy of conciliation was furthered when Alfonso VIII unified Toledan law by extending the Mozarabs’ distinctive fuero to all its citizens.78

By whatever means, by the end of the 1160s Castilian morale had been sufficiently restored to ensure that neither the arrival of the caliph Yusuf in the south in 1171, nor even his alliance with both the king of León and Fernando Rodríguez de Castro and the death of Ibn Mardanish and the surrender of his kingdom to the Almohads in the following year, precipitated the catastrophe that had seemed inevitable as recently as five years before. Though Yusuf’s armies penetrated as far north as Távareta, forcing both Castile and Portugal to make truces (1173), the failure of their siege of Huete in the previous year had already testified to the strength of Castilian resolve and to the increasing effectiveness of the military orders. In 1177, moreover, a year after the caliph’s return to Tunisia, Alfonso VIII captured Cuenca. For this, the first significant military achievement of his reign, Alfonso was greatly obliged to Alfonso of Aragón and in return for his assistance at the siege the latter was released

from the homage which the kings of Aragón had owed for the kingdom of Saragossa since 1136. The Castilian's concession acknowledged new peninsular realities. In the judgement of the Catalan historian Soldevila, however, it was achieved at exorbitant cost. Scrupulous regard for feudal niceties had prejudiced the interests of the Corona de Aragón in an area in which it had legitimate ambitions of its own. And the same verdict has been given of the treaty of Cazola (March 1179) the terms of which reiterated those of Tudellén, but with two significant variations. At Cazola Castile abandoned its claim to fealty in respect of future conquests within Aragón’s sphere of influence, and Aragon ceded to Castile the kingdom of Murcia. On the same occasion the two rulers concluded a pact of alliance and friendship against all other rulers, Moorish and Christian alike, ‘but most particularly against the king of Navarre’. Two months later by the bull Manifestis probatum (23 May 1179) Alexander III ratified Afonso of Portugal’s conquests, and recognized his royal title and the rights of his successors.

These events gave formal effect to a severing of links with the past of which the late 1170s provided various other indications. One of these was the repudiation of the Leonese ancestry of the king of Castile’s grandfather Alfonso VII, and hence of his links with the rulers of Visigothic Spain, in favour of an alternative genealogy which traced his descent from Nuño Rasura, the champion of tenth-century Castilian independence from León. Another was the terminology adopted by the Castilian chancery. After 1168, as royal authority began gradually to be reasserted, Alfonso VIII was regularly presented in majestic terms. Throughout the 1170s the theme of regia maiestas, with its Romanist connotations imitative of contemporary German usage, was dominant. After 1180, however, quite suddenly the tone changed. While in Aragon the royal chancery finally abandoned the practice of dating documents by the regnal year of the French kings, in Castile Christianity displaced majesty. After his capture of Cuenca and the self-determination in different senses of the kingdoms of Aragón and Portugal, the ruler of Castile assumed the new role of champion of christianitas, and on the gold maravedís he issued from 1172 in replacement of the interrupted supplies of Almoravid dinars, Alfonso VIII figured as ‘the prince of the Catholics’.

Circumstances in the south of the peninsula and further afield conspired in the king of Castile’s favour, providing him with a stage on which to act out this

79 Soldevila contrasts Catalonia’s high-minded, Christian, Hispanic idealism with the unscrupulous nationalist realism of Castile which had never observed the terms of its own vassalge to León. The sacrifice of Aragonese rights in Murcia in exchange for the renunciation of a purely nominal overlordship he describes as ‘disastrous’ (funesta): (1962), pp. 208–11.
80 Lacarra (1972), ii, pp. 74–8; Feige (1978), pp. 300–12.
81 Crónica general de España, pp. liii–lv. 82 Linehan (1993), ch. 9.
exalted role. By 1182 he was able to attack Córdoba and wreak havoc along the coast from Málaga to Algeciras. In July 1184 Yusuf died of a wound received while besieging Santarém. When in the following year death also removed both Afonso I of Portugal and Fernando Rodríguez of Castro, the latter’s son Pedro Fernández surrendered to Alfonso the lordship centred on Trujillo which his father had held of the caliph. Castile and the order of Santiago, which Alfonso established there, were thus provided with both extensive territory at the expense of León and a strategically significant bridgehead in the south-west for attacks into Andalucía. Fernando II of León’s removal from the scene in January 1188 left the king of Castile as the peninsula’s senior ruler while in the aftermath of the catastrophe suffered by the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem at Hattin Christian Europe was scouring the horizon for effective military leaders. Two developments of these years confirmed the extent of Alfonso’s pre-eminence. One was his foundation in 1187 of a dynastic pantheon in the ‘capital of Castile’ such as the church of San Isidoro had provided in the previous century: the Cistercian nunnery of Las Huelgas at Burgos where later he chose to be buried, rather than with his father and grandfather at Toledo. The other was the informal acknowledgement of his hegemony by the other peninsular rulers implicit in the series of alliances against him into which they entered culminating in the Pact of Huesca between Sancho I of Portugal, Alfonso IX of León and Alfonso of Aragón (May 1191), with which Sancho of Navarre associated himself two months later.

The late 1180s were also notable for a series of supposedly new departures which in the modern period have been adjudged constitutionally significant. In his old age Fernando II of León had married his long-time mistress Urraca López of Haro, a lady to whom he had paid tribute in 1183 for the good service which she had done him ‘with her body, her castles and her men’. Fernando’s successor, Alfonso IX the child of his father’s earlier uncanonical union with Urraca of Portugal, therefore had a scheming stepmother to contend with on his accession. The uncertainty of the seventeen-year-old’s situation in the first summer of his reign accounts for two events of July 1188 which were to determine the course of the rest of it. At the curia of Carrión sometime between the 4th and the 28th of that month, the European ascendancy which Alfonso VIII now enjoyed was manifested by his knighting of Conrad of Hohenstaufen, the son of Frederick Barbarossa, and the giving to him in marriage of the eight-year-old heiress of Castile, Berenguela. On the same occasion, a few days earlier, the king of León was also knighted and kissed the hand of his Castilian cousin in token of vassalage. As time passed the indignity which this act of submission represented bore ever deeper on Alfonso IX. His alliance with the Almohads

83 González (1944), 1, p. 35. 84 Rassow (1950); Procter (1980), p. 75; Martínez Díez (1988), p. 142.
in 1196 was attributed to it, and although in 1197 he would reknighthimself
before the altar of Santiago Cathedral, as though to remove the stain, the sense
of slight remained and fuelled feelings of resentment which ultimately were
responsible for his notable absence from the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa in
1212. And either shortly before or soon after 85 he convened a curia of his own
kingdom at León.

The curia of León of 1188 is renowned as an occasion of exceptional signif-
icance because, it is claimed, ‘for the first time in medieval European history
the sovereign recognized and accepted that power be shared directly and fully
with the bishops, nobles and “good men” of the cities’. ‘There can be no doubt
(it is alleged) that the decisions taken [there] were intended to create a new
political constitution for the country’, no less. This is ‘demonstrated clearly’,
for example, by ‘the undertaking given by the king to follow the counsels of
his bishops, nobles and wise men in all circumstances in matters of peace and
war’. Moreover, these were not simply ‘good men’; they were elected ‘good men’:
‘cum electis civibus ex singulis civitatibus’ as is stated in the decrees presumed
to have been issued on that occasion. 86 In fact, the authenticity of the ‘decrees
of 1188’ is highly questionable. In the late manuscript in which they occur they
are undated, and the only authority for ascribing them to León in 1188 is the
aprioristic conviction of the nineteenth-century liberal Muñoz y Romero that
that was a fitting occasion for their enactment. The credentials of the so-called
‘Leonese Magna Carta’, and of Alfonso IX’s undertaking only to make war and
peace ‘with the counsel of bishops, nobles and good men per quorum consilium
debo regi’ (c. 3), are therefore distinctly unimpressive. 87

However, there were representatives of the concejos present at Alfonso IX’s
curiae of Benavente and León (1202, 1208), thereby qualifying them to be
described by historians as ‘Cortes’ (though they were absent from the León
assembly of 1194), 88 and despite the fact that the Castilian curia of Carrión is
if not the last then certainly the last-but-one such meeting of Alfonso VIII’s
reign of which record survives, and that in Navarre, Portugal and the crown of
Aragón the ‘third estate’ did not figure before 1200, their growing involvement
in the management of public affairs in the last years of the century has to be
allowed for. In the judgement of some historians it was the reception of Roman
Law in the peninsula in these years that provided a ‘theoretical justification’

85 ‘Chronique latine inédite’, c. 14; Palacios Martín (1988), p. 171. On the crucial question of the precise
date of the León curia, whether before or after that of Carrión, consensus is lacking. González (1944),
for this development. This appears fanciful. The hard-headed veterans of the *concejos* did not need sapient jurists from abroad to teach them that *quod omnes tangit ab omnibus debet approbari*. Nor did a king with his stepmother in hot pursuit, for whom representative propositions would not have constituted the most attractive feature of Romanist ideology anyway.

Nevertheless, sapient jurists from abroad were indeed a feature of Alfonso VIII’s Castile. In the next century Archbishop Rodrigo of Toledo reported their arrival in great numbers from France and Italy, ‘masters of all faculties’ attracted thither by the *magna stipendia* proffered by the king. Their destination was Palencia, whose cathedral chapter had contained a Catalan contingent ever since the restoration of the church there in the 1030s, and where from the late 1170s Italians were increasingly in evidence. Though it is difficult to imagine a more unsuitable time and place for the establishment of an academic foundation, in 1177 Alfonso is alleged to have instituted a *studium* in the Uclés garrison of the order of Santiago. But the king certainly had Romanists in his entourage. One was the Catalan Pere of Cardona, a luminary of Montpellier and Alfonso’s chancellor from 1178 to 1181/2 when Lucius III spared him promotion to the see of Toledo by appointing him a cardinal. Also prominent were Ardericus, a Milanese appointed bishop of Sigüenza in 1178/9 and translated to Palencia in 1184 (d. 1206) and Ugolino da Sesso, author of a number of procedural treatises, who hailed from Reggio Emilia.

While scientists of the calibre of Gerard of Cremona flocked to Toledo, it was to Palencia that the jurists came. So did the young Domingo of Guzmán, between 1185 and 1195, to study arts and theology, and it was at Palencia during that decade that the peninsula’s first *studium* can be said to have been established by Alfonso VIII, the process being completed, according to the testimony of Lucas of Tuy, sometime between 1208 and 1214.

The foundation of Castile’s first university perhaps represented a bid to monopolize the talents of the peninsula’s increasingly cosmopolitan clergy, hence doubtless Alfonso IX of León’s establishment of a rival seat of learning at Salamanca late in his reign. Evidence of links between the university and the court has been discerned in the development by the royal chancery of

---

90 In the 1110s, for example, the citizens of Sahagún and Santiago had not needed Justinian to tell them that the shoe pinched, while in 1185 (or shortly before) dissidents at Vic, where Pere of Cardona (next paragraph) had been active before he came to Castile, found that Justinian’s Code was against them: Freedman (1983), pp. 86–7.
91 Rodrigo of Toledo, *Historia de rebvs Hispanicie*, bk viii, ch. 34.
sets of rules and conventions for the writing of documents in the vernacular (first adopted in 1206, treaty of Cabreros with León). The increasing sense of national differentiation implied by this development is confirmed by evidence that by 1200 the Portuguese were already accustomed to regarding inhabitants of other areas of the peninsula as 'foreigners'.

Meanwhile, in April 1196, Alfonso II had died aged thirty-nine, his thirty-four-year reign having witnessed the continuation of his father’s policy of internal consolidation. ‘For the public utility of all my land’, at Fondarella in 1173 Alfonso decreed the extension as far as Lérida and Tortosa of the Peace and Truce of God which since the 1020s had supplemented the guarantees of vassalic conventions in the cause of law and order throughout Catalonia. Vicars were instituted as secular judges of the peace to assist the diocesan bishops, and under the direction of Ramón of Caldes, dean of Barcelona, control over comital bailiffs was tightened, culminating in the compilation of the Liber feudorum maior, the ‘Great Book of Fiefs’, in 1194. However, progress was neither steady nor uninterrupted. Deprived of the measure of outdoor relief which campaigns against the Moorish south had previously afforded, in the mid-1170s the military elite of Old Catalonia, to whom Alfonso’s activities in Provence and Navarre offered few prospects of profit, found a focus for their frustrations and a symbol of their desire for a return to the expansionist policies of the previous generation in the person of a pseudo-Alfonso the Battler, and proceeded to conspire against the implementation of the count-king’s Peace in their territories. Their protest at Gerona in 1188 that the statutes of Fondarella were in breach of the Usatges forced Alfonso to abandon these measures and to reissue them in 1192 in a revised form addressed to the ‘good men and people of the cities and towns’ as well as to the military establishment of Catalonia. But tensions remained. The year in which the Liber feudorum maior was completed was also marked by the hacking to death of the archbishop of Tarragona, Berenguer of Vilademuls, an act performed with such deliberation that the dying man was able to record his last will and testament between blows. He was the second prelate of that church to be butchered during Alfonso’s reign, but whereas in 1171 the assassin had been an immigrant, this time it was a local, Count Guillem Ramón I of Montcada. Whether or not, as Pope Celestine III insisted, all Christendom was aghast at the outrage, Catalan society was evidently in need of the means of sublimating the violent instincts that were endemic there.

In the following year the train of events began which in 1212 would provide just that opportunity and establish the king of Castile as both the peninsula’s...
senior monarch and the champion of Christendom. After the disappointments of the Third Crusade observers abroad viewed with increased dismay the divisions of Christendom’s leaders on its western frontier. As in 1147, Portugal had benefited from the crusading fervour of the late 1180s, a fleet of northerners assisting in the capture of Silves on the Algarve (Sept. 1189) and providing Sancho I – a king given to melancholy according to a contemporary source – with the first military success of his reign (1185–1211). But in 1191 the caliph Ya‘qub not only recovered Silves but also seized Alcácer do Sal, Palmela and Almada, leaving the Christians with Évora as their only stronghold in the Alentejo. Meanwhile the anti-Castilian coalition of 1190 held. Not until 1194 was a breach created, facilitated by the death of Sancho VI of Navarre and the efforts of Celestine III’s legate Cardinal Gregory of S. Angelo. But the treaty of Tordehumos (April 1194) between Castile and León, whereby it was agreed that if Alfonso IX died sonless his kingdom would be incorporated with Castile and Alfonso VIII undertook to restore to him various disputed territories, failed to provide a basis for Christian cooperation against the Almohads and, indeed, was followed in July 1195 by the worst disaster that the Christians had suffered since 1086, the rout of Alfonso VIII and his army at Alarcos.

Alarcos revealed the full extent of Christian Spain’s divisions in the face of a determined foe. Rather than await the arrival of Leonese and Navarrese contingents (the latter under the command of Sancho VII el Fuerte, 1194–1234), the king of Castile chose to engage the enemy alone but for the assistance of a token force of Portuguese. After the annihilation of the Christian army, of which apart from Alfonso there were only twenty survivors, the surrender of the castle of Alarcos by Diego López of Haro was taken by Pedro Fernández of Castro who had fought alongside Ya‘qub. The baneful consequences of the Haro–Lara rivalry, medieval Castile’s Montagues and Capulets, were never more plainly demonstrated. In seeking to apportion blame for the defeat, Spanish writers of the next generation perpetuated the memory of these divisions.

And while Christian Europe looked on aghast, and the troubadour Peire Vidal castigated Spain’s kings for failing in its defence, Spain’s kings looked to their own advantage. Despite the earnest efforts of Alfonso of Aragon to forge an effective defensive alliance, the high point of which was the dinner party held between Agreda and Tarazona in March 1196 at which, tradition had it, he
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101 ‘Narratio de itinere navali’; ‘Chronique latine inédite’, c. 2. 102 Gonzalez (1944), ii, no. 79. 103 Thus the Leonese Lucas of Tuy charged the Castilian with impetuousity for failing to await reinforcements, claiming that Alfonso IX had already reached Toledo (Chronicon mundi, p. 108), whereas the Castilian Rodrigo of Toledo alleged that the assistance of the Leonese and Navarrese kings was a sham (‘cum uenire simulassent’: Rodrigo of Toledo, Historia de rebus Hispание, bk vii, ch. 30) and that at the time of the battle they had only reached the Castilian frontier: ibid., p. 252. Cf. Huici Miranda (1956), pp. 137–69.
and the kings of Castile and Navarre ate from the same table while seated each within his own kingdom, León and Navarre preferred to collaborate with the caliph at the expense of Alfonso VIII\textsuperscript{104}. The effects of the intervention of Celestine III (the extent of whose anxiety at last resulted in papal recognition of the Navarrese royal title in April 1196) were offset by the death of Alfonso of Aragon three days later. In 1197 events moved from tragedy to folly in the shape of a Castilian–Leonese marriage alliance which, even allowing for the relaxed attitudes current south of the Pyrenees regarding such matters, was singularly ill-advised.

For although they were not uncle and niece (as the papal chancery seems to have supposed), Alfonso IX and the Infanta Berenguela, Alfonso VIII’s eldest daughter, whose Hohenstaufen prospects had withered on the birth of her brother Fernando, as descendants of a common great-grandfather were plainly within the limits. Otherwise, the match had everything to recommend it. Moreover, by the time that the knot was tied (?Oct. 1197) Alfonso VIII had agreed a truce not only with the Almohads but even with the king of Navarre. In England Roger of Howden heard that Celestine III had approved the match as expedient (\textit{pro bono pacis}), also that Alfonso IX had offered Celestine’s successor and his cardinals 20,000 marks of silver and 200 men for a year ‘for the defence of the Christians against the pagans’ if only they would allow Berenguela to stay with him until she had given him an heir – ‘or for three years, say’.\textsuperscript{105}

But the cure proved worse than the disease, for unfortunately Celestine III’s successor was Innocent III, with whom arguments from expediency cut as little ice as hard cash. For their effrontery in suggesting that there were worse things than incest (\textit{item} Muslims, heretics, Jews, priests on the streets, all of which were ripe on account of the papal interdict imposed on the kingdom of León), in May 1199 a deputation led by the archbishop of Toledo and containing at least one canonist of note experienced a pontifical roasting of an intensity sufficient to cause Spanish bishops to give the papal curia a wide berth until well into the next century.\textsuperscript{106} When in the same year Pedro II, the new king of Aragon, having agreed with Alfonso of Castile to partition the kingdom of Navarre (treaty of Calatayud, May 1198), declared his intention of marrying the king of Navarre’s sister, the pope forbid it, the king of León invaded Portugal and by the grace of the Christian God the caliph Yu’qub died (Jan. 1199). By occupying the Basque provinces of Alava and Guipúzcoa, Alfonso VIII, now with French rather than Aragonese assistance, while Sancho VII enjoyed the support of John of England, dealt Navarre the most serious blow it had suffered

\textsuperscript{104} Avalle (1960), pp. 70, 325.
\textsuperscript{105} ‘Vel saltem per tres annos’: Roger of Howden, \textit{Chronica}, iii, p. 90, iv, p. 79.
\textsuperscript{106} Innocent III, \textit{Register}, pp. 130–1; linehan (1993), ch. 8.
since the restoration of the kingdom in 1134. In the spring of 1204 Alfonso IX bowed to papal pressure and, the father now of four children including the future Fernando III, separated from Berenguela and resumed hostilities against Castile. Although in the will he made in December 1204 Alfonso VIII acknowledged the injustice of his seizure of Navarrese territory, not until October 1207 (treaty of Guadalajara) did hostilities cease and even then he did not surrender his recent conquests. But at Cabreros in the previous year he had reached a new truce with León, and at Monteagudo in February 1209 the rulers of Navarre and Aragón were also reconciled. For the first time since Alarcos a Christian alliance against the Almohads seemed feasible, the Infante Fernando of Castile was anxious for battle, and in February 1210 Innocent III directed the archbishop of Toledo, Rodrigo Jiménez of Rada, and his suffragans to urge Alfonso VIII to imitate the example of the king of Aragón and take the fight to the enemy. We have it on his own authority, from the De rebus Hispanie written under his supervision in the 1240s, that the archbishop did so. In 1218 his admirer, the chancellor of Castile, Diego García, would pay the archbishop the very same compliment that the Arab writer Ibn Bassam had once paid the Cid: the damage that one Rodrigo had caused Spain (in 711) another of the same name had now repaired. A native of Navarre, Rodrigo had already been involved in the peninsular diplomatic round and on his appointment to the primatial see in 1209 he immediately emerged as the impresario of the coming conflict.

Events moved swiftly. In May 1211 Alfonso VIII raided as far as the Mediterranean coast at Játiva to the south of Valencia while the king of Aragon successfully laid siege to Moorish castles to the north. The Almohad response came in the following month. A huge army led by the caliph Muhammad al-Nasir (known to history as ‘Miramamolín’) invested Salvatierra, the stronghold of the order of Calatrava high in La Mancha not far from Alarcos. ‘The king of Castile’s right hand’ as the caliph described the place, Salvatierra seemed of all places the most impregnable. Its significance was as much symbolic as strategic, and its capture by the enemy in September, followed by the death of Alfonso’s heir the Infante Fernando in the following month, sent shock waves across Europe and the archbishop of Toledo to France (and according to some historians to Italy and Germany too, which seems scarcely possible), and other envoys in all directions from Portugal to Constantinople, allegedly to encourage recruits to come to Castile ready for battle at Pentecost 1212. To the churches of France and Provence Innocent III wrote offering plenary indulgences as inducement, issued fierce inhibitions directed especially at the

king of León, and ordered solemn processions to be held at Rome to coincide with the muster at Toledo.  

By June 1212, vast numbers of volunteers had crossed the Pyrenees to present themselves for action: by Alfonso’s reckoning, up to 2,000 knights with their attendants, 10,000 mounted men and as many as 50,000 infantry. But most soon deserted on account of the sheer slog and the heat – and, true, it was ‘a bit hot’, the king informed the pope. He also implied that they had done so despite his having acquiesced in the demands of the king of Aragon and the transmontani that he permit the Moors ensconced at Calatrava to surrender, thus providing them with rich pickings, rather than raze the place to the ground. (The truth was probably the opposite, the foreigners with no stake in the future insisting on the papal injunction of ‘no quarter’, and the king, conscious of rebuilding costs and with an eye to the future, preferring terms of surrender.) Anyway, only 150 of the tens of thousands remained, together with the papal legate, Arnaud Amaury (archbishop of Narbonne, ex-abbot of Cîteaux). At this point the Castilians pressed on while Pedro of Aragon awaited the arrival of Sancho of Navarre. Alfonso made a point of stressing how small the contingents were that his ‘illustrious friends and relations’ brought with them cum potentatu suo ‘in the assistance and defence of the Catholic faith’. He refrained from mentioning either the new ruler of Portugal, Afonso II, whose corpulent frame was not designed for such exertions, or Alfonso IX of León, for whom the inexperience of his Portuguese neighbour offered opportunities requiring his urgent attention.

Moving south across the Sierra Morena the Christians encountered the enemy encamped on the plain of Las Navas de Tolosa to the south of the (later entitled) Despeñaperros pass. Barring a miracle, there seemed no way forward. A miracle was duly vouchsafed however. ‘A certain rustic’, later confidently identified as St Isidro the patron of Madrid, came forward and indicated a path unknown even to the locals, thus enabling the Christians to adopt the position from which on Monday 16 July they dealt the caliph and his forces a crushing and decisive blow.  

Never before had the Christians defeated the caliph in pitched battle, Alfonso’s daughter Berenguela informed her sister Blanca (Blanche of Castile, wife of the future Louis VIII of France). And where had the French been that

110 La documentación pontificia hasta Inocencio III, nos. 465, 470–2; Goñi Gaztambide (1958), pp. 110–30. Alfonso’s letter to Innocent after the battle mentions only legates ‘ad partes Francie’: González (1960), iii, p. 567. One of these was his physician Master Arnaldus (‘Chronique latine inédite’, c. 21) whom he sent to Poitou and Gascony. Was Arnaldus one of the king’s celebrated foreign recruits?


day? By means of Archbishop Arnaud’s report to the Cistercian general chapter, news of the victory spread as far and as fast as that of Salvatierra. Spain had saved not only itself, the bishop of Cremona recorded, ‘but Rome too and indeed the whole of Europe’. And when he said Spain what he really meant was Castile, he explained.\textsuperscript{113}

Later ages would agree. Las Navas was ‘the greatest battle ever fought between the Moors and the Christians’.\textsuperscript{114} And at the time the triumphalism engendered by victory echoed and re-echoed within Castile itself in the works of canonists as well as in the chronicles. So much for Charlemagne! Frenchmen had a lot to say. But it was Spaniards who got things done, the canonist Vincentius Hispanus tartly observed in a gloss. It was Spanish kings who fought for the Faith, Lucas of Tuy insisted after the event.\textsuperscript{115} And before Las Navas too perhaps. There is, for example, the intriguing possibility that the \textit{Poema de mio Cid} was in some sense a piece of Alfonsine propaganda intended to galvanize Castile into action, ‘a sort of recruiting poster’ for the Las Navas campaign, perhaps that it was even commissioned by the king who had attracted to Palencia the best scholars of law and theology that money could buy.\textsuperscript{116} Certainly the vernacular poem presents a very different Cid from that of the earlier Latin Life in which the late eleventh-century warrior figures as a mercenary no less willing than the kings of Christian Spain themselves until the early 1200s to collaborate with the Muslim. Now he is a born-again Christian crusader, the inveterate enemy of Islam, Castile incarnate. In this connection, scholarly attention in recent years has centred on the significance of the date May 1207 when, according to the unique manuscript of the work, the poem was ‘written’ by ‘Per Abbat’; the nature of the latter’s links with the royal court and Archbishop Rodrigo; and the relationship of the fictional cortes of Toledo at which the poetic hero was finally vindicated to what appears to have been an authentic assembly there in 1207 itself.\textsuperscript{117}

The contrast between the highly charged \textit{Poema de mio Cid} and the chronicle of Alfonso VII’s bathetic ‘it seemed useful’ would suggest that the emergence of a ‘crusading ideology’ in the peninsula occurred later rather than earlier in the century.\textsuperscript{118} Whether that spirit of exultation accurately reflected a widespread consensus, however, it is impossible to determine. Doubtless degrees of intensity of feeling regarding the confessional foe were at least partially

\textsuperscript{114} Gibbon (1972), p. 179.
\textsuperscript{116} Smith (1983), pp. 97ff.
\textsuperscript{118} Above, n. 71 Cf. Fletcher (1987), pp. 42–6. The tone of the poem of Almería might seem to indicate otherwise – if, as is universally assumed, the poem is indeed a work of the late 1140s.
determined by distance from the front line, making *convivencia* easier to maintain in the hinterland than at Salvatierra, for example. Thus at Tudela in Navarre the prosperous Mudejar community continued to enjoy the considerable advantages which it had been granted, by Alfonso the Battler incidentally, in 1118. And the reason was Christian self-interest, just as it was for the converse phenomenon of refusing Muslims baptism, reported from Ávila in 1185.¹¹⁹ Yet there are no clear signs that *convivencia* was a casualty of these years. At the highest level popes continued to rail against the likes of Alfonso IX for allying themselves with the enemy. But it was the Christian hero of Las Navas who favoured the orderly capitulation of Calatrava, it was in his foundation at Las Huelgas that the nuns were ministered to by Jewish physicians and Mudejar servants who had their own mosque, and it was he who in 1205 had to be reprimanded by Innocent III for infringing the liberty of the church and appearing rather to extol the synagogue and the mosque.¹²⁰ Likewise, although Alfonso VI reportedly attributed the defeat of his army at Sagrajas in 1086 to his soldiers’ taking too many baths, in the togetherness of various municipal bath houses across the land over the next century cleanliness, godliness, Muslims, Jews and Christians all shared the same installations, and to that extent bathed in the same water. Albeit with racial as well as sexual segregation rigidly enforced, here, at least, ‘some degree of acculturation clearly took place’.¹²¹ The ‘society organized for war’ had not altogether forgotten how to relax.

¹²⁰ Torres Balbás (1954), pp. 78–9; La documentación pontificia hasta Inocencio III, no. 312.
¹²¹ Powers (1979), p. 665, noting a greater degree of permissiveness in Aragonese towns whose *fueros* were based on that of Teruel than in Castilian places whose regulations were modelled on that of Cuenca; Dillard (1984), pp. 151–2. Cf. Lucas of Tuy, *Chronicon mundi*, p. 102, and (another century on) Alfonso X, *Las siete partidas*, pp. 673 (‘And we forbid any Jew to bathe together [de bañarse en baño en uno] with any Christian’).
CROWN AND GOVERNMENT

John W. Baldwin

From the death of Philip I in 1108 to that of Philip (II) Augustus in 1223 the Capetian monarchy made steady progress in asserting its authority over France. This secular rise levelled off in the second half of the twelfth century, but concluded with a dramatic upswing after the Third Crusade in 1190. Early accessions combined with congenital longevity produced lengthy reigns (Louis VI, 1108–37, Louis VII, 1137–80 and Philip Augustus, 1179–1223), but these regnal dates are of little import in charting the evolution of government. More significant is the punctuation introduced by military campaigns. By removing the monarchs from their realm, the Second (1147–9) and Third Crusades (1190–1) induced administrative innovations in the king’s absence. After Philip Augustus’s return in 1191 governmental tempo accelerated, marking the Norman invasion in 1202/3 and the victory at Bouvines in 1214 as the chief transitions.

From the Accession of Louis VI to the Second Crusade (1108–1147)

History is little more than a function of its sources. As medieval governments began to generate their own documentation, these written sources subsisted in symbiosis both as products and evidence of the institutions that produced them. Louis VI inherited two genres of sources, charters and chronicles, from the first Capetians. Royal charters were written declarations of the king’s actions addressed to designated parties. Transcribed on parchment either by clerics working for the royal chancellor or by those employed by the recipients, they were authenticated by a wax seal. Since the royal household took few pains to copy these documents, their survival depended on their preservation or recopying by recipients, for the most part monasteries and churches. A good sign of the progress of royal activity is the rapidly increasing number of these extant charters from 5.7 per annum during Philip I’s reign to 14.0 under Louis
VI, to 19.1 under Louis VII, and finally to 28.1 under Philip Augustus. The contemporary chroniclers were chiefly monks or clergymen, like the Norman Orderic Vitalis or the Flemish Galbert of Bruges, whose horizons were limited to the provinces where they lived or to events that caught their attention. Few chroniclers, however, took note of the French king except when he intruded upon their limited worlds. The Capetians none the less found their own spokesmen at the royal abbey of St-Denis to the north of Paris where the monks began compiling a short chronicle, the Gesta gentis Francorum during the reign of Louis VI. In the succeeding reign the influential Abbot Suger, confidant and adviser to Louis VI and Louis VII, wrote a Life of Louis VI. Neither a full biography nor a regnal history, this work rhetorically shaped the activities of the king around symbolic and often sacred images. Both the extant royal charters and the historiography of St-Denis therefore offer a perspective on the Capetians that was highly configured by ecclesiastical concerns.

During the first half of the twelfth century the leading barons of northern France began to consolidate their hold on their principalities. This can be seen in Blois and Anjou, but especially in Flanders and the Anglo-Norman realm, where, in the last case, Henry I was unusually effective. Parallel efforts were undertaken by Louis VI and Louis VII to exploit the two fundamental resources of land and men. Louis VI inherited from his father a royal domain consisting of a conglomerate of lands, revenues and rights productive of income, the extent of which is known chiefly through charters. Restricted in scope, it was centred on Paris and Orleans but extended to the north-east to Laon and to the south-west towards Sens. Interlaced with these royal holdings were those of local lords who possessed castles that dominated the vicinities. So powerful were these castellans that, for example, it was difficult for the king to travel safely from Paris to Orleans. Suger depicted scores of Louis’s campaigns against powerful castellans such as Thomas of Marle and Hugh of Le Puiset who besieged and subjugated troublesome castles such as Montaigu, Monthéry, and Le Puiset. Although often frustrated in these endeavours, by his death Louis VI had succeeded in pacifying most of the royal domain, a programme brought to completion by his son.

To manage and collect income from the royal domain Philip I had created local officials called prévôts who were retained by the two Louis not only as
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1 These statistics are calculated from the Recueil des actes de Philippe Ier and the Recueil des actes de Philippe Auguste and from the estimates kindly furnished by Jean Dufour and Michel Nortier, editors responsible for the editions of the charters of Louis VI and Louis VII respectively. The figure of 28.1 for Philip Augustus is based on the years 1179 to 1203, before the registers were compiled. (See Baldwin (1986), p. 401.) If the charters preserved in the registers are included, the figure jumps to 41.1 per annum. The annual figures (increasing from 5.7 to 28.1) are statistically comparable because they are essentially compiled from the same collections of sources.
domanial agents but also as royal officials to guard castles and administer justice. Because of the domain’s diminutive size, transversible in a matter of days, the king travelled about to supervise the prévôts and receive the revenues. It was easier to bring the government to the countryside than the contrary. The Capetian court, like that of all early medieval monarchs, was therefore ambulatory, transported in baggage wagons and halting at the chief centres of Paris and Orleans as well as at dispersed castles, monasteries and royal residences. The king’s companions can be ascertained from the royal charters. In Philip I’s reign these documents contained extensive lists of witnesses who constituted the royal entourage, but under Louis VI the charters began to change. The multiple witnesses were replaced by five household officers who by mid-century became the sole personages to co-sign the kings’ acts. Reminiscent of the Carolingian household, these officers were named for their domestic duties: the seneschal supplied the household, the butler the drink, the chamberlain cared for the bedroom, the constable for the horses and the chancellor supervised the chapel and eventually the secretariat. Their exclusive place on the royal charters indicated that their domestic tasks were giving way to responsibilities as royal counsellors and governmental agents, since the great magnates of France, with few exceptions, rarely attended court. The household officials were recruited from the principal castellan families of the royal domain, three of whom, the Rochefort-Montlhérys, the Garlandes and the Senlis, competed with each other to monopolize the offices and to make them hereditary. When the Garlandes finally took over three of the offices, and Stephen of Garlande held the position of seneschal and chancellor simultaneously, Louis VI was compelled to dismiss them in 1127 and to leave the principal posts of seneschal and chancellor vacant. Thereafter vacancy became a technique aimed at curbing over-ambitious officials. Despite the formalized charters that obscured the royal entourage, it becomes none the less apparent that Louis VI and Louis VII increasingly relied on the services of lesser men for the routine operations of central government. This personnel consisted of chamberlains, knights and clerics drawn from the castles and towns of the royal domain. Although most are mere names in the documentation, one, a monk with the eccentric name of Suger, appeared frequently within this group. Originating most likely from a family of small knights, he benefited from the patronage of the Garlande clan. Selected by Louis VI to become abbot of St-Denis in 1122 because of his demonstrated talents as a domanial administrator for the abbey, he joined the magnates of the realm as head of this influential monastery. After the Garlandes’ disgrace, he swiftly assumed the responsibilities of chief counsellor, familiar and functionary for both Louis VI and Louis VII, as well as historian of the Capetian monarchy.

In the deployment of lands and men to enhance power Louis VI and Louis VII acted no differently than the contemporary magnates. Unlike the others,
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however (with the exception of the duke of Normandy, also king of England), the Capetians were likewise kings, a dignity that offered incalculable advantages. From their Robertian origins the Capetians proclaimed their dynastic rights to the crown. With other lords they realized that patrilineal succession assured the integrity of their lands. The chief patrimony went customarily to the eldest son, while cadets were supported by tangential holdings, marriages to heiresses and positions in churches. Hereditary succession to the crown was reinforced by the Carolingian precedent of anticipatory association whereby the eldest son was designated or consecrated king during his father’s lifetime. Louis VI was already rex designatus by 1100; his son Philip was consecrated in 1129 at the age of thirteen. When he died in an accident two years later, the second son Louis (age eleven) was immediately consecrated. At Louis VI’s death in 1137 Suger remarked how smoothly the royal succession had proceeded in France in contrast to the disputed successions in the German empire and England. The Capetian dynastic right to the French throne was serenely recalled in their naming patterns. Queen Anna (of Kiev) had undoubtedly chosen Philip’s name from Macedonian traditions in her Russian family. Philip I in turn adopted a Carolingian name for his firstborn son Louis VI. Thereafter and into the fourteenth century the Capetians (with only one exception) alternated the pattern Philip–Louis and Louis–Philip for their first two sons. Whenever the same name repeated itself in succession, it denoted the death of an older brother.

A change of dynasty, however, always underscored the need for an ecclesiastical consecration at the king’s coronation. Following the Carolingian example of 751, the Capetians were careful to have themselves anointed by the archbishop of Rheims in 987, and they continued the practice thereafter with few modifications. Merely designated king at the death of his father in 1108, Louis VI was quickly consecrated at Orleans by the archbishop of Sens. (The see of Rheims was disputed at the time by rival candidates.) Philip was consecrated in 1129, and after his unexpected death Louis VII likewise in 1131, this time with full ceremony at Rheims by Pope Innocent II. These consecrations undoubtedly adhered to the protocol of Philip I in 1059 (of which a report has survived) which, in turn, was based on ordines dating from the tenth century. According to this tradition, after the king promised to defend the church and to enforce justice and peace throughout the realm, he was anointed with holy oil and invested with the royal insignia including crown, sword, sceptre and rod. Thus consecrated as a sacred personage he could thereafter rule as ‘king by the grace of God’ (rex Dei gratia) as was proclaimed by his title and on his seal.

During the coronation ceremonies churchmen offered the king consecration in exchange for the promise of protection from enemies. Suger underscored
this bargain both at Louis VI’s coronation in 1108 and throughout his narrative. Unlike his father Philip, who had abused the church, Louis had fully deserved anointing because already at the age of twelve he had protected churches by defending St-Denis, Rheims and Orleans against local predators, a service which his son performed with equal zeal. If the two Louis accepted the responsibilities as guardians of the church, in return they asserted rights over regalian churches. These churches consisted of cathedrals and monasteries whose temporal properties or *regalia* were held by the king during the vacancy, that is, between the death of the last prelate and his successor’s accession. Regalian rights further implied that the choice of successor belonged to the king. In 1122, for example, when the monks of St-Denis selected Suger as their abbot without royal approval, they provoked Louis VI’s anger, although their particular choice indubitably was acceptable to the king. In 1141 Louis VII became embroiled in a conflict with Bourges when the canons refused to accept the royal chancellor Cadurc as archbishop. Regalian cathedrals numbered nearly twenty and monasteries more than thirty. Although concentrated in the Île-de-France (in the province of Sens), important regalian churches were also located in the provinces of Rheims and Bourges. As far distant as Tournai and Arras in the north, for example, as well as Rheims and Châlons-sur-Marne in the east, and Mende and Le Puy in the south, the king’s influence thereby exceeded the actual royal domain. Regalian collegiate churches like St-Martin of Tours, St-Aignan of Orleans and St-Frambaud of Senlis also supplied benefices to clerics who staffed the royal entourage.

In addition to distant bishops and abbots the Capetians, as kings of the Franks, also claimed suzerainty over the great magnates which further extended their influence beyond the royal domain. Such claims implied fealty and homage, but the practical effectiveness depended on the king’s enforcement. Rights of suzerainty, for example, permitted Louis VI to intervene in the affairs of the lords of the Bourbonnais and the counts of Auvergne to the south, but both Louis found it difficult to assert authority over the great principalities since they were likewise consolidating their powers. Even the royal panegyrist Suger was unable to conceal Capetian weakness when the king confronted great vassals. During a border dispute Henry, duke of Normandy, but also a king, refused to do homage to the French king. In the resulting warfare Louis lost a pitched battle at Bréémule in 1119. Throughout these hostilities Henry was usually supported by his nephew Theobald, count of Blois, who intermittently interfered with Louis’s pacification of the royal domain. Louis VII intensified this conflict in 1142 with a full-scale, but ultimately ineffectual, invasion of Blois and Troyes-Champagne. Throughout the rivalry between the Capetians and the Norman–Champenois party the counts of Flanders and Anjou usually supported the king. Louis VI asserted suzerainty over Flanders when he
sought to regulate the succession after the assassination of Count Charles the Good in 1127, but again with little success. When Henry I married Matilda, his only legitimate heir, to Count Geoffrey of Anjou in 1127 and the latter conquered Normandy for his wife by 1144, this union between Normandy and Anjou offered new challenges to the Capetian suzerainty. With French overlordship resisted from all sides, it came as a surprise that William X, duke of Aquitaine, offered his only heir, Eleanor, as ward to Louis VI, who promptly married her to his heir. Louis VII therefore succeeded his father in 1137 not only as king of the Franks but also as duke of Aquitaine, although the vast and unruly southern duchy was held separately by marriage and was never integrated into the royal domain.

Dynastic claims, ecclesiastical consecration, authority over regalian churches and suzerainty over great vassals were all traditional rights of the Frankish crown. The charters of Louis VI and Louis VII, however, announced a new policy towards the commercial groups who converged upon towns in northern France spurred by the revival of trade at the turn of the eleventh century. To separate themselves from the peasant servitudes in the countryside the townspeople sought written definition of the customs or liberties that regulated their civil, commercial and political affairs. To reinforce these privileges they occasionally established sworn associations called communes. Not without ambivalence, the two Louis responded to their demands by issuing charters that defined customs and recognized communes in bishoprics outside the royal domain such as Laon, Amiens and Rheims, particularly when they were vacant. Orleans and Poitiers at the centre of Louis VII’s lands, however, were denied such privileges in 1137 when Louis became king and duke. At the very heart of the royal domain Paris was never granted a charter. Charters confirming urban liberties none the less became a standard Capetian practice that sought both to reinforce royal authority in the domain and to extend the king’s influence beyond.

Not long after the accession of Louis VII in 1137 Suger articulated the salient ideology of the Capetian monarchy in his Life of Louis VI. True to his coronation promise, Louis was pictured repeatedly as defending churches throughout his kingdom. To this religious responsibility Suger added an analysis of suzerainty that shaped it in the form of a hierarchy of vassals requiring two components: the gradation of vassalage and the positioning of the king at the apex. When Louis intervened in the affairs of Auvergne, for example, he thereby recognized an ascending chain of vassals from the count of Auvergne to the duke of Aquitaine to the king. When Louis acquired the county of the Vexin from St-Denis, he further asserted that he could not do homage to the abbey because he was king, thus suggesting his ultimate suzerainty over all vassals. Despite the particular features of this case, Suger none the less placed St-Denis at the
centre of royal ideology. As the traditional necropolis for the Frankish kings and the repository for the royal crown and insignia, the abbey and its patron saint were designated the special patrons and protectors of the entire kingdom. In 1124 when the emperor Henry V, seconded by Henry I of England, threatened France from the east with a massive army recruited from the German principalities, Louis took the banner of St-Denis from the abbey’s altar and hastened to Rheims to meet the invasion. Magnates as far distant as Burgundy, Brittany and Aquitaine, as well as from northern France, rallied to the saint’s standard, and their spontaneous show of force deterred the attack. Suger concluded that this triumph over a Roman emperor and an English king was the most glorious event France had witnessed in ancient and modern times.

Except for new attention to townspeople and Suger’s ideological formulations Louis VI and Louis VII introduced few governmental innovations. Rather, they inherited from the first Capetians and transmitted to their successors the components of landed domain, administrative personnel and traditional royal rights over churches and lords. These elements remained the basis of government throughout the Capetian era upon which all further change proceeded without abolishing the foundations. Such was the nature of medieval reform.

FROM THE SECOND TO THE THIRD CRUSADE (1147–1190)

In 1146 Louis VII announced an intention that he had long kept secret. At the urging of Pope Eugenius III he would take the cross and depart for the Holy Land, joined by Conrad of Germany and many magnates, all inspired by the preaching of Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux. Following his father’s gesture, he received the banner of St-Denis from the abbey’s altar and left the realm from 1147 to 1149. The regency was committed to the royal cousin Ralph, count of Vermandois, Samson, archbishop of Rheims, and Suger, the old royal confidant. Reinforcing his appointment by a papal commission, the abbot of St-Denis quickly assumed leadership. Although he had to deal with political intrigues from the king’s brother Robert, count of Dreux, and to handle the affairs of the regalian churches, Suger’s great expertise lay in the field of administration, as he had recently demonstrated in a treatise De administratione relating to St-Denis. What survives of his correspondence allows a brief glimpse into the two chief concerns of government, justice and finance. One letter suggests that Suger was holding regular pleas at Paris to hear cases of justice in the king’s place. Another indicates that local royal agents were rendering their accounts before the regent at a financial bureau. Suger personally assured the king that the royal income from justice, tallages, relief of fiefs and domanial income was kept intact. Of particular concern to Louis, the royal
treasury was moved to the house of the Knights Templars, members of a military order, who as bankers transferred money directly overseas. Throughout his correspondence Suger employed the term corona regni (the crown of the kingdom) to symbolize the royal administration that transcended the king’s person during his absence. When Louis returned in 1149 to resume charge, however, whatever administrative innovations had been created disappeared from sight.

The documentary sources of the next half-century remain of the same nature as in the preceding era. Suger began a history of Louis VII which was finished in an abbreviated fashion by a monk of St-Germain-des-Prés. At St-Denis Abbot Odo of Deuil also wrote on Louis VII but restricted his attention to the crusade. It was not until 1196 that Rigord, a doctor turned monk of St-Denis, resumed Suger’s tradition and wrote a regnal history of the opening decade of Philip Augustus. Towards the close of the century, however, Anglo-Norman chroniclers such as Roger of Howden were inspired by the governmental innovations of King Henry II of England and the extent of his continental dominions to include the political activities of the Capetians in their narratives. Louis VII and the young Philip Augustus continued to issue charters modelled on those of Louis VI, but at an accelerating rate. In 1172 the royal chancellor Hugh of Champfeuuri, bishop of Soissons, made a private collection of incoming letters to the king, but since these were of a more personal nature, they were of less concern to government.

Throughout the second half of the twelfth century Louis VII and the young Philip retained the basic framework of inherited governmental power. The royal domain, administered by local prévôts, increased only incrementally but continued to supply the major income, except in 1180 when Philip exploited his authority over the Jews in his domain by confiscating their property in a one-time windfall. As the king’s court peregrinated through the royal lands, it was composed of the traditional household officers and lesser familiares consisting of chamberlains (Walter), knights (Adam of Villeron) and clerics (Barbedor and Master Mainierius). Increasingly these lesser names were identified as counsellors (consiliarii) who constituted a more or less permanent council/counsel (consilium) for routine business. Upon Philip’s accession many towns hastened to have their customs and privileges reconfirmed in charters of the new king.

When Louis VII returned from the crusade in 1149, his marital life was in disarray. Not only had the king and queen become personally estranged, but, what was more important, Eleanor had failed to deliver the requisite son for the Capetian dynasty. (In fact, she gave birth to two daughters.) Louis obtained an annulment of his marriage on the grounds of consanguinity and married Constance, a Spanish princess, who also produced girls. When she died in 1160, within the month Louis married Adela from the family of the counts
of Troyes-Champagne. Although Louis VI had had seven legitimate sons, the vaunted Capetian fertility in males was rapidly approaching a crisis. Five years later when the queen finally gave birth to a male child, Paris celebrated with relief and joy, and Philip acquired the sobriquet *Dieudonné* (given by God). In 1179 the king, bedridden from a stroke, continued Capetian tradition by having the fourteen-year-old boy crowned and anointed at Rheims before his own death. The next year Philip married Isabella, daughter of the count of Hainault. Unlike his father, he refused to depart on a crusade until a male heir, Louis, was born (1187). When he did take leave of the realm, his son was as yet unconsecrated. Never again was a Capetian to repeat the traditional practice of anticipatory association, a sure sign that after seven unbroken generations the Capetians finally felt secure in their dynastic right.

In addition to his marital woes Louis VII returned to France with the failure of the crusade on his conscience. Despite the efforts of two monarchs and many lords the expedition had achieved few of its goals. Perhaps this was evidence of divine displeasure that was provoked by the king’s violation of ecclesiastical freedom when he took violent measures to enforce candidates on regalian sees such as Bourges. Thereafter Louis made few overt attempts to interfere in church elections. His policy was summarized in his son’s ordinance of 1190 which stated that the clergy of a vacant see were to seek a licence to choose a new prelate from the king who, in turn, accorded a free election. Such cooperation was designed to produce prelates ‘who were both pleasing to God and useful to the kingdom’. In fact, regalian bishoprics and monasteries rewarded the king’s restraint by electing candidates generally favourable to the king. Benefiting from this harmony, Louis began to issue royal charters of protection to monasteries and bishoprics in distant provinces, especially in the south of France. These documents had little practical effect, but they embellished the king’s image as defender of the church.

Although deemed necessary for the survival of the dynasty, Louis VII’s separation from Eleanor in 1152 came at the worst possible moment for upholding his suzerainty over the great magnates. By this time it had become clear that Matilda’s Anglo-Norman realm and Count Geoffrey’s Anjou would be united in their son Henry. When the young Angevin quickly married Eleanor, heiress of Aquitaine, and ascended the English throne as King Henry II in 1154, he had become lord of the entire western half of France through inheritance and marriage. To assist him in the government of this vast conglomeration he divided his titles among his sons, the young Henry, Richard and Geoffrey. In face of this formidable accumulation of land the Capetians’ only recourse was to react in indirect and complex ways. As suzerains they were able to require
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2 ‘qui Deo placeat et utilis sit regno’. *Recueil des actes de Philippe Auguste*, 1, no. 345.
homage from Henry and his sons for their various continental fiefs, chiefly because they, too, as great lords also depended on homage from their vassals. In addition, Louis reinforced these ties of vassalage by marrying his two daughters from Constance to the young Henry and Richard. Nevertheless, the Capetians encouraged insubordination among Henry’s sons and vassals whenever opportunity presented itself. Louis VII, for example, supported the rebellion of Henry’s sons in 1172–3, fomented by Eleanor now disaffected with her second husband. Philip Augustus sought to fuel the discontent of young Henry, Geoffrey and Richard against their father, but at no time did the Capetians seriously threaten Henry’s authority. More effective was Louis’s deployment of marriages to forge new alliances against the Anglo-Norman-Angevins. The heir to Flanders was given a daughter from the royal cousins of Vermandois, but, equally importantly, Louis married his two daughters by Eleanor to the brothers, counts of Blois and Troyes-Champagne, and he himself, as we have seen, wedded Adela, their youngest sister. Flanders was thereby neutralized, and the great complex of Champagne was detached from its traditional ties to the Anglo-Normans and allied closely to the Capetians.

These manoeuvres and marriages among the great lords reinforced corresponding alterations within the composition of the central court. In the preceding era the magnates were largely absent, except for the solitary figures of the abbot of St-Denis and the count of Vermandois. As Louis became involved in the summons for the crusade, more great vassals attended his court and remained after his return. Theobald, count of Blois, became seneschal of the royal household, Matthew, count of Beaumont, chamberlain, and Hugh, bishop of Soissons, chancellor. A mixture of lords and prelates along with the chamberlains, knights and clerics, the Capetian court resembled the large and heterogeneous entourages of the Anglo-Normans. The infiltration of leading magnates into the Capetian court can best be seen at the coronation of the young Philip Augustus at Rheims in 1179. The ceremony was presided over by William, archbishop of Rheims, who was brother of the counts of Troyes and Blois and Queen Adela. The count of Flanders carried the king’s sword in the opening procession and performed the duties of steward at the subsequent banquet. The Anglo-Norman-Angevin house was represented by the young King Henry who bore Philip’s crown, prominently accompanied by his brothers. All parties who counted most in the kingdom were present, exhibiting their rivalries at the centre of the king’s court.

When Rigord, historian and monk of St-Denis, surveyed the first decade of Philip’s reign, he reverted to the two traditional ideologies of birthright and sanctity. By his belated birth Philip had demonstrated not only that he was Dieudonné but also that the Capetian dynastic right was reconfirmed, having persisted for seven generations. This success encouraged a search for
origins. Rigord was the first to discuss the Capetian dynastic right within royal circles. While others outside the court had proposed Carolingian connections by blood descent through female lineage, Rigord ignored these theories for the more ancient myth of Trojan origins. This was a foundational myth inspired by Virgil’s *Aeneid* that accounted for the origins of both Rome and the barbarian kingdoms as successors of the Trojans who had abandoned Troy in flames. According to the Frankish version adopted by Rigord, the descendants of the eponymous Francio, grandson of King Priam, eventually settled in France thus establishing the Merovingians, who, in turn, produced the Carolingians and finally the Capetians. By ignoring the genealogical discontinuities Rigord could assert that Philip was directly descended from ancient Trojan roots. Equally significant was the sanctity conferred by consecration with sacred oil at Philip’s coronation in Rheims. As Suger had depicted the king’s grandfather and father, Rigord envisaged Philip as defending churches from local predators in fulfilment of his coronation promises. His holy zeal for the church, however, was most fully expressed when he, too, took the cross to recover the Holy Land in 1190. For Philip’s faithful defence of the church Rigord revived a traditional epitaph that the popes had accorded Frankish kings since Carolingian times. Philip had once again earned the title of *Christianissimus*, ‘the most Christian king’ of the French.

**FROM THE THIRD CRUSADE TO THE CONQUEST OF NORMANDY (1190–1203)**

Overshadowed by the might of the Anglo-Norman-Angevins, Philip Augustus was reluctant to respond to the call for the Third Crusade. When he could be assured that King Richard (who had succeeded Henry II) would depart simultaneously, he took the banner from St-Denis and left his kingdom in 1190 for eighteen months, confiding the regency to William, archbishop of Rheims, and Adela, the queen-mother, both of the house of Champagne. For their guidance he drew up an ordinance in the guise of a testament that decreed provisional measures during his absence, confirmed older practices such as regalian elections, but, most importantly, announced radical innovations in justice and finance. New local officials called *baillis*, who had surfaced shortly before the ordinance, were instituted throughout the royal domain with wide-ranging duties. Circulating in teams of two or three, they held monthly assizes in which they heard the judicial pleas of the inhabitants of the domain and from which they transmitted appeals to the regents at Paris three times a year. On these triennial occasions Philip commanded that his revenues also be brought to Paris to be accounted in writing by a cleric. A record of these periodic exercises has survived for the fiscal year 1202/3. In this document we can see the
prévôts acknowledging the regular income and expenses of the domain, while
the bailis accounted for the profits of justice and other occasional finances. They deposited their monies at the house of the Knights Templars, which, as under Louis VII, served both as a bank to transmit funds for the crusade and as a permanent royal treasury. Although other provisions of the ordinance of 1190 disappeared when the king returned, the innovations of the bailis dispensing justice and the accounting bureau operating on a triennial schedule in Paris remained permanent features of royal government. Unlike Suger’s earlier experiments, Philip Augustus’s ordinance-testament effected lasting change. It initiated a reversal in the flow of governmental operations. Although the king continued to travel widely, the triennial visits of scores of prévôts and bailis increasingly drew representatives from the domain to Paris. To enhance the appearance of the city Philip paved the chief squares and roads and issued the command for encircling it with walls before his departure in 1190. By that year, therefore, Paris was finally designated as the centripetal capital of the Capetians.

Included with these innovations were new royal documents. The king’s absence had occasioned the first constitution or description of the royal government and the first series of periodic fiscal accounts, but upon his return Philip added a new royal archive. In the fighting of 1194 he fell into an ambush prepared by Richard at Fréteval where he lost baggage that contained treasure, the royal seal and documents. While the nature and the extent of the losses cannot be fully known, it is clear that thereafter Philip established at Paris an archive that preserved incoming correspondence for safekeeping in a collection subsequently known as the Trésor des Chartes. The historian Rigord who had copied the ordinance of 1190 was equally aware of the contents of this collection. Once again, these series of written sources appeared symbiotically as products of and testimony to new institutions. For the first time the royal administration can be viewed from the inside as it was perceived by the king’s entourage and not exclusively transmitted through ecclesiastical channels.

The new fiscal accounts indicate that the royal domain had begun to grow at an accelerating rate during the first two decades of Philip’s reign as a result of dynastic crises in the houses of Flanders and the Anglo-Norman-Angevins. The marriage alliance between the royal cousins of Vermandois and the counts of Flanders was reinforced by Philip’s own marriage to Isabelle of Hainault (also related to the Flemish house) and the birth of their son Louis. When it became apparent that Philip of Alsace, count of Flanders, would die without heir, these alliances promised significant gains to the Capetians. Through complex negotiations, the king acquired Amiens, Montdidier and Roye in 1185, and after the death of the childless Flemish count in 1191, Péronne and the county of Artois in the name of Louis. King Richard’s death without direct heir in 1199 caused similar difficulties for the Anglo-Norman-Angevin succession. When Richard’s
brother John’s claim was disputed by a nephew Arthur, Philip Augustus was able to exact from the former the Norman territory of Evrecin and parts of the Vexin as the price of confirming John’s succession. The value of these acquisitions may be calculated from the fiscal accounts. The number of prévôtsés (circumscriptions headed by prévôts) in the royal domain increased from forty-one in 1179 to fifty-two in 1190 to sixty-two in 1202/3, but the increase in domanial revenues was even more striking: 22 per cent by 1190 and 50 per cent by 1203.

On the eve of the Capetian conquest of Normandy, therefore, Philip Augustus’s regular domanial income had increased by almost three-quarters. In 1196 Rigord encapsulated the significance of the growing domain when he entitled Philip as Augustus because, like the Caesars, he augmented (auge[bat]) the respublica by adding Vermandois.3

The new governmental sources also reveal a notable shift in the personnel of the royal entourage. Philip Augustus insisted that all his great vassals accompany him on the crusade, allowing no important personage to remain behind to cause the mischief that had plagued his father. As he had probably calculated, the rigours of the expedition took their toll on the magnates of his father’s generation. An unusual number died, including the counts of Flanders and Blois at the siege of Acre in 1191. The crusade, therefore, provided the youthful king with an opportunity to restaff his entourage afresh. Although the regent, William, archbishop of Rheims, lingered into the next decade, no great lord achieved prominence at the royal court. After the death of Theobald, count of Blois, Philip revived the tactic of vacancy and neglected to refill the post of seneschal as he had done for the chancellor in 1185. Since the two chief household offices were thereby suppressed, the other officers were reduced to honorific status. In their place he continued his grandfather’s and father’s policy of relying on lesser men. The central court recruited chamberlains, including Louis VII’s faithful Walter, now accompanied by his two sons, Urso and Walter the Young, knights such as Bartholomew of Roye and Henry Clément, and clerics such as Brother Guérin and Brother Haimard. The prévôtsés were joined at the local level by at least a dozen new baillis on circuit throughout the domain. To the titles of chamberlains, knights, clerics and baillis was added the distinctive sobriquet ‘of the king’. The salient characteristics of these men were obscurity of origins, youth and faithfulness. Bartholomew of Roye, for example, came from the petty knights of Vermandois, and the family of Brother Guérin has not yet been identified. In all likelihood Philip discovered him while on the crusade. With one exception the baillis were drawn from the same level as the royal knights. None were promoted above their origins into the baronage; only Brother Guérin became a magnate by election to the bishopric of Senlis.

3 Rigord, Gesta, in Œuvres de Rigord et de Guillaume le Breton, i, p. 6.
All outlived their youthful master, except Henry Clément who died of battle wounds. Only a single *bailli* was dismissed in disgrace from service.

As each new set of royal records appeared, the diverse duties of these men were revealed. Brother Guérin first emerged in the royal chancery in 1201–2 when he began annotating royal charters with the inscription ‘given by the hand of Brother Guérin’.4 Thereafter the fiscal accounts show him disbursing monies widely throughout the domain. In the judicial rolls surviving after the conquest of Normandy he is seen presiding over the exchequer sessions at Falaise. The archives and subsequent collections reveal him active in judging, holding inquests, executing commands and serving on missions. He was in attendance at virtually all recorded meetings of the royal court. As he became better known to chroniclers, he was identified as ‘second only to the king’.5 Functioning as Guérin’s lay counterpart, Bartholomew of Roye’s activities replicated his colleague’s in diversity, intensity and ubiquity, except for chancery service which was reserved for clerics. Like Louis VII, Philip relied on the lesser chamberlains, knights and clerics both for routine business and for advice in the inner council. Unlike the entourage of his father and the Anglo-Norman-Angevins, however, his was not large and heterogeneous, mixing magnates with lesser men, but was limited to a small number of intimates composed of Guérin, Bartholomew, Henry Clément and Walter the Young. When the chroniclers first took notice of them, they were advising the king in the military campaign leading up to Bouvines in 1214 and remained close by his side at the battle itself. From governmental documentation, however, they can be observed having worked together since 1195. In the words of a royal chronicler, ‘these were the only people to whom the king was accustomed to open his soul and reveal his secret thoughts on all occasions’.6

Beyond the innovations in justice, finance and personnel, accompanied by new documentation, Philip continued with the traditions of his predecessors. Returning from the crusade a widower and debilitated by sickness, the king was forced to recognize the fragility of his lineage, especially after his infant son had barely escaped severe illness as well. One of his preoccupations, therefore, was to remarry and reinforce the royal lineage with additional sons. Only this long-range goal remains clear; the means to achieve it defy explanation. It is difficult to comprehend his choice of the Danish princess Ingeborg, because her political assets were minimal, but his sudden aversion to her on their wedding night of 14/15 August 1193 can only be laid to personal neuroses. Obtaining a separation on the grounds of consanguinity, as his father had secured from 4 ‘*data . . . per manum fratris Garini*. Recueil des actes de Philippe Auguste, 11, no. 688 (first instance).
5 ‘secundus a rege’. William the Breton, *Gesta*, in *Oeuvres de Rigord et de Guillaume le Breton*, 1, p. 256.
6 ‘*His etenim solis re confiderent in omni / Enucleare animum secretaque vota solebat.*’ William the Breton, *Philippidos vv. 536–7*, in *Oeuvres de Rigord et de Guillaume le Breton*, 11, p. 271.
Eleanor of Aquitaine, Philip found a personally congenial bride in Agnes from the Bavarian nobility of Andechs-Meranien. When she died in 1201, she had given the king a daughter and a second son. Philip’s shuffle of one spouse for another might have succeeded like his father’s were it not for the accession in 1198 of a new pope, Innocent III, who was ambitious to secure ecclesiastical jurisdiction over all matters related to marriage. Since the claims to consanguinity were patently specious, the king dared not hazard his matrimonial project to a papal judgement. Willing to endure papal interdict on his lands in 1200, Philip kept the pope at bay with legal manoeuvres, until after Agnes’s death when he obtained papal legitimation of his children in exchange for dubious diplomatic offers. Although still legally wed to Ingeborg, whom he stubbornly refused to see, he had none the less obtained the dynastic objective of a second son.

The great interdict that threatened to close churches throughout the king’s lands for nine months in 1200 severely strained the ties between Philip and the regalian churches. Bishops and abbots were compelled to choose between two masters, the spiritual head of the universal church or their temporal protector. The papal registers and chronicles divulge the decisions of nineteen of some twenty-five regalian sees. A clear majority of thirteen (as well as the influential abbeys of St-Denis and St-Germain-des-Prés) sided with the king and disobeyed the pope. This victory encouraged Philip to renew the traditional Capetian policy of liberty and cooperation. When he acquired the bishopric of Evreux from King John in 1200, he declared that the bishop would be freely chosen ‘just as the other canons of French churches have the power to elect bishops’. Since Evreux was not vacant at the time, the proclamation sought to contrast French liberties with former ducal oppression of the Norman church. In addition, Philip began to enlarge ecclesiastical liberty by renouncing his regalian rights altogether in 1203 on the eve of the military campaign against Normandy. These privileges were granted to Langres and Arras on the kingdom’s borders and extended to Auxerre, Nevers, Troyes and Mâcon during the next six years. Since the king’s return from the crusade the chapters of regalian churches continued to elect candidates who could be considered in the main favourable to the king. The freedom of elections reformulated in the ordinance of 1190 evidently continued to produce prelates ‘pleasing to God’ and, of equal importance, ‘useful to the kingdom’.

Except for the Ingeborg scandal, the contemporary chroniclers were generally silent on Capetian governmental affairs; rather their attention was absorbed with the mounting military hostilities between Philip and the

7 ‘sicut et alii canonici ecclesiarum Francie liberam habent eligendi sibi episcopum potestatem’. Recueil des actes de Philippe Auguste, II, no. 637.
Anglo-Norman-Angevins. Richard did not return to his lands until 1194, because of unfinished business in the Holy Land and his capture and imprisonment on his journey back through Germany. Needless to say, Philip lost no opportunity to prolong the imprisonment while preying on Richard’s lands. By 1198, however, Richard’s superior military skill had recovered his losses in France and his celebrated generosity won him new allies, including the count of Flanders. During the nearly continuous fighting Philip not only lost his baggage but was also entrapped by the count of Flanders and humiliated by Richard at Gisors. While the Anglo-Norman chroniclers recorded these defeats in minute detail, Rigord attempted to minimize their effect. Richard’s string of victories, however, was cut short by his unforeseen death in 1199. Against this redoubtable adversary Philip’s only recourse had been the traditional Capetian tactic of pitting one member of the Anglo-Norman-Angevin family against the other. During Richard’s absence Philip conspired with John, Richard’s younger brother, and at Richard’s death Philip supported Arthur, John’s nephew. A treaty was finally negotiated at Le Goulet in 1200 in which John secured recognition as successor to his brother in exchange for land (Evrecin and Vexin), a large sum of money, and the acknowledgement of Capetian suzerainty over John’s continental holdings. With John formally established as vassal, Philip had only to wait for John’s caprice to provide further opportunity for action. True to character, John soon outraged the Aquitainian house of Lusignan by abducting and marrying the heiress of the neighbouring barony of Angoulême, who had been affianced to a Lusignan. When John refused to hear the Lusignans’ complaint, the latter appealed to Philip, John’s overlord. Summoned as duke of Aquitaine in 1202, John failed to appear before the royal court and was summarily adjudged forfeit of his lands for neglect of service.

Having assured legal authority, Philip now required the military and financial means to enforce the sentence. The fiscal accounts of 1202/3 also reveal financial preparations for warfare. In addition to the reports of prévôts and baillis were triennial accounts of specially designated war treasurers who supervised groups of castles along the Norman border. From these accounts military movements can be observed, especially of an army composed of some 2,300 troops, of which 250 were knights, amassed on the west bank of the Seine and poised to invade Normandy. At the same time the fiscal document included a separate accounting of a war tax, called the prisée des sergents, assessed on towns and abbeys. Its total was sufficient to pay the annual wages of the troops at the Norman border, thus enabling Philip to create a permanent and salaried nucleus for his military force. Beyond this war tax the prévôts and baillis were reporting substantial surpluses of receipts over expenditures. On the eve of the attack against Normandy in 1203, therefore, Philip’s finances were in excellent condition to mount an attack against the Anglo-Norman-Angevins.
Normandy rapidly succumbed to two campaigns waged in the spring and summer of 1203 and 1204. When John precipitously abandoned the duchy in December 1203, after refusing to engage in combat, and when Richard’s great fortress, Château Gaillard, fell in March 1204, the Normans found little hope for further resistance. After the key castles of Chinon and Loches likewise capitulated in the spring of 1205, the Loire valley was no longer defensible. These astounding losses were due both to John’s desertion and to Philip’s financial strength. The dismantling of Henry II’s great conglomeration in north-western France prompted new manoeuvrings among the great barons. During the next decade John, like Richard before him, reopened his purse to enlist new allies, including the counts of Boulogne and Flanders, as well as his nephew Otto of Brunswick, who aspired to the imperial crown of Germany. By 1214 John had devised a grand strategy to recover his losses by attacking Philip from opposite sides. If the two thrusts could be coordinated, the Capetian armies could be split and annihilated. John himself approached from the southwest where Philip’s son Louis met him at La Roche-aux-Moines near Angers. Although John quickly withdrew, he none the less had divided the Capetian forces at the crucial moment. Philip Augustus was therefore left alone to face a coalition from the north composed of Otto, the counts of Boulogne and Flanders and others from the Low Countries. The two armies met on a Sunday, 17 July 1214, on the fields of Bouvines near Lille. Forcing battle before the allied lines could be fully formed, Philip gained the advantage and won the victory. Otto barely escaped the debacle, but the counts of Boulogne and Flanders were among the numerous captives. After this spectacular defeat, further efforts to recover the Anglo-Norman-Angevin territories north of the Loire were futile, and John set sail for England, never to return.

Although Philip Augustus retained the existing local administration in his new conquests, he none the less introduced a fundamental division between Normandy and the Loire fiefs of Anjou, Maine and Touraine. As early as 1202 the king announced his intention to separate Normandy and hold it directly as royal domain. The local Norman officials, called vicomtes and baillis (corresponding to the Capetian prévôts and baillis), were replaced with personnel recruited from the royal lands, but they continued to report twice a year to a central exchequer that supervised their financial and judicial affairs. The exchequer was moved to Falaise closer to Paris and was presided over by a pair of delegates (usually Brother Guérin and Walter the Young) from the king’s entourage. In the Loire fiefs Philip inherited a regime based on local seneschals under the jurisdiction of the chief seneschal of Anjou. Even before the conquest
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the king had accepted William of Les Roches, the former seneschal of Anjou, for this post. It appears that the king was not yet prepared to absorb the Loire fiefs into the royal domain because he permitted the seneschal unusual authority over local administration. These new territories undoubtedly increased Capetian revenues, but perhaps not as much as historians have previously imagined. The discovery of a new financial account from 1221 suggests that Normandy and the Loire fiefs raised Philip’s ordinary income by 70 per cent, an increase within the same order of magnitude as the annexations before 1200.

The acquisition of new lands also prompted new collections of governmental documents. Unlike the accounts of 1202/3 which were devised to supervise and control the financial operations of the local prévôts and bailifs, the newly discovered accounts of 1221 recapitulated general categories of income and expenses and calculated balances. For the first time, therefore, the government possessed a budget to assess its fiscal position. From the Norman exchequer Philip further inherited the tradition of keeping plea rolls or brief records of cases heard. The survival of such a roll (beginning in 1207) from the exchequer at Falaise constitutes the earliest judicial collection of the Capetian monarchy. The most important collections, however, to appear in this period were the registers. In 1204, 1212 and 1220 three separate codices were compiled, one from the other, by scribes in the royal chancery, most likely under the direction of Brother Guérin. Over half of their contents consisted of charters and letters, not only the incoming materials collected in the archives, but especially the king’s outgoing charters. For the first time, therefore, the Capetian monarchy kept at least a partial record of its own acts comparable to contemporary enrollments and registers in England and at the papal court. In addition, the registers contained heterogeneous inquests, inventories, accounts and varied lists concerning the domain, forests, finances, fiefs and much more. In short, they served as handbooks of useful information on governmental routine that could be easily transported by the chancery during the king’s habitual displacements.

Shortly after Philip took the Norman city of Caen he had copied into his first register of 1204 a survey of fiefs of the duchy of Normandy undertaken by Henry II in 1172. From the beginning the Capetians had asserted their rights as suzerains over the great magnates of the kingdom and the lesser vassals of the royal domain. These rights included the traditional obligations of fealty, homage, marriage, wardship and especially knight service, but they were only vaguely defined and rarely recorded. From the Anglo-Normans, therefore, Philip inherited the technique of inventorying the vassals of their domain. In 1207 and 1220 the Norman surveys were continued and revised in the registers and extended to other sections of the royal domain. As an effort to record and thereby to supervise royal rights of suzerainty, these inventories contributed
to Philip’s general programme of reducing the obligations of all his vassals to writing. As early as 1180, for example, Henry II’s homage for his lands was recorded in a charter, as was that of the new count of Flanders in 1196. Such charters were carefully preserved in the registers or archives. A traditional means for enforcing these obligations was the requirement of pledges to guarantee the service of the vassal. Philip’s registers contain over eighty lists of such pledges. The ultimate enforcement of suzerainty, however, was a judgement in the royal court. Until the Capetians could summon a great vassal and execute the sentence, their suzerainty over the great baronage was only theoretical. The turning-point therefore came in the summons and condemnation of John as duke of Aquitaine in 1202. Since 1194 John’s obligations as a vassal had been meticulously recorded and preserved in the archives. When Philip Augustus was able to execute the sentence by dispossessing John of his fiefs, his suzerainty over the great lords was significantly reinforced.

As an aftermath of Bouvines the last decade of Philip’s reign may be characterized by the expected fruits of victory: peace, prosperity and the re-expression of ideology. The two military campaigns of the period were conducted by Louis and removed military operations far from the France north of the Loire. An expedition to England (1216–17) ended in failure, and crusades against the heretics in southern France (1215, 1219) brought inconclusive results. These campaigns apparently placed little strain on the royal finances because the budget of 1221 shows a balance of one third the revenues remaining in the treasury, a surplus that continued through the next reign. Philip’s own testament in 1222, moreover, bequeathed an extraordinary sum equivalent to nearly four times the annual royal income. This impression (if not the details) of the king’s prosperity was confirmed by an eyewitness who reported hearsay from royal officials at Philip’s funeral in 1223.

The victory at Bouvines inspired one of the participants, a chaplain of the king named William the Breton, to bring Rigord’s prose chronicle up to date and to transform it into verse in a second work entitled the Philippidos. The latter was modelled on Walter of Châtillon’s epic poem, the Alexandreis, which was deemed appropriate for a panegyric devoted to a king who like Alexander bore a Macedonian name. Throughout both works Philip was no longer entitled Augustus, redolent of Roman connotations, but magnanimus, the well-known sobriquet of the Macedonian conqueror. Although William the Breton assumed the tasks of Suger and Rigord, he was not a monk of St-Denis, but a royal cleric who enjoyed the direct patronage of the king and his chief minister, Brother Guérin. His versions may therefore be considered the first ‘official’ history of the Capetian monarchy. As William reflected upon the battle, he discerned three underlying messages of significance for the Capetian ideology. In the first place the capture of five counts, including the
powerful count of Flanders and the rebellious count of Boulogne, guaranteed the supremacy of royal suzerainty over the great lords. Throughout William's narratives all the major barons were meticulous in doing homage to the king. When John was finally summoned before the royal court in 1202, William has him explicitly acknowledge Philip's ultimate jurisdiction. Bouvines, in the second place, represented a victory of a Capetian king of the Franks over a Roman emperor. Reminiscent of the summons of 1124, the simple silk banner of St-Denis had once again triumphed over the terrifying eagle, the ancient emblem of Roman ambition to dominate the world. To justify the claim that the Franks were *franci,* that is free from the Roman yoke, William revived the foundational myth of the Trojan origins that saw the Frankish kings, like the Roman, descending in full equality from common ancestors at Troy. For that reason also the pre-Roman Alexander and not Caesar (nor Augustus) was the appropriate exemplar for Philip. Finally, standing directly behind the king before battle, William heard the king's harangue in which he reminded his troops that Otto's forces were under ecclesiastical excommunication, but they, although sinners, were in communion with God and fought to protect the clergy. Once again, William returned to the hallowed theme, reiterated at each coronation, that it was the Capetian duty to defend the liberties of the church. Philip's death in 1223 presented William the Breton with one last opportunity to return to this traditional theme. Not only was the king *christianissimus* for defending the church, but he was also personally a saint. William asserted that Philip's death was presaged by portents, that the funeral cortège to St-Denis was attended by miracles, and that visions were reported in which the king was conducted directly into the divine presence by his patron saint. Despite these efforts to demonstrate Philip's sanctity after his death, the marital scandal and evident shortcomings of his life were too recent to allow a viable campaign for his canonization, but the Capetians had only to wait for two generations before a credible saint did appear in Louis IX.
CHAPTER 17(b)

THE SEIGNEURIES

Michel Bur

Seigneurie (lordship) was a system of government in which the seigneur or lord (dominus in Latin) exercised for his own profit powers that were regalian in origin, that is, powers of a public character. It was accompanied by the territorial fragmentation of the kingdom and a more-or-less pronounced crumbling of authority, which was none the less offset by a general and traditional sense of belonging to the regnum Francorum (kingdom of the Franks) and also, juridically, in a system of feudal relations that culminated in the king. Seen from this angle, the lord was not called dominus in Latin, but senior and his men vassi.

Lordships and Principalities

The formation of lordships resulted in a parcelling-out of the kingdom which gave birth to great principalities, baronies or castellanies, those cells of local life generated by a castle. The chapter in Philip Augustus’s registers headed Scripta de feodis bears witness to this hierarchy: archbishops, bishops, abbots of great monasteries, dukes and counts are ranked among the princes; then come the barons, castellans, vassavours or sub-feudatories (arrière-vassaux) and, finally, the recently established category of the communes. These last have to be treated as a special case. Thirty or so communes had been set up in the north of the kingdom in the twelfth century. They had benefited from a transfer – often very incomplete – of seigneurial powers to the urban community represented by a mayor and jurés. Other towns, with no history of conspiracy or revolt, bought liberties from their lord that were sometimes more extensive than those of communes; and even villages, such as Beaumont-en-Argonne, assumed full responsibility for their own administration. However, numerous settlements were satisfied with judicial and economic privileges and left the task of governing them to their lord. At Paris the bourgeoisie very soon realized that it was more worthwhile to feed off the avenues of power.
than to demand its exercise. There was thus in both town and country a very broad range of constitutions, conspicuous among them the very exceptional instance of the urban republic, a status enjoyed at the beginning of the thirteenth century only by Tournai, on the border of France and the county of Flanders.

Besides these collective lordships, called ‘communes’, the lay and ecclesiastical principalities demand attention first. A slow process of simplification and stratification led to the disengagement of a group of twelve princes distinguished by the title of pairs (peers). The formalization of this title seems to date from the coronation of Philip Augustus in 1179, in the spirit of a return to the Carolingian tradition, with six ecclesiastical peers (the archbishop of Rheims and the bishops of Beauvais, Noyon, Laon, Châlons-sur-Marne in Belgica secunda, and the bishop of Langres, suffragan of the archbishop of Lyons, in Lugdunensis prima), and six secular peers (the dukes of Burgundy, Aquitaine and Normandy, and the counts of Flanders, Toulouse and Troyes, that is, the future count of Champagne).

The ecclesiastical peers were always chosen from among the twenty-six prelates who owed direct allegiance to the king. They all held sees on a curving frontier which, north-east of Paris, separated the Capetian domain from Angevin Normandy, Flemish Amiénois and Vermandois, imperial Lorraine and Burgundy. In a kingdom in which for more than a century foreign relations had been the concern of the great feudal lords, it was to the king’s advantage to favour bishops who contrived for him opportunities for intervention outside the Paris Basin.

The ecclesiastical lordships were, without exception, gradually constructed on the basis of a vast temporal power in town and country by the extension of the privilege of immunity, to which were added economic concessions related to market and minting rights. When the civil wars of the tenth century handed over to the bishops the keys of the gates and the defence of the ramparts, it was clear that the most powerful among them were equal to many of the great secular lords. At Châlons-sur-Marne, episcopal power was exercised over an eight-league radius, that is, for twenty kilometres around the town. At the end of the twelfth century, the area around Rheims subject to the archbishop’s jurisdiction was bounded by the five fortresses of Courville, Cormicy, Bétheneville, Sept-Saulx and Chaumuzy.

It was not surprising that at the same period some prelates began to assert that they held the comitatus of their city. Indeed, from 1015 at Beauvais, 1023 at Rheims and c. 1065 at Châlons-sur-Marne, the bishops had succeeded in removing from the secular counts the last remnants of their power within the city (intra muros), with the support of the king, who encouraged a similar transfer at Mende in 1161, Le Puy in 1169 and Langres in 1171. One consequence of Gregorian reform was the imposition of an increasingly clear distinction
between the temporal and the spiritual and, in the person of prelates, between bishop and lord, the first holding his religious office by election and ordination, the second his powers of justice and command by investiture. This dichotomy made it easier for the upper clergy to acknowledge their feudal dependence on the king, but it was difficult to live out in practice, and equilibrium between the two offices remained precarious. A bishop of Beauvais like Philippe of Dreux left the memory of a warrior fighting with a mace at the battle of Bouvines rather than that of a churchman. In the thirteenth century the bishop’s house was transformed into the episcopal palace. Soon the bishops of Rheims, Laon and Langres were to call themselves dukes and those of Noyon, Beauvais and Châlons counts!

The secular peers had older roots. The duchies of Aquitaine and Burgundy were former Carolingian kingdoms. They had contracted in the tenth century as a result of the emancipation of their border areas, which had been transformed into feudal dependencies. The ducal domain was henceforth limited to a few counties, for example that of Poitiers in the case of Aquitaine. To the north of the Loire, the ducatus Franciae experienced the same evolution. The Capetians held only the heart of the Paris Basin, between Paris and Orleans, with extensions towards Bourges, Sens and Laon, while vassals were solidly installed at Blois, Tours and Angers. Two blocks had been separated from the former Francia – the county of Flanders (which experienced significant territorial fluctuations before being driven back to the Germanic-speaking areas by the conquests of Philip Augustus) and Normandy, clearly included in the ecclesiastical province of Rouen, whose seven bishops were held reliably in check by the duke who had, furthermore, achieved the feudal subjugation of Brittany.

Territorial contraction on one hand, fragmentation on the other. But there was a third way in which principalities were formed, illustrated by Champagne, since at the time when (in 1152) the eastern possessions of the house of Blois achieved autonomy it had no name. It was a slow process of the addition of counties, churches and landed domains which, little by little, merged into a coherent and well-structured whole, the fruit of the patient labour of a lineage outside every political framework (regnum, ducatus, marca) and every ecclesiastical framework then extant. Champagne was a recent creation, born from favourable contemporary conditions. The mark of its success was the entry of the count of Troyes into the college of the twelve peers, admittedly assisted by the double marriage of Count Henry the Liberal to Marie, the daughter of Louis VII and Eleanor of Aquitaine, and of Louis VII to Henry’s sister, Adela.

Finally, there were the Occitanian lands, with the county of Toulouse, stretching to Quercy and the Rouergue, and its vast feudal dependency which
resulted from the splitting-up of the former duchy of Gothia or Narbonne. Its entry into the peerage was explained by the king’s concern to reaffirm his authority over a great fief threatened by the Plantagenets and also against the influence of Aragón: through Catalonia which since 1180 showed more marked secessionist tendencies from the kingdom of France.

After the great secular and ecclesiastical principalities, the *Scripta de feodis* placed groupings which stemmed directly from Carolingian counties, such as Boulogne, Guines, Dreux, Clermont-en-Beauvais, Brienne, Roucy, Joigny, Chalon-sur-Saône and Foix, as well as baronies produced by the bringing together of several castles: Lusignan, Coucy, Bourbon, Beaujeu. Finally, on a lower level, came simple castellanies like Joinville or Vignory and, a consequence of the rupture of castle households in c. 1150 and the dispersal of the *milites* who comprised them, a host of village lordships based on moated residences, fortified manor houses, which were to grow in number in the thirteenth century with another still greater disintegration of the judicial system, or *ban*, a phenomenon which led to an examination of the exact content of seigneurial powers.

There was to be no question here of the landed basis of lordship, that is, the system by which the land was worked, nor of its officers or profits, but – to express it in contemporary terms – of upper, judicial lordship, the lordship of the *ban*, in other words that which derived from an appropriation of public powers. At the highest level this was exercised over the churches: twenty-seven bishoprics in the Angevin empire, only one in the county of Champagne (Troyes). Gregorian reform put an end to the most glaring abuses. The right of spoliation retreated and even disappeared and, if the prince unduly prolonged the vacancy of a see in order to collect the revenues, he could no longer impose his own candidate and had to be content with instigating the electoral procedure by the grant of *licentia eligendi*. The same applied to monasteries, long considered as simple properties, which were released from the *ditio* or domination of their holder in order to benefit from his protection or *tutio*.

The right to order, constrain and punish – this was the definition of the *ban* – the right of executing high criminal justice, of summons to the feudal host, or of building fortifications (a monopoly generally little respected), of maintaining order and keeping the peace in all public places and on the main roads, of striking and recalling coin, of levying personal taxes (*chevage*), occasional taxes (mortmain, levies on marriage or remoal), exceptional taxes (the *aide* and the *taille*) on the inhabitants of his lands: these were the regalian prerogatives concentrated in the hands of the great lords and unequally distributed among the lesser. In addition, there were rights of an economic nature that bore heavily on markets and fairs, the circulation of goods, the maintenance of
roads and bridges, the authoritarian organization of trades and the control of money-changing, the exploitation of rivers and mills, not forgetting (above all in ecclesiastical lordships) the profits drawn from parish churches and their operation.

Frequently moving from castle to castle, the lord – and especially the great lord – was served by several officers, first among them the seneschal, who supervised at the table and at uproarious gatherings in the hall, stored up the domanial produce with the assistance of the butler and cellerars, commanded the army with the aid of the marshals responsible for mounting the cavalry and the provision of forage, inspected castle garrisons and, in his master’s absence, presided over court sessions. For his part, the chamberlain, custodian of the private apartments (camera) and of the treasure stored there, directly administered the revenues from trade and tolls and extended his jurisdiction over trades guilds. Finally, a clerk, half-notary, half-chaplain, held the office of chancellor, sealed documents and saw his role grow with the renewed use of written legal instruments in the law courts. In ecclesiastical lordships, justice and the ban were delegated to the vidame (the bishop’s secular deputy).

Because of their size, principalities were divided into smaller administrative units usually called by the generic term, provostships (prévôtés). Assisted by sergeants, administrators, deputies and foresters, the provost (prévôt) rendered justice, exacted military service and collected revenues. There were provostal families, but the office, which was paid, remained revocable. At the end of the twelfth century the baillis appeared, a form of special commissioners who took over justice, leaving the subordinate prerogatives of domanial administration to the provosts.

Leaving generalities behind, we must now analyse particular cases, especially the great principalities whose historical destiny was bound in part to their capacity for organization and structuring.

**Ecclesiastical Lordships**

It was a long way from the comitatus claimed by the bishop of Noyon in 1193, and the similar episcopal claim acknowledged by the canons of Beauvais in 1212, to the inferior lordship of their fellow ecclesiastical peer of Troyes. Here it was the count who, following the Gregorian reform, had established immunities to the benefit, not only of the prelates and canons, but also of numerous abbeys, in order to ensure them a certain autonomy, granting genuine exemptions to houses, a street or a little neighbourhood, and personal exemptions to ecclesiastical office holders, their household (familia) and sergeants, even when they were involved in trade. Thus the abbess of Notre-Dame-aux-Nonnains had at her disposal the criminal justice over four houses, three ovens (for baking)
and one court. The bishop was master of a small quarter of the town (bourg); his sergeants were exempt from comital authority (potestas), his men likewise, except when it was a case of flagrant dereliction; but in all circumstances and throughout the town, the count reserved to himself the exercitus, that is, the right of levying soldiers, and the execution of all criminals.

At the other end of the spectrum there was Rheims, the most significant and prestigious of the ecclesiastical lordships. The archbishop governed a town of 10,000 inhabitants crammed together in 60 hectares within the city walls, whose rapid growth was revealed in the appearance of suburbs in front of the gates. From 1160 onwards, a policy of allocation and settlement led to the demarcation of territorial bans held principally from three lords: the archbishop, the chapter and the abbey of St-Rémi. The archbishop’s ban was the most extensive. It included the whole of the fortified town and three artisanal suburbs, La Couture, Le Jard and Venise. Confined in their cloister, the canons extended their power over the little quarter of Vesle, while the abbey of St-Rémi began belatedly to group round its tenth-century walls the families which were to multiply in the thirteenth. Monopoly over the coinage, with an exchange rate aligned to that of Paris, was retained by the archbishop as an expression of his quasi-regalian prerogative. He could demand armed aid from men from all the bans. The execution of those condemned to death was his by right, as was the collection of all tolls except those in the quarter of St-Rémi where he shared them with the abbot.

Rheims had a heterogeneous population, composed of groups with divergent interests: clerics of all ranks, enfeoffed knights responsible for the gates of the city, citizens (bourgeois) who frequented the bishop’s household (familia) and supplied the bishop with his chamberlains, toll-collectors and his provosts, integrating themselves as much as possible into both the echevinal law court and local administration; but it was a population which had been subject for fifty or so years to upheavals comparable to the communal agitation so widespread in the towns between the Rivers Seine and Meuse in the twelfth century. In 1182 the archbishop, William of Champagne, decided to grant the men of his ban the so-called ‘Wilhelmine Charter’, by which he not only confirmed the customs relative to chevage and mortmain, but surrendered the annual election of the échevins to the citizens, reserving for himself only the right to invest them and receive their oaths of loyalty. Moreover, these échevins saw themselves entrusted with substantial judicial competence from which only murder, theft and treason were exempted. Although the charter by no means recognized the existence of the population as an urban body, the town henceforth had real representation at its disposal, a privilege which the abbot of St-Rémi refused to concede in his ban and, at a greater distance, the bishop of Châlons in his city.
In the countryside a comparable development occurred, sanctioning the grant in 1182 of a charter of privileges to the village of Beaumont-en-Argonne. By this document, William handed over to the mayor and *jurés* elected by the peasant community all powers in matters of justice, taxation and defence. This ordinance conferring autonomy seemed so enviable that it spread in the thirteenth century, admittedly with considerable modifications required by the lords, to more than 500 villages in Lorraine. Notwithstanding, in 1197 the archbishop submitted all his temporal power to the high jurisdiction of a *bailli*.

There is no need to labour the point further to demonstrate the originality and flexibility of William’s policy. It contrasts markedly with the highly violent procedure of Roger of Rozoy, bishop of Laon who, at the same period, bloodily put down the claims of the rural communes of the Laonnois. The episcopacy of William of Champagne at Rheims marked simultaneously the apogee of seigneurial prerogative and the start of its decline, accelerated in the thirteenth century by the encroachments of the king.

**Secular Principalities**

In this section, I shall place more emphasis on what differentiates the secular principalities than on what makes them similar, given the general development which imposed common characteristics upon them.

*The comté of Champagne or of Troyes*

Having become the dominant fief in relation to the other possessions of the family of Blois (Blois, Chartres, Châteaudun, Sancerre and so on) in 1152, Champagne, as has already been observed, was an agglomeration of *comtés* held from the king, the duke of Burgundy, the emperor, the archbishop of Rheims, the bishop of Langres and the abbot of St-Denis, to name but a few, constituting a whole sufficiently coherent to withstand Louis VII’s attempt to dissolve it in 1142–3.

Its stability resulted first from the comital domain, densely spread over central and southern Champagne. In the mid-twelfth century the fifteen provostships were administered by temporary officers, while the twenty principal fortresses were defended by hereditary enfeoffed castellans. At a higher level, the count could rely on his great officers, among whom the seneschal was pre-eminent. Organized in c. 1100 on the English model, the chancery was at first no more than a writing-office held by a clerk or chaplain skilled in law. It grew after 1150. Although the church in Troyes (that is, the bishopric) aimed to break free from comital power – which it succeeded in doing, with the aid of the king, in
c. 1170 – and although the monasteries were subject only to the protection of the prince, Henry the Liberal (1152–81) compensated for this weakness by found-
ing the great secular collegiate churches at Bar-sur-Aube, Sézanne and Provins, which supplied him with administrative personnel, and, in his palace chapel of St-Etienne at Troyes, a repository for archives and books, as well as his tomb.

The means available to the count, the revenues – thanks to which (as in Flanders) he outstripped all his vassals – enabled him to enforce the latter’s obedience. In c. 1170 registers of fiefs were drawn up and deposited in St-

Etienne, just as the great cartularies of the comté were to be at beginning of the thirteenth century. With Henry the Liberal, and as a consequence of a fraternal agreement between Henry and Archbishop William of Rheims, feudal dependency was very extensive in northern Champagne.

Since the earliest times, the counts had been in evidence on the frontier with Lorraine and the empire. The son of Theobald II and Matilda of Carinthia, Henry the Liberal maintained close relations with Frederick Barbarossa, then very active in the comté of Burgundy. He made closer ties with him, which all but rebounded on Louis VII at St-Jean-de-Losne in 1162. This active frontier policy only confirmed the inclination of the principality of Champagne to extend eastwards.

But the most original feature of the period is to be found in the economic take-off, less in production than in distribution, a phenomenon linked to the voluntarist policy of the princes, in particular Theobald II (1107–52). By creating a second fair in Champagne at Provins, fixing the cycle of exchange both geographically and chronologically, by the authoritarian concentration of international trade (and especially the sale of cloth) in a few well-chosen centres, by agreement with Flanders, he had prepared the ground for the rise of one pole of the world-economy, as F. Braudel put it, the only one that the kingdom of France was to know in the middle ages. Such success was made possible by the extent of the principality, stretching out like a frontier from Montereau on the Seine to Vaucouleurs on the Meuse, by civil order and peace which ‘softened the warriors’ (Suger) but favoured the merchants, by the creation of a policing system for the fairs – the watches announced in 1174 – and by the extension of comital safeconduct outside the bounds of the principality, the count taking full responsibility for merchants injured on the great roads leading to his towns with fairs. The effect of this policy was quick and dazzling. It can be summed up as the seizure of the commercial currents crossing western Europe from the Mediterranean to the North Sea, the desertion of the old route of Agrippa via Rheims and Châlons-sur-Marne, the development of the four transit towns of Bar-sur-Aube, Lagny, Provins and Troyes, and also of textile production in the last two. This new road-axis, around which the comté of Champagne and Brie was structured, also deflected international trade from the Capetian
domain; the king reacted to the competition of Champagne and Normandy by reserving the monopoly of river-traffic on the Seine to the association of merchants at Paris.

Finally, there was one last sign of this success: the construction of an exclusively comital zone of monetary circulation. While to the north of the Marne, the *deniers* of Rheims, Châlons and Paris circulated, all with the same value in the twelfth century, the south was the realm of the Provins *denier*, on which that of Troyes was aligned and, after 1158, the coins struck by the bishop of Meaux. At about this date, the coinage of Provins started to push back that of Châlons, penetrated the royal zone in the Laonnois and the Beauvaisis, and invaded Lorraine. Its circulation was such that in Italy its type was imitated by the Roman Senate.

The comté of Flanders

As Champagne blocked Capetian expansion to the east, so did Flanders to the north. This principality similarly presented an internally unbalanced structure, with the bulk of the domain gathered north of a line between Lille and St-Omer, while the French-speaking south was given over to the sphere of action of fief (Boulogne) and rear-fief (St-Pol). Again like Champagne, it had a territorial extension in the empire, to such an extent that in 1125 Count Charles the Good could be put forward as successor to the Emperor Henry V, and in 1185 Philip of Alsace, warring against Philip Augustus, had no hesitation in doing homage for all his possessions to Henry VI, an extreme attitude which seems to have similarly tempted Henry the Liberal at St-Jean-de-Losne in 1162.

In 1163 the comté of Flanders was enlarged as a consequence of Philip of Alsace’s marriage to the heiress of the Vermandois, the Amiénois and the Valois. It then stretched from the Scheldt estuary to the banks of the Marne. Tutor to King Philip Augustus, the count married his pupil to his niece, Isabelle of Hainault, to whom he promised Artois as a dowry. In the absence of a direct heir and also as a result of this promise, the southern possessions of Flanders were soon lost and the comté drawn back within more limited dimensions with a preponderantly Flemish-speaking population. This loss, which included the largest town, Arras, was not acknowledged by Philip of Alsace’s successors, who hurled themselves headlong into the coalition annihilated by the French king at Bouvines in 1214.

The hereditary succession to the comté of Flanders followed the rule of male primogeniture. Thus the absence of a direct male heir inevitably posed serious problems. At the beginning of the twelfth century, the counts, bound in other respects very closely to the kings, to whom they were closely related, had imposed public order by executions and hangings. The unruly vassals bowed
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...to this, but in 1127 a reaction set in and Charles the Good was assassinated. As he had relied on the support of the towns to govern, they – speaking through the men of Ghent and of Bruges – demanded to be involved in the choice of his successor; then, in 1128, when they had rejected William Clito in favour of Thierry of Alsace, they asserted that it was the right of the assembled clergy, barons and citizens to judge and depose the count, before choosing another. Throughout Galbert of Bruges’s account of these events, a doctrine of national sovereignty is being sketched. The Alsace dynasty (1128–91) understood this and endeavoured to check claims of this kind, but Philip had to concede the participation of the échevins of Flanders in the most important deliberations.

The comté of Flanders was characterized by stable central institutions, in particular a comital court of unlimited judicial powers, which in the second half of the twelfth century strove to its utmost to reserve high justice to itself. As in the Capetian entourage, the great officers were constantly present: seneschal, butler, chamberlain, constable and, above all, chancellor. This last office had devolved on the provost of the church of St-Donatien in the castle at Bruges, and he was the head of the domanial administration, keeper of the seals since before 1084. Every year he had his notaries draw up the Gros Brief, a summary of the accounts provided by the forty receivers of the castellany, of which the oldest surviving dates from 1187. Just as early as the chancery office, the receipt of finances was organized at the end of the twelfth century to constitute the court of the Rennenghe with its high-ranking Renneurs, accounting officers always placed under the chancellor’s control. In this respect Flanders was competing with the Anglo-Norman administration, which also had a sophisticated central accounting system at a very early date.

Local institutions functioned within the sole framework – at once military, administrative, judicial and domanial – of the castellany, the castellan being re-munerated with a fief which was not the castle. In c. 1130 the urban échevinages were separated from the law courts of the castellany, while the penal law written down in the Keures (charters) developed with some degree of uniformity, according to the will of the count (in particular, Philip of Alsace). Given the tendency of the castellans to hereditary self-perpetuation, in c. 1170 the count created baillis entrusted with a watching brief over his rights in matters of justice and of public peace. He appointed them, paid them, transferred them dismissed them. Among their other duties, they had to preside over the castellany’s feudal court, established to reduce the burden on the comital court. At the end of the century war and fortification – the corollary of public peace – became a monopoly of the prince.

Swept on by powerful social forces, the counts of the house of Alsace participated in the economic development of the region by relying on their right to exploit uncultivated land, marshes, turf moors and dunes. Philip created...
the ports of Gravelines (1163), Nieuwpoort, Damme (1180), Biervliet, Dunkirk and Mardijk on the coast, while his brother Matthew of Boulogne laid the foundations of Calais. Just inland a policy of land development was undertaken at the initiative of the chancellor, Robert of Aire (who died in 1174). This aimed to drain the waters of the mainland, especially in the marshes of the Aa near Gravelines. The public service of the Wateringues was established for the health of the region. Elsewhere, the count had peat extracted to save timber. He protected afforested regions and controlled forest clearances. From the 1130s onwards, six fairs were organized in the towns of Ypres, Bruges, Torhout, Lille and Messines. As in Champagne, the prince understood that his superiority was conditional on his wealth.

The duchy of Burgundy

Not all principalities had the same structure or vigour. In Burgundy, the duke fell back upon a territorial core dominated by Autun, Beaune and Dijon, with a surrounding penumbra of fiefs, strengthened by marriages and by the performance of liege homage for castles. Beyond these began the theoretical sphere of authority of the comtés of Nevers, Auxerre, Tonnerre, Troyes, Chalon and Mâcon, coincidentally reinvigorated by mutual oaths of non-injury and non-aggression pacts. Ducal protection was maintained over numerous monasteries, but the bishoprics – free from this – had become royal. It was at the expense of that of Langres that the duke had acquired Dijon in 1137 and Châtillon-sur-Seine between 1162 and 1192.

Inspired at first by resentment at seeing the count of Chalon in 1166 and the count of Mâcon in 1172 paying homage to the king, then by his marriage to the heiress of the Viennois, Duke Hugh III pursued an active frontier policy, which drew him close to Frederick Barbarossa. Philip Augustus, aided by the count of Flanders, forced him into greater fidelity as a result of a war unleashed by an appeal of the lord of Vergy (1183–6). Taken prisoner, but released through the intervention of the emperor, Hugh had formally to acknowledge himself the vassal of the crown of France.

With a strong dynastic succession and younger sons established in bishoprics, a ducal court furnished with permanent officers and a primitive chancery administered by an ordinary chaplain, the duchy cut a good figure without having the more sophisticated framework of Flanders or Normandy. Moreover, in imitation of his uncle Henry the Liberal, Duke Hugh III founded a palace chapel at Dijon before 1184 in order to furnish himself with more and able administrators.

In each castellany, a prévôt de justice et d’armes controlled the working of the domain with his subordinates. At the end of the twelfth century the ‘great
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Powerful and compact, the principalities we have just considered were like that of the Capetians. In this respect they were distinct from the great territorial concentrations, a phenomenon both typical of the twelfth century and nevertheless exceptional.

The first unsuccessful attempt at a vast territorial agglomeration was the Anglo-Norman-Blois-Champagne empire. Through his mother, Theobald II of Blois was the oldest of Henry I (‘Beauchamp’) of England’s nephews, to whom he should have succeeded in 1135. The Norman aristocracy had received him as heir to the throne when they learnt that, on the other side of the Channel, the great lords of England had rallied to his brother Stephen and proclaimed him king at Westminster. In order to preserve their interests in the English kingdom, the Normans abandoned their candidate. The law of primogeniture was flouted. Theobald withdrew, letting his brother reign in his stead, but he gave him no help when the Empress Matilda, daughter of Henry I, and her husband, Geoffrey, count of Anjou, succeeded in vindicating the rights of their young son, Henry II Plantagenet, who succeeded Stephen in 1154.

Another instance of the failure to build up a large, looser territorial principality was the union of Aquitaine and the royal principality in the person of Eleanor and Louis VII. The annulment of the marriage celebrated at Bordeaux in 1137 made the duchess Eleanor free once more and in 1152 she was married again, to Henry II Plantagenet. Thus was born what historians have called ‘the Angevin empire’. This empire encompassed the patrimonial holdings of the counts of Anjou (Anjou, Touraine, Maine), augmented, by right of conquest, with Normandy in 1144, with Aquitaine and Gascony through marriage in 1152 and, through Henry’s accession to the throne, with England in 1154. This agglomeration of territories remained fragile. Henry II himself provided for its division between his sons in 1169–70. Crowned king at Westminster in 1170 and at Winchester in 1172, the oldest, Henry fitz Henry was to reign over England, Anjou and Normandy; the second, Richard, was to inherit from his mother Aquitaine, under the direct suzerainty of the king of France; the third, Geoffrey, was to be, by marriage, duke of Brittany, under Norman suzerainty; and the last, John ‘Lackland’, was to remain just that – landless. The death of...
Henry fitz Henry made Richard the heir to the whole empire and holder of the two peerages of Normandy and Aquitaine.

**Normandy**

In this vast empire Normandy was the keystone. Henry I ‘Beauclerk’, who had recovered it in 1106, endeavoured to revive the *Consuetudines et justicie* attributed to his father. He presented himself as the holder of public authority, the guarantor of peace, master of forests and rivers, highways and roads, having monopoly of the coinage and fortifications. Throughout the duchy, he delegated *juges enquêteurs* to investigate misdeeds. Their ‘assises’ suspended private jurisdictions. Barons and freemen had to appear there. Anyone who wanted could place himself under the prince’s protection. The authority thus restored blossomed after 1135 in legislation independent of the traditional conciliar framework.

Local administration was provided by twenty-two *vicomtes*, flexible and revocable appointments, remunerated out of ducal revenues. Their role declined towards the middle of the twelfth century with the institution by the Plantagenets of the *baillis*, whose scope did not coincide with the former divisions. There were twenty-eight in 1172 and they commanded the vassals in the feudal host. Elsewhere enfeoffed sergeancies evolved who supervised forests, markets and prisons. On a higher level, the increasingly specialized ducal court was presided over by the justiciar in the absence of the king-duke. From 1176 onwards, this great officer became a kind of universal agent in administrative and judicial matters. An embryonic budget was worked out in the second half of the twelfth century. Receipts were centralized at the exchequer at Caen. Expenditure could only be initiated by ducal writ. All these operations were recorded on rolls of parchment, of which the oldest extant go back to 1180.

In Normandy, the feudal hierarchy tended henceforth to incorporate the commoners. It bound to the duke the barons who were his tenants-in-chief, the titular vassals of a knight’s fee and the vavasseurs, with reservation of fealty to the *dominus Normanniae* imposed on all, including rear-vassals. *Enquêtes* such as that of 1172 fixed the level of services, aids and relief due to the suzerain who was always the guardian of orphans. In 1181 by the Assise of Arms, fromulgated in England and then probably applied on the continent, it was decided that everyone with movables worth 100 *livres angevines* should have the equipment of a knight; with movables worth 40, 30 or 25 a haubergeon (i.e. coat of mail), lance, sword or a bow and arrows. Henry II sometimes replaced military service by the payment of a levy (*l’écuage*), exacted by the *baillis*, which allowed him to recruit mercenaries and pay knights. Of course, every castle could revert to the prince on simple requisition.
From the end of the eleventh century a royal style of government became more pronounced in the duchy. The name of the king of France began to be omitted from the dating clauses of charters from 1087 onwards. After 1176, the king of England issued general ordinances in Normandy which applied to all his dominions.

**Aquitaine**

In contrast with this solid territorial core, springing up on the ruins of the former Neustria, the huge duchy of Aquitaine, enlarged since the second half of the eleventh century with the addition of Gascony, was always trying to strain in all directions. In c. 1100, William IX sought by right of his wife to seize the comté of Toulouse and its feudal dependencies. He narrowly failed in 1119. In his turn Henry II Plantagenet fixed his sights on the shores of the Mediterranean in 1159. He had some success in 1167 and, in 1170, he claimed all the territories within the ecclesiastical province of Bourges. The background to this dream of hegemony was the memory of the ninth- and tenth-century regnum Aquitaniae encompassing, among other lands, Berry, the Auvergne, the Velay, the Albigeois and the Toulousain – a good fifteen comtés in all.

Capable of magnificent feats in order to achieve expansion, the dukes had poor control over a vaguely defined area, subject to anarchic forces. The collapse of Carolingian structures had given way to a whole system of relations, more or less binding, based on temporary conveniencies. Ducal suzerainty was inconsistent, clientage many-layered and unstable, castellanies virtually independent. All this was further aggravated by ecclesiastical privileges and a rapid decline in the public peace.

The duke could only count on his own resources, which came to him essentially from Poitou and Gascony, where provosts administered his domains and castellans (often hereditary) defended his castles. Thanks to his wealth, he was in a position to build fortresses, pay wages to mercenaries and reward loyalty. Thus he began to restore his pre-eminence, first in the Charente region. Turning succession disputes to his own advantage, he ruined several powerful lords (the house of Châtelaiillon) and marked his victory with the foundation of La Rochelle. He was always conscious of his own position in the feudal hierarchy. Suger recounts the famous episode in which the duke intervened between Louis VI and the count of Auvergne, promising to make the latter appear before the royal court on condition that he was acknowledged as the duke’s vassal. This policy bore fruit from before 1137. At that date, William X delivered, unopposed, with his daughter Eleanor, an indivisible duchy to the king, Louis VII.

Louis immediately furthered his predecessors’ policy towards greater administrative centralization and a more robust structuring of feudal ties. The ducal
court was organized on the French model, with the principal office devolved to the seneschal who, in 1147, had the entire duchy under his authority, both Aquitaine proper and Gascony. The Second Crusade gave Geoffrey of Rancon the position of a vice-regent.

Under Henry II, Eleanor’s second husband, the Anglo-Norman model was imposed. From 1156 several seneschals were set over the eleven ducal provostships. There were six in 1174 to collect taxes, render justice and command the army. In fact periods of rebellion required better control of the population. Under Richard, the great seneschal reappeared, but the presence of the duke at Poitiers – a duke with the ring of St Valery on his finger as a sign of his wedding to his duchy – prevented him from acquiring his former stature. Finally, from 1180 to 1216, the region was divided into two sénéchaussées: on the one hand Poitou, on the other Gascony and Périgord; a prophetic division, for Philip Augustus was soon to seize the first, leaving the second – the future Guyenne – to the Plantagenets.

Elsewhere in the duchy the quickening pace of feudalization resulted in the formation of a true territorial principality. The prince encroached on the affairs of his vassals when there was a disputed succession, relying with increasing insistence upon the force of the law. He demanded homage and, in order to obtain it, confiscated – provisionally at least – Limoges in 1139 and Angoulême in 1181. This attitude provoked six revolts in twenty-one years, especially between 1173 and 1183. Incapable of coordinating their efforts – the Gascons knew nothing of the Aquitanians and vice versa – the rebels finally failed. Their castles were razed or lost their allodial status, becoming fiefs. Broken, the nobles themselves drew the ties that bound them more tightly by making appeals to the suzerain. The latter benefited from these circumstances to impose liege homage in a region which did not know it. When Philip Augustus conquered Poitou, the intermediate (ducal) level which separated him from his rear-vassals collapsed. Henceforth, the count of La Marche and the vicomtes of Thouars or Limoges would become the direct vassals of the king.

Toulouse and the Mediterranean coast

An aggregate of territories acquired at the end of the eleventh century by Raymond of St-Gilles, the principality of Toulouse (consisting of the Toulousain, Quercy and Rouergue), embraced a vast dependency originating in the breakup of the former march of Gothia. The vicomtés of Albi and Carcassonne were attached to the Toulousain and Quercy, those of Narbonne, Béziers and the Gévaudan to the Rouergue. Moreover, in 1125 the comital domain was enlarged by the marquisate of Provence, between the Isère and the Durance, with its extension into the Velay. Established on both sides of the frontier, the count of Toulouse could intervene in the empire at his pleasure.
As has just been observed, the domanial core of this principality was clearly off-centre, west of the dependencies along the Mediterranean coast and the lands closely bordering it: an unbalanced situation which we have already seen elsewhere, in Champagne and in Flanders. Some great families, comparable to the vicomtes of Poitou or the counts of Angoulême, held the vicomtés of the Languedoc, the most powerful of them being the Trencavels of Albi, Carcassonne and Béziers. In a region which was witnessing the rebirth of Roman customary law in written form, where the alloid was an impediment to enfeoffments, where feudal obligations proceeded from oaths without homage, and where castles, even held as fiefs, were not liable to be surrendered to a lord, the prince was powerless before a prosperous aristocracy who possessed minting, judicial and economic rights. The most common coins were those struck by the count of Melgueil, the direct vassal of the pope since 1085.

The ecclesiastical lordships, strengthened by the Gregorian reform, were another outpost of resistance: at Narbonne power was divided between the vicomte and the archbishop; the vicomté or comté was transferred to the bishops at Albi, Lodève and Mende with the support of Louis VII in c. 1160. A degree of weakness in Raymond of Toulouse’s edifice was accentuated still further by the fact that the counts were very involved in the crusades.

Their successes should also be stressed. They had succeeded in imposing primogeniture as the rule for succession, whereas the Trencavels continued to divide their goods between their sons. The comital court eventually had a monopoly of judicial appeals, with the chancellor operating like the president of a law court at the end of the twelfth century. At local level, domanial administration was entrusted to bayles and justice to provosts (viguers). Finally, the count – who had founded the ville neuve of Montauban in 1144 and feared the independence of the urban communes – was able to tame the bourgeoisie of Toulouse. He granted the city a consulate in 1152 and connected the burghers more closely with the administration of the city in 1189. The counts’ achievement was positive, although the threats they faced included the proximity of Barcelona and the development of the Cathar heresy.

Catalonia

Master of Barcelona and Gerona, then through default of heirs of Cerdanya and the Besalú, and lastly of Roussillon in 1172, the count of Barcelona held all the comtés that constituted the new ecclesiastical province of Tarragona restored by the pope at the beginning of the twelfth century, apart from the Ampurias and Haut-Pallars. It was then (in 1178, to be exact) that the term ‘Catalonia’ appeared in documents to designate a territory undergoing religious, customary and monetary unification. To this old Catalonia was gradually added a new
one, resulting from the *Reconquista* of the lower valley of the Ebro, with Tortosa falling in 1148 and Lérida in 1149. The military government necessitated by the war against the Muslims facilitated the consolidation and extension of feudal bonds and the appearance (under the name of *solidantia*) of liege homage to the prince. The important achievement of classifying the archives by lineage and castle which was undertaken by the dean of Barcelona Cathedral, Ramón of Caldes, resulted in the drawing-up of the *Liber feodorum major* in 1194.

Running alongside this attempt at feudal organization was a strengthening of administrative systems, with judicial *viguiers* and domaniaal *bayles* at local level, as in the Toulousain, and, in the central administration, a court that was still rudimentary and incapable of drawing up a budget, but where great officers like the seneschal gradually gave way to a more competent personnel of knights and secular clergy, some of whom constituted the secret council. These men were always concerned to base their activities on written authority. In c. 1150 they compiled the *Usages of Barcelona*, erroneously attributing them to Ramón Berenguer I, the founder of Catalan power in c. 1060, to establish more securely, as we have seen, the regalian prerogative in the *comté* in matters of public peace, fortification, coinage and criminal justice, to detach sovereignty from suzerainty and force the recalcitrant barons to submit to princely ordinances.

This development should be linked to the count of Barcelona’s marriage to the heiress of the crown of Aragón and in 1152 the birth of Alfonso I, who was to be simultaneously count and king. Official acknowledgement of the term ‘Catalonia’ to signify the young prince’s patrimonial possessions followed, and in 1180 the decision of the council of Tarragona to suppress in documents all reference to the regnal years of the king of France. It was thus debatable whether or not the territories recently conquered from the Muslims were held from the Capetian king at all.

In the face of this affirmation of the sovereignty of the count-kings, the barons attempted resistance by invoking the Carolingian origin of their autonomy. It took Alfonso I and his son Pedro II twenty-five years to subdue them. The ordinances of Fondarella were issued in 1173. The former diocesan peace was transformed into the king’s peace, which the *viguiers*, with the bishops, were to enforce. Similarly, a new tax was introduced, the *bovatage*, to support the war against the Muslims. The discontent of the aristocracy was so great that in 1205 Pedro II had to accept the terms of a great charter restoring ancient customs. More fortunate than John ‘Lackland’ of England slightly later, he was not forced to promulgate it. He ducked and dived skilfully on other issues. Against the barons he placed the representatives of towns summoned to sit in the plenary courts. Above all, outside the limits of his territories, he followed
a brilliant and risky policy of expansion northwards, towards the former ecclesiastical province of Narbonne (from which the province of Tarragona had been sliced off), a region that spoke the same language and where it was easy to extend his feudal domination at the expense of the count of Toulouse. With this policy the counts could lend a helping hand to the younger members of their family who occupied Lower Provence in the empire and who also claimed rights of suzerainty over the Gévaudan, Millau and half of the Carlades. Independently of this support, the count endeavoured in 1150 to secure the fealty of the Trencavel for Carcassonne, the Razès and the Lauragais but, in 1163, the count of Toulouse reversed the situation with Carcassonne, Narbonne and Montpellier once again submitting to his authority. His Catalan rival retaliated in Béarn in 1170, Bigorre in 1175, Béziers in 1179; moreover, Pedro II married the Montpellier heiress. Although the count of Toulouse took the initiative in 1197 at Nîmes, the comtés of Comminges and Foix slipped in 1213 to the side of Barcelona.

In this competitive climate, Catharism made continual advances. The progressively impoverished lower aristocracy refused to hand over the tithes the church demanded and turned towards heresy. The crusaders led by Simon of Montfort attacked the dissidents. On 12 September 1213, at Muret, they annihilated the troops of Pedro II, who had decided to aid the Toulousains in order to preserve the territorial status quo. Soon afterwards the barons of the north imposed the law of the king of France upon the south.

**Cultural and Political Life: The World of the Princely Imagination**

There is one last principality to consider, that of the Capetians. Neither its size nor its resources differentiated it from the others until the beginning of the thirteenth century, but its prince was also the suzerain of all the lords of the kingdom and virtual sovereign over all its inhabitants. The subject need not detain us here, since it is treated elsewhere. It would also have been illuminating to have analysed an instance of micro-lordship. The same structures would have been observed functioning at local level, the same characters would have been involved, diminished in proportion to their resources but proud of their real or fabled ancestors (a Danish adventurer for the Guines, for instance) or, thanks to several clerics in their entourage, artfully provided, like guy of Bazoches with the same genealogy as the count of Champagne and linked through the female line to Charlemagne and even Clovis. Grafted on to royal stock, the minor lords portrayed the nobility as a great society of cousins. Unfortunately, there is no scope to pursue this subject here.
In twelfth-century France, the rise of the principalities followed, accompanied or even preceded that of the royal domain. The twelfth century was a period of equilibrium between king and princes. Everywhere more land was cultivated and there was more settlement, towns grew, commerce accelerated, production increased and building renewed the environment in which people lived. Everywhere, too, the princes provided themselves with a better administration in order to benefit from demographic and economic growth. A court culture which had been born in the Occitanian lands gained ground northwards and flourished between the Loire and the Meuse. Courtly poetry, *chanson de geste* and Breton romance were appreciated at Poitiers and Troyes even more than at Paris: Chrétien of Troyes was the protégé of Marie of Champagne and Philip of Flanders. What is more, some princes sought in history and legend arguments which could be used for augmenting their prestige or consolidating their rule. As a consequence of the *Reditus ad stirpem Caroli*, the Capetians purloined to their advantage the memory of Charlemagne, hitherto preserved by the counts of Boulogne and Hainault. Henry II Plantagenet asked Wace and Benedict of Ste-Maure to glorify his mother’s Norman ancestors while, in reaction to the Normans, Duchess Constance of Brittany called her son Arthur to associate him with the Bretons. As for the count-king of Catalonia, he scored an anti-Frankish point with his *Gesta comitum Barcinonum*.

It was thus a many-faceted society, often divided against itself, but one in which the members shared in the same world of the imagination. Charlemagne was always accompanied by the twelve peers and Arthur by his knights. The Round Table, which abolished hierarchies, represented the political ideal of the twelfth-century aristocracy. In this perspective the role of king, *primus inter pares*, is to inspire prowess and put it at the service of right. None the less, all the would-be Percevals and Gawains would have been mistaken if they believed that King Arthur would remain imprisoned for long in this enchanted circle. At the beginning of the thirteenth century, the peers of France, doubtless influenced by events in Germany, attempted to create a kind of *Reichfürstenstand*, but the endeavour was unsuccessful and from 1216 onwards their college had to open itself to officers of the Palais. In 1226 Louis VIII rejected without hesitation the countess of Flanders’s request to be judged exclusively by her peers. Without anyone really realizing it, the victory of Bouvines (1214) had put an end to the aristocracy’s egalitarian dream.
on a November night in 1138, Count Geoffrey of Anjou and his men spent part of the evening feasting in the burghal houses of the Norman coastal town of Touques. The experience, no doubt, was exhilarating. This was the first occasion since King Stephen’s leaving the duchy a year earlier that the count had managed on his own to occupy a major town beyond his wife’s properties along the Maine–Norman border. But the revelry was premature. The castellan at nearby Bonneville, having been left alone, secretly dispersed ‘poor boys and common women’ throughout all quarters of the town in a plan to burn the Angevins out. Forty-six fires were set in all. The amount of smoke and flames made it impossible for either side to engage in combat. Geoffrey and some of his men found refuge in a local cemetery where they waited out the horrific night. Few who waited with him could then have imagined that within six years their lord would become master of Normandy, or that his son, Henry of Anjou, yet a child, would someday reunite the kingdom of England with the duchy of Normandy, joining them in a larger Angevin dominion.

The way to the future lay not with the count’s further campaigns in the duchy, which ended with the Bonneville-sur-Touques debacle, but with the strategic thinking and enterprise of Robert, earl of Gloucester, perhaps the most powerful, certainly the ablest, member of the Anglo-Norman landowning aristocracy. His stature, experience and involvement in the fight of his half-sister, the empress Matilda, countess of Anjou, and her husband for Normandy and England gave the Angevin cause more than hope – it gave it a chance.

The tangible assets Earl Robert brought to the Angevins were the city and stronghold of Bristol in England, the county of Glamorgan in Wales, numerous other castles and properties in the south-west and elsewhere in England, together with Bayeux and Caen in Normandy, and a network of loyal Anglo-Norman and Welsh allies and vassals. One glaring weakness of King Henry

I’s plan for his grandson and namesake to succeed him, if necessary, following
a regency of Matilda and Geoffrey, was that no English castles or towns were
assigned to the couple for a base of operations against the chance of a fight for
the succession, which, of course, happened. Matilda and Geoffrey had to rely
on great magnates like Robert, especially in Britain.

All the reasons for Earl Robert choosing to remain behind in Normandy
after Stephen’s departure in November, 1137, then, formally to renounce his
allegiance to the king in May 1138, may never be known. Surely, he recognized
the child Henry, his nephew, as the only legitimate Anglo-Norman ruler in
spite of Stephen’s anointing, but Henry was too young to rule, his mother’s
gender posed a serious barrier to her rule, even to a prolonged regency, while
her husband’s descent from the Normans’ age-old Angevin enemies made his
overlordship out of the question. If Robert thought of the future, he worked
in the present. His family ties with Matilda and Geoffrey always would be a
cause for suspicion. Stephen’s Flemish mercenary captain, William of Ypres,
had devised at least one attempt on the earl’s life already. And the earl’s in-
fluence at the royal court had been steadily undermined in countless ways by
the Beaumont group, most notably the king’s confidant, Count Waleran of
Meulan. The earl in the end acted while he was still free to do so and in some
measure by serving his sister he served himself.

In June 1138 Count Geoffrey invaded Normandy. Now with Bayeux and
Caen being held for Matilda by her brother, and Stephen facing rebellion
and a Scottish invasion in England, the expectation must have been to take
Normandy finally. It was not to be. Waleran of Meulan and William of Ypres,
coming from England, blunted the Angevin advance with the support of Count
Ralph of Vermandois and French troops. Earl Robert was forced to find security
behind the strong walls of Caen, where he remained inactive for months,
while Count Geoffrey found sanctuary in Argentan after his near disaster at
Bonneville-sur-Touques. Angevin partisans in England fared little better.

In the winter of 1138 King David of Scotland, Matilda’s uncle, had in-
vaded northern England reaching the River Tyne before being chased back
into Scotland by a determined Stephen, who clearly saw the Scottish advance
as a serious challenge to his kingship and ability to protect the north. In April
David crossed the border once again with a large army, espousing the right
of his niece to the English throne, while taking advantage of the unsettled
situation to press age-old Scottish territorial ambitions in Northumbria and
beyond. Stephen could not meet this second challenge in person. By chance
or design, rebellion had broken out along the Welsh march, in the south-west,
and in Kent where Earl Robert’s supporters and castles were situated. Bristol,
Hereford and Shrewsbury, to name the principal places, were all in rebel hands.
So too was the pivotal fortress of Dover which was held for Earl Robert by his
castellan, Walchelin Maminot. Stephen concentrated his forces on the march and Bristol. Queen Matilda, his wife, was sent against Dover supported by ships from her county of Boulogne. The northern barons, under the guidance of Archbishop Thurstan of York, had to fend for themselves. Angevin tactics, if there was an overall strategy, seemed aimed at spreading the royal forces in England as thinly as possible with the bonus of preventing significant reinforcements from reaching Normandy, where Count Geoffrey's invasion through the centre of the duchy was in progress, and Reginald of Dunstanville, another of Matilda's half-brothers, Baldwin of Redvers, and Stephen of Mandeville, a Gloucester ally, were reeking havoc in the Cotentin. Earl Robert himself curiously remained at Caen.

The strategy failed. Count Waleran of Meulan and others were dispatched, as we have seen, to Normandy with substantial effect. In England, Stephen first made an attempt on Bristol, but found the stronghold too formidable and dangerously protected from siege by a broad arc of outlying castles in the earl's hands. The king then concentrated on taking Hereford, an effort which lasted five weeks. A second try at Bristol proved equally fruitless. After a string of successes with smaller castles in the region, Stephen invested Shrewsbury, taking the town and castle in little over a week. It was late August. About this time, Dover capitulated to Queen Matilda, and within days the Scots were resoundingly defeated by the northern barons near Northallerton at the battle of the Standard. For the moment serious fighting in England ceased. By November the Angevin progress in Normandy, too, had been stalemated.

If the Angevin revanche of 1138 failed to produce any immediate territorial gains, it did shake the foundations of the Anglo-Norman world, bringing to the fore the weaknesses of Stephen's kingship and the many dangers of the current political situation. In spite of the year's string of royal victories, with towns and castles taken or retaken and invasions repelled, the Angevin group's leaders remained at large and unreachable. For all the expense, for all the hard campaigning, nothing had been decided. Continued conflict was certain, and Stephen most likely had exhausted the treasure left the monarchy by Henry I. Normandy was beyond Stephen's or anyone's control, as its barons fought each other as vigourly as they fought the Angevins. In England and Wales, Stephen's failure to invest methodically or reduce the greatest of the rebel strongholds – Bristol and Wallingford stand out – meant that civil war could continue seemingly without end; it did.

On 30 September 1139, Earl Robert and Matilda landed at Portsmouth with a body of knights and made their way safely to Arundel Castle. Stephen, having had notice of their coming, had ordered watches day and night over the harbours along the southern shores. He was no doubt furious that Robert had managed his entry undetected, and more furious still when he arrived at
Arundel with his army only to learn that the earl had slipped away in the night with a bodyguard of twelve knights in an attempt to cross the south of England and reach his men at Bristol. All the by-roads had been blocked by guards at the first notice of the landing and it is even rumoured that Henry of Blois, bishop of Winchester and papal legate, had actually caught up with the earl but let him go in peace. The story may be fanciful, though the bishop had reason enough to spite his brother, since Stephen had recently connived with the Beaumonts to deny Henry election to the archbishopric of Canterbury and had arrested three curial bishops, stripping them of their castles, again at the suggestion of the Beaumonts. Court politics and rivalries played no small part in allowing the Angevins to gain a necessary foothold in England. The empress Matilda (the title she continued to use after the death of her first husband, preferring it to the lesser title of countess), the legitimate heir to the English throne according to the professed oaths of the barons taken on several occasions during Henry I’s lifetime, was now in England to claim her inheritance. Equally importantly, Earl Robert, the natural military leader of the Anglo-Normans among the Angevin group, had reached Bristol unmolested, bringing over such powerful magnates as Miles of Gloucester and Brian fitz Count to the Angevin side.

Arundel Castle held two women of royal rank, the empress and her protector, the queen dowager, Adeliza, widow of Henry I. Adeliza’s second husband, William of Albini pincerna and loyal to the king, was also in the castle, but decisions rested with Adeliza for Arundel was hers through dower. To begin what would be a lengthy siege had drawbacks for Stephen, who was encamped outside, beyond allowing Earl Robert the freedom to rally his forces uncontested. Public opinion, never to be discounted, might swing dramatically away from Stephen if the king led a brutal assault on the castle holding these two high-born women. After all, only a few months had passed since he had shocked the clergy and many courtiers outside the Beaumont affinity with the arrest of the bishops. On the other hand, if Stephen tried and did not capture the castle, his reputation might not easily recover from the embarrassment of being defeated by a female-commanded garrison. Besides the military threat lay with Robert, not with Matilda. What would Stephen do if he took her? Send her back to Normandy, imprison her? Never known as a deep thinker, the king’s problem was resolved for him by his brother, Henry bishop of Winchester, who advised that it would be wiser to let Matilda go unharmed to the earl; they could be contained and attacked all the more easily in one part of the country. And so the empress Matilda was escorted by the Beaumont, Waleran of Meulan, and Bishop Henry himself all the way to Bristol. Reflecting on this unusual sequence of events, the contemporary historian Orderic Vitalis vented his exasperation over this chivalric act: ‘the king showed himself very guileless
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or very foolish, and thoughtful men must deplore his lack of regard for his own safety and the security of the kingdom.2 The match for the English throne hardly was over, yet in the last months of 1139 an end game had indeed begun.

But neither the king, nor the Angevins, were strong enough to gain a meaningful advantage over the other as they played siege and run. Many must have felt, as William of Malmesbury did, the insecurity and anxiety of not knowing what might happen next or who would protect them. In William’s word’s, ‘there were many castles all over England, each defending its own district or, to be more truthful, plundering it’.3 As the end game progressed, an offer of mediation came from an unlikely source, King Stephen’s own brother Henry, bishop of Winchester, the papal legate. Somehow Henry arranged a meeting at Bath in May 1140 between Robert, earl of Gloucester, as the empress’s representative, and Matilda, Stephen’s queen and a practised negotiator. Theobald of Bec, archbishop of Canterbury, attended along with Bishop Henry, making the church the primary go-between in seeking a resolution to the spreading civil war. Details of the discussions are lost to us, although they must have been promising enough for Bishop Henry to set out in September for France where he consulted with his eldest brother, Count Theobald of Blois, the head of the family, and King Louis VII of France whose obvious political interest in the outcome of the struggle for Normandy and England was newly bound up with familial concern: his sister had just married Stephen’s son and heir, Eustace. Later in November Bishop Henry returned to England with a suggested solution, again unknown, acceptable to the empress and her party, but not to Stephen. The proposed solution very probably was some variation on what would come to pass years later: Stephen was to remain king for his lifetime, while Matilda’s and Geoffrey’s son, Henry, would inherit the kingdom his grandfather had intended for him. Clearly, Stephen meant to concede nothing without a fight. He got his wish, although he might have thought twice about tempting fortune. As one contemporary warned: ‘Let no one . . . depend on the continuation of Fortune’s favours, nor presume on her stability, nor think that he can long maintain his seat erect on her revolving wheel.’4 On Sunday 2 February 1141, King Stephen was taken prisoner by the Angevins at Lincoln.

The battle of Lincoln was one of those rare occasions in Anglo-Norman experience, like Tinchebray, where opposing forces risked everything in a single encounter. That the battle took place at all was chance, the result of a quarrel between the king and two brothers, Ranulf, earl of Chester, and William of Roumare, who were upset by the king’s mismanagement of patronage. They sought, as did so many others during the civil war, their own self-interest, in

2 Ibid., vi, p. 534. 3 William of Malmesbury, Historia novella, ch. 483.
this instance mastery of a block of territory stretching from Cheshire beyond Lincoln to the eastern coast. Shortly before Christmas 1140 the two brothers tricked the royal garrison at Lincoln and seized its castle, with which went the town and the surrounding region. Winter did not deter Stephen from reacting quickly to an appeal from the bishop of Lincoln and townspeople for aid. On the night of 6 January, he entered the town so unexpectedly that several of Ranulf’s men were taken captive returning to the castle from an evening’s revelry. Earl Ranulf somehow managed to escape, leaving behind his wife, Robert of Gloucester’s daughter, and brother. The earl of Chester, who had never shown sympathy for the empress’s cause before, now sent messengers to Robert of Gloucester, his father-in-law, pledging support if Robert would help rescue those, including his daughter, who were in danger of captivity. The earl of Gloucester, putting aside resentment towards his son-in-law for having remained neutral up to this point, seized the moment and gathered together a large army of his own vassals, Welsh allies and those disinherited by Stephen. He moved on Lincoln from Gloucester, taking an indirect route, and on the way joined up with Ranulf coming from Chester with another body of Welsh troops in his command. The Angevin army arrived at the outskirts of Lincoln early on the morning of 2 February. Surprised, many of those with the king argued against risking battle, suggesting instead that he withdraw to some safer quarter to marshal a larger army, while a small detachment defended themselves in Lincoln as best they could. Stephen would listen to none of this talk of withdrawal. His advisers were ridiculed by younger knights as being ‘battle-shy boys’. What went through Stephen’s mind in deciding on battle only can be guessed at. Count Geoffrey of Anjou had eluded him in Normandy; Earl Robert to this point had avoided any direct confrontation. The kingdom was suffering more and more from this civil war and flight now would invite comparison with his father, who, after having run away from Antioch during the First Crusade, later died in ignominy. On this day the Blois’s family past coloured Stephen’s judgement. He stayed; he fought; he was captured. What the king had not foreseen was the treachery of his own greater supporters, many of whom, including six earls, abandoned the battlefield at the outset of combat. Taken first to a meeting with the empress at Gloucester, Stephen found himself within a fortnight imprisoned in the earl of Gloucester’s castle at Bristol.

Fortune’s wheel continued its wild spin through the remainder of 1141. The taking of the king did not end the game after all. In a process which rewarded speed, the empress’s party moved too slowly. By summer, Matilda’s own mismanagement of the political situation had cost her the support of the Londoners and Bishop Henry of Winchester, who, again in his comfortable role.

of power-broker, had smoothed the way for her coronation at Westminster. On 24 June she was forced to flee London in a general uprising, not yet a queen. Another Matilda, Stephen's queen, entered the city the same day in triumph backed by a loyalist army. For their revenge, the Angevins sought out the bishop of Winchester. The bishop, having changed sides once more, now was in agreement with his sister-in-law that his brother should be restored to the throne by any means possible. As the empress's troops besieged the episcopal palace at Winchester, Queen Matilda came down in relief with her considerable army and a host of Londoners. With much of the city burnt and supplies dwindling, the Angevins decided upon withdrawal before being completely encircled. Withdrawal turned to rout. The empress made it to safety, but Robert of Gloucester was taken prisoner defending her escape. With the earl in captivity at Rochester Castle, with members of their party scattered far and wide, the Angevins agreed to the only workable solution: an exchange of king for earl. The exchange took place in the first week of November. What had been done at the battle of Lincoln seemed undone by the rout of Winchester, but not quite.

News of King Stephen's capture at Lincoln had sent a seismic wave through Normandy. What once had seemed insurmountable, now came about. Count Geoffrey of Anjou broke the Normans' defence. And his relentless, if slow, conquest of Normandy led to the ultimate success of the Angevin party. In March when Geoffrey called upon the barons to surrender their castles, a group met at Mortagne and made another offer to Count Theobald of Blois to become their duke. Not only did the count of Blois refuse the offer, he countered with an offer of his own to Geoffrey. He would give up any claim to the Anglo-Norman inheritance in return for Stephen's release, the restoration of his personal estates and the small favour of Tours. The court of Anjou cleverly met this bid with silence. Nor was help forthcoming at this time from Stephen's ally, King Louis VII of France. Unfazed by the prospect of a union of England and Normandy with Anjou, the French king took an army south during the spring of 1141 to press his wife's claims to Toulouse. In despair, Norman towns, among them Lisieux and Falaise, began their submissions. By autumn, even Waleran, count of Meulan, had joined the Angevin court. With this, Count Geoffrey was in control of central Normandy.

In the summer of 1142, while Geoffrey contemplated how to consolidate and extend his gains, Robert of Gloucester arrived in Normandy and urged him to come to England with an army large enough to confront Stephen's revitalized forces. Stephen, no longer trusting the great magnates, many of them earls of his own creation, after the experience at Lincoln, had surrounded himself with a new court and household troop made up of men dependent upon him and not likely to measure every move against their own territorial self-interest. Since
the Angevin party in England saw no hope of overcoming this leaner, more dogged, royal force on their own, they feared for their cause, and, in truth, for their lands. Now more than ever Geoffrey's help was needed in securing the English inheritance of his wife and their children. The count's perspective was much different. He had never been to England. He knew neither its people, nor its geography. Why risk the future on a gamble across the Channel when Normandy finally lay open to conquest? Besides, who would guard Anjou in his absence or for that matter Angevin-held Normandy? In a turn about, Geoffrey enlisted Robert in the winning of western Normandy. Perhaps this was in the count's mind all along. The earl's presence in the count's vanguard, his prestige within Anglo-Norman society, his military acumen, all would contribute to further successes. The main target was King's Stephen's county of Mortain. First Tincbebray fell, then Mortain itself, followed by Le Teilleul, Pontorson and Cerences. The lesson for the Norman barons still holding out in the west was clear: submit – no one could possibly save them; even King Stephen was powerless to retain his Norman lands – submit. And the submissions came. With the fall of Cherbourg in the autumn of 1143, virtually all of Normandy west and south of the Seine was in Geoffrey's hands.

Meanwhile the situation in England had deteriorated in Earl Robert's absence, forcing his return in November 1142, half-way through the campaign for western Normandy. Let down by the men left to protect her, and besieged in Oxford Castle, the empress was in imminent danger of being taken prisoner by Stephen. Once again fate intervened. Matilda miraculously escaped the trap on her own a few days before Christmas, walking five to six miles in the night through snow and ice to Abingdon, then riding with her small escort to the safety of Wallingford Castle, where Earl Robert found her. Although not known at the time, this proved to be the last in a series of remarkable adventures and near misses for the empress, which left at least one contemporary, the author of the *Gesta Stephani*, astonished:

I do not know whether it was to heighten the greatness of her fame in years to come, or by God's judgement . . ., but never have I read of another woman so luckily rescued from so many mortal foes and from the threat of dangers so great; the truth being that she went from the castle of Arundel uninjured through the midst of her enemies and escaped without a scratch from the midst of the Londoners . . ., stole away alone in wondrous fashion, from the rout of Winchester, when almost all her men were cut off; and then, when she left besieged Oxford, came away . . . safe and sound.6

From Wallingford, Robert took the empress to the greater security of Devizes Castle, where she stayed until finally leaving England in 1148. Travelling with them was her eldest son Henry, a boy of nine.

6 *Gesta Stephani*, p. 144.
That Henry, not Count Geoffrey, had been brought back to England with the earl of Gloucester was significant. Here was the future, the true heir to the Anglo-Norman dominion of his grandfather, Henry I, and perhaps as a male, the individual and symbol to rekindle the hopes of the Angevin party in England. Henry remained at Bristol with his uncle’s household until being recalled to Normandy shortly before the fall of Rouen in April 1144 and his father’s investiture as duke. As Count Geoffrey took over the governance of the whole of the duchy, and set about restoring order, it must have been understood by the Normans that for their cooperation, Henry, who was being raised as an Anglo-Norman, would be made their duke as soon as he came of age. This may well have been King Louis VII’s understanding too when he recognized Geoffrey’s title (in exchange for the Norman Vexim) and helped the duke put down the last of the Norman resistance.

In and after 1144, events outside the Anglo-Norman world counted, perhaps more than at any other time, towards Angevin success. One barrier to the Angevin cause in England had always been papal recognition of Stephen’s proper, and thus sacred, anointing. This recognition, given by Pope Innocent II in 1136, was reaffirmed in 1139 when the same pope set aside Empress Matilda’s appeal for Stephen’s deposition as an oath-breaker and a usurper without the curia voting or otherwise reaching a final decision. The election of Pope Celestine II in 1143, following Innocent’s death, was a boon for the Angevins. As a cardinal, Celestine had heard the 1139 debate and had developed a sympathy for the empress’s case, which later evolved into a friendship with the empress herself. Although Celestine’s pontificate lasted only a few months (September 1143 to March 1144), it was time enough to influence the next English succession. As it happened, Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury was in Rome on other business during early 1144 and was told by Celestine in no uncertain words that no innovation should be allowed regarding the throne, since its transfer, justly disputed, had never been resolved. Here was an opening worth exploiting. Many within and without the church from the mid-1140s onwards increasingly saw young Henry Plantagenet, heir to Normandy, as the logical and rightful heir to England as well.

In 1147, Henry revealed himself at the age of fourteen to be an intrepid warrior in the making by mounting an expedition of like adventurers on England without anyone else’s knowledge, his parents included. However, the bond formed about this time with the powerful Cistercians, and their leader Bernard of Clairvaux, by Geoffrey and Matilda was far more important for the future. The amalgamation of the Cistercians with Norman Savigny congregation and its daughter houses in England no doubt raised the level of Bernard’s interest in the progress of Anglo-Norman affairs. A personal involvement is suggested by the presence of Bernard’s brother, Nivard, in Normandy during the final
negotiations with the Savignacs and then in south Wales at the inauguration of Margam Abbey, founded by Robert of Gloucester. Nivard conferred with Matilda on his journey. Meanwhile, Geoffrey met Bernard himself in Paris. Also in Paris were Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury and Pope Eugenius III, Bernard’s protégé. This coming together of the greatest Cistercian abbot and the primate of England, occasioned by King Louis VII’s departure on the Second Crusade, gave Geoffrey the opportunity to cultivate all three, to turn them to the Angevin viewpoint regarding the English succession, or at least to try to do so. Certainly, Matilda and Robert, for their part, must have said something to Nivard of Angevin intentions, something of the benefits of mutual cooperation.

The bond with the Cistercians helped the Angevin party survive the twin shocks of Robert of Gloucester’s death in October 1147 and the empress’s departure from England shortly thereafter in January 1148. Any advantage Stephen might have won from these events was lost in his clash with Bernard and the pope over the archiepiscopal election to the see of York and the attendance of English bishops at the council of Rheims. Stephen’s brother the bishop of Winchester was of little use, since he had been suspended from office and called to Rome for absolution for his role in the war. Following Rheims, the bishop of Thérouanne went to England at Duke Geoffrey’s urging and denounced Stephen as an usurper. The stage was being set. In Rome Eugenius III gathered the cardinals to hear once again the case of the English succession. Then fate intervened. News of the terrible defeat of the crusading armies reached Rome; overwhelmed with emotion, the papal curia quit its deliberations. The case went unresolved. Nevertheless, the real casualty of Stephen’s embroilment with the church was his son Eustace’s chance of being crowned co-king. As long as his anointing was prevented, as long as the Angevin party maintained a foothold in England, hope prevailed. In October 1148 Empress Matilda, Duke Geoffrey and their three sons gathered in Rouen to map out the next move.7

The plan, as it evolved, called for Henry to go to England, where he would be knighted by his uncle the king of Scotland, take the homage of Angevin supporters and afterwards return to Normandy for his formal investiture as duke, all accomplished by March 1150. This simplified many matters. Henry at the age of sixteen entered his inheritance with the boundless energy and excitement of youth, revitalizing the Angevin party. Matilda, long used to living independently without her husband, stayed in the Norman environment of Rouen as an adviser to her eldest son, assisting him in the governance of the duchy. Geoffrey, true to his bargain in giving the Normans a duke whom they could call their own, refocused his attentions on keeping peace in Anjou, always

a difficulty and recently made more difficult by the short-lived, yet troublesome, rebellion of his brother, Elias. Most of all, the spectre confronting Stephen now was not one of a woman trying to rule in a man’s world, nor of an alien Angevin trying to conquer the Anglo-Norman world, but of Henry himself, Norman duke, grandson and namesake of Henry I. Both Stephen and Eustace, realizing that the stakes were changing, tried desperately to capture the newly knighted youth in 1149 while he was in England.

Still, the political situation remained fluid. If Pope Eugenius continued to be unmoving on the question of Eustace’s anointing, Louis VII’s coming home from the crusade brought promise of a renewed alliance. The French king was at odds with Count Geoffrey over his treatment of their vassal Giraud Berlai, the seneschal of Poitou. Throughout 1150 diplomatic missions were sent by the English, Normans and Angevins to Paris, each vying for Louis’s support. The death of Abbot Suger, Louis’s chief adviser, who favoured supporting the Angevins, and Geoffrey’s pressing of the siege of Giraud’s castle of Montreuil-Bellay led the French king in 1151 to join his brother-in-law Eustace in an attack on Normandy. Momentarily the Angevin cause was in jeopardy. Louis had yet to recognize Henry as duke. If Normandy were overrun, perhaps Eustace might claim the title. In any event, attacking Normandy kept Henry out of England. It was a good strategy.

Count Geoffrey remained in Anjou during the crisis just long enough to bring about a successful conclusion to his three-year siege of Montreuil-Bellay (a feat which much impressed contemporaries), and then moved with an Angevin army up into Normandy where he joined his son. Few in the French camp were comfortable with the thought of an attack on the combined Norman–Angevin armies, least of all Louis VII himself who, feeling ill, withdrew to Paris. There, in August 1151 a complex process of disengagement followed in which Eustace’s interests proved expendable. Geoffrey, Henry and Louis VII met for a peace conference under the guidance of Bernard of Clairvaux. In the outcome, Geoffrey made amends for his harsh treatment of the Berlai family, while Louis accepted Henry’s homage as duke of Normandy, the price for which was the duke’s agreement to the surrender of the Norman Vexin. Norman–Angevin arms, skilled diplomacy and luck, with able assistance from the Cistercians, had carried the day. Son and father finally were freed to concentrate their energies on helping the Angevin party in England without compromising the security of Normandy or Anjou.

Whatever frustrations Eustace felt with his brother-in-law’s about-face have been lost to us; the Normans on the other hand were elated. Within days of the peace conference, a war council was called to Lisieux on 14 September to make ready the invasion of England. Count Geoffrey, having wisely stayed behind in 1139, 1142 and 1149, now, in 1151, was prepared to leave Normandy and Anjou.
for England and fight for his son’s right to the throne. The humiliation of Bonneville-sur-Touques lay in the distant past. The conquest of Normandy, the winning over of the Cistercians and the papacy, the siege of Montreuil-Bellay, the facing down of the French king, had erased all that. Patience and forethought had brought success. Then the unexpected happened. Geoffrey died after a brief illness. The catch on Fortune’s Wheel once more released. At the age of eighteen, Duke Henry became count of Anjou, Maine and Touraine. The English invasion would have to wait while he took control of his father’s county. It was precious time to lose.

Even with Henry on the continent, Stephen’s position in England was becoming more desperate. Lately, magnates on both sides in the civil war had adopted a policy of ‘wait and see’. They entered into private agreements with one another intent on limiting the scope of war and protecting their territorial interests. The son and heir of Robert of Gloucester, for example, married the daughter of the Beaumont, Robert, earl of Leicester, joining in some degree of friendship the two principal rival baronial houses in the kingdom. Stephen’s latitude for action against the Angevin party was becoming increasingly limited. The idea that he was rightfully king, but that Henry, not Eustace, was rightfully heir, had gained ground among the magnates, as it had among the church. That Stephen never tried to have the magnates swear fealty to Eustace as heir, or perform homage, shows how little store he put on the mechanism Henry I used to ensure his succession plan. After all, Stephen himself had shown how chancy a mechanism it could be. Stephen had only one recourse left, force. Rebuffed again by Pope Eugenius on the question of his son’s anointing, the king gathered together all the English bishops in London in March 1152 and demanded their blessing and acquiescence in Eustace’s anointing. To a man, the bishops refused. Since Stephen had gained the throne through perjury, they said, the son could not inherit. These were Eugenius’s words, but they were Angevin sentiments, planted in minds long ago. Frustrated and outraged, Stephen imprisoned his bishops, but Archbishop Theobald escaped to the continent. Faced with the hopelessness of trying to bully a unified English episcopate, the king released the others.

Henry, on the other hand, had a decisively better spring. In March, Louis VII divorced his wife, Eleanor of Aquitaine, and foolishly let the ex-queen return on her own to Poitou. In May, ‘either suddenly or by design’, Eleanor married Henry, whom she had met the previous August in Paris. The events, which in a matter of months had made Henry overlord of virtually all of western France, left observers astonished. Within weeks of the marriage, he was at Barfleur ready to sail for England.

8 Robert of Torigny, Chronica, p. 165.
Louis VII’s response to his ex-queen’s remarriage, however, ended any chance for an English expedition in the summer of 1152. Instead, Henry found himself facing the other way, fighting for all his possessions, including Normandy and Anjou. Louis wanted to ruin his vassal, to confiscate his lands and redistribute them among a coalition expressly formed for this purpose. The coalition was made up of Eustace, count of Boulogne, who had rushed over from England with renewed hopes, Henry, count of Champagne, the betrothed of the eldest daughter of Louis and Eleanor, who had been declared legitimate before the divorce and promised part of Aquitaine as her inheritance, Robert, count of Perche, Louis’s brother, and Geoffrey of Anjou, Duke Henry’s brother. Robert of Torigny gives the details of the fighting, reporting that the duke’s masterful defence of his possessions won him praise, even from his enemies. In a little more than two months, by early September, Henry had secured the Norman frontier from attack and crushed his brother’s rebellion in Anjou. This was the first of many similar victories to come as Henry fought great coalitions over long distances in protecting his Angevin dominions. The year 1152 not only brought him great resources, it also fixed his reputation. Here was a man who would be king. Finally, in January 1153, braving winter seas, he sailed for England – a new end game had begun.

On a bitter January morning, Duke Henry and King Stephen, each at the head of his troops, met face to face near Malmesbury, separated only by the River Avon, swollen by winter rains. Torrents of rain and sleet poured down upon the two armies. Yet, it was not adverse weather conditions which prevented the all-out battle the duke and king sought as the moment of final reckoning. Magnates on both sides, like the church, desired peace, not wanting to engage further in the risks of war. Stephen lost confidence in the lords serving him, agreed to a truce and withdrew to London. For the next six months it seemed as if both men intentionally avoided one another in their campaigns. Stephen still held the loyalty of the major towns, like London, with their resources of money and manpower. Henry moved about, making grants and concessions to churches and magnates. Rewards were given to longtime supporters, such as the fitz Hardings of Bristol, while enticements for defection were offered to royalists. When the dominant magnate in the midlands, the Beaumont, Earl Robert of Leicester, openly declared for the duke, the strength of the king’s cause suffered measurably. And when in late July or early August Henry finally marched to relieve the Angevin outpost of Wallingford, which had held out under siege even after the death of Brian fitz Count, Stephen had to react. However, their confrontation at Wallingford ended in the same fashion as it had at Malmesbury: the opposing armies refused to fight.

9 Ibid., pp. 165–6, 169.
Peace negotiations, which had been progressing behind the scenes throughout the year, now were conducted in the open. Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury took part with Bishop Henry of Winchester and others in fixing the terms. The basic idea went back to the early 1140s: Stephen was to remain king as long as he lived, Henry would inherit after his death. Feeling betrayed, Eustace left his father's court for East Anglia in a destructive rage. His sudden death on 17 August 1153 ended any hesitation Stephen might have had about concluding the negotiations. He seemed most concerned about securing and enlarging the inheritance of his youngest son, William, still a boy. In the first weeks of November, Stephen and Henry met at Winchester where the king took Henry as his adoptive heir. William was well provided for by being assured of his mother's extensive lands in England (she had died in May 1152), the Anglo-Norman estates conferred on his father by Henry I, the cross-Channel lands of the earls of Warenne which were to come to him through marriage, and other significant properties, towns and castles in England. If William was not to inherit the kingdom, he would be its greatest magnate, and would rule independently, as his brother had done in Boulogne. By this arrangement Stephen preserved his family's honour and future power as best he could under the circumstances. From Winchester king and duke went on to London, where during the Christmas holidays a formal treaty was prepared and witnessed at Westminster.

No one at the outset of 1154 could easily have predicted how long the treaty would hold or whether the civil war in England truly was finished. Powerful forces had combined to put a stop to the war, not the least of which was pressure from the papacy, skilfully brought to bear by the Angevins. But Bernard of Clairvaux and Eugenius III had died in the summer of 1153 along with Count Eustace, whose coronation they had helped prevent. The Angevin victory, if it was to be maintained, would have to depend after all upon Stephen's continued cooperation and the goodwill of the magnates themselves. And when Duke Henry hastily quit England for the continent in April after a plot against his life by Flemish mercenaries had been uncovered, it could not have been foreseen that Stephen, even at the age of sixty, would die only months later in October, and that Duke Henry would become king on 19 December 1154 within a year of the treaty's signing unopposed. Looking back, the events of 1151–4 were extraordinary. They brought into being an Angevin dominion scarcely imaginable in the 1140s centred on the older Anglo-Norman state, but including much of central and southern France. It would take four more years, however, for the young king Henry II to secure this vast dominion. With this, the history of these regions was changed for generations to come.

The flight of Henry of Blois, the bishop of Winchester, into self-imposed exile at Cluny in the autumn of 1155 was a clear signal that no resistance to
Henry II’s rule in England was possible after the king’s methodically decisive actions in breaking the power of the few barons who defied him following his coronation. If anything, Henry II’s most serious challenge in his first year as king arose on the continent, not in England, and came from his own brother, Geoffrey. In December 1155 Geoffrey raised a revolt in Anjou calling for the fulfilment of their father’s will: that when and if Henry gained England, he should turn over the Touraine, Anjou and Maine to Geoffrey to complete his inheritance, which in 1151 had included the strategically located castles of Chinon, Loudun and Mirebeau.10

At word of the revolt, Henry II crossed from Dover to Wissant on the coast of Boulogne in January 1156 and reached Rouen by 2 February. In the next weeks a family conference was held in the Norman capital to discuss the dispute. Several Angevin family members directly or indirectly affected gathered there: Henry II, William his youngest brother, Matilda his mother, Sibylla countess of Flanders his aunt, and Geoffrey. Henry saw to Geoffrey’s diplomatic isolation by securing papal and Capetian assent to his retention of Anjou. Indeed, he performed homage to Louis VII for Normandy, Anjou and Aquitaine the very week before the conference began, and had sent an embassy to the English pope Adrian IV months earlier with a request to be released from his oath to uphold the will because he had sworn it under duress. Perhaps this isolation, or the promise of a fair hearing by the family in the presence of Empress Matilda, is what drew Geoffrey away from his Angevin strongholds to Rouen. Whatever the case, a peaceful resolution of the conflict could not be agreed upon. When Geoffrey withdrew from Rouen into Anjou, Henry followed.

Not until summer, 1156, did Henry finally force his brother into submission. Later in that same year, after Geoffrey had renounced his claims to their father’s lands in favour of an annuity and the possession of a single castle (Loudun), Henry helped him become the new count of Nantes, extending Angevin power along the Loire and into Brittany. With Anjou firmly in hand, Henry, joined now by Eleanor, journeyed to Aquitaine where he punished the vicomte of Thouars for supporting his brother’s revolt. And if any lingering doubt over the propriety of Henry’s overlordship of Anjou remained, it was removed with Geoffrey’s unexpected death a short time later, in 1158. By this date England, Normandy, Anjou and Aquitaine were all under control, and Henry, at the age of twenty-five, stood foremost among the princes of western Christendom.

Henry II’s success in governing his vast dominions with their varied populations and frontiers rested, in part, on his boundless energy and pragmatism.

His energy is seen in his constant travels, his pragmatism in his selection of advisers. Among a group of ten or so of the king’s most influential advisers during the late 1150s and 1160s were his uncle, Reginald earl of Cornwall; his mother, Empress Matilda; William of Aubigny earl of Arundel, Queen Adeliza’s widower; the justiciars Robert earl of Leicester and Richard of Lucy; the king’s brother William fitz Empress; the English chancellor Thomas Becket; the Norman constable Richard of Hummet; and the Archbishops Theobald of Canterbury, Roger of York and Rotrou of Rouen. These individuals, with few exceptions, came from an older generation, one divided by civil war, yet now working largely in harmony with their ruler. Of this group, only Becket would prove a disappointment. Too late, Henry II recognized the mistake of changing his once faithful chancellor into the primate of all England. The lesson would be a harsh one.

In July 1163 at the council of Woodstock, Archbishop Thomas Becket infuriated Henry II by attacking a crown project to turn the annual aid paid to sheriffs into royal revenue. Henry II shouted, ‘By the eyes of God, it shall be given as revenue and entered in the royal rolls: and it is not fit that you should gainsay it, for no one would oppose your men against your will.’ To which Becket responded, ‘By the reverence of the eyes by which you have sworn, my lord king, there shall be given from all my land or from the property of the church not a penny.’ W. L. Warren sees in this exchange a ‘unilateral declaration of independence by Becket’. If so, the archbishop was playing a most dangerous game. His behaviour in 1163, and in the coming years as his quarrel with Henry II intensified, was conditioned in part by his choice of a role model, Anselm of Bec, archbishop of Canterbury and defiant opponent of Kings William II and Henry I. A month or so before the Woodstock confrontation, Becket had lobbied, albeit unsuccessfully, at the council of Tours for Anselm’s canonization. A biography of Anselm, now lost, had been prepared by John of Salisbury in support of canonization. As R. W. Southern remarked, ‘Henry II might have noted an ominous significance in his [Becket’s] admiration for Anselm.’

When Henry promoted Becket to the see of Canterbury, he was expecting a Lanfranc, a Roger of Salisbury. What he got instead was a reincarnated Anselm, and an imperfect copy at that. Becket, unlike Anselm, proved to be an inept politician whose defiance, often miscalculated, hopelessly alienated the king and his closest advisers. One such series of miscalculations, which began in 1163 with Becket’s attempt to restore, as Anselm had done, tenures lost by the archiepiscopal see, climaxed in January 1164 with the death of Henry II’s brother, William fitz Empress, and ended with the archbishop’s own murder in
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1170 at the hands of, among others, a former member of William’s entourage. It is a story of struggle for castles, baronies and political influence, a story of two individuals, Thomas Becket and William fitz Empress, tied together by fate in death, deaths which left their imprint on the remainder of Henry II’s reign.

Prior to the 1163 Woodstock confrontation, Becket had petitioned the crown for the restoration of certain tenures which had once belonged to the see of Canterbury. He sought from Henry himself the return of the Kentish castles of Rochester, Saltwood and Hythe together with the barony of William of Ros, and demanded from Roger of Clare, earl of Hertford, homage for Tonbridge Castle and its town. According to the Actus pontificum, Henry and his courtiers were angered by the suits.14 Becket’s contemporary biographer, William fitz Stephen, suggests as much, saying that the dispute with the earl seriously hurt the archbishop’s standing at court because nearly all of the English aristocracy were related to the Clares in some degree.15

The suits, however, were not without legal basis. Canterbury’s lordships over Hythe, Saltwood and Tonbridge can be traced back to the eleventh century. The other claims were of more recent origin. In 1127, King Henry I had granted to Canterbury control of Rochester Castle in perpetuity, while King Stephen had made a similar gift of the Ros barony in 1136. If successful in pressing these suits, Thomas Becket, as archbishop of Canterbury, would become a dominant force in Kent. Possession of the castles of Rochester, Tonbridge, Saltwood and Hythe would go far to give the archbishop baronial power and independence to match his spiritual power and independence as head of the English church. Becket’s actions, as it turned out, were ill-advised but his motives were natural enough. The former chancellor, who had aided his monarch in recovery of alienated estates, set out on a duplicate course upon entering his own realm. After the confrontation at Woodstock, though, the studied opinion of the royal judges hearing the suits, no doubt with some prompting, was a complete denial. Henry was not about to alienate the families of Clare and Ros or reward defiance with grants of castles and knight service. It would have been foolish on his part to do so.

Following Woodstock the quarrel became more a test over church–state issues: the archbishop’s right to excommunicate tenants-in-chief without first consulting the king, the king’s right to try criminous clerks in secular courts. In the autumn of 1163, alarmed by Becket’s behaviour and potential for trouble-making, Henry pressed the English bishops to recognize certain customs governing the interaction of church and state. Predictably, Becket refused to

15 William fitz Stephen, Vita sancti Thomae Cantuariensis, in Materials, p. 43.
assent to any customs that would weaken church prerogatives. Henry then played trumps, stripping the archbishop of the castles and baronies of Eye and Berkhamstead, which he had held since his days as chancellor. All that Becket would be left with now was Canterbury itself.

Hurt by the king’s move, Becket lost little time repaying in kind. He used his office to ruin Henry’s plans for the marriage of his brother, William fitz Empress. After the death of Stephen’s son, William of Blois, in 1159, Henry planned to marry his widow, Isabella of Warenne, to his brother. This Becket now prohibited on the grounds of consanguinity and it was within his right to do so since the two were distant cousins. For the moment, Becket had his revenge. Henry kept the game and the rivalry alive by selecting Berkhamstead as the site for his Christmas court. Perhaps it was here, in apartments the archbishop had built for his own pleasure, that the council of Clarendon, where Henry forced the bishops to agree to his customs, was planned.

Angered, William sought consolation and advice in Normandy from his mother, Empress Matilda. What soothing words she had for her youngest son are unknown. William died on 30 January 1164, just two days after the conclusion of Clarendon. Henry was distraught over the news of his brother’s death. More than that, he held Becket directly responsible. The quarrel now was more than a fight over castles or church independence; it was personal. In the years to come, members of the dead prince’s household nursed a deep-seated hatred for the archbishop. They too would have revenge. Richard le Bret, one of Becket’s murderers in 1170, was heard to cry out as he swung his sword: ‘Take this for the love of my lord William, the king’s brother.’

Henry employed all his diplomatic skills and resourcefulness to distance himself from Becket’s murder. In time he recovered, reaching a rapprochement with the papacy and outraged clergy. While these delicate negotiations were underway, the king kept out of the storm, first disappearing into Brittany, then intervening in the affairs of Ireland. This unsettled period, however, brought to the surface a new problem Henry II never proved able to manage: the disaffection of his queen, Eleanor, and their sons. Empress Matilda’s death in 1167 had removed an experienced voice whose wise counsel may have prevented the coming family crisis. Where before Henry had been the master of his success, he now became its uncertain prisoner.

Queen Eleanor had borne Henry II eight children, all but one of which survived infancy. In 1170, their four sons and three daughters ranged in age from fifteen to three years old. The eldest daughter, Matilda, was wed to Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony, one of Germany’s great lords. Her sister,
Eleanor, was betrothed to King Alfonso of Castile. The eldest son, Henry, was married to Margaret, daughter of King Louis VII of France and his second wife Constance of Castile, while another son, Richard, was betrothed to her uterine sister, Alice. Their brother, Geoffrey, was betrothed to the heiress of Brittany, Constance, in whose name Henry II had taken over governance of the duchy from her father, leaving the youngest children Joanna and John as yet without provision. After two marriages and four daughters, Louis VII finally had had a son and heir, Philip, by his third wife Adela of Blois, whose own brothers, the counts of Champagne and Blois, had been married to Louis VII’s eldest daughters by Eleanor in the early 1160s. The French king may well have envisioned the day when his son and heir would rule over a kingdom whose prominent barons were his brothers-in-law. Certainly, it was in Louis VII’s mind that the Angevin dominions be broken into their constituent parts in the next generation. Under the treaty of Montmirail in 1169, Henry II had agreed to as much by formally designating his son Henry as the heir to England, Normandy and Anjou, Geoffrey as the heir to Brittany and Richard as the heir to his mother’s Aquitaine. Again in 1170, a few months before Thomas Becket’s murder, while Henry II lay seriously ill at a small castle near Domfront on the Norman frontier with Maine, he made out a will reaffirming the above inheritance scheme. More importantly, he had engineered the anointing of his son and namesake as co-king of England that summer, fixing the English portion of the inheritance in a fashion which had eluded Stephen. But there were two absences from the anointing, the archbishop of Canterbury, whose right it was to crown the kings of England, and the younger Henry’s wife, Margaret, who should have been made a queen. No doubt, Henry II calculated the effect of the anointing on Louis VII and Becket, hoping that the French king would persuade the archbishop to quit his exile, return to England and redeem both their honour by a second crowning, which would include the French princess. The calculation worked. Becket did return, but the consequences were tragic. In his manipulations, Henry II snared himself, giving Louis VII the advantage of playing off his sons against him.

In May 1172 Henry II returned to Normandy, having spent seven months in Ireland, to receive absolution from the papal legates awaiting him there for his complicity in Thomas Becket’s murder. Once reconciled with the church, he was willing to accede to Louis VII’s wish for a recrowning of young Henry with Margaret’s inclusion as his queen. This was done at Winchester in August. Earlier that summer Richard had been formally installed as duke of Aquitaine in separate ceremonies at Poitiers and Limoges in the presence of his mother, Eleanor. So, the inheritance scheme worked out in 1169 was taking on a greater reality, although Henry II never intended to give up any of his authority at this stage; if anything he was intent on maintaining his ‘old path of family politics
and territorial expansion’. He had been working on a marriage proposal with Count Humbert of Maurienne since 1171. The count’s lands controlled all the passes through the western Alps. Since Humbert had two daughters but no sons, Henry II was willing to pay up to 5,000 marks to secure his youngest son, John’s, marriage to the count’s heir, whichever daughter it might turn out to be. A meeting took place at Montferrat in early February 1173 to draw up an agreement. Later in the month the court moved to Limoges where Count Raymond of Toulouse, with the kings of Navarre and Aragon looking on, performed homage in turn to Henry II, Henry the young king and Richard. It was a splendid display, one far removed from the necessary penitential humiliation of his scourging by the papal legates months before. The young king had watched that scene. When his father, at Count Humbert’s urging, agreed to give the Angevin castles of Chinon, Loudun and Mirebeau to the five-year-old John to finalize the marriage arrangement, he exploded in anger. Louis VII already had pointed out to his son-in-law that he was twice crowned, but lord of nothing in any real sense. The young Henry now demanded that his father hand over any one of his inheritances: England, Norman or Anjou. After all he was within days of his eighteenth birthday, about the same age as Henry II was when Count Geoffrey released Normandy. The demand was promptly refused. It is hard to imagine that what occurred next was completely spontaneous. Eleanor, Henry II found out, was plotting against him with their sons. And, behind the plotting, stood his overlord, the king of France.

In the civil war which consumed the next two years, Henry II once again proved himself the luckiest and most resourceful of princes. With the kings of France and Scotland, the counts of Boulogne, Flanders, Dreux and Blois all arrayed against him, with his wife and sons in rebellion, with their rebellion supported by numerous magnates throughout the Angevin dominions, he triumphed. And he triumphed from a distance. The count of Boulogne’s death from a chance crossbow shot in the summer of 1173 ended his brother the count of Flanders’s campaign deep into Norman territory that year, while Eleanor’s capture and imprisonment as she tried to leave Poitou to join the sons in Paris prevented her involvement in the war. Similarly, the capture by the king’s men of the earl of Leicester in the autumn of 1173 and of the king of Scotland in the summer of 1174 broke the back of the rebellion in England. On each of these occasions Henry was elsewhere. He effectively managed his men and resources from afar, trusted his subordinates to perform their tasks and chose the right moments to intervene in person. The size of the Angevin dominions was never an important factor in their defence. What was important was the
sheer talent of the administrators and barons upon whom Henry relied: their capacity to take charge, the protection and control of transportation routes – both land and sea – the loyalty of churchmen and townsmen, the ready wealth used to hire mercenaries, and Henry II’s own renowned defensive genius and quick-strike ability. Even so, the problems which had brought about the civil war remained.

First, the estrangement between Henry and Eleanor offered no ready resolution. Whatever the motives for her rebellion – anger at her husband’s affair with Rosamund Clifford, a longing for real political power away from her husband’s shadow, fear of the permanent vassalage of Aquitaine to the English kings, which all have been suggested – Henry blamed her for the civil war and never again trusted her, never forgave her. In 1175 he tried to talk a papal legate visiting England or other business into annulling their marriage. After the annulment, she was to be placed in seclusion in the nunnery of Fontevrault. Later in 1176, the younger Henry, Richard and Geoffrey vigorously protested against their father’s intentions. Even Rotrou, archbishop of Rouen, one of Henry’s closest advisers, refused to sanction such an idea. Family and court opinion aside, only Pope Alexander III’s rejection of the proposal ended the initiative. What Henry decided upon instead was Eleanor’s continued imprisonment, keeping open the wound occasioned by her rebellion. Secondly, Henry was unable, or unwilling, to accommodate the reasonable expectations of his eldest son. Where after 1174 Richard was allowed a certain freedom as duke of Aquitaine, and Geoffrey, following his marriage to Constance of Brittany (1181), much the same in Brittany, Henry III, as the younger king was sometimes called, was never given a territory of his own to rule. He died in 1183, at the age of twenty-eight, while in rebellion against his father, having recently asked for Normandy and having been denied it one last time.

The young king’s death, far from settling matters, threw the Angevin dominions into yet another succession crisis. It had been easy for the kingdom of France. When Louis VII became incapacitated in 1179, his only son Philip, a youth of fifteen, succeeded him. Henry II, as fortune would have it, had too many sons. And their hostility towards their father and one another had become a common feature of Angevin politics by the 1180s. Even if Henry had resigned one or more of his territories, there is little evidence that Richard, Geoffrey and John could have co-existed for long in peaceful cooperation. Before Henry would name Richard as his heir to England, Normandy and Anjou, he wanted Aquitaine for John. Richard saw no real usefulness in giving up real power over his duchy for the empty mantle of his elder brother, so he balked. Henry could have gone ahead and declared Richard his heir anyway. The implication of a permanent union of Aquitaine with Anjou, Normandy and England, though, might have threatened the French monarchy, possibly leading to war, and
certainly would have alienated Geoffrey and John. John had been promised the county of Mortain and the earldoms of Cornwall and Gloucester. Geoffrey was earl of Richmond by right of his wife and had designs on Normandy. Making Richard heir to England and Normandy without adequate compensation for the other sons would only lead to trouble. Not making Richard heir would lead to trouble too. Besides this, there was the issue of Richard’s betrothal to King Philip’s half-sister Alice. On several occasions the French king pressed for the marriage to take place. She had been at the Angevin court since 1169 and the delay was scandalous. Yet beyond Henry’s own rumoured affection for Alice, he had reason enough for putting off this marriage. He did not want Richard falling in with Capetian in-laws as the young king had done. The effect, however, of keeping Philip and Richard apart was to bring Philip and Geoffrey closer together. Just before Geoffrey’s accidental death at a Parisian tournament in August 1186 he had been boasting that he and the French king were going to devastate Normandy. And although death removed another son from the equation, the year ended with the succession question unresolved.

While Geoffrey’s departure from the stage of Angevin family politics closed one door for King Philip, another was opened to him. He claimed the wardship of the eldest of Geoffrey’s two daughters and, with her, custody of the whole of the duchy of Brittany. Henry II was not about to compromise the Angevin lordship of Brittany in any way, especially since he knew that Geoffrey’s widow, Constance, was in the early stages of pregnancy (she gave birth to a son, Arthur, in March 1187). The future of the Breton inheritance too was uncertain. The English king employed the favourite tactic of medieval politics – the delay – to put Philip off. In early October 1186 an embassy of his closest advisers – William of Mandeville earl of Essex and count of Aumale, the English justiciar Ranulf of Glanville, and the former vice-chancellor Walter of Coutances archbishop of Rouen – was dispatched to the French court to request a truce regarding this matter, to last until mid-January. When they returned to England and announced their success, William and Walter were sent back again to ask for an extension of the truce until Easter, about the time Constance was due to give birth. This embassy met with a cool reception. Earl William was in charge of castle defences in Upper Normandy. It seems that a kinsman of his, Henry of Vere constable of Gisors, had found the French building a castle in the vicinity and had attacked the workers, killing the son of an important nobleman. Outraged, Philip had arrested all the king of England’s subjects on the French side of the border. In retaliation French subjects found on the Norman side of the border had also been arrested. Although all those who were arrested were shortly released, tensions remained high.

Henry expected a full-scale war. In December Ranulf of Glanville went into Wales to recruit mercenaries for a campaign in Normandy. Welsh mercenaries
had been used with great effect in the 1173–4 civil war and Henry had come to rely upon them. By January 1187 Philip was attacking in the area of Gisors and Henry had begun to collect his forces for a massive movement of supplies and personnel from England to the continent. One group who attempted the winter crossing from Shoreham in Sussex to Dieppe was lost at sea with a large part of the king’s treasure. In late February Henry himself crossed from Dover to Wissant, where he was met by the counts of Flanders and Blois, who escorted him to Normandy. The French magnates, it appears, were not seeking the battle King Philip apparently wanted. A meeting in April between the two kings ended without any reconciliation. Henry then divided his army into five groups: one under his command, the others under the commands of Earl William of Mandeville, his sons Richard and John, and his natural son Geoffrey, since 1182 the chancellor of England. Richard and John took their groups into Berry where in June they were besieged by Philip’s forces at Châteauroux. Upon learning this, Henry marched with a great army to their relief. Philip was caught, his prestige at risk. This was his first open attack on the Angevins. His father had tried on numerous occasions to defeat his Angevin counterpart and had faltered. Philip decided to risk all in a pitched battle. Henry showed himself equally determined.

Every morning for the next fortnight the two opposing armies, separated by the Indre, arrayed themselves in battle formation, while individuals from both sides, well acquainted with the dangers of pitched battle, sought a settlement. Rumours flowed back and forth. Troops from the county of Champagne were said to have been bought off by the English, causing much concern among the French. Henry became worried when he found out that Richard, swayed by the count of Flanders, was meeting in secret with Philip. Somehow Richard persuaded Henry to agree to a truce and promptly left with Philip for Paris. The armies rejoiced in the peace. Alarmed, Henry sent messengers to recall Richard; he had been down this path before.

Henry and Richard were reconciled in time, though the succession issue still divided them. Philip kept the pressure up by massing an army on the Norman border and threatening an invasion if Henry, among other things, did not proceed with Richard’s marriage to Alice. At this point international events further complicated the problem. In the summer of 1187 news of the losses at the battle of Hattin in the Holy Land shocked and depressed westerners. The fall of Jerusalem to Saladin in October of the same year made the need for a crusade all the more urgent. At a conference on 21 January 1188, the kings of England and France, and a host of French magnates, Richard included, took the cross. Later that month the famous Saladin Tithe was proclaimed at a conference in Le Mans. While Henry II proceeded to England to oversee the collection of the tithe, Richard was drawn to Aquitaine to suppress a revolt.
After this, he became embroiled in a fierce war with the count of Toulouse. His successes in this war caused King Philip to invade Berry, hoping to attract Richard’s attention away from Toulouse. The fighting brought Henry II out of England. He landed back in Normandy in July with a large force of Welsh and English troops. Battles erupted all along the frontiers of the Angevin and French dominions; towns were burnt, villages destroyed. With no end to the fighting in sight, and pressure for a crusade continuing to build, a preliminary peace was agreed upon in November, but only after the counts of Flanders, Blois and others had refused to participate any further in the hostilities. As details of peace were being worked out in a meeting between the two kings, Philip asked for Richard’s marriage to Alice to take place and for the barons of England and the rest of the Angevin dominions to swear an oath of fealty to Richard as Henry’s heir. More importantly, in front of those present, Richard asked if his father would recognize him as heir. Henry, trapped by the young king’s legacy, kept silent. In a startling move, Richard then knelt before Philip and rendered him homage for Normandy, Anjou and Aquitaine. All that Henry had sought to avoid had come to pass.

There was little room for negotiations. While truces were agreed upon, the first lasting through Christmas, another extending through March, then Easter, nothing could bring Richard to depart on crusade now without having secured his inheritance, and nothing could bring Henry publicly to recognize Richard as his heir. King Philip was the pivot; his interests lay in causing the Angevins as much trouble as possible, although he might be turned if a suitable arrangement was devised for his sister. In a parley at La Ferté-Bernard on the Maine–Blois border in the last week of May 1189, Henry tested Philip’s attachment to Richard by offering to settle a long-standing dispute over the Vexin with Alice’s marriage to John. The offer also played against Richard’s fears of losing the major part of the Angevin dominions to his younger brother. Behind the scenes, Henry had been preparing for war. Mercenaries had been recruited again from among the Welsh, troops brought over from England, and an army readied in Normandy at Alençon. Instead of leaving the area after the parley, Philip and Richard caught Henry unaware by overrunning local castles and marching on Le Mans. On 12 June with the city on fire, Henry was forced to flee for his life, narrowly escaping capture by Richard. Inexplicably he stopped only hours short of the safety of Alençon where his army awaited him and slipped back into Anjou, going on some two hundred miles to Chinon. The king’s health had been failing for several months, and this last exertion in the summer’s heat caused his illness to become all the more intense. Unable to prevent the continuing collapse of Anjou’s defences, Henry was persuaded by the counts of Flanders and Burgundy to reach a settlement. On 4 July near Azai-le-Rideau, a visibly ill Henry II listened as conditions were read
out to him in the presence of Philip and Richard. Added to the old demands of Alice’s marriage and Richard’s recognition were a £20,000 indemnity, the surrender of key castles, and a willingness to follow Philip’s pleasure in all things. Henry agreed, but defiantly whispered in Richard’s ear: ‘God grant that I may not die until I have my revenge on you.’

Too weak to ride back to Chinon, he was carried there on a litter, where he died two days later. With this the family quarrels ceased and the Angevin dominions passed intact to the next generation. Ironically, for all of Philip’s machinations, Richard carefully stepped into a position of power as great as, perhaps even greater than, his father.

Queen Eleanor was released from her captivity in England immediately upon news of Henry II’s death and burial in the abbey of Fontevrault. Aged sixty-eight, her re-entry into public life was marked by energy and intelligence. Much like the empress Matilda before her, Eleanor took part in the political affairs of her son. Richard departed on crusade in July 1190, having carefully provided for the governance of the Angevin dominions and negotiating in secret a marriage alliance, his own, with the royal house of Navarre. Eleanor was intimately involved with both projects, accompanying Berengaria of Navarre, Richard’s intended bride, in the winter of 1191 to meet her fiancé at Messina on way to the Holy Land. She was back in Normandy by October 1191, where her stature and acumen quickly became of use. She knew how to play the spins of Fortune’s Wheel, perhaps better now than any other Angevin family member.

While Normandy and the Angevin continental dominions kept stable during Richard’s absence, English political life slipped into chaos. Castles and administrative posts in England had been split between the nobles, clergy and royal officials so that no particular group or faction exercised overwhelming power. What upset the balance was the supercilious manner of the chancellor-justiciar, William of Longchamp, bishop of Ely and for a time papal legate. Richard got enough complaints about the chancellor’s conduct to send Walter archbishop of Rouen home from Messina with Queen Eleanor with letters empowering him to take over the government if the need arose. And there was danger in the way that the disaffected English lords were looking to the king’s brother John as their champion. John’s resources were substantial. In addition to the county of Mortain in Normandy, he had been given two English earldoms, seven other major baronial honors, lordship over seven counties and interests in at least two royal forests. He naturally believed himself heir to the Angevin dominions in the event of misfortune befalling Richard, even though in a treaty with Tancred of Sicily the king recently had designated their four-year-old nephew, Arthur of Brittany, as his successor. Until Richard had
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a true heir of his own body, the circumstances which had plunged the Anglo-
Norman world into the civil war following Henry I’s death always existed.
Even though John, with Archbishop Walter’s help, managed to oust William
of Longchamp from office in October 1191 and took on a greater political role
himself, his insecurity got the better of him. When King Philip of France, back
early from the crusade and angry over Richard’s marriage to Berengaria, invited
John to marry Alice instead and seize his brother’s possessions, he started off
for Southampton without much hesitation. Only Eleanor’s arrival in England
in February 1192 prevented him from joining Philip on the continent. In a
series of councils called by her at Windsor, Oxford, London and Winchester,
the justiciars and barons agreed to confiscate all John’s lands and revenues if he
should attempt to leave.

Without John, Philip gained little from his attacks along the Norman fron-
tier. This was due as much to the strength of the duchy’s defences and the
resolve of its seneschal, William fitz Radulf, as it was to the lack of enthusiasm
by the French king’s vassals for the invasion of a crusader’s lands. Meanwhile,
an attack on Gascony by the count of Toulouse was turned back by Sancho
of Navarre, Berengaria’s brother, proving the utility of Richard’s alliance. In
England, Eleanor attempted the reconciliation of Archbishop Walter of Rouen
and the barons with the chancellor William of Longchamp, whom she invited
to return. She was unable to bring it off. The barons allied themselves with
John against the chancellor, who, with Eleanor’s acquiescence, was sent into
a second exile. For some time William of Longchamp had been trying to get
the pope to intervene in his case and uphold his excommunication of the
archbishop of Rouen and the others who had forced him from office. When
papal legates on their way to mediate the dispute were stopped at the Norman
border, they promptly excommunicated the seneschal and placed the duchy
under interdict. The sentences were lifted a few months later. Then, a most
difficult year ended with the shocking news of King Richard’s capture and
imprisonment in Germany as he made his way home from the crusade.

In January 1193 John surfaced in Paris, performed homage to Philip for his
brother’s dominions, promised again to marry Alice (although he was already
married to his cousin, Isabel of Gloucester) and came back to England with a
story of Richard’s death. No one was fooled. Eleanor and Archbishop Walter
swiftly set in motion a counter-offensive of diplomacy and arms aimed at
Richard’s release and the protection of his lands. John’s castles in England,
where he attracted few followers beyond his own men, were put under siege.
The closing of the Channel ports and the arrest of an advance party of Flemish
mercenaries eliminated the prospect of John receiving relief. Philip’s attack on
Normandy floundered at the walls of Rouen, just as Louis VII’s had nearly
twenty years before. All the while a large amount of money for a ransom
was being collected throughout England, Normandy, Anjou and Aquitaine. If anything, the experience of 1193 proved the loyalty of the Angevin dominions to Richard, the strength of the Angevin defensive system and the competence of the agents, Eleanor included, whom the king had left in charge.

In February 1194, one year, six weeks and three days after his capture, Richard was set free at Mainz. Eleanor had gone to accompany him home, while John and Philip, who had come together in one last attempt to take Normandy, overran Evreux, Neubourg and Vaudreuil. As Richard approached, the two nervously withdrew to Paris. The king landed in England on 13 March; within a month the kingdom was pacified. By May Richard was back on the continent and never returned to England again. The kingdom’s governance was entrusted to Hubert Walter, a relative and former protégé of Henry II’s justiciar, Ranulf Glanville. Hubert had been promoted to the see of Salisbury in 1189 and had accompanied Richard on crusade. He had been translated to the see of Canterbury in 1193 at the king’s insistence and later took over the office of justiciar from Archbishop Walter of Rouen. Not since Roger of Salisbury in Henry I’s day had the kingdom had so willing and able a prelate-administrator. Indeed, what Henry II had wished for in Becket, Richard found in Hubert, whose loyal service brought him and his see the Kentish tenures Becket had sought in 1163: Rochester, Saltwood, Hythe, Tonbridge and the Ros barony. With England at peace and in capable hands, all of Richard’s attention could be focused on throwing back the French from their foothold in Normandy. To this end, the better part of the next five years and considerable treasure were spent on wars with the king of France.

In the last months of Richard’s reign, all the varied elements of past Angevin politics seemed to replicate themselves. In December 1198 a new pope, Innocent III, anxious for a crusade, tried to negotiate a peace between the warring kings of western France. Richard refused anything more than a truce as long as King Philip still held Norman territory, especially the castle of Gisors, taken during his German captivity. With Gisors went domination of the Vexin, the strategic region on the Franco-Norman frontier protecting the eastern approaches to Rouen and Upper Normandy on the one side, and the French royal domain on the other. The Vexin had long been a zone of conflict between the Norman dukes and Capetian kings. Henry I and Louis VI fought over its control. Count Geoffrey Plantagenet pledged the region to Louis VII in 1141 for recognition as duke of Normandy. Henry II was compelled to do the same in 1151. It formed the dowry of Margaret, Louis VII’s daughter, who married Henry the younger in 1160. Their early marriage and Henry II’s subsequent occupation of the Vexin caught Louis VII by surprise. Louis felt betrayed and never ceased trying to recover his daughter’s dowry. After the death of the young king, Henry II allowed the Vexin to be counted in Alice’s dowry in order to avoid
its return becoming a cause of war for Philip. Gisors fell into Philip’s hands in 1193 when its castellan Gilbert of Vascoeuil turned it over without a blow having been struck. Its loss forced Richard to counter with the building of Château-Gaillard in 1196–8 at enormous cost. Alice mercifully was removed as the bride-pawn in the struggles for the Vexin through her marriage in 1195 to William of Ponthieu. Under the truce of 1198, however, it was stated that Gisors should become the marriage gift of Philip’s son, Louis (VIII), and one of Richard’s nieces, a daughter of Eleanor of Castile. If so, a source of conflict for almost a hundred years might continue for another generation without closure. That was the Angevin fate. No matter how much power the house of Anjou amassed, no matter how often or cleverly they defeated their enemies, conflicts were never resolved completely. They were never at peace, save for the few years following Henry II’s triumph in 1174. Perhaps Richard could have changed this, but he died at the siege of Chalus-Chabrol on 6 April 1199, struck down by a cross-bow bolt. And when he died at the age of forty-one, he left no children by Berengaria, his wife of seven years.

Eleanor had been summoned to Richard’s bedside from her retirement at Fontevrault. She arrived only hours before his death. She concurred with his wishes for the disposition of England and the Angevin dominions. They were to pass intact to John, with whom Richard had been fully reconciled. The succession itself was not quite this simple. At word of Richard’s death, Constance of Brittany entrusted the twelve-year-old Arthur, son of Geoffrey, John’s elder brother, to King Philip and moved with a Breton army to claim Maine, Anjou, and Touraine in his name. After the Bretons took Angers, the local barons declared Arthur their count. As a French army came in to support the Bretons, John, who was in the area on his way to Normandy from Richard’s funeral and burial at Fontevrault, barely avoided capture. He found safety in Normandy, where the leading men of the duchy, unable even to consider having a Breton, a child at that, as their duke, invested him with the duchy at Rouen on 25 April. He then took a Norman army into Maine and flattened the castle and city walls of Le Mans for failing to support him. The need he felt to take this brutal action against the city beloved by Henry II and the burial place of Count Geoffrey Plantagenet, together with the declaration on Arthur’s behalf at Angers, show how distant the Angevin house had become from its roots.

The English, like the Normans, found it difficult even to conceive of a Breton on the throne, although Hubert Walter at first is said to have preferred Arthur to John.\textsuperscript{20} Indeed, a baronial council at Northampton held a lengthy debate before finally agreeing to John’s coronation, which took place at Westminster on 27 May, two days after he had landed in England. Meanwhile, Eleanor went
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on a political tour of her own dominions of Poitou and Aquitaine, travelling from Loudon to Poitiers and on to Saintes and Bordeaux. With great wisdom and awareness of the dangers of the moment, she granted charters of liberties to cities and towns along the way, making the townspeople responsible for their defence and creating a militia. In mid-July she met King Philip at Tours and did homage to him for her lands. What feelings swept over her as she kissed in submission the hand of this man, the son of her first husband, who had done so much, and would do more, to destroy Angevin fortunes, are lost to us. Her homage protected Aquitaine, and that was what was important. For his part, Philip was probably relieved not to have to occupy himself with Aquitaine just yet.

In September 1199 Angevin fortunes changed for the better. A dispute between King Philip and his ally the seneschal of Anjou led Constance and Arthur to seek a peace with John. A few months later the prospect of a papal interdict on the French kingdom, stemming from a dispute with Innocent III over Philip’s repudiation and treatment of his second wife, caused him to recognize John as Richard’s heir. For this important recognition John in May 1200 ceded Philip by the treaty of Le Goulet the Norman Vexin, much of the county of Evreux and a number of frontier castles already in French possession. The treaty was solemnized by the wedding of Blanche of Castile, recently brought from Spain by her grandmother, Eleanor, and the young Capetian prince, Louis. A few months afterwards, John himself wed, having had his marriage to the countess of Gloucester annulled. His new wife was the youthful heiress to the county of Angoulême, Isabel. While this alliance could have strengthened John’s feudal hold over his mother’s Aquitainian duchy, it alienated the powerful Lusignan family, a member of which had been betrothed to Isabel. Their appeal for justice to Philip as John’s overlord in 1202 gave the French king just the opportunity he was looking for to renew the war. He summoned John to Paris in April and when John failed to appear the French court declared all his continental fiefs forfeit. In the war that followed Arthur of Brittany besieged his grandmother, Eleanor, at Mirebeau, only to be captured by John. It was the most fateful sequence of events in Angevin history. For the Angevins to fight among themselves was nothing unusual, in fact it had become normal. But no one was prepared for what occurred next. Arthur was murdered while in custody and everyone thought John responsible. Suspicion of Arthur’s death gave the Bretons and French a certain moral justification for their attacks on John’s lands. Worse, Norman and other barons began to desert him and castles capitulated. Fearing treachery, John left Normandy for England in December 1203.

John, like Stephen after he had abandoned Normandy in 1137, never returned. The Angevin loss of Normandy is usually marked by the surrender of the fortress of Château-Gaillard, which took place in March 1204, after a five-month siege by Philip. However, it is arguable that the real end came with the capitulation of Rouen in June, as it had in 1144 when Count Geoffrey Plantagenet conquered the duchy. Eleanor, one of the few who could recall that conquest first hand, died in April and was buried alongside her husband, Henry II, and her son, Richard, in the abbey church of Fontevrault. Count Geoffrey lay at le Mans, William fitz Empress and the young king at Rouen, and the empress Matilda close by at Bec-Hellouin. What had happened to their world? Born in a time of civil war, it had been torn apart by succession disputes and family rivalries. Fortune’s Wheel had come full circle.
for all three of the countries whose development is reviewed in this chapter, a leading theme was provided by the continuing after-effects of the Norman Conquest of England, which made themselves felt far into the twelfth century and beyond. The Norman conquerors and colonizers who flocked to England in the forty years separating the battles of Hastings and Tinccebray hardly raised their sights sufficiently to take in southern Scotland and showed almost no interest in Ireland. There was already in 1066 a lengthy history of close relations, friendly and unfriendly, between Wessex and Mercia on the one hand and the Welsh kingdoms or principalities on the other. Even if the Norman kings had been willing to stand aloof from the situation in Wales the aggressive and acquisitive conduct of some of their closest followers would have compelled them to intervene if only to prevent the creation of dangerously independent lordships on their western frontier. The expansion policy pursued successfully before 1100 in the north and mid-Wales, and only to a slightly lesser extent in the south, meant that not only the incoming conquerors but also the Welsh princes were brought ineluctably within the political segment of north-west Europe which it is convenient to think of as Anglo-Norman. Moreover, by seizing the English kingship Duke William automatically became heir to a tradition, reaching back at least to the tenth century, of English claims to exercise some kind of lordship over the kings of Scots. Ireland was a different matter, yet although the Conqueror in 1081 stopped short at St David’s and demanded no tribute from Irish kings or trading towns the fact that both Lanfranc and Anselm, as archbishops of Canterbury, laid claim to an ecclesiastical hegemony over the Irish bishops, together with the occasional freelance venture into Irish affairs by Norman settlers in Wales such as Arnulf of Montgomery, lord of Pembroke, kept Ireland in focus as it were, to remain until the 1170s the greatest single imponderable in English royal policy.

The gradation of dependency in political and military matters set up by the Norman Conquest, with Wales being brought most closely into the English
ambit, Scotland somewhat less so and Ireland scarcely at all, was not reflected in the social organization, languages and customs, or religious life of the three countries under review. Despite the lightning military successes of the first Normans to penetrate Wales, and the inextricable links forged between Wales and England by Anglo-Norman settlement, the whole process of castle-building and colonization suffered major setbacks of long duration, especially in the reign of Stephen. There is little if any sign that the Welsh language, Welsh law and custom, or the basic ways in which Welsh society was organized, were seriously affected, still less threatened, by Anglo-Norman pressure and incursion. Only in the structure, personnel and external relations of the church can we see specifically English and continental influences being gradually brought to bear. In Scotland, by contrast, a much more complex situation prevailed. Wales, politically fragmented to an extraordinary degree, was culturally and socially remarkably homogeneous. Scotland, politically speaking, formed a recognizably single entity, a kingdom with a history of some three to four centuries. This kingdom, which had not yet taken the geographical shape familiar since 1266 (save for the important addition of the Northern Isles two centuries later), was composed of elements diverse in language, law and social organization, although not differing significantly in general culture. The south-east part of Scotland, especially Lothian, Tweeddale and Teviotdale, together with certain districts of the middle south, notably Clydesdale, Annandale and Eskdale, shared many features of social organization, as of basic pastoral economy, with what are now the northernmost regions of England, especially Cumberland, Westmorland, Northumberland and County Durham. As these northern areas were brought more firmly under the control of the English crown, feudal nobility and church hierarchy, the common features which they shared with southern Scotland to some extent diminished in importance. But at the same time (essentially in the twelfth century) many of the innovative features of post-Conquest English government and social order, especially military feudalism, were deliberately introduced into Scotland by a line of strong kings. Consequently we have the seeming paradox that c. 1200 Scotland was in important respects less different from England than Wales was, despite the closer dependence of the Welsh princes upon the English crown. Ireland, in comparison with both Scotland and Wales, seems to pass from one extreme to the other. Until 1171 the Irish kings and the trading communities founded by the ‘Ostmen’ or Norse-speaking Scandinavians enjoyed somewhat restricted relations with the new political forces east of the Irish Sea but were in no way subordinate to them. After the Henrician conquest a large part of Ireland suddenly became an Angevin province, more tightly controlled in the name of the English crown than almost any part of Wales. Nevertheless, save in the towns such as Dublin, Waterford and Limerick which had never known a predominantly Irish form
of society, the island as a whole had, like Wales, a remarkably homogeneous social system. Despite an influx of Anglo-Norman – by 1171 it would be more accurate to call them ‘English’ – settlers, barons, knights, esquires, freeholding yet dependent tenants, as well as of vitally important merchants, craftsmen and clergy, the vast majority of the population continued to owe their first loyalty to kings of various grades whose power and prestige cemented the immemorial kin-based character of Irish society. The strength of traditional custom and the autonomous nature of Irish law, administered almost independently of the kings by a hereditary caste of *breamhan* (judges), made Irish society even more impervious to external influences than was Welsh society, although it may readily be recognized that the systems of both countries had much in common.

It has long been usual for historians to sum up and explain the common features observable in Welsh, Irish and at least northern Scottish society by classifying them as ‘Celtic’. This practice rests on a fundamental truth, namely that the peoples who used one or other of the Celtic languages – Irish and its Scottish derivative, in the twelfth century only just becoming distinctively ‘Scottish Gaelic’, the closely related Manx form of Gaelic, Cumbric (so far as it still survived after c. 1100) and Welsh – did also hold fast to social customs and modes of organization, and to legal concepts and practices, for which there was almost a common Celtic vocabulary. Nevertheless, the blanket word Celtic ought to be used with caution and discrimination. In the first place, the use of a particular language or family of languages does not necessarily imply adherence to any particular pattern of social customs. Secondly, there is the implied assumption that the patterns of marriage, inheritance and landholding familiar in Celtic kin-based society had been frozen at some remote period and remained almost immutable throughout the middle ages. Finally, to explain the persistent features of Welsh, Irish and Scottish society solely in terms of a Celtic kin-based system is to underestimate the extent to which several of these features – the importance of agnatic relationships, for example, or the concept of the honour price and man-price (*wergild*), or fosterage – were common to many of the barbarian peoples of northern Europe. To adapt a phrase made famous by F. W. Maitland, ‘We must be careful how we use our Celt.’ The one certainty which may be affirmed is that, by comparison with Norman-conquered England, Ireland, Wales and Scotland – especially the first two – displayed a remarkable degree of social and legal conservatism.

**Scotland**

Only five kings reigned over Scotland in the twelfth century, and the last three of these ruled from 1124 to 1214. As in England, long reigns made for political
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stability, strengthened by the fact that the five rulers represented only two different generations. Three brothers, Edgar (1097–1107), Alexander I (1107–24) and David I (1124–53), were followed by David’s two older grandsons, Malcolm IV (1153–65) and William I ‘the Lion’ (1165–1214). The dynasty to which they belonged was held to be in direct succession to the Cenél nGabráin which had held the kingship of Scottish Dalriada until the eighth century. Their undoubted ancestor was Kenneth Mac Alpin (d. 858). Rightly or wrongly he was believed to have inherited the royal authority not only of Dalriada but also of the old Pictish kingdom of Alba (Scotland north of the Forth–Clyde isthmus and east of Argyll). Consequently, the twelfth-century kings enjoyed a native and traditional prestige and respect which did not depend on the military power at their disposal.

It was the royal house which imposed and encouraged such unity as existed in the Scottish realm. Alba, together with mainland Argyll, was relatively homogeneous: Gaelic in speech and, largely, in culture, composed of ancient territorial divisions ruled by mormaers (essentially provincial governors, yet having some kingly quality attaching to them), served by a church which, in spite of continental and English influences operating from the eighth to the eleventh century, still possessed many features characteristic of the Irish church, strongly kin-based in its social organization which (as in Ireland) penetrated the clergy as well as the laity. Only in two important respects may any sign of a fundamental break with tradition be seen before 1100 – both attributable to continental and English influence. The older practice of royal succession whereby an adult collateral – brother or cousin – was preferred to a son was defied when a rebellion in favour of Donald Bán, Malcolm III’s brother, was finally defeated in 1097 and the throne was taken by Edgar, Malcolm’s fourth son. Native sensitivities may have been allayed by the succession in turn of Edgar’s two younger brothers, but in 1153 the profoundly important switch to linear parent-to-child succession was highlighted by the acceptance (with seemingly only minor resistance) of David I’s eldest grandson, Malcolm IV. His Gaelic name (the last ever borne by a king of Scots), and the fact that he was followed by his brother, may again have appeased the conservative nobility, who gave only half-hearted support to collateral rival claimants for the kingship under William the Lion; but some faint hankerings after the old custom can still be seen even in the thirteenth century.

The second significant change discernible before 1100 was the advent of military feudalism, that is to say the granting of land (in the first instance by the crown) on privileged terms, usually with jurisdiction and the right to build castles, in return for the performance of military service with horses trained for warfare and with expensive armour and weaponry. Under Malcolm III and Edgar the impact of feudal lordships held for knight-service was slight
and chiefly confined to Lothian. But the process had come to stay and, quickening appreciably under Alexander I, became the predominant fashion of landholding across much of southern Scotland in the reign of David I. Large estates were created in this way in the period c. 1120–c. 1170, and although the impetus behind feudalization hardly slackened before Alexander II’s reign the emphasis shifted to smaller fiefs (parish or village sized) and towards the country north of the Forth, at least as far as the Moray Firth.

The patchy advance of military feudalism underlines the geographical divisions which retained both social and political importance at least until the thirteenth century. South-eastern Scotland still bore many traces of its earlier history as part of Bernicia or northern Northumbria. The northernmost version of English speech was standard from Annandale eastward to Berwickshire, and had long since obtained a firm hold upon Mid and East Lothian, where it had been marginally challenged by Gaelic since the mid-tenth century. Below the crown, whose demesne lands were very extensive, a native aristocracy of service and status (‘thegns’ or ‘thanes’) held sway over a semi-free or even free peasantry whose obligations to their lords took the not notably onerous form of occasional labour service, especially at harvest time, seasonal renders of food and hospitality and here and there money rents. Below this class of substantial ‘husbandmen’ there were poorer but not invariably less free ‘cottars’ and grazing tenants (‘gresmen’) whose name reminds us of the strongly pastoral nature of even south-eastern Scotland.

West of Lothian and the border river systems, the twelfth-century Scottish kingdom embraced the Clyde valley – politically an important remnant of the old Cumbrian kingdom of Strathclyde, and thoroughly feudalized by the crown in the period 1150–70 – the Ayrshire littoral, of which the two northern districts (Cunningham and Kyle) were either royal demesnes or feudal tenancies by 1165, and the highly distinctive region of Galloway, consisting of the southernmost district of Ayrshire (Carrick) and the valleys flowing into the Solway Firth, especially those of Bladnoch, Cree, Dee and Nith. Before 1162 Galloway was recognized, at least by its own ruling dynasty, as a kingdom, owing only the most tenuous obedience to the king of Scots. The prevailing Gaelic language and culture of twelfth-century Galloway was in no sense a contradiction of this fact, for multiplicity of kingship was the norm throughout Ireland and at least the western seaboard of Scotland. The reduction of Galloway to the status of political, though never feudal, subordination was to take the Scottish crown many years and cost it much in terms of military expeditions, abortive experiments in feudalization and recognition of Gallovidian separateness. The whole process began in earnest under Malcolm IV and was not completed till 1235.

Of the remaining regions making up modern Scotland the northern isles of Orkney and Shetland, subject to dense Norwegian settlement since the early
ninth century, did not become part of the Scottish realm until 1468–9. The western isles and the westernmost districts of the mainland (including what medieval people called the ‘Isle of Kintyre’) formed a complex area in which cultures clashed and intermingled and political claims were a bone of contention between Scottish and Norwegian rulers. An agreement between Edgar and Magnus ‘Barelegs’ stipulated that the western isles (including Man but perhaps excluding the islands in the Firth of Clyde) should be subject to Norwegian rule while the mainland seaboard acknowledged Scottish sovereignty. Although not unworkable (the agreement was only cancelled by the treaty of Perth in 1266), it was unsatisfactory because actual lordship – often seen as ‘kingship’ in the Irish sense – in the west crossed interregnal boundaries and embraced both mainland and insular territories. Thus many local lords, and particularly the powerful family of Somerled ‘king’ of Argyll, held sway, with the help of fast galleys, over groups of islands where they were nominally lieges of a remote Norwegian king and districts such as Lorn and Cowal where, again somewhat nominally, they were subjects of the king of Scots. David I exercised some measure of royal authority in the west and could even call out troops from this region in time of emergency. Malcolm IV’s forces repulsed an invasion by west highlanders and islesmen in 1164 in which Somerled was slain. During the long reign of William the Lion the west remained comparatively peaceful, yet there is little doubt that dynastic rebellions against William’s rule, notably in 1187 and 1212, drew their military support from the isles and the western seaboard.

Neither geographical and cultural diversity nor lingering provincial separatism should obscure the strong currents flowing throughout the twelfth century in the direction of political and national unity. The introduction of feudalism at the crown’s behest proceeded apace from c. 1120 to c. 1220, and with remarkably little friction. In origin partly functional and partly social, the Scottish brand of feudalism promoted by David I and his grandsons laid the foundations not only of the dominant class of ‘lairds’ (tenants-in-chief of the crown or substantial tenants of the greatest feudatories), who were to wield decisive power in Scotland until the eighteenth century, but also of Scottish land law, which remains markedly ‘feudal’ to the present day. The crown also encouraged the concept of the regnum Scotorum, a kingdom of the Scots which embraced an extent of territory much wider than Alba or Scotia, taking in Lothian, Strathclyde and Galloway and until 1157 including the country stretching south from the Solway Firth as far as Stainmore on the northern edge of Yorkshire. On occasion (e.g. in the later 1130s, in 1163, between 1174 and 1189, and again in 1209 and 1212) the relationship between the Scots and the English crowns was challenged by English rulers who sought to reestablish the hegemony which William the Conqueror and his sons had appeared to enjoy in respect of the Scottish monarchy. David I refrained during Henry I’s
lifetime from striking an independent pose save in the matter of ecclesiastical autonomy – he would not allow his bishops to acknowledge the supremacy of either York or Canterbury. On the accession of Stephen David refused any kind of homage involving his kingdom, while allowing his son Henry to swear fealty for the earldom of Northumberland and honour of Huntingdon. Henry II may have attempted in 1163 to impose some degree of lordship over Malcolm IV, but it was not until William the Lion was captured by the English eleven years later, having ill-advisedly supported the Young King’s unsuccessful revolt, that the king of Scotland, by the treaty of Falaise, was forced to become the liege man of the English crown ‘for Scotland and his other lands’. This explicit feudal subjection lasted till 1189, when on Henry II’s death William bought his release, and restoration of the king of Scots’ position to what it had been under Malcolm IV, from Richard I. Friendly relations prevailed until John succeeded his brother in 1199; for the remaining fifteen years of William’s reign there was mutual suspicion and mistrust between the realms, accompanied by two attempts by John (1209 and 1212) to revert to something like the Henrician overlordship. Paradoxical as it may seem, the lengthy period during which William the Lion was either formally subject to the English crown or at least under threat from aggressive English royal policy saw the Scottish king strengthen his political grip upon the more outlying regions, especially in the highlands and Galloway. The high-handed manner in which Henry II and John treated William may actually have excited some sympathy among his own lieges, and there is no doubt that the concept of a Scottish kingdom whose people owed a special, overriding loyalty to the crown had grown into a reality by the end of the twelfth century.

The population of Scotland, perhaps approaching 350,000 by the end of the twelfth century, earned its living chiefly by pastoralism and fishing. Cattle and pigs were owned by all but the poorest families, and the herds kept by the greatest magnates, for example the lord of Galloway, the earls north of the Forth or the bishops of St Andrews and Glasgow, would be counted in many hundreds. Sheep too were reared, and their numbers must have increased steadily through the century as newly founded religious houses began to specialize in meeting the needs of the Flemish wool markets and the fleece became more valuable than the flesh. Both cows and ewes were of course bred for their milk and the butter and cheese to be made from it. Goats were common, valued for their milk and their skins. Horses – to judge from Pictish sculpture – must have been familiar long before the Norman adventurers rode into Scotland on their war-trained destriers, but as with sheep, equine numbers would surely have risen markedly between 1100 and 1200, and Clydesdale’s reputation for breeding versatile horses may well date from this period. As for fishing, the species most frequently appearing in contemporary record are salmon, herring
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and eels. Herring in particular was an estuarine fish in this period (and for many centuries longer), and fishermen from as far afield as the Low Countries were visiting the Firth of Forth by the 1150s. A pastoral way of life, with fisheries forming a significant supplement to food supplies along the sea shore, as well as by the numerous rivers and lochs, seems to go naturally hand in hand with hunting. Much of the land above 400–500m was either too rugged or too remote for the summer pasturing in ‘shielings’ (transhumance) which was standard practice throughout Scotland. Nevertheless, such areas carried in the summer months a sizeable population of red deer, which could normally find adequate winter shelter in lower-lying woodland, considerably more extensive than in later centuries. Although in later Scots law, following Justinian, wild animals were regarded as res nullius, fair game for all, in medieval practice the pursuit of red deer was a jealously guarded royal right which was extended, not over-generously, to the higher nobility. Earls and certain of the bishops enjoyed hunting preserves, as did such notable magnates as the hereditary steward (Stewart) and constable or the lord of Annandale (head of the Scottish branch of the Bruce family). Many tracts of upland and well-wooded ground in the south and middle parts of Scotland, especially along the ‘highland line’, were designated forest, in which hunting was controlled and through which passage was restricted to permitted routes, probably sign-posted. A corollary of the protection of wild game was the prohibition of tree-cutting and destruction of undergrowth and of the eyries of falcons and other birds of prey. For kings and nobles hunting was undoubtedly a sport, but venison probably made a significant contribution to the general diet, and it would be naive to suppose that unprivileged folk, especially in the remoter hill country, did not poach the occasional salmon or deer. Foxes, wild cat, wild boar and wolves were also hunted, the last two species to the point of extinction in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries.

The predominance of pastoralism in highlands and lowlands alike did not mean that cereal growing was unimportant. Across much of the flatter or lower-lying territory of south-eastern Scotland, and along the eastern littoral as far north as Stonehaven, agriculture in the strict sense had been practised immemorially. In the course of the twelfth century the area of land brought into cultivation by ox-drawn ploughs and harrows increased very substantially. In this period the valley of the Clyde, the Ayrshire coastal strip and sizeable pockets of favourable terrain along the shores of the Moray Firth witnessed an extension of arable or its introduction for the first time. The customary manner of quantifying land in Lothian and Tweeddale was by the ploughgate (carucata) of 104 acres, made up of eight 13-acre oxgangs (bovatae). This usage was shared with the northernmost part of England, indicating perhaps an Anglian origin. Whatever its roots, the system emphasized the vital role of the
plough and plough-team of eight oxen in the rural economy. North of Forth and Clyde, and in earlier periods in the far south-west also, habitable land was generally divided into davochs (Gaelic *dabhach*, ‘vat’, ‘tub’), terminology which may suggest delving with a spade rather than ploughing, or which might possibly point to a levy of corn for purposes of rent or tax. Again, the cereal element is important, yet the emphasis is not on the plough. Crops were cultivated whenever soil and climate allowed, but the share of rural income derived from corn was obviously larger in the more favoured lands of southern and eastern Scotland, smaller in the north and west. Some wheat was grown, for example in East Lothian and the Carse of Gowrie, but the standard cereals were rye (perhaps winter sown) and the spring-sown oats and bere, the six-rowed northern barley preferred until modern times. There is no record of peas or beans before the thirteenth century, but here and there some flax may have been cultivated. The typical peasant farmer of the south, the husbandman or bonder, held a ‘husbandland’ consisting of 26 acres of arable (two oxgangs), together with a proportional share of hay meadow and pasture in the common grazing possessed by every permanent settlement. In good years such a holding might provide a reasonable livelihood for a peasant upper class, but below the husbandmen were numerous cottars and landless families from whom either permanent or seasonal labour could be recruited. It is harder to discern a typical peasant in northern Scotland, yet safe to assume that he kept cattle or pigs and held only a modicum of arable. Although servitude of a fairly thoroughgoing nature was by no means unknown in southern Scotland, it seems clear that the peasantry of Alba were subject to even more oppressive restrictions upon their freedom than their southern counterparts.

Self-sufficient as the rural communities of twelfth-century Scotland were in many respects, they needed to sell some of their surplus production and import goods made in other parts of Scotland or imported from England, Ireland and the continent of Europe. The aristocracy required fine cloth, jewels, weaponry and wine, none of which could be produced at home. In times of dearth the common people might need corn. Trade must have been immemorial, yet the twelfth century saw two innovations which gave a revolutionary boost to mercantile activity and to general prosperity. The twelfth-century kings – perhaps beginning with Edgar and Alexander I, certainly maturing with David I – instituted the earliest explicitly privileged trading communities or ‘burghs’ in Scotland. Most of the early burghs were on or close to the east coast – Berwick, Roxburgh, Haddington, Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Stirling, Dunfermline, Perth, Dundee, Montrose and Aberdeen. Secondly, David I, around 1136, authorized the first issue of Scottish silver coins, pennies modelled precisely on the sterlings of English kings but bearing the name and image of the king of Scots. Even though these new coins were insufficient for Scottish needs their issue ushered...
in a new era in which the Scottish economy, backward as it might seem from a continental European viewpoint, was ultimately money-based. The combination of small trading centres, whose inhabitants enjoyed ‘first-come first-served’ privileges of trading within carefully demarcated zones, with the regular issue of silver pennies exchanging at par with English-minted sterlings, gave a boost to Scottish economic activity which can scarcely be exaggerated. Wool clipped from increased lowland flocks was sold to Flanders, cow-hides and deerskins from the highlands went to Germany and France, pearls from Tay and Dee were sought after by continental jewellers. The trading towns (‘burghs’ is the Scottish version of English ‘boroughs’) attracted immigration from England, the Low Countries and Germany as well as from the Scottish hinterland. Even the highlands were involved in urban development, for although none of the new burghs was strictly within the highland line, settlements such as Inverness, Forres, Elgin, Perth, Stirling and Dumbarton lay along that invisible boundary and served as centres for the exchange of highland produce for foreign manufactures. By 1200, when upwards of thirty burghs had been created, mostly by the crown, the urban trading centre, with its weekly market and quarterly or half-yearly fair, had become an integral feature of the country’s social and economic fabric.

Burghs played a political and administrative as well as an economic role. It was normal for a royal castle to be sited beside a burgh, and for this castle to serve as headquarters for a sheriff who acted as the chief agent of royal government in the district associated with burgh and castle – the sheriffdom or shire. Smaller and much more ancient districts known as shires, administered by thanes or sheriffs, still persisted in many parts of twelfth-century Scotland, but the grander and more powerful sheriffs established by David I were a conscious imitation of the practice of Norman England. By 1200 the geography of royal government bore a strong though perhaps superficial resemblance to the English pattern, with sheriffdoms or ‘counties’ filling almost the whole of southern and eastern Scotland as far north as Inverness. As yet Galloway and the highlands were not ‘shired’, but royal authority and the crown’s role in administering justice did not depend exclusively on the sheriff. David I’s sheriffs and their successors were drawn mainly from the baronial class, the new feudal nobility. It was from their ranks, but also from among the older territorial aristocracy – earls and provincial lords – that the kings appointed their highest administrative officers, the justiciars. Normally there was one justiciar for the country north of Forth (Scotia) and one for the south (Lothian), but the later practice of having a third justiciar for Galloway may have been briefly anticipated in the 1190s.

In Scotland – contrasting markedly in this respect with twelfth-century England – the king’s hand did not lie heavy on his lieges year after year in
terms of taxation or military service or hunting reserves or judicial decrees. Scottish royal government was no less real for being much less centralized, much less bureaucratic, than English. It may be no coincidence that the major officers of the royal household, derived from Anglo-Norman and Capetian models, especially the steward, constable and marischal, quickly came to fill a public position within the community of the realm as a whole, taking their style (though not before the thirteenth century) from the country rather than merely from the king.

The profound transformation undergone by government and society in twelfth-century Scotland was matched by a far-reaching reform of the church. In 1100 a tiny handful of Scottish clergy had attained to the grade of bishop and there was no territorial diocesan system. There were monasteries north of the Forth of a decidedly Irish type, in particular communities of célidé (culdees), ‘clients of God’, who practised an asceticism derived from an eighth- and ninth-century reformation of Irish monasticism. Ill-defined clerici, some probably in priests’ orders, were attached to churches and chapels which served the spiritual needs of widely scattered rural communities but were not parochial as that word was understood in most of western Christendom. South of the Forth a markedly Northumbrian situation prevailed, with quasi-parochial churches – some of them classifiable in Anglo-Saxon terms as old minsters – served by priests who were virtually hereditary proprietors; having succeeded their fathers in the benefice they would in turn expect to pass it on to a chosen son or grandson. In the view of this somewhat inward-looking and tenuously organized church the pope was little more than an object of vague and remote veneration. By 1200 the self-consciously styled ecclesia Scoticana consisted of eleven territorial dioceses each ruled by a bishop who since 1192 had had to visit the papal curia to be confirmed in his office. The faithful were allocated to parishes with fixed boundaries. Groups of parishes formed ‘deaneries of Christianity’, and in each of the two largest bishoprics of St Andrews and Glasgow groups of deaneries constituted two archdeaconries. Marriage among the lesser clergy, and heritable livings, had not yet been eliminated, but the end of these practices was in sight. Parochial incumbents were supposed to be priests and the crown ensured the effectiveness of a parish system by enforcing the payment of teinds or tithes, the tax of 10 per cent of the annual increase of domesticated plants (corn, hay etc.) and animals. Already by the middle of David I’s reign the pope’s commands were being taken seriously by clergy and laity; by the 1160s Scottish bishops were being appointed papal legates; and in 1192, by the bull of Celestine III known as Cum universi Christi, the entire Scottish church (save for the diocese of Galloway, attached by ancient tradition to York) was uniquely made the ‘special daughter’ of the Roman see, with no
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ecclesiastical authority holding an intermediate role between the pope and the Scottish bishops.

Dramatic as these changes were – and they amounted to nothing less than the gathering of isolated Scottish Christianity within the fold of the papal-dominated western Catholic church – they probably came second in the popular mind to the introduction of Benedictine monasticism and other continental forms of conventual life. This was overwhelmingly the work of the monarchy, inspired by the example of Queen Margaret who had brought the first Benedictine monks to Scotland, from the cathedral monastery of Canterbury, in the 1080s. The church she founded at Dunfermline, which became an abbey in 1128, was the inspiration rather than the model for the religious communities established by Margaret’s sons Alexander I and especially David I. They favoured newer ‘reformed’ orders such as the Augustinians, Tironensians and Cistercians, and by the end of Malcolm IV’s reign (1165) a score of monasteries had been founded by the crown and a few great magnates from the English border to the Moray Firth. Monks and canons regular acquired vast landed estates and applied advanced techniques to their management and exploitation. Arable cultivation, fisheries and the production of salt and coal were all given a powerful boost by monastic enterprise. But what the Cistercians of Melrose and Newbattle, the Tironensians of Kelso and the Augustinians of Jedburgh and Holyrood especially excelled in was the breeding and rearing of sheep whose fleeces were of sufficient quality to sell to advantage on the Flemish market.

It can hardly be doubted that twelfth-century Scotland gained in peace and stability from the good fortune of a largely undisputed succession of strong kings. The shocks and strains consequent upon the Norman Conquest of England were cushioned by the native Scottish dynasty, and more profoundly it may be argued that the heterogeneity of Scotland even before the Norman advent made it easier, not harder, for the dynasty to encourage so much drastic innovation and at the same time keep its sights fixed steadily on the target of a unified *regnum Scotorum*. However strange it may seem, William the Lion died in the odour of sanctity. Thirty-five years later the canonization of his great-grandmother Margaret set the seal of religious respectability upon the labours of the twelfth-century monarchy.

WALES

In many fundamental respects, Wales resembled Scotland. Innumerable kin-dred groups governed by agnatic relationships composed the dominant class to which the words ‘free’ and ‘noble’ could be applied indistinguishably. Along with their slaves and dependent peasantry or bondmen, the communities of
free kindreds lived in scattered townships established across the limited areas of lowland plain (Anglesey, Glamorgan and parts of the south-western peninsula) and in the sheltered valleys of the hillier or mountainous country which made up the rest of Wales. The typical basic unit of settlement was the tref or homestead, usually consisting of a permanent nucleus of dwellings, byres, a mill and perhaps a chapel sited on lower or sheltered ground, where humans and stock would over-winter, together with an area of upland grazing occupied, especially by women, children and older men, in the summer months so that cattle, sheep and pigs could get the fullest benefit of the short growing season for hill grass. The permanent valley settlement was the hendref (‘old homestead’), while the hill shieling, where structures for habitation might be temporary, was called hafod or hafoty. A larger unit, implying lordship over free and unfree was the maenol or maenor, composed of around a dozen trefi,
while a dozen *maenolau* would make up a *cantref* (Anglicized as cantred), the standard district throughout most of Wales for the purposes of royal or princely government. In the twelfth century, however, Wales did not form, and indeed never had formed, a single kingdom. Wales, after all, was simply the largest area (others were English and Scottish Cumbria and Cornwall) from which the Anglo-Saxon invaders of the fifth and sixth centuries had failed to dislodge and supplant the existing Brittonic population. The Welsh were acutely conscious of constituting, with a few other groups, the last of the Britons, preserving and handing down traditions of Christianity and even of *romanitas* which long antedated the culture of the barbarian and hated *Saeson* or Saxon. But in reality there was nothing in Wales of *romanitas* save the surviving remains of Roman fortresses, towns and roads.

It is conceivable that in one or two places (e.g. Old Carmarthen, east of the medieval borough) the site of a Roman town had continued as a place for trade or seasonal fairs. But in general the organization of Welsh society was hostile to the formation of genuinely urban communities. Such settlements, formally definable as boroughs, inhabited by burgesses enjoying trading privileges and the protection afforded by a castle and perhaps an earthwork or stone *enceinte*, can only be seen to emerge in Wales from the end of the eleventh century. They were the work of ‘English’ invaders and colonizers, and for long were regarded with suspicion and even hatred by the Welsh, even though in periods of peace they took advantage of the trading opportunities provided. Thus in the south such boroughs as Brecon and Newport, both on the River Usk, Cardiff on the Taff, Swansea on the Tawe, Carmarthen on the Tywi and (probably) Tenby came into being through the deliberate planning of incoming Anglo-Norman feudatories such as Braose, fitz Hamo, Beaumont or Clare. The urban element in twelfth-century Wales should not be underestimated, although for long the boroughs remained small, inward-looking and markedly on the defensive.

The Welsh, united culturally by their use of a P-Celtic version of the common Celtic family of languages, were a pastoral people organized in clans, recognizing the superior chiefship or lordship of a number of warring dynasties each of which would claim the right to provide a king or prince over a distinct *gwlad* (‘country’), a term difficult to define but most easily understood when applied to the best-known and longest enduring of such territories, Mon (Anglesey), Gwynedd, Powys, Brycheiniog (Brecknock), Morgannwg (Glamorgan), Ceredigion (Cardigan) and Dyfed. These geographical divisions reflected the fact that Wales is composed of big mountain massifs, hill plateaux and spiny ridges intersected by many river valleys and long tidal estuaries. A ruler powerful enough to command a *gwlad* or group of *gwladsedd* in the north – Anglesey, Gwynedd and the ‘Four Cantreds’ further east, for example – could seldom hope to assert any permanent lordship over the south of Wales, with which his
lines of communication were very poor. And vice versa: a warlord dynasty might rise to power in Deheubarth (‘the southern part’) but could make no impression on the north. The most that northern or southern princes could normally hope to achieve was to exert control over the middle countries of Meirionydd, Ceredigion or Powys, and for this control they were frequently rivals.

To a much greater degree than Scotland, Wales had felt the impact of the Norman invasion of England. Within ten years of the battle of Hastings Norman warriors had established powerful lordships and built massive castles along the uncertain border between Wales and England and had penetrated far into indisputably Welsh territory. By 1102, the three buffer-states created by William the Conqueror to guard against Welsh attacks – and also as springboards from which a Norman advance into Wales could be launched – had been reduced to one: Hereford and Shrewsbury had been eliminated, leaving only Chester as the principal bastion of English royal aggression. On the southern march of Wales, in Gwent and Glamorgan, lesser barons and feudatories held lordships below the level of earldom, and pushed on steadily and unobtrusively with foreign settlement. Robert fitz Hamo laid claim to Glamorgan, Bernard of Neufmarché to Brycheiniog, and Gilbert fitz Richard of Clare to Ceredigion far in the west. In mid-Wales the lesser followers of the great family of Montgomery, disgraced and dispossessed in 1102, held fast to their frontier castles and penetrated into Welsh cantreds on the upper Severn and Dee. From Chester Hugh of Avranches (d. 1101) followed up the pioneering conquests of his cousin Robert ‘of Rhuddlan’ and built castles as far west as Bangor and Caernarfon. At the outset of the twelfth century it must have seemed that Wales was poised on the brink of a thoroughgoing and permanent Norman conquest.

It was not to be. In some ways the twelfth century may be seen as an heroic age for Wales, and in respect of cultural and national identity it was unquestionably an age of great achievements. At least three Welsh rulers of the century, Gruffydd ap Cynan and his son Owain (Owain Gwynedd) in north Wales and Rhys ap Gruffydd (usually known as the Lord Rhys) in the south, achieved a measure of independence vis-à-vis English kings and Anglo-Norman marcher lords. Their kingly status was admittedly not to be compared with that of Henry I or Henry II, or even with the status of the kings of Scots in this period. Yet the ascendancy they established in Gwynedd and Deheubarth pointed the way for the more spectacular achievements of Llywelyn ab Iorwerth (‘the Great’) and Llywelyn ap Gruffydd in the thirteenth century. At the very least they made it clear that in the absence of notable advances in technology no English conquest of Wales would succeed without a massive concentration of energy and resources.

Although Henry I spent much time and effort in order to assert his authority over the border lordships initiated by his father and over the Welsh princes,
he achieved little more than an uneasy peace. The fall of the house of Bellême or Montgomery in 1102 created a dangerous vacuum in mid-Wales (Powys) which was filled partly by the promotion of the native ruling dynasty to a short-lived ascendancy, partly by appointing an able Norman administrator, Richard of Belmeis, as, in effect, warden of the Middle March – supported, rather oddly, by appointment as bishop of London. In southern Wales English power was exerted even more effectively, partly because of the persistent pressure of Anglo-Norman, Flemish and Breton adventurers, partly because Henry I took care to appoint men of outstanding military ability such as Gerald of Windsor to key positions, among which was the custody of Pembroke Castle, first built by Arnulf of Montgomery in the later eleventh century. On the west coast, the gwlad of Ceredigion was in 1110 bestowed by the English king upon Gilbert fitz Richard of Clare, who proceeded to allocate the constituent cantreds to ‘Norman’ followers, each securing his position as settler in hostile territory by building his own castle. Gilbert himself built the earliest motte-type fortresses near Llanbadarn (Tanycastell, south of Aberystwyth) and at Din Geraint (Cardigan), at the mouth of the Teifi. He was succeeded in 1117 by his son Richard who held Ceredigion until the death of Henry I prompted the most successful Welsh revolt since 1094.

Even a strong king such as Henry I could not impose calm upon the Welsh situation for more than a few months at a time. In 1114 Henry found it necessary to lead an expedition to north Wales where Gruffydd ap Cynan, scion of the ancient dynasty of Rhodri Mawr (d. 878), was steadily building up a kingship to rival that of his great eleventh-century namesake Gruffydd ap Llywelyn. The English king himself advanced through Powys while the earl of Chester and Alexander I of Scotland (clearly acting on this occasion as Henry’s vassal) led a force along the northern coastal route. Although there were no open hostilities, the Welsh rulers submitted and Gruffydd was forced to pay a heavy fine to be restored to Henry I’s peace. Seven years later Henry again invaded mid-Wales and subdued Maredudd ap Bleddyn upon whom the English king imposed the severe penalty of 10,000 head of cattle. By dint of maintaining peaceable relations with the English crown while at the same time taking advantage of strife and rivalries among the neighbouring Welsh rulers, Gruffydd, who died in 1137, was able to hand over a substantially enlarged kingdom of Gwynedd to his heirs, especially to his eldest son Owain, known simply (to distinguish him from a contemporary prince of Powys of the same name) as Owain Gwynedd.

The English (by 1135 it makes little sense to call them ‘Normans’ or even ‘Anglo-Normans’) seem to have been completely unprepared for what happened in Wales as soon as the news came of Henry I’s death. On New Year’s day 1136 a native prince from Brycheiniog inflicted a startling defeat upon the English settlers in Gower. This was a signal for a general uprising. The ruler of
Deheubarth, Gruffydd ap Rhys, appealed to Gwynedd for aid to rid the south of foreign oppressors. Richard fitz Gilbert lord of Ceredigion was slain in ambush and the forces of Gwynedd over-ran Richard’s lordship and razed the castles of himself and his supporters. Stimulated by these successes the Welsh from almost every gwlad joined the revolt. The decisive engagement took place at Crug Mawr north of Cardigan early in October. A well-armed English army recruited from south Wales and led by the sons of Gerald of Windsor was routed with great slaughter by the native levies under Owain Gwynedd. Inept fumbling by Stephen and those he deputed to restore English royal authority allowed the Welsh to consolidate the gains they had made. Gruffydd ap Rhys died in 1137 leaving young sons. In consequence the initiative passed to Owain Gwynedd who took Ceredigion into a northern ambit. From north to south the marcher lords who represented the front line of English settlement fell back, losing castles and territory. The outbreak of war in England towards the end of 1139 did not complicate matters as much as might have been expected. Most of the marcher lords took their cue from the most powerful magnate among them, Robert earl of Gloucester, who was the Empress Matilda’s half-brother and principal supporter. In the later 1140s there had been some modest recovery of English positions, especially in the middle marches and in Dyfed (the region around Carmarthen). But by and large a revived Welsh ascendancy, under the aegis of Owain Gwynedd, prevailed throughout much of Wales – save for Glamorgan and the south-east – until the early years of Henry II’s reign.

In some respects the spirit of independence which swept through the Welsh ruling classes in 1136 also took hold among the clergy. Claims were put forward vigorously in the 1140s for St David’s, the oldest of the Welsh bishoprics and the principal church of south-west Wales, to be recognized by the papacy as metropolitan, on a footing of equality with Canterbury and York. The efforts of Bishop Bernard (1115–48) failed, but claims for Demetian primacy were to be revived at the end of the twelfth century by Gerald of Wales (Giraldus Cambrensis), a direct descendant of Gerald of Windsor. Welshmen were appointed as bishops in the dioceses of Bangor and even Llandaff, but the newly created see of St Asaph, serving north-east Wales, may be seen as a deliberate extension of English influence. The Cistercian Order took root in Wales during the period when national revival was at its height. Although several of the Order’s houses, for example Tintern, founded from L’Aumône as early as 1131, or Basingwerk (also 1131 and originally Savignac), were always very closely under marcher influence, many others, especially the family branching out from Whitland (1140), a daughter house of Clairvaux, quickly became identified with Welsh culture and aspirations. The family of Whitland was the most widely ramified throughout Wales, offshoots being established at Cwm
Hir, Strata Florida, Strata Marcella, Cymer, Llantarnam, Aberconwy and Valle Crucis, while Margam (1147) was Whitland’s sister house.

The second half of the twelfth century saw the establishment of a north Welsh dominance which was to persist until the overthrow of independent Welsh rule in the later thirteenth century. The pre-eminence of the southern prince Rhys ap Gruffydd (‘the Lord Rhys’) from 1170 to 1197 may appear to contradict this statement. Rhys’s power, however, was personal and owed much to the trust placed in him by Henry II. After his death the marcher lords were able to reassert their domination of Gwent, Glamorgan, Gower and Pembroke. In so far as Welsh national aspirations had a focus it was to be found in Gwynedd and specifically in the dynasty of Gruffydd ap Cynan.

Northern Welsh power had been built up during the ‘Anarchy’, helped by a vacillating English king and an earl of Chester far more interested in his English ambitions than in his Welsh frontier. With Henry of Anjou firmly in the saddle Owain Gwynedd was forced to adopt a different strategy. It is true that the English royal expedition against him in 1157 went badly wrong, but Owain prudently did homage, surrendered hostages and, more seriously, gave up his control of Tegeingl (Flint). Henry’s next attempt to assert English authority in Wales, in 1163, was directed against mid- and south Wales. By 1155, one son alone, Rhys, survived of the offspring of Gruffydd ap Rhys of Dyfed, and he had succeeded in expanding the lordship of southern Wales until it reached from the Bristol Channel to the River Dovey. But in 1158 he had accepted English overlordship and surrendered much conquered territory, including Ceredigion which was reclaimed by the house of Clare. In 1163 Henry advanced through south Wales to the borders of Ceredigion where Rhys ap Gruffydd submitted and was led into England virtually as Henry’s prisoner. In July he did homage to Henry at Woodstock, along with Owain of Gwynedd and Malcolm IV of Scotland. The long quarrel between Henry and Thomas Becket allowed the Welsh to throw off Angevin control. In 1165 Gwynedd and Deheubarth combined in a full-scale revolt against crown and marcher lords alike. Henry II’s army entered Wales in early August north of the Severn valley and struck westward towards the Berwyn range. The weather proved appalling, the heavily armed horse and more lightly equipped infantry floundered in impassable bogs and ran perilously short of food. The king withdrew with his host to Shrewsbury and never again attempted to subdue the Welsh by military force.

Until his death in 1170 Owain Gwynedd pursued a statesmanlike policy, acknowledging Angevin overlordship yet keeping it at a distance by refusing to carry out provocative strikes against the English crown or sensitive marcher baronies. The full measure of his achievement was only to show itself at the end of the century, when his grandson Llywelyn ab Iorwerth (‘Llywelyn the Great’) successfully asserted his claim to rule over the enlarged Gwynedd built up by
Owain and went on to create the closest approximation to a native kingdom of Wales which there was ever to be. For almost thirty years after Owain’s death, however, ascendancy among the Welsh passed to the south. In the later 1160s Rhys ap Gruffydd was shrewd enough to take full advantage of the situation unfolding in Ireland. The king of Leinster’s appeal to Henry II for military help against his Irish enemies opened the way for many marcher lords in southern Wales to try their luck across the sea. They hoped to compensate themselves for the loss of territory they had suffered in Wales since the beginning of Stephen’s reign. For his part Henry II was content to make an apparently loyal Rhys the English crown’s chief supporter in south Wales. On his way to Ireland in autumn 1171 Henry confirmed Rhys in possession of the extensive territories (especially Ceredigion) which the Welsh had recovered in 1165. On his return to Britain, in 1172, he appointed Rhys ‘justiciar of south Wales’ effectively placing him in charge of all the lesser princes of Deheubarth. The Lord Rhys repaid the king’s favour by supporting him loyally in the great rebellion of 1173–4. The relative peacefulness of Wales was demonstrated at Christmas 1176 when an eisteddfod was held at Rhys’s newly built castle at Aberteifi (Cardigan) to which poets, singers and musicians were invited not only from Wales but also from England, Scotland and Ireland. Rhys’s ascendancy was to last for another two decades, but his last years were darkened by strife among his own sons and by a marked deterioration in his relations with the English crown. Nevertheless, it has to be said that in Wales, scarcely less than in Scotland, the twelfth century saw the arrest, and in some important ways the reversal, of a major historical process. From 1066 individuals and families of continental (especially Norman) origin had penetrated far into the island of Britain, acquiring kingship, lordship and land. From 1169 they were to repeat the process in Ireland. In Scotland the development of a strong feudally organized kingdom had retarded and radically modified this process. In Wales a succession of outstandingly able native rulers, supported by a powerful and articulate resurgence of national feeling and culture, had likewise been able to apply a brake to the ‘Norman’ tide. The result was to be two countries, marcher Wales and Welsh Wales (pura Wallia), producing consequences which have lasted to our own times.

IRELAND

In Irish history the twelfth century must always be the age of conquest, the momentous turning-point when English adventurers, mostly belonging to families of Norman, Flemish, Breton or other continental background, exploited their military skills and techniques to acquire kingdoms and trading towns in the south of Ireland. Their freelance attempts gave the monarchy of Henry II the opportunity, seized without delay, to assert an explicit claim to suzerainty in
Ireland. This in turn led to the establishment by 1185 of an Angevin lordship of Ireland, nominally held by Henry II's youngest son John, and in principle embracing the entire island. The Angevin or (as it would better be called) English conquest of Ireland ought not to obscure the fundamental process of reorientation which Irish society had begun to experience by the third quarter of the eleventh century and which continued during the twelfth. The isolation of Ireland must not be exaggerated. In the Viking era the island had been plundered again and again by Scandinavian raiding parties. In the course of
time a few carefully selected coastal sites at the mouths of important rivers – Dublin, Wexford, Waterford, Cork and Limerick – were permanently settled by ‘Ostmen’, Danes and Norwegians for the most part, whose careers as part-time merchants, part-time pirates led them to establish small trading towns of a type previously unknown in Ireland. The Ostmen communities represented a significant element of foreign influence and provided an avenue through which alien ideas, commodities, fashions and individuals could gain a foothold in a country noted for its social conservatism.

Ireland, lying on the north-western edge of Christian Europe, was in many respects favoured by nature. Abundance of pasture for cattle and sheep, abundance of peat for fuel, abundance of oak and other woods to provide pannage for pigs, abundance of game (even though wolves and foxes were not uncommon), abundance of salmon and trout in lochs and rivers, a sufficiency in many regions of land fit for tillage – all this, with a population scarcely pressing at the margins of survival, made for an internally self-sufficient, prosperous economy. A prevailing mild climate admittedly went hand in hand with a high average rainfall, and the country was certainly not free from visitations of disease afflicting humans and animals alike. But although luxuries such as wine, fine cloth and precious metals had to be imported, Ireland possessed the resources necessary to support comfortably, in most years, a simple and healthy way of life. Human fertility seems to have been at a high level, the universal practice of polygamy producing an endless supply of male and female offspring. It may, indeed, be no exaggeration to say that the ruling order in Ireland, a warrior aristocracy not far removed from the later Iron Age in its culture and outlook, had too easy a time of it, and were too ready to indulge in inter-tribal warfare and competition for cattle, slaves, land and prestige.

It was particularly in matters relating to the church and especially to ecclesiastical organization that Ireland became receptive to external influences by the middle of the eleventh century. Irish notables had gone to Rome as pilgrims, Irish clerics had corresponded with the churches of Canterbury and Worcester. Significantly, there were links between Canterbury and the episcopal see established at Dublin by one of the Ostmen kings who had travelled to Rome as a pilgrim. A priest named Patrick had been consecrated bishop of Dublin in 1074 by Lanfranc, the archbishop appointed by William the Conqueror. His two successors had been monks at English Benedictine monasteries, the second of them consecrated by Archbishop Anselm. It is evident that as far as Britain and Ireland were concerned the church of Canterbury, secure in its possession of the primacy of ‘all Britain’, was more consciously and consistently imperialist than the post-Conquest English monarchy. The church of York, with its claims to supremacy over the Scottish sees, was hardly less imperialist in its outlook. The problem for Irish bishops and other clergy who had personal experience
of the papacy and the church of western Christendom generally, including England, was that they earnestly wished to carry through a drastic reform and reorganization of their own church without simultaneously paving the way for an intrusive domination by English archbishops.

As it was, both Lanfranc and Anselm urged reform upon high kings of Ireland, respectively Toirdelbach (Turlough) Ua Briain and his son Muirchertach, of one of the royal lines of Munster. It was the latter who convened the first of a series of councils intended to reform the Irish church along Gregorian lines. It met in 1101 at Cashel, an ancient royal site which was solemnly handed over to the church by King Muirchertach free of all secular burdens. Maolús Úa hAinmire ‘chief bishop of Munster’ presided over the council explicitly as papal legate. The business embraced the liberation of the clergy from lay control, clerical celibacy and privileges, the de-tribalizing of the ancient monasteries and an attack, which was to prove quite unsuccessful, upon the immemorial and clearly un-Christian Irish marriage customs, which permitted concubinage, wife-swapping and easy divorce. A dramatic consequence of the council of Cashel was the decision of Cellach, hereditary coarb (‘heir’ of St Patrick) of the monastery of Armagh, to become ordained and consecrated as priest and bishop in 1105–6. Because of its traditional associations with St Patrick, Armagh had long enjoyed pre-eminence among Irish churches. The conversion of its hereditary leader to the reform programme was thus of the greatest significance.

Ostmen and purely Irish strains mingled when the Ua Briain dynasty of Munster made Limerick their chief place about the turn of the century. A see was established whose first holder, an Irishman named Gilla Espuic (englished as Gilbert), threw himself vigorously into the cause of reform. He acted as papal legate for over a quarter of a century and wrote a treatise on ecclesiastical order. He was a friend of Anselm without allowing his church to become subordinate to Canterbury. Under his direction the clergy of all Ireland, north and south, met at Rathbreasail, near Cashel, in 1111, and promulgated legislation which inaugurated a fundamental restructuring of the Irish church. Traditionally, Ireland had been divided into two parts, north (‘Conn’s Half’, Leth Cuinn) and south (‘Mogh’s Half’, Leth Moga), the notional boundary running approximately from Galway Bay across to Dublin. Armagh was indisputably the chief church of the northern province and Cashel now took the leading place in the south. To Armagh were assigned twelve bishoprics, in addition to its own, and to Cashel ten. Because of its close link with Canterbury the status of the see of Dublin was left in the air. Twenty-five dioceses (soon to be twenty-six when Clonmacnoise was added) were clearly too many, yet the figure represented a drastic reduction from the total in earlier times. Archbishop Cellach of Armagh died in 1129 and was succeeded not by the candidate put forward by
his own clan, Ui Sinaich, who had monopolized the church since 996, but by the learned monk and teacher Maol Maodoc Ua Morgair (St Malachy), who was passionately committed to the cause of reform. For almost twenty years, till his death in 1148, Malachy steered the Irish church by example and exhortation, introducing at Armagh the use of liturgical music, regular confession, confirmation and marriage as a religious sacrament. As bishop of Down and Connor before 1129 Malachy had already reformed the old monastery of Bangor as an Augustinian house; in 1140 he paid a visit to Rome, travelling by way of Clairvaux and becoming the firm friend of St Bernard. The introduction of the Cistercian order into Ireland, of the utmost importance for the success of church reform, resulted from this journey. Mellifont, beside Drogheda, founded in 1142, was the first of a family of no fewer than twenty-one Cistercian abbeys spread across Ireland mainly in Meath, Leinster and Munster, but also appearing in Ulster and Connacht, all founded before 1230. Until the thirteenth century the order played a notable part in furtherance of ecclesiastical reform. Mellifont itself, consecrated in 1157, when it was the largest church so far to be built in Ireland, represented the outward and physical aspect of reform and innovation. Malachy's zeal for reform, however, did not confine itself to Cistercian channels. He grasped the relevance of the Augustinian way of life for Irish society, and under his auspices old churches were turned over to communities of Augustinian canons, and new houses were founded, so that over sixty monasteries of this order had come into existence before the English invasion. All this reforming activity brought foreign influences into the island, pointing church and clergy, if hardly yet the laity, in a markedly more Roman direction. One fascinating example of foreign influence was the decision by Irish monks in some of the Schottenklöster ('Irish monasteries') in southern Germany to come back to their homeland and bring Benedictine monachism with them. Thus in the 1130s monks from Würzburg established a house at Cashel.

The culminating point in the movement of church reform came in 1151–2, some years after Malachy's death but very much under his impetus. A papal legate, Cardinal John Paparo, came to Ireland in response to a request sent to the papacy by the kings and clergy, and convened a great synod which held sessions in Meath at Kells and, probably, at Mellifont. A comprehensive programme of reforming legislation was promulgated, addressed mainly to the issues of simony, the law of marriage and sexual irregularities and the payment of tithes, which was an essential precondition for an effective parochial system. But the synod of Kells is chiefly remembered for establishing the provincial and diocesan system which prevailed until the sixteenth century and later. Cardinal Paparo brought no fewer than four pallia (the strips of cloth symbolizing metropolitan authority). There were to be archbishops at
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Armagh (for Ulster and Meath, but also, as primate, for all Ireland), Cashel (for Munster), Tuam (for Connacht) and, somewhat controversially in view of Armagh’s claim, Dublin (for Leinster). Altogether, some thirty-seven sees were homologated by Kells, and although the next half-century saw a number of modifications to the pattern, the diocesan structure of the Irish church remained broadly that which the synod accepted. The addition of Tuam took account of the power enjoyed by the Ua Conchobair dynasty in Connacht, while Dublin’s promotion recognized the importance of the Ostman city and the Leinster kingship, and was made more acceptable to conservative Irish clergy by the consecration as second archbishop (1162) of Lorcan Ua Tuathail (St Laurence O’Toole) who has been called ‘a prelate in the Malachian mould’, and who happened to be the king of Leinster’s brother-in-law.

A small number of highly placed clergy were sufficient to steer the Irish church as a whole in the direction of the Gregorian reforms, in particular the separation of the clerical from the lay elements in society, the liberation of the church from secular control and the establishment of an orderly ecclesiastical hierarchy. No parallel development of any significance took place within the ruling orders of secular society. In the century following the Norman Conquest of England the Irish warrior aristocracy remained largely impervious to external influences. In Ireland (as in Wales) a large class of free or noble lineages, closely bound by ties of agnatic kinship, competed for land, power and prestige. It has been estimated that around 170–80 nobles in twelfth-century Ireland could claim the style of righ, ‘king’. In the case of the vast majority this meant no more than that individuals so styled were recognized as chiefs of their lineage, at best exercising some political authority over a small district which might represent the tuath or ‘tribe’ of more remote periods. Their own lineage did not necessarily monopolize the territory of such a district, but every king was expected to defend the interests of his own clan, and if a lineage expanded a king’s grandsons and great-grandsons might well elbow out any rival freeholders who did not belong to the clan, even if they were dependants and adherents. A militarily successful king at the head of a rapidly growing clan might well seize fresh territory from his neighbours or from further afield; and all the more powerful kings were expected as a matter of course to undertake great ‘hostings’ or plundering raids, often traversing many miles of country and penetrating deep into the territory of a rival ruler in search of cattle, pigs and slaves.

The ruling order was supported by an underclass, of indeterminate size, consisting of peasants actually holding land, serfs living very much at the will of their lords and outright slaves, often bought from markets such as Bristol. Just as, in a society so highly compartmentalized as that of Ireland, there were hereditary castes of kings, clerics, judges, learned poets and historians, so also there were hereditary castes of bondmen, tied for ever to a monastic church or...
royal house. Some of these *biataigh* (‘food providers’), as they were known, were substantial enough to have their own plough teams and to be burdened with relatively light labour services in addition to the inevitable food renders and forced hospitality. But the chief occupation of the peasantry must have been the tending of cattle, pigs and sheep, the staple of Irish food production. The *biataigh* survived recognizably until the fourteenth century, but long before that the English invaders had brought in a peasant class from Wales and England, whose function was to intensify the arable cultivation of large areas of Meath and the lowland parts of Leinster and Munster.

At the summit of the shallow broad-based pyramid of kings were some six or seven rulers whose lineages had acquired dominant positions in the ancient provincial divisions of Ireland. Since there were traditionally five of these provinces, Ulster, Connacht, Meath, Leinster and Munster, there should have been no more than five provincial royal lineages, the ‘five royal bloods (races)’ as they were known in later times. But splitting and rivalry had led to two competing families claiming chief place in both Ulster and Munster, while there were dynasties in kingdoms of somewhat less than provincial standing, such as Breifne (Leitrim and north-west Cavan), Airgialla (Monaghan and Armagh), or Tir Conaill (Donegal), which if opportunity offered might make a bid for higher kingship. The relationship of these royal houses at the top of Irish society might be said to have been characterized by a stable state of flux. At the outset of the twelfth century a degree of supremacy throughout Ireland was enjoyed by the Ui Briain (O Brian) kings of Munster, two of whom, Toirdelbach (d. 1086) and his son Muirchertach, held the high kingship in succession. After the latter lost his kingly power in 1116, the chief of the branch of the Northern Ui Neill (O Neills) ruling over Aileach (north Donegal), Domnall MacLochlainn, briefly became high king, but by 1122 the king of Connacht, Toirdelbach Ua Conchobair (O Connor), rose to power after a period of destructive raids against his neighbours both south and north and, quite exceptionally, held the high kingship ‘without opposition’ for thirty-four years. For the next ten years (1156–66) the position reverted to the Ui Lochlainn of the north, in the person of Muirchertach MacLochlainn. On the eve of the English invasions Muirchertach was brought low and finally slain as a result of his own treachery and cruelty, and the chief of the Ui Conchobair, Ruaidri (Rory), made himself high king, but only ‘with opposition’.

High kingship was essentially a matter of prestige; the position conferred hardly any concrete powers on its holder, save that deference would be shown, and if any decisions affecting the whole island were required (including its defence from external attack) it would be expected that the high king would take the initiative. Power was acquired by great ‘hostings’; it was maintained by the immemorial custom of keeping hostages, usually the sons or other kindred
of potentially hostile kings. Rulers who persisted in being recalcitrant might be blinded or otherwise mutilated, and the same cruelties were often practised upon brothers or cousins of a reigning king. Traditionally, it was the high kings who convened the famous Fair of Táiltiu (Teltown in Meath), a great gathering of all Ireland where bardic poetry and song mingled with barter and trade and where important judgements were pronounced and irregular marriages were entered into.

The elevation of MacLochlainn to the high kingship (consolidated in 1161) strengthened the position of his ally the king of Leinster, Diarmaid MacMurchada (Dermot Macmurrough). Between them they established the saintly Lorcan Ua Tuathail, Diarmaid’s brother-in-law, in the archdiocese of Dublin. Dublin, under its own petty ruler, acknowledged Diarmaid as ‘over king’ and MacLochlainn as even higher. Inspired by tales of ancestral prowess preserved in the great story-cycles in whose collection Leinster’s learned men were especially active, Diarmaid sought to exalt the position of his kin and province. He successfully attacked Ostmen seaports such as Waterford and rival but subordinate kings in north Leinster. Aware that his strongest enemies were the kings of Connacht and their dependants, the rulers of Breifne, he allied himself to MacLochlainn: in 1152 the beautiful wife of the king of Breifne, Dervorguilla, had arranged for Diarmaid to carry her off to Leinster as his mistress, a grave affront to the dignity of her husband Tighernan Ua Ruairc (O Rourke).

The hatred which Muirchertach MacLochlainn aroused among lesser northern rulers in Ulaidh or Ulidia (north-east Ulster) and Airgialla led to his overthrow and death in battle in 1166. The Connacht star was now in the ascendant, and although Dervorguilla had long since returned to Ua Ruairc, Tighernan seized the opportunity to attack Leinster in force, assisted by Diarmaid Ua Maelsechlainn (O Melaghlin) king of Meath. Diarmaid MacMurchada’s chief seat at Ferns was devastated, and Diarmaid himself, despairing of finding any allies in Ireland, fled to Bristol where he was befriended by the chief burgess Robert fitz Harding. The king of Leinster sought out Henry II in Gascony, did homage and requested assistance to recover his inheritance. Henry had harboured thoughts of Irish conquest since the beginning of his reign when Pope Adrian IV had authorized an English conquest of Ireland in the famous bull Laudabiliter, accompanied by a symbolic emerald ring. In 1166, however, Henry merely issued letters inviting his lieges to come to Diarmaid’s succour. A year after fleeing Ireland Diarmaid returned with a mere handful of Flemish adventurers from Pembrokeshire. But he had made a fateful bargain with the earl of Pembroke, Richard fitz Gilbert of Clare, known as ‘Strongbow’, whereby the earl would bring an army to conquer Leinster, receiving Diarmaid’s daughter Aoife (Eva) to wife and with her – quite improbably in terms of Irish law – the succession to the kingdom of Leinster.
Another year passed before Diarmaid’s plans began to mature. In May 1169 a substantial force of ‘Norman’ feudatories from south Wales, led by Maurice of Prendergast and Robert fitz Stephen, sailed to Bannow Bay between Waterford and Wexford, promptly capturing the latter town. They then secured most of Leinster for Diarmaid but had to confront a great hosting by Ua Conchobair, who was anxious to assert his overlordship and also to rid Ireland of the dangerous foreigners. The high king made Diarmaid promise to bring over no additional troops and to repatriate those already in Ireland as soon as Leinster was fully under Diarmaid’s control. Thus matters rested until the spring of 1170, when Maurice fitz Gerald (fitz Stephen’s half-brother) and Raymond ‘le Gros’ of Carew came over with reinforcements, as an advance party for Strongbow. The earl himself, with a much larger force of knights, men-at-arms and archers, landed near Waterford in August, took the city by storm and soon afterwards married King Diarmaid’s daughter. The English conquest may be dated from these events, although it still had a long way to go. Dublin was seen by the invaders as an essential goal. Not only was it the chief urban settlement of Ireland, it had acquired some of the characteristics of a capital; and it has been remarked that no one made himself high king without securing the loyalty and support of the men of Dublin. Strongbow and Diarmaid (aspiring to the high kingship) accordingly laid siege to Dublin, evading the sprawling, undisciplined army brought to its rescue by Ruaidri Ua Conchobair. The city fell to a surprise attack (21 September 1170) and in the following summer the tables were turned as an immense host, drawn by the king of Connacht from almost every part of the island, encamped to the west of Dublin, awaiting a sea-borne attack upon the English garrison by Scandinavians from the isles rallying to the cause of their Ostmen kindred. Against all the odds Strongbow’s knights and archers put the Irish host to flight with great slaughter and also destroyed the much better-disciplined and better-equipped Norse army. With these victories the earl of Pembroke and his followers had effectively conquered Ireland, not for Diarmaid, who died in May 1171, and not even for themselves, but for their lord, Henry II.

The king crossed to Waterford on 17 October 1171 with some 4,000 troops, including 500 cavalry. No native Irish host could have withstood such a force, but Henry’s purpose seems rather to have been a public assertion of sovereignty. Many kings and lesser chiefs submitted, following the lead given by the two kings of Munster, MacCarthy of Desmond and Ua Briain (O Brien) of Thomond. Strongbow had prudently surrendered all his conquests. He received Leinster back as a fief, not a kingdom, to be held for 100 knights’ service, and without the Ostmen cities of Dublin, Wexford and Waterford which with their hinterlands were kept as crown demesne. Meath was given to Hugh of Lacy for fifty knights, along with the office of justiciar. No attempt
was made to enforce the submission of Ua Conchobair the high king, or of
the north-western potentates Ua Neill of Aileach, and Ua Domhnaill of Tir
Conaill (Donegal). In 1175 Ua Conchobair agreed to the treaty of Windsor,
which placed him in a clearly subordinate position, holding Connacht for an-
nual tribute. He was allowed an ill-defined lordship over such Irish kings as
were not already subject to English rule, making himself responsible for the
regular payment of their tribute.

Henry II spent the winter of 1171–2 in Ireland, entering Dublin at Martinmas
(11 November) and lodging in a ‘palace’ built of wattle and thatch in the
Irish style. He was open-handed towards the Irish kings and suspicious of the
free-lance adventurers who had preceded him. Delayed by stormy weather, he
eventually returned to Britain on 17 April 1172. His most enduring achievement
had been to give a decisive change of direction to the reform movement in
the church. A synod assembled at Cashel while Henry was still in Ireland.
It reiterated and confirmed reform measures agreed by earlier councils, but
significantly concluded with an undertaking to adopt the church in England
as the model for Irish religious life. From 1181 the archbishops of Dublin were
invariably English and the see itself, though unable to oust Armagh from its
primacy, came increasingly to assume an ecclesiastical status parallel to the
secular role of Dublin as the seat of Angevin royal government. A series of
powerfully worded letters from Pope Alexander III reinforced *Laudabiliter*
and set the church’s seal of approval on the Henrician conquest.

Three themes predominated in Irish history from the Conquest till the end
of the twelfth century and, indeed, till the end of King John’s reign (1216). First,
the Angevin monarchy sought to establish an administration for Ireland, based
on Dublin and modelled on English (rather than continental) lines. In 1177
Henry II’s youngest son John was made ‘lord of Ireland’. Hugh of Lacy would
govern in his name, as justiciar, supported by Meath which he was now to hold
feudally for 100 knights’ service. John visited his lordship in person in 1185,
replacing Hugh of Lacy by John of Courcy and making many land grants to his
followers. After John succeeded Richard I on the throne Ireland was assimilated
more decisively to the English model. Dublin Castle was built as government’s
headquarters, royal courts and a fiscal and financial system were established,
while a reproduction of English law came into force, soon to be known as the
‘Customs of Ireland’. A second theme, closely connected with the first, was
provided by the crown’s suspicion and jealousy of the nobler English settlers,
towards whom it pursued an ambivalent policy of encouragement by land
grants and discouragement through confiscation or overt support for native
Irish rulers against their would-be supplanters. Certainly the English conquest
proceeded inexorably despite the treaty of Windsor. In Munster MacCarthy
of Desmond and Ua Briain of Thomond were displaced with the English
crown’s connivance. In eastern Ulster the whole structure of native kingship was toppled by the startlingly rapid free-lance conquest carried out in 1177 by John of Courcy, who held on to his huge gains till 1205 and showed some signs of turning himself into a potentate of thoroughly indigenous type. To offset these private conquests (of which John of Courcy’s was merely the largest and most dramatic), the crown appointed a series of non-settler officials, justiciars, sheriffs and the rest, who were intended to counterbalance the power of settled feudatories. The flaw in this policy lay in the fact that officials who spent more than a brief period in Ireland became effectively settlers themselves and quickly developed settler interests. The final and, as it proved, perpetual theme to dominate the history of Ireland in this period was provided by the Irish, and especially by the survivors of the ruling lineages. In the earlier 1170s the tribal kings failed to grasp the implications of Angevin overlordship. Foreigners in mail hauberks could be absorbed and assimilated, and the English crown would defend the Irish kings against further encroachment. After Strongbow’s death in 1176 came severe disillusionment, as Ulster was overrun and the newcomers took over large areas of Munster, while the lower-lying and more fertile parts of Leinster and Meath became intensively feudalized. Even Connacht was attacked, though here – for almost the first time – the English were defeated and driven back. Ruaidri Ua Conchobair lived until 1199 and was buried at the monastery of Cong, near Tuam, for which the great craftsman Maelisa son of Bratan had fashioned the beautiful cross of Cong on the orders of his father Tóirdelbach Ua Conchobair. At the time of Ruaidri’s death, the old highly privileged, easy-living, warrior aristocracy of Ireland survived intact only in Connacht, Tir Conaill and parts of Tyrone (Cenél Eoghan). Elsewhere, power at the top had passed to foreigners, who imported their own freeholders from England and Wales, and even, in Leinster and Meath, their own peasantry. The kin-based Irish tribal groupings lived on in Leinster, Munster and eastern Ulster, but in a depressed condition and confined largely to the hillier or less fertile districts. As in Wales, so now in Ireland, Plantagenet England had succeeded only in bringing into existence two societies and cultures in the same country.
between the death of Alexios I and the establishment of the Latin empire of Constantinople, eight emperors ruled in the eastern Roman capital. Their reigns were as successful as they were long. Under John II (1118–43) and Manuel I (1143–80) Byzantium remained a wealthy and expansionist power, maintaining the internal structures and external initiatives which were necessary to sustain a traditional imperial identity in a changing Mediterranean world of crusaders, Turks and Italian merchants. But the minority of Manuel’s son Alexios II (1180–83) exposed the fragility of the regime inaugurated by Alexios I. Lateral branches of the reigning dynasty seized power in a series of violent usurpations that progressively undermined the security of each usurper, inviting foreign intervention, provincial revolts and attempted coups d’État. Under Andronikos I (1183–5), Isaac II (1185–95), Alexios III (1195–1203), Alexios IV (1203–4) and Alexios V (1204), the structural features which had been the strengths of the state in the previous hundred years became liabilities. The empire’s international web of clients and marriage alliances, its reputation for fabulous wealth, the overwhelming concentration of people and resources in Constantinople, the privileged status of the ‘blood-royal’, the cultural self-confidence of the administrative and religious elite: under strong leadership, these factors had come together to make the empire dynamic and great; out of control, they and the reactions they set up combined to make the Fourth Crusade a recipe for disaster.

The Fourth Crusade brought out the worst in the relationship between Byzantium and the west that had been developing in the century since the First Crusade; the violent conquest and sack of Constantinople expressed and deepened old hatreds, and there is clearly some sense in the standard opinion that the event confirmed beyond doubt how incompatible the two cultures had always been. Yet the Fourth Crusade also showed how central Byzantium had become to the world of opportunity that Latin Europe was discovering in the east, and how great an effort its rulers had made to use this position to advantage. Growing estrangement came from growing involvement; the
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xenophobia which manifested itself in the 1182 massacre of the Latins in Constantinople was the reverse side of the accommodation of westerners and their values taking place at all social and cultural levels. Both sides of the coin are reflected in the main source for the period, the *History* of Niketas Choniates, which combines impassioned outbursts against the Latins with idealization of individual western leaders and disapproval of his own society in terms which echo criticism of Byzantium.

**SOURCES**

Choniates’s *History* covers the years 1118–1206. The author was a contemporary of most of the events he relates, and from about 1175 he was an increasingly close eyewitness of developments at the centre of power, first as a student and clerk in government service, then as a rising government official involved in the making and presentation of imperial policy. Such credentials, together with the power, the nuance, the acuity and the high moral tone of his narrative, make it difficult to resist seeing the period through his eyes. However, there is a growing recognition that the very qualities which make Choniates a great literary commentator on his age also make him a sophisticated manipulator of the facts to fit his picture of a decadent society being punished by Divine Providence for the excesses of its rulers and the corruption of their subjects. For the period 1118–76 his account can be balanced by the *History* of John Kinnamos, which is slightly more critical of John II and much more favourable to Manuel I, whom the author served for most of his reign. Otherwise, as for earlier and later periods of Byzantine history, the picture has to be supplemented and corrected by a wide range of other material – literary, legislative, archival, epigraphic, visual. The balance of this material partly reflects and partly determines what makes the twelfth century look distinctive. It is richer than the preceding century in high-quality information from Latin chronicles, in rhetorical celebration of emperors and in canon law collections which preserve a wealth of imperial and patriarchal rulings. The flow of documentation from Patmos and Mount Athos dries up for much of the period, though some material has been preserved from other monastic archives in Asia Minor and Macedonia, and the archives of Venice, Pisa and Genoa begin to yield substantial evidence for the movement of their merchants into Constantinople and other markets throughout the empire.

**JOHN II**

Alexios I left his successor with a state in good working order. Territorially it was smaller, especially in the east, than the empire of the early eleventh century,
but thanks to Alexios’s reforms and good management over a long reign, it was once more an effective financial and military power, and as a result of Alexios’s controversial family policy, it had a structural coherence which was largely new to Byzantium. After the failure of numerous conspiracies against Alexios, the ruling family of Komnenos had established itself not only as the unchallenged source of the imperial succession, but also, in association with the Doukai, as the centre of a new princely aristocracy in which wealth, status and military command depended on kinship to the emperor and were reflected in a hierarchy of titles all of which had originally applied to the emperor. The emperor’s kinsmen were in such a dominant position, and so widely connected, that for almost the first time in the empire’s history the threat to the ruling dynasty from a rival faction was entirely eliminated. Instead, competition for power had moved inside the family circle. The weakness of the system was that it gave the whole imperial family a share and a stake in the imperial inheritance without providing any firm rules of precedence. Thus John II, though Alexios’s eldest son and crowned co-emperor in 1092, had to contend with a serious effort by his mother Eirene to exclude him from the succession in favour of his sister Anna and her husband Nikephoros Bryennios. Only by building up his own group of loyal supporters, inside and outside the family, and making a pre-emptive strike while Alexios lay on his deathbed did John secure his claim, and only by putting those supporters into key positions did he prevent a conspiracy by Anna within a year of his accession. To gain and maintain power, the emperor had had to create his own faction. He was well served by the members of this faction, especially by John Axouch, a Turkish captive with whom he had grown up and whom he entrusted with the supreme command of the armed forces. But the promotion of these favourites played a part in causing the growth of an opposition at court. Anna and Nikephoros were no longer a threat; Nikephoros served the emperor loyally until his death in 1138, leaving Anna to nurse her grievances in writing the epic biography of her father, the Alexiad. However, their place as a magnet for the disaffected was taken by John’s brother, the sebastokrator Isaac, who had supported John at their father’s death, but in 1130 sought the throne for himself. When his plot was detected, he fled with his son John into exile among the empire’s eastern neighbours, moving from court to court until he sought reconciliation in 1138. But his son again defected to the Turks in 1141, Isaac remained a prime political suspect and his other son, Andronikos, would later inherit his role.

John’s power base in Constantinople was secure enough to allow him to leave the city on campaign year after year, but this ceaseless campaigning, in which he surpassed most of his imperial predecessors, including his father, is indicative of his need to command the loyalty of the army and to prove himself worthy of his inheritance. It was rarely necessitated by emergencies as serious as
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those Alexios had faced for most of his reign, and it was not clearly dictated by any pre-existing strategy of territorial expansion. Certainly, the recuperation of lost territory was high on the agenda which John took over from his father. The First Crusade had originated in a Byzantine attempt to reverse the Turkish occupation of Asia Minor and northern Syria, and for the last twenty years of his reign Alexios I had expended great military and diplomatic energies in pressing his claims to Antioch and other territories which the crusaders had appropriated. Yet over the same twenty years, the empire had learned to live with the eastern borders which Alexios had established in the wake of the crusade, and with the new Turkish dynastic states, of the Danishmendid amirs and the Seljuqid sultans, which had formed in the lost territories of central and eastern Anatolia. The empire was left in control of the coastal plains and river valleys which were the most valuable parts of Asia Minor to a ruling elite based, more than ever, on Constantinople; the loss of the Anatolian plateau and the frontier regions of northern Mesopotamia, which had been the homeland of many military families, greatly facilitated the integration of the aristocracy into the Comnenian dynastic regime. Alexios’s successor thus had to strike a balance between the completion of unfinished business and the consolidation of such gains as had been made. Either way, he was expected to produce victories, and these John delivered consistently. Their propaganda value was their most lasting result, and possibly their most important objective.

The year after his accession, John took and fortified the town of Laodicea in the Meander valley; the next year he captured and garrisoned Sozopolis, on the plateau to the east. This might have been the beginning of a campaign of reconquest against the Seljuqid sultanate of Rum; on the other hand, both places lay on the land route to Attaleia, and John’s later interest in this area suggests that he might have been securing his lines of communication for an expedition to Antioch. Yet if Antioch was the goal, it is surprising that John did not simultaneously revive the negotiations for a dynastic union which Alexios had been conducting at the end of his reign, especially since the disaster of the battle of the Field of Blood (1119) provided an ideal opportunity for John to offer imperial protection in return for concessions. There is no evidence that John tried to take advantage of the crisis in the Latin east, as Venice did by joining the crusading movement. Indeed, the fact that John initially refused to renew his father’s treaty with Venice, and did not change his mind even in 1122, when a Venetian armada passed through Byzantine waters on its way to Palestine, suggests that the new emperor was pursuing a policy of deliberate isolationism with regard to the Latin world. Only when the Venetian fleet ravaged Chios, Samos and Modon on its return journey in 1125 did John agree to renew the treaty. This he did in 1126, acceding to two further Venetian demands.
Meanwhile, he had been forced to turn his attention from Asia to Europe by an invasion of the Petcheneks which caused great alarm but which he defeated by resolute military action in 1122. No campaigns are recorded for the next five years, during which John became occupied by diplomatic relations not only with Venice but also with Hungary, where he was connected through his wife to the ruling Árpád dynasty. In 1125 he welcomed her kinsman Almos as a refugee from the king of Hungary, Stephen II. Stephen took offence at this support for a political rival, and he may have felt threatened by the Byzantine rapprochement with Venice, which disputed Hungary’s dominion over the cities of the Dalmatian coast. There followed a two-year war, in which Stephen attacked the imperial border fortresses and stirred the Serbs into revolt, while John retaliated by leading two expeditions to the Danube to restore the *status quo*.

When in 1130 he returned to campaigning in Asia Minor, it was with a new objective: the northern sector of the frontier, where the imperial position in Bithynia and along the Black Sea was being eroded by the aggressive Turkish amirate of the Danishmendids, and by the defections of the Greek magnates who controlled much of the littoral. For six years the emperor led expeditions into Paphlagonia. The Byzantine sources highlight the successful sieges of Kastamon (twice) and Gangra, thus giving the impression that this was a war of reconquest. But these and other gains in the area were soon retaken after the emperor’s departure and it is difficult to believe that John realistically expected to be able to hold them with the modest garrisons that he could afford to leave behind. On balance, it seems clear that the aim was also to make a show of force, to raid the flocks of the Turkish nomads in retaliation for past depredations and to impress all in Constantinople and in the imperial entourage whose loyalty was wavering. For John’s first campaign against the Danishmendids was cut short by the conspiracy of his brother Isaac, and it was to the Danishmendids that Isaac fled to avoid arrest in 1130. A year or two later, John abandoned another campaign in order to deal with a plot to put Isaac on the throne. In the circumstances, it is not surprising that the emperor’s subsequent successes were advertised to maximum effect and that he celebrated the taking of Kastamon by a triumphal entry into Constantinople, to the accompaniment of panegyrical songs and speeches (1133). These celebrations set the tone for the extravagant glorification of imperial achievements that was to characterize the imperial image for the rest of the century.

Isaac’s movements in exile, which took him from Melitene to Armenia, Cilicia, Iconium and Jerusalem, help to explain why, from 1135, John made larger plans for political and military intervention further east. The opportunity arose when Alice, the widow of Bohemond II of Antioch, offered their daughter Constance in marriage to John’s youngest son Manuel. The offer was a
desperate and doomed attempt to prevent Constance from marrying Raymond of Poitiers, to whom she had been promised, but it encouraged John to focus on Antioch as the key to the strategy for dealing with all the empire’s eastern neighbours, Muslim and Christian. Raymond’s marriage to Constance in 1136 provided a justification for military action in support of imperial claims to Cilicia and Antioch. An imperial expedition in 1137 succeeded in reconquering Cilicia from the Armenian Rupenid prince Leo, who held the mountainous areas, and the Latins who held the cities of the plain, Adana, Mopsuestia and Tarsus. John also compelled the new prince of Antioch to become his vassal, to allow him right of entry into the city, and to hand it over in return for investiture with the cities of the Syrian interior – Aleppo, Shaizar, Homs and Hama – once these were recaptured from the Muslims. The subsequent campaign to take them failed, and so did the emperor’s attempt to use the excuse to take possession of Antioch. But overall, the performance of the imperial army and the deference showed by all the local rulers were a triumphant demonstration of the empire’s and the emperor’s power. According to Choniates, it had the effect of making John’s exiled brother Isaac seek a reconciliation, ‘for lacking money, and seeing the emperor John universally renowned for his feats in battle, he found no one who would fall in with his ambitions’.

During the following years, John returned to Asia Minor, to strengthen the frontier defences in Bithynia, to strike at Neokaisareia, the town from which the Danishmendids threatened the eastern section of the Black Sea coastal strip, and to secure and extend imperial control in the southern sector of the frontier in western Asia Minor. Yet these last operations, in the area where he had conducted his earliest campaigns, were clearly a prelude to the new expedition to Syria which he launched at the end of 1142. He wintered in the mountains of Cilicia, preparing to strike at Antioch in the spring and from there to go on to Jerusalem.

The emperor’s death from a hunting accident in February 1143 aborted what looks like the most ambitious attempt at restoring the pre-Islamic empire that any Byzantine ruler had undertaken since the tenth century. John was finally making up for Alexios’s failure to take personal command of the First Crusade. With the wisdom of hindsight, we may question whether the course of history would have been very different if John had lived. His constant campaigning and drilling had made the Byzantine field army into a superb expeditionary force with an unrivalled siege capability, but he had pushed its performance to the limit. It had consistently run into problems when operating beyond the empire’s borders and rarely held on to its acquisitions. In addition to the standard logistical constraints of medieval warfare, there was the basic problem that the empire was frequently unwelcome in many of its former territories,
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even among the Greeks of Turkish-occupied Asia Minor. John had, moreover, developed the army at the expense of the navy. However, Cilicia had remained in imperial control since 1138. If John had succeeded in his aim of welding Antioch and Cilicia together with Cyprus and Attaleia into a kingdom for his son Manuel, the benefits to the empire and to the crusader states would have been enormous; at the very least, if the imperial army had remained in Syria throughout 1143, the emperor would have formed a coalition of local Christians that would have checked the Islamic counter-crusade of Zengi and thus postponed, or even prevented, the fall of Edessa and the calling of the Second Crusade.

The revival of imperial interest in the crusader states had permanent consequences in that it led to a renewal of Byzantine links with western Europe. During the first half of his reign, John had retreated from the active western diplomacy that Alexios had conducted. But this changed in 1135, when John revived imperial claims to Antioch and sought to cover his back against interference from Roger II of Sicily, who also had an interest in the principality. He renewed the empire’s treaty with Pisa, negotiated alliances with the German emperors Lothar and Conrad, and sent a very conciliatory letter to Pope Innocent II on the subject of church union. Most importantly for the future, the alliance with Conrad III was sealed by the betrothal of Conrad’s sister-in-law Bertha to John’s youngest son Manuel. Manuel not only happened to be available; he had also been proposed as a husband for the heiress to Antioch, and was the intended ruler of the projected kingdom of Antioch, Cilicia, Cyprus and Attaleia.

Apart from the conspiracies of his sister and brother, the internal history of John’s reign looks conspicuously uneventful. On the whole, it seems fair to conclude that the paucity of documentation generally reflects a lack of intervention or of the need for it. As with the frontiers, it was a case of maintaining internal structures that had stabilized in the last ten years of the previous reign. John’s most significant policy change was to reduce expenditure on the fleet, on the advice of his finance minister John of Poutza. Although he looked outside his family for individual support, John upheld the ascendancy of the Komnenos and Doukas kin-groups, and continued to consolidate their connections by marriage with other aristocratic families. In the church, he was by Byzantine standards remarkably non-interventionist, apparently because church affairs had settled down after the disputes of Alexios’s reign. He left his mark on them principally through his generous benefactions to churches and monasteries, above all through his foundation of the monastery of Christ Pantokrator. The foundation charter and the church buildings provide the best surviving picture of the appearance, the organization and the wealth of a great metropolitan monastery and its annexes, which included a hospital.
For most of his reign, John had managed to prevent his own children from being divided by the sibling rivalries which had bedevilled his own succession. Yet in the months before his death, his arrangements were thrown into confusion when Alexios, his eldest son and co-emperor of long-standing, fell ill and died, followed shortly by the next son, Andronikos. This left John, on his deathbed, with a highly invidious choice between his older surviving son, Isaac, who was in Constantinople, and the youngest, Manuel, who was with him in Cilicia. John no doubt voiced many of the arguments for Manuel's superiority which the Byzantine sources put into his mouth, but it is hard to fault the explanation of William of Tyre that Manuel was chosen in order to ensure the army's safe return. Prompt action forestalled any attempt by Isaac to take advantage of his presence in the capital. Manuel was thus able to enter Constantinople and have himself crowned without opposition. As the winner, he was able to command or commission the propaganda which represented his election as providential and inevitable. Yet Isaac nursed a legitimate grievance, and his sympathizers included his father's right-hand man, John Axouch. Isaac was not the only one who coveted his brother's throne: their brother-in-law, the caesar John Roger, attempted a coup, backed by a faction of Norman exiles, and their uncle Isaac was believed to be still awaiting his opportunity. Even apparently innocuous female relatives, Manuel's aged aunt Anna and his widowed sister-in-law Eirene, were treated as political suspects. The new emperor was unmarried and therefore without immediate prospect of legitimate issue. All in all, the circumstances of his accession put him under intense pressure to prove himself by emulating his father's achievements without putting his inheritance at risk.

The immediate priority was to bring the unfinished foreign business of John's last years to an honourable conclusion. There could be no question of the emperor leading another grand expedition to Syria, so Manuel contented himself with sending an army and a fleet to ravage the territory of Antioch. This and the fall of Edessa to Zengi in 1144 obliged Raymond of Antioch to come to Constantinople and swear obedience, while Manuel promised to come to the prince's aid. There was also the matter of the German alliance. Manuel's marriage to Bertha of Sulzbach had been negotiated and she had come to Constantinople, before he had any prospect of becoming emperor. It was probably to extract more favourable terms from Conrad III that Manuel put off the marriage and exchanged embassies with Roger II of Sicily, against whom the alliance with Conrad had been directed. When he finally married Bertha, who adopted the Greek name Eirene, in 1146 he had evidently won some sort of unwritten promise from Conrad, possibly to guarantee Manuel a
free hand in the east, but more likely to give him a share of the conquests from his planned invasion of southern Italy.

These treaties opened up commitments and prospects which Manuel did not, however, immediately pursue. Instead, he used the security they gave him to revert to the limited-objective campaigning against the Turks which had characterized his father’s reign, with even more emphasis on military victory for its own sake. The expedition which he led as far as Iconium in 1146 was ostensibly in retaliation for the capture of a border fortress in Cilicia. In effect, however, it was a display of the emperor’s prowess in leading his army up to the walls of the sultan’s capital and then fighting heroic rearguard actions in the retreat. This gratuitous heroism was intended to vindicate Manuel’s youthful heroism in the eyes of his critics. It may also have been meant to impress the Latins with the emperor’s zeal for holy war. But it did nothing to help the crusader states, and that help now came in a form which exposed Manuel’s lack of a strategy for dealing with the fall of Edessa and the repercussions that this was bound to have in the wider world of Latin Christendom. The fact that the Byzantine sources fail to mention the event which provoked the Second Crusade suggests that they seriously underestimated its importance.

The Second Crusade would have been a major military and political crisis even if it had been confined to the expedition of Louis VII, as Manuel was originally led to expect. The size of Louis’s army, his royal status, which precluded any oath of vassalage to the emperor, and the ties which bound him and his entourage to the nobility of the Latin east were sufficient to thwart any effective concordance between Byzantine claims and crusader objectives. The problem was more than doubled by the unexpected participation of Conrad III with an equally huge army and an even touchier sense of sovereign dignity. His arrival in the east strained their alliance almost to breaking point, since it brought the German emperor-elect where Manuel least wanted him from where he needed him most, namely as a threat to Roger II of Sicily. Roger now took advantage of the situation to seize the island of Corfu and to launch raids on the Greek mainland, whose garrisons had been redeployed to shadow the crusading armies. It was alarmingly reminiscent of earlier Norman invasions of Epiros, and Manuel, like Alexios I in 1082, responded by calling on Venetian naval help, in return for which he renewed Venice’s trade privileges and extended the Venetian quarter in Constantinople.

In these circumstances, it is understandable that Manuel moved the crusading armies as quickly as possible across the Bosphorus into Asia Minor, where the treaty of peace that he had signed with the sultan of Iconium may well have contributed to the appalling casualties they suffered at the hands of the Turks. These casualties, which rendered the armies largely ineffective by the time they reached Syria and Palestine, earned Manuel a lasting reputation as the saboteur
of the Second Crusade. However, they did lead eventually to a renewal of the alliance with Conrad III, who, when he fell ill at Ephesus in December 1147, accepted Manuel’s invitation to come and recuperate in Constantinople. Manuel then provided ships and money for Conrad to continue to Palestine and recruit a new army. On his return to Europe late in 1148, the two monarchs met at Thessalonica to agree on a joint invasion and partition of southern Italy and Sicily. The Byzantine share was to count as the dowry owing to Manuel from his marriage to Bertha-Eirene. The alliance was sealed by the marriage of Manuel’s niece Theodora to Conrad’s cousin Henry of Babenberg.

The renewal of the German alliance determined the principal orientation of Manuel’s foreign policy for the rest of his reign. For the next twelve years he remained committed to a partnership with the Hohenstaufen which he hoped would bring substantial territorial gains in Italy. He pursued this goal despite setbacks and distractions, and despite the gradual divergence of interests between the two empires after Conrad III died and was succeeded by Frederik Barbarossa (1152). As soon as he had recovered Corfu from its Sicilian garrison in 1149, he planned to carry the war into Italy. The invasion plan was frustrated, first by bad weather, and then by wars in the Balkans which were stirred up by the disruptive diplomacy of Roger II. Thus the campaigns which Manuel led from 1150 to 1155 against the Serbian župans of Raška and King Géza II of Hungary were essentially diversions, for all the energy he put into them and the considerable publicity they generated. However, the war at sea continued, and at the death of Roger II (1154) Manuel moved to take advantage of the insecurity and unpopularity of the young William I, reviving the invasion plan of 1149. Without German participation, the campaign eventually came to grief at Brindisi in 1156, and Frederick disowned it as a Greek initiative which interfered with his own programme of Roman imperial renewal. Yet for a time, the Byzantine agents had enjoyed great success, receiving the cooperation of disaffected Norman lords and the submission of many towns throughout Apulia. Manuel did not act as if either the German alliance or the prospect of a Byzantine revival in Italy had been destroyed by the defeat. His agents returned to sow disaffection against William I in 1157, and he continued to seek collaboration with Frederick Barbarossa even after he had concluded a peace treaty with William in 1158. In 1160, they were still exchanging embassies to discuss joint action against Sicily, and a Byzantine request for a share of imperial dominion in the Italian peninsula.

Manuel’s basic and consistent objective was the acquisition of the coastal towns of Apulia: they had a Greek population, they had belonged to the imperial province of Longobardia before 1071, and control of them would prevent the recurrence of invasions like those of Robert Guiscard, Bohemond and Roger II. Beyond that, Byzantine territorial aims in Italy were flexible,
and by 1160 it seems that Manuel had traded his empire’s historic claims to Calabria and the Naples area in return for the recognition of a right to the Pentapolis, the area comprising the city of Ancona and its hinterland. Ancona was the Byzantine base of operations in 1155–6, and it had been chosen for this purpose in 1149. It may well, therefore, have been designated in the treaty of 1148 between Conrad and Manuel as belonging to the Byzantine sphere of influence. Justification for the Byzantine claim could have been found in the fact that the Pentapolis had been part of the old exarchate of Ravenna. While the coastal towns of Apulia were ruled by the king of Sicily, Ancona was the only alternative to Venice as a gateway for Byzantine agents, envoys, troops and subsidies to reach the empire’s Italian and German allies – and Venice was basically opposed to any Byzantine revival in Italy. Once the coastal towns of Apulia also reverted to Byzantine rule, possession of the Pentapolis would have given Manuel control of almost the entire east coast of Italy.

The failure of his negotiations with Frederick Barbarossa in 1160 caused Manuel to try an alternative to the German alliance, which was coming under strain for other reasons. Frederick’s increasingly strident imperialism made him less receptive to the idea of sharing sovereignty in Italy with the Greek empire. Indeed, his programme of reclaiming imperial rights, which he had stated at the diet of Roncaglia (1158) and showed every sign of enforcing, threatened to change the balance of power in Italy and make the Hohenstaufen empire the main danger to Byzantium’s western flank. At the same time, his quarrel with Pope Adrian IV, and his refusal to recognize the canonical election of Adrian’s successor, Alexander III, made him an embarrassment for Manuel’s relations with other parts of Latin Christendom, particularly the crusader states. Above all, the bond of kinship between the two emperors was severed when Manuel’s German wife Bertha-Eirene died in 1159.

From 1161, Manuel aligned himself with Pope Alexander III and all who took his side against Frederick and the antipope elected by Frederick’s council of Pavia (1160). Thus relations between Byzantium and Alexander’s main European supporter, Louis VII of France, began to improve for the first time since the Second Crusade. Manuel’s main diplomatic priority, however, was to cultivate close relations with all those in the Italian peninsula who, like Alexander, felt threatened by Frederick’s expansionism. Chief among them was the king of Sicily, and Manuel twice entered into negotiations with a view to marrying his daughter to William II, who succeeded his father, William I, in 1166. But Manuel also poured money into creating an extensive web of potential supporters among the towns and the aristocracy throughout Italy. Byzantine money helped to rebuild the walls of Milan, razed at Frederick’s orders in 1162. To the pope himself, Manuel not only gave material support but offered the prospect of reuniting the Greek and Roman churches, and several
discussions were held. In return, the pope gave Manuel to understand that he would consider recognizing him as sole Roman emperor.

This ambition seems like a vastly unrealistic escalation of Manuel’s previous aims, but it is unlikely to have involved any major political changes, other than excluding Frederick Barbarossa from Italy and giving Manuel the senior place among the rulers of Christendom. For the pope to entertain the notion, it must have been predicated on a guarantee to maintain the status quo in Italy: the continued existence of the communes in the north, the papal lordship in the centre and the kingdom of Sicily in the south. It is far from certain that the arrangement would have involved any territorial concessions such as Manuel had sought from the Hohenstaufen. The ulterior aim of Manuel’s diplomacy after 1160 may have been to pressurize Frederick Barbarossa into renewing the alliance. The prospect of renewing it in 1170–2 was certainly enough to make Manuel pull out of a marriage treaty with William II of Sicily for what he thought was a better offer from Frederick. The offer did not materialize, and the ‘cold war’ resumed, but the episode demonstrated that what Manuel sought above all was a partnership with the sovereign powers of the Christian west that would guarantee security for his empire within negotiated territorial limits. In the papal alliance as in the Hohenstaufen alliance, Italy was the focus for negotiation, and Ancona remained the Byzantine gateway to Italy.

The peace of Venice in 1177, in which Frederick Barbarossa and Alexander III settled their differences and Italian affairs without reference to Manuel, put an end to the latter’s hopes of either territorial gains in Italy or a western imperial crown. However, it was not the end of his diplomacy, or of his deeper ambition to align his dynastic programme of imperial restoration with the power structure of Latin Christendom from which his empire had been perilously excluded at the time of the Second Crusade. That ambition was as close to being realized at his death in 1180 as it would ever be. He had failed to secure a working relationship with Frederick Barbarossa, but he remained on good terms with Alexander III, his daughter had married Renier of Montferrat, from the major magnate family of north-western Italy, and his son was betrothed to the daughter of the king of France.

On other fronts, while Manuel did not neglect the security and the extension of the empire’s borders, his initiatives were ultimately shaped by the aim of being taken into partnership by the great powers of the west. The crusader states provided an ideal opportunity for him to enhance his credentials in western eyes. The disaster of the Second Crusade had left them increasingly vulnerable to Zengi’s successor, Nur al-Din, who had taken over Damascus following the failed crusader offensive, and had made the kings of the west wary of getting involved in a major new expedition to the Holy Land. Although they were
responsive to the plight of the Latin settlers, their own domestic problems and mutual rivalries kept them in Europe, while the armed pilgrimages undertaken by some of their vassals did not properly compensate for the lack of a general crusade. In the circumstances, the princes of Outremer turned increasingly to Byzantium for military and financial aid and the Byzantine emperor was only too pleased to avoid the recurrence of a general crusade.

Soon after the Second Crusade, the northern principalities suffered a crisis when Raymond of Edessa was killed in battle (1149) and Joscelin II of Edessa was captured (1150). Manuel bought the remaining castles of the county of Edessa from Joscelin’s wife and attempted to persuade Raymond’s widow Constance to marry his recently widowed brother-in-law, the half-Norman caesar John Roger. However, the castles soon fell to the Muslims, and Constance rejected John Roger in favour of Reynald of Châtillon, a recent arrival from France. Neither these failures nor Reynald’s subsequent raid on Byzantine Cyprus, in conjunction with Thoros, the Armenian prince of Cilicia, drew an immediate response from Manuel, who was occupied with the war with Sicily. Only when this was over did the emperor intervene personally with a show of force. Moreover, his expedition to Cilicia and Syria in 1158–9 was not, despite superficial resemblances, a repeat of those conducted by his father. It followed the conclusion of a marriage alliance with King Baldwin III of Jerusalem, who in 1157 broke with crusader precedent and sought a bride from the Byzantine imperial family. Thus the reassertion of imperial supremacy in Cilicia and Antioch, and the humiliation of Reynald and Thoros, were performed with the full cooperation of the senior potentate in Outremer, who accepted them as the ritual price the Latin settlers had to pay for Byzantine material aid, and as the necessary prelude to joint military action against Nur al-Din by all the local Christian powers. Although this action was cut short when Manuel was recalled to Constantinople by news of a conspiracy, he continued to work closely with the crusader states. It was to Tripoli, and then to Antioch, that he looked for a new bride after the death of Bertha-Eirene in 1100. He married Maria of Antioch, daughter of Raymond and Constance, in 1161, and some fifteen years later strengthened his connection with her brother, Prince Bohemond III, by providing the latter with a Comnenian bride. The connection with Jerusalem was briefly interrupted at Baldwin III’s death in 1163, but it resumed when the king’s brother and successor, Amalric, decided he could not do without Byzantine aid and negotiated a marriage to another imperial relative (1167). Following a treaty in 1168, a Byzantine naval force joined Amalric in an invasion of Egypt (1169), and the king came to Constantinople to negotiate a fresh agreement in 1171. The resulting plans for further joint operations against Egypt were halted at Amalric’s death (1174), but were back on the agenda in 1176–7, when a Byzantine fleet was despatched to Palestine.
These ventures came to nothing militarily, but they proved that the empire would deploy impressive resources in offensive as well as defensive support of its Latin allies, and thus undoubtedly helped to impede the counter-crusade of Nur al-Din and Saladin. Manuel further bolstered the Latin settlements both by providing their princes with generous subsidies, and by ransoming their knights who were captured in battle. In return, the emperor asked only for due recognition of his overlordship, and for fulfilment of the long-standing treaty agreement to appoint a Greek patriarch in Antioch.

Despite his considerable investment in Latin Syria, Manuel did not revisit the area after 1159. On the other hand, he returned more than once to the Danube frontier after King Géza II of Hungary died in 1161, leaving a disputed succession. The position of Hungary between the German and Byzantine empires, and adjacent to the empire’s Serbian vassals, gave it a strategic importance in Manuel’s growing conflict of interest with Frederick Barbarossa, which increased his concern to ensure that it was in friendly hands. His kinship with the Hungarian royal dynasty via his mother, and the empire’s historic claim to certain frontier areas of the kingdom, also incited his intervention in Hungarian affairs. Although Manuel initially failed to instal his first candidate, Stephen IV, repeated campaigning from 1162 to 1167 ensured the future succession of his next protégé, Béla III, and the cession to the empire of Béla’s patrimony, consisting of the central Dalmatian coast and an area south of the middle Danube known as Frangochorion, which included the old Roman frontier capital of Sirmium. Béla III lived in Constantinople from 1164, where he was betrothed to Manuel’s daughter Maria and regarded as heir apparent to the throne until the birth of the emperor’s son Alexios (1169). He took power in Hungary at the death of his brother Stephen III (1172) and served the empire loyally while Manuel was alive.

On the empire’s other land frontier, in Asia Minor, Manuel’s preferred policy was similarly one of trying to maintain and improve the status quo by drawing the main regional power, the sultanate of Iconium, into the imperial orbit. After some fighting in 1159–60, Manuel welcomed the sultan, Kilic Arslan II, to Constantinople in 1161. The two rulers concluded a treaty whereby the emperor ritually adopted the sultan as his son and undertook to subsidize his wars against his Turkish rivals; in return, any important cities recovered from the latter were to be surrendered to the emperor, and the sultan promised to prevent raids on the empire’s territories. Kilic Arslan did not keep his side of the treaty, which effectively allowed him to unify Turkish Asia Minor under his rule. But it brought peace to western Anatolia for fourteen years, and it set up an effective Islamic rival to the rising power of Nur al-Din, which helped the crusader states. Only when the death of Nur al-Din (1174) changed the configuration of power in the Islamic world did Manuel adopt a policy of
confrontation with Kilic Arslan, building fortresses on the Anatolian plateau
to control the routes to the east (1175), and then mounting a major expedition
to conquer the sultan's capital of Iconium (1176). It is also clear from the
publicity surrounding this offensive that it was not only a belated move from
appeasement to reprisal, but also a holy war intended to restore Asia Minor
to imperial rule and open up the land route for pilgrims to Palestine. The
grand expedition of 1176 was thus, above all, the culmination of Manuel's
long attempt to redeem the failure of the Second Crusade which had come to
grief in the borderlands of Asia Minor. It was meant to finish, under imperial
leadership, the business that had got out of imperial control in the First Crusade.
The resounding defeat which the expedition suffered at Myriokephalon was
correspondingly a devastating setback to Manuel's attempt to take over the
crusading movement and to reverse a century of Turkish occupation in Asia
Minor. Yet the empire's army, finances and borders were intact; its power in
the Balkans and its influence in eastern Europe had never stood higher. Louis
VII of France gave a big vote of confidence by sending his daughter Agnes as a
future bride for the young Alexios II. There is no knowing how things would
have developed if Manuel had not died only four years after the battle.

Manuel conducted his warfare and his diplomacy with lavish ceremony and
rhetorical publicity which explicitly recalled Constantine and Justinian. This
and the autocratic style which he adopted in his legislation and in his regulation
of church doctrine led Choniates to assert, and modern scholars to accept,
that Manuel dreamed the impossible dream of restoring the Roman empire
in all its ancient glory. Careful attention to the reality behind the rhetorical
and ceremonial image reveals that Manuel's Roman imperialism was more
concerned with security than with expansion. It is true that at different times
he sought the elimination of the two main neighbouring states, the Norman
kingdom of Sicily and the Seljuqid sultanate of Rum, which had recently been
founded at the empire's expense. However, he did not do so consistently, and he
did so only within the framework of an alliance. His imperialism only began to
depart from tradition after 1160, when he was obliged to seek an alternative to
the German alliance. The main departure (though even this had precedents)
was that instead of following the time-honoured practice of weakening the
empire's neighbours by setting them against each other or destabilizing their
regimes, he sought to establish a ring of reliable satellite kingdoms which he
strengthened against their enemies in return for their support. The kingdom
of Jerusalem, Hungary, the sultanate and the kingdom of Sicily were all tried
in this role to a greater or lesser extent.

In general, it seems clear that Manuel sought allies and clients more than he
sought territories. As we have seen, he hoped that the German alliance would
give him control over the Adriatic coast of Italy, while from Hungary he gained
Frangochorion and the Dalmatian coast. Otherwise, apart from his rather belated crusade of reconquest in Asia Minor, his main identifiable objective was the coastal area of Egypt, which was to be the Byzantine share in the partition of the country agreed between Manuel and Amalric in 1168 and, presumably, in later renewals of their treaty. This was hardly a programme to restore the empire of Justinian. At the same time, it was more than random opportunism. The Egyptian coast, including the ports of Alexandria and Damietta, was the most sought-after trading destination in the Mediterranean. Possession of the east coast of Italy together with possession of the Dalmatian coast would have given the empire control of the Adriatic and thus of the access to eastern markets from Venice, the main trading city in the Mediterranean. Realization of all these territorial goals would have allowed the empire to dominate the commerce of the eastern Mediterranean and thus to renegotiate its treaties with the Italian maritime republics. That this was indeed Manuel’s aim is suggested, first, by his considerable investment in the Byzantine navy, and, secondly, by the evolution of his policy towards Venice, an evolution which parallels his adoption of a less indulgent line in dealing with the Byzantine church, the other main beneficiary of economic privilege. In 1148, during the crisis of the Second Crusade, he had extended the already exceptional privileges enjoyed by Venetian merchants throughout the empire, but in 1171 he ordered their arrest and the confiscation of their goods. The Pisans and Genoese to some extent took their place, but not with the same exemption from the 10 per cent sales tax. Pisa was unable to negotiate an improvement to the terms of its original treaty with Alexios I, which had allowed a total exemption only on bullion exports, and a 6 per cent reduction on imports of other goods. The Genoese were originally admitted on the same basis in 1155, but had to accept further restrictions on the 6 per cent concession in 1169.

In the light of recent work on Byzantium in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, it is clear that Manuel’s power was more impressive and his ambitions more moderate than used to be thought. However, his achievements still fell short of his ambitions, and his military failures against Sicily and the Turks were spectacular, perhaps more so than his successes against Hungary. The empire declined so rapidly after his death that historians from Choniates onwards have sought, and continue to seek, the seeds of its decline in his reign and in his policies. Modern commentators have also looked for structural weaknesses in the imperial regime of the Comnenian dynasty.

**The Legacy and the Successors of Manuel I, 1180–1204**

Choniates believed that the empire and its rulers had incurred God’s displeasure by their impious behaviour, and he identified the beginnings of this sinfulness
in Manuel – in the emperor’s belief in astrology, in his jealousy of popular and talented nobles, in his extravagant expenditure, in his favouritism of kinsmen and foreigners and in his assumption of authority in church matters. These were flaws that Manuel could be seen, with hindsight, to have shared with the emperors who reigned after him with obviously disastrous effect. But in picking on these characteristics, Choniates also undoubtedly echoed criticisms which had surfaced during Manuel’s lifetime. His military failures in Italy andAsia Minor, together with his failure to produce a male heir by his first wife or in the first eight years of his second marriage, must have led to speculation that he had offended God by his style of government, and the speculation would have been encouraged by those male relatives, notably Manuel’s cousin Andronikos, who were suspected of harbouring designs on the throne. Thus the insecurity which Manuel had faced at his accession stayed with him throughout his reign, and the soundness of his imperial edifice was already under scrutiny during his lifetime. The imperial image projected by the voluminous court rhetoric of his reign seems altogether too confident to be plausible.

Yet on the whole the image commanded respect from foreigners and subjects alike. Manuel controlled his subjects, his resources and his policies as well as any of his imperial predecessors or royal contemporaries. What he did not control was beyond the control of any ruler: the tender age at which his son succeeded him. The crisis of Byzantium after 1180 was in a very obvious way the familiar story of a monarchy thrown into disarray by a minority.

However, Byzantium had experienced minorities in the past without falling apart and falling prey to foreign conquest. Is there a case for thinking that the disasters of the period 1180–1204 were waiting to happen, inherent in the structure of the empire of the Komnenoi?

Thirty years ago, the view prevailed that although the Comnenian emperors gave the empire a temporary reprieve by their vigorous military leadership, their aristocratic dynastic priorities undermined the efficacy of the state system that had made Byzantium great in the ‘imperial centuries’. According to the classic formulation of George Ostrogorsky,

in structure the Empire now differed considerably from the rigid centralized state of the middle Byzantine period. The age of the Comneni saw an intensification of the feudalizing process and those very feudal elements in the provinces, against which the tenth-century emperors had battled with such insistence, were to become the mainstay of the new state... Byzantium had thrown over its once solid foundations and its defences, and its economic and financial strength were greatly diminished. This is the explanation why the successes of the Comneni were not enduring and were followed by the collapse of the Byzantine state.²

² Ostrogorsky (1968), pp. 374–5.
Recently, this view has been replaced by the realization that the privileges and immunities bestowed by the Comnenian emperors did not in themselves decentralize, weaken or impoverish the machinery of government and warfare. The Comnenian empire had all the apparatus of a fully developed pre-industrial state: a standing army and navy, regular monetary taxation and an elaborate bureaucracy. The armed forces performed indifferently, the taxation was oppressive and iniquitous and the bureaucracy often inefficient and corrupt, but under strong leadership the apparatus worked. Moreover, the resource base on which it worked was not obviously diminished by either the loss of territory in Asia Minor or the granting of exemptions. Rather, all the indications from written and material evidence are that agricultural production and trade intensified throughout the twelfth century, and that the government was reaping the benefits as well as the aristocracy, the monasteries and the Italian merchants.

The most eloquent testimony to the wealth of Byzantium in the late twelfth century comes from the observation of an Anglo-Norman writer, Gerald of Wales, that the revenues of the German and English monarchies were as nothing compared with those of the kingdom of Sicily and the Greek empire before these were destroyed ‘by the Latins’: the yearly income from Palermo alone (a smaller city than Constantinople) exceeded that from the whole of England.\(^3\) Interesting here is the coupling of Byzantium and Sicily as wealthy states which were destroyed by northern European conquest. Gerald goes on to recall a remark of Louis VII of France, reported somewhat differently by Walter Map,\(^4\) contrasting the great resources of other kingdoms with the simple self-sufficiency of his own. The king of Germany had many armed men but no wealth, the rulers of Sicily and Greece were rich in gold and silk, but had no men who could do anything but talk, and the king of England had something of both. In the perception, and the reality, of statehood in twelfth-century Europe, strong finances and a strong war machine did not necessarily go together.

Byzantium’s problem was one of survival in a world where weak, wealthy Mediterranean societies were in the way of northern warrior aristocracies with slender means and big appetites. Survival lay in the effective use of wealth to manage the bonds which kept the empire together and free from confrontation with potential aggressors. These bonds consisted in three characteristic features of the Comnenian empire which had either not existed or been less pronounced before 1081: the deep involvement of the empire with the Latin west, the centralization of power and resources in Constantinople and the emphasis on family, lineage and kinship as the defining elements in the Byzantine political system. The unravelling of all three features is clearly visible in the disintegration of imperial power at the end of the twelfth century.

---

\(^3\) Gerald of Wales, ‘De principis instructione’, iii, pp. 316–17.

The empire’s involvement with the west derived partly from its historic interest in the Italian peninsula, and partly from the consequences of its attempt to use western military power to restore its position in Asia. The relationship set up by the First Crusade persisted and intensified throughout the twelfth century, tying the empire’s eastern interests to its western relations, and making the viability of its traditional role in the Christian Orient dependent upon its standing among the powers of the Latin west. The Second Crusade confirmed what John II had belatedly begun to realize in the 1130s: that to succeed, and even to survive, Byzantium needed to keep one move ahead of the crusading movement in preserving the Latin settlements in Syria; it needed to participate as an inside player in the power politics of western Christendom. In the thirty years following the crusade, Manuel had done all in his power to make the involvement inextricable and irreversible. The proliferation of ties with the Latin world which he cultivated so assiduously at all levels was a natural response to the growing volume of western business and religious interests in the eastern Mediterranean. These would have affected Byzantium regardless of imperial policy.

Yet the period following Manuel’s death and the overthrow of the regency government of Alexios II saw reversion to something like the isolationism of John II’s early years. Under Andronikos I, Isaac II and Alexios III, Byzantium opted out of the crusading movement at a time when crusading activity was intensifying, and abandoned the search for a high-level European entente with one or more of the major western powers. To some extent this was the result of a backlash against Manuel’s expensive Latinophilia, which was carried to even greater excess by the regency government of Maria of Antioch; it proceeded inexorably from the massacre of the Latins in Constantinople, mostly Pisans and Genoese, which accompanied the seizure of power by Andronikos Komnenos in 1182, as well as from his liquidation of the key members of Manuel’s family through whom dynastic links to the west had been forged: Manuel’s widow Maria of Antioch, Manuel’s daughter Maria and her husband Renier of Montferrat, and the young Alexios II himself. That Andronikos, who was probably older than Manuel, did not murder Alexios’s child fiancée, Agnes of France, but forced her to marry him, can hardly have made her family warm to him. In the circumstances, it is not surprising that when he was threatened with invasion by the king of Sicily, the only western power prepared to ally with him was Venice, whose citizens had been unaffected by the massacre of 1182 and were only too glad to take advantage of the removal of the Pisans and Genoese. Nor is it surprising that Andronikos considered that imperial interests in the east were better served by alliance with the growing power of Saladin rather...
than with the beleaguered Latin princes of Outremer, who no doubt remembered Andronikos's scandalous sexual adventures in Antioch and Jerusalem in 1166–7.

It is perhaps more remarkable that no realignment was attempted after 1185 by Isaac II Angelos, who otherwise had every reason to reject his predecessor's reign as a tyrannical deviation from the normal course of imperial policy. Isaac was not anti-western. Soon after his accession he took as his second wife Margaret, a daughter of Béla III of Hungary, and he invited Conrad of Montferrat, brother of the murdered Renier, to Constantinople, where he played a large part in defeating a major revolt (1187). Yet despite receiving the title of caesar, which Renier had held, and the hand of the emperor's sister in marriage, Conrad became dissatisfied and moved on to Syria, where he joined in the defence of Tyre against Saladin and became a candidate for the throne of Jerusalem. Isaac's renewal of Andronikos's alliance with Saladin may have been a factor in Conrad's disenchantment; what is certain is that Saladin's conquest of the Holy Land and the subsequent mobilization of the Third Crusade only confirmed Isaac in the alliance, from which he hoped to gain some sort of Byzantine dominion in Palestine, including the occupation of all the episcopal sees and the Holy Places, in return for obstructing the crusaders' advance. The rapprochement with Saladin should also be seen in the context of Isaac's treaties with Venice, which also took no part in the Third Crusade and stood to gain at the expense of Genoa and Pisa from either a Byzantine or a Muslim occupation of the coast of Palestine. In both alliances, one may detect the influence of Isaac's spiritual mentor, Dositheos, a Venetian-born monk who had predicted Isaac's rise to power and was rewarded accordingly by being appointed patriarch, first of Jerusalem, and then of Constantinople.

This disengagement from the Latin west – which was not total, since it gave the Venetians an even more privileged position in Byzantine society than they had enjoyed before 1171 – may have seemed more true to the 'national' interest, which was increasingly being seen in terms of Greek as well as Orthodox identity, than Manuel's costly commitments to allies with no love for the empire. Indeed, the process of dissolution had been started by one of those allies, Manuel's brother-in-law Bohemond III, who put aside his Comnenian wife well before Andronikos's usurpation. However, the empire paid dearly for its withdrawal. The pirates who terrorized the shipping and the coastal settlements of the Aegean world in the 1180s and 1190s came mainly from Pisa and Genoa, the cities which had suffered most from the massacre of 1182. The Sicilian invasion of 1185, which took Durazzo and went on to sack Thessalonica, could have been prevented if Andronikos had had firm alliances, or at least a pro-active diplomacy, in the west. By failing to anticipate the Third Crusade, and by allying with Saladin instead of supporting the crusaders, Isaac II weakened
his moral claim for the restitution of the island of Cyprus when Richard I of
England conquered it from its self-proclaimed emperor, Isaac Komnenos, in
1191: Cyprus was too important a source of supplies for the crusaders to entrust
it to an unfriendly power. Isaac II also entered into a damaging confrontation
with Frederick Barbarossa when the latter came through Byzantine territory
on the overland route to Palestine (1189–90). The damage was not so much
in the humiliating defeats inflicted by the German army, or in its systematic
plundering of much of Macedonia and Thrace from its base at Philippopolis,
as in the manifest contrast between Isaac’s inability to obstruct a crusade
which he wrongly assumed to be directed against Constantinople and Freder-
rick’s ability to threaten Constantinople if Isaac persisted in obstructing him.
The contrast was painfully apparent to Niketas Choniates, who was assigned
to Philippopolis at the time, and it was much appreciated by the Serbs and
Vlachs, then in revolt against Byzantine authority, who offered to join forces
with the Germans. Nor was the significance of the episode lost on Frederick’s
son Henry VI, whom Frederick had charged with collecting money and ships
from Italy in preparation for an assault on Constantinople. When Henry suc-
cceeded as emperor after Frederick’s tragic death by drowning in Cilicia, he
inherited Frederick’s unfulfilled crusading ambitions and placed them high on
his agenda, along with his claim to the throne of Sicily which he derived from
his marriage to Constance, the aunt of William II, who died childless in 1189.
The danger from Henry VI spurred Isaac II into diplomatic action. In 1192,
he negotiated the renewal of the empire’s commercial treaties with Pisa and
Genoa, the two cities which Henry relied on to provide him with ships for his
conquest of Sicily. He also married his daughter Eirene to Roger of Apulia, the
son of Tancred of Lecce, who had occupied the Sicilian throne in defiance of
Henry’s claim. But Eirene was widowed a year later, and in 1194 she was among
the spoils which fell to Henry VI in his violent occupation of the Sicilian
kingdom. He married her to his brother Philip of Swabia, thus making her an
instrument in his policy of aggression against Byzantium.

It is uncertain whether Henry VI of Hohenstaufen really intended to take
over the Byzantine empire by force, but he threatened to do so, and he used
the threat, first against Isaac II, and then against Alexios III, to try and extort
money and ships for his forthcoming crusade. Alexios accordingly levied an
extraordinary tax, the alamanikon, to pay the tribute. He was saved by Henry’s
sudden death in 1197. Yet the episode showed that however much Byzantium
wanted to opt out of the crusading movement, the crusading movement would
not leave it alone. It had relinquished the initiative, but was still expected to
pay the bill. On this point, the western empire and the papacy, although in
all other respects implacable enemies, were in agreement. Pope Innocent III
insisted on it in his letters to Alexios III: Alexios ought to model himself on
Manuel, whose devotion to the cause of the Holy Land and the unity of the church had been exemplary.

Isolationism still might have worked, and the Byzantine empire might just have been allowed to find a niche as a neutral regional power, if the Fourth Crusade, preached in 1198, had gone according to its original plan of sailing directly against Egypt. The crusade seems to have been intended to bypass Byzantium completely, and the conquest of Egypt would not only have liberated the Holy Land, but made the crusader settlements materially self-sufficient. But the leadership failed to communicate its strategic vision to the majority of crusaders. The army which assembled in Venice was well below the numbers which the Venetians had estimated in building and equipping the fleet. A detour via Byzantium thus seemed an irresistible option, indeed, the only option for keeping the crusade on course, when a pretender to the imperial throne conveniently turned up with a promise of rich rewards if the crusaders restored him to what he plausibly claimed was his rightful inheritance. The pretender was Alexios, son of the deposed Isaac II, who had escaped from custody in Constantinople and gone to join his sister Eirene and her second husband, Philip of Swabia; the promise, no doubt formulated on Philip’s advice and calculated partly on the basis of the demands made by Henry VI, was to place the empire under the obedience of the Roman church, to pay 200,000 silver marks and supply provisions for every man in the army, to send 10,000 men with the expedition to Egypt and to maintain 500 knights for the defence of Outremer for the duration of his lifetime. As Isaac II later remarked, ‘this is a big commitment, and I do not know how it can be kept’, especially since Byzantium was to get no share in the conquest of Egypt. Whether or not the crusade leaders knew that the offer was too good to be true, the diversion to Constantinople attracted them for other reasons. It appealed to Boniface of Montferrat, who saw a chance to claim the Byzantine inheritance of which his brothers Renier and Conrad had been cheated. It appealed to Enrico Dandolo, the doge of Venice, which stood not only to recover the costs of the fleet, but also to improve its trading position in Constantinople from the restoration of Isaac II, a much better friend than Alexios III, who had tended to favour Genoa and Pisa despite his confirmation of Venetian privileges in 1198. It could be made to appeal to the crusaders from northern France by reminding them of the generosity with which Manuel had treated their forebears.

The diversion of the Fourth Crusade was thus a reversion to a prevailing tendency. Now, however, Byzantium had to promise much more than it could expect in return, and Byzantium’s weakness could not really help the crusading movement. The problem for both the Byzantines and the crusaders was that

---

the latter came to Constantinople in 1203 at the invitation not of a reigning emperor, but of a rival claimant for power and resources that were dwindling rapidly. In 1197, Alexios III had only just managed to raise the money to buy off Henry VI. By 1203 Alexios IV had a much smaller resource base from which to make good his promises: Alexios III had emptied the treasury on fleeing from Constantinople, and he and his supporters in the provinces naturally denied the government in Constantinople the provincial revenues which they controlled. Alexios IV made himself unpopular in Constantinople by his demands for money, by resorting to the requisitioning of church valuables and by consorting with the crusaders; he then alienated the crusaders by failing to keep up his payments. His overthrow and murder in a palace coup by Alexios Doukas Mourtzouphlos relieved them of the embarrassment of making war on their own protégé and gave their renewed attack on Constantinople the status of a holy war against a traitor and regicide. Alexios V put up a competent defence, but it could not prevent the Venetians from using their ships to storm the low sea walls on the Golden Horn; and when the crusaders entered the city the defence collapsed. The crusaders were thus able to gorge themselves on the riches of Constantinople, set up a Latin regime and divide up the empire on paper. However, making the division a reality proved much harder, and in the end they held on to only a fraction of the twelfth-century empire. The Fourth Crusade never reached Egypt, and the Latin empire of Constantinople operated at a loss.

CONSTANTINOPLE AND THE PROVINCES

The Byzantine state was one of the most centralized in the medieval world, and never more so than in the period 1081–1180, when the loss of central and eastern Anatolia forced the empire’s military elite, as well as its bureaucratic elite, to identify with the capital as never before. Territorial contraction thus accentuated the already marked tendency of the Byzantine aristocracy to think fiscally rather than territorially, to invest in office holding rather than land holding. Indeed, it is possible to see a correlation between the centralized structure of the Comnenian empire and its territorial limits, which were essentially those of the area within which expeditionary forces mobilized from Constantinople could operate without allied help, and within which the emperor could safely absent himself from Constantinople. By these criteria, the Danube and the Adriatic were within the range of imperial government from Constantinople, but southern Italy, Iconium and Egypt were not, and the empire was overextended in Dalmatia, Cilicia and Syria. Thus the empire consisted of those territories which a secure, mobile, military emperor could control from Constantinople. Those territories corresponded by and large to the limits of Greek linguistic
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The pull of Constantinople was due not only to its role as the administrative capital, but also to its status as the ‘reigning city’ of New Rome, an unrivalled showcase of holy relics, glittering treasures, ancient public monuments and magnificent buildings, a megalopolis with a population somewhere between 200,000 and 400,000 which appears to have been growing steadily throughout the eleventh and twelfth centuries, even as the empire contracted overall in territorial extent. By the late twelfth century, the relationship between the ‘reigning city’ and the provinces was seen, on both sides, as that of a metropolis to its satellite tributaries, which were inhabited by culturally inferior second-class citizens. Ownership of the empire’s prime agricultural land was overwhelmingly concentrated in Constantinople. In the ‘outer territories’, as opposed to Constantinople, heretics abounded, ignorance of the law was standard, uncanonical, semi-pagan religious customs were practised, people spoke bad Greek and there was no protection against corrupt and brutal officials. Yet this unequal relationship obviously depended on the productivity of the suppliers, on the ability of provincial communities to provide the metropolis not only with money, foodstuffs, manpower and raw materials, but also, increasingly, with manufactured goods, such as silks from Thebes and knives from Thessalonica. It is abundantly clear that Constantinople was not the only place where urban society was expanding. It is also clear, although documentation is patchy, that revenue could not have been raised or military defence organized in the localities without the cooperation and participation of the local aristocracy, the archontes. In frontier cities, such as Durazzo, Philadelphia or Trebizond, their loyalty was crucial in keeping invaders out.
Equally, in those parts of Asia Minor which had come under Turkish rule, the attitude of the local notables was crucial in the empire’s failure to recover lost territory. The administration of the _pronoia_ system, the conditional allocation of state lands and revenues as livings to mounted soldiers, which was greatly extended by Manuel I, must have created opportunities for patronage at the local level. Thus, as Constantinople became more and more self-important, self-centred and exclusive of the ‘outer territories’, it became increasingly noticeable that Constantinople needed the ‘outer territories’ more than the latter needed Constantinople. The perception may have existed before 1180, but it found expression, for the first time in the middle ages, in the following years, as central government proved less and less capable of protecting the provinces from raiders and invaders. The period 1180–1204 also saw the resurgence of the populace of Constantinople as a political factor for the first time since 1082, in changes of regime, in anti-government and anti-Latin riots and in opposition to imperial demands for money to buy off Henry VI and the Fourth Crusade.

Under Manuel’s successors, the provinces of the Comnenian empire were lost to imperial control or became centres of opposition to the government in Constantinople. The process began, predictably, in areas of the frontier zone where the empire’s hold had been short or shaky, and administration largely in the hands of local potentates. Soon after Manuel’s death, Béla III of Hungary seized Byzantine Dalmatia and Sirmium, which he considered to be his own patrimony. Next to secede were the Serbs of Raška, and the Armenians of Cilicia, whose princes, Stephen Nemanja and Roupen II, had always been unwilling vassals of the emperor. In the process, Roupen took possession of the last Byzantine cities in Cilicia, capturing their governor, Isaac Komnenos, and then releasing him on payment of a ransom from Andronikos I; this he promptly spent, no doubt with the connivance of Roupen and Bohemond III of Antioch, on making himself lord of Cyprus (1185), where he ruled independently until dispossessed by Richard I and the Third Crusade. At least initially, Isaac had the support of the local aristocracy. The usurpation of Andronikos also provoked rebellions in two major cities of north-western Asia Minor, Nicaea and Prousa, and dissatisfaction with his rule may have contributed to the ease with which the Sicilian army took Durazzo in 1185 and advanced unopposed to Thessalonica.

The most serious and damaging centrifugal movement, however, was provoked not by the ‘tyrant’ Andronikos, but by Isaac II Angelos, the emperor who delivered the empire from Andronikos’s tyranny. This was the Vlakh revolt started by the brothers Peter and Asan and continued by their brother John. As it spread, the revolt came to resemble the other ethnic separatist movements, those of the Serbs and Armenians. Like them, it occurred in a mountainous frontier area, it was boosted by the Third Crusade and it resulted in the
formation of a national kingdom, whose ruler received a crown from the pope. Yet there were differences: the revolt of Peter and Asan involved two peoples, the Vlachs and the Bulgarians, and the kingdom it created was a conscious resurrection of the first Bulgarian empire of the tenth century. Like its predecessor, it was not marginal to the Byzantine heartland, but encroached significantly on the agricultural hinterland of Constantinople and the northern Aegean. Moreover, it originated in what had been, for almost a century, the most trouble-free sector of the frontier zone, where there were no local dynasties with a history of political insubordination, and contacts with the neighbouring nomads, the Cumans, took the form of peaceful commerce in the cities of the lower Danube. The revolt resulted largely from the complacency that is evident, first, in Isaac II’s failure to prevent, punish or recompense the rapacity of his officials who seized Vlakh livestock for his marriage feast; secondly, in his rude rejection of Peter and Asan when they requested a modest benefice; thirdly, in his failure to move quickly to deprive the rebels of their military advantages, their mountain strongholds and their Cuman allies. Peter and Asan were thus local chieftains politicized by the carelessness of central government. In this, they may have had something in common with Theodore Mangaphas, a Greek magnate in Philadelphia, who used his proximity to the Turkish frontier to declare independence from Isaac II. Although eventually subdued by Isaac, Mangaphas re-emerged at the time of the Fourth Crusade, as one of several ‘dynasts’ who took advantage of the changes of regime in Constantinople to seize power in their localities. By then, many other rebels had more or less successfully defied imperial authority from a variety of provincial power-bases.

It is difficult to generalize about the origins and aims of all these figures. Several were from the Comnenian nobility, and ultimately sought power at the centre. Others (Ivanko, Dobromir Chrysos) were by-products of the Vlakh–Bulgarian revolt. A certain Spyridonakes, who followed their example, was a Cypriot immigrant who had worked in the treasury of the imperial household and then been posted as administrator of Smolena in the Rhodope mountains. Aldobrandinus, who ruled Attaleia in 1204, may have been a Pisan pirate. The others must have originated among the provincial archontes, and notably among the local cadres of military recruitment and defence. They included the least ephemeral of the local lordships to emerge before the formation of the Byzantine successor states: that of Theodore Mangaphas in Philadelphia, the main command centre on the eastern frontier, and those of Leo Sgouros and Leo Chamaretos in the coastal towns of the eastern Peloponnese which contributed contingents to the imperial fleet.

Whatever the specific origins and aims of these individuals, they all shared the conviction that more was to be gained from opposition than from service to central government, and that they could count on provincial support. The
trend they represented received a spectacular endorsement in 1203, when it was joined by the emperor Alexios III. Instead of persisting in the defence of Constantinople against the crusaders, he decided to abandon the city to Alexios IV, and to establish his court at Mosynopolis in Thrace, where he drew on the resources of a rich hinterland extending as far as Thessalonica.

The Comnenian Family System

The most distinctive, as well as the most fatal, characteristic of the Comnenian empire was the identification of the state with the imperial family: this was the essence of what used to be labelled the feudalism of the Comnenian dynasty. In some ways, Manuel’s regime looks less feudal than that of Alexios or John, despite his liking for the culture and the company of western knighthood. As he matured, according to Choniates, ‘he ruled more autocratically, treating his subjects not as free men but as if they were servants who belonged to him by inheritance. His reliance on eunuchs recalls the pre-Comnenian period, as do his attempts to cut back on grants of privilege and immunity. Yet the cut-back was mainly at the expense of the church and of the Italian maritime republics. All other indications are that he was at least as indulgent to his extended family as his father and grandfather had been, and that he was scrupulous in maintaining a strict hierarchy by blood-relationship. He created one new title, that of despotes, for Béla-Alexios of Hungary, when designating him as his future son-in-law and heir to the throne; the title lapsed at the birth of Alexios II, but it was revived by later emperors, and it remained the most senior of the three titles (the others were sebastokrator and caesar) which were reserved for the emperor’s immediate family, and carried semi-imperial status, allowing their bearers to wear quasi-imperial insignia and to sit with the emperor on ceremonial occasions. Manuel may also have introduced certain changes to the titulature of the wider circle of imperial relatives. In the earlier years of the dynasty, all relatives by blood or marriage below the rank of caesar had been designated by variants of the title sebastos. In the ceremonial lists of Manuel’s reign, however, the imperial nephews and cousins, who stand next to the enthroned imperial family, have no titles beyond their kinship designation, with the sole exception of the senior imperial nephew, who is protosebastos (‘first sebastos’) and protovestiarios, i.e. head of the imperial household. The ranks of the sebastoi begin at the next level down, and, among them, those who are designated as the emperor’s gambroi, that is the husbands of his female nieces and cousins, rank senior to those whose relationship is too distant to be named. Not only are ranks carefully graded by degree of kinship to the emperor, and

6 Niketas Choniates, *Historia*, p. 60.
within each degree according to the seniority of the kinsman through whom the kinship is traced, but kinship designations begin to take the place of titles.

In addition to this continual articulation of the imperial family system, Manuel’s reign witnessed its further extension downwards from the military to the bureaucracy, and outwards into the sphere of foreign relations. As the Comnenian aristocracy proliferated, more of its members came to hold civilian office, while others married into the more illustrious civilian families, one of which, the Kamateroi, was already connected with the Doukai and well on the way to establishing its later ascendancy in the church and the bureaucracy. The marriage diplomacy of Alexios I and John II had created blood lines leading from the Komnenoi to ruling dynasties in Russia, the Caucasus, Hungary and Germany. Manuel more than doubled the network with marriage alliances that related the imperial family in Constantinople to royal and princely families in Austria, Jerusalem, Antioch, Tuscany, Piedmont, northern France and Languedoc. Marriage alliances were also discussed with Henry II of England and William II of Sicily. This was perhaps the closest Byzantium came to being at the centre of an international ‘family of kings’: even the sultan of Iconium was included by virtue of his ritual adoption as the emperor’s son. That Manuel saw a close connection between his internal and external families is evident in the way he interfered with the church’s marriage legislation on the forbidden degrees of kinship and punished men from undistinguished bureaucratic families who threatened to devalue the status of Comnenian brides by attempting to marry into noble families.

In 1180, then, the political existence of the Byzantine empire was governed by kinship and lineage to an unprecedented degree. The future of the system consisted as never before in the cohesion of the extended imperial family. For a century that cohesion had been managed by the emperor as head of the family, but now that the emperor was an eleven-year-old, it depended on a consensus of loyalty to the young Alexios II among the Comnenian nobility. Manuel did what he could to create a framework of collective patriotic and familial responsibility: he set up a regency council, perhaps based on his inner circle of advisers, comprising his widow, the patriarch and a number of relatives. The latter were presumably selected on the basis of seniority, although Choniates indicates that they participated on a basis of equality. At the same time, he obtained guarantees from the sultan, the prince of Antioch, the king of Jerusalem and possibly other members of the external ‘family of kings’ that they would defend Alexios’s inheritance.

With hindsight it seems clear, and contemporaries seem to have sensed, that these measures were doomed to failure. The Comnenian family had been prone to factionalism from the time of Alexios I, and its solidarity inevitably weakened with every generation that multiplied the number of household units
(oikoi) with which the imperial oikos at the heart of the kin-group (genos) had to share the finite resources of an empire which all continued to regard as the Commenian family patrimony. The accessions of John and Manuel had not gone unchallenged, and although Manuel saw off his original challengers, the sebastokrators Isaac, his brother and uncle, the latter’s place was taken by his son Andronikos, while the former’s supporters seem to have gravitated towards Alexios Axouch, the husband of Manuel’s niece by the emperor’s late brother Alexios. Axouch’s ‘conspiracy’ in 1167 was quickly disposed of, but Andronikos was a constant worry to Manuel from 1154, almost as troublesome during his long spells in prison, from which he escaped twice (1159 and 1164), and in exile among the empire’s eastern neighbours (1167–80), as he was during his brief period of liberty. After his return and rehabilitation in Manuel’s final year, he was understandably sent – like his father before him – into a comfortable internal exile on the Black Sea coast. But this exclusion from Constantinople played into Andronikos’s hands, by giving him a provincial power-base where he could recruit supporters, and by casting him as an impartial outsider to the selfish intrigues which divided the regency council of Alexios II, to the gross neglect of the boy’s upbringing and the public interest. According to Choniates, there were those who lusted after the widowed empress and sought to seduce her, those who lusted after money and appropriated public funds to meet their growing expenses and those who lusted after imperial power. Elsewhere he describes them in somewhat different terms: ‘Some of his noble guardians winged their way repeatedly like bees to the provinces and stored up money like honey, others like goats hankered after the tender shoots of empire which they continually longed to crop, while others grew fat like pigs on filthy lucre.’ The emphasis on money-making is interesting, particularly the implied distinction between the misappropriation of tax revenue from the provinces, and the sordid enrichment from the profits of trade, and possibly of prostitution, in Constantinople. It shows that the search for funds to maintain an aristocratic lifestyle was a constant motivating factor in political loyalty.

His enforced isolation thus put Andronikos in an ideal position, which he exploited masterfully, to pose as the champion of Alexios II’s best interests, which the boy’s guardians were patently neglecting, and to win the sympathies of the many noble figures in Constantinople, including Manuel’s daughter Maria, who resented the dominance which one of the regency council, Manuel’s nephew the protosebastos Alexios, acquired over the young emperor by forming an amorous liaison with the dowager empress. After the tension between Maria and the protosebastos broke out in armed conflict, Andronikos’s intervention became inevitable.
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If Andronikos, once in power, had kept his election promises and formed a genuinely inclusive regency government for Alexios II, it is possible that he might have held the Comnenian nobility together. His programme of administrative reform, admirable in itself, could have won him support even among his peers if he had treated them fairly and generously. But by instituting a reign of terror against all potential rivals for the regency, including the emperor's sister and mother, he provoked a serious revolt in Asia Minor; then, by going on to eliminate Alexios II and settle the succession on his son John, he removed the only focus of consensus among the Comnenian kin-group, and committed himself to dependence on a faction bound to him by self-interest.

The terror continued, and those who could escaped it by fleeing abroad, to the courts of rulers who had had ties or treaties with Manuel and Alexios II. Thus the sultan, the prince and patriarch of Antioch, the king of Jerusalem, the pope, Frederick Barbarossa, the marquis of Montferrat, the king of Hungary and, above all, the king of Sicily were approached by refugees imploring their intervention. It was at the insistence of Manuel's great-nephew, the pinkernes Alexios Komnenos, that William II of Sicily sent the invasion force which took Durazzo and Thessalonica in 1185. The stated aim of the expedition was to replace Andronikos with a young man claiming to be Alexios II: Pseudo-Alexii were the inconvenient but inevitable consequence – for later emperors as well – of the fact that Andronikos had sunk Alexios's body in the Bosphorus. The Sicilian invasion thus not only recalled the past invasions of Rober Guiscard, Bohemond and Roger II; it also set a precedent for the diversion of the Fourth Crusade, both by the damage and humiliation it caused, and in the way it involved the external ‘family of kings’ in the politics of the Comnenian family.

Andronikos would probably have succeeded eventually in repelling the Sicilian invasion, as he succeeded in quelling every organized conspiracy against him, but the very diligence of his agents in hunting down potential conspirators led, quite unpredictably, to the spontaneous uprising which toppled him. When his chief agent went to arrest a suspect who had given no cause for suspicion, the suspect slew the agent in desperation, and then did the only thing he could do in order to avoid immediate capital punishment: he rushed for asylum to the church of St Sophia. A crowd gathered, Andronikos – evidently feeling secure – was out of town and, St Sophia being also the imperial coronation church, one thing led to another. So Isaac Angelos became emperor because he was in the right place at the right time, and this had a decisive effect on the course of his reign. His propagandists claimed, and he firmly believed, that his accession was providential, that he was the Angel of the Lord sent by heaven to end the tyranny, so that his whole reign was ordained, blessed and protected by God. He considered his power irreproachable and untouchable,
and he exercised it with a mixture of grandiosity and complacency which was quite inappropriate to the situation. For other important people did not share his belief. His miraculous elevation was not enough to convince Isaac Komnenos in Cyprus, Peter and Asan in Bulgaria, Theodore Mangaphas in Philadelphia and Basil Chortzas at Tarsia, near Nicomedia, that they owed loyalty to Constantinople, or to prevent two young men from raising rebellions by pretending to be Alexios II. Among his own close family, it did not make up for his lack of seniority, or his military incompetence: he was challenged by his uncle John and his nephew Constantine. The Comnenian nobility as a whole were not impressed, because many of them had equally good, if not better, dynastic claims in terms of the hierarchy of kinship which had operated under Manuel: Isaac was descended from Alexios I’s youngest daughter, but others could trace their descent through the male line, and some could count John II among their ancestors. For several of them, Isaac’s success was only an incentive to follow it and turn up at St Sophia in the hope of being acclaimed. The first to try this was Alexios Branas, the general who had halted the Sicilian invasion. Having failed in this first attempt, he waited until he was put in command of the army sent to quell the Vlakh revolt. What made his rebellion so dangerous was the fact that he combined good Comnenian lineage with military expertise and strong family connections among the military aristocracy of Adrianople. Isaac was saved only by the loyalty of the people of Constantinople and a bold sortie by Conrad of Montferrat.

During ten years in power, Isaac II faced at least seventeen revolts, a number exceeded in the eleventh and twelfth centuries only by the twenty-one plots that are recorded for the thirty-nine-year reign of Alexios I. Isaac undoubtedly saw something providential in the fact of his survival, but repeated opposition took its toll on the effectiveness of his rule, by making it virtually impossible for him to delegate important military commands to highly competent noble commanders. This was probably decisive for the outcome of the rebellion of Peter and Asan. Lack of support among the Comnenian nobility may have prompted what was seen to be Isaac’s excessive favouritism to his chief bureaucrat, his non-Comnenian maternal uncle Theodore Kastamonites, and to the latter’s successor in office, Constantine Mesopotamites. It certainly drove the members of five leading Comnenian families, Palaiologos, Branas, Kantakouzenos, Raoul and Petraliphas, to mount the coup in 1195 which replaced Isaac with his elder brother Alexios III.

Sibling rivalry had, as we have seen, threatened to destroy the Comnenian system in the past, but it had been kept under control, and its eruption into successful usurpation sealed the fate of the system in its twelfth-century phase. Choniates saw the overthrow of brother by brother as the supreme manifestation of the moral depravity for which the fall of Constantinople was just
retribution. From the deposition of Isaac II proceeded the escape of his son Alexios to the west just when the Fourth Crusade needed an excuse for a detour via Constantinople. In their comeback, the internal and external dimensions of the system fatally converged. Choniates, perhaps looking back to Andronikos and even to his father, saw a pattern:

If anything was the supreme cause that the Roman power collapsed to its knees and suffered the seizure of lands and cities, and, finally, itself underwent annihilation, this was the members of the Komnenoi who revolted and usurped power. For, dwelling among the nations which were unfriendly to the Romans, they were the bane of their country, even though when they stayed at home they were ineffectual, useless and incompetent in anything they tried to undertake. This retribution apart, however, Alexios III faced relatively little opposition from the Komnenoi. In 1200–1 there were provincial revolts led by his cousins Michael Angelos and Manuel Kamytzes, and a one-day occupation of the Great Palace in Constantinople by a son of Alexios Axouch, John Komnenos the Fat. But otherwise, Alexios had fairly good support in the bureaucracy and the church through his connection by marriage into the Kamateros family, and the consortium of Comnenian families which brought him to power appear to have been satisfied with his laissez-faire regime, and with his adoption of the name Komnenos in preference to Angelos. All five families flourished after 1204; four were to be prominent after 1261 in the restored empire of the Palaiologoi, and the Palaiologoi gained a head start in their future ascendancy from the marriage which Alexios III arranged between his daughter Eirene and Alexios Palaiologos.

The marriage of another daughter, Anna, to Theodore Laskaris laid the dynastic basis for the empire of Nicaea, the most successful of the three main Greek successor states after 1204. Cousins of Isaac II and Alexios III established the western state which enjoyed brief glory as the empire of Thessalonica and then survived in north-western Greece as the despotate of Epiros. The empire of Trebizond, which lasted until 1461, was ruled by a dynasty calling themselves the Grand Komnenoi, who were descended from Andronikos I.

Under the successors of Manuel I, the Comnenian system, centred on Constantinople, was programmed for self-destruction. Relocated to the provinces after 1204 through the leading families of the last twelfth-century regimes, it ensured the survival of the Byzantine empire for another two and a half centuries, while losing none of its divisive potential.
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the First Crusade ended with the conquest of Jerusalem on 15 July 1099, resulting in the foundation of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. This was to become the biggest and most important crusader state but others had been established while the crusade was en route. From the autumn of 1097 to March 1098 Baldwin of Boulogne occupied the country west and east of the Euphrates, finally taking over Edessa where he set up the county of Edessa which protected the other crusader states in the north-east. Latin rule was imposed on a predominantly Armenian population. Following the conquest of Antioch in June 1098 Bohemond I of Taranto who had been the leading figure in the long and bitter siege of the town succeeded in having his claim to Antioch recognized by the leaders of the crusading army before the crusade started to move again. Provençal attempts to curb Norman ambitions had been thwarted. Neither Baldwin nor Bohemond participated in the rest of the crusade and neither one of them adhered to a promise made earlier to the Byzantine emperor that all conquests of formerly Byzantine territories would be restored to Byzantium. Bohemond now established the principality of Antioch where a distinctly Norman ruling class governed a population partly Muslim, partly Greek. He gained legitimacy when he was invested with the principality by the patriarch of Jerusalem on Christmas 1099.

When the crusaders had reached Ramla, the old capital of Palestine, they appointed a Latin bishop there without any participation of the Greek church. In retrospect this was to become the starting-point of a Latin church in Palestine. After a siege of nearly six weeks Jerusalem was stormed and its population massacred in a blood bath. On 12 August this success was consolidated when an Egyptian army was beaten near Ascalon. Three years had passed since Godfrey of Bouillon had set out from Lorraine. Organizing the success was more difficult. After Raymond of Toulouse had rejected a half-hearted offer to rule over Jerusalem, Godfrey of Bouillon, duke of Lower Lorraine, was brought to power by the army but refused the kingship and continued under the title of
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duke. In Jerusalem he was king in fact but not in name. The relations between state and church remained undefined not only because of the ambiguity of Godfrey’s position but also because the patriarchate of Jerusalem could not, at first, be adequately filled. The Greek patriarch had died on Cyprus, but the able Fleming Arnulf of Chocques, who was placed over the church of Jerusalem, was so objectionable in terms of canon law that he was not consecrated and was, in fact, soon removed.

In September 1099 most crusaders made for home. Raymond of Toulouse was driven by Godfrey first from Jerusalem, later out of south-western Palestine, and went to Syria and Lebanon. Godfrey, who died on 18 July 1100, had had only one year in which to rule. He had not enough fighting power left to do more than hold Jerusalem, Jaffa, Lydda and Ramla, Bethlehem and Hebron. These were islands in a sea of hostile Muslims. Yet when Bohemond’s nephew Tancred subjected large parts of Galilee to Christian rule Godfrey could persuade him to hold them in fief from him. The demographic structure was totally unsatisfactory and remained so, more or less, at all times. The largest elements in the population were the Muslims and the Syro-Christians but it is impossible to know which of the two were more numerous in the open country whereas in the cities the Syro-Christians certainly outnumbered the Muslims who, like the Jews, were totally barred from Jerusalem. The term ‘Syro-Christians’, the Suriani, very often met with in crusader documents, is vague and it meant different things at different times and in different places. Generally speaking it lumped together all Christians ‘not of the law of Rome’. For most purposes this was enough in a country where the deepest social gap was between Frank (i.e. crusaders or their offspring) and non-Frank. The vagueness appears when we try to differentiate. Inasmuch as the sources allow a generalization the term referred to eastern Christians with Arabic language and – in most cases – Syriac liturgy, more particularly, and following a rough geographical distribution of predominant creeds from north to south, to heretical Monophysite Jacobites in the north, heretical (until 1181) Monothelite Maronites in Lebanon and schismatic Greek Orthodox in the south. Above them the European ruling class of Catholic creed, known as Latins or Franks and divided into clergy, nobility and personally free burgesses, remained numerically very small, but this Staatsvolk monopolized all political rights although in very different degrees.

To make things worse, the Franks were very unevenly distributed throughout the country. There was a heavy concentration in the cities; in fact the nobility was largely absent from their landed estates which were run by native administrators. Contrary to received opinion it has recently been shown that the Franks in the open country did not live in total segregation from the native Syro-Christians but that they rather settled in areas where Syro-Christians
had already lived in pre-crusade days and continued to live together with the Franks in the same villages. The Frankish population was thinnest where, for security reasons, it was most badly needed, namely on the desert fringe east of Galilee, of the Jordan river and the Dead Sea. Given this deficiency in an adequate defence it was of vital importance that the supply lines from Europe be kept open at least during the shipping season from spring to autumn. This required the conquest of the coast. Godfrey clearly recognized this problem and, in order to buy Pisan naval support, he had to give in to the unrelenting pressure of the church now under the rule of Daimbert, a former archbishop of Pisa, and make over to him a principality in successive stages.

After Godfrey’s death his vassals, originating mostly from Lorraine and northern France, prevented the implementation of these donations and successfully invited Godfrey’s brother Baldwin to come from Edessa. On Christmas Day 1100 he was crowned as the first Latin king of Jerusalem. His solemn behaviour contrasted sharply with his scandalous married life in three marriages. An incessant warrior, he ruled his vassals with an iron fist and became the true founder of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. With the church he dealt in pre-Gregorian fashion attributing to himself the control of ecclesiastical revenues and riding rough-shod over several patriarchs. But he also energetically supported the endeavours of Arnulf of Chocques, canonical patriarch after 1112, to reform the church of Jerusalem. In 1101 he consolidated the predominantly Lorraine–northern French character of the kingdom by pushing the Norman Tancred out of Galilee. By 1110, when he took Beirut and Sidon, he had conquered most of the coast. In these two towns the Muslim inhabitants were, for the first time, given a choice between emigration and remaining under Frankish rule, a remarkable change, dictated by necessity, of the previous policy of extermination. Particularly important was the conquest of Acre in 1104. It gave the kingdom the first safe harbour and the town grew quickly into the economic centre of the kingdom; by 1120 it had spilled over the city walls into a suburb. By 1105 King Baldwin I had stopped the threat of an Egyptian reconquest in a series of battles near Ramla.

Indecisive fighting in the regions east of the Sea of Galilee came to an end in 1108–10 when Baldwin and Damascus set up a kind of no-man’s land with a condominium over the northern Transjordan, the Jaulan and the Lebanese plain of Biqa‘ in which the revenues squeezed from the peasants were divided. In spite of temporary violations this system lasted until 1187, although neither side had considered it as final. From 1110 to 1113 Baldwin successfully opposed a great Muslim coalition seriously menacing his kingdom. He was saved by the death of his leading opponents. This gave him the chance in 1115 and 1116 to intervene seriously for the first time in the southern Transjordan, which he secured by building the great castle of Montréal.
The price for these startling successes was heavy. Following precedents already discernible under Godfrey, Baldwin embarked on a policy of buying the necessary naval support, which only the Italian maritime republics could give, by grants which not only gave them freedom from, or large reduction of, taxes and customs but also quarters of their own which, at least from 1124, became increasingly autonomous from state intervention in which they enjoyed their own consular jurisdiction over everything apart from certain crimes, the most offensive of which normally reserved for royal jurisdiction.

In 1113 Baldwin concluded a very valuable alliance with Sicily by marrying Adalasia, the mother of Roger II, who also brought much desperately needed money. But the marriage contract envisaged the succession of Roger in Jerusalem should there be no children and Baldwin never had any. In 1117 the church and the vassals, using the fact, formerly conveniently overlooked, that Baldwin’s former wife was still alive and the marriage undivorced, forced him to repudiate Adalasia, thus revoking the Sicilian alliance. It was the first sign that the king had become politically vulnerable. In the following year the vassals forced him to abandon a campaign to Egypt which he refused to conduct according to their wishes. On the way back he died from an old wound.

He was succeeded by his kinsman Baldwin II. But part of the nobility at first offered a stiff opposition to this and attempted to place Baldwin I’s brother Eustace III of Boulogne on the throne. Civil war was barely averted. Internal consolidation now followed the political expansion of the previous reign. The king quickly made peace with the church at the council of Nablus in 1120, releasing ecclesiastical tithes from royal and baronial control.

The king’s main concern was the Syrian north. He himself had been appointed count of Edessa from 1100 onwards. The Franks had been weakened by a series of misfortunes. Bohemond I of Antioch was a Muslim prisoner from 1100 to 1103 and his nephew Tancred became his regent. He secured Antiochene possession of Cilicia and permanently added the port of Latakia in 1108. After Bohemond’s release in 1103 an attempt by the united Frankish north to cut off Aleppo from the Seljuk bases in Mesopotamia was stopped short by the Frankish defeat at the Balikh river in 1104, which destroyed the legend of Frankish invincibility and brought Baldwin of Edessa into Muslim captivity. Edessa became for a time a dependency of Antioch and Tancred once more took the regency of Antioch when Bohemond went to Europe in 1105 to enlist support against growing Byzantine pressure on his principality from the north. But his crusade against Durazzo on the Adriatic coast ended in utter failure and with such a humiliating peace treaty, never in fact enforced, that Bohemond did not dare show his face again in Antioch and died in 1111 in his native Apulia, a forgotten man.
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When Baldwin of Edessa regained his liberty in 1108 Tancred hesitated to hand back Edessa. A war between inter-religious coalitions now ensued, Tancred and Aleppo fighting against Edessa and Mosul: the crusaders had quickly been integrated into the bewildering Syro-Mesopotamian political scene. King Baldwin I was asked to come from Jerusalem to act as arbitrator of the Frankish east. He did so in camp before Tripoli, which had been under siege since 1103, first by Raymond of Toulouse, who had died there in 1105, leaving behind a succession dispute. In 1109 Baldwin I worked out a compromise which for a short time split the old count’s Lebanese possessions in two under the influence of Antioch and Jerusalem respectively. Soon, however, death, or perhaps murder, reunited the county which then became a fief of the kings of Jerusalem although it was not formally united with the kingdom and was often ready to cut these ties. Antioch, in 1109, was left under Tancred’s rule, its independence from Jerusalem guaranteed. An alternative for Tancred was provided in Galilee, should Bohemond I return, but Tancred had to give up his claims to Edessa. Then the siege of Tripoli was pressed and the city capitulated in July 1109. This completed the foundation of the last crusader state, the county of Tripoli, which was Provençal in character.

It was of the greatest importance that the settlement of 1109 established a precedent for the kings of Jerusalem to be the supreme arbiters of the whole Latin east. When King Baldwin I fought against Damascus and Mosul (1110–13), he was acting as much in the interest of the north as in that of his own kingdom. More or less by coincidence he was not present when Antioch and Edessa, now assisted by Aleppo and Damascus, defeated the Seljuqs at Tall Danith in 1115, which meant the end of the attempts by the Seljuq sultans to reconquer Syria.

No king of Jerusalem became more involved in Antioch affairs than Baldwin II. Tancred officially ruled Antioch as regent until he died in 1112. His successor Roger was formally only regent for Bohemond II, the minor son of Bohemond I, who was in Apulia. Hardly had Baldwin II become king and had given his former county of Edessa to his kingmaker Joscelin I of Courtenay, previously lord of Galilee, when he had to go north, following an appeal for help from Roger of Antioch, who foolishly joined battle with the Muslims before Baldwin’s arrival. His army was annihilated in 1119 in what justly became known as the ‘Field of Blood’ and he himself was killed. Baldwin II now had to shoulder the regency of Antioch, which he could not shed until Bohemond II arrived in 1126. On the whole he did well for the north but he paid heavily for it. The regency was unpopular in Jerusalem from the beginning. The vassals had to go through interminable wars against Aleppo but were excluded by a formal regency contract from being rewarded with fiefs in the north. As early as 1120 the king had difficulties in obtaining the chief war relic of the True Cross.
for a campaign to the north. In April 1123 he was captured by the Aleppans and did not permanently regain his liberty until the summer of 1124. Even then he stayed in the north until 1125. During his captivity he had been replaced in Antioch by the patriarch, in Jerusalem by a council of three regents. That there had not been a constitutional crisis testifies to the solidity of monarchical institutions in Jerusalem, but the population may, in fact, have preferred the regency to the rule of a king forever absent.

The regents scored a considerable success when they conquered the important port town of Tyre in July 1124 with naval support from Venice. But this indispensable help had to be bought with enormous concessions. In addition to the usual privileges Venice obtained its own court over all cases involving Venetians, except mixed cases with a Venetian plaintiff which were reserved to the king. Venice also received one third of the town’s contado. A standard of Italian accomplishment had been set by which other Italian maritime republics would measure their own success. But these grants seriously affected the jurisdictional, in fact even the political, coherence of the state.

In 1126 Baldwin II could at last surrender his regency in the north, but he had to resume it in 1130 when Bohemond II was killed in battle, leaving behind an infant daughter Constance. On the Muslim front Baldwin’s last years, although troubled by internal revolt, were uneventful after an expedition against Damascus had failed miserably in 1129. At this time, after a precarious existence of nearly ten years, the military order of the Knights Templar gained recognition by the church, although it took another decade until its organizational framework was complete. The Templars’ future rivals, the Knights Hospitallers, were older and went back to an Amalfitan hostel in Jerusalem of pre-crusade days. While the Templars were warriors from the beginning, the Hospitallers, who never gave up their charitable functions, took on military duties in the Holy Land from 1136 on; by 1154 their organization was complete. Both orders could soon draw on large revenues in Europe and added a very useful new element to the kingdom’s fighting power both in men and in maintenance of many big castles.

The king died in 1131. There being no sons he had provided for his succession by creating a system of joint rule for his eldest daughter Melisende and Count Fulk of Anjou, her husband since 1129.

Responsibility for the north rested on Fulk just as it had done on the two Baldwins. Repeatedly he had to ward off attempts by the dowager princess Alice of Antioch, another of Baldwin’s daughters, to establish herself as ruler at the expense of her own daughter Constance. In the course of these machinations Alice was not above seeking, or flirting with, allies wherever she could find them: Edessa, Tripoli, the patriarch, but, more dangerously, Byzantium and even Mosul. These troubles so weakened Antioch that Cilicia was lost first to
the Armenians, later to Byzantium. In 1136 Fulk installed Raymond of Poitiers as Constance’s husband and prince of Antioch. This was the end of Norman predominance there.

Great difficulties now arose from renewed Byzantine designs on Antioch as a former Byzantine possession. When Emperor John Komnenos himself appeared before Antioch in 1137 both Prince Raymond and King Fulk had to accept terms which made Antioch a Byzantine fief. It was hoped that Byzantium would provide decisive help against ‘Imad al-Din Zengi, a formidable foe who had united Mosul and Aleppo in 1127–8. But such help did not come. Emperor John refrained from entering Antioch until 1138 when he was driven out by a popular riot because his army was still campaigning further east. Zengi now had designs on Damascus. This led Damascus to an alliance with Jerusalem in 1139 which became the backbone of Jerusalem’s foreign policy until 1154. No matter how severe the strain under which it came from time to time, it held. In 1140 Fulk conquered Banyas. It controlled the headwaters of the Jordan and fertile lands in upper Galilee and was also important as a principal Muslim gateway into the kingdom’s north. In the same year a papal legate deposed Patriarch Ralph of Antioch who had been the last one to dream of an autocephalous Latin church in the east. In the south-west Fulk contained the Egyptian outpost of Ascalon by building a ring of fortresses around it and much was done in his days for the Transjordan. In 1142 Emperor John Komnenos once more marched into Cilicia and Syria. This time he even contemplated an armed ‘pilgrimage’ to Jerusalem. The project greatly alarmed Fulk who dissuaded him with some difficulty. Antioch was saved by the emperor’s sudden death in April 1143, followed in November by that of Fulk.

Fulk was succeeded by his minor son Baldwin III for whom his mother acted as regent. The most pressing problems were, again, in the north. The history of the county of Tripoli had been more or less uneventful since 1109 except for a rapprochement in 1112 between Tripoli and Antioch which ended the Provençal–Norman antagonism that had arisen in 1098. Early in Fulk’s reign, there had also been a Tripolitan attempt to throw off Jerusalem suzerainty. But the pressure from the lesser amirates on the upper Orontes river who successively came under Zengi’s control grew to a point where the counts of Tripoli had doubts about holding their own. In order to protect their eastern frontier they established two important and virtually independent frontier marches, one in 1144 by giving the castle of Crak des Chevaliers near Homs to the Knights Hospitallers, who much enlarged it, the other from 1152 when the Knights Templar took over most of Tortosa, adding in the course of time the mighty castle of Chastel Blanc. Both marches faced the Syrian branch of the Assassins, an unruly and extremely dangerous Shi’ite sect which, between 1132 and 1141, had established itself in the mountains east of Tortosa. Whereas the
Hospitallers constituted a real threat to them, the Templars by 1173 protected them in return for an annual tribute. In 1152, in one of their spectacular political murders, the Assassins murdered Count Raymond II of Tripoli: it was the first time that they had struck out at the Franks.

The fate of Edessa was more dramatic. The energetic count Joscelin I, from the house of Courtenay, who had come to the east in 1101, had died thirty years later, leaving his county to his son and namesake, an indolent débauché who indulged in luxuries and carried on interminable intrigues against Raymond of Antioch, his feudal overlord from 1140. East of the Euphrates the county had so often been ravaged by the Turks that it had become impoverished. In the capital the stocks of food and arms had been allowed to fall below the critical level. The Frankish element in the population was even smaller than in the other crusader states and the city was defended by Armenian mercenaries who were only irregularly paid. When Zengi laid siege to Edessa at the end of 1144 it was too late. After the death of the Byzantine emperor in 1143 the Byzantine army had evacuated Syria. Antioch now had to look after herself and her prince was in no mood to do much for Edessa. Jerusalem, after King Fulk’s death, was politically unstable. Queen Melisende did send an army of relief but before its arrival Edessa fell on Christmas 1144, the event sparking off the Second Crusade. It was only a matter of time before the rest of the county should fall.

A reconquest of Edessa after Zengi’s death in 1146 lasted only a few days and led to the town being pillaged and burnt and the Christian population being enslaved and murdered. Edessa never fully recovered from this blow and ceased to be an attractive target for the Franks. From a new capital further west Joscelin II could hold the line of the Euphrates until he was captured in 1150, never to be set free again. What was left of the county now lay open to Seljuq attacks from Anatolia. Neither Antioch, where Prince Raymond had been killed in 1149, nor Jerusalem, where there was bitter internal strife, were able to do more than cover the retreat. Consequently, and with Baldwin III’s approval, the countess of Edessa sold the remaining six fortresses west of the Euphrates to Byzantium in 1150, although they were lost to the Muslims within a year. Edessa, the first crusader state to have been founded, was the first to fall after only half a century of a precarious Latin rule.

When Zengi was murdered in 1146 his dominions were divided between his two sons, one of them, Nur al-Din, receiving Aleppo. He was to become an even more redoubtable enemy for the Franks than his father had been. Unlike Zengi, Nur al-Din was not occupied by Mesopotamian affairs and could concentrate on fighting Damascus and the Franks. Following the sack of Edessa, he took from Antioch most of her possessions east of the Orontes in 1147–8, reducing the principality to a stretch of territory wedged in between
the Orontes and the Mediterranean. The coming of the Second Crusade in 1148 forced him to march to the relief of Damascus. Owing to a rift which had occurred between Louis VII of France and Raymond of Antioch, the principality kept aloof from the crusade, as did Tripoli for other reasons. But after the crusade Nur al-Din returned. In June 1149 he joined battle with the Franks at Inab east of the Orontes and won his finest victory against them. Prince Raymond was killed. The government of Antioch was placed in the hands of Raymond’s widow Constance but was, in effect, exercised by the patriarch Aimery of Limoges who, for much of his long pontificate of fifty-three years, was the éminence grise of Antioch politics. What had remained of the principality east of the Orontes was now lost but to the west of it the immediate effects of the battle were negligible. However, it established Nur al-Din as the champion of Sunnite Islam and of the Holy War against the Franks. Muslim propaganda supported his religious and political aims and the reconquest of Jerusalem became a political programme.

In the south the kingdom of Jerusalem was badly split by internal strife and it served King Baldwin III’s purposes that he had gained some prestige as a military leader by campaigns in support of the northern crusader states as well as by a successful expedition to Petra in the Transjordan. Warfare was one field in which his mother could not compete with him, because in every other respect she did.

It is not clear how, after initial difficulties, the joint rule initiated in 1131 had worked under Fulk. After 1134 the consent of his queen Melisende was included in Fulk’s charters but it is not certain to what extent this reflected a real share in government. What is easier to see is that Patriarch William of Jerusalem (1130–45) had a more direct influence on royal government than any other patriarch before or after him. Joint embassies attest to this. In a unique exception from Jerusalem chancery usage William sealed a royal charter jointly with the king and, even more significantly, once issued a charter in his name but at the king’s command and concerning royal business. Melisende’s hour came when Fulk died. Her son, King Baldwin III, was a minor and until 1145 Melisende was his regent. When Baldwin came of age Melisende continued in her government as if nothing had happened, because as co-ruler she had, already in Fulk’s days, held a (territorially undefined) share in the kingdom which remained hers. For the kingdom this meant trouble.

By 1149 the chancellor, the very able Englishman Ralph, had to leave his office and failed in a bid for the archbishopric of Tyre. For several years mother and son failed to agree on a new chancellor and the royal charter business was transacted in rival personal scriptoria by their respective chaplains. This collapse was the most visible sign of the deep rift between mother and son splitting the whole kingdom. Melisende had the support of the church. She
controlled Jerusalem and Judaea and also Samaria and Galilee. Except for the chancery she succeeded in creating her own household officials. The kingdom’s chief military officer, the constable Manasses of Hierges, was a relative of hers. The king only very gradually succeeded in turning the royal domain around Tyre and Acre into a power-base. He was also successful in securing the loyalty of the lords of Beirut and Toron in the north, and the lord of Toron also held Hebron in the south for him as castellan.

Early in the crisis the Second Crusade gave Baldwin III a chance against his mother. Given the fact that the alliance with Damascus was essential for the peaceful development of Jerusalem, the plan to besiege it has baffled historians as much as the execution of the siege. An explanation may be found in the power-struggle going on in Jerusalem. There are signs in the sources that Baldwin intended to give Damascus to the lord of Beirut, which would decisively have swung the balance of power in his favour. Owing to treasonable manoeuvres by the Jerusalem nobles the siege had to be abandoned and, among others, Elinand of Galilee who, as lord of Galilee and as a partisan of Melisende, would have been doubly affected by the king’s designs, was held responsible for this.

From 1150 onwards a showdown was likely. The king had to rely for support on the dispossessed and the disgruntled. The queen-mother had created vassals of her own who claimed to owe allegiance only to her and who, in 1150, refused to answer the king’s summons to serve in the army, arguing that they were from Melisende’s portion of the kingdom. This was tantamount to a division of the kingdom, but after the Second Crusade Melisende’s position began to weaken. Galilee changed sides. She was able to offset this by creating her younger son Amalric count of Jaffa in 1151. But she made a serious mistake when, in 1150 or 1151, she arranged a marriage between her constable Manasses, still a landless newcomer, and a very rich widow. This antagonized the old families in general and the widow’s sons from the rapidly climbing powerful Ibelin clan in particular. Baldwin III struck at Easter 1152. He petitioned the patriarch to crown him in the absence of his mother. When, predictably, the patriarch refused, the king marched through the capital wearing his crown. It was a declaration of war. An immediate formal division of the kingdom was ineffective and in a three-week civil war the king dislodged his mother from power and brought down the unpopular Manasses, who had to return to Europe. As a last remnant of her former share in the kingdom Melisende (d. 1162) was able to retain the royal domain in Samaria with a promise of non-interference by the king. Occasionally she emerged from her retreat at Nablus to exercise ecclesiastical patronage and even to voice opinions on policy, when the king was out of the country. Otherwise the joint rule was dead. The former chancellor Ralph was reappointed and rose to be bishop of Bethlehem in 1156.
Only the most prominent supporters of Melisende re-entered royal service quickly. Others were never readmitted or were kept on the sidelines for a long time.

With his rule now secure Baldwin III looked for political success. In 1153, after a siege of nearly seven months, during which seasonal pilgrims were pressganged into the army and the king was brought to the brink of bankruptcy, he conquered Ascalon, the last Muslim stronghold on the coast. He was now strong enough to restore his brother Amalric, a strong supporter of Melisende, to his graces by creating him count of Jaffa-Ascalon (1154).

The spectacular success at Ascalon may have made people forget that further north things were not going at all well. Since 1149 Damascus had been internally weak following the death of Unur, its able Turkish commander, who had struck the alliance with Jerusalem in 1139. From 1150 onwards Nur al-Din of Aleppo increased the pressure on Damascus while his propagandists denounced the treaty with the Franks. The king tried to bolster the defence of Antioch in 1150 by finding a new husband for Constance, the widow of the last prince. Although he proposed candidates of convincing reputation she rejected all of them and, in fact, all idea of a new marriage. Subsequent events demonstrated that this was a mere pretext caused by a political impasse since, in 1150, the king and his mother had been unable to agree on a suitable candidate. But within a year of Melisende’s political fall Constance, in a move which took her vassals totally by surprise but for which she had obtained the king’s approval, married Reynald of Châtillon, a reckless dare-devil from Burgundy who, having lost his French patrimony, was serving as a penniless mercenary at Ascalon. Peter of Blois later beatified him, mostly because of his undeniable bravery, and in doing so he missed the mark. Reynald may have been helped by his claim to an illustrious ancestry reaching back to a Gallo-Roman senatorial family but Baldwin III should never have approved the marriage. From now on Reynald made eternal trouble wherever he went. Hardly was he in office at Antioch when he rid himself of the political influence of Patriarch Aimery by driving him into an exile which lasted until 1159 through an act of extravagant brutality.

It is true that warriors were needed after the people of Damascus had opened the gates of the city to Nur al-Din in 1154. Jerusalem had lost the relative security enjoyed under the alliance of 1139. But with Aleppo and Damascus now united against Antioch and Jerusalem, with Emperor Frederick Barbarossa busy in Italy and with England and France eternally locked in their conflict of interests, it was clear that the only power capable of supporting the Franks was Byzantium. That alliance required a diplomatic skill which Reynald sadly lacked. Fortunately, King Baldwin III was more skilful. He began negotiations with Byzantium in 1157, trying to offset the very bad impression Reynald had made in the previous year when, in cooperation with an Armenian prince
from Cilicia, he had sacked the rich Byzantine island of Cyprus. The new alliance between Jerusalem and Byzantium was concluded in September 1158 when Baldwin married a Byzantine princess. In political terms it was agreed that Emperor Manuel Komnenos would bring help against Nur al-Din, and Baldwin would acquiesce in the humbling of Reynald. In 1158 Manuel marched into Syria with a well-trained army. Reynald submitted quickly, recognized the emperor's suzerainty and promised to install a Greek patriarch in the city. But for the time being Manuel did not press this point.

In 1159 he concluded a truce with Nur al-Din which set up a system of balance of power for north Syria which was to last until the Byzantine position in Anatolia, and consequently in Cilicia and Syria, collapsed in 1176 in the battle of Myriokephalon. While no direct Byzantine administration was set up in Antioch, the principality came under heavy Byzantine influence. However, this pax Byzantina meant security for the Franks. Nur al-Din understood that Manuel was capable and willing, if need be, to intervene decisively on their behalf. Conversely, Nur al-Din could rest assured that the Franks would not engage in a full-scale war against his bases in Damascus and Aleppo.

For a decade, the Franks directed their war efforts towards Egypt. In one of the skirmishes in the north Prince Reynald was captured (in 1161, rather than 1160) and remained imprisoned at Aleppo for sixteen years. No one troubled to ransom him. When he was finally released from prison he was more violently anti-Muslim than ever before. Following his capture, there was a governmental crisis in Antioch in which both Constance and Patriarch Aimery, who was supported by Baldwin III, claimed the rulership. Constance sought to improve her position by marrying her daughter Maria to Emperor Manuel but this led to accusations that she was inviting a Byzantine garrison to be stationed in Antioch. Her own barons now drove her out and installed as prince Bohemond III (1163–1201), her son by Raymond of Poitiers. Bohemond was captured by the Muslims in 1164 and set free in 1165 but his ransom had been set at an amount he was unable to pay without Byzantine help. In exchange he had to accept a Greek patriarch in Antioch, the first since 1100, who was killed in 1170 by his cathedral collapsing on him in the great earthquake which also turned Tripoli into a ghost town. The Latin patriarch was then restored.

In 1163 Baldwin III died without offspring and his widow was soon to elope with a Byzantine adventurer. Baldwin was succeeded by his brother Amalric who could only become king, however, after he had separated from his wife, whom he had taken away from his principal vassal to whom she had been married at the time. Amalric left a record of being an outstanding law-maker, even though Baldwin II and Baldwin III had set fine precedents. He is best remembered in this field for his Assise sur la ligece (below, p. 672) and for his creation of special courts dealing with commercial and maritime cases.
The pact with Byzantium remained the backbone of Amalric’s foreign policy even though he placed increasing strains upon it. But in its shadow, and protected by it on his northern flank, he embarked on an ambitious policy to conquer Egypt. The door had been opened by the conquest of Ascalon but the lure had always been there because Egypt, under the last Fatimid caliphs, was politically weak and in the grip of competing viziers and corrupt Coptic bureaucrats. It was, however, a country rich through trade and productivity: in 1168 it was seriously believed that the grant of the city of Bilbais and its contado would provide the Knights Hospitallers with annual revenues of 100,000 gold pieces. Since 1156 King Baldwin III had taken a hard line, trying to hit the Fatimid navy by enforcing an embargo on shipbuilding materials and in 1159 he had discussed the conquest of Egypt with the Byzantine emperor.

But it was Amalric who seriously attacked Egypt. He invaded the country in 1163, 1164, 1167, 1168 and 1169. This aggressive policy, together with the internal weakness of Egypt, was bound to attract Nur al-Din’s attention, and he sent troops to Egypt. In 1164 he also put the pressure on Amalric by launching, in spite of the pax Byzantina, a short but dangerous campaign against Antioch and Tripoli, capturing the rulers of both. Raymond III of Tripoli (1152–87) remained in prison for ten years while King Amalric took over his county as regent. Worse than this, Nur al-Din reconquered Banyas at the same time. This caused the Franks a profound shock and it forced Amalric out of Egypt. In 1167 he was obliged to return to the Nile to offset the effects of another army which Nur al-Din had sent there. He and his Egyptian allies forced the Syrian army to leave the country and a Frankish garrison was installed in Cairo to supervise the collection of an enormous annual tribute to be paid to Jerusalem.

But Amalric was not satisfied. He now planned to conquer Egypt with Byzantine help and strengthened his alliance by marrying a great-niece of Emperor Manuel immediately after the campaign of 1167. In 1168 a formal treaty on the conquest of Egypt was concluded. Byzantium was to provide the naval support indispensable for blockading the Nile delta. But a war party persuaded the king to commence the campaign prematurely without Byzantium. Syria and Egypt now formed a common front. Nur al-Din’s Kurdish general Shirkuh made himself vizier of Egypt and, after his death in 1169, was succeeded in this post by his nephew Saladin, the fifth vizier in only six years. Saladin came from a Kurdish military family in Nur al-Din’s service and was to become the founder of the great dynasty of the Ayyubids. He was obliged to bide his time as master of Egypt under Nur al-Din’s formal overlordship even after he had abolished the Shi’ite caliphate of the Fatimids in 1171.

By that time he had beaten off Amalric’s last assault on Egypt in 1169, this time launched against Damietta with the active support of a Byzantine fleet. The understanding was that, in the event of a conquest, Jerusalem would
receive the interior with Cairo and Bilbais and a port at Rosetta while the
rest would go to Byzantium. When the Byzantines sent an armada of 200
ships, Amalric had second thoughts and made a secret deal with Damietta
leading to the evacuation of Egypt. For the remainder of the twelfth century
this meant the end of the Frankish assault on Egypt. Nothwithstanding initial
successes Amalric's Egyptian policy had ended in disaster. It had been very
costly to finance because the vassals had to be paid in cash when they were
called to serve outside the kingdom: the campaign of 1164 had been paid for
by an Egyptian ally, who put up generous per diems; in 1167 an extraordinary
tax was levied on the vassals remaining at home; in 1168 lavish
promises in Egypt were made to the participants; while in 1169 Byzantium was
the paymaster. Except for the short-lived tribute of 1167 the gains which had
been hoped for had not materialized nor had the country been occupied.

On a royal visit to Constantinople in 1171 Amalric was treated with lavish
magnificence but this probably covered up the acceptance of some son of feudal
dependence on Byzantium by the king. The result was a growing influence of
the Byzantine emperor in the kingdom of Jerusalem. The Greek church could
emerge more freely than before into the open. For the first time since 1099 a
Greek patriarch of Jerusalem was able to reside in Palestine for eleven months
in 1177–8. Greek painters and mosaicists embellished, at Manuel's expense,
not only small crusader churches like the one at Abu Ghosh near Jerusalem
but also the principal shrines of the Nativity at Bethlehem and of the Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem. To the latter the crusaders had added a large choir
which had been completed in the days of King Fulk, although consecration
had been postponed to coincide with the fiftieth anniversary of Jerusalem's
conquest on 15 July 1149. In Bethlehem Manuel was remembered in a bilingual
inscription. His portrait was painted in the church and a mosaic showing the
cumenical council of 381 spoke, albeit in Greek, of the procession of the Holy
Spirit without reference to the filioque clause which had later been added to
the conciliar creed in the west. It seems that the bishop-chancellor Ralph of
Bethlehem truly merited William of Tyre's verdict that he was utterly worldly.

Help from Europe, although constantly requested, did not come. Saladin
in Cairo was not idle. In 1170 he recaptured Gaza and drove the Latins out
of Aqaba on the Red Sea, thus reopening the land route between Egypt and
Mecca and threatening the Frankish Transjordan from the south. His political
power in Egypt grew steadily. Following the restoration of Sunnism there, he
came to be considered as the champion of Islamic orthodoxy by the Sunnites.
This led to an increasing estrangement between him and his Syrian master after
1171. He was rescued from these difficulties by the more or less simultaneous
deaths of Nur al-Din and Amalric in 1174. In 1175 he was recognized by the
caliph as overlord of Egypt and most of Syria.
Over the years Saladin became increasingly committed to destroying the crusader states and it is for his overwhelming success on this score that his name has gone down all through history, but he was not admired by everyone. Over the centuries he has sometimes been forgotten in Islam and his renewed fame only dates from 1898 when the German emperor William II extolled his fame in a dinner speech in Damascus. William also restored Saladin's mausoleum in which consequently the Prussian eagle, sculptured in wood, is seen rising to the skies.

Although Saladin did not neglect the war against the Franks, he was not above concluding truces with them to gain time to advance his career in the Islamic world. This, and the fact that in 1177 he suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of the Franks, may have deceived some people in Jerusalem as to his actual strength. The truth was that after 1183 the Franks were caught, as if in a pair of tongs, by one man who ruled from Aleppo to Cairo.

Saladin's rise accelerated the decline of the Franks. King Amalric was succeeded by his minor son Baldwin IV who was afflicted by leprosy. Imperceptibly his legs became paralysed and he had to change from horse to litter. By the time he was twenty-one years of age he was a living corpse. He was beginning to lose his eyesight and his face was now so disfigured that in public he had to hide it behind a veil. As leprosy, in principle, rendered a king unfit for office, and as he could not marry and have children, his succession became a cause for concern in the east and in Europe. A regime of regents was not sufficient to prevent the rapid disintegration of the kingdom at the hands of greedy and opposing factions. In the beginning he had been under the thumb of his late father's favourite, the seneschal Miles of Plancy, who established an unconstitutional regime and interrupted the normal contacts between the king and his barons. It seems that it was the nobility which removed Miles by murder. He was accused of having plotted to supplant the king, but so did everyone else prominently in power in those years, including Count Raymond III of Tripoli after 1184.

Raymond had been released from Muslim captivity in 1174 and had not only regained his county but had also married the heiress of Galilee, which made him one of the greatest magnates in the kingdom. During his two regencies (1174–6 and 1184–6), and always in close cooperation with Bohemond III of Antioch, he conducted a cautious policy aiming at truces rather than battles. He headed one of the rival parties in the kingdom, and the view of the disintegration of the kingdom under the influence of rival factions in the decade before 1187 should, I believe, be retained, although it has recently been questioned. Raymond, who represented the interests of the old baronial families, was supported by the chronicler William of Tyre, who had had close affiliations with the royal family since his return from long studies in Europe in 1165. King Amalric had
entrusted the education of his son to him and had commissioned him to write his famous chronicle of the crusader states. Raymond appointed him royal chancellor in 1174 and archbishop of Tyre in 1175. Until 1180 he was the chief foreign policy adviser of the king and consistently advocated the alliance with the Byzantines.

The opposing faction, today mostly referred to as the ‘court party’, was actually a mixed bag of people. Most prominent among them was Agnes of Courtenay, the mother of the king. Banished from the court and separated from her children in 1163, she had made a return in 1175. After Raymond’s regency had ended when the king reached his majority in 1176, she became the dominant influence on the king and very skilfully built up a camarilla which shamelessly enriched itself. In 1176 she bought the release of her brother Joscelin III from Muslim captivity, where he had been since 1164. This titular count of Edessa was appointed to direct the king’s financial administration.

On the same occasion Reynald of Châtillon regained his liberty after sixteen years of prison. He was a prince without a principality who could not return to Antioch. His claims there had rested on his marriage to Princess Constance, who had been replaced by her son Bohemond III in 1164. In 1177 Reynald received the hand of Stephanie of Milly, one of the richest heiresses in the land. This made him lord of the Transjordan. Two Poitevin brothers, Aimery and Guy of Lusignan, added their ambitions to those of the others. Aimery became the king’s constable in 1181, after the towering figure of Humphrey II of Toron, constable since 1152 and a fine soldier, had died in 1179. It was Agnes who secured Aimery’s appointment, just as it was she who, in 1180, obtained the election of an old favourite, Archbishop Eraclius of Caesarea, to the patriarchate of Jerusalem. Eraclius was not, perhaps, the ideal candidate but certainly better than his extremely poor medieval reputation made him out to be.

The loser on this occasion was William of Tyre. From 1180 onwards he lost more and more of his former influence. He saw others preferred to him on important foreign missions and his political strategy of leaning on Byzantium collapsed two years after the death of Emperor Manuel Komnenos when, in a reaction to the regency of Maria of Antioch, the Latins in Constantinople were massacred in 1182. One year later William resigned from the chancellorship. In 1184, worn down by the deepest pessimism, he was ready to end his chronicle and could only with difficulty be persuaded to record future events of which he hoped in vain utinam fausta feliciaque. When he died in September 1186 he had written only one additional chapter, but at least his death spared him the grief of witnessing the total collapse of the kingdom only nine months later. While William remained at Raymond’s side, most of the clergy were brought over to the ‘court party’; they were followed in 1186 by the Templars.
The deteriorating state of the king's health sparked off many debates on his succession. In the absence of any children his closest heirs were his sister Sibyl and, failing her, his half-sister Isabella. This made their marriages state business of the first order. Sibyl was married to the marquis of Montferrat in 1176 but he died after one year, leaving her pregnant with the future Baldwin V. Various projects to find husbands for her had foundered before 1176; others met with the same fate afterwards. She had been born from an illicit union and had expressly been legitimized by the church but from 1183 at the latest doubts were being expressed about this. The debate was a delicate one because what applied to her applied equally to her brother on the throne. If she had no claim to his succession, he was the wrong man to wear the crown. In 1180 the prince of Antioch and the count of Tripoli were approaching from the north, apparently to talk with the king about Sibyl's re-marriage. By now illness had turned Baldwin IV into a man desperately clinging to his office and suspecting almost everyone of designs to supplant him. He quickly married Sibyl to Guy of Lusignan, thus making Guy count of Jaffa-Ascalon, Sibyl's inheritance.

He was to regret his choice which was a triumph for the 'court party'. The kingdom would, after the king's death, go to Sibyl and Guy. They and Agnes's party controlled the royal domain as well as the lordships of Jaffa-Ascalon, the Transjordan and Hebron, adding Toron in the north, when it was given to Agnes in c. 1183. Sidon was neutral after 1183. Only Galilee, under Raymond III of Tripoli, Ramla, Ibelin and Nablus under various members of the Ibelin family, and, perhaps, Caesarea were likely to put up any opposition. In fact, Raymond inspired such panic in the king and the court that in 1182 he was formally forbidden entry into the kingdom. In 1183 Baldwin IV abdicated de facto when he appointed Guy of Lusignan to be his regent on condition, characteristically, that he promise that he would not formally supplant him. For himself Baldwin only kept Jerusalem and a substantial annuity in cash. But in the same year the king had a change of heart for reasons which are not entirely clear. He dismissed his regent and reverted to a personal rule which he was less and less capable of discharging. In a last-ditch attempt to prevent a new regency by Raymond, Agnes of Courtenay tabled a motion which was carried after much debate. The king would continue to rule personally which meant that the 'court party' would remain in power. The succession problem was 'solved' by the coronation of Baldwin V, a boy of six, as king while his predecessor was still alive. It was hoped that this would mean the exclusion of Guy from the throne and make the deal acceptable to Baldwin IV.

But the king was not satisfied. In 1184 he tried to bring Guy down completely by having his marriage to Sibyl ended. This drove Guy into open disobedience. The king now confiscated his county and appointed Raymond to the kingdom's regency, in spite of the latter's hard conditions. This regency continued beyond
the old king’s death in 1185 but at the end of the summer of 1186 the child-king also died suddenly. Raymond tried to promote Sibyl’s half-sister Isabella as queen, but her husband went over to Guy’s side and in September 1186 there was a spectacular coup d’état by the ‘court party’. Joscelin III of Courtenay seized the royal domain of Acre and Beirut and even prevented Raymond from attending the funeral of Baldwin V. To bar Guy from the kingship Sibyl was divorced from him under pressure from the patriarch and Reynald of Châtillon. She agreed to this only on the condition that after her coronation as queen of Jerusalem she should be entirely free to choose her new husband and after she had received the crown she caused general consternation by selecting Guy from whom she had just been divorced. Guy had to be crowned.

The country was now on the brink of civil war between Raymond and Guy, who lavishly compensated Joscelin III, and doubtless others, for their support. Bohemond III of Antioch and Raymond III of Tripoli entered into truces with the Muslims for their northern possessions and in Galilee Raymond even accepted armed support from Saladin. Reynald of Châtillon now did in the Transjordan as he pleased. In 1179, 1182 and 1186, in spite of prevailing truces, he fell upon Muslim caravans and never made amends. The systematic attacks were probably aimed at wresting from the crown the last right it held there, that of taxing peaceful Muslim caravans. When Guy complained, Reynald answered that he was sires de sa terre in the same way as Guy was king in his kingdom and that truces between the kingdom and the Muslims did not concern him. He thus declared himself virtually independent. In 1183 he had shocked the Muslim world by a spectacular maritime invasion of the Red Sea and had been a target for Saladin ever since. Saladin, therefore, was ready to strike. In 1187 Reynald gave him the desired casus belli by ambushing another Muslim caravan. Saladin now invaded the country. Both sides pulled together all the troops they had. But in the middle ages pitched battle was always a risky business. Raymond of Tripoli, reconciled to the king, strongly advised against leaving good water supplies in Galilee. The master of the Templars changed the king’s mind, perhaps because, contrary to the will of Henry II of England, he had opened the large treasure which Henry had laid up as a frozen account in the east, to be spent only with his permission, and was now condemned to success to justify his action. On 3 and 4 July 1187 the Frankish army was cut to pieces on the hills of Hattin near Lake Galilee in the worst defeat ever to befall the crusader states. The relic of the True Cross was lost for ever. The king was captured. The army was either slain or taken prisoner. Most Templars were killed in captivity and Saladin in person struck off the head of Reynald of Châtillon. Within a matter of months Saladin took the rest of the country. Acre fell at once, Jerusalem followed in October. The great castles in the Transjordan surrendered in 1188 and 1189. It was the end of Frankish rule there, although in
1217 a German pilgrim still found a French widow in Montréal who showed him the way to Sinai. Beaufort in Lebanon capitulated in 1190.

In 1188 it was the turn of the north. Tripoli and the castles of the military orders in the county held out. The castles around Antioch fell, but the city bought a truce. One year before this Raymond III had died childless in Tripoli, after having arranged for the succession to his county by a son of the ruler of Antioch, but Antioch faced problems stemming from the rise of Lesser Armenia in Cilicia under Leon II (1187–1219). Tensions began to mount in 1191, coming to a head in 1194 when Bohemond III became Leon's prisoner. An Armenian takeover of Antioch failed, however, in the face of resistance offered by the urban commune. Jerusalem intervened on behalf of Bohemond who had to renounce his loose feudal suzerainty over Cilicia. Lesser Armenia now took advantage of German imperial politics and in 1198 Leon did homage to the emperor and was crowned king by the archbishop of Mainz. The death of Bohemond III in 1201 triggered a bitter war of succession between Tripoli and Lesser Armenia which lasted for fifteen years and eventually led to Antioch's union to Tripoli in 1219.

All that remained of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem in 1187 was the port-city of Tyre. It was valiantly defended by Conrad of Montferrat who had just arrived in time and set up another urban commune according to Italian fashion. Conrad had designs on the crown from the moment he arrived. Saladin could not wrest Tyre from him and made a considerable mistake when he failed to raze the chief port of Acre to the ground. When King Guy had been set free in 1188, in a situation to try the stoutest heart, he showed his mettle and in August 1189 set down to besiege Acre. He was insufficiently equipped for the siege, particularly since he received little or no help from Tyre, where Conrad refused to recognize him as king. The two contenders now dissipated what was left of the royal domain on an unprecedented scale, by their grants to their supporters. But, helped by growing arrivals from Europe, Guy kept the siege going until the coming of the Anglo-French armies of the Third Crusade which forced Acre to capitulate in July 1191.

The crusade saved the country. In September 1192 it was reconstituted, on a smaller scale and excluding Jerusalem, by the truce between Saladin and Richard I of England, which also covered Antioch and Tripoli. Before Richard left in October for Europe he had settled the problem of who was to rule the Latin kingdom, or thought he had. Up to this time he had supported Guy of Lusignan against Conrad, who relied on the French. He now dropped Guy who was compensated by becoming the ruler of Cyprus. The law of the country, in fact, favoured Conrad because Queen Sibyl had died, while Conrad had married her half-sister Isabella in 1190. But before Conrad could be crowned he was struck down by two Assassins in April 1192.
Within days his widow was married to Henry of Champagne, the count palatine of Troyes, who ruled for five years without ever being crowned. Gaining a respite when Saladin died in 1193, Henry ruled from Acre which was now the capital. Not only Jerusalem was lost but also Nazareth and the natural frontier along the Jordan river. The coast from north of Tyre to south of Jaffa was Frankish but, close to the coast, Lydda and Ramla were partitioned between the Franks and the Muslims. Land connections between the kingdom of Jerusalem, a name which persisted, and the county of Tripoli were broken by Muslim possession of Sidon and Beirut whereas a Muslim Latakia separated the county from the principality of Antioch. The old nobility had been decimated at Hattin, and the survivors had become impoverished by the loss of fiefs now in Muslim territory. There was emigration to Cyprus, now under Latin rule, and, after 1204, to the new crusader states in Frankish Greece. There were newcomers but the future among the nobles belonged to the Ibelin family, in the country since a little before 1115.

Henry of Champagne was an able ruler who tried to reconstruct the kingdom. Occasionally he resorted to high-handed measures, as when he imprisoned the canons of the Holy Sepulchre because, in 1194, they elected a patriarch without his knowledge instead of presenting him with a choice of two as had been the custom formally abolished by Pope Celestine III in 1191. Henry had to give in quickly. He also had his share of troubles, with the Pisans plotting against him on behalf of Guy of Lusignan. They were Guy’s natural allies because both he and Conrad had made enormous concessions to them in Acre, giving them the waterfront on both sides of the old city including the whole port. They had made vain attempts to take over large parts of the Seigneurie de Joscelin (below, p. 669). This would have made them crown vassals. They had also briefly succeeded in subjecting their scattered holdings in the royal part of Acre to their own consular jurisdiction, now extended to cover everything except feudal tenures, and to have them taxed by Pisa rather than the king. This policy had a certain grandeur but challenged the rulers. Henry bluntly presented them with a choice of surrendering their holdings in the royal part of the city if they wished to keep their privileges or, like others, to hold them on his conditions. He cut the Pisan quarter back to its previous size; in any case the donation of the waterfront had not been implemented after the reconquest of Acre. But Henry overreacted when he drove the Pisans completely from the mainland and arrested the constable Aimery, Guy’s brother. In the end he needed the naval squadron which Pisa was the only Italian city to maintain permanently in the Levant at that time and he had to readmit them in 1194.

Aimery of Lusignan preferred to join his brother in Cyprus, succeeding to him there in 1194. Faced by a Greek-speaking and Orthodox population, Guy had distributed lands on a reckless scale to prospective vassals ready to come to
Cyprus from the mainland or establish a second foothold there. Aimery, who became the first king of Cyprus in 1197 after performing homage to the emperor Henry VI, reduced this to proportions, ensuring a financial preponderance for the Cypriot kings. With the able help of Alan of Lydda, now the first chancellor of Cyprus and archbishop of Nicosia, he organized the Latin church on Cyprus by despoiling, it must be admitted, the Greek church. The ritual differences could never be solved and much work in organizing the hierarchy and the distribution of revenues was left to the thirteenth century.

Henry of Champagne died in 1197 during the emperor Henry VI’s crusade. Under German pressure the hand of Henry’s widow Isabella was now given to King Aimery of Cyprus who thus also became king of Jerusalem. Jerusalem was not an imperial fief but Aimery’s election opened a long period of Hohenstaufen influence in the east. Its chief instrument was the order of the Teutonic Knights, formally founded in March 1198 in Acre but having its origins in a German field hospital established during the Third Crusade and, even further back, in a German hospital in twelfth-century Jerusalem. In electing Aimery the barons of the kingdom had hoped for a united kingdom of Cyprus and Jerusalem, but Aimery kept the two strictly apart in a purely personal union. He thus saved the wealth of Cyprus from being depleted on behalf of the mainland. In 1197 he occupied Beirut, thus restoring the land connection with Tripoli. In 1198 he renewed a truce with the Muslims which had been broken by the arrival of the German crusade. When he renewed it again in 1204 the terms were surprisingly advantageous, the Christians receiving the Muslim half of Sidon and Ramla and all of Jaffa, which had been lost in 1197.

It used to be believed that among the great tragedies on 1187 had been the loss of the Lettres de S´epulcre, the collection of royal laws enacted since 1099 and deposited as individual charters in the church of the Holy Sepulchre and that in an attempt to replace them Aimery issued a codification of feudal law known as the Livre au Roi. The text of the Livre is preserved and reveals the king’s intentions in reflecting at least some of the rights of the stronger twelfth-century monarchy. But it has recently been proven that the Lettres had never existed but were only a myth fabricated by thirteenth-century feudal lawyers. The Livre was not likely to make the king popular with his vassals. Neither was the fact that, for lack of revenues, he curtailed their money fiefs, even if for this purpose he relied on the help of two commissioners elected by them. All this may have been behind the spectacular attempt on the king’s life by four German knights in 1198 from which he only very narrowly escaped. He took a considerable time to recover from his wounds. It was the one and only Christian attempt to murder a king of Jerusalem, although previous kings had repeatedly feared for their lives. Aimery fixed the blame on Ralph of Tiberias, who had competed with him for the crown in 1197. He survived the German
swords but in Lent 1205 (1 April) he died from over-indulging in fish which may not have been fresh and his queen Isabella soon followed him to the grave. After a century of kings the stage was set for a century of the aristocracy.

This feudal nobility was already, of course, of great importance in the twelfth century but so little is known about the feudal society in the northern crusader states that the discussion must here be limited to the kingdom of Jerusalem and must, for lack of space and knowledge, be confined to the Latin Staatsvolk, to the exclusion of the Muslims and Syro-Christians, not to mention the minorities of the separated eastern churches or, even smaller in number, the Jews.

Roughly speaking, the Latin kingdom consisted of royal domain, lordships and church lands, leaving aside the exempt Italian concessions in the port cities. Church properties, owing little or no service or payments, were scattered throughout both the royal domain and the lordships. In the thirteenth century this became a serious problem but it is difficult to contend that in the twelfth century this impoverished the lords, and if the kings were poor – and they frequently were – it was certainly not a result of an alienation of royal lands to the church. Such alienation by the magnates was frequently the result of their need for ready cash, and of this the kings, even when poor, had more than their vassals. Often enough, giving lands to a religious corporation was a cheap way for the vassals to settle wastelands and make them economically more profitable in the first place. It is true that the lords thus lost revenues, but the kingdom gained settlers, alleviating thereby the most pressing problem of the crusader states: manpower shortage. Also, the secular and the regular church, at least in times of need, carried a heavy burden of footsoldiers maintained at their expense, with the patriarch of Jerusalem and his chapter owing 500 each. Certainly, the military orders successfully claimed full exemption from services to the king or the lords for whatever they owned, but they added their considerable fighting power and the castles built or enlarged by them to the kingdom's strength and fought, more often than not, without direct financial reward. It is true that in the Egyptian campaign of 1168 the Hospitallers presented a very heavy bill but so did everyone else because military service outside the kingdom had to be paid for directly; and the king did not seal the respective diploma. There was, in the twelfth century, only one big defensive frontier march in the hands of a military order on the borders of the Latin kingdom, around the Templar castle of Safad in Galilee, while the much smaller county of Tripoli had two of them. The other castles of the orders were sometimes strong (Belvoir) but did not control extensive marches.

The royal domain was the greatest block of lands owned by any one person. At least according to the feudal jurists of the thirteenth century, the king could do in his domain as he pleased: he could freely alienate royal lands to the
church, he could create allodial lands or fiefs without service, he could relieve
vassals of their service or fully acquit them of it, he could create as many
vassals as he pleased, while they were bound not to sub-infeudate more land
than they themselves retained. Conversely, he could not do anything in the
lordships without the lord's consent, nor could he make a donation or create
a rear-vassal at a lord's expense. Whether the feudal practice was ever that
strict is open to conjecture, although the kings seem to have refrained from
interference in the lordships unless called upon to redress patent wrong-doings
against rear-vassals. There is, with regard to the domain, a particular lack of
sources because within it the kings made extensive use of the money fief. To
estimate the extent of this we would need to have the lost records of the royal
secrète, the king's exchequer so to speak. As the century proceeded, the domain
was subject to great fluctuations in size and, hence, in revenue. The kingdom
expanded up to 1153 and so did the domain. But the expansion of both was
quicker at the beginning of the century than towards the middle. The domain
also grew from confiscation of fiefs following revolts but, although there was
no Leihezwang preventing the king from keeping such acquisitions, such fiefs
sooner or later were used again to provide for family or vassals. Occasionally,
the king adroitly exploited a vassal's financial difficulties such as when he cut
off a debt-ridden lord of Beirut in c. 1166 from all credit until he was forced
to trade his lordship to the king for a money fief. The king did allow him to
marry the very rich heiress of the Transjordan but after her death he lost the
lordship and found himself very insufficiently compensated with the tiny one
of Blanchemarde. In 1180 Humphrey IV of Toron, the heir of the Transjordan,
had to surrender to the king his patrimony at Toron, which he had inherited
in the previous year, as part of a deal which gave him a king's daughter for a
bride.

But these gains through conquest, confiscation and manipulation were offset
by the constant demand on the king to pay his vassals and mercenaries, to
reward his supporters and to provide for members of the royal family. The last
was done on a lavish scale. Acre and Tyre, the economic centres of the kingdom,
had to provide for the king's son-in-law Fulk of Anjou 1129–31. The county of
Jaffa–Ascalon was an appanage first for Amalric, the brother of King Baldwin
III, then for Sybil, the sister of King Baldwin IV. The county was a true fief
only in c. 1108–34, 1191–3 and 1197, but was an appanage in 1151, 1154–63 and
1176–86. Nablus with most of Samaria was given to Queen Melisende 1152–62
and to Queen Maria Komnena from either 1167 or 1174 to 1187.

The king administered and exploited his domain, including its towns,
through the viscounts as the principal crown agents, who had judicial, ad-
ministrative and financial functions. King Baldwin I originally had only one
viscount for the whole of the kingdom, but as the kingdom grew this became
impractical and in 1115 there was a major administrative reform which broke up the kingdom into several vicecomital districts (Jerusalem with Judaea, Nablus with Samaria, Acre, later also Tyre). This office was so successful that many lordships began to have viscounts of their own.

Since after 1115 the royal viscounts were restricted to their respective districts, their office was ill suited to help the king in ruling his kingdom as opposed to administering his domain. Government was carried out by the king in person acting in council with the advice of his barons. With them, and often with the episcopate, he debated and formulated government policies and with them he sat in supreme judgement on feudal matters pertaining to crown fiefs. This body, known in the twelfth century as the *curia regis*, became known later as the *Haute Cour*. It had its smaller counterparts in the seigneurial courts. In the task of government the king was helped by his great household officials. As these offices were lucrative and of considerable political weight, they were often in the hands of the landed aristocracy, although royal favourites not from this privileged class might be appointed through royal patronage. An exception was the chancellor because he had to be a literate ecclesiastic. At first he actually composed the royal charters but as time wore on, he withdrew from this daily business retaining, however, the formal direction of the chancery and keeping and controlling the seal. In the second half of the twelfth century he was the principal foreign policy adviser of the king, and from early on in his office quite naturally was a springboard for an episcopal career. The kingdom’s military establishment was under the direction of the royal constable and the royal marshal, whereas the seneschal, to whom the viscounts accounted financially, directed the king’s financial affairs through a separate office known as the *secrète*, perhaps more departmentalized than the chancery but still rudimentary when compared, for example, with England’s exchequer. The greater lordships who could afford it emulated the royal household for their own administrative purposes.

With the exception of most church lands, the properties of the military orders and the autonomous quarters of the Italian communes, the kingdom became, for practical purposes, fully feudalized. At the source of this process was, of course, the king. In the early days he occasionally signed away whole conquered towns and their districts as fiefs (Haifa 1100–1, Sidon and Beirut 1110). In 1100 Tancred accepted Tiberias and Bethsan as a fief from Godfrey, and Tiberias grew into a very large fief, the principality of Galilee. But most of the lordships originated in royal castellanies (Tiberias 1099, Hebron and Jaffa 1100, Arsuf and Caesarea 1101, Ramla 1099–1102, Toron c. 1105, Scandalion 1117, Ibelin and Blanchegarde c. 1142, Mirabel before 1150). The only lordship to have neither a town nor a castle as a nucleus was Transjordan, which slowly grew from 1115 onwards.
Occasionally whole towns given in fief became lordships from the beginning. Taking as points of reference the years of death of the kings, the lordships of Haifa, Sidon and Beirut existed by 1118. By then some castellanies had also risen to this status (Tiberias 1100, Caesarea by 1110, Jaffa 1108–10, Toron c. 1115). By 1131 one of the kingdom’s two ecclesiastical lordships had been added to the seigneurial map, that of the archbishop of Nazareth (before 1121), while Bethsan had been elevated by 1129, both in unknown circumstances. By 1143 Ramla and the ecclesiastical lordship of the bishop of Lydda (a vassal of the ruler since 1099) had become lordships. Both had been created before 1138 in the wake of the revolt of Count Hugh II of Jaffa in 1134. By the end of the following reign in 1163 there were three new lordships (Scandalion before 1148, Mirabel by 1162, Arsuf c. 1163, at the latest by 1168). By 1174 Ibelin (1163–7) and Blanchegarde (1174) had acquired seigneurial status. The last castellany to become a lordship was Hebron (1177; at least this seems more probable than 1161 which has also been argued). To these must be added the quasi-seigneuries which were lordships in fact, or even in name, but not in law, such as Nablus, which after 1177 developed out of the dowry for a former queen, and the Seigneurie de Joscelin, a conglomerate of lands, revenues, wardships and other rights which Joscelin III of Courtenay, uncle and seneschal of King Baldwin IV, obtained for himself from 1179 onwards in the royal domain of Acre.

This account is, to some extent, deceptive. While it demonstrates that most of the big lordships go back to the early days of the kingdom, it does not reveal that some developed only very gradually or that others gained and lost their status as they drifted out of, and into, the royal domain. Examples must suffice. Jaffa, for instance, was a royal castellany until c. 1107. Between 1108 and 1110 it became a county under the Le Puiset family until 1134, when the king confiscated it. It remained royal domain until 1151 when it became the appanage of the king’s brother, Amalric. He lost it in the civil war of 1152, regained it in 1154 and was able to add Ascalon to it, to which the Le Puisets had laid proleptic claims as early as the 1120s. When he rose to be king in 1163, Jaffa-Ascalon returned to the royal domain and left it, once more, in 1176 as an appanage for the king’s sister. When she, in turn, rose to be queen in 1186, the double county became royal domain again, was a fief in 1191, domain in 1193 and again a fief when it fell to the Muslims in 1197. Its checkered history continued in the thirteenth century. These changes in status had their repercussions among the vassals of the counts, particularly at Ramla which started out as a royal castellany. It became a fief of the counts of Jaffa but by 1120 had an unofficial quasi-seigneurial status. Shortly after the county reverted to the royal domain in 1134, Ramla was officially recognized as a lordship, but it lost this status in the 1150s, when there was a count again. Hugh of Ramla then used his grandfather’s seal, although when his count was present he used...
the comital seal, claiming that he had no seal of his own. After the count had become king, Ramla was again ranked as a lordship.

The most striking example of a gradual growth was Transjordan. After campaigns from 1100 to 1115 which brought the country north of the Yabbok river into the principality of Galilee, the former Viscount Pisellus was established as lord south of the Yabbok. In the same year (1115) the king, further south, built the strong castle of Montréal (Shaubak) which was not joined to the Transjordanian lordship until the early 1130s; only around this time was Frankish rule extended as far as Petra and Aqaba. But this most southern part continued to be a royal holding until 1161, when the region south of Petra was made part of the lordship which now, after nearly half a century, finally reached its greatest extension, from the Yabbok to the Red Sea.

In theory this feudal map did not change when most lordships were wiped out in 1187. Only some of them could be regained, but on paper they all continued in being. A text of 1239 enumerating land occupied by the Muslims carefully listed the pretender to Transjordan, who was already four generations removed from the last Frankish holder, although Transjordan was never returned to the kingdom. Until recently it was believed that after c. 1130, and except for the most major upheavals in feudal revolts, there was security of possession for feudal tenures big and small. This is, indeed, true if we think in medieval fashion in terms of *lignages*, of families firmly rooted in their lordships and fiefs. Putting down such roots was facilitated by legislation. It is true that an old rule that fiefs could be inherited not only by direct offspring but also by collateral heirs was changed before 1150, but the ‘old fiefs’ could successfully defend themselves against it. Another law preventing the accumulation of fiefs by one man also disappeared. This was to the benefit of all fiefholders but, more particularly, to that of the small baronial group, which, through carefully arranged marriages, concentrated more and more feudal lands in the hands of a very small group of families steadily growing in status, richness and power. It was obviously difficult to dispossess such *lignages*. We used to believe that a law promulgated by King Baldwin II set down twelve crimes which entailed royal confiscation of fiefs without trial by peers but this view has successfully been challenged. Rather, the law laid down fixed penalties which were at the king’s disposal, but only after a vassal had been pronounced by his peers to be guilty.

In the thirteenth century the inheritance of fiefs was rigidly governed by the theory of the *plus dreit heir aparant*, that is the nearest relative to the last in possession of a fief, present in the east and capable of performing the services due. But it seems that twelfth-century practice was less rigid and protected more the *lignage* than the individual. For the latter the wheel of fortune could turn very quickly and there were more conflicts between the kings and their vassals
than our principal chronicles reveal at first sight. These men rose not only by the fortune of their swords but also by royal patronage, by faithful royal service, by shrewdly planned marriages which, however, needed the king’s approval. But they could fall from grace very suddenly and when there was a change of king they often fell because the new king felt the need for a clientèle of his own.

Again examples of such vicissitudes must suffice. In Beirut the first lord from the Brisebarre family was driven into exile in the wake of the revolt of Hugh II of Jaffa (1134) and was succeeded by his brother Guy, a particularly faithful supporter of King Fulk. Soon after Fulk’s death he had to relinquish the seigneurie to his brother Walter, now back from exile (1144), as Queen Melisende was in power as regent. But Guy, again on the king’s side, made a come-back after King Baldwin III had attained his majority in 1145. He had regained his fief by 1147. He now maintained himself in Beirut until his death, whereas Walter embarked on a distinguished career as a Knight Templar. This reconstruction is more plausible than the older Beirut genealogies with their constant changes of Guys and Walters from seemingly different generations.

The most spectacular fall was that of Count Hugh II of Jaffa. He had successfully claimed Jaffa as his inheritance shortly before 1120. In 1123 he married Emma, the widow of Eustace I of Caesarea-Sidon. In addition to his county of Jaffa he now administered the rich oasis of Jericho belonging to Emma and the lordships of Caesarea and Sidon on behalf of Emma’s two minor sons. He controlled the coast from its then most southerly point at Jaffa almost to Haifa and, again, from north of Tyre almost to Beirut. He had to surrender Caesarea when Eustace’s son Walter reached his majority in 1128, but he seems to have held Sidon until his fall in 1134. Hardly had King Fulk ascended the throne when Walter of Caesarea put in an unsuccessful claim to Sidon. Fulk decided to finish with Hugh. His de facto accumulation of fiefs was without precedence and made him a potential danger. As a second cousin of Queen Melisende Hugh resented and opposed Fulk’s attempt to upset, in his early years, the joint rule which guaranteed Melisende a share in the government and the kingdom. As one of the greatest vassals he was a natural leader of those among the nobles who were angered by the disconcerting way in which Fulk had changed the trusted servants of Baldwin II for his own men, many of them upstarts. Above all, Hugh was a Norman by upbringing, although he came from a Chartrain family, since he had been born and raised in Apulia. He was, in fact, the head of the Norman party which was Fulk’s favourite target.

Fulk found a willing tool in the disgruntled Walter of Caesarea, who coveted Sidon. In 1134, at Fulk’s instigation, he rose in the king’s court accusing his stepfather Hugh of having plotted against the king’s life. A judicial duel was to be held but Hugh failed to appear and preferred to enlist the help of the Muslims at Ascalon. This was open treason. Hugh was now left by his own
vassals who went over to the king’s side. He was finished and was banished from the kingdom for three years. He went to Apulia never to return. Melisende was associated with Fulk’s government and to that extent Fulk had lost. But in all other respects he was the winner. The Norman party was finished and the vassals had been tamed. The king confiscated not only the county of Jaffa but certainly Jericho and very likely Sidon, which Walter did not get, and where a new lord, from a different family, is not found until 1147.

In 1161 Gerald, this new lord, was briefly banished from the kingdom because he had arbitrarily dispossessed one of his vassals. The king intervened *manu militari* and re-instated his rear-vassal and drawing on this incident, the next king, Amalric, promulgated the *Assise sur la ligée* which brought all rear-vassals into direct contact with the king by making him liege lord for vassals and rear-vassals alike. This may have been intended to increase the power of the king by letting him interfere directly in the lordships and by providing him, in his *Haute Cour*, with support against the barons from the far more numerous small rear-vassals who now obtained a voice. If this was the purpose it miscarried. The *Assise* did ease changing the status of a vassal. As recently as 1161 the king, when transferring the service of a royal vassal to a seigneur, had specified that homage would continue to be rendered to the king. This safeguarded this man’s social status when, for all practical purposes, he became a seigneurial vassal. Such complicated solutions were no longer necessary after the *Assise* had placed the rear-vassals on an equal footing with even the greatest magnates. Parity between the different strata of vassals, however, remained purely fictitious. The small rear-vassals, equipped as they were with only a money fief of between 300 and 1,000 gold pieces per annum, were no match for the magnates and quite simply did not have the money to attend the king’s court. Through the *Assise* the king did not gain in power. It did not prevent the steady decline of the monarchy after 1174 and we never hear of it being applied by the king in his interests or against the magnates. On the contrary, in the thirteenth century the *Assise* became the Magna Carta of the nobility against arbitrary rule by the king or his regent. This belongs to another chapter even though the first instance of such an interpretation belongs to the late twelfth century.

Apart from the Frankish barons and knights there were also Frankish *bourgeois*, a relatively large group comprising all non-noble Franks. The Frankish peasants in the small settlements and in the manor houses in the countryside were included in this class, but most were concentrated in the towns, where they engaged in various artisanal productions or trade. Some of them also served as minor officials of a king or a lord in town and country or as jurors in the *Cour des Bourgeois*, which declared the law in all civil and criminal cases pertaining to the burgesses and also exercised blood justice over the non-Franks. Petty commercial cases were heard in special courts composed of more Syro-Christians
than Franks, but major ones were transferred to the *Cour des Bourgeois*, which also was an appeals court for these special courts in cases of less value. As the *Cour des Bourgeois* was exclusively composed of Franks and had such a wide competence, the jurors were quite an influential group of people whose office frequently ran in the family. The king or respective lord retained his influence through his viscount, whose chief duty it was to preside over the burgess court. Inevitably, therefore, burgesses rose from the jury to be viscounts now and then. But the jurors were local *notables* rather than veteran politicos. The political influence of the burgesses as a coherent social group was insignificant. In the thirteenth century a law was thought to be unconstitutional because it had been passed without the assent of the *bourgeois*, but the significant fact is that in the twelfth century it had been enacted.

The *bourgeois* had their own non-feudal land tenures held either from the king or one of his feudatories or an ecclesiastical corporation. These holdings, mostly but not exclusively urban, were known as *héritages* or *tenures en bourgeoisie*. They were hereditable properties, mostly real estate, for which the tenant answered to the *Cour des Bourgeois*, normally paid a *cens* and provided other burgess services about which we know little except for the duty to serve as footsoldiers in emergencies. As opposed to fiefs, the sale of which was very restricted, *héritages* could be freely sold or partitioned. This made them attractive even to the nobles, although this was largely a thirteenth-century phenomenon. *Bourgeois* belonged to the Latin ruling class and were, even when poor, socially superior to, and more privileged in law than, rich Syro-Christians; even as peasant settlers they were personally free and therefore better off than most of their European counterparts. But as a political class they do not seem to have had any consciousness of their own in the twelfth century. They did not form craftsmen’s guilds which might have become the nucleus of urban autonomy and they did not acquire a law code of their own until the thirteenth century, but were content to live in the rudimentary political and social framework of limited self-government which the *Cour des Bourgeois*, based on orally transmitted customary law, provided. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the urban commune so powerful in Italy and France never played a significant role in the Latin east except when such organizations sprang up temporarily to defend the community in times of need. Even then they were dominated by the nobles and are to be found only towards the end of the twelfth century. In the thirteenth century, when Acre was not only the capital but very often all that was left of the state, the *bourgeois* made themselves politically more felt. But in the twelfth century they were not a match for either the king or the nobility.

It may look as if the nobles were not a match for the kings up to 1174. It is only in careful retrospect that we notice the signs that from 1143 onwards,
imperceptibly at first, a very small group of baronial clans were beginning to impose checks on the monarchs. After 1174, they increasingly turned the kingdom into a self-service store for their lignages. These magnates were very able men and later produced some of the finest feudal lawyers anywhere. But they were too egocentric. The crusader states had great kings and great barons, but they never had a Simon of Montfort. As the twelfth century gave way to the thirteenth they were not only encircled and endangered. They were also inwardly unhealthy.
In the year 1000, in the midst of the so-called Shi’ite century of Islam, the Sevener Shi’ite imam and caliph al-Hakim bi amr Allah, ‘He Who Rules in Accordance with God’s Command’, had his tutor and regent, the white eunuch Barjawan, assassinated in the royal palace city of al-Qahira, ‘the Victorious’, from which Cairo takes its name. From then until his disappearance in 1021, he presided over an empire intended to restore the religious and political unity of the Muslim community under its true leaders, the descendants of Muhammad, of his cousin and chosen successor ‘Ali, and his daughter Fatima, divinely appointed to the imamate or supreme authority for the faith, and destined to the caliphate or lieutenancy of God and His Prophet as commanders of the faithful. In the course of the tenth century, his Fatimid dynasty had risen to power, first in North Africa and then in Egypt and Syria, while the original Arab empire under the older ‘Abbasid dynasty of caliphs had finally disintegrated under the weight of its own excessive taxation.\(^1\) The ‘Abbasids themselves had survived at Baghdad, but as the purely nominal rulers of the Muslim world, traditionally recognized but no longer obeyed by the independent princes of their former provinces. At Baghdad itself, moreover, they were under the protection of the Buyid or Buwayhid dynasty of western Iran and Iraq. Like the Fatimids, the Buyids were also Shi’ites or partisans of the fourth caliph ‘Ali, in preference to the ‘Abbasids who claimed descent from the Prophet’s uncle. They did not therefore recognize the Fatimids as true heirs to the empire of the faith, but rather the Hidden Imam of the Twelver Shi’ites, who had vanished into ghayba or supernatural occlusion in 874. Together with the Fatimids, the Buyids nevertheless ensured that the heartlands of the Islamic world in the Near and Middle East were ruled by monarchs whose political and religious
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authority had wholly or partially superseded that of the previous sovereigns of Islam.

Despite this Shi’ite supremacy, the Shi’ite victory was precarious. Shi’ism itself had barely emerged as a religious doctrine out of widespread political loyalty to the ‘Alids or ‘Alawis, the descendants of ‘Ali who laid claim to rule as the Prophet’s closest kin. In so far as it had done so, it was riven by the disagreement of the Seveners and the Twelvers over the identity of the imam whose religious authority was central to their faith. The Fatimids’ impressive rise from revolution to empire had convinced a variety of Shi’ites right across the Islamic world of the truth of their claim to the imamate in line of descent from ‘Ali’s younger son Husayn, through the figure of Muhammad ibn Isma’il, the Seventh Imam with whom the line had passed into satr or concealment at the end of the eighth century, before its reappearance in the person of the Fatimid mahdi in North Africa in 910.2 But this claim was disputed by the Twelvers, who did not recognize the imamate of Muhammad ibn Isma’il, and by many ‘Alids who challenged the whole of the Fatimid genealogy. While Shi’ites thus divided their loyalties between alternative, even multiple claimants to the authority of God on earth,3 their opponents not only included established monarchs threatened by the principle of ‘Alid rule, beginning with the ‘Abbasids but extended to dynasties on the periphery of the Islamic world, most notably the Umayyads in Spain and the Ghnaznavids in eastern Iran. The majority of the men of religion objected less to Shi’ite claims to power than to Shi’ite claims to authority over the Shari’a or Islamic Law. Whereas most jurists claimed to follow the Sunna or exemplary custom of the Prophet as preserved by the collective scholarship of successive generations of students and teachers, Shi’ites had come to regard their chosen imam as the sole guarantor of the authenticity of this Prophetic tradition from generation to generation. When, as in the case of the Fatimids, the chosen imam who laid down the Law was also the monarch who enforced it, the conflict between Shi’ites and the Sunni majority, who relegated the ruler to the executive arm of the Law, was not only doctrinal but political.4 It was made all the more acute by the Mahdism of the Fatimids, by their belief in their messianic mission to revive the faith after its lapse into ignorance on the part of the faithful, which had brought their dynasty to power in North Africa and Egypt. The Buyids, who laid no claim to religious authority themselves, were more modest, seeking only a niche for themselves as barbarian intruders upon the imperial Arab scene. The lines of battle were nevertheless sharply drawn; and despite the political success of Shi’ism, the obstacles to its

---

2 See Brett (1994a).
3 See, for Twelver Shi’ism, Momen (1983), and for Sevener Shi’ism, Daftary (1990).
4 For the relationship between government and the Law in Sunni jurisprudence, and the distinctive difference from Shi’ism, see Coulson (1964), ch. 9, pp. 120–34 and pp. 106–7.
further empire building were formidable, and in the end, insuperable. Hakim himself was to prove the point.

By the time he came to power any aspiration the Fatimids may have had to reconstitute the old Arab empire by conquest had been effectively abandoned, as the dynasty settled firmly into the pattern of states created by the break-up of the ‘Abbasid empire in the tenth century. Their state in Egypt and Syria was none other than the empire of the Ikhshidids, who had carved it out of the ‘Abbasid dominions in the 930s and 40s; and it suffered the same limitations. During the reign of Hakim’s father ‘Aziz, 975–96, the North African territories of the dynasty in Ifriqiya, that is, Tunisia with eastern Algeria and Tripolitania, had become a hereditary monarchy under their Zirid viceroyos, who ruled in the name of the caliph but no longer at his command. The failure of the dynasty to retain control of its original base for the conquest of Egypt in 969 was matched by the difficulty of annexing Syria, the necessary base for any advance into Iraq to eradicate the ‘Abbasids and their authority entirely. By the death of ‘Aziz in 996, the Fatimids were in control of the former Ikhshidid province of southern and central Syria from a capital at Damascus, but Aleppo under the Hamdanids had eluded them, not least because its independence was championed by Byzantium, which feared for its hold on Antioch, captured in 969 as the Fatimids marched triumphantly into the Nile valley. ‘Aziz had died in the midst of hostilities between the two empires, which had allowed him to pose as the champion of Islam in the holy war upon the infidel, but little more.5 The Syrian desert, meanwhile, was in the hands of three large, and militant, tribal Arab groups – the Kilab in the north, the Kalb in the centre and the Tayy in the south – which had threatened the security of the country for the past century. During the thirty years that had elapsed since their arrival in Egypt, the inability of the Fatimids to alter the political pattern of the Muslim world by force of arms was only matched by their inability to overcome the religious divisions of the community by persecution or persuasion. Out of the general revolutionary atmosphere at the beginning of the tenth century, the da’wa or call of the dynasty had condensed its respondents into a sectarian minority of Isma’ilis, whose revolutionary appeal was either limited or localized. Despite their high profile, the popularity of the ‘Alid cause and the widespread Shi’ite sympathies of Iraq and Syria, which favoured their recognition as caliphs in the Friday prayer, the Fatimids had no mass following of believers to advance their claim to speak for Islam as a whole, or to promote their imperial cause. The empire over which Hakim ruled was thus of a different kind from that which the ‘Abbasids had lost.

5 When Basil II unexpectedly invaded Syria in 995 to relieve the Fatimid siege of Aleppo, ‘Aziz had summoned the faithful to the holy war, but sat in camp for weeks outside Cairo until the emperor withdrew at the end of the season: Maqrizi, Itti’az, i, pp. 287–8.
It was an empire which continued to be predicated upon the divine mission of the Fatimid imamate to bring the whole of Islam into its fold. The fold in question embraced the state or Dawla proper in Egypt and Syria, where the Fatimid imam ruled as well as reigned in the capacity of caliph or deputy of God on earth, and what might be termed the Dawla by courtesy, where he reigned but did not rule. The chief example of such a state was that of Ifriqiya under the Zirids, together with Sicily under the Kalbids and the Hijaz, the Holy Places, of which the Fatimid caliph was the protector as well as the supplier with grain. Despite the failure of ʿAziz to take Aleppo in 995, the city with its mainly Shiʿite population became a Fatimid dependency in 1002, when the Hamdanids were dispossessed by their army commander Luʾluʾ, who was succeeded in 1008 by his son Marwan. Outside the fold, meanwhile, was what might be termed the Dawla Irredenta, the rest of the Muslim world, where the imam–caliph neither ruled nor reigned, but which he would have to redeem in God’s good time if the mission of the dynasty were to be accomplished. Here, therefore, conquest was never excluded, but diplomacy was more characteristically employed to win friendship and possible recognition from dynasties such as the Kurdish Marwanids of Mayyafariqin in the hill country of the upper Tigris, and the Arab bedouin ʿUqaylids of northern Iraq. Behind the diplomacy lay the propaganda, systematically put out to maintain the cause of the dynasty and promote local revolutions, whether by violence or persuasion, which would draw the states in question, under a pro-Fatimid prince, into the inner circle of the Dawla by courtesy. The propaganda was directed on the one hand at the Ismaʿili faithful, stretching across the Islamic world as far as India and central Asia, to encourage their missionary activity, and on the other hand at princes like the Buyids, who might be willing to convert. The great achievement of Hakim’s reign was to develop this propaganda from the personal task of the imam in Ifriqiya, followed by that of the chief qadi in Egypt, into the work of a college responsible for the teaching and training of duʿat (sing. daʿī), ‘missionaries’ under the direction of a chief daʿī. At the same time, this teaching provoked the greatest controversy of the reign.

THE REIGN OF HAKIM AND ITS OUTCOME

For the reign was nothing if not controversial. When Hakim so ruthlessly took power, he did so with one eye upon his imperial mission, and the other on the servants of his household, his secretariat and his army, which had quarrelled over the regency during his minority, and threatened to rule in his name. The threat was symptomatic of the evolution of the Fatimid regime from the ‘patriarchal’,

household government of the dynasty in Ifriqiya to the grander ‘patrimonial’
style of the caliphate in Egypt, to borrow Weber’s terms. The Fatimids in fact
provided Weber with important examples of the ‘routinization of charisma’
on the one hand, whereby the monarch’s God-given right to rule became
institutionalized, and ‘patrimonialism’ on the other, whereby the monarch’s
authority was delegated to his servants, to the detriment of his ability to rule.7
The evolution of such a regime in Egypt was theatrical, governed by the need to
emulate all rivals with a show of power and authority in the manner of the time.
It centred therefore on the great new palace city of al-Qahira outside the civilian
metropolis of Fustat, where government was conducted with all due pomp
and ceremony.8 That government rested upon the fiscal bureaucracy of Egypt,
whose largely Coptic Christian personnel supplied the secretarial skills required
throughout the administration. Increasingly, however, the Copts were joined
by secretarial families from Iraq in search of employment after the collapse
of the ‘Abbasid Dawla,9 and by Jews, one of whom, the convert Ya‘qub ibn
Killis, had become the first Fatimid wazir, the servant who ‘lifted the burden’ of
government from the shoulders of the sovereign.10 His appointment by ‘Aziz
was a significant step away from the personal control of the administration
by the caliph in Ifriqiya, towards government by an army of clerks distinct
from the royal household, directed by a minister rather than the monarch.
Meanwhile, the single most important task of that clerical army was to pay the
army proper, which in the course of the warfare in Syria had grown from a corps
of Berber cavalry into a composite force of Turkish as well as Berber cavalry,
and black Sudanese and Daylami (that is, Iranian) infantrymen, together with
white slave guardsmen in the palace itself. Jealousy of the Turkish Mashariqa or
easterners by the Kutama Berber Maghariba or westerners, who had brought
the Fatimids to power in North Africa and been rewarded with the title of
awliya’ or friends of the dynasty, lay behind the struggle for power during the
minority of Hakim, when the Kutama had been defeated in their attempt to
monopolize the government. When Hakim disposed of his regent Barjawan,
he took in hand this burgeoning army of secretaries and soldiers.

How he did so is obscured by his reputation for madness. His madness rests
upon the opinion of his physician, reported by the Christian chronicler Yahya
ibn Sa‘id al-Antaki,11 and the evidence of his many cruelties and apparent
eccentricities.12 The black legend of the monster is expounded with relish by

8 For al-Qahira and its ceremonies, see Lane-Poole (1906), pp. 118–34; Raymond (1993), pp. 53–65;
12 For the list, see Encyclopaedia of Islam (1954–), s.v. ‘al-Hakim bi-amr Allah’, art. Canard.
Lane-Poole. But a clinical diagnosis of madness cannot be accepted at this distance in time and the symptomatic evidence is quite unclear. Attempts to explain his actions have identified him as a man of sound political and economic sense, who either believed or disbelieved in his theocratic role. Alternatively his more peculiar acts and excesses have been considered to have been those of a madman and his insanity has been treated as an aggravating influence upon essentially rational behaviour. Bianquis presents him as a frightened tyrant, executing his wazirs on the least suspicion, and perpetually afraid of the wasita or ‘middleman’, the representative of the military who from time to time was entrusted with the duties of wazir. But there was evidently also a religious dimension to the reign, in which Hakim appears in the role of the ideal ruler. Unfolding in three stages out of the dynasty’s doctrine of the imamate, this dimension allows his policies to be periodized and thus rationalized without recourse to psychology.

Some features remained constant, beginning with the edicts which eventually prohibited, not only wine and beer, but nakedness in bathhouses, women leaving the house and idle amusements including chess, together with the biblical shellfish and fish without scales, and less obviously, the vegetable mulukhiyya; dogs were to be killed. So too were officials accused of corruption, beginning almost immediately with the muhtasib or inspector of markets Ibn Abi Najda, and extending to the chief qadi Husayn. Since the use of office for personal enrichment was systematic and ineradicable, the entire army of office holders fell under suspicion, and succumbed throughout the reign to executions and mutilations motivated either by the caliph’s zeal for justice or fear of his servants. Among the victims were the descendants of the principal officers of Hakim’s grandfather, the great Mu’izz li-Din Allah, who had brought the dynasty in from the periphery of the Muslim world in Ifriqiya to its centre at Cairo: on the one hand the qadi al-Nu’man, the canonical exponent of the doctrine of the imamate, and on the other Jawhar al-Siqlabi, the conqueror of Egypt in 969. Great families of jurists and generals, the aristocracy of the regime, their sons and grandsons, had been put to death by the middle of the reign. Wazirs like the Christian Fahd ibn Ibrahim lost their lives; other aspirants to office survived precariously, like the Iraqi al-Jarjari, whose hands

14 See Vatikiotis (1957); Shaban (1976), pp. 206–10. 15 See e.g. Bianquis (1978). 16 Ibid.
17 Al-Maqrizi, Itti’az ii, p. 59; al-Maqrizi’s chronicle, derived from lost contemporary sources largely through the late thirteenth-century writer Ibn Muyassar as well as non-Egyptian authors like Ibn al-Athir, is the principal source for the history of the dynasty.
19 Most notably in al-Nu’man, Da’ wa’ im al-islam, or ‘Pillars of Islam’; see Poonawala (1977); Daftary (1990), pp. 249–53; Gottheil (1906).
were both cut off, but who lived to become a leading figure in government by the time of Hakim’s disappearance in 1021. From this point of view, the regime conformed nicely to Weber’s description of a patrimonial society ‘characterised by rapid turnover and instability of personnel but great stability of social structures’, under a ruler living by ‘the fiction that he is benevolent and concerned for the welfare of his subjects’, who looked to the monarch as the fount of justice.¹⁰

The system, however, was not static. For the first seven years after his assumption of power, Hakim enforced the Fatimid doctrine of the imamate established by Mu’izz and the qadi al-Nu’man, ordering the cursing of Abu Bakr, ‘Umar and ‘Uthman, the three predecessors of ‘Ali in the caliphate, as usurpers, and insisting on Isma‘ili forms of worship. It was a symbolic gesture, designed to hold up to respect the example of the true faith, rather than seeking to convert the whole of Islam to Fatimism by imposing a single comprehensive doctrine of the Shari’a upon the various schools of Law – a task far beyond the capacity of any government. As caliph or commander of the faithful, however, he upheld Islam as a whole by obliging Christians and Jews to wear distinctive dress, thus putting them conspicuously in their rightful place. These policies changed after the Mahdist rebellion of the pretender Abu Rakwa at the head of the bedouin of the western desert in 1005–6, an apocalyptic event which gave Hakim a God-sent trial and triumph. Discrimination against non-Muslims became active persecution, culminating in the destruction of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem during the years 1009–11. On the other hand, the cursing of ‘Ali’s predecessors was forbidden and Sunnis were placed on a par with Isma‘ili as good Muslims over whom the imam presided as the caliph or deputy of God on earth. The persecution of the Copts, which drove many into exile and others to convert to Islam, led once again into revolt, this time by the Tayy bedouin of Palestine in the name of the sharif of Mecca, who represented the lineage of ‘Ali’s elder son Hasan; and this second seven-year period ended with yet another change, when Hakim’s nephew ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn Ilyas was invested as Wali ‘Abd al-Muslimin, as heir to the throne but not the imamate. This separation of functions, emphasized by the designation of a nephew rather than a son, was against the whole principle of the dynasty, and it may be that Hakim had conceived of himself prophetically as the ninth and last imam in line from Muhammad ibn Isma‘il, whose successors would be no more than leaders of the Muslim community.¹¹ The final seven years of the reign, when Hakim took to the life of a reclusive ascetic, were certainly the most controversial. The persecution of Jews and Christians was reversed, but extremist Persian Isma‘ilis, Hamza and al-Darazi, made their appearance

to claim that Hakim was divine. Rioting against such blasphemy in Fustat led to the burning of much of the city. Hodgson has argued that Hakim approved of their preaching, Assaad that he did not, inviting the philosopher al-Kirmani to explain that the ways of the imam might be unaccountable, but were fully in accord with the doctrine of the dynasty.\footnote{Hodgson (1962); Assaad (1974).} The fact remains that the sources for this period are defective, perhaps officially destroyed;\footnote{See Bianquis (1978). The departure from Egypt of the Christian author Yahya ibn Sa‘id al-Antaki, which brought his chronicle of events in Egypt to an end in 1014, may have been coincidental, but seven years of the contemporary court chronicle of al-Mas’udi, the principal source for subsequent writers, were evidently missing from the copies at the disposal of subsequent generations.} that Hakim mysteriously disappeared in the desert in 1021; and that the dynasty moved swiftly to install his son in place of his nephew under the significant title al-Zahir li-I’zaz Din Allah, ‘He Who Appears Openly to Strengthen the Religion of God’, a clear affirmation of the recognized doctrine of the imamate promulgated by Hakim’s grandfather Mu‘izz in the works of the qadi al-Nu‘man.

The result was twofold. The government at Cairo was assumed by a cabal of leading officers in alliance with the princesses who now controlled the palace: first Hakim’s sister Sitt al-Mulk, and after her death the queen-mother Ruqiyya, until in 1027 the leader of the cabal, the immigrant Iraqi ‘Ali ibn Ahmad al-Jarjari, became wazir. From then until his death in 1045, Jarjari ‘i al-Aqta’, ‘the Handless’, who dictated his letters to a secretary, ruled as head of a party of clients in control of the army of secretaries and soldiers, the Men of the Pen and the Men of the Sword. This party became so deeply rooted that the wazir survived the death of Zahir in 1036, and the appearance of a powerful enemy in the shape of Rasad, mother to the new, infant Caliph Mustansir. In Syria Jarjari ‘i’s ally, the Turkish general Anushtakin al-Dizbiri, defeated the Mirdasids, the bedouin Arabs of Kilab who had captured Aleppo in 1023, together with their ally Ibn Jarrah in command of the Tayy of Transjordan, at the battle of Uqhuwana in northern Palestine in 1029, and went on to annex the city to the province of Damascus in 1038. In the course of protracted negotiations,\footnote{See Canard (1961).} good relations were restored with Constantinople and confirmed by a treaty of 1036 or 1038; by 1048 the Byzantines had rebuilt the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem after permission was given by Hakim in his final years. Despite, and probably because of, the notoriously ‘rapid turnover and instability of personnel’ in the previous reign, the personnel in question had combined in this way to form a government whose members could enjoy the fruits of office without interruption by the monarch. The power and authority of the imam–caliph remained intact, but was effectively smothered by the collusion
of his servants, much as Hakim had feared. The result was a conservative regime content to consolidate the position of the dynasty in Egypt and Syria without enthusiasm for its manifest destiny in the world at large.

If the Dawla had fallen into the hands of ministers from outside the royal household and the adepts of the sect, the da'wa or missionary doctrine of the dynasty was nevertheless summed up in a grand synthesis which presented the Muslim world with a challenge it could not ignore. The doctrinal uncertainty which culminated in Hakim’s acclamation as a divine being by Hamza and Darazi may have killed off a certain enthusiasm for Isma’ilism in evidence in Egypt at the beginning of the reign. In the end, however, it served to complete rather than destroy the doctrinal achievement of his ancestors. The preaching of Hakim’s divinity by the Iranian du’at was the final outburst under the Fatimids of that ghuluww or religious extremism which had entered into the origins of the dynasty as the eschatological expectation of the mahdi, the bringer of a final revelation. At the death of Hakim, the followers of Hamza and Darazi were driven from Egypt to establish themselves, after twenty years of proselytism among Isma’ilis all over the eastern Islamic world, as the Druzes of Mount Lebanon and the Hawran, believing in the eternity of Hakim and his eventual return. In Egypt itself, the religious establishment created by Hakim had already turned to the Iranian al-Kirmani to refute such dangerous delirium. Al-Kirmani did so not simply by reaffirming the divinely inspired appointment of the imam in succession to Muhammad as the supreme authority for the holy Law revealed in the Qur’an and the Sunna of the Prophet. He brought about the final abandonment of the caballistic number mysticism common to ghuluww and earlier Fatimid writing, and the final replacement of its myths of creation by a comprehensive Neoplatonic cosmology, in which the imam of the time represented the creative principle of the Active Intellect or Eternal Imam. Not only, therefore, was the imam the authority for the patent Revelation, the Zahir or Open doctrine of Islam; he was also the supreme authority for the Batin, the Hidden meaning of the Qur’an, now defined as the universe of Reason to which the imam was the only sure intellectual guide as keeper of God’s Word. A vast summum theologicum was thereby offered to the Muslim world, in which the Fatimid imamate was cast in the role later proposed for itself by the thirteenth-century papacy. The Fatimid cause was equipped with a formidable intellectual case, maintained by the teachings of the Bab, the Door through which the imam spoke to the world, and promoted by Isma’ilis throughout Islam, irrespective of the domestic preoccupations of the regime.

Like the Fatimids, the Buyids had come to power in the tenth century on the strength of an army of mountain tribesmen, in their case from the region of Daylam to the south of the Caspian Sea. Like the Kutama of the mountains of Kabylia in eastern Algeria, the Daylamis were one of many such peoples embraced by the Arab conquests but largely independent of the Arabs, for whom Islam was either foreign or a weapon to be used against the conquerors. Drawn into the politics of the empire from the ninth century onwards, they were the principal agents of the Shi’ite revolution of the tenth century which ushered in the century of Shi’ite hegemony in the Near and Middle East. The Daylamis had a long history of support for militant ‘Alid pretenders to the throne; but the Buyids themselves were not ‘Alids. In origin they were freelance captains, who had established themselves in command of the southern Iranian province of Fars, the central Iranian province of Rayy and Isfahan, and finally central and southern Iraq. Unlike the Fatimids, therefore, they formed what Kennedy calls a family confederation centred upon Fars and its capital Shiraz, with no pretensions to caliphate or imamate, but rather to the old Persian title of shahanshah, ‘king of kings’. This claim to independence of existing political authority in Islam was nevertheless prudently reinforced by their patronage of ‘Twelver Shi’ism, whose Hidden Imam posed no threat to their power, but enabled them to keep their distance from the third source of their legitimacy, the ‘Abbasids, in whose name they ostensibly ruled as ‘Imad al-Dawla, Rukn al-Dawla, Mu’izz al-Dawla, ‘Adud al-Dawla, etc., Pillars and Buttresses of the (‘Abbasid) State, as well as from the Fatimids with their pretensions to the sovereignty of the world. This was especially the case in Baghdad, where they were opposed by the Turkish militias who briefly expelled them from the city in 974, and by the ‘Abbasid caliphs, who identified themselves firmly with Sunnism in an attempt to regain a measure of independence. By the end of the tenth century, the religious factionalism they had encouraged in the population of Baghdad had grown to the point of entry into the wider world of Islam.  

Despite the inevitable family quarrels over the succession at Rayy, Shiraz and Baghdad, the Buyid hold upon western Iran remained firm down to the middle years of the eleventh century. The Buyids of Rayy remained in close contact with their Daylamic homeland to the north-west, to the extent of permitting the establishment of a related Daylamic dynasty, the Kakuyids, at Hamadan, while relying for cavalry upon the Kurds of the Zagros to the west, under their Hasanuyid leaders. The Buyids of Shiraz were less happily dependent upon expatriate armies of Daylamic infantry at odds with the squadrons of Turkish cavalry who had originally been recruited from central Asia by the ‘Abbasids

---

in the ninth century. These had since become a self-perpetuating caste of warriors raised from boys imported as slaves for training as ghilman (sing. ghulam), ‘youths’, in the warbands of their commanders.\textsuperscript{30} The Buyid solution to the problem of paying such troops was the iqt\textsuperscript{a} or apportionment, loosely rendered as ‘fief’, a grant of particular revenues to particular warriors or groups of warriors in return for their military service. In a highly centralized state such as Fatimid Egypt, this need be no more than an accounting device on the part of the Treasury to ensure the proper payment of the troops on parade;\textsuperscript{31} but where the fisc was less developed, as in Iran, the soldiers might be allowed to collect such revenues for themselves. Buyid practice came increasingly to involve such a devolution of authority, with all its dangers.\textsuperscript{32} Central government nevertheless remained largely in the hands of able wazirs, usually of Persian origin, who possessed the political as well as administrative skills to contain the quarrels of the dynasty and the military, and preside over a long period of comparative peace and prosperity, with local affairs in mainly local hands.\textsuperscript{33} The rationale of such a state in the eyes of contemporaries was the shawka or thorn of the ruler, the terrible might of which the subject went in fear and dread about his lawful business;\textsuperscript{34} or as the saying ascribed to the ‘Abbasid Caliph Ma\textsuperscript{mun} went: ‘The best life has he who has an ample house, a beautiful wife, and sufficient means, who does not know us and whom we do not know.’\textsuperscript{35} The combination of royal courts, literate ministers and the revival of Persian in addition to Arabic meanwhile encouraged the proliferation of literatures and sciences that contributed to what Mez called ‘the renaissance of Islam’,\textsuperscript{36} of which Iran in the Shi\textsuperscript{ite} century was the centre.

In the third Buyid realm of Iraq, following the death of the great ‘Adud al-Dawla in 983, and the separation of the province from his seat of power in Fars, it was a different story. By the time the last of ‘Adud al-Dawla’s sons came to power at Shiraz in 998 with the title of Baha\textsuperscript{al-Dawla, ‘Splendour of the State’, the bulk of Iraq was in the hands of the bedouin Arab ‘Uqaylids to the north of Baghdad, the Mazyadids to the south, and the Kurdish ‘Annazids to the east. These tribal dynasties had all arisen under Buyid patronage, and came to power through Buyid quarrels over the succession to ‘Adud al-Dawla. Their dominions were not so much administrative units as tributary regions, whose cities, like Mosul, paid for their protection.\textsuperscript{37} When Baha\textsuperscript{al-Dawla moved to reoccupy Baghdad in 1002, he took over little more than the city

itself. The competent regime which he reinstated survived his death in 1012, but ended with the execution of his governor in 1016, leaving Baghdad a prey to communal violence: fighting between Shi’ites and Sunnis merged into gang warfare and brigandage, which left great tracts of the city desolate. Crippled by poverty, the Buyid regime in the city was powerless; the Turks who upheld the rule of Shiraz, followed by that of the Buyid prince Jalal al-Dawla in Baghdad itself, represented yet another faction. Only the ‘Abbasids in their palace not merely survived but prospered as the champions of the Sunni cause, aided by the longevity as well as the ability of the two caliphs al-Qadir, 991–1031, and al-Qa’im, 1031–75. The claims of the Fatimids, from which the Buyids had distanced themselves through their patronage of the doctrine of the Hidden Imam, were now exploited by the ‘Abbasids to win the support of the Twelver Shi’ites of the city as well, through the denunciation of the Fatimids as impostors which was drawn up by the Shi’ites of Baghdad and promulgated by al-Qadir in 1011.38 This declaration that the Fatimids were not of ‘Alid descent touched a raw nerve, in that their genealogy was in fact far from clear, more a matter of faith than general knowledge;39 and it prepared the way for a positive restatement of the ‘Abbasid position, which became a new and comprehensive theory of the caliphate. This was the work of the ‘Abbasid jurist and spokesman al-Mawardi (d. 1058), who composed his Ahkam al-sultaniyya or Rules of Government for al-Qadir’s successor al-Qa’im.

Al-Mawardi’s was a specifically Sunni theory of the caliphate, in that succession to the throne was declared to be by election of the community rather than by designation by the previous imam, as in Shi’ism, and that the principal duty of the ruler was to enforce rather than authorize the Shari’a. It was the first time that such a formula, implicit in the jurisprudence of the Sunni schools of Law, had been explicitly enunciated in the literature or explicitly accepted by the dynasty, with the qualification that the caliph now deputized for the Prophet in his capacity of ruler of the community, rather than God as ruler of the world. The Fatimids were left alone to maintain the original claim of the rulers of Islam to the caliphate of Allah.40 As described by Mawardi, the offices of this caliphate were essentially those of the patrimonial state in the days of its glory in the eighth and ninth centuries, now sanctified as the ideal of government in accordance with the Law.41 The irony that the empire to be governed in this way had ceased to exist became instead the justification for the caliphate to exercise its authority rather than its power, pronouncing in favour of true as against false doctrine, and conferring legitimacy upon actual

38 See ibid., pp. 241–2; Daftary (1990), pp. 109ff.
39 See Mamour (1934); Brett (1994a).
40 See Crone and Hinds (1986).
rulers by delegating its powers to them. This was little more than past practice, previously employed by the ‘Abbasids to prevent the total disintegration of their empire, and subsequently by the Fatimids as a means of gaining an empire of their own, elevated into a principle of divinely instituted government. Nevertheless, it enabled the ‘Abbasids convincingly to carry the ideological war back into the camp of their Fatimid enemies as well as their Buyid protectors. In the first half of the eleventh century, the universal caliphate may have been a fiction, but the fiction was potent, and portentous.42

In the old dynastic stamping-ground of the Fertile Crescent, the ‘Abbasids had been unable to keep Aleppo under the Hamdanids and Mirdasids from falling into the Fatimid orbit in Syria, but successfully prevented the ‘Uqaylids of Iraq, for example, from changing their allegiance from Baghdad to Cairo in 1010. Away to the east of the Buyid dominions, on the other hand, al-Qadir found a powerful ally in Mahmud of Ghazna to the south of Kabul, who between 998 and his death in 1030 created a vast new empire in eastern Iran, from the Oxus and the Aral Sea to the Indian Ocean and the Indus, finally annexing the Buyid principality of Rayy in 1029. The son of a Turkish ghulam in the service of the Samanids of Bukhara, who had ruled the eastern Iranian world in the name of the ‘Abbasids since the end of the ninth century, he took over the bulk of the Samanid dominions from his former masters in the name of al-Qadir, whose accession at Baghdad the Samanids had refused to recognize. Mahmud was duly rewarded with the titles of Wali Amir al-Mu’minin or Friend of the Commander of the Faithful, and Yamin al-Dawla wa Amin al-Milla, or Right Hand of the State and Keeper of the Community. Such titles reflected the thinking of Baghdad on the structure of its government in the absence of its empire: they represented a transposition of the office of wazir, the surrogate who ‘lifted the burden’ of power from the shoulders of the monarch,43 from a prime minister to a prince whose shawka was his own. To Mahmud they meant legitimacy or confirmation of the power he had won by the sword: the justification of his conquests and the commission to enlarge them at the expense of heretical rebels and rebellious infidels. The latter were represented by the Hindu princes of India, the former by the Shi‘ite Buyids in western Iran, but also by the Isma‘ilis, who upheld the cause of the Fatimid caliph in Mahmud’s own dominions.44

Unlike the states of the Fatimids and the Buyids, Mahmud’s empire was predicated upon continuous conquest, which paid for the large professional Turkish army out of the revenues of plunder, tribute and taxation of the conquered provinces, without the need for iqta’s or fiefs in the Buyid sense. The

43 See above, at n. 8; and Goitein (1942) and (1961), both repr. in (1966).
44 For Mahmud and his dynasty, see Bosworth (1963) and (1975), ch. 5.
choked function of the large itinerant secretariat that accompanied the sultan on his expensive campaigns was thus to procure the sums required from each district of the immense realm, and keep the district officers themselves under constant scrutiny. When the Buyids of Rayy succumbed in 1029, their administration was left in place, but subjected to the harsh fiscal requirements of the new master. The Isma‘ilis presented the Ghaznavid conqueror with a similarly attractive target in the prosperous city-state of Multan in the Punjab, a satellite of Cairo so remote that fifty years earlier, at the time of the Isma‘ili conversion of the city (c. 958), the correspondence of the Fatimid Mu‘izz reveals mutual ignorance on the part of the imam and his followers in Sind and the Indus valley. Multan under its Isma‘ili prince Da‘ud ibn Nasr was first made tributary, and then conquered in 1010 with a massacre of the Isma‘ilis, considered as vile heretics. Otherwise, Isma‘ilism served a propaganda purpose. It was by no means extirpated from India or the rest of Mahmud’s empire, but the persecution of its widespread following throughout his reign was a hallmark of his position at home and abroad. It led conspicuously to the execution in 1012–13 of the Fatimid da‘i al-Taharti, sent by Hakim to woo the sultan, but tried and condemned to death as an agent of the impostor, and eventually to the execution of his wazir Hasanak by Mahmud’s Mas‘ud, on charges which included the acceptance of a robe of honour from Cairo while on pilgrimage to Mecca. Apart from such dramatic incidents and rhetorical statements, persecution itself seems largely to have been left to local zealots, and, given the nature of the Ghaznavid state, is likely to have been sporadic, intermittent and ineffective in wiping out its victims. Mahmud’s stance nevertheless established the Ghaznavids’ reputation as militant champions of Sunni Islam and the cause of the caliph. Under his son Mas‘ud, their imperial designs upon the territories of the Buyids were extended by pronouncement to encompass the liberation of Baghdad, the reopening of the route across the desert for the pilgrimage to the Holy Places and the assault upon Cairo. Thus it formed the mould into which the Seljuqs poured in the middle of the century.

The Shi‘ite century, which began with the conquest of the Near and Middle East by armies of mountain tribesmen from within the original Arab empire, concluded with the invasion of its territories by tribal nomads from beyond its borders. This extension of the appeal of Islam – religion, way of life and civilization – from peoples left aside to peoples unreached by the Arab conquists,

45 See Stern (1949) and (1955), both in (1983).
47 See Bosworth (1962) and (1975), p. 189.
bears witness to the spectacular growth of the empire they created into a flourishing commonwealth. The lands through which the Arab armies passed on their outward journey to the periphery of their empire had been drawn together by the elaboration of their creed as a religion of government in every sense of the word. A close cultural and economic relationship was articulated by the long-distance routes of trade and travel along the lines of the conquests in ‘the arid zone’ to which the Arab expansion was largely confined. ‘The arid zone’ is Hodgson’s expression for the swathe of desert stretching from the Atlantic to central Asia and northern India, punctuated by seas, mountains and river valleys which create oases of fertility separated by huge wastes. Placed in relationship to the Mediterranean by Braudel, and to the Indian Ocean by Chaudhuri, it is celebrated by Lombard as the geographical setting for ‘the golden age of Islam’, its period of prosperity from the middle of the eighth to the middle of the eleventh century. Hodgson’s pessimistic view of the limitation of investment in agriculture and industry, and the consequent weakness of the economic base, is opposed to Lombard’s optimistic assessment of the expansion of both in response to consumer demand. Both Hodgson and Lombard agree upon the role of trade centred upon the major cities, larger, fewer and more widely spaced than in Europe, for example, but drawing in commodities not only from the length and breadth of the arid zone itself, the lands of Islam, but from outside: from Europe to the north, tropical Africa to the south, and India and China to the east. The ramifications of this market economy had established the civilization of the Near and Middle East as the central civilization of the known world.

The nomadic populations of the arid zone – Berbers, Arab bedouin and Turks – who flourished on the margins of this civilization had become involved with it in different ways. The Berbers of the western and central Sahara were instrumental in the important gold and slave trades across the desert with the western and central Sudan. The bedouin of Arabia and Egypt were torn between symbiosis with and settlement among the peasant populations and between marauding and military alliances with the rulers of the cities and the greater states, leading in the case of the ‘Uqaylids of Iraq and the Mirdasids of Aleppo to petty dynasties. The similar relationship of the Turks of central Asia with the Iranian populations to the south, along the line of the Jaxartes or Sir Darya, was shot through by the trade in Turkish slave boys for the armies of ghilman, and overlaid by the import into the Islamic world of silk and porcelain from China and furs from Siberia and Russia. Behind this lurked the historic
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threat of invasion of the lands on the periphery of the central Asiatic steppe by the horse-riding nomads who had appeared in Europe as the Huns; who had forced the Chinese to build the Great Wall; and whose wars with Iran were the stuff of legend, woven by Firdausi in the reign of Mahmud of Ghazna into the Persian epic of the Shah-nama or Book of Kings, and passing into English literature as the tale of Sohrab and Rustam. In the eleventh century, as Firdausi composed his masterpiece, that threat revived as the Turkish peoples closest to the Muslim frontier, the Qarluq and the Oghuz or Ghuzz, adopted Islam and advanced into Muslim territory.

At the end of the tenth century, as Mahmud of Ghazna seized the bulk of Samanid territory to the south of the Oxus, the Qarluq took over the homeland of the dynasty in Transoxania, and established their own Qarakhanid dynasty at Bukhara, whose power extended eastwards over the mountains to Kashghar in Farghana or Sinkiang. To the west of the Qarluq towards the Aral Sea and the Volga, the Oghuz under their yabghu or khan were divided between paganism and Islam, which provided a minority of the chiefly clan with the opportunity to combat their rivals as ghazis or warriors upon the infidel. These were the sons of the eponymous chieftain Seljuq, who meanwhile became involved in the wars of the Qarakhanids in Transoxania and were eventually expelled southwards across the Oxus into Ghaznavid Khurasan. In an extraordinary decade following the death of Mahmud in 1030 and the accession of his son Mas’ud, they and their nomadic followers, too elusive to be brought to battle, overran the province. In pursuit, the ponderous Ghaznavid army was deprived of the plunder it was accustomed to win and the revenue it expected to enjoy. Lured out into the desert in 1040, it was routed by the mobile Seljuq horde at the battle of Dandanqan. The harsh and unpopular Ghaznavid regime in Iran collapsed, leaving the dynasty only with its capital at Ghazna and its conquests in India, while the victorious Seljuq brothers, Tughril, Chaghri and Musa Yabghu, divided Iran between them.

Leaving the east to Chaghri and Musa, Tughril, the leader if not the eldest, turned west with his half-brother Ibrahim Inal to occupy the old Buyid kingdom of Rayy in 1041–3. There, they had been preceded by scattered bands of Oghuz who had fled from the wars in Khurasan, only to become embroiled in the warfare attending the efforts of the Daylami Kakuyids of Hamadan to win back the kingdom for themselves from the clutches of Mas’ud. These bands of nomads, seeking pasture for their sheep as much as plunder, were constantly augmented as the victories of the Seljuqs opened the way to a stream of such emigrants out of their homelands into the pastures of northern Iran, from where they moved westwards towards Anatolia. Known as Turkmen or

Turcomans, they were already into Azerbayjan and in the 1040s spread into Armenia, northern Iraq and northern Syria: Mosul was sacked in 1044. As Tughril moved into Rayy and Ibrahim Inal into Hamadan, they fled away from the Seljuqs’ claim to overlordship and obedience. Beneath and ahead of the advance of the new Seljuq empire, a major new element was appearing in the population of the Near and Middle East.\(^{55}\)

Tughril may have followed the Turcomans westwards quite as much as he led them. What gave his advance its purpose was nevertheless his adoption of the pro-‘Abbasid and specifically anti-Fatimid rhetoric of Mas’ud, which brought this extraordinary story of an immigration that became an empire firmly into the context of Islam and its concerns. Whatever the Islam of the Seljuqs may have been at the outset of their career on the frontier, their profession of faith was a prerequisite of their participation in the wars of a Muslim country like Transoxania, and certainly a condition of success in the struggle for Khurasan. Without a cause or religious leader of their own, moreover, it was necessary that this Islam should be not only Sunni but ‘Abbasid. Thus the announcement of victory at Dandanqan was sent straight from the battlefield to Baghdad. It is clear that the Seljuqs had already conceived the possibility of power on these terms, and proceeded to claim the mantle of the Ghaznavids for the purpose, no doubt under the strong influence of the Khurasanian secretaries who passed into their service from the Ghaznavids.\(^{56}\) In choosing the west as his province, Tughril as leader was identifying the ambitions of the Seljuqs with the cause of Sunni empire.

That did not prevent his marriage alliance with the last powerful Buyid ruler of Fars, Abu Kalijar ‘Imad al-Din (1024–48), the victor in the long succession dispute following the death of Baha’ al-Dawla in 1012, which had thrown the Buyid regime in Baghdad into anarchy. The 1040s were not in fact a time of spectacular advance; the Seljuqs and the Turcomans in western Iran were confronted by a multiplicity of peoples and petty dynasties in the mountainous terrain with whom they were obliged to deal. The cause of empire was not helped by the growing divisions between the Turcomans on the one hand, the Seljuq leadership on the other, and between the leaders themselves. These divisions centred around the figure of Tughril’s partner Ibrahim Inal at Hamadan, who sided with the Turcomans in their opposition to Seljuq control, while encouraging and occasionally leading their westward movement towards Anatolia. The growth of Tughril’s power may have been steady, but it was consequently slow, and depended for its greatest advance in this period upon the death of Abu Kalijar at Shiraz in 1048 and the struggle over the succession
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that promptly ensued. The barriers to the Turcoman invasion of Fars then collapsed; meanwhile Tughril, recognized by the Marwanids of Amid or Diyarbakr in 1049–50, took the remaining Kakuyid city of Isfahan as his capital in 1050–1 and proceeded to intervene in the succession at Shiraz, until by 1055 the Buyid kingdom under its new ruler Fulad-Sutun was all but annexed. The way was open to Baghdad, under the ineffective rule of Abu Kalijar’s other son al-Malik al-Rahim. Control of the city was disputed between the Turkish commander al-Basasiri and Ibn al-Muslima, the wazir whom the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Qa’im had appointed in 1045 as a mark of his increasing independence. In 1055 Tughril assembled his forces for an expedition which, in the manner of the Ghaznavid Mas’ud, looked beyond Baghdad to the pilgrimage to Mecca and a war upon the Fatimids in Egypt. In December he made a processional entry into the city, received by the officers of the caliph though not by al-Qa’im in person, to fulfil the imperial destiny of the new dynasty.

**THE APPEARANCE OF THE BANU HILAL**

The tribes of bedouin Arabs, collectively known as the Banu Hilal, who made their appearance in North Africa in the middle of the eleventh century, shared with the Seljuqs a similar involvement in the conflict between Cairo and Baghdad, so much so that they are commonly said to have been sent from Egypt by the Fatimids in 1051 to punish the Zirids of Ifriqiya for their desertion to the ‘Abbasids. This, however, is a legend rooted in Fatimid historiography, obscuring a different reality. The Banu Hilal belonged to what Ibn Khaldun called ‘the Arabs of the fourth age’, who had been left behind in the desert by the conquerors belonging to the great third age of the race, to emerge as the modern representatives of the ancient nation and its virtues after the founders of the Arab empire had been swallowed up by the civilization they had created. Not strictly tribesmen from outside the old Arab empire, they nevertheless exemplified the utter savagery of people adapted to a life of utmost hardship, as far as possible from that of settlement and cities, by which they were alternately attracted and repulsed. In the heart of Arabia, they had gone far to make the desert crossing from Iraq to Mecca and Medina impassable since the heyday of the ‘Abbasid empire, whence the stated aim of the Ghaznavids and Seljuqs to open the route and make the pilgrimage. On the fringes of the Fertile Crescent, they had revolted unsuccessfully on behalf of the Fatimid mahdi at the beginning of the tenth century, but had subsequently given rise to bedouin dynasties such as the ‘Uqaylids and Mirdasids. In Egypt they had
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spread southwards on either side of the Nile towards Aswan, and wandered westwards out into the territories of the native Berber nomads of the Sahara. In the second half of the tenth century, the Banu Hilal were reported by Ibn Hawqal to frequent the western oases of Kharga and Dakhla. But in the eleventh century, bedouin such as the Banu Qurra of Cyrenaica had shared in the revolt of Abu Raka against Hakim and had gone on to take control of Barqa. In 1037–8, the Hilali tribe of the Zughba had killed the Berber prince of Tripoli, Sa‘id ibn Khazrun, and ten years later were entering into an alliance with Mu‘izz ibn Badis, the Zirid sultan of Ifriqiya. As warrior nomads newly established in the northern Sahara, they entered in this way into the politics of the Fatimid empire in North Africa at a time when it was under great strain, presenting Cairo with a far more immediate problem than the advance of the Seljuqs in the east.

In Cairo, the gap between the affairs of the Dawla proper in Egypt and Syria, and the concerns of the Fatimid empire at large, was slow to close. The 1040s were a decade in which the regime was preoccupied with the succession to the wazirate following the death of al-Jarjara‘i in 1045. Ever since the accession of the infant Imam–Caliph al-Mustansir in 1036, this eminently capable politician had been faced with the hostility of the new queen-mother Rasad, who employed her immense personal wealth as Sitt al-Mulk and Ruqiyya had done, to build up a following in the administration, this time in opposition to the old wazir. Al-Jarjara‘i was weakened by his distrust of his old ally al-Dizbiri in Syria. In 1041 he engineered a military coup at Damascus which drove Dizbiri, branded a traitor, into exile and death at Aleppo. Aleppo itself was promptly reoccupied by the Mirdasids; the Jarrahids of Palestine were again in revolt; and the new governor of Damascus, Nasir al-Dawla ibn Hamdan, a scion of the old Hamdanid dynasty, was unable to restore the position. In Egypt, the queen-mother’s coterie was headed by Abu Sa‘id al-Tustari, the Iranian Jewish merchant who had purveyed her as a concubine to the caliph al-Zahir, and now served as steward of her estates. When al-Jarjara‘i died, his chief lieutenants were the only possible candidates for the succession; but the first, al-Anbari, was almost immediately deposed, and his colleague, the converted Jew al-Fallahi, was appointed on the recommendation of al-Tustari, whose influence was now paramount. Al-Anbari was imprisoned and executed; but in 1047 the new wazir rebelled against his tutelage, and connived at the murder of al-Tustari in the street by Turkish soldiery. For this he too was deposed, imprisoned and eventually executed; al-Tustari’s brother Abu Nasr was given charge of the khizanat al-khass or ‘privy purse’ of the caliph, while the stewardship of

the queen-mother’s estates went to a very different man, the Isma‘ili scholar al-Yazuri from Ramla in Palestine. The wazirate itself remained in the hands of the Jarjara’i faction in the person of the great man’s nephew, Abu'l-Barakat al-Jarjara’i, whose notorious arrests, banishments and confiscations were presumably intended to secure himself against the fate of his two predecessors. He attempted to remove al-Yazuri from politics by appointing him chief qadi and chief da‘i; but al-Yazuri survived by appointing his son as his deputy over the queen-mother’s estates.\(^62\)

The tension was only resolved by a disastrous expedition against Aleppo in 1049, for which Abu'l-Barakat was responsible, and for which he was dismissed. In 1050 al-Yazuri was appointed in his place and the transfer of power within the administration from one party to another was finally complete. His position was by no means so secure as that of al-Jarjara’i, in that the followers of his predecessor remained entrenched in the army of secretaries and soldiers, jealous of his promotion and anxious for their places. Enjoying the confidence of the palace, al-Yazuri was nevertheless able to assert his authority at home and abroad, beginning with Syria, where he and his chief military ally Nasir al-Dawla effected a reconciliation with the Mirdasids. The alliance with Byzantium was confirmed, while to the south, an expedition, sent to Nubia to demand the tribute known as the baqt or ‘pact’, renewed the Fatimids’ generally friendly relations with the Christian kingdom.\(^63\) From the Yemen came a bonus in the form of presents sent by the da‘i al-Sulayhi to announce the progress of the campaign of conquest he had undertaken in 1038.\(^64\) Out to the west, however, the situation was more menacing.

Morally and materially, the position of the Zirids of Ifriqiya had been undermined since the beginning of the century. Their western province in Algeria had been lost to their cousins the Hammadids, while Tripoli had been seized by the Banu Khazrun, Zanata Berber nomads from western Algeria militarized by a century of war between the Fatimids and the Umayyads of Cordoba in the west. Their control of the oases of southern Tunisia was threatened not only by the immigrant Zanata, but by the Berber populations of Djerba, the Jbal Nafusa and the Djerid, the majority of whom were Ibadis, opposed to Shi‘ites and Sunnis alike. At Qayrawan itself, the old Arab capital of the
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country, the dynasty resident in the old Fatimid palace of Sabra, confronted an unruly populace. The grievances of the citizens were probably economic, in that the prosperity generated by the Fatimids had diminished, while that of Tunis in particular is likely to have increased. But they were made specific by the opposition between the dynasty which ruled in the name of the Fatimid imam and the Sunni ‘ulama’ or jurists of the Malikite school, who had made Qayrawan one of the great seats of Sunni scholarship. Behind their learned objections to Isma’ilism stood a militant zeal which threatened not only riot but revolution. In 1016 or 1017, following the accession of the young sultan Mu‘izz ibn Badis, and in the final phase of Hakim’s reign, the crowd throughout Ifriqiya turned on the Isma’ilis and massacred them in defiance of the authorities. The long reign of Mu‘izz became in consequence a slow movement towards Sunnism, in which the sultan allied with the greater jurists in the hope of isolating and eliminating the more radical preachers. By the 1030s and 1040s, the regime was increasingly embattled, campaigning against the Hammadids on the one hand, the Zanata on the other. Mu‘izz nevertheless intervened in the quarrels of Muslim Sicily as the Kalbid dynasty at Palermo weakened, apparently hoping to annex the island; the attempt was a failure, and the Ifriqiyans were expelled, either by the Sicilians themselves or by the Byzantine general George Maniakes in 1038–40. Despite the lack of success, this obscure episode prefigured a grander attempt to revive the fortunes of the dynasty by seizing the initiative at home and abroad.

In 1048, Mu‘izz formally abjured his allegiance to the imam–caliph, and transferred it to the ‘Abbasids. The date given by the Zirid chronicler Ibn Sharaf is confirmed by the coinage, which in AH 441, 1049–50, changed from the gold dinar of the Fatimids to one bearing the Qur’anic legend – ‘Whoever chooses a religion other than Islam, it shall not be accepted from him, and in the Hereafter he shall be lost’ – a denunciation of the Fatimids and their followers as heretics. Diplomatic relations with Baghdad may have dated from the appointment of Ibn al-Muslima as ‘Abbasid wazir in 1045; the Persian al-Darimi, who had served under Mahmud of Ghazna, apparently arrived as ‘Abbasid envoy to Qayrawan in 1047–8. A second such envoy was seized by the Byzantines at Antioch in 1051 and sent to Cairo, where the ‘Abbasid insignia he was taking to Mu‘izz were publicly burnt. It was all that al-Yazuri could do in reply to an opponent who had captured the Sunni cause in North Africa, and set out to create a rival Sunni empire in the west. The Banu Khazrun at Tripoli and the Banu Qurra at Barqa both declared for Baghdad
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and Mu’izz. Under their amir Jabbara ibn Mukhtar, the Banu Qurra, who had risen against the Fatimids under Abu Rakwa at the beginning of the century, attacked Alexandria once again in 1052, only to be defeated.

Mu’izz’s ambitions, however, came to grief much nearer home. From around the time of his breach with Cairo in 1048, the sultan had allied with the Hilali Arab bedouin tribes of Zughba and Riyah, to whom he had given land in return for military service. The land in question is likely to have been the Jaffara plain between Gabes and Tripoli, a strategic corridor blocked by the Germans in the Second World War at Mareth, and threatened in the eleventh century by the Berbers of Djerba and the Jabal Nafusa. Such an attempt to pacify the region nevertheless failed when the Arabs advanced north of Gabes in search of more land. In 1052 a major expedition led by Mu’izz to reassert his authority over the south was ambushed by the two tribes in hilly county some two or three day’s march from Qayrawan, and routed at the battle of Haydaran. With the loss of all his baggage, Mu’izz fled back to his capital, which was promptly besieged as the Arabs overran the countryside. A disaster which might have been remedied was made permanent by the appeal of the Riyah and Zughba to Cairo, and the intervention of Egypt in the following year. While the tribes were encouraged to resume the siege of Qayrawan, al-Yazuri’s envoy, the general Amin al-Dawla wa Makinuha Hasan ibn ‘Ali ibn Mulhim, appeared at Gabes to receive the submission of the cities of Ifriqiya on the one hand, and the breakaway Hammadids of eastern Algeria on the other, returning to Cairo with a share of the booty taken by the Arabs in the battle. The old state of Ifriqiya, dating back to Byzantine Africa, finally disintegrated. Mu’izz abandoned the inland city of Qayrawan for the more defensible coastal fortress of Mahdia in 1057, while the great metropolis was emptied of its inhabitants. Some jurists remained to preserve the Malikite tradition, but many emigrated, not least to Morocco. At Sijilmasa they handed on the torch of Sunni empire to the Almoravids. This militant Sunni movement, created out of the Sanhaja Berber nomads of the western Sahara by a prophet of the Malikite school inspired from Qayrawan, was at the outset of its career, victorious in the desert and advancing north. The dinars first minted by the Almoravids at Sijilmasa in the year of Mu’izz’s flight to Mahdia replicated his aggressively Sunni coinage, while at Mahdia itself the Zirids reverted to their Fatimid allegiance and thus to the Fatimid style. It was in the name of Sunni Islam that the Almoravids went on to build an empire of their own in the Muslim west, one that under the Almohads in the following century embraced Ifriqiya itself.
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The Almoravids effected the third great invasion of the old Arab empire by tribal nomads drawn into Islam by the religious and political quarrels of the Shi’ite century. In North Africa, they represented the same appeal of Islam to the tribal population to make a new submission to God to fight for the faith against His enemies, which had brought the Fatimids to power in Ifriqiya 150 years before and was to culminate in the takeover of their empire by the Almohads 100 years later. Unlike either the Seljuqs or the Banu Hilal, they formed a specifically religious as well as ethnic community, which, although it founded an empire, as did the Seljuqs, was unaccompanied by an influx of nomads who altered the composition of the population in the lands it conquered. The Banu Hilal, on the other hand, founded no empire, despite the favour shown by the Fatimids to leaders like the Riyahid Mu’nis ibn Yahya, who posed in southern Tunisia as the Sahib Ifriqiya or Lord of Ifriqiya, and despite the prominence of the bedouin in the campaigns of the warring princes who ruled the country for the next hundred years. Their failure to rise to the imperial occasion, even in the absence of a religious leader, is all the more remarkable in view of the progressive bedouinization and Arabization of the rural population, which over the centuries has reduced the native Berber element to a minority. The fact remains that even at their kingmaking worst, the Banu Hilal remained as nomads within the framework of the state system.

The Crisis of the Fatimid Empire

Ironically, the return of the Zirids to Fatimid allegiance in 1057, even at the cost of the disintegration of their dominions, was a triumph for al-Yazuri which he did not live to enjoy. Early in 1058 he was arrested and executed on a charge of treason. Over the two years since the arrival of Tughril Beg in Baghdad at the end of 1055, the internal and external affairs of the Fatimid realm had drawn together with a vengeance to precipitate a crisis at home and abroad. The elements of the crisis had fallen into place over a number of years, beginning with the situation in Baghdad itself, where fighting between Sunnis and Shi’ites accompanied the hostility between the ‘Abbasid wazir Ibn al-Muslima and the Turkish commander al-Basasiri, who as the Buyid regime weakened had turned towards Egypt. In Egypt itself, al-Yazuri faced a domestic trial of strength in the form of famine in 1052 and 1054–5. The problem was not so much shortage of grain as hoarding; the difficulty was to force supplies on to the market, since the speculators were not only the merchants but the landholding aristocracy, from the caliph down. The last serious famine, in 1024–5, had provoked disturbances because, in the years leading up to al-Jarjara’i’s appointment as wazir, he and his
colleagues had taken no action in the matter, presumably to avoid antagonizing their backers.\textsuperscript{76} Al-Yazuri did so, to the extent of advising the caliph to invest in less publicly harmful activities, as well as ensuring that all grain collected in taxes reached the state granaries for release on to the market;\textsuperscript{77} but he cannot have made many friends in high places. More immediately, he sought grain from Byzantium; but the emperor Constantine IX died in January 1055 and the aid was refused by the aged empress Theodora, anxious not to antagonize the Seljuqs pushing into Armenia and eastern Anatolia. Egypt was in consequence unable to supply the Hijaz with the grain on which the pilgrimage depended. Since at the same time the empress had ordered the prayers in the mosque at Constantinople to be said in the name of the ‘Abbasids rather than the Fatimids, Egypt declared war, sending Makin al-Dawla ibn Mulhim, returned from his mission to Ifriqiya, to attack both Antioch and Aleppo, where the Mirdasids had allied with the Turcomans. When Tughril Beg finally entered Baghdad, the Fatimids in Syria were in arms.

Ousted by the Seljuqs from Baghdad, al-Basasiri moved up to Rahba on the Euphrates, and appealed to Cairo for aid. Behind al-Yazuri at this juncture stood the distinguished Iranian \textit{da’i} al-Mu’ayyad \textsc{f}’\textsc{i}l-Din al-Shirazi, the last of the great Fatimid philosophers, who, like his predecessor al-Kirmani, hailed from the Buyid realm of Fars. In the 1030s and 1040s he had spent some ten years at the court of Abu Kalijar, who lent a sympathetic ear to his exposition of Isma’ilism until ‘Abbasid pressure forced his expulsion to Cairo in 1046–7. At Cairo al-Shirazi was thwarted by the appointment of al-Yazuri as chief \textit{da’i}, who bestowed the post on the descendants of the \textit{qadi} al-Nu’man when he became wazir, but in 1052 took charge of the \textit{diwan al-insha’} or chancellery, the office of state correspondence and diplomacy. Al-Shirazi persuaded al-Yazuri to accede to al-Basasiri’s request, and he was duly entrusted with the mission of organizing and financing an Arab tribal coalition in northern Syria and Iraq for the purpose. In 1057, while Makin al-Dawla continued the offensive against Antioch and Aleppo with the help of reinforcements sent under the command of al-Yazuri’s son, al-Basasiri defeated the Seljuqs at Sinjar north of Mosul and briefly occupied Mosul itself. In 1058 the effort was crowned with success. At the beginning of the year Makin al-Dawla captured Aleppo, and sent the body of al-Dizbiri, driven into exile by al-Jarjara’i, to Cairo for honourable burial. At the end of the year, while Tughril Beg was drawn away from Baghdad by the revolt of Ibrahim Inal, he occupied the city and proclaimed the suzerainty of the Fatimids. Al-Basasiri’s great enemy, the ‘Abbasid wazir Ibn al-Muslima, was put to a frightful death, but the ‘Abbasid caliph himself was placed under the protection of the ‘Uqaylid prince Quraysh. Only the insignia of his caliphate

were sent to Cairo, where they were received in triumph by Mustansir in 1059. From the Fatimid point of view, the episode was a crowning victory for the dynasty’s campaign to win the world for the imam by revolution rather than conquest, especially since the da‘i al-Sulayhi in the Yemen was on the verge of complete success. But whereas the campaign in the Yemen was one of dedication, the league commanded by al-Basasiri was an ephemeral alliance of the forces of anarchy in late Buyid Iraq. The return of Tughril Beg from his final victory over Ibrahim Inal at the end of the year drove al-Basasiri from the city, to die in battle in January 1060. The whole episode had been, said the Egyptian chronicler Ibn Muyassar, ‘the last happiness of the Egyptian empire’.79

The train was laid before ever al-Basasiri entered Baghdad. Whatever the expectations of Mustansir from his capture of the ‘Abbasid city, Egyptian aid to the enterprise had been cut off since the spring of 1058. At the end of February, al-Yazuri fell victim to the charge of his opponents that by sending all the wealth of Egypt for the conquest of Baghdad, he had provoked the wrath of the Seljuqs and so imperilled the realm. The charge was distorted, and envenomed, by the accusation of treasonable correspondence with Tughril Beg, and of plans to flee to Baghdad. The wazir was arrested and executed by order of the caliph. He was briefly replaced with his close lieutenant al-Babili, until another protégé of the queen-mother’s, al-Maghribi, was promoted from within al-Yazuri’s circle of appointments; the damage, however, was done. The new wazir sought to disengage the regime from the conflict in Iraq, while returning Nasir al-Dawla al-Hamdani to Damascus to maintain control of Syria; but the regime itself had been undermined by the execution of his predecessor. Al-Maghribi fell in 1060 in exactly the same way as his predecessor Abu'l-Barakat in 1049, in the wake of a major expedition he had sent under Nasir al-Dawla to recapture the ever-rebellious city of Aleppo, which ended in disaster. But on this occasion no alternative faction existed within the administration, to whose leader power could be transferred as it had been from the party of al-Jarjara’i to that of al-Yazuri ten years previously; and government broke down.

Over the next few years, the wazirate became a merry-go-round of appointments lasting no more than a few months or weeks, as candidates failed to gain the support of their colleagues or the palace, and lost all credibility. On the whole, the turnover was not bloody, as it had been under Hakim; many, beginning with al-Babili, were appointed three or four times. But the political system built by al-Jarjara’i for the benefit of the Men of the Pen had collapsed

78 For the career of al-Shirazi, see Diwan, pp. 259–60; Sirat al-Mu’ayyad, p. 56; ‘The Sira’; for that of al-Basasiri, see Encyclopaedia of Islam (1954–), s.v. art. Canard.
79 Ibn Muyassar, Akhbar Misr, p. 21.
under the strain of intrigue. In this second great crisis of the patrimonial state
in Egypt the monarchy, far from reasserting its control, merely accelerated the
breakdown by placing its trust in those whom Maqrizi contemptuously calls
rijal, ‘men’, by whom we are to understand a crowd of favourites who plied the
caliph with letters and petitions to the exclusion of the officers of state. The
wazirate in consequence was utterly devalued, while the revenues of state were
systematically diverted into the pockets of the new men. Maqrizi, who waged
his personal campaign for honest government in the fifteenth century, may
have written for the sake of effect, to provide a historical example of the faults
traditionally exposed in legendary guise in the Mirrors for Princes literature,80
but the ultimate derivation of his information from Fatimid sources is not in
dispute, and the analysis interpolated into his chronicle at this point seems fair
comment.81 In the absence of political direction, the army divided into its own
ethnic factions, represented by the Turkish ghilman on the one hand and the
Black ‘abid al-shira’ or ‘bought slaves’ on the other. These were the product
of the trans-Saharan slave trade, whether from Nubia or the central Sudan,
who functioned as bowmen and spearmen and had supposedly been acquired
in large numbers by Rasad, the Black queen-mother, as a defence against the
Turks who had killed her mentor al-Tustari.82 On parade in 1063 the two sides
came to blows; and although they were parted the antagonism remained.
Matters came to a head in 1067 when the Turks at Cairo emptied the treasury
and eventually the palace with their demands for pay; the blacks were driven out
to brigandage in Upper Egypt; and Nasir al-Dawla al-Hamdani set out to seize
and hold the wazirate by force of arms. The fitna or strife endured for seven or
eight years, accompanied by a prolonged shidda or famine throughout the land,
less the result of a low Nile than the breakdown of government, law and order.
While land went out of cultivation, the taxation and marketing of whatever
grain there was disintegrated. Nomads, both Arab and Berber, devastated the
Delta and the Valley while the struggle developed between Nasir al-Dawla and
the Turks at Cairo for control of the capital. Repeatedly besieged and cut off,
the great metropolis was particularly hard hit. The story of the caliph sitting
on a mat in an empty palace, fed only by charity, may be a topos belied by the
equally emblematic tale of the caliph in the depth of despair, shamed into
taking effective action to bring grain on to the market by a lady who had
exchanged a necklace worth 1,000 dinars for a bag of flour, but which, after
she had been robbed on the way home, was only enough for a cake.83 The
extant information, however, is at least partially derived from an eyewitness

80 See e.g. Ibn Khaldun, The Muqaddimah, ii, pp. 104–6.
81 Al-Maqrizi, Itti’az, ii, pp. 262–3; idem, Traité des famines, pp. 24–6.
82 See above, p. 694.
83 Al-Maqrizi, Itti’az, ii, pp. 298–9; idem, Traité des famines, pp. 25–7.
account. As at Qayrawan ten years earlier, people left the city, in this case for Syria, while the remainder were reduced to eating dogs and, allegedly, each other. The treasure of the dynasty was undoubtedly dispersed, with much, including the ‘Abbasid insignia, apparently finding its way to Baghdad. It was an extreme example of the dearth described by Bianquis for the years 1024–5, with valuables sold for food to the point of beggary; a comment on the precariousness of the economy under such a system of distribution, with the difference that on this occasion the famine was real; it affected the countryside and, compounded with plague, led to a drastic fall in the population which affected the country well into the next century.

On the political level, the dynasty itself was threatened with extinction in 1070–1, when Nasir al-Dawla wrote from Alexandria to the Seljuq sultan Alp Arslan, inviting him to send an army to restore Egypt to its ‘Abbasid allegiance, while Alp Arslan himself arrived at Aleppo to renew the Seljuq offensive against Cairo. Since the debacle of 1060, the Fatimid position in Syria had crumbled, despite the tenacity of the Fatimid commanders: the Arab Makin al-Dawla followed by the Kutama Berber Haydara ibn Manzu, but notably by the Armenian Badr al-Jamali. Their difficulties centred upon Damascus, where Badr al-Jamali became governor in 1063, only to begin a conflict with the citizens and their notables which forced him from the city in 1064 and finally in 1068, when his enemy Nasir al-Dawla intrigued with the opposition and with the bedouin, who had taken advantage of the growing anarchy to overrun the settled lands. Badr al-Jamali retired to Acre on the coast, while the Syrian capital was torn by fighting between the townsfolk with their abdath or militias, ill-disciplined Fatimid troops under the command of Ibn Manzu’s son Mu’alla, and the tribal Arab Kalb: in 1069 the Great Umayyad Mosque was burnt. In 1062, Acre and Tiberias had been entrusted to the safe hands of Makin al-Dawla and with Sidon to the north and Caesarea to the south it became under Badr al-Jamali the bastion of what remained of Fatimid rule in Syria. Between Acre and Sidon, however, Tyre was under the command of its qadi Ibn Abi’ Aqil, who successfully resisted the siege of the city by Badr al-Jamali in 1070. Further north, Tripoli had likewise gained its independence under its qadi Ibn ‘Ammar. To the south, Ramla, the Fatimid capital of Palestine, provided Nasir al-Dawla with a centre from which to assemble a tribal coalition out of the bedouin Tayy and Kalb, in the hope of recovering Syria for himself. A mere vestige of Fatimid rule remained at Aleppo, disputed by the princes of the Mirdasid dynasty, who retained the Friday prayer in the name of Mustansir more out of respect for the Shi’ism of the population than obedience to Cairo.

---

85 See above, at n. 76.
Despite this breakdown of the regime in Syria as well as Egypt, however, the protracted crisis of the Fatimid empire unfolded throughout the 1060s in the absence of either the Seljuqs or the Turcomans. Tughril Beg had died in 1063, to be succeeded by his nephew Alp Arslan as sultan or ruler of the world in the name of the ‘Abbasid caliph. ‘King of the East and the West’, Tughril appears to have been content for the moment with the position he had won as head of a great new family empire. The war against heretics and infidels, which had carried him to Baghdad, was not an overriding imperative, but a posture only to be practised when it coincided with imperial policy. That policy was not necessarily one of conquest. The Seljuqs differed from their predecessors the Ghaznavids, who had campaigned systematically to keep their professional army in plunder and pay. At the same time they differed from their successors the Mongols, whose family empire was based on control of the tribes in their homeland on the steppe. As the conflict with the restless Ibrahim Inal and the adventurous Turcoman chiefstains in the west had shown, the Great Seljuq sultan was obliged to fight against unlimited expansion in order to assert his authority. Under Tughril’s successor Alp Arslan the pattern of the empire became clearer. A growing distinction appeared between the Turcomans and the ghilman recruited into the guards of the Seljuq princes; the rebellions of those princes helped to confirm the distribution of their dominions in the east; while the warrior sultan himself favoured peace with the Qarakhanids in Transoxania, the Ghaznavids in Afghanistan and India and the Byzantine empire in Anatolia. This was the region of greatest difficulty, where Turcoman penetration provoked the Byzantine emperor Romanos Diogenes to campaign across the mountains as far as the Euphrates to secure the frontier cities of Antioch, Edessa and Malatya. After his own years of campaigning in Armenia and the Caucasus, it was this confrontation as much as renewed interest in Fatimid Syria and Egypt that brought Alp Arslan to Aleppo in 1071, and gave him a famous victory when he returned northwards to encounter the emperor at Manzikert in Armenia. The battle entailed the historic collapse of the old Roman empire in Asia Minor and a major change in the historical geography of the eastern Mediterranean; but it was no part of the sultan’s strategy, and was followed up only by the Turcomans, to whom Anatolia was now completely open. Alp Arslan himself went east against the Qarakhanids, but was killed the following year; and the Seljuq invasion of Syria was again deferred.

The Turcomans were a different matter. From their first appearance at Aleppo in 1065, they entered Syria in the manner of the Banu Hilal in Ifriqiya, as bands of warriors to whom the local princes turned as allies against the native bedouin as well as each other. Warriors, however, they remained, rather than the avant-garde of a nomadic immigration into a land whose pasture was both unfamiliar and subject to the different regime of a different culture. Only on
the northern borders of the country beyond Aleppo did they begin to compete with the local populations, including the Arabs of the Mirdasids’ own people, the Kilab. Further south, they were invited to help defend Tyre against Badr al-Jamali in 1070, but he may well have called on them himself to dislodge the brother of Nasir al-Dawla from Ramla in 1071.\(^87\) Atsiz, their leader, took not only Ramla but also Jerusalem, and went on to attack Damascus, doggedly held against the citizens on the one hand and the Turcomans on the other by the Fatimid troops of Mu’alla. For several years thereafter, Atsiz returned in spring to devastate the oasis beyond the walls, until he allied with the citizens to dislodge Mu’alla in 1075 and enter the city in 1076. Although he recognized the new caliph al-Muqtadi at Baghdad, he was effectively independent of the new Seljuq sultan Malikshah.

In the meanwhile the crisis in Egypt itself had been resolved. Nasir al-Dawla was murdered by the Turks at Cairo in 1073 and Dakaz or Bildukuz (Ildeguz), their commander, was left aimlessly in charge of the state. But Mustansir sent for Badr al-Jamali at Acre, who arrived by sea with his troops at the beginning of 1074 and within three years had massacred the Turks and cleared the Delta and the Valley of bedouin and brigands. His departure from Syria entailed the loss of Acre to a second Turkish adventurer, but the end of the fitna meant the end of the shidda and a gradual return to normality. The difference lay in the character of the regime. As wazir, Badr al-Jamali bore the title of amir al-juyush or Commander of the Armies. The transition of the patrimonial state in Egypt from direction by the Men of the Pen to direction by the Men of the Sword, so disastrously commenced by Nasir al-Dawla, was complete.

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE FATIMID STATE

The revolution was permanent, in that the military remained in charge of the government of Egypt down to the Ottoman conquest in 1517, their dominance never challenged by the secretariat, but only by the Fatimids themselves in the middle of the following century. Badr himself, a convert from Christianity, was in the paradoxical position of depending absolutely on the caliph for his authority while relying on the army for his power, which put him beyond the reach of the palace executioner. At one and the same time, therefore, he identified himself with the monarchy as the Great Lord, Commander of the Armies, Sword of Islam, Giver of Victory to the Imam, the Fortunate Star (Abu Najm), Full Moon of Mustansir (Badr al-Mustansiri), while taking over all the offices of the dynasty, including that of chief da’i on the retirement and death of al-Shirazi in 1078. Officially, at least, he enjoyed the confidence of

Mustansir, who recommended him to the faithful in the Yemen as the saviour of the state. The defence of the realm was a clear priority, and the military character of his regime was affirmed by the rebuilding of the old brick walls of al-Qahira, the royal city, in stone; with their three great gates of Bab Zawila, Bab al-Futuh and Bab al-Nasr, these represented an extension into Egypt of the castle building that transformed both warfare and society in the Islamic world after the spacious palaces of the Age of the Caliphates. In 1077 Badr repelled an invasion of Egypt by Atsiz, whom he besieged in Damascus the following year, only to be driven back by Tutush, the brother of Malikshah. The city became Tutush’s capital, while his lieutenant Urtuq was installed in Jerusalem. With Syria at last in Seljuq hands, however, the new rulers continued to look north rather than south, towards Aleppo and Byzantine Antioch. These they captured in 1085, giving Badr the opportunity for a second attack on Damascus. In 1089 he was more successful in recovering the ports of Sidon, Tyre, Acre and Jubayl, thus recreating for Egypt what was essentially a maritime empire on the Palestinian littoral, maintained from the sea by the surprisingly powerful Fatimid fleet and paying for itself from the revenues of trade. But Badr’s most notable achievements were in Egypt itself.

The chronicles are thin on his reign as wazir, and the evidence for his reformation of the provincial administration largely indirect. Lists of administrative districts from various sources at various times show a sharp change in the second half of the eleventh century from 50–70 kuwar (sing. kura), the units of provincial administration inherited by the Arabs from the Byzantines, to some 26 a’mal (sing. ‘amal), or districts. These in turn were grouped into five large provinces: Qus in the south; Middle Egypt with a capital at Asyut or Ashmunayn; Sharqiyya, the eastern Delta; al-Gharbiyya, the western Delta; and Alexandria. We first hear of the province of Qus, whose governor was responsible for the Nubian frontier and for the passage of the pilgrimage up the Nile and then across the desert to the port of ‘Aydh, in 1079–80, which would date the change to the outset of Badr’s reign. The five provinces were clearly designed to extend the military regime at Cairo to the country as a whole; the creation of the a’mal was probably an overdue recognition of the fact that the governors of the kuwar had long lost their original fiscal functions to tax farmers on the one hand and treasury officials on the other, retaining only their responsibility for law and order. While the kuwar survived as tax districts, tax collection was now clearly the responsibility of the musharif or tax inspector of each province, working with escorts provided by the governors of the new a’mal. The production of taxes, on the other hand, was equally clearly the responsibility of tax farmers, in charge of the regulation of the

Nile flood and the cultivation of the land. Here again Badr introduced a new principle.  

With the pacification of Egypt complete in 1076, Badr remitted the *kharaj* or land tax for a period of three years to allow the country to recover. To make good the loss of revenue, on which he depended to pay his troops, he allocated the land tax farms, through whose agency the land would be brought back into production, as *iqta*’s to his men for a probable period of thirty years. He thus introduced into Egypt the Buyid practice of assigning particular revenues to individual soldiers at source instead of through the treasury, with this difference, that the ‘fiefs’ in question remained tax farms, cultivated for their revenue to the state by soldiers whose pay came from the excess profit. An emergency measure modified in the following century, the device nevertheless survived to become the fiscal foundation of the Mamluk army in the later middle ages.  

As a means to fiscal recovery, it apparently succeeded in restoring the revenues of Egypt to around their normal level of 3 million dinars towards the end of Badr’s life. Politically, it gave the troops a vested interest in the regime.  

Badr himself endeavoured to perpetuate his relationship to the dynasty by marrying his daughter to the caliph’s youngest son Ahmad, while designating his own son al-Afdal as heir to the wazirate. The arrangement barely survived the test, for when Badr died in 1094, Mustansir initially appointed another amir, and was forced to accept al-Afdal by the bulk of the army. When the caliph himself died eight months later, it was the turn of al-Afdal to secure the succession of Ahmad in place of Mustansir’s eldest son Nizar, moving rapidly to proclaim him as the designated heir of his father. Nizar, who claimed the designation for himself, fled to Alexandria, where his revolt collapsed and he was captured, to be walled up alive in one of the great new gates of al-Qahira. Against Ahmad, who called himself al-Musta’li, ‘the Elevated’, Nizar had taken the title al-Mustafa, ‘the Chosen’, a clear indication of the critical importance of the selection of the imam by his predecessor, which on the one hand secured the continuity of divine guidance and on the other had so far preserved the dynasty from the succession disputes which racked so many others: since the arrival of the dynasty in Egypt, all males other than the imam had withdrawn without protest into obscurity. The designation of Ahmad and the legitimacy of his succession as Musta’li duly became an article of Fatimid faith; but it was rejected by the Iranian Isma’ilis, who finally separated themselves from Cairo in the name of Nizar. For al-Afdal, it was crucial to his survival, and the beginning of his own career. Ahmad had no ambitions, and when he died in

---
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1101, the wazir became the regent for his five-year-old son al-Amir. In 1110 he moved his residence, and thus the seat of government, out of al-Qahira to a new palace, the Dar al-Mulk or Home of the Kingdom between the imperial city and the old city of Fustat, emphasizing his distance from the caliph while ruling absolutely in his name.

The glory which for ten years he actively sought as the Sword of the Imam nevertheless eluded him. The death of the great Seljuq sultan Malikshah at the end of 1092 precipitated precisely the kind of succession crisis which even at the death of Mustansir the Fatimids avoided. In 1093 Tutush left Damascus to fight for the throne of his family’s loose empire, and in 1095 fell in battle; Seljuq Syria was left divided between his rival sons, Ridwan at Aleppo and Duqaq at Damascus, with Antioch under the ghulam Yaghsijiyan, and Ilghazi and Sukman ibn Urtauq at Jerusalem. Al-Afdal, at the head of a reconstituted state and army, was well placed to exploit their divisions and aspire to the reconquest of the country for the dynasty he represented, especially since the Turks were thrown into confusion in 1097–8 by the victorious advance of the First Crusade across Anatolia to the siege and capture of Antioch. His offer of an alliance rejected by the Franks, he nevertheless besieged Jerusalem in the summer of 1098, expelling the Urtauqids and celebrating his triumph at Ascalon, where he enshrined the sacred head of Husayn, second son of ‘Ali and ancestor of the Fatimids, martyred in 680 and revered throughout Islam. The celebration heralded the attempt of the Fatimids in the twelfth century to renew their appeal to the Muslim world on the strength of their descent from ‘Ali rather than their controversial imamate. It was al-Afdal’s misfortune that the crusaders were in fact bent on the city, and that the speed with which they advanced from Tripoli past the Fatimid cities of the coast left him no time to bring his army back from Egypt before Jerusalem fell to their assault. To add insult to injury, he and his host were promptly attacked and routed by the crusaders at Ascalon. Al-Afdal retired ingloriously to Cairo, never again to campaign in person.92

The First Crusade, originating in the appeal of Byzantium for help against the Turks, was the final repercussion of the coming of the Seljuqs, and the opposition which they represented to the Buyids and the Fatimids. Entering the cockpit of the Near East in the aftermath of the great conflict, the crusaders found in Syria a land reverting to the grass roots of castles, cities and diverse communities, to whose number they swiftly added. It was many years before the common Christian action to which the crusaders remained committed, in spite of their quarrels with each other and their pacts with their Muslim neighbours, was reflected in a similar commitment by the Syrians, and parochialism was

once again overshadowed by imperialism and ideology. The shape of things to come was nevertheless adumbrated at the very beginning of the century by al-Afdal, who over the six years following the creation of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem, campaigned almost annually against its growing power. The three battles of Ramla, 1101–5, were close-run but inconsequential, in Runciman’s view, since although ‘the resources of Egypt were enormous’ and its armies vast, their quality was poor and their leadership incompetent.93 Hamblin regards the encounters favourably as attempts by smaller, well-trained forces to relieve the pressure on the Fatimid cities of the coast, such as Acre, which fell in 1104. These attempts failed because, as in 1099, it took so long to bring such forces up from Egypt in response to the crusaders’ attacks. They were abandoned either when the cities themselves fell or when it was decided to supply them by sea.94 Thus Tripoli under the Banu ‘Ammar held out until 1109, Sidon till 1110 and Tyre until 1124, while Egypt fell back on the defensive behind the frontier fortress of Ascalon. But the overtures evidently made by al-Afdal to Damascus, to the Seljuq prince Duqaq and to the atabeg Tughtigin who succeeded him in 1104, which resulted in a Seljuq contingent at the third battle of Ramla in 1105, strongly suggest that the war that al-Afdal effectively waged for six years was indeed a holy war upon the infidel, in which he represented himself as the champion of Islam and the leader of a united Muslim front. His failure may have entailed the consolidation of the Latin kingdom, cutting the Fatimids off from their Syrian stamping-ground, and reducing them to an Egyptian dynasty; but the success of the crusaders had opened up a new perspective, not only for their caliphate but for government in Islam as a whole.95

The war failed at least partly because the resources of Egypt were not enormous. In 1107–8, after the end of the war and some thirty years after Badr al-Jamali’s initial allocation of the land tax farms as iqta’s to his troops, their value was reviewed in the light of complaints from the treasury that the yield of the farms allocated to the higher ranks was higher than their assessment, and complaints from the lesser ranks that the yield of their farms was less, so that while some muqta’s (or tenants) paid too little, some paid too much. The farms were thus redistributed, some at auction, to bring their assessment into line with their actual yield, and the results were confirmed for a further thirty years. It would appear that while some of the land had been successfully brought back into production after the great shidda, some had not, because the peasant population was still too small to cultivate the whole of the Valley and Delta; for many farms, the troops bid low or not at all, leaving much good land on the treasury’s hands. The situation revealed by the Afdali survey may

95 See Brett (1993b); and Lambton (1981).
have become even worse when al-Ma‘mun al-Bata‘ihi, the officer responsible for the reallocation in 1107–8, became wazir himself in 1121, to find that much of the land tax was in arrears, and, moreover, that tax farmers and peasants alike had converted much of the land illegally into personal property on which they grew summer crops such as sugarcane by means of artificial irrigation. Frustrated, but presumably unable to break the thirty-year military contracts, the treasury had meanwhile resorted to auctioning (other?) tax farms, covering bathhouses, bridges and the like, to the highest bidder before the previous contract had expired. The wazir could do little except forbid the practice, and meanwhile remit all arrears on condition that payment would be made in future; land newly brought under cultivation would be exempt from tax for three years. To this unhappy picture of shrunken agricultural revenues must be added the loss of Acre and the commercial revenues of the Palestine littoral.

Al-Afdal was sufficiently concerned with the administration to create in 1107–8 a new office, the diwan al-tahqiq or office of inquiry into the affairs of the various financial departments, which under its director Ibn Abi ‘l-Layth al-Nasrani, the Christian, became central to the administration. The fleet, repeatedly employed in operations in support of the remaining cities of the Syrian coast, must have been a heavy expense, as was the need to garrison Ascalon, from which occasional raids were made into the Latin Kingdom. In reply, Egypt was invaded and Farama sacked by King Baldwin I in 1118. But the real danger to al-Afdal came not from Jerusalem but from within. In 1121 the ageing wazir was murdered in the street. The finger of suspicion pointed variously at his wazir or lieutenant al-Ma‘mun al-Bata‘ihi: at the caliph al-Amir, now a man; and at the Iranian Isma‘ilis who had left the fold in 1094 in the name of Nizar.

THE ORDER OF ASSASSINS

Both al-Bata‘ihi and al-Amir benefited from the great man’s murder, the caliph from the treasure he recovered from al-Afdal’s residences, the Dar al-Mulk outside and the Dar al-Wizara inside al-Qahira, and al-Bata‘ihi from his appointment as wazir, with all the titles of his predecessor. Their coup, if coup it was, transformed the political scene. The caliph was brought out of his seclusion with elaborate public ceremonies, through which the new wazir endeavoured to establish himself as the indispensable agent of the monarchy, while taking control of the administration and army. Such ceremonies were no longer
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specifically Isma’ili; ironically, as the servant of the Isma’ili imam, al-Bata’ihi in fact strove to prevent the entry into Egypt of those Persian and Syrian Isma’ili who might assassinate his master as they were accused of murdering al-Afdal. Al-Amir himself was more particularly concerned to heal the rift opened up by the succession of Musta’li in 1094. As imam, he had the unquestioned support of the Isma’ili of the Yemen under the rule of the Sulayhids, and specifically under their long-lived queen, al-Sayyida Arwa, 1075–1138, who began life as a consort and ended as the supreme representative of the imamate in the country. The relationship had been close since the days of al-Yazuri and al-Shirazi. ‘Ali al-Sulayhi, the founder of the dynasty, had achieved the conquest of the Yemen with the occupation of Zabid on the Red Sea coastal plain in 1060 and Aden in 1062. As Egypt moved towards fitna and shidda, ‘Ali himself aspired to the domination of Mecca, but was murdered in 1067, when the prospect of a great Arabian empire evaporated. Sa’da in the north was recovered by the rival ‘Alid Zaydi imams, and the Sulayhids, together with the Zuray’ids whom they installed at Aden in 1083, became a provincial dynasty who needed the Fatimid connection as much as the Fatimids, in their darkest hour, needed them. It was in her capacity as hujja or proof of the imam that Sayyida presided for so long over so difficult and diverse a country, staunchly supporting the Musta’lian succession, and overseeing the creation of a major tradition of Isma’ili scholarship rooted in the writings of the qadi al-Nu’man on the zahir or open doctrine of the imamate and the Law, and of al-Mu’ayyad fi’l-Din al-Shirazi on the batin or ‘hidden’ cosmological doctrine of the imam. The teachings of this tradition, which preserved those of the Fatimid da’wa at its zenith in the mid-eleventh century, were in stark contrast to those of the Iranians. In seeking to reintegrate these Iranian secessionists by persuading them of the truth of Mustansir’s designation of his father Ahmad as the next imam, Amir was appealing in vain to a movement established well before the overt schism, furnished with its own highly developed creed, and actively hostile to him.99

Isma’ilism in the Iranian world had flourished despite the Ghaznavids and the Seljuqs, whose great wazir, Nizam al-Mulk, in the service of both Alp Arslan and Malikshah, had patronized the development of an explicitly orthodox, Sunni scholarship through the foundation of madrasas or colleges called in his honour Nizamiyyas, of which the first was at Baghdad in 1067. The Fatimid Da’wa, headed for twenty years by the Iranian al-Shirazi, continued to base itself at Isfahan, the Seljuq capital, with representatives at Shiraz and Rayy, the old Buyid capitals. It was at Rayy around 1070 that Hasan-i Sabbah was apparently converted from Twelver Shi’ism to Isma’ilism, yet another success for the determined proselytization of the Buyid dominions from Cairo over the

99 See Stern (1950), and in (1984).
previous century. Promoted by Ibn ‘Attash, the da‘i at Isfahan, he went to Egypt in 1078, returning to Iran in 1081. The death of the great al-Shirazi in 1078, and the assumption of the post of chief da‘i by the wholly unqualified Badr al-Jamali, may have been the turning-point in the growth of an Iranian Isma‘ilism away from direction by Cairo towards independence in both organization and doctrine, of which Hasan took command. In 1090 he declared his mission openly with the seizure of Alamut, a mountain fortress in that historic home of militant Shi‘ism, the region of Daylam to the south of the Caspian. The Isma‘ili of Kuhistan in eastern Iran responded with the seizure of several citadels; and when the Seljuq forces retreated at the death of Nizam al-Mulk and Malikshah in 1092, Hasan’s followers went on to seize Lamasar and others in the Rudbar district of Daylam; Girdkuh in the eastern Elburz; and points in the southern Zagros as the Seljuq succession crisis worsened and widened. By 1100 Ibn ‘Attash’s son Ahmad, who had inherited much of his father’s authority, was in possession of the fortress of Shahdiz outside Isfahan.

From strongholds such as these, the newly militant Isma‘ilis, who have become known in western historiography as the ‘Assassins’, struck at the Seljuqs and especially their ministers through assassination, although they were not averse to a convenient alliance, or to attacks on the supporters of one prince rather than another. Such terrorism, which famously claimed the life of the great Seljuq wazir Nizam al-Mulk in 1092, induced the fear of a sinister underground, and provoked the massacre of Isma‘ilis, real and imagined, at Isfahan and elsewhere; it discredited a movement which seems partly nationalistic, in that it was anti-Turk; partly anti-clerical, in that it was hostile to the Sunni establishment; and partly socialist, in that it was egalitarian; but which was first and foremost millenarian in anticipating a new and final dispensation by revolutionary action. When Muhammad Tapar succeeded to the Seljuq sultanate in 1105, and a concerted effort against the Isma‘ilis was undertaken, these were forced on to the defensive with the capture of Shahdiz and the killing of Ahmad-i ‘Attash in 1107, the loss of the fortresses in the Zagros, and advances into Daylam culminating in the abortive siege of Alamut itself in 1118. The Isma‘il revolution, if that is what it had been, had come to nothing; but the Isma‘ili state remained at Alamut, Girdkuh and in Kuhistan under the autocracy of Hasan-i Sabbah, the undisputed representative of the Hidden Imam Nizar. It was futile to expect him to abjure the foundation of his lifetime’s authority and power.100

It was all the more futile since that authority was grounded in a doctrine which superseded the teachings of the Fatimid da‘wa, with their panoply of

100 For Hasan-i Sabbah and Nizari Isma‘ilism, see Hodgson (1955) and (1968); Lewis (1967), pp. 324–434.
arguments for the necessity of the infallible imam as the linchpin of the relationship of heaven to earth, whether by revelation or by reason. All such proofs of his infallibility were deemed by Hasan to fail, since they supposed a higher infallibility on behalf of the evidence and ultimately of the believer who judged of its credibility. Logically, the imam could only be known by his absence, when his existence and identity would become self-evident to the seeker who knew only that he did not know. The doctrine which sprang from this ontological argument, the da'wa jadida or ‘new preaching’, required none of the ta'lim or teaching of the old doctrine, which it was the responsibility of the Fatimid imam and his da'wa to impart to humanity. Ta'lim now meant command, and by definition required unquestioning acceptance and obedience from the followers of the imam or his representative on earth – a striking thesis upon which the discipline of the new sect was based, and from which it took the sobriquet of Ta'limiyya. Alternatively it was called the Batiniyya, once again from the old ‘hidden’ doctrine of the Fatimids, now redefined as belief in the imam as the absolute source of divine guidance. Both apppellations became names of fear, evoking the obedience and secrecy of the fida'iyyun, the ‘fedayeen’ or ‘self-sacrificers’ who carried out their assassinations in public, at the risk of almost certain death. But the significance of the da'wa jadida extended far beyond the revolutionary activities of Hasan-i Sabbah’s followers to the doctrines of Islam itself in the works of al-Ghazali, the so-called Mujaddid or Reviver of Islam at the beginning of the sixth century of the Hijra. Al-Ghazali was appointed to teach at the Nizamiyya of Baghdad in 1091, as a polemicist against all such heresy, although in 1095 he abandoned the post for the life of a wandering ascetic. Challenged by the da'wa jadida to refute the doctrine of the self-evident imam, he did so by proposing the self-evidence of the Qur'an and the Prophet through whom it had been revealed, turning the scripture into the perennial source of divine illumination that needed no proof besides itself. Like the da'wa jadida, his work represented an attack on the Greek philosophical tradition in Islam, subordinating reason to revelation, and substituting meditation for metaphysical inquiry. Unlike the da'wa jadida, it did not dispense with the obligations of ritual prescribed by the Sunna, but regarded them as a necessary form of spiritual discipline. Nevertheless it served to raise the definition of Sunnism from the level of jurisprudence in which it was grounded, and at which it had been attacked by the Fatimids, to the level of theology as a definition of faith.

Although the Isma’ilis of Alamut were driven on to the defensive in Iran after 1105, their action in Syria developed over a longer period of time with

102 See Watt (1953), pp. 86–152.
the sympathy of Syrian Isma'ilis and the complicity of the Seljuq princes. It began in 1103 with the assassination of the amir of Homs, an enemy of Ridwan at Aleppo, who had allowed the Iranian missionaries of Hasan-i Sabbah to install themselves in the city with its large Shi'ite population. If their aim was revolution, however, it was frustrated by the heterogeneity of the country. As in Iran, the immediate objective of these Hashishiyun or Assassins, as they came to be known in Syria, was to obtain their own fortress or fortresses, beginning with Afamiya, which they briefly held in 1106. Meanwhile they played a colourful role in Syrian affairs, adding to the complexity of local politics, and guarding against the prospect of intervention from the east by the assassinations of the Seljuq atabegs of Mosul, Mawdud at Damascus in 1113 and Bursuqi at Mosul itself in 1126. They were expelled from Aleppo after the death of Ridwan in 1113, and again finally in 1124; however, they established themselves at Damascus under Tughtigin, and proceeded to occupy the castle of Banyas in the Upper Jordan valley until they were driven from both after the death of Tughtigin in 1128. Having revenged themselves upon Tughtigin's successor Buri in 1131, they were sufficiently established in northern Syria to acquire a cluster of fortresses in the range between the Orontes and the sea from 1132 to 1141, of which the last and most important was Masyaf. In this mountain retreat they added to the patchwork of Syria at a time when, to the north, the threat from Mosul was growing with the annexation of Aleppo in 1128 and the conquest of Edessa in 1144 by the atabeg Zengi, followed by the occupation of Damascus by his son Nur al-Din in 1154. By the time their most celebrated da' i Sinan, 'the Old Man of the Mountain', took command at Masyaf in 1162, the Assassins had been marginalized by the new hegemony of the Zengids.

Sinan had been sent from Alamut as an agent of the new ruler Hasan, who in 1162 succeeded to the headship of the Nizari community. Hasan-i Sabbah had died in 1124, to be succeeded by Buzurgumid, the commandant of the neighbouring castle of Lamasar, and no theologian. Under him and his son Muhammad, 1138–62, the Isma'ili state became dynastic and while fighting off periodic attacks on Kuhistan and invasions of Rudbar settled as in Syria into the political life of the country; even the assassination of the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Mustarshid in 1135 may have been connived at by the Seljuq sultan of western Iran and Iraq, Mas'ud, and the great sultan Sanjar in the east, as the caliph endeavoured to exploit the divisions within the Seljuq family by participating in its struggles for power. Muhammad's son Hasan, however, abandoned their

113 The origin of the term, from hashish, 'grass' or 'hemp', is unknown, but does not refer to the taking of drugs: cf. Lewis (1967), pp. 11–12; it is, on the other hand, the root of the term 'assassin', 'assassination'.
more humble role of guardians of the faith to return to that of Hasan-i Sabbah as the huṣṣa or proof of the imam of the time, \(^{104}\) with the authority to speak in his name. In 1164 he proclaimed the Qiyama or resurrection in a ceremony which symbolized the emancipation of the faithful from the tyranny of the Law by inverting all its rituals, breaking the fast in the middle of Ramadan. While the faithful thus attained the enlightenment promised by the daʾwa jādīda, Hasan himself emerged as the Qaʾim, ‘He Who Arises’, an apocalyptic figure identical with the mahdi and thus in effect with the imam in whose name he spoke. His own name became both a prayer and a title as Hasan ‘ala dhikrihi l-salam, ‘upon the mention of whose name be peace’. In 1166 he was murdered for such blasphemy, but his son Muhammad maintained his doctrine until his own death in 1210. It was then repudiated, whether out of conviction or taqīyya, ‘prudent hypocrisy’, in favour of Sunnism, largely obscuring the doctrinal position of Alamut under Jalal al-Din (1210–21), ‘Ala al-Din (1221–55) and Rukn al-Din, who surrendered to the Mongols in the following year. The Qiyama, however, survived the fall of the Ismaʿili state to become the basis of Nizari Ismaʿilism, as did the hereditary imamate. With Hasan ‘ala dhikrihi l-salam now unequivocally recognized as the true imam in line of descent from Nizar, the continuity of the apostolic succession to Muhammad and ‘Ali was paradoxically reaffirmed on the original principle of transmission from father to son.

In Syria, under the renewed impulsion of the Qiyama, Sinan, the Old Man of the Mountain, ruled his state at Masyaf for over thirty years. A prominent feature of the political scene, Masyaf was an important factor in the calculations of the Zengids, the Ayyubids and the Latins down to the defeat of the Mongols at ‘Ayn Jalut in 1260 and the creation of the Mamluk empire. Like the Latin kingdom, its independence was then neither tolerable nor tenable and by 1273 it had been suppressed, leaving the Nizaris of Syria to look to the imamate in Iran for spiritual guidance. The guidance in question was sectarian; the Qiyama, unlike the daʾwa jādīda from which it sprang, was for the few rather than the many. Yet it was not wholly peculiar. The sixth Islamic century opened by al-Ghazali rather than by his intellectual opponent Hasan-i Sabbah saw on the one hand the Almohad revolution in the Maghrib, the substitution of al-Ghazali’s doctrine of the light of the Qurʾan for the legalism of the Almoravids, which had characterized the Sunni opposition to the Fatimids in the middle of the fifth, and on the other, following the example of al-Ghazali, the rapid rise of Sufism or Islamic mysticism to the surface of Islam as a form of enlightenment under the direction of a spiritual guide. The failure of the daʾwa jādīda at Alamut to generate a revolutionary movement to compare

with that of the Almohad mahdi Ibn Tumart led the successors of Hasan-i Sabbah into a doctrine of spiritual resurrection to compare with the ‘taste of God’, the spiritual illumination sought by al-Ghazali himself and by the great Ibn al-'Arabi. The teaching that set the Nizaris apart as a community made them otherwise typical of the Islam of their time.

**The Last of the Fatimids**

Such beliefs were alien to those upheld in principle by the Fatimid imam and caliph al-Amir, and in practice by his followers in the Yemen. In emphasizing his caliphate rather than his imamate as the heir of ‘Ali, al-Amir was in fact moving beyond the old doctrines of the dynasty in quite a different way to legitimize the power which he finally resumed in 1125. In that year, he had the wazir al-Bata’ihi arrested and eventually executed on suspicion of a plot against his life and took back the control of affairs which had been abandoned or lost by the monarch since the death of Hakim a hundred years before. It was a testimony to the enduring strength of a dynasty which had retained not only its ultimate authority but its residual powers throughout the rule of its state by its servants. Continuing al-Afdal’s policy of rapprochement with the Seljuqs, he sent presents to Bursuqi, the atabeg of Mosul, in the year in which he fell victim to the Assassins, and received in return the head of the da’i Bahram when the Nizaris were evicted by Buri from Damascus and Banyas. At home, he dispensed with a wazir, employing the Christian Abu Najah to increase his revenues until he sacrificed him to the fury of his victims, high and low. He is portrayed as a greedy tyrant, not the statesman to refound the monarchy, but he was nevertheless unchallenged until he himself was murdered in 1130, apparently by the Assassins but possibly by his henchmen Hazarmard and Barghash, shortly after the birth of a son, Muhammad. These elevated his cousin ‘Abd al-Majid to the position of wali ‘Ahd al-muslimin, the lesser title of the heir apparent, which Hakim had once bestowed upon his nephew Ibn Ilyas. The infant Muhammad disappeared. In the confusion that followed, the wazirate was restored by al-Afdal’s son, Ahmad al-Kutayfat (‘Little Shoulders’) at the head of his father’s faction in the army, who ruled first in the name of ‘Abd al-Majid and then in the name of Muhammad al-Muntazar, the Hidden Imam of the Twelvers, until he was killed by the loyal Armenian Yanis in 1131. ‘Abd al-Majid was then restored to the throne as imam and caliph with the title al-Hafiz li-Din Allah, ‘Keeper of God’s Creed.’
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The accession of Hafiz to the imamate prompted the secession of the Yemeni da\'wa, which had acknowledged the infant Muhammad as al-Amir’s heir and would not for the most part accept the irregular succession of his cousin. Muhammad, called al-Tayyib, ‘the Good’, was deemed to have survived, and subsequently believed to have fathered a line of Hidden Imams in *sattr* or concealment, who were represented in the community by a dynasty of *da\'is* with complete authority to speak on their behalf. The decision to reject the succession of al-Hafiz, which gave the Yemenis, like the Iranians, their independence as a sect, was the last achievement of Sayyida before her death in 1138 put an end to the Sulayhid dynasty and its power over central Yemen. While the affiliated dynasties of the Hamdanids of Sana’a and the Zuray’ids of Aden clung to power on the strength of their continued loyalty to the Fatimid al-Hafiz and his successors, down to the Ayyubid conquest of the Yemen which began in 1174, the majority of Isma’ilis in the country abandoned the political for the religious leadership of the Tayyibi da\’wa. Unlike the Nizaris, the Tayyibis retained the original emphasis of the Fatimids on the observation of the Law, as well as a cosmogony derived from al-Shirazi, which became still more elaborate. The new sect extended into India, where Isma’ilism had revived after the Ghaznavid purge as a result of the Sulayhids’ missionary activity and where Gujerat eventually became its chief centre.

In Egypt itself, the violent deaths within ten years of three commanders of the armies and the caliph himself threatened a return to the days of the *fitna* in the absence of a single leader able to dominate both the army and the palace. The system nevertheless survived along with the Hafizi succession and along with the newfound ability of the monarchy to play an active role in government. This was partly because the monarchy was now more necessary than ever to the rivalries of its servants, and partly because of the caliph himself. Twenty years older than al-Amir, al-Hafiz had the determination and ability to rule as well as reign, despite the ambitions of his sons and his generals. Twin poles of power thus emerged in the state, on the one hand the palace, where the caliph was defended by his household guards and a corps of several thousand black infantry, and on the other hand the field army of Armenians, Turks and Arabs under the command of the provincial governors created by Badr al-Jamali, who vied with each other for the position of wazir. The troops themselves were mutinous, helping to prevent the clear victory of any one contender for supremacy. In the course of his long reign, al-Hafiz faced three major crises: the rebellion and execution of his son Hasan in 1134 at the demand of the black soldiery; the rebellion of the governor of al-Gharbiyya, Ridwan ibn al-Walakhshi, against the Christian wazir Bahram in 1137, followed by Ridwan’s two-year reign as wazir with the title of *malik*, ‘king’; and finally the fighting between the black regiments in 1149, in the midst of which the caliph
died. Despite such interruptions, his government survived, and during the ten years after the overthrow of Ridwan, when he himself ruled through the amir Ibn Masal, was even constructive.

The cult of ‘Ali and the ‘Alid saints was developed as the caliph made a virtue out of the vice of his succession, by claiming that he had succeeded al-Amir as ‘Ali had succeeded the Prophet before ever the principle of descent of the imamate from father to son had been established. In the same way, the ceremonial routine devised for al-Amir by al-Ma’mun al-Bata’ihi was continued, with the elaborate military hierarchy of the court as described by the contemporary Ibn al-Tuwayr. Ibn al-Tuwayr likewise described the administrative practice which so impressed al-Hafiz’s fellow-monarch Roger II of Sicily, documents of which have survived from the monastery of St Catherine in Sinai. Underlying such procedures is likely to have been a further revision of the iqta’ system established by Badr al-Jamali and al-Afdal, some thirty years after the survey of 1107–8, when the contracts issued by al-Bata’ihi should have expired. The evidence is provided by al-Makhzumi, who like Ibn al-Tuwayr produced his account of past Fatimid practice for the benefit of the new ruler Saladin, including a description of the Fatimid iqta’ which purports to refer to the period preceding Saladin’s arrival in 1169. According to al-Makhzumi, the soldier had been paid at a fixed rate by the treasury out of the tax upon his iqta’, rather than paying the tax and keeping the excess, as he evidently did under al-Afdal’s regime. In the middle of the twelfth century, the muqta’ (or holder of the grant) nevertheless remained quite clearly the tax farmer responsible for the cultivation of the land and the production of its revenue to the fisc. As a solution to the problems apparent in 1107–8 and again in 1121–2, this bears witness to a high degree of central control, which is reflected in the other arrangements described by al-Makhzumi for the pay of tribal Arab forces, and troops in garrisons. Together they suggest a satisfactory reform of the financial system following the excesses of Abu Najah during al-Amir’s personal rule. The state in Egypt was far from breaking down under the strain of disorder, but continuing to evolve as a powerful administrative machine.

Following the death of Hafiz and the accession of his youngest son al-Zafir, disorder at the top nevertheless turned finally to fitna or civil war as the monarchs became mere figureheads, and the provincial governors fought each other and the palace for the wazirate. Ibn Masal, the able lieutenant of Hafiz, was immediately swept aside and killed in the rebellion of Ibn al-Salar, the Kurdish governor of Alexandria, who followed the example of Ridwan in
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assuming the title of *malik*. Three years later, however, Ibn al-Salar was murdered in a conspiracy between the caliph and the amir ‘Abbas ibn Tamim, who as wazir had al-Zafir himself murdered in 1154, and the five-year-old al-Fa’iz proclaimed. ‘Abbas was promptly expelled by Tala’i’b. Ruzzik, the Armenian governor of Asyut or Middle Egypt, who ruled for seven years, replacing al-Fa’iz at his death in 1160 with his nine-year-old cousin al-‘Adid. But in 1161 he too was murdered from within the palace, and his son Ruzzik, who succeeded him, was overthrown and put to death in 1163 by the Arab governor of Qus or Upper Egypt, Shawar. Shawar himself was at once driven out by Ibn Ruzzik’s Arab general Dirgham, and fled to Damascus to seek the aid of Nur al-Din. The affairs of Cairo thus became a matter of concern not only to Damascus, but also Jerusalem, with consequences fatal to the dynasty.

Throughout the reign of Hafiz, as the power of Zengi and his son Nur al-Din grew in northern Syria, and a united Muslim front against the Latin states began to develop, Cairo had abandoned the approach of al-Amir to the Syrian princes, and contented itself with a strong garrison at Ascalon to keep the frontier. With the Franks threatening an attack upon Ascalon from Gaza, however, the approach was renewed by Ibn al-Salar. Ascalon was in fact lost to a determined attack by King Baldwin in the aftermath of the *malik’s* murder in 1153. Its capture was not, however, followed up. After a victory at Gaza obtained by his commander Dirgham, Tala’i’ibn Ruzzik wrote again to Nur al-Din, whose occupation of Damascus in 1154 had completed the formation of the Zengid empire in Iraq and Syria, once more to little purpose. In 1160 he bought off a threatened Frankish invasion of Egypt with the promise of an annual tribute, whose non-payment became the excuse for an attack by the new King Amalric upon the new *malik* Dirgham in 1163. Dirgham cut the dykes to flood the king out of the siege of Farama, only to be attacked in the following year from Damascus by his deposed rival Shawar with an army led by Nur al-Din’s Kurdish general Shirkuh. Dirgham appealed to Amalric for aid, but was defeated and killed before any could be sent. When Shawar promptly renewed the appeal to Jerusalem to rid himself of his Syrian ally, however, Amalric forced Shirkuh to retire. A similarly inconclusive campaign followed in 1167, when Shirkuh, with Nur al-Din’s permission, set out to conquer the country, but again was thwarted by the Franks whom Shawar had summoned. In 1168 the aggressor was Amalric, and it was Shirkuh who obliged the army of Jerusalem to retire. Shirkuh’s victory proved decisive. Shawar was executed and Shirkuh appointed in his place, to be succeeded after his sudden death in March 1169 by his nephew Saladin with the title *al-Malik al-Nasir*, ‘Victorious King’. Yet another ineffective invasion by the Franks in conjunction with the Byzantine fleet was repelled at the end of the year, leaving the new wazir in full, if still precarious, possession.
The motive for what Lane-Poole called this ‘race for the Nile’ was partly strategic, in that neither Jerusalem nor Damascus could afford to see Egypt in the hands of the other; partly economic, in that the country was a source of wealth to relieve the pressures on the limited resources of the antagonists in Palestine and Syria; and partly personal, in that Shirkuh in particular had the ambition to make his military and political fortune. As far as Saladin was concerned, he was obliged to succeed or perish, moving to take command of his uncle’s forces on the one hand, and on the other to neutralize the palace by destroying the black regiments who maintained its independence and its capacity for intrigue. More important still was the imperative to rise above both his troops and the dynasty as a figure in his own right. Putting an end to the ceremonial round of the caliphate, which had sustained the Fatimids since the murder of al-Afdal, Saladin took advantage of the sickness and death of al-‘Adid in September 1171 to terminate the caliphate by refusing to proclaim a successor. Instead, in his capacity as malik or king, he offered his allegiance to the caliph of Baghdad. The royal family was left helpless in the seclusion to which it was accustomed, while the males were apparently separated from the women to ensure that the line died out. Such an accumulation of power, prestige and wealth, all within the space of two and a half years, meanwhile gave Saladin his effective independence from his original master Nur al-Din in Damascus. As ruler of Egypt, he was able to attract the necessary number of warriors into his service; to keep them with the grant of iqtas; and to employ them as the Seljuqs had always done, to create a fresh empire for himself and his immediate family. Thus in 1174 his brother Tursan shah was dispatched by way of Mecca to the conquest of the Yemen. In that same year, the death of Nur al-Din gave Saladin the opportunity finally to establish his monarchy and his dynasty with the occupation of Damascus.

In this way, the political logic of Saladin’s position in Egypt combined with the logic of the Fatimid state to complete the work begun by Nasir al-Dawla and Badr al-Jamali a hundred years before, converting the commander of the armies into the wazir, and the wazir or malik into a sultan, the independent founder of a new, Ayyubid, Dawla or dynastic state. While the charisma of the Fatimids was spent, their patrimony nevertheless remained intact, to serve as the basis of the patriarchal regime of Saladin and his kinsfolk in Egypt, Syria and the Yemen, and subsequently of the institutionalized empire of the Mamluk sultanate. It did so through the Fatimid iqtas, the tax farm whose revenues were divided between the soldier and the state in various ways, until eventually the Mamluk faris or cavalier was assigned the income from a variety of specified taxes levied on his villagers as his fixed
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The cancellation by Saladin of the *iqta’s* of the Fatimid troops and their allocation to his own followers, on terms that are admittedly obscure, contributed to a brief pro-Fatimid revolt in 1174, but began the transformation of his Turkish and Kurdish warbands from conquistadors into the regular Egyptian army they eventually became.\textsuperscript{115} In that longer perspective, the Mamluk warriors who completed the transformation with the establishment of their own monarchy in 1250 were the true successors of the Fatimids in the last century of their reign.

\textsuperscript{114} See Rabie (1972), pp. 41, 57, 64, 132. \textsuperscript{115} See Gibb (1962), pp. 74–90.
for thirty years, from the moment he was made chief minister in 1063 by the sultan Alp Arslan (regn. 1063–72), Nizam al-Mulk devoted every effort to shaping the jerry-built Seljuqid political enterprise into a centralized absolutist monarchy. By the late 1080s, he could claim considerable success, for the sultan whom he now served (Malikshah, regn. 1072–92) enjoyed uncontested authority from the Oxus to the Mediterranean. After an initial succession struggle between Malikshah and his uncle Qavurd, there were no further disruptions which seriously threatened Malikshah’s supremacy. Nizam al-Mulk had created an administrative machinery which allowed him to maintain a fairly effective control over the flow of revenues and information. It is clear that he wanted to penetrate the whole apparatus with a network of informers and security agents, though it is not clear that he was able to achieve this goal. In any case, he dispersed his relatives and prot´éges everywhere he could, and even the most powerful officials in the remotest places had good reason to think that they were being watched.¹

Nizam al-Mulk could only use the tools available to him in the world of eleventh-century Iran and Iraq, of course. For example, he would have preferred to build a tax system based on salaried officials, but fiscal reality compelled him to make wide use of the *iqta*. Even so, he strove to maintain a close supervision over these *iqta*’s and to limit the powers which their holders could exercise over the villages assigned to them. By this time, Seljuqid military power was based increasingly on a standing ‘professional’ army – an army whose members were registered by name, paid regular stipends and (in principle) subject to muster as needed. In these regular forces Turkish slave recruits (*ghulam, mamluk*) from central Asia played a central role, but there were also soldiers, both slave recruits

¹ Nizam al-Mulk has left us a superb statement of his programme: Siyasat-nameh. Nizam al-Mulk envisions an ideal order, but his frank critiques of current practice tell us much about the realities of his day. On the Seljuqid vizierate, see Horst (1964); Klausner (1973); Lambton (1968), esp. pp. 247–68, and (1988), ch. 1.
and free mercenaries, drawn from many other ethnic groups. In addition, the dynasty continued to rely heavily on the nomadic Turcoman tribesmen who had brought it to power a half-century before, but these were increasingly treated as auxiliaries. The tribal chiefs received regular subsidies to ensure their loyalty to the regime, and their followers were recruited and paid on an *ad hoc* basis for particular campaigns.²

Nizam al-Mulk’s unremitting labours led to the emergence of the best-integrated and most effectively governed large state which the Muslim world had seen since the death of the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Mutawakkil (847–861) two centuries before. Even so, he was only able to mask or mitigate the stresses and fracture lines which threatened the great edifice. To begin with, he was never able to eliminate the confederative character of the Seljuqid polity. Like so many dynasties in the eastern Islamic world between 900 and 1500, the Seljuqids always assumed that political authority should be shared among the leading princes of the ruling family.³ This sharing was typically carried out by carving the empire into a group of territorial appanages, each assigned on a more or less hereditary basis to a sub-lineage within the ruling house. An empire of this sort was thus not a unitary state but a confederation, held together chiefly by the charisma of its founder and solidarity among the members of the ruling family. The largest and richest appanage would be held by the senior prince of the family. (Under the Seljuqids the senior prince typically took the title of *sultan mu‘azzam*, ‘supreme sultan’; the other princes settled for the more modest titles of sultan, *malik*, or *amir.*) The senior prince’s authority rested in part on the material resources provided by his appanage, but even more on his place within the ruling family: a man who was the father of the other princes could normally get his way, while a mere older brother or nephew had to expect considerable opposition. On a formal level, the senior prince’s authority over his colleagues was real but limited. He rarely chose the other appanage princes, but he did formally invest them with their territories. He had the right (not always enforceable, to be sure) to demand their military and political support against rebels or external enemies. He seldom had the power to interfere in the internal affairs of the appanage princes, but his greater financial and military resources gave him a certain paramountcy within the confederation’s affairs.

The problem with such family confederations was that they were based on custom and *ad hoc* improvisation. They were not shaped in accordance with any formally articulated principles or institutions. In his famous *Siyasat-nameh*
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² The main studies of Seljuqid fiscal and military administration are by Lambton (1953), (1968), pp. 231–9, and (1988), chs. 3, 4, 6. See also Cahen (1953): old but still penetrating. On the origins of the *iqta*, see most recently Sato (1997), chs. 1, 2.

³ This point was first made by Barthold (1968), p. 268; further discussion in Humphreys (1977b), pp. 66–75; see also Bosworth (1995), pp. 939–40.
Nizam al-Mulk does not deign to mention this mode of political organization. Contemporary chroniclers do recognize it, but only in passing; they never treat it discursively. The lack of explicit principles and institutions caused many problems. For example, there was no agreed-upon rule of succession; it was never clear whether rule should be transmitted to the oldest member of the family, to the brother of the previous ruler, or to his son. Hence every succession represented a political crisis and often led to outright warfare. In the final analysis, family confederations were glued together almost solely by loyalty and deference within the ruling house, and those qualities could evaporate in a moment.

Even as Nizam al-Mulk and Malikshah unified the empire, seeds of fragmentation were being sown. In 1078 Malikshah sent his brother Tutush to conquer Syria, but from the outset the latter’s ambitions were not easy to restrain. Malikshah only kept him on a leash by his personal intervention in Syria on two occasions (1083, 1086–7), and by the device of assigning Aleppo to a second independent governor. In Iran, Malikshah’s uncle Qavurd had been killed early in the former’s reign when his thrust for the sultanate fell short; even so, his appanage of Kirman continued in his line without a break, and the region’s autonomy was quickly recovered on Malikshah’s death. Worst of all, Malikshah had four sons by different mothers, and by the late 1080s the dangers of a succession struggle manipulated by different palace and harem factions were already apparent. Thus the assassination of Malikshah’s minister Nizam al-Mulk in 1092, and his own death shortly thereafter at the age of thirty-seven, assured a time of troubles.

One of Malikshah’s widows put his youngest son Mahmud on the throne, but he had no chance against his older brothers Berk-Yaruk and Muhammad Tapar and was quickly shunted aside. A more serious contender was Malikshah’s brother Tutush, by now the uncontested master of Syria; he was an experienced politician and soldier, and had a plausible claim to succeed his brother as the oldest male of the paramount lineage within the Seljuqid clan. Tutush’s initial forays into Mesopotamia and Azerbayjan boded well, but in 1095 he fell in battle against the troops of Berk-Yaruk, and thereafter the struggle would be conducted exclusively among the sons of Malikshah. Berk-Yaruk (regn. 1094–1104) claimed the role of sultan mu’azzam, but his position was contested by his half-brother Muhammad Tapar until Berk-Yaruk’s death of natural causes. At last a modicum of internal peace and stability was restored, and Muhammad Tapar (regn. 1105–18) was able to assert his authority as supreme sultan in Iraq and Iran relatively uncontested. Khurasan had been assigned by Berk-Yaruk as an
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appanage to his young half-brother Sanjar, and Muhammad Tapar found it expedient to leave him there. Sanjar would ultimately prove an able (and extremely durable) ruler, but during Muhammad Tapar’s life he was content to remain under the latter’s tutelage.

Though Muhammad Tapar had at last been successful in restoring peace within the ruling family, the structural flaws of the empire that he governed continued to deepen. Malikshah and Nizam al-Mulk had been able to restrict the size and autonomy of iqta’ holdings; in effect, they had made them units of fiscal administration, subject to a substantial degree of oversight and control by the central ministries. However, the exigencies of the struggle for power had compelled both Muhammad Tapar and Berk-Yaruk to assign larger districts, sometimes whole provinces, in iqta’. In these, the iqta’-holder was (both in name and in fact) the governor. He would derive his personal revenues from only a portion of the province, but he exercised full governmental powers (taxation, justice, defence and public security) over the whole. In regard to such iqta’-governorships, the sultan’s only effective means of control was his power to remove governors; the latter could be quite intransigent in the face of such demands, and it often required a major military expedition to enforce them. Indeed, the Seljuqid sultans normally led a migratory existence, as they moved from one city to the next with their household entourage, senior administrators and a substantial military contingent. They could only enforce their authority by being present and by demonstrating their capacity to use force against officials who would otherwise be free to do what they wanted.

Muhammad Tapar (and his successors to a markedly greater degree) also made increasing use of a second device for establishing a visible Seljuqid presence in the provinces. This was the institution of the atabeg (lit., ‘father-prince’, hence ‘royal guardian’). The atabeg was an ancient Turkish institution, whereby a young prince within the paramount clan would be assigned nominal authority over a district or people. Since the prince was too young to rule by himself, he was accompanied by a guardian who would teach him the art of government while administering affairs in his name. Although atabegs can be found in early Seljuqid times, the institution really began to flourish in the twelfth century. The sultan would try to retain his authority over a critical region by naming one of his sons, sometimes even an infant, as its governor; in that way, the sultan himself would be present not only symbolically but virtually in the flesh – or so it was hoped. The actual powers of government of course were assigned to an atabeg, who by this time was normally one of the sultan’s mamluks. Everything depended on the loyalty and skill of the atabeg, of course; many carried out their duties strictly, but the mortality rate among young Seljuqid

---

5 On the atabeg (Ar., spelling atabak), see Cahen (1960a); Lambton (1968), pp. 239–44.
princes is suspiciously high. Ultimately (by the 1120s), the office and title of atabeg became quasi-hereditary, though the term was also still used in the traditional way down to the mid-thirteenth century. It sometimes became attached to the rulers of a particular city, even when no Seljuqid princes had resided there for decades, and likewise it could be passed on down from father to son. By the mid-twelfth century, the title of atabeg often meant only that one was an autonomous territorial ruler whose authority had its origins in the Seljuqid empire.

Muhammad Tapar was an effective and respected ruler, but like his father he died quite young, at the age of thirty-six, and left his empire to five young sons and his brother Sanjar. There was no question of displacing Sanjar, who had had thirteen years to consolidate his position in Khurasan and was far older and more experienced than his nephews. Indeed, he quickly made himself sultan mu'azzam and would hold that rank until his death in 1157. Iraq and western Iran remained in the hands of the sons of Muhammad Tapar—though they were now subordinate to Sanjar—and they would dominate the stage there for the next three decades. The oldest, Mahmud (regn. 1118–31), was the most powerful ruler in Iraq and western Iran, though he had to face constant rebellions and demands for autonomy from his four brothers (or, rather, since they were still young children, from the atabegs who guided them). He was never quite able to establish his authority in Azerbaijan, and Syria and Mesopotamia were only tenuously subject to him. He also had to deal with an ever more assertive ‘Abbasid caliphate, which was no longer willing to be dominated by an obviously weakened Seljuqid regime. Mahmud had the better of this contest, but in the following decades the tide would turn and a small but increasingly prestigious caliphal state would reclaim a significant role in the politics of the Muslim world. Concessions in the form of iqta’s and hereditary appanages to his brothers, their atabegs, and powerful amirs, which were necessary to maintain a viable basis of political support, inevitably weakened his control over his domains and sapped his fiscal resources.

Mahmud died very young, at the age of twenty-seven, and was succeeded as sultan in Iraq by his brother Mas’ud (regn. 1134–52). Mas’ud’s long reign was not without achievements, but at bottom it was characterized by an intensification of all these trends: the sapping of the sultan’s authority and resources, the rise of atabegs and amirs to a degree of power hardly inferior to the sultan’s, and a resurgence of caliphal autonomy and prestige under the able and ambitious al-Muqtasfi (regn. 1136–1160). After Mas’ud died, his successors were never able to re-enter Baghdad (the traditional capital of the western Seljuqs since Tughril Beg had occupied the city in 1055), and direct Seljuqid rule was more and more restricted to north-western Iran. Indeed, the Seljuqid sultans now fell under the domination of the powerful atabegs of this region. The last Seljuqid
of Iran, Tughril III (regn. 1176–94), struggled to liberate himself from these warlords and almost succeeded, but fell in battle against the rising power of the Khwarizm Shahs.

The decadence of Seljuqid power in western Iran after the death of Mas'ud coincided with the collapse of Seljuqid rule in the East. At the cost of unremitting labour, Sanjar maintained his authority in Khurasan and Transoxiana, but he was so preoccupied by affairs on his northern and eastern frontiers that, especially after 1130, he was unable to play the supreme sultan's traditional roles of arbiter and commander-in-chief within the empire as a whole. In 1141, even his authority in the east was dealt a severe blow when his forces suffered a crushing defeat at the Qatvan Steppe on the mid-Jaxartes River, at the hands of the Kara Khitay, a pagan nomadic people from the steppes north of China. Sanjar was forced to withdraw south and west of the Oxus River – and fortunately the Kara Khitay had no interest in following him. In spite of this blow, he was able to recover some authority over his remaining dominions. However, he found himself increasingly at loggerheads with the Turcomans of Khurasan; they belonged to his own ethnic group (the Ghuzz or Oğuz) and always recognized him as their sovereign, but at the instigation of his hard-pressed fiscal officials he mounted a series of punitive campaigns to subject them to regular taxation and supervision. These expeditions succeeded only in inciting a powerful revolt in 1153. Sanjar was defeated and taken prisoner, and he spent the next two years in humiliating captivity, as the Turcomans raided cities and agricultural districts throughout Khurasan. Even when he escaped in 1156, he was unable to rebuild his regime, and he died a homeless wanderer in 1157. With his death, the Seljuqid sultanate in eastern Iran disappeared. After some two decades of near-chaos, the region was absorbed within a new empire being erected by former Seljuqid governors in Khwarizm, the rich agricultural basin south of the Aral Sea. But the new Khwarizmian empire was founded more on momentum than on substance, and it was annihilated in the Mongol invasion of 1219–20.

Throughout the slow but inexorable disintegration of Seljuqid power, the crucial events occurred in Iraq, north-western Iran and Khurasan, which had in fact been the traditional focal points of political conflict and change in the Nile-to-Oxus region since the rise of Islam. In this great drama Syria – a term covering the eastern Mediterranean coastlands from Gaza to Antioch and the interior steppe west of the Euphrates from the Gulf of Aqaba to the Taurus mountains – played a very minor role. This is so even though Syria was an integral part of the Seljuqid political system and the struggle for power there was conducted according to Seljuqid rules. Syria’s marginality is hardly surprising, since it was only a recently acquired frontier province when the time of troubles began after the death of Malikshah. It was too remote from the major centres
of Seljuqid power – Baghdad, Isfahan, Rayy, Marw – to be worth fighting over. Moreover, it possessed such slender resources of money and manpower that it could not serve as a serious power-base. Finally, it was fragmented into a varying number of petty city-states, each jealous and fearful of its neighbours, and none able to assert effective paramountcy over the others. But, ironically, as the Great Seljuqids went into an irreversible decline after the deaths of Mas'ud (1152) and Sanjar (1157), Syria began to acquire a centrality in the politics, economy and culture of the eastern Islamic world which it had not enjoyed since the fall of the Umayyads four centuries earlier. By the end of the twelfth century, it would be linked to Egypt as the core of an empire stretching from Lake Van in the north-east to Aswan and Yemen in the south. Though never a really wealthy region, it had come to enjoy a substantial prosperity. During this same half-century, finally, it emerged from a sleepy provincialism and became a dynamic and influential centre of Islamic religious and intellectual life.

The catalyst for the Syrian renaissance was surely the establishment of the crusader states at the beginning of the twelfth century. The crusades re-energized Syrian political life in at least two ways – both unintended by the crusaders, of course. First, they created a milieu in which an ideology of *jihad* – long dormant in a Syria far removed from the frontiers of the Islamic world – could flourish. Indeed, the crusaders’ bloody conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 and their standing threat to every other Muslim city in Syria-Palestine almost compelled such a response. As the *jihad* idea evolved in twelfth-century Syria, it implied the need for Muslim cooperation to ward off the invaders, and ultimately for Muslim unity to expel them. In short, *jihad* against the crusaders legitimized political expansion and consolidation. In principle, the crusades made it possible for a local ruler to claim that his struggles against his rivals were not grounded in selfish ambition, but rather were essential for the vindication of Islam. All that was required was a ruler who knew how to visualize and execute such a policy. In the event several decades passed before the implications of the situation were fully grasped and an effective ideology of unity and *jihad* was articulated, but by the mid-1140s all the elements for such an ideology were at last in place.6

The second impact of the crusades was less immediately visible but no less important. The crusader conquest of Syria’s port cities (effectively complete with the fall of Tyre in 1124) connected these to the rapidly expanding network of Mediterranean commerce which the Italian communes had begun to construct in the mid-eleventh century. The bulk of this commerce continued to flow through Constantinople and Alexandria, as it always had, but a significant proportion – perhaps ultimately as much as a third – was now directed to Acre,

6 On the evolution of the counter-crusade, Sivan (1968) remains the only comprehensive study.
Tyre and Antioch (the latter through its port of St Simeon/Suwaydiyya). In spite of political barriers, the interior cities, especially Damascus and Aleppo, inevitably became part of this network, and their role in it increased as the volume of trade increased throughout the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.\footnote{Heyd (1885–6); Schaubé (1906); and Labib (1965) remain indispensable repositories of information.}

It is impossible to quantify the overall economic impact of this commerce, but it is undeniable that Muslim Syria was a more prosperous place by the mid-twelfth century than it had been in the eleventh, or that it continued to flourish until the turmoil of the 1240s and 1250s. The direct fiscal implications of commercial growth are obvious; although most medieval Muslim regimes (like their European counterparts) relied chiefly on agricultural taxes or tax-equivalents, urban tariffs and excises were a very important part of their revenues. Muslim rulers in 1200 simply had more money than their predecessors to spend on their armies, on the construction and endowment of religious institutions, even on infrastructure (irrigation canals, caravanserais and so on). In one of those ironies that enliven the history of every age, the crusaders wound up financing the political and economic revitalization of their opponents. The growth of Mediterranean trade was of course not the whole cause of Muslim Syria's restored prosperity, but it was certainly a significant element in the process.

The processes sketched in the preceding paragraphs only slowly became visible, and they were surely hardly conceivable in 1095 when Tutush was killed trying to seize his brother Malikshah's legacy. Indeed, Tutush's unexpected death echoed Malikshah's in that it ushered in an uncontrolled scramble for power among his sons and officers, albeit within a far smaller domain. But whereas Muhammad Tapar was at last able to restore political cohesion within his vast domains in Iraq and Iran, there was nobody in Syria to play that role. Indeed, twenty years after Tutush's death the Seljuqid lineage in Syria was extinct, its possessions parcelled out among a motley collection of local warlords.

In the framework of a short chapter, it is almost impossible to tell a coherent story of Syrian politics until the late 1120s. Tutush was a heavy-handed ruler, but after the death of Malikshah he was at last able to bring all the interior districts of Syria, from Jerusalem in the south to the Taurus mountains in the north, under his direct authority. (The major port cities south of Latakia, such as Tripoli, Tyre, Acre, Jaffa and Ascalon, had never been subjected to Seljuqid rule. They remained nominally Fatimid possessions, though Tripoli and Tyre were effectively self-governing.) He had apparently made no plans for a succession, but in accordance with the almost universally held principle that his domains should be distributed among his family, Aleppo and Damascus fell to two different sons: the thirteen-year-old Ridwan in Aleppo (regn. 7
The transition to a divided principality was not smooth. The older son, Ridwan, initially tried to take direct control of all his father’s lands, and, when that failed, to assert some degree of primacy within them. Though he was astute and tenacious, his military talents were modest and his resources exiguous, and these efforts were but delusions of petty grandeur. Jealous of his status and fearful, not always without reason, that his Muslim neighbours were bent on seizing his lands, he devoted the bulk of his reign to blocking every effort at unified action among them.

During his father’s lifetime Ridwan had been under the tutelage of an atabeg (Janah al-Dawla Husayn, the governor of Homs), but he found this insupportable and quickly drove Janah al-Dawla from Aleppo. For the rest of his eighteen-year reign, he kept affairs in his own hands and suffered no opposition to his authority. He could be vindictive and brutal, but he knew how to find competent officials, and he faced no serious internal challenge during the last decade of his reign. When he died as the result of a hunting accident, the throne passed to his son Alp Arslan without contest. Unfortunately Alp Arslan possessed his father’s vices but not his talents. He was assassinated in 1114 and replaced by his atabeg, the eunuch Lu’lu’. Lu’lu’ was likewise not up to the task and was murdered in 1117. For the next decade Aleppo was the plaything of transitory rulers, often petty warlords invited in from the Turkish principalities of southern Anatolia by the Aleppan notables, who were desperate to find a competent military leader. Among these the most effective was undoubtedly Il-Ghazi of Mardin (regn. 1119–22), who led his forces, made up largely of Turcoman tribesmen hired for the occasion, to a crushing victory at Sarmada (Latin, Ager Sanguinis) over Roger of Antioch in 1119, a victory which undermined Antioch’s military power for many years and undoubtedly saved Aleppo from imminent conquest by the Latin settlers. Il-Ghazi’s death from a sudden illness in 1122 again threw Aleppo’s fate into question. Only in January 1128, when Aleppo was occupied without resistance by the newly installed atabeg of Mosul, Zengi b. Aqsunqur, was order restored. Indeed, Zengi’s standing as a senior officer and governor in the Seljuqid empire, together with his ability to combine the resources of Mosul and Aleppo, gave him a power-base such as no Syrian ruler had enjoyed since the death of Tutush three decades earlier.

The dynastic history of Damascus was simpler. Ridwan’s half-brother Duqaq was too young to rule by himself, but he had the support of an able and loyal atabeg, Tughtigin, a former mamluk of Tutush’s. When Duqaq died in 1104
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at roughly the age of twenty, the throne passed to his infant son Tutush II, but Tughtigin continued to be the de facto ruler. Tutush II died very soon, and his successor, Duqaq’s younger brother Irtash, fled to Mesopotamia within the year. After 1104 Tughtigin ruled alone, as an atabeg without a prince. In 1116, Sultan Muhammad in Baghdad finally recognized the reality that there was no longer a prince of the Seljuqid line in Damascus and formally invested Tughtigin as hereditary prince of the city. He reigned there until his death in 1128, having passed a total of thirty-three years at the head of affairs.

The other major cities of Seljuqid Syria – Homs, Hama and Antioch – continued to be governed by amirs who had been appointed (or at least recognized) by Tutush. In principle these men were subordinate to Ridwan or Duqaq, but in fact they acted quite independently and sometimes in open opposition to their overlords. Jerusalem (a city of symbolic rather than strategic or economic importance) was occupied in 1098 by the Fatimid wazir al-Afdal, who thus took advantage of the chaos among the Seljuqids to restore central Palestine to the Egyptian sphere of influence. The question of Antioch was quickly though unhappily resolved by the crusader conquest of the city in the summer of 1098, and Jerusalem suffered a similar fate a year later. Homs and Hama remained in Muslim hands; sometimes autonomous and sometimes controlled from Damascus or Aleppo, they at least continued to be part of the now much-reduced Seljuqid political enterprise in Syria. The progressive fall of the port cities to the crusaders did not affect the structure of Seljuqid rule, of course, since these had been Fatimid possessions.

Whatever the personal qualities of Duqaq and Ridwan, they could not have faced a more difficult situation. Each possessed only a tiny standing army: almost certainly no more than 1,000 men each. These regular forces were made up of the prince’s personal mamluks together with whatever number of free mercenaries (usually Turkish, but sometimes Kurdish as well) he could afford to pay and equip on a permanent basis. In the present state of research, it is simply not clear whether or not the amirs who commanded these forces maintained additional troops of their own, paid from the iqta’s from which they drew their own salaries and allowances. If there were separate amirs’ contingents, we do not know their numbers or what percentage of a whole they represented.

Duqaq’s mother Safwat al-Mulk was suspected by some of having poisoned him. (She was also the wife of Tughtigin; it was very common for Seljuqid rulers to cement an atabeg’s loyalty by having him marry the mother of the prince whom he was to guard.) The evidence for her guilt is vague, however; possibly certain chroniclers confused this Safwat al-Mulk with her namesake Safwat al-Mulk Zumurrud Khatun, the wife of Tughtigin’s son Taj al-Muluk Bori, who certainly did arrange the murder of her son Shams al-Muluk Isma’il in 1135. Tutush II’s sudden death also raised suspicions, but infant mortality was rampant in premodern times, and the Seljuqids tended to be short-lived in any case.
Ridwan and Duqaq were thus forced to recruit Turcoman or Arab bedouin auxiliaries on an *ad hoc* basis; these could be effective warriors, but neither prince could pay them well enough to keep their services for more than a single battle and they often evaporated into the steppes at the most awkward possible moment. Aleppo and Damascus both had substantial urban militias, made up of young men (*ahdath*) recruited from the poorer social groups in the cities. These militias were of real value in defending a city against sieges, but they were quite useless in the open field. In peacetime, moreover, they often disrupted public order, and within the confines of a walled town they were well able to threaten a prince’s ability to police and administer his own capital.

Control over the militias, and indeed any sort of effective governance, required close cooperation with the urban notables, and in particular with a figure called the *ra‘is al-balad* (roughly, ‘town headman’). This latter was sometimes invested with his office by princely decree, and he often had certain administrative and fiscal functions. In the final analysis, however, he normally belonged to an influential and well-established local family. As such, he was the spokesman at court for the interests of all the city’s leading families. He was also the man through whom the urban militias were recruited and kept in order. In a very real sense, then, he was not appointed by the prince but recognized by him. Apart from the *ra‘is al-balad*, the local notables normally supplied those religious and civil officials without whom a government could not function: judges, mosque functionaries, fiscal agents, sometimes even the prince’s chief of administration (the wazir). So long as they had the support of the militias, the urban notables of early twelfth-century Syria were easily a match for the Seljuqid princes and their armies. This was the case until the mid-twelfth century; thereafter the increasingly powerful princes would come to rely more heavily (though never exclusively) on outsiders, on scholars and administrators who did not belong to established local families but were itinerant professionals who had made their careers as members of the ruler’s personal entourage.

Finally, Ridwan, Duqaq and their immediate successors had to face the crusaders. With only their own resources, the Syrian princes were barely able to defend their territories. Certainly neither could hope to dislodge the crusaders without strong support from the Seljuqid sultan in Iraq. However, the Great Seljuqids had never abandoned their claim to Syria. In principle, the princes of Aleppo and Damascus were subordinate to the sultans in Iraq and Iran. Seeking their military aid thus entailed considerable political risk. Fortunately,
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10 An early but useful study is that of H. A. R. Gibb, in his introduction to his translation of Ibn al-Qalanisi, *Dhayl ta‘rikh Dimashq*. See also Ashtor-Strauss (1956), pp. 73–128; Cahen (1958–9); Havemann (1975); Mouton (1994), pp. 231–7.
Syria was only of marginal concern to the Great Seljuqids, with the result that their aid was occasional and often half-hearted. The sultans themselves never led an expedition to Syria. This is quite understandable in the case of the beleaguered Berk-Yaruk, but it was true also of Muhammad Tapar, whose throne was relatively secure. Mahmud and Mas’ud were even less concerned with Syrian affairs. When they did intervene, the Seljuqid sultans assigned full responsibility to their governors of Mosul. Indeed, for the first fifty years of the crusading era – from the siege of Antioch in 1098 down to the death of Zengi in 1146 – Mosul would be the political and military keystone of Muslim resistance to the crusaders.

Ridwan was particularly skittish about military expeditions from the east, and between 1110 and 1113 he consistently sabotaged the far-sighted efforts of the atabeg Mawdud of Mosul. In Damascus, Duqaq and his successor Tughtigin were readier to cooperate, but that only made the enterprise even more dubious in Ridwan’s eyes. Possessing few resources and a small territory entirely surrounded by his enemies, Ridwan was determined to retain his throne at any price. He thus pursued a constantly shifting series of alliances, each aimed at the opponent which seemed at the moment to be most dangerous. In this perspective, Latin Antioch was as likely to be a treaty partner as an opponent. Though a Sunni, Ridwan was also happy to ally himself with the Nizari Isma’ilis (the so-called Assassins) to ward off undue pressure, and we find them operating openly in Aleppo as early as 1100. It is likely that he used them to murder his former atabeg Janah al-Dawla in Aleppo (1103) and Mawdud of Mosul in Damascus (1113).

In the beginning, the crusader occupation in Edessa, Antioch and especially Jerusalem was a touch-and-go operation. Neither Damascus nor Aleppo was in any immediate danger. But by 1105, with the crushing defeats of an allied Egyptian-Damascene army at Ramla and Ridwan’s army at Artah, the Latin settlers had secured a solid foothold. They now embarked on a systematic policy of expansion, a policy which would secure for them every seaport north of Gaza, all Palestine west of the Jordan and parts of southern Transjordan. In the face of this expansion, both Damascus and Aleppo were extremely vulnerable and would remain so for decades to come. Damascus and Aleppo were often compelled to pay a heavy tribute to keep the Latin states of Jerusalem and
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11 The governors of Mosul, down to and including Zengi, were atabegs for young Seljuqid princes who were assigned that city as their personal appanage. Even when their wards disappeared from view, the governors retained this title. It thus became customary to refer to the governor as the atabeg of Mosul.

12 The Seljuqid court in Baghdad accused Tughtigin of plotting this murder, but Elisséeff (1967, ii, 308–9) argues that Ridwan was the only one who stood to gain from it. On the Assassins in Syria, see Lewis (1967), pp. 97–124.
Antioch at bay. In addition, both were coerced into sharing the revenues from some of their richest agricultural lands with their Frankish ‘neighbours’, and this arrangement obviously undermined their fiscal resources. Aleppo suffered far more than Damascus, however; it was a much smaller state and faced a greater military threat on all sides. Indeed, Aleppo and its dependencies seem to have been progressively impoverished throughout Ridwan’s reign and the fifteen chaotic years that followed his death in 1113. Ridwan’s notorious avarice and tyranny certainly did not help matters, but it must be admitted that his back was to the wall.

Under Tughtigin’s aegis (regn. 1104–28), in contrast, Damascus entered a period of modest but growing prosperity. He faced a somewhat more favourable situation than Ridwan, to be sure. He had only one serious enemy, albeit a formidable one – the kingdom of Jerusalem. His domains reached from Bosra and Salkhad in the south to Hama in the north; they included the rich grainfields of the Hawran and the Biqa’, and Damascus itself was one of the finest oases in the Middle East. Tribute payments and shared-revenue arrangements were a severe burden but did not destroy the fiscal integrity of his regime. It is also important that he had a long, uncontested reign; the three decades of internal stability which Damascus enjoyed under his aegis stand in sharp contrast to the turbulence of the eleventh century. Finally, he was by all reports a far more equitable ruler than Ridwan – his passing in 1128 was greeted with genuine grief and distress among his subjects – and this too must have helped to reinvigorate the economic life of his principality.

Tughtigin was a cautious man, far more concerned to defend his principality than to try to expand it. A firm advocate of Sunni Islam, he did what he could to protect Muslim Syria from crusader ambitions, and entered into a wide array of alliances with the Fatimids, the Seljuqid atabegs of Mosul, even Aleppo. However, he knew how limited his resources and opportunities were. Like Ridwan, albeit more reluctantly, he was willing to enter an alliance with the Latins against Muslim rivals when he felt seriously threatened. More often, he would seek a truce even on unfavourable terms, either to buy off Latin depredations or to give himself the leisure to deal with his Muslim rivals. For this reason, later chroniclers and modern scholarship have treated him rather dismissively, but in fact he laid the foundations for the cultural and political vitality of Damascus in the later twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The year 1128 marks a watershed: the beginning of the end of Syria’s political fragmentation and a rise in Muslim military power sufficient not only to meet the Latins on a more equal footing but even to win victories with permanent consequences. It also saw at least a temporary reversal of fortunes in Damascus and Aleppo. With the death of Tughtigin, the principality of Damascus gradually slid into diplomatic isolation and political marginality for
the next quarter century. In contrast, Zengi’s seizure of power not only made Aleppo the political centre of Syria for several decades, but opened a century which would witness the restoration of the city’s economic fortunes and the rebirth of its cultural and religious life.13

To be sure, Damascus did not always lack for effective rulers in these years. Tuhtigin’s son Taj al-Muluk Böri (regn. 1128–32) was a worthy but tragically short-lived successor to his father. His own sons (three of whom succeeded him as atabeg of Damascus) were not of the same metal, but his widow Safwat al-Mulk and then the amir Mu’in al-Din Unur, an old mamluk of Tuhtigin’s, successfully defended the independence of Damascus against both the crusaders and Zengi throughout the late 1130s and 1140s. Upon the death of Unur in 1149, the government reverted to Böri’s grandson Mujir al-Din Uvaq (regn. 1140–54), but he was quickly forced to give way before the rising power of Zengi’s son and successor in Aleppo, Nur al-Din Mahmud, who occupied Damascus peaceably in April 1154.

Zengi’s control of Mosul and Aleppo made him the paramount ruler in Mesopotamia and north Syria.14 However, he was able to exploit this opportunity in large part because of his uncommon longevity; he reigned for nineteen years, until he was assassinated by a disgruntled page in 1146. Zengi was lauded by Ibn al-Athir (d. 1233), the court historian of the dynasty he founded, as the first real champion of the jihad against the crusaders, and this judgement was accepted by western scholars until the 1950s. Since that time, Zengi has usually been dismissed as just another power-seeking warlord, abler and more cunning than his contemporaries, perhaps, but most of all luckier, because in 1144 he seized the great prize of Edessa while its ruler Joscelin II was absent on campaign with most of his army. This judgement understates Zengi’s achievement. During his two decades of rule, he built a durable and effective political system which provided at least the basic framework for the more brilliant reigns of his son Nur al-Din Mahmud and the latter’s general Saladin.

In spite of the obvious military and strategic benefits that he derived from his control of both Mosul and Aleppo, Zengi faced a difficult challenge in trying to rule two major cities. First, Mosul and Aleppo were separated from each other by twenty days’ march. Secondly, each belonged to a distinct if overlapping geopolitical system. Mosul always had to deal with the Great Seljuqids in


14 Zengi was not atabeg in name only: Mosul was the appanage of Sultan Mahmud’s infant son Alp Arslan, and Zengi held office as his guardian and tutor. Alp Arslan tried to take advantage of the confusion following Zengi’s sudden demise in 1146 to reclaim his principality for himself. He failed, however, and was quickly heard of no more. Alp Arslan was the last Seljuqid prince of Mosul; henceforth, Zengi’s heirs would hold it in their own name. Elisséeff (1967), ii, pp. 391–4.
Baghdad and north-west Iran, and later on with the reviving ‘Abbasid caliphate. Aleppo was lodged between central Syria, the Frankish-dominated coast, and the Turcoman amirates in upper Mesopotamia. Finally, each had its own political traditions and a jealous local elite. In short, when Zengi took power the two cities were hardly part of a common political system. Indeed, Aleppo (not only its princes but key notables as well) had demonstrated its fear of domination by Mosul many times over the preceding three decades.

Zengi overcame these difficulties by several means. First of all, in the manner of the Seljuqid sultans, he was constantly on the move between his two capitals, something which hindered the emergence of over-mighty viceroyals. Equally important, his senior administrative cadre, whose key members usually travelled with him, was recruited from Mosul and the western Seljuqid lands; in this way his chancery and fiscal bureaux were run by men whose talents he knew and whose careers were directly dependent on him. On the other hand, religious officials in the major towns, such as judges, intendants and preachers in the great mosques, were typically recruited among established local families known for their piety and learning. Zengi’s army has yet to be studied, but clearly he tried to build a substantial standing army, and relied much less on the Turcoman tribes of Mesopotamia than had his predecessors. Zengi was himself a Turk, the son of a mamluk, and for both officers and common soldiers he naturally favoured men like himself: Turkish mamluks and their descendants. However, such mamluks were scarce and expensive in the region he ruled. To compensate for this lack, he recruited widely among the Kurds who dominated the mountains north of Mosul, a policy continued by his Zengid successors and of course by the Ayyubids, who began as Kurdish officers in the Zengid armies. (The Kurds had long since become Muslims, so they were recruited as free mercenaries rather than mamluks, but in terms of their military prowess and the expense of maintaining them, that was a distinction without a difference.) In the time of Nur al-Din and Saladin, the Kurds would be placed in separate regiments organized according to the tribal origin of their members, but it is not clear that this practice was already established under Zengi.

The geographical character of his principality compelled Zengi to be engaged on two widely separated fronts. Both his own origins as a Seljuqid amir and his determination to expand his territories in northern Iraq drew him into an active involvement in Great Seljuqid politics. Indeed, Iraq was the major focus of his concern in the first half of his reign. By 1136, however, it was clear that he had little to gain by continued immersion in Iraqi affairs; likewise, neither Sultan Mas’ud nor any other Seljuqid prince had the power or will to threaten Zengi’s own territories. He could thus devote much of his later career to Syria. Here he had two goals – to contain or drive back the Latins
in north Syria, thereby securing his position in Aleppo, and to seize control of Damascus. In his time few saw these goals as intimately linked. Fighting the Latins was of course meritorious in itself, but the struggle for Damascus was simple empire-building.

However sporadic and self-interested Zengi’s campaigns against the Latins may have been, they were undoubtedly effective. His reconquest of Ma’arrat al-Nu’man (1135) not only restored an important town to Muslim rule, but did much to secure the western frontiers of Homs and Hama. He nearly captured King Fulk of Jerusalem at Barin in 1137, and after a stiff siege obtained the surrender of the place on terms. Though he did not directly confront the expedition led by the Byzantine emperor John II Komnenos in 1138, he did shadow it until external pressures compelled John to withdraw. That expedition marked the last serious Christian threat to Aleppo. Zengi’s conquest of Edessa in 1144 was no doubt a stroke of luck, not the result of planning and long purpose, but in striking contrast to many of his predecessors he seized the opportunity when he saw it. Edessa was not the first major Muslim victory over the Franks, but it was the first to have irreversible consequences. The route between Mosul and Aleppo was now untrammelled, the Franks’ position east of the Euphrates fatally compromised. We should not exaggerate, for the other crusader states were intact and would remain a formidable presence for decades to come. Still, Zengi’s victories marked a real shift in the regional balance of power.

Zengi’s designs on Damascus had more ambiguous results. In the end, they won him control of Hama, Homs and Baalbak, but also aroused a determined and successful resistance by the people of Damascus. His Syrian conquests reversed the relative political and military weight of Aleppo and Damascus. On the other hand, his repeated treachery toward the Būrids of Damascus surely deferred the unification of Muslim Syria for many years. Zengi quickly seized Hama in 1130 by arresting its governor (a brother of Taj al-Muluk Būri of Damascus) after Būri had ordered him to join forces with Zengi in Aleppo. Briefly recaptured by Damascene forces in 1133, Hama was occupied again (this time permanently) in 1135. In the same year Zengi came within an ace of taking Damascus without a struggle. Its prince Shams al-Muluk Isma’īl b. Būri (regn. 1132–5), after some striking initial victories against Zengi and the Franks, had become increasingly erratic and tyrannical. Facing open revolt by the Damascenes, he secretly agreed to surrender Damascus to Zengi. Isma’īl’s mother, the redoubtable Safwat al-Mulk, learned about this in the nick of time and coldly had her son executed, turning the throne over to his younger brother Shihab al-Din Mahmud (regn. 1135–9). Zengi laid siege to Damascus but was not prepared to pursue the matter very long on this occasion, though he kept up unrelenting pressure against Damascus for the rest of his reign. He likewise
attacked Homs several times, but the city was always stoutly defended by its Börid governors. He finally obtained it in 1138 through a marriage alliance with the Börids: Shihab al-Din Mahmud of Damascus married Zengi’s daughter, while Zengi himself married the prince’s mother Safwat al-Mulk, who brought Homs as her dowry. The Damascenes no doubt hoped that this alliance would buy them a respite from Zengi’s ambitions, but that was not the case. He took advantage of the murder of his son-in-law Shihab al-Din Mahmud in 1139 to seize Baalbak and besiege Damascus a second time. The garrison of Baalbak was massacred after having surrendered on terms. Zengi’s motive for this act is unclear, since he was harsh but not mindlessly brutal, but it made the Damascenes all the more determined to hold out. The amir Mu’in al-Din Unur, then administering the city on behalf of Shihab al-Din’s heirs, took the grave but unavoidable step of allying himself with King Fulk of Jerusalem in order to force Zengi to retreat. The strategy was successful, and relations between Damascus and Jerusalem remained uncommonly cordial for nearly a decade, not surprisingly, since both states had every interest in checking the expansion of Zengi’s power.

Zengi’s skill as an empire-builder, along with the limitations imposed on him by the political world in which he lived, are revealed by the fate of his dominions upon his sudden death at the height of his power in 1146. Assassinated by one of his pages while encamped near Edessa, he had made no plans for the disposal of his lands, and so this task fell to his heirs and high officials. His oldest son Sayf al-Din Ghazi at once took control of Mosul, Zengi’s original power-base and still the administrative and military core of his empire. His second son Nur al-Din Mahmud was escorted to Aleppo and quickly enthroned as the autonomous prince of that city and its dependencies. In an instant, the unitary state carved out by Zengi and sustained by his energy and iron will was transformed into a family confederation of the usual Seljuqid type. The new confederation was surprisingly harmonious, partly because Sayf al-Din Ghazi did not try to impose his authority on his younger brother in Aleppo; perhaps he did not reign long enough to pursue such ambitions. He died in 1149 and a third (much younger) brother, Qutb al-Din Mawdud, took the throne of Mosul. Mawdud enjoyed a long reign (1149–70) but always deferred to Nur al-Din.

Under Qutb al-Din Mawdud Mosul receded to the second plane within the Zengid confederation. It maintained a fairly long-lived hereditary succession (until 1234) and of course continued to dominate affairs in northern Iraq.15 When Nur al-Din died in 1174, Mawdud’s two sons (Sayf al-Din Ghazi II,

15 There is no detailed study of the Zengids of Mosul after Zengi’s death. See Elisséeff (1967), ii, on the period 1146–74. For the Ayyubid period (1174–1260), one must rely on biographies of Saladin (see below); Humphreys (1977b); and Patton (1991).
regn. 1170–80, and ‘Izz al-Din Mas’ud, regn. 1180–93) struggled mightily to re-establish Mosul’s former paramountcy in north Syria and Mesopotamia. But faced with the ambition, tenacity and astuteness of the usurper Saladin (for so they regarded him), they had all they could do to preserve the independence of their city and its immediate hinterland. A key source of Mosul’s weakness, no doubt, is that after Mawdud’s death in 1170 the principality was divided into two and sometimes three appanages. As a result, the Zengid prince of Mosul no longer commanded the same resource base as his predecessors. The fate of Zengid Mosul holds few surprises; it was altogether typical of the Seljuqid and post-Seljuqid world of Iraq and western Iran.

Aleppo, however, followed a different path. With the enthronement of Nur al-Din Mahmud (regn. 1146–74), it became the centre of an expanding and relatively centralized state. Even when Nur al-Din’s state shrivelled and disappeared in the decade after his death, Aleppo remained both a focal point of Syrian politics and a thriving commercial and cultural centre for another eighty years. Had it not been for the Mongol catastrophe in 1260, Aleppo would no doubt have flourished far longer than that. No doubt Zengi’s long reign and his success in containing the Christian threat had done much to restore Aleppo’s social equilibrium and frayed economy. Still, it was very much the second city in his empire, being a base for his operations in Syria more than a permanent residence. Under Nur al-Din, however, Aleppo was (with Damascus after 1154) a real capital. It benefited enormously from his benefactions: revamped defences, a plethora of new mosques and colleges, a marked growth in population. Nor was Nur al-Din the city’s only patron, for he pressed his amirs and officials to follow his example. After the Ayyubids occupied the city in 1183, they energetically pursued its rebuilding of the city’s physical and institutional fabric. As an urban setting, Aleppo became the crown jewel of the Zengid and Ayyubid realms.16

Aleppo’s renaissance was not the product of some inexorable process; on the contrary, it was grounded in the fortunate accident of its new prince. Nur al-Din was twenty-nine when he mounted the throne, old enough to take personal charge of affairs, and he enjoyed an uncontested reign of almost three decades. More important, he had a rare combination of personal qualities. He combined high ambition with moderation, far-sighted vision with a sense of limits, austere personal piety with moderation and a commitment to justice. He was a competent though not brilliant battlefield commander, but he was an astute negotiator and won some of his most important successes through diplomacy. He quickly mastered the delicate art of obtaining and keeping the

services of able soldiers and officials. These talents allowed him to build on the achievements of his father while rinsing away the bitter aftertaste that Zengi had left with so many. Most importantly, they gave him unparallelled credibility as an advocate of *jihad* against the Franks and hence of the Syrian unity necessary to pursue that goal effectively.\(^{17}\)

Obviously the struggle against the Franks had been understood as *jihad* from the time of their first appearance. As we have seen, however, the struggle in God's path had been pursued only fitfully by the Muslim rulers of Syria and Egypt, both because it was a chancy and often discouraging business and because the westerners could be very useful allies (on a short-term basis, admittedly) against Muslim rivals. In any event, even the most dedicated men, like Tughtigin of Damascus or Mawdud of Mosul, seemed to visualize only a defensive policy, one of preventing crusader expansion and recovering key frontier zones rather than driving them out altogether. Even the sacred city of Jerusalem did not inspire loftier goals; its loss had been lamented but no one seriously thought of restoring it to Islam.

Nur al-Din quickly moved the meaning and purpose of the *jihad* against the Franks to a higher plane. His propaganda – far more systematic and pervasive than anything which had preceded it – argued four key points: (1) *jihad* was the primary duty of every Muslim ruler; (2) effective *jihad* required unity among the Muslims, under the leadership of that ruler who was best able to vindicate the cause of Islam; (3) *jihad* was a matter of moral rearmament, a struggle not only against foreign invaders but against heresy and corruption within Islam; (4) finally, the goal of *jihad* should be the complete recovery of all Muslim lands seized by the crusaders, the purification of those lands from their pollution, and the highest symbol of this campaign should be the recovery of Jerusalem. It was a programme of genius. It was made up of elements long familiar to Muslims, including key themes articulated by the early Seljuqids, but it combined these into a compelling whole whose innate rightness was irrefutable. Almost from the outset of his reign, therefore, Nur al-Din monopolized the symbols and values of Islam and thereby controlled the ideological discourse of Syria and Mesopotamia.\(^{18}\)

Nur al-Din opened his career with several spectacular victories against the crusaders. At Inab (1149) he shattered the army of Antioch; among the slain was its prince, Raymond of Poitiers. Nur al-Din's victory left Antioch mired in political crisis for years, but he gained only limited advantages from the situation. In 1164, he won a second crushing victory against a combined Antiochene and

\(^{17}\) A meticulous survey of events in Elisséeff (1967), II, pp. 389–699; see also Cahen (1940), pp. 374–415; Gibb (1969b). Elisséeff (1967), III, contains a wealth of data on fiscal and military administration, economy and society, but these topics merit further analysis.

\(^{18}\) Sivan (1968), pp. 59–92.
Armenian force at Artah. That battle not only ended any possible military threat from Antioch but also led to the definitive loss of almost all Latin possessions east of the city. Even now, however, Nur al-Din felt unable to mount a siege against Antioch itself, and it remained in Christian hands for another century. Perhaps more important in the long run was his eradication of the county of Edessa, beginning with the bloody suppression of a revolt in the city of Edessa itself in 1146, and ending in 1151 with the occupation (carried out jointly with the Rum Seljuqids of Konya) of every town and fortress still controlled by the city’s former ruler. In short, if Nur al-Din’s success in restoring north Syria to Muslim rule was not total, it was very impressive; by the end of his reign the kingdom of Jerusalem carried the burden of the crusader enterprise almost alone.

Isolated as Jerusalem may have been, however, he made little direct progress against it. In 1157 he overwhelmed an army led by Baldwin III near Banyas and came within an ace of capturing the king himself. Striking as it was, however, this victory did not seriously threaten the integrity of the kingdom. Thereafter, Nur al-Din fell into a long period of political and military frustration, marked by an extremely destructive series of earthquakes throughout Syria (1157), two grave illnesses (1157, 1158) and a humiliating defeat at the Crac des Chevaliers (1162). He was also mired in a long but rather petty struggle with the Byzantines and the Rum Seljuqids over the northern frontiers of his kingdom. As the 1160s opened, the Christians had good reason to feel that they had won at least a stalemate with their formidable opponent.

It is ironic that after the first five years of his reign, Nur al-Din’s truly decisive victories were won against Muslim opponents, and were as much political as military. However, it was these victories over Muslims that fatally undermined the foundations of Frankish rule in Palestine and exposed their lands to Saladin’s assaults in the late 1180s. The first of these was his annexation of Damascus in 1154, a victory won by negotiation, though the powerful army encamped outside the walls no doubt made his proposals especially persuasive. This had been his father Zengi’s lifelong ambition, but Nur al-Din laid the groundwork with far more care. He saw at the beginning of his reign that the Börid line (now represented by the youthful Mujir al-Din Uvaq) still commanded substantial loyalty among the notables and populace. Thus he bided his time, honeycombing the city with agents and sending substantial subsidies to influential people whom he hoped to win over to his cause. Only when Uvaq had conclusively demonstrated his weakness and ineptitude did Nur al-Din move against the city in a decisive way. By this point most Damascenes were convinced that he alone could save them from imminent conquest by the crusaders, and the city opened its gates to him in May 1154.

The occupation of Damascus reunified Syria for the first time since the death of Tutush sixty years earlier, and the way in which unity was achieved ensured
that Nur al-Din could exploit the city's military and fiscal resources with no fear of rebellion or subversion. Indeed, Nur al-Din saw to it that Damascus benefited from the new order of things; it became his second capital, and as with Aleppo he showered benefactions on it, including some of its most characteristic religious monuments. Under his regime, the local notables and the militias lost most of the political power that they had enjoyed under the Seljuqid and Böríd princes; Nur al-Din's garrisons were quite able to defend the city and maintain law and order without them. On the other hand, men of religion (some of whom were newcomers, but many of whom belonged to long-established notable families) had ready access to this pious ruler, and their influence extended into many areas of public policy – taxes, relations with the Franks, justice – outside matters of religion narrowly defined. As with Aleppo, the reign of Nur al-Din marked a clear and long-term rise in the political, intellectual and economic importance of the city.

Nur al-Din's second victory was in many ways an accident, created not by any long-term strategic plan but by sheer force of circumstances. Even so, the occupation of Egypt in 1168 and the ending of the ‘heretical’ Fatimid caliphate of Cairo in 1171 was surely his greatest military achievement. It was a profoundly ironic achievement, to be sure: Nur al-Din never set foot in Egypt, he derived very little military or financial benefit from it during his lifetime, and the victory of his armies there led directly to the ruin of his own dynasty. However, Nur al-Din’s conquest of Egypt not only placed the kingdom of Jerusalem in an untenable geopolitical position, it potentially more than doubled the financial and military resources at his disposal. He now ruled, or at least exercised unrivalled paramountcy within, a massive realm stretching from Mosul to Cairo. In principle, a grand strategy aimed at the recovery of Jerusalem and the expulsion of the Franks was now possible. On the other hand, developing and executing such a strategy was a very difficult problem, and in the few years remaining to him Nur al-Din made little progress on it.

The fundamental problem which Egypt posed for Nur al-Din was that he did not control the country directly, and he had no effective means of imposing his will on those who did, even though they were his own men. Egypt had fallen into his hands because of the progressive disintegration of the Fatimid regime in mid-century, a process which accelerated after the assassination of the vizier al-Salih Tala’ıp b. Ruzzik in 1161. In the mad scramble for power after al-Salih’s death, the various contenders sought allies anywhere they could find...
them. Inevitably one of them turned to Amalric, the energetic new king of Jerusalem (regn. 1163–74), who saw in this turmoil a chance to add the land of Egypt to his beleaguered realm. Just as inevitably, another rival (the ill-fated Shawar) sought Nur al-Din’s support for his ambitions. This three-way struggle between Egypt’s rival politicians, Amalric and Nur al-Din wore on inconclusively for five years.

By autumn 1168, however, matters came to a crisis. The Fatimid state had no capacity whatever to defend itself, and Amalric’s army was now encamped outside the walls of Cairo and seemed on the verge of taking the city. For the third time, Nur al-Din dispatched a major expeditionary force to Egypt. As in his two previous interventions (1164, 1167), he placed this force under the command of one of his oldest and most trusted amirs, the Kurd Shirkuh, who had helped him gain control of Aleppo at the outset of his reign. As in the two previous campaigns, Shirkuh was accompanied by a favorite nephew who had been part of his military entourage for many years, Salah al-Din Yusuf b. Ayyub (Saladin). This time the outcome was decisive: the Latins were forced to withdraw, and the Fatimid vizier Shawar, whose ceaseless machinations had fuelled the confusion of these years, was seized and executed. The hapless Fatimid caliph al-‘Adid was compelled to name Shirkuh as his new vizier (January 1169). With that act Egypt became part of Nur al-Din’s empire, as a kind of protectorate in which legal sovereignty remained with the Fatimid caliph but all effective political and military power was exercised by Nur al-Din’s amirs. Shirkuh died quite suddenly after only two months, however. To the consternation of many in the Syrian expeditionary force, Shirkuh’s inner circle swiftly manoeuvred his nephew Saladin into his place. Saladin was at this point thirty-two years old and a veteran of many battles, but he had little senior command or administrative experience. Moreover, as a Kurd he was viewed by the powerful Turkish amirs with some suspicion and disdain. Finally, he had inherited a country in political and fiscal chaos, and the Christian threat to Egypt remained grave.

We cannot follow Saladin’s career in detail, but a brief sketch will bring out the key points. His first five years (1169–74) were spent as Nur al-Din’s nominal viceroy in Egypt. Among some medieval and modern historians his conduct in this period has earned him a reputation for unbridled opportunism. Nur al-Din certainly found his new viceroy (whom he had had no part in choosing) uncooperative at best. Nur al-Din was eager to use Egypt as a base for large-scale coordinated campaigns against the kingdom of Jerusalem, but Saladin was dilatory about sending money or troops and almost openly sabotaged at least one campaign.

However, Saladin did face very real threats in Egypt, and until those were mastered he had good reason to focus on securing his position there. He took advantage of the death of the Fatimid caliph al-‘Adid in 1171 (at the age
of twenty-three) to terminate that dynasty. In the eyes of Nur al-Din and Saladin, both staunch Sunnis, the Isma’ili interpretation of Islam espoused by the Fatimids was flagrantly heretical. This action therefore fulfilled a crucial demand of Nur al-Din’s platform, that the jihad against heresy must be pursued as vigorously as the jihad against the crusaders. Although the suppression of the Fatimids had gone smoothly, however, pro-Fatimid conspiracies and rumours of conspiracy continued for years. Moreover, Saladin needed to reconstruct the Egyptian fiscal system so that he could replace the large but ineffective Fatimid army with a smaller but more costly cavalry force on the Zengid model. The long-term economic impact of Saladin’s reforms in Egypt has been extensively debated, but it is undeniable that he devoted much attention to this problem, and that under his aegis were laid the foundations of an Egyptian military administration which would endure until the end of the Mamluk sultanate in 1517.  

Whatever Saladin’s excuses, an open rupture with Nur al-Din was almost a certainty; it was avoided only by the latter’s death in Damascus in May 1174. Nur al-Din had left but a single heir, al-Salih Isma’il, and for once there should have been no succession crisis. But of course there was: al-Salih was only eleven years old, and the struggle to assert guardianship over him quickly broke up Nur al-Din’s inner circle. Al-Salih was spirited off to Aleppo by one faction, while another in Damascus invited Saladin to occupy the city. He did not let the opportunity slip, and by the spring of 1175 he was master of all Muslim Syria except Aleppo itself. Saladin appropriated Nur al-Din’s programme of jihad, Muslim unity and the expulsion of the Latins, and soon created a propaganda apparatus even more formidable than his mentor’s. In so acting he portrayed himself as the sole true heir of Nur al-Din’s political legacy. In asserting this role he faced the counter-claims of the Zengid ruler of Mosul, Sayf al-Din Ghazi II b. Mawdud, who was the obvious guardian of the Zengid patrimony. But Nur al-Din’s old amirs were jealous of their prerogatives and regarded Sayf al-Din’s attempts to intervene in Syria with suspicion. Moreover, Sayf al-Din’s army had been shattered at the Horns of Hama in April 1175, and for the rest of his reign he could do nothing to loosen Saladin’s grip on Syria. The inability of the Zengid princes to coordinate an effective resistance to Saladin and his successors would in fact be a crucial factor in north Syrian and Mesopotamian history for the next fifty years.  

21 Ehrenkreutz (1972), pp. 172, 187–8, 234–5) is very critical, Lyons and Jackson (1982), pp. 49–66 and passim) are dismissive. The relevant data are presented in Gibb (1962), pp. 74–88; Cahen, (1977); Rabie (1972); Sato (1997), ch. 3.  

22 Saladin’s career after Nur al-Din is adequately covered by Gibb (1973), Ehrenkreutz (1972) and Lyons and Jackson (1982). Their interpretations of his goals and achievements differ sharply. For Saladin’s ideological programme, Sivan (1968), ch. 4.
For several years after 1175, however, Saladin’s advance seemed to stall. In spite of constant pressure against Aleppo, al-Salih Isma’il enjoyed strong support there, and Saladin could not repeat Nur al-Din’s peaceful occupation of Damascus in 1154. Likewise, his struggle against the Franks – the supposed *raison d’être* of his empire-building – saw only tactical successes. He did consolidate his early gains on several levels, to be sure. He completed his reform of the Egyptian army and also built a formidable navy, which for more than a decade was able to vie with Italian fleets for control of the south-eastern Mediterranean. No less important, he was able to win over most of Nur al-Din’s amirs and high officials in Syria, and he showed himself no less skilful than his mentor in retaining their loyalty throughout his reign.

Between 1181 and 1186, Saladin was finally able to make himself the paramount ruler in north Syria and Mesopotamia. The death of al-Salih Isma’il in 1181 deprived Zengid loyalists in Aleppo of a crucial symbol, and Saladin occupied the city in 1183. Aleppo was not the end of the game, however, for to Saladin Mosul was hardly less vital. As the traditional anchor of Zengid power, Mosul posed a latent threat to Saladin’s position in Syria; in addition, its troops would be a valuable addition to his armies. He faced a tenacious opponent in ‘Izz al-Din Mas’ud, who (like al-Salih Isma’il in Aleppo) had the firm support of his soldiers and subjects. Two sieges of Mosul (1182, 1185) failed, and Saladin had to be content with ‘Izz al-Din’s promise to send troops for the war against the infidels upon demand. Though reduced almost to a client-state, Mosul remained a Zengid city, due both to ‘Izz al-Din Mas’ud’s stubborn resistance and to a near fatal illness in autumn 1185 which forced Saladin to break off his campaign. However, after twelve years of unremitting struggle, Saladin had fulfilled his ambition to reconstitute Nur al-Din’s empire. The issue now confronting him was how to use the resources that he had so painstakingly assembled.

Similar to Nur al-Din in his goals and political talents, Saladin nevertheless constructed his new empire along quite new lines. Both Zengi and Nur al-Din had maintained a unitary state during their lifetimes, and the division of Zengi’s empire into two autonomous principalities upon his death conformed to Seljuqid political values but was never planned by him. Saladin, in contrast, deliberately set out to distribute his territories to his kinsmen during his lifetime, indeed at the very height of his power. The Ayyubid confederation did not just happen; it was a carefully designed enterprise. No doubt Saladin had observed the agonizing disintegration of the Seljuqid and Zengid empires and hoped to avoid a similar fate for his domains. The complexity of his arrangements reflected his desire to meet the ‘legitimate’ expectations of his

---

very large family, as well as his hope of devising a balanced political structure in which the confederation’s paramount prince could lead but not dominate his colleagues.

Saladin had achieved supremacy in Egypt and then Syria in part by using his numerous kinsmen as his chief commanders and governors. These men were exceedingly ambitious, but Saladin was able to control them through generous rewards and by persuading them that they were part of a winning enterprise. Two older brothers, Turanshah and Tughtigin, found it hard to defer to his authority; he soon sent them off to carve out an effectively independent domain in the Yemen. Ayyubid rule there would last until 1229, and it ensured friendly control of the economically vital Red Sea route to India and east Africa. In the late 1170s, he assigned the central Syrian towns of Homs, Baalbak and Hama as iqta’s to a cousin and two nephews. When the original assignees died he transferred their iqta’s to their sons, thereby confirming that these were hereditary appanages. However, only after the occupation of Aleppo in 1183 did Saladin begin to carve out the major princely appanages within his empire. These were given their definitive form in 1186, after the end of his last campaign against Mosul. Not surprisingly, the settlement of 1186 favoured Saladin’s own sons, now approaching adulthood: Damascus went to his eldest, al-Afdal ‘Ali; Egypt to al-‘Aziz ‘Uthman; and Aleppo to al-Zahir Ghazi. He kept no appanage for himself – a clear sign of his confidence in the loyalty of his sons. A few years later, he placed the crucial frontier zones of Transjordan and the East in the more experienced hands of his younger brother al-‘Adil Sayf al-Din, for many years an indispensable counsellor and administrator. In spite of the turbulence of Ayyubid dynastic history after Saladin’s death, the quasi-hereditary appanages into which he had divided his empire proved highly stable and indeed would constitute the framework of Syrian provincial administration down to the Ottoman conquest.

Up to the end of 1186, Saladin had conducted only occasional campaigns against the kingdom of Jerusalem; the kingdom’s frontiers were still stable, its

---

25 The Ayyubid naming system requires a brief explanation. An Ayyubid princely name consisted of three parts. The first element is a throne name combining al-malik (king) with an attribute; thus Saladin’s throne name was al-Malik al-Nasir, the Victorious King. In modern scholarship it is normal to omit ‘al-Malik’ and to cite only the attribute: hence al-‘Adil, al-Zahir, etc. The second element – often omitted in modern usage – is an honorific identifying one’s service to or standing in the faith: al-‘Adil was Sayf al-Din, ‘Sword of the True Faith’, Saladin was Salah al-Din, ‘Integrity of the True Faith’. Finally, there is a personal name, often a Qur’anic prophet: Yusuf (Joseph), Muhammad, ‘Isa (Jesus), and so on.

26 The Arabic sources call the Ayyubid domains east of the Euphrates ‘al-Bilad al-Sharqiyya’ – the Eastern Territories, or simply ‘the East’. The portions ruled by the Ayyubids were constantly changing, but they variously included the regions of Diyar Mudar (with its chief cities of Harran and Edessa), Diyar Bakr and Diyar Rabi’a (whose capital is Mosul).
armies and major strongholds intact. Moreover, Saladin was restrained from any new initiatives by a truce which he had signed in 1185. Then, early in 1187, the truce was violated by the lord of Kerak, Reginald of Châtillon, who raided an Egyptian caravan passing near his fortress. Saladin now had a \textit{casus belli} and no plausible excuse for refusing to act. In the spring of 1187, he mustered the largest field army he ever led, some 12,000 regular cavalry, plus an unknown number of auxiliaries and volunteers. (These 12,000 cavalry represented roughly half the regular forces available to him, including allied contingents supplied by Mosul and other Mesopotamian client-states.) Until this point, he had suffered many criticisms of his commitment to the \textit{jihad} against the Franks. But in the next two years he redeemed them all with a brilliantly conducted series of campaigns. The kingdom of Jerusalem’s army was annihilated at the Horns of Hattin in July 1187 and Jerusalem itself fell in October. By the autumn of 1188, every Latin stronghold in the interior had been captured, and every major coastal city had fallen, with the exception of Tyre, Tripoli and Antioch. Another season’s campaigning would surely finish the task. A more complete realization of Nur al-Din’s old programme can hardly be imagined.

As is so often the case, victory ended in disappointment. Bitter resistance by the last Latin strongholds, combined with a powerful new crusade led by a soldier of genius, Richard I of England, wrested back the Palestinian coast between Ascalon and Tyre, and came close even to reclaiming Jerusalem. After Richard’s arrival, Saladin never won another battle. However, he kept his exhausted and discouraged forces in the field for three years – no trivial accomplishment – and in the end he negotiated a truce (September 1192) which saved most of what he had won. Saladin was now old and tired, and when he fell ill six months later he no longer had the strength to recover. But as he lay on his deathbed in Damascus, he could look back on his career with a rare sense of satisfaction, for he was surely the only monarch in twelfth-century Egypt and Syria who had achieved almost everything he had set out to do.

On 4 March 1193, Saladin’s vast empire passed to his heirs. The head of the confederation was the prince of Damascus and his eldest son, al-Afdal ‘Ali, now aged twenty-four. In spite of Saladin’s careful planning, al-Afdal’s position was a weak one. First, his capacity to obtain deference within the Ayyubid family was tenuous, for he was only the brother of two major princes (al-‘Aziz ‘Uthman of Egypt and al-Zahir Ghazi of Aleppo) and the nephew of a third (al-‘Adil Abu Bakr of Transjordan and the East). Moreover, he had had no part in creating his father’s empire, so that the other princes owed nothing to him. Likewise, Saladin’s amirs regarded him not as a master but as a tool for

\footnote{For the armies of Saladin and the later Ayyubids, see Gibb (1962); Elisséeff (1967), iii, pp. 720–50; Humphreys (1977b), pp. 67–99; Ayalon (1977) and (1981).}
their own ambitions. Thirdly, Damascus lay at the heart of the confederation, but it did not have the fiscal and military resources to dominate the other appanages. Egypt in particular was far richer and could support a standing army three or four times larger than that of Damascus.\textsuperscript{28} In fact between 1198 and 1250 the ruler of Egypt would always be the head of the confederation for just this reason. Finally, Saladin's brother al-'Adil was far more experienced and prestigious than the other princes. He had played a crucial role in building the empire and in the wars against the Franks, and it was hard to imagine him deferring to his nephews.

Under these circumstances, it is no surprise that Saladin's political settlement quickly collapsed.\textsuperscript{29} The Ayyubid confederation fell into eight years of political intrigue and civil war. When the dust finally settled in 1201, only al-Zahir Ghazi of Aleppo still retained his patrimony; the rest of the empire was in the hands of al-'Adil. He followed Saladin in assigning the major appanages to three of his own sons: Egypt to the eldest, al-Kamil Muhammad; Damascus to al-Mu'azzam 'Isa; and the East mainly to al-Ashraf Musa. Like his brother, he kept no appanage for himself, but his authority was uncontested. Hama and Homs represented no threat to the balance of power within the confederation and remained in the hands of the princes installed by Saladin.\textsuperscript{30} The Ayyubid confederation thus retained the structure that Saladin had given it in 1186, though it was now dominated by a new lineage. This new dispensation would prove more durable than Saladin's, however, for al-'Adil's descendants would be the paramount actors within the confederation down to the death of al-Salih Ayyub (regn. 1240–9).

Al-'Adil recognized that Aleppo, as the last major appanage held by a son of Saladin, held a special place within the reconstituted Ayyubid order. He asserted his supremacy by having al-Zahir Ghazi (regn. 1186–1216) marry his daughter Dayfa Khatun, and it was the child of that marriage, al-'Aziz Muhammad, who succeeded al-Zahir in 1216. Otherwise, however, al-'Adil interfered little

\textsuperscript{28} In the 1220s, the standing forces of Egypt under al-Kamil Muhammad are given by Ibn Wasi as 12,000, those of Damascus under al-Mu'azzam 'Isa as 3,000 (or 4,000 in another but less reliable manuscript). Each Ayyubid principality had its own army, separately recruited, trained and financed. In periods when there was an effective paramount ruler, as under Saladin and al-'Adil, these separate armies could readily be combined. Obviously that was not always the case. The total regular forces – almost entirely heavy cavalry – of the Ayyubid confederation numbered 22,000 to 24,000.


\textsuperscript{30} Hama was ruled by the descendants of Saladin's nephew Taqi al-Din 'Umar b. Shahanshah, who had been one of his ablest though most troublesome commanders; Homs by the descendants of his uncle Shirkuh, whose patronage had been crucial in his rise to power in Egypt. Both these appanages would enjoy an unbroken hereditary succession down to the end of Ayyubid rule in Syria: Homs until 1263, Hama until 1328.
in Aleppo’s internal affairs. Al-Zahir was thus enabled to build a remarkably
stable and centralized state, one able to endure two infant successions to the
throne (in 1216 and 1236) without a major political crisis. After the death of al-
‘Adil in 1218, in fact, Aleppo tended to pursue an independent regional policy,
focused chiefly on the Rum Seljuqids, now at the height of their power, and
was usually able to keep clear of the rivalries that constantly pitted the other
Ayyubid principalities against one another. Only with the grave succession
crisis that broke out after the death of al-Kamil Muhammad (regn. 1218–38)
was Aleppo dragged back into the thick of things. Though it would take us
beyond the chronological limits of this chapter to explore Aleppo’s role in
these events, we should note the skilful diplomacy of the queen-mother Dayfa
Khatun, who was the officially recognized and much-admired regent for her
young grandson al-Nasir Yusuf until her death in 1242. Through her the hand
of al-‘Adil was still felt in the affairs of Aleppo.

The reign of al-‘Adil was on the whole one of consolidation rather than dy-
namic expansion. This may be partly a matter of personality, since throughout
his career al-‘Adil had more often been an administrator and diplomat than
a soldier. He was also in his late fifties by the time he consolidated his power
in 1201, and he had been almost constantly at war for two decades. A degree
of caution and fatigue seems altogether understandable. His first concern was
to rebuild the treasury, left almost empty by his brother’s empire-building, the
constant full-scale warfare against the Franks between 1187 and 1192 and eight
years of intra-dynastic strife after 1193. This policy required an aggressive quest
for revenues, and al-‘Adil was not beloved amongst his subjects. In the end
he was successful, however, and his heirs, faced with the terrible crisis of the
Fifth Crusade (1217–21), had good reason to be grateful to him. He also had to
reshape the Ayyubid armies in Egypt and Damascus, riven and factionalized
by the civil war. This he did with great discretion, often permitting the passage
of time to solve the more delicate problems. His skill is shown by the fact
that from 1201 to the end of his reign, he faced no significant military unrest.
Finally, he undertook a major programme of refortification throughout his do-
 mains; among many impressive monuments, the massive citadel of Damascus
embodies his goals and achievements with a special power.

Al-‘Adil in fact did not lack imperial ambitions, but he focused them on
Mesopotamia and south-eastern Anatolia; either directly or through the agency
of his son al-Ashraf Musa, he was able to bring most of the old Zengid do-
minions, apart from Mosul and Sinjar, within his realm, in addition to the
region around Lake Van. The goals of this expansion are only partly clear. The
Ayyubids had had their eye on Mesopotamia and Mosul since Saladin’s time,
of course, and in any case it made sense to pre-empt any efforts at a Zengid
revanche in Mesopotamia and north Syria. The Lake Van region was remote
and poor, however, and it is hard to be sure what al-‘Adil had in mind when he sent his troops there. It may have been an effort to gain paramountcy within the Ayyubids’ old Kurdish homeland, but that is only speculation.

In contrast, al-‘Adil pursued a very cautious policy in regard to the Latins in Palestine.\textsuperscript{31} Far from attempting to finish the job begun by his brother, he took the field only when Christian initiatives compelled him to. He was quite willing to negotiate minor territorial concessions in order to bring things to a prompt conclusion. It is true that he pursued a more active policy against Tripoli and Antioch, but it was intended to restrain them, not to eradicate them. Again we must infer his motives. One surely was the fear of provoking a new crusade like that of 1189–92, which had so nearly ended in disaster. In addition, an aggressive anti-Frankish policy would have undermined his emphasis on administrative consolidation and financial retrenchment. Finally, the ports of Acre and Tyre carried a flourishing commerce in the early thirteenth century. Damascus profited greatly from this commerce, as did Aleppo from the trade through St Simeon and Antioch. War could only have disrupted this useful source of revenues, while producing very uncertain benefits.

Apart from the jihad against the Latins, al-‘Adil and the other Ayyubid princes adhered closely to the ideology which they had inherited from Nur al-Din and Saladin. In particular, they were active patrons of Sunni Islam, and the decades of Ayyubid rule saw an extraordinary profusion of mosques, madrasas, Sufi convents and other religious foundations. It was not merely a question of money and physical infrastructure; the religious and historical scholarship of the Ayyubid period is remarkable both for its quantity and calibre. Damascus may have been the most important centre of Sunni learning in the world in the thirteenth century, and Cairo and Aleppo were not far behind.\textsuperscript{32}

In the last year of al-‘Adil’s reign, the struggles of a lifetime almost came to naught. The arrival of a new crusade in Acre in 1217 at first seemed just another passing threat to Muslim Palestine, and a crusader thrust through Galilee was fended off by some hard fighting in the autumn and early winter. But in the spring of 1218, the crusade turned toward Egypt and laid siege to the crucial port city of Damietta. The struggle there would continue for more than three years, and more than once threatened the ruin of Ayyubid political power.

It was no doubt a mercy that the aged al-‘Adil died in August 1218 while leading his forces from Damascus down to the Delta, but his passing left his sons to manage a difficult succession in the midst of a major military crisis.\textsuperscript{33}

\textsuperscript{31} Sivan (1968), ch. 5; Humphreys (1998).


\textsuperscript{33} Al-Kamil (regn. 1218–38): Gottschalk (1958); Humphreys (1977b), chs. 5, 6.
As at the death of Saladin, the empire’s key appanages were held by three sons roughly equal in age: al-Kamil Muhammad of Egypt, al-Mu’azzam ‘Isa of Damascus, and al-Ashraf Musa in the East. Al-‘Adil’s successor as head of the confederation, al-Kamil Muhammad, could base his leadership within the family only on the fragile authority of an older brother. Moreover, all three were well into their thirties; they had held their appanages for many years, were experienced in battle and administration, and inevitably regarded their standing vis-à-vis one another with some jealousy. Worse, al-Kamil almost at once faced a military coup mounted by a disgruntled Kurdish amir. The grave situation was further compounded by a Rum Seljuqid attack on Aleppo in the spring of 1218. To the astonishment of contemporary observers, the three brothers maintained an effective alliance throughout the bitter years of the Fifth Crusade. The coup against al-Kamil was quickly suppressed, the Rum Seljuqids were driven off by al-Ashraf, and the crusaders, who had twice refused to accept the retrocession of Jerusalem in exchange for the evacuation of Damietta, had to abandon Egypt in total defeat in September 1221.

It was inevitable that the fraternal harmony of the war years would break down once the crusader armies had left Egypt. The events of the next seventeen years are far too complex to chronicle in detail. In essence they can be divided into four unequal periods: (1) 1221–7, which witnessed an ingeniously conducted struggle by al-Mu’azzam of Damascus to defend his principality (and to expand it where possible) against the ambitions of his brothers al-Kamil and al-Ashraf; (2) 1227–9, which saw both the strange episode of the crusade of Frederick II and the doomed effort by al-Mu’azzam’s son and successor al-Nasir Da’ud to maintain his father’s policy, an effort defeated by al-Kamil’s astuteness in manipulating the ambitions of Frederick and al-Ashraf for his own benefit; (3) 1229–36, a period of restored harmony within the confederation, with a kind of dyarchy between al-Ashraf (now the ruler of Damascus) and al-Kamil (very much the senior partner, since he controlled both Egypt and al-Ashraf’s former lands in the East); (4) 1236–8, during which the confederation again fell into a period of open civil war, culminating in al-Kamil’s conquest of Damascus in January 1238.

It is tempting to interpret al-Kamil’s reign as a long struggle not merely to assert his supremacy within the Ayyubid confederation, but to convert it into a unified monarchy. After 1229, al-Kamil certainly controlled more territory than any other Ayyubid prince since Saladin’s division of the empire in 1186. Likewise, the lands he ruled directly – Egypt and the East – allowed him to grip the Syrian principalities (Damascus, Homs, Hama and Aleppo) in a vice. In addition to the strategic location of al-Kamil’s lands, they supported some 16,000 regular cavalry, a force almost twice as large as the combined armies of Syria. In the final analysis, however, al-Kamil was a conservative; throughout
his reign he scrupulously respected the confederative structure of the empire. If he was planning a radical reshaping of this structure, he died before he could take any concrete steps toward that goal. In the siege of 1238 he had even promised to restore Damascus to al-Nasir Da’ud, the nephew whom he had dispossessed nine years before. (We cannot of course be sure that he would have kept his promise; al-Kamil was always a man of flexible principles.) Upon his death in Damascus in March 1238, al-Kamil’s personal dominions went to his two sons, al-‘Adil II in Egypt and al-Salih Ayyub in the East. Damascus was left to the discretion of his amirs; they assigned it to one of his nephews, al-Jawad Yūnus, a prince of surpassing obscurity.

In principle, then, the Ayyubid confederation was still intact, along lines not much different from those laid down by Saladin and al-‘Adil. In reality, everything had changed. No one was happy with the new settlement. It would break down almost at once, and the internecine wars of the next decade, far bitterer than any that had preceded them in Ayyubid times, would utterly transform the political system created by Saladin. The dissolution of the Ayyubid confederation led finally to the centralized military autocracy of the Mamluk sultanate, but the analysis of these events must be reserved for another chapter.

The century and a half between the death of Malikshah and al-Kamil Muhammad was clearly a period of intense political decentralization in western Iran and the Fertile Crescent. However, only sporadically was it an era of political chaos. What we observe is a competition for autonomy or paramountcy among local rulers and senior amirs who possessed roughly equal resources. That competition was governed by well-understood if rarely articulated rules of politics. Moreover, it was carried out within a rather stable set of fiscal and administrative practices (the \textit{iqta‘}, the \textit{mamluk} system, the \textit{atabeg} and so on).

The dynastic succession, passing from Seljuqids to Zengids to Ayyubids, marked no deep changes in these rules or practices. However, each of these dynastic formations did incorporate them in a distinctive way. The Seljuqid legacy left by Tutush in 1095 was so inchoate that his immediate successors were unable to organize effective states, nor could any one of them hope to impose a lasting order on the whole region from Damascus to Mosul. Zengi, schooled in the Great Seljuqid politics of Baghdad, was no doubt more talented and determined than his predecessors. He was also luckier, because there was almost no one to oppose him between Mosul and Aleppo at the beginning of his career, and because he lived long enough to convert his first acquisitions into a solid political structure. He was also fortunate in his successors, particularly his second son Nur al-Din Mahmud, who knew how to extend and strengthen his father’s legacy over a long reign. Nur al-Din created an enduring political framework for his successors; in effect he trained the amirs and administrators who would build the Ayyubid empire. Saladin, finally, began his career as a
junior amir at Nur al-Din’s court, and clearly acquired an uncommon understanding of the workings of Nur al-Din’s political system. What set him apart, excluding his boldness and astonishing good luck in the summer of 1187, was his very conscious political planning, his effort to build a complex confederative structure that could be transmitted from generation to generation. In spite of the lengthy succession crisis of 1193–1201, he succeeded remarkably well. Only half a century after his death did the Ayyubid system of politics begin to disintegrate. This time, however, it was replaced by a new system, based on new administrative institutions and sharply different ways of playing the political game.
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Appendix: genealogical tables

Table 1  Salian and Hohenstaufen emperors and kings

CONRAD II = Gisela of Swabia
e, k 1024–39

HENRY III (2) = Agnes of Poitou
e, k 1039–56

Matilda = Rudolf of Rheinfelden
= (1) Solomon k Hungary
d Swabia (anti-k 1077–80) = (2) Władysław Herman
d Poland [see List 4]

Frederick I of Hohenstaufen
= (1) Agnes (2) = Leopold III
Hohenstaufen m Austria

Frederick = Judith of Bavaria
of Hohenstaufen [see Table 2]

CONRAD III = Gertrude of Sulzbach
k 1138–52

Leopold = Henry Jasormigott
m Austria d Austria

Otto = bp Freising

FREDERICK I (2) = Beatrice of Burgundy
e, k 1152–90

HENRY IV = Bertha of Maurienne
e, k 1053–1105/6

HENRY BERENGAR
co-k 1147–50

HENRY VI = Constance of Sicily
e, k 1191–7 [see Table 7]

PHILIP d Swabia
k 1198–1208

FREDERICK II
e, k 1215–50
Table 2 Welfs, dukes of the Bavarians and Saxons

Welf IV = Judith of Flanders
d Bavaria

LOTHAR III = Welf V = Matilda of Tuscany
of Supplinburg
ence 1125–37

Gertrude = Henry X

Judith = Frederick of Hohenstaufen
[see Table 1]

Henry XII 'The Lion' (2) = Matilda of England
d Saxony 1142–95 [see Table 4]
d Bavaria 1156–95

OTTO IV
e, k 1198–1218

d Bavaria
Table 3  Capetians, kings of the French

Hugh the Great

HUGH I CAPET = Alice of Poitou
k 987–96

Emma = Richard I
of Normandy
[see Table 4]

ROBERT II (3) = Constance of Provence
k 996–1031

HENRY I = Anna of Kiev, dtr of Jaroslav I
k 1031–60
[see List 7]

Bertha of Holland = (1) PHILIP I (2) = Bertrada of Montfort
k 1060–1108
[see Table 8]

Constance = Bohemond I
p Antioch
[see Table 7]

LOUIS VI = Adelaide of Savoy
k 1108–37

Henry II of England = (2) Eleanor of = (1) LOUIS VII (2) = Constance of Castile
[see Table 4] Aquitaine k 1137–80
[see Table 6]

(s) = Adel of Blois-Champagne

PHILIP II
k 1180–1223
### Table 4. Kings in England, dukes in Normandy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>King</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Reign</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard I</td>
<td>Emma of France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normandy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aelfgifu</td>
<td>Ethelred II</td>
<td>Emma of Normandy</td>
<td>979–1016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward II</td>
<td>Emma of Normandy</td>
<td>Knut</td>
<td>1016–35</td>
<td>Rennes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godwine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmund</td>
<td>Aeldgyth</td>
<td>Edward the Confessor</td>
<td>1016–76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold II</td>
<td>Edith</td>
<td>Harold</td>
<td>1040–66</td>
<td>Normandy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward IV</td>
<td>Agatha of Braunschweig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1066–87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen</td>
<td>Matilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>1135–54</td>
<td>Boulogne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry II</td>
<td>Eleanor of Aquitaine</td>
<td></td>
<td>1154–89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry III</td>
<td>Berengaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>1170–83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard II</td>
<td>Judith</td>
<td></td>
<td>1189–99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Matilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>1199–1216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry VIII</td>
<td>Matilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>1216–72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Precedence**
- Tancred of Hauteville (see Table 7)
- Godwine, Earl of Wessex
Table 5 Kings of the Scots

KENNETH II
k 971–95

KENNETH III
k 997–1005

MALCOLM II
k 1005–34

Crinan Mormaer = Berthoc of Atholl

DUNCAN I
k 1034–40

Ingeborg = (1) MALCOLM III (2) = Margaret of Engand of Halland CANMORE k 1031–93

DONALD III BANE k 1093–7

DUNCAN II Maria = Eustace EDGAR III of Boulogne ALEXANDER I DAVID I = Matilda of Huntingdon England k 1094

MALCOLM IV k 1153–65

WILLIAM THE LION k 1165–1214

Henry, earl of Huntingdon = Ada of Warenne

[see Table 4] [see Table 8]
Table 6 Kings in the Iberian peninsula

SANCHO III GARÇÉS = Muni Major ctess Castile
k Navarre, ct Aragon and Castile
1004—1035

GARCÍA V = Estefania
k Navarre of Foix
1035—54

FERNANDO I = Sancha
ct and k Castile of León
1029—65

RAMIRO I = Gilberga
k Aragon of Coucerans
1035—63

SANCHO IV GARÇÉS = Estefania
k Navarre of Foix
1054—76

SANCHO II ALFONSO VI (i) = Isabel
k Castile-León of Burgundy
1065—72

RAMIREZ = Isabel
k Aragon of Seville
1072—1109

SANCHO II (ii) = Agnes
k Aragon of Burgundy
1109—26

ALFONSO VII = Berenguela
k Castile-León of Barcelona
1126—57

AFONSO I = Mafalda
ct and k Portugal of Savoy
1112—85

PETRONILA I = Roger
q Aragon of Poitiers
1109—26

Margarita SANCHO = Sancta
k Navarre
1134—50

ALFONSO VIII = Berenguela
k Castile-León of Barcelona
1157—88

k Castile of León
1185—1212

PETRONILA I = Roger
q Aragon of Poitiers
1137—74

Margarita SANCHO = Sancha
k Navarre
1194—1234

ALFONSO IX = Berenguela
k Castile of León
1188—1230

PEDRO II = Berenguela
k Aragon
1196—1213
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Table 7 The Hautevilles in southern Italy, Sicily and Antioch

Tancred of Hauteville = Fredesende of Normandy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lineage</th>
<th>Marriage Partners</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alverade</td>
<td>(1) Robert Guiscard, (2) Sikelgaita</td>
<td>1057–85</td>
<td>d Apulia, of Salerno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alverade</td>
<td>Roger I = Adelaide</td>
<td>1059–1101</td>
<td>c Sicily of Savona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOHEMOND I</td>
<td>Constance of France</td>
<td>1085–1111</td>
<td>p Antioch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOHEMOND II</td>
<td>Alice of Jerusalem</td>
<td>1111–27</td>
<td>p Antioch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOHEMOND III</td>
<td></td>
<td>1160–1201</td>
<td>p Antioch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roger I = Adelaide of Sicily of Savona

ROGER II = Elvira of Castile

BOHEMOND I = Constance of France

BOHEMOND II = Alice of Jerusalem

BOHEMOND III = |

WILLIAM I = Margaret of Navarre

WILLIAM II = |

WILLIAM III = |

CONSTANCE (1) = RAYMOND OF POITIERS

CONSTANCE = Henry VI

TANCREDE = Sibylla of Medania

WILLIAM II |

WILLIAM III |
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Table 8 Counts of Boulogne and Anjou, kings of Jerusalem

Eustace II = Ida of c Boulogne Lorraine

Hugh I = Melisende of c Rethel Montlhéry

GODFREY OF BOUILLON d Lower Lorraine ruler Jerusalem 1099–1100

Eustace III = Maria c Boulogne of k Jerusalem 1100–1118

Baldwin I Baldwin II = Morphia Fulk IV = (i) Bertrada of c Anjou of Montfort

(b) = Philip I of France

[see Table 5]

Baldwin III Agnes = (i) Amalric (2) = Maria k Jerusalem of Courtenay k Jerusalem 1143–63 -Edessa 1163–74

Geoffrey V = Matilda of Komnenas Plantagenet England c Anjou [see Table 4] 1129–51

Baldwin IV William = (i) Sybil (2) = Guy of Montferrat c Jerusalem of Lusignan q Jerusalem 1174–85 1186–90 1186–92

Baldwin V k Jerusalem 1185–9

Matilda = Stephen of Blois ctess Boulogne [see Table 4]

MELISENDE = (2) Fulk V (i) = Eremburge Alice = Bohemond II q Jerusalem c Anjou 1109 k Jerusalem 1131–61

Of Maine Of Antioch [see Table 7]

[see Table 3]
LISTS OF RULERS

Christian rulers

1 Byzantine emperors, 976–1204

Basil II, 976–1205
Constantine VIII, 1025–8
Romanos III Argyros, 1028–34
Michael IV, 1034–41
Michael V, 1041–2
Zoe and Theodora, 1042
Constantine IX Monomachos, 1042–55
Theodora (again), 1055–6
Michael VI, 1056–7
Isaac I Komnenos, 1057–9
Constantine X Doukas, 1059–67
Romanos IV Diogenes, 1068–71
Michael VII Doukas, 1071–8
Nikephoros III Botaneiates, 1078–81
Alexios I Komnenos, 1081–1118
John II Komnenos, 1118–43
Manuel I Komnenos, 1143–80
Alexios II Komnenos, 1180–3
Andronikos I Komnenos, 1183–5
Isaac II Angelos, 1185–95
Alexios III Angelos, 1195–1203
Isaac II Angelos (again) and Alexios IV Angelos, 1203–4
Alexios V Murtzouphlos, 1204

2 Popes, 1012–1216

Benedict VIII, 18 May 1012; died 9 Apr. 1024
John XIX, Apr. or May 1024; died 20 Oct. 1032
Benedict IX, 1032; resigned Sept. 1044
Silvester III, 20 Jan. 1045; deposed 10 Mar. 1045
Benedict IX, for the second time, 10 Mar. 1045; deposed 20 Dec. 1046
Gregory VI, 5 May 1045; deposed 20 Dec. 1046
Clement II, 25 Dec. 1046; died 9 Oct. 1047
Benedict IX, for the third time, returned 8 Nov. 1047; expelled 17 July 1048
Damasus II, 17 July 1048; died 9 Aug. 1048
Leo IX, 12 Feb. 1049; died 19 Apr. 1054
Victor II, 13 Apr. 1055; died 28 July 1057
Stephen X, 3 Aug. 1057; died 29 Mar. 1058
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- **Benedict X**, 5 Apr. 1058; deposed 24 Jan. 1059
- **Nicholas II**, 24 Jan. 1059; died 27 July 1061
- **Alexander II**, 1 Oct. 1061; died 21 Apr. 1073
  - [anti-pope: Honorius II, 28 Oct. 1061; died late 1072]
- **Gregory VII**, 30 June 1073; died 25 May 1085
  - [anti-pope: Clement III, 24 Mar. 1084; died 8 Sept. 1100]
- **Urban II**, 12 Mar. 1088; died 29 July 1099
- **Paschal II**, 14 Aug. 1099; died 21 Jan. 1118
  - [anti-popes: Theodoric, Sept. 1100; expelled Jan. 1101; Albert, elected and deposed 1102]
- **Silvester IV**, 18 Nov. 1105; deposed 12 Apr. 1111
- **Gelasius II**, 10 Mar. 1118; died 28 Jan. 1119
  - [anti-pope: Gregory VIII, 8 Mar. 1118; deposed Apr. 1121]
- **Calixtus II**, 9 Feb. 1119; died 13 Dec. 1124
- ** Honorius II**, 21 Dec. 1124; died 13 Feb. 1130
  - [anti-pope: Celestine II, Dec. 1124; died 1125–6]
- **Innocent II**, 23 Feb. 1130; died 24 Sept. 1143
  - [anti-popes: Anacletus II, 23 Feb. 1130; died 25 Jan. 1138; Victor IV, Mar. 1138; resigned 29 May 1138]
- **Celestine II**, 3 Oct. 1143; died 8 Mar. 1144
- **Lucius II**, 12 Mar. 1144; died 15 Feb. 1145
- **Eugeni II**, 18 Feb. 1145; died 8 July 1153
- **Anastasius IV**, 4 July 1153; died 3 Dec. 1154
- **Adrian IV**, 7 Dec. 1154; died 8 July 1155
- **Alexander III**, 20 Sept. 1159; died 30 Aug. 1181
  - [anti-popes: Victor IV, 4 Oct. 1159; died 20 Apr. 1164; Paschal III, 26 Apr. 1164; died 20 Sept. 1168; Calixtus III, Sept. 1168; resigned 29 Aug. 1178; Innocent III, 29 Sept. 1179; deposed Jan. 1180]
- **Lucius III**, 6 Sept. 1181; died 25 Nov. 1185
- **Urban III**, 1 Dec. 1185; died 20 Oct. 1187
- **Clement III**, 20 Dec. 1187; died Mar. 1191
- **Celestine III**, 14 Apr. 1191; died 8 Jan. 1198
- **Innocent III**, 22 Feb. 1198; died 16 July 1216

3. **Doges of Venice, 991–1205**

- Pietro II Orseolo, 991–1008
- Otto Orseolo, 1008–26
- Pietro Centranico (Barbolano), 1026–30
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Otto Orseolo, 1030–2
Domenico Flabianico, 1032–43
Domenico Contarini, 1043–70
Domenico Silvio (Selvo), 1070–84
Vitale Falier, 1084–96
Vitale I Michiel, 1096–1101
Ordelaf Falier, 1101–18
Domenico Michiel, 1118–29
Pietro Polani, 1129–48
Domenico Morosini, 1148–55
Vitale II Michiel, 1155–72
Sebastiano Ziani, 1172–8
Orio Mastropiero (Malipiero), 1178–92
Enrico Dandolo, 1192–1205

4 The Piasts, counts, grand dukes and kings of the Poles, 992–1202

Boleslaw Chrobry, 992–1025
Mieszko, 1025–34
Kazimierz Odnowiciel, 1039–58
Boleslaw Szczodry, 1058–80
Wladyslaw Herman, 1080–1102
Boleslaw Krzywousty, 1102–38
Wladyslaw, 1138–46
Boleslaw Kedzierzawy, 1146–73
Mieszko, 1177–80, 1194–1202
Kazimierz, 1180–94

5 The Árpáds, kings of the Hungarians, 997–1204

Stephen I, 997–1038
Peter Orseolo, 1038–41, 1044–6
Samuel Aba, 1041–4
Andrew I, 1046–60
Béla I, 1060–3
Solomon, 1063–74
Géza I, 1074–7
Ladislas I, 1077–95
Coloman, 1095–1116
Stephen II, 1116–31
Béla II, 1131–41
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Géza II, 1141–62
Stephen III, 1162–72
Ladislas II, 1162–3
Stephen IV, 1163
Béla III, 1172–96
Emeric, 1196–1204

6 Kings of the Croatians, 1000–97
Krešimir III, 1000–30
Stjepan I, 1030–58
(Peter) Krešimir IV, 1058–74
Zvonimir Dmitar, 1075–c. 1089
Stjepan II, c. 1089–1090/1
Peter, 1093–7

7 The Rurikids, grand princes of Kiev, 1024–1205
Jaroslav I, 1024–54
Izyaslav I, 1054–73
Svyatoslav I, 1073–6
Vsevolod I, 1076–93
Svyatopolk II, 1093–1113
Monomakh, 1113–25
Mstislav I, 1125–32
Jaropolk II, 1132–9
Vyacheslav, 1139
Vsevolod II, 1139–46
Izyaslav II, 1146–54
Yury I, 1155–8
Izyaslav III, 1158–9
Rostislav I, 1159–67
Mstislav II, 1167–9
Andrey, 1169–74
Svyatoslav II, 1176–9
Ryurik II, 1194–1202
Roman Mstislavich, 1202–5

8 Kings in Denmark, 987–1202
Sven I Forkbeard, 987–1014
Harald, 1014–18
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Knut the Great, 1019–35
Harthaknut, 1035–42
Magnus, 1042–7
Sven Estridsen, 1047–74
Harald, 1074–80
Knut II, 1080–6
Olaf I, 1086–95
Erik I, 1095–1103
Niels, 1104–30
Magnus, 1134
Erik II, 1134–7
Erik III, 1137–46
Sven III, 1147–57
Knut III, co-king, 1154–7
Valdemar I, 1157–82
Knut IV, 1182–1202

Kings in Norway, 1047–1202

Harald Hardrada, 1045–66
Magnus, 1066–9
Olav, 1069–93
Magnus Barefoot, 1095–1103
Eystein, co-king, 1103–23
Sigurd, co-king, 1103–30
Olav, co-king, 1103–15
Harald, 1130–6
Magnus the Blind, co-king, 1136–9
Sigurd, co-king, 1136–55
Inge, co-king, 1142–61
Eystein, co-king, 1142–57
Haakon II, 1157–62
Sigurd, 1162–3
Magnus, 1161–84
Sverre, 1184–1202

Muslim rulers (with dates of accession)

The ‘Abbasid caliphs in Baghdad, 991–1180

al-Qadir, 991
al-Qa‘im, 1031
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al-Muqtadi, 1075
al-Mustazhir, 1094
al-Mustarshid, 1118
al-Rashid, 1135
al-Muqtafi, 1136
al-Mustanjid, 1160
al-Mustadi', 1170
al-Nasir, 1180

11 The Fatimid caliphs in Cairo, 996—1171

al-Hakim, 996
al-Zahir, 1021
al-Mustansir, 1036
al-Musta'li, 1094
al-Amir, 1101
al-Hafiz, 1131
al-Zafir, 1149
al-Fa'iz, 1154
al-'Adid, 1160—71

12 The Ayyubids (Saladin and his descendants), 1169—1250

In Egypt
al-Nasir I Salah-al-Din (Saladin), 1169
al-'Aziz 'Uthman, 1186
al-Mansur Nasir-al-Din, 1198
al-'Adil I Sayf-al-Din, 1200

In Damascus
al-Afdal Nur-al-Din 'Ali, 1186
al-'Adil I Sayf-al-Din, 1196

In Aleppo
al-'Adil I Sayf-al-Din, 1183
al-Zahir Ghazi, 1186
al-'Aziz Muhammad, 1216

In Diyarbakr
al-Nasir I Salah-al-Din (Saladin), 1185
al-'Adil I Sayf-al-Din, 1195
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al-Awhad Najm-al-Din Ayyub, 1200
al-Ashraf I Musa, 1210

In the Yemen
al-Mu’azzam Shams-al-Din Turan-Shah, 1174
al-‘Aziz Zahir–al-Din Tughtigin, 1181
Mu’izz-al-Din Isma’il, 1197
al-Nasir Ayyub, 1202
al-Muzaffar Sulayman, 1214
al-Mas‘ud Salah-al-Din, 1215

13 The Almoravids in North Africa and Spain, 1061–1147
Yusuf b. Tashufin, 1061
‘Ali, 1106
Tashufin, 1142
Ibrahim, 1146
Is’haq, 1146–7

14 The Almohads in North Africa and Spain, 1130–1214
Muhammad b. Tumart, 1121
‘Abd-al-Mu‘min, 1130
Abu-Ya‘qub Yusuf I, 1163
Abu-Yusuf Ya‘qub al-Mansur, 1184
Muhammad al-Nasir, 1199
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